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Research has proven that matching your personality to a 
career brings work satisfaction and success. In this best-
selling book, you discover your personality type and the 
50 best jobs that relate to it. This eye-opening approach 
to careers pinpoints jobs that you are likely to enjoy or 
be good at, that offer work environments that suit you, 
and that include co-workers with whom you’re likely to 
work well.

Helpful Facts on the Best Jobs for 
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The authors used the most up-to-date facts from govern-
ment sources. Besides the best jobs lists, the book includes 
information-packed descriptions of 300 occupations that 
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ful facts:

 ! The best Artistic job in terms of pay, growth, and 
openings is Multi-Media Artists and Animators. It has 
earnings of $54,550, a growth rate of 25.8% through 
2016, and 13,182 annual openings.
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How This Book Works
Take a look at Part I for information about personality 
types and how they relate to your career. Complete a 
short assessment to ! nd your personality type in Part 
II. Browse the 140+ best jobs lists in Part III to ! nd 
the jobs in your personality type that interest you most. 
Then look up their descriptions in Part IV for details 
on earnings, growth, job tasks, education requirements, 
and much more. Simple.

Who Can Benefit from This Book? Want to ! nd a 
job that ! ts you well? Researching and planning your 
future education and career options? Interested in 
exploring better-paying or more interesting jobs? This 
book is ideal for people making career plans and deci-
sions, as well as for the educators, counselors, and oth-
ers advising them.

About the Authors. Mike Farr has written more than 
20 books on career and job search topics and is one 
of the most popular authors in the ! eld. Laurence 
Shatkin has 30 years in the career information ! eld, 
presents and blogs on career issues, and is the author of 
many career books.
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This Is a Big Book, But It 
Is Very Easy to Use
Psychologists have long understood a principle that many of us consider just common sense: that 
people have an aspect called personality that makes them feel more comfortable in some situations 
than in others. People who have a certain personality feel more capable of doing certain things 
and dealing with certain problems; they also feel more accepted when they are among people with 
personalities similar to their own. ! is is especially true for one place where people spend a major 
portion of their time: at work. People want to feel that they fi t in with the people and with the 
activities where they work.

If personality is the key to this feeling of fi tting in, then you need to consider this question: What 
kind of personality do you have? Maybe you can come up with a few ways to describe yourself, such 
as “sunny,” “energetic,” “conscientious,” “loyal,” “outgoing,” “funny,” or “competitive.” But what 
do those terms suggest for the kind of work you might enjoy and do well? What terms might be 
more useful?

Some Things You Can Do with This Book
! is book can help you think about your personality in terms that have proven relevance to 
the world of work. You’ll learn about the personality types that many psychologists and career 
development practitioners use to describe people and jobs. You’ll take a quick assessment to help 
you clarify your dominant personality type. ! en you’ll dig into a gold mine of facts about the 
jobs that are the best fi t for your personality type—and that are the best for other reasons, too, 
such as their wages and job openings. ! e lists of “best jobs” will help you zero in on promising 
careers, and the descriptive profi les of the jobs will open your eyes to career choices that previously 
you may not have known much about.

We all want to fi t in somewhere. And there are probably several di" erent careers where each of us 
could fi t in. But why not do it in a really good job? ! at’s what this book can help you choose.

Credits and Acknowledgments: While the authors created this book, it is based on the work of many others. The occupational 
information is based on data obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S. Census Bureau. These sources provide the most 
authoritative occupational information available. The job titles and their related descriptions are from the O*NET database, which was 
developed by researchers and developers under the direction of the U.S. Department of Labor. They, in turn, were assisted by thousands of 
employers who provided details on the nature of work in the many thousands of job samplings used in the database’s development. We used 
the most recent version of the O*NET database, release 13.0. We appreciate and thank the staff of the U.S. Department of Labor for their 
efforts and expertise in providing such a rich source of data.
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types. ! is section also explores the relationship 
between personality and career. Starts on page 17.

Part II: What’s Your Personality Type? Take 
an Assessment. ! is part helps you discover your 
personality type with a short, easy-to-complete 
assessment. Starts on page 23.

Part III: ! e Best Jobs Lists: Jobs for Each of 
the Six Personality Types. ! e 141 lists in Part 
III show you the best jobs in terms of high salaries, 
fast growth, and plentiful job openings for each of 
the six personality types. Further lists classify the 
jobs according to education and training required 
and several other features, such as jobs with the 
highest percentage of women and of men and jobs 
with high rates of self-employment and many part-
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Part V: Appendixes. Appendix A contains a list 
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Part IV. Appendix D identifi es resources for further 
career exploration. Starts on page 451.
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Foreword
When I wrote the foreword for the fi rst edition of this book, I started by saying, Whether you’re a 
counselor or a career explorer, this book is a must-have resource!

I’d like to take credit for the tens of thousands of copies that have been sold, but I am fairly 
certain that readers discovered the value of this fabulous resource for themselves. I have no doubt 
that 50 Best Jobs for Your Personality will continue to be a popular reference for career guidance 
professionals and also for individuals who are in the process of choosing or changing their careers.

! e O*NET content model as a whole and the in-depth descriptions of occupations that have 
grown out of that model are of huge signifi cance. O*NET has provided career professionals and 
others the common terminology that was needed to communicate across disciplines about the 
world of work. ! is book, 50 Best Jobs for Your Personality, takes great advantage of the O*NET 
occupational database. For counselors, the book is a ready reference that includes key descriptors 
of over 300 occupations, organized by the six career personality types (“RIASEC” or “Holland 
Codes”) fi rst described by John Holland. For the lay reader, there is a “How to Use ! is Book” 
section that will promote e" ective use in advancing individual career exploration. ! ough the 
focus is on personality type, the book is uniquely organized to encourage readers to consider a 
range of characteristics as they investigate potential careers. 

As a career counseling professional, I have experienced fi rsthand the gratifi cation that comes with 
helping individuals understand how their personal characteristics relate to occupational choice. 
I have witnessed the e" ects, both in terms of job satisfaction and of productivity, when there 
is a good match between an individual’s personality and an environment that supports his/her 
personality traits. It’s an exciting process, one that will be furthered through the use of this book. 

Kristine Dobson
President, Career 1 Consulting
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Introduction
Before we get started fi nding the best jobs for your personality type, here are a few things 

to know about the information in this book and how it is organized.

Where the Information Comes From
! e information we used in creating this book comes from three major government sources:
! ! e U.S. Department of Labor: We used several data sources to construct the 

information we put into this book. We started with the jobs included in the U.S. 
Department of Labor’s O*NET database. ! e O*NET includes information on about 
950 occupations and is now the primary source of detailed information on occupations. 
One of the information topics the O*NET covers is the personality types that are 
discussed in this book. ! e Labor Department updates the O*NET on a regular basis, 
and we used the most recent one available, release 13. As it happens, in release 13 the 
data about personality types has been completely revised and updated. Because we also 
wanted to include earnings, growth, and number of openings—information not included 
in the O*NET—we used sources at the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS). ! e Occupational Employment Statistics survey provided the most 
reliable fi gures on earnings we could obtain, and the Employment Projections program 
provided the nation’s best fi gures on job growth and openings. ! ese two BLS programs 
use a slightly di" erent system of job titles than the O*NET does, but we were able to link 
the BLS data to most of the O*NET job titles we used to develop this book.

! ! e U.S. Census Bureau: Data on the demographic characteristics of workers came 
from the Current Population Survey (CPS), conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. ! is 
includes our information about the proportion of workers in each job who are men and 
women, are self-employed, or work part time. As with the BLS data, we had to match 
slightly di" erent sets of job titles, but we were able to identify CPS data for almost all the 
O*NET jobs.

! ! e U.S. Department of Education: We used the Classifi cation of Instructional 
Programs, a system developed by the U.S. Department of Education, to cross-reference 
the educational or training programs related to each job.
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Of course, information in a database format can be boring and even confusing, so we did 
many things to help make the data useful and present it to you in a form that is easy to 
understand.

How the Jobs in This Book Were Selected
Here is the procedure we followed to select the jobs we included in this book:

 1. We began by creating our own database from the O*NET, the Census Bureau, and other 
sources to include the information that we wanted. ! is database covered 949 job titles, 
of which 812 were rated in terms of the six RIASEC personality types.

 2. Although the O*NET was our source of data on the RIASEC personality types of 
occupations, we decided to base our best jobs lists on the system of job classifi cation 
that the Department of Labor uses to report data for our other sources: the Standard 
Occupational Classifi cation (SOC). ! e SOC system collapses several O*NET job titles; 
for example, the SOC job Accountants and Auditors combines two O*NET jobs, as 
the title indicates. In this example, the two O*NET jobs both have the same dominant 
RIASEC personality type, Conventional, so the personality type for Accountants and 
Auditors obviously is Conventional. Some other SOC jobs, however, combine O*NET 
jobs with di" ering RIASEC types, so we calculated the average of the ratings for the 
six RIASEC types to determine which type was dominant for these diverse SOC 
occupations. ! us we were able to determine the dominant RIASEC types for 733 SOC 
occupations.

 3. We eliminated fi ve jobs for which we lacked important information. (For example, we had 
no job-growth data for Farm Labor Contractors.) We eliminated an additional 14 jobs 
that are expected to employ fewer than 500 workers per year and to shrink rather than 
grow in workforce size. We also removed 51 jobs because they have annual earnings of 
less than $20,920, which means that 75 percent of workers earn more than the workers 
in these jobs.

 4. For the remaining 663 occupations, we were able to create six lists of occupations, each 
representing one dominant RIASEC personality type. ! e six lists ranged in size from 
285 jobs for the Realistic type to 29 for the Artistic type.

 5. Because we wanted to identify 50 best jobs for each personality type, we needed a pool of 
more than 29 jobs for the Artistic type. ! erefore, we added to this pool another 41 jobs 
for which Artistic was the highest-rated secondary personality type. As a result, you’ll 
fi nd some jobs on the Artistic job lists that also appear on lists for another RIASEC 
type, such as Political Scientists (which has Investigative as its dominant RIASEC 
type), Training and Development Specialists (Social), or Public Relations Specialists 
(Enterprising).

 6. Next, for each of the six RIASEC-based lists, we ranked the jobs three times, based 
on these major criteria: median annual earnings, projected growth through 2016, and 
number of job openings projected per year.
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 7. We then added the three numerical rankings for each job to calculate its overall score.
 8. To emphasize jobs that tend to pay more, are likely to grow more rapidly, and have more 

job openings, we selected the 50 job titles with the best total scores for each of the six 
RIASEC types. Because 17 Artistic jobs also appear on other lists, a total of 283 jobs 
(rather than 300) appear on the Part III lists, and they are the focus of this book.

For example, Accountants and Auditors is the Conventional job with the highest combined 
score for earnings, growth, and number of job openings, so Accountants and Auditors is 
listed fi rst in our “50 Best Conventional Jobs” list even though it is not the best-paying 
Conventional job (which is Actuaries), the fastest-growing Conventional job (which is 
Financial Analysts), or the Conventional job with the most openings (which is O#  ce Clerks, 
General).

Why This Book Has More Than 300 Job 
Descriptions

We didn’t think you would mind that this book actually provides information on more than 
300 jobs. As this introduction explains, the jobs on the Part III lists are based on the SOC 
job classifi cation system, but in Part IV we describe the related O*NET jobs separately. ! is 
means that although we used 283 SOC job titles to construct the lists, Part IV actually has a 
total of 326 O*NET job descriptions.

Understand the Limits of the Data in 
This Book

In this book, we use the most reliable and up-to-date information available on earnings, 
projected growth, number of openings, and other topics. ! e earnings data came from the 
U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics. As you look at the fi gures, keep in 
mind that they are estimates. ! ey give you a general idea about the number of workers 
employed, annual earnings, rate of job growth, and annual job openings.

Understand that a problem with such data is that it describes an average. Just as there is 
no precisely average person, there is no such thing as a statistically average example of a 
particular job. We say this because data, while helpful, can also be misleading.

Take, for example, the way we assign the jobs to the six personality types. We follow the 
ratings assigned by the O*NET database, which are based on analysis of the occupation’s 
defi nition, core work tasks, types of knowledge used, and other information about the job. 
But workers with the same occupation title often work in di" erent settings and have varying 
work duties, use varying kinds of knowledge, and vary in other ways that should infl uence 
the RIASEC type one would assign to their job. For example, Librarians who do research 
for a corporation have considerably di" erent work tasks from the Librarians who work in a 
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public library. ! erefore, when we assign Librarians to the Conventional personality type, 
you should keep in mind that Librarians can also fi nd niches within their profession that 
are compatible with other personality types. One way to identify the most likely alternative 
personality types is to look at the full RIASEC personality code (usually two or three letters) 
listed for the job in the Part IV description. ! e code for Librarians is CSE, meaning that 
Social and Enterprising are secondary personality types for this occupation.

Salary fi gures, which seem so precise, likewise summarize a great amount of variation. ! e 
yearly earnings information in this book is based on highly reliable data obtained from a 
very large U.S. working population sample by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It tells us the 
average annual pay received as of May 2007 by people in various job titles (actually, it is the 
median annual pay, which means that half earned more and half less).

! is sounds great, except that half of all people in that occupation earned less than that 
amount. For example, people who are new to the occupation or with only a few years of 
work experience often earn much less than the median amount. People who live in rural 
areas or who work for smaller employers typically earn less than those who do similar work 
in cities (where the cost of living is higher) or for bigger employers. People in certain areas 
of the country earn less than those in others. Other factors also infl uence how much you 
are likely to earn in a given job in your area. For example, Aircraft Mechanics and Service 
Technicians in the Detroit–Livonia–Dearborn, Michigan, metropolitan division have 
median earnings of $56,740, probably because Northwest Airlines has a hub in Detroit 
and its mechanics are unionized. By comparison, the Allentown–Bethlehem–Easton, 
Pennsylvania, metropolitan area has no major airline hub and only a small aircraft service 
facility with nonunionized workers. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians there earn a 
median of only $31,540.

Beginning wages vary greatly, too, depending not only on location and size of employer, but 
also on what skills and educational credentials a new hire brings to the job.

Also keep in mind that the fi gures for job growth and number of openings are projections 
by labor economists—their best guesses about what we can expect between now and 
2016. ! ose projections are not guarantees. A catastrophic economic downturn, war, or 
technological breakthrough could change the actual outcome.

Finally, don’t forget that the job market consists of both job openings and job seekers. ! e 
fi gures on job growth and openings don’t tell you how many people will be competing 
with you to be hired. ! e Department of Labor does not publish fi gures on the supply of 
job candidates, so we are unable to tell you about the level of competition you can expect. 
Competition is an important issue that you should research for any tentative career goal. 
! e Occupational Outlook Handbook provides informative statements for many occupations. 
You should speak to people who educate or train tomorrow’s workers; they probably have a 
good idea of how many graduates fi nd rewarding employment and how quickly. People in 
the workforce can provide insights into this issue as well. Use your critical thinking skills 
to evaluate what people tell you. For example, educators or trainers may be trying to recruit 
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you, whereas people in the workforce may be trying to discourage you from competing. Get 
a variety of opinions to balance out possible biases.

So, in reviewing the information in this book, please understand the limitations of the data. 
You need to use common sense in career decision making as in most other things in life. We 
hope that, by using that approach, you fi nd the information helpful and interesting.

Data Complexities
For those of you who like details, we present some of the complexities inherent in our 
sources of information and what we did to make sense of them here. You don’t need to 
know these things to use the book, so jump to the next section of the introduction if 
details bore you.

We selected the jobs partly on the basis of economic data, and we include information 
on earnings, projected growth, and number of job openings for each job throughout 
this book. We think this information is important to most people, but getting it for 
each job is not a simple task.

Earnings
! e employment security agency of each state gathers information on earnings for various 
jobs and forwards it to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. ! is information is organized 
in standardized ways by a BLS program called Occupational Employment Statistics, or 
OES. To keep the earnings for the various jobs and regions comparable, the OES screens 
out certain types of earnings and includes others, so the OES earnings we use in this book 
represent straight-time gross pay exclusive of premium pay. More specifi cally, the OES 
earnings include each job’s base rate; cost-of-living allowances; guaranteed pay; hazardous-
duty pay; incentive pay, including commissions and production bonuses; on-call pay; and 
tips. ! e OES earnings do not include back pay, jury duty pay, overtime pay, severance pay, 
shift di" erentials, nonproduction bonuses, or tuition reimbursements. Also, self-employed 
workers are not included in the estimates, and they can be a signifi cant segment in certain 
occupations. When data on annual earnings for an occupation is highly unreliable, OES 
does not report a fi gure, which meant that we reluctantly had to exclude from this book a 
few occupations such as Hunters and Trappers.

For each job, we report three fi gures related to earnings:

 ! ! e Annual Earnings fi gure shows the median earnings (half earn more, half earn less).
 ! ! e Beginning Wage fi gure shows the 10th percentile earnings (the fi gure that exceeds 

the earnings of the lowest 10 percent of the workers). ! is is a rough approximation of 
what a beginning worker may be o" ered.

 ! ! e Earnings Growth Potential fi gure represents the ratio between the 10th percentile 
and the median. In a job for which this fi gure is high, you have great potential for 
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increasing your earnings as you gain experience and skills. When the fi gure is low, it 
means you will probably need to move on to another occupation to improve your 
earnings substantially. For the 283 SOC jobs in this book, the earnings growth potential 
ranges from a high of 59.9% for Music Directors and Composers to a low of 10.5% 
for Postal Service Clerks. Because the percentage fi gures would be hard to interpret, we 
use verbal tags to indicate the level of Earnings Growth Potential: “very low” when the 
percentage is less than 25%, “low” for 25–35%, “medium” for 35%–40%, “high” for 
40%–50%, and “very high” for any fi gure higher than 50%. For the highest-paying 
jobs, those for which BLS reports the median earnings as “more than $145,600,” we are 
unable to calculate a fi gure for Earnings Growth Potential.

! e median earnings for all workers in all occupations were $31,410 in May 2007. ! e 283 
SOC jobs in this book were chosen partly on the basis of good earnings, so their average 
is a respectable $45,793. (! is is a weighted average, which means that jobs with larger 
workforces are given greater weight in the computation. It also is based on the assumption 
that a job with income reported as “more than $145,600” pays exactly $145,600, so the 
actual average is somewhat higher.)

! e beginning (that is, 10th percentile) wage for all occupations in May 2007 was $16,060. 
For the 283 SOC jobs in this book, the weighted average is an impressive $28,118.

! e earnings data from the OES survey is reported under the SOC system of job titles. As 
noted earlier in this introduction, the SOC system collapses some O*NET job titles, such 
as Accountants and Auditors. In Part IV of this book, where the O*NET job titles are 
described separately, you may notice that the salary we report for Accountants ($57,060) 
in Part IV is identical to the salary we report for Auditors. In reality, there probably is a 
di" erence, but this is the best information available.

Projected Growth and Number of Job Openings
! is information comes from the O#  ce of Occupational Statistics and Employment 
Projections, a program within the Bureau of Labor Statistics that develops information 
about projected trends in the nation’s labor market for the next ten years. ! e most recent 
projections available cover the years from 2006 to 2016. ! e projections are based on 
information about people moving into and out of occupations. ! e BLS uses data from 
various sources in projecting the growth and number of openings for each job title: Some 
data comes from the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey and some comes from 
an OES survey. ! e BLS economists assumed a steady economy una" ected by a major war, 
depression, or other upheaval. ! ey also assumed that recessions may occur during the 
decade covered by these projections, as would be consistent with the pattern of business 
cycles we have experienced for several decades. However, because their projections cover 10 
years, the fi gures for job growth and openings are intended to provide an average of both the 
good times and the bad times.
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Like the earnings fi gures, the fi gures on projected growth and job openings are reported 
according to the SOC classifi cation. So, again, we had to exclude a few jobs from this 
book because this information is not available for them. As with earnings, some of 
the SOC jobs crosswalk to more than one O*NET job. To continue the example we 
used earlier, the Department of Labor projects growth (17.7%) and openings (134,463) 
for one SOC occupation called Accountants and Auditors, but in the Part IV job 
descriptions, we report these fi gures separately for the O*NET occupation Accountants 
and for the O*NET occupation Auditors. When you see that Accountants has a 17.7% 
projected growth rate and 134,463 projected job openings and Auditors has the same 
two numbers, you should realize that the 17.7% rate of projected growth represents the 
average of these two occupations—one may actually experience higher growth than the 
other—and that these two occupations will share the 134,463 projected openings.

! e Department of Labor provides a single fi gure (22.9%) for the projected growth of 38 
postsecondary teaching jobs and also provides a single fi gure (237,478) for the projected 
annual job openings for these 38 jobs. Because these college-teaching jobs are related to two 
di" erent RIASEC types—Investigative and Social—and because separate earnings fi gures 
are available for each of the 38 jobs, we thought you’d appreciate having these jobs appear 
separately in the Part III lists in this book. If the trends of the last several years continue, 
none of these jobs can be expected to grow or take on workers at a faster rate than the other 
37. ! erefore, in preparing the lists and in the Part IV descriptions, we assumed that all 
of these college-teaching jobs share the same rate of projected job growth, 22.9%, and we 
computed a fi gure for their projected job openings by dividing the total (237,478) into 38 
parts, each of which is proportional in size to the current workforce of the job.

While salary fi gures are fairly straightforward, you may not know what to make of job-
growth fi gures. For example, is projected growth of 15% good or bad? Keep in mind that 
the average (mean) growth projected for all occupations by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
is 10.4%. One-quarter of the SOC occupations have a growth projection of 3.2% or lower. 
Growth of 11.6% is the median, meaning that half of the occupations have more, half less. 
Only one-quarter of the occupations have growth projected at more than 17.4%.

Because the jobs in this book were selected as “best” partly on the basis of job growth, their 
mean growth is 13.9%, which compares favorably to the mean for all jobs. Among these 
283 SOC jobs, the job ranked 71st by projected growth has a fi gure of 22.9%, the job 
ranked 141st (the median) has a projected growth of 15.4%, and the job ranked 212th has a 
projected growth of 10.6%.

! e number of job openings for the 283 best jobs is slightly lower than the national average 
for all occupations. ! e Bureau of Labor statistics projects an average of about 35,000 job 
openings per year for the 750 occupations that it studies, but for the 283 SOC occupations 
included in this book, the average is about 35,700 openings. ! e job ranked 71st for job 
openings has a fi gure of about 37,800 annual openings, the job ranked 141st (the median) 
has about 14,300 openings projected, and the job ranked 212th has about 5,600 openings 
projected.
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However, keep in mind that average fi gures for job openings depend on how BLS defi nes 
an occupation. For example, consider the college teaching jobs. ! e O#  ce of Occupational 
Statistics and Employment Projections recognizes one occupation called Teachers, 
Postsecondary, and projects 237,478 annual job openings for this occupation. As explained 
earlier in this introduction, we divided this huge occupation into 38 separate occupations, 
following the practice of O*NET and of the Occupational Employment Statistics program. 
! e average number of openings for all occupations changes substantially depending on 
whether you deal with college teachers as one or 38 occupations. So it follows that, because 
the way BLS defi nes occupations is somewhat arbitrary, any average fi gure for job openings 
is also somewhat arbitrary.

Perhaps you’re wondering why we present fi gures on both job growth and number of 
openings. Aren’t these two ways of saying the same thing? Actually, you need to know both. 
Consider the occupation Makeup Artists, ! eatrical and Performance, which is projected 
to grow at the astounding rate of 39.8%. ! ere should be lots of opportunities in such a 
fast-growing job, right? Not exactly. ! is is a tiny occupation, with only about 2,100 people 
currently employed. So, even though it is growing rapidly, it will not create many new jobs 
(about 400 per year). Now consider Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive. ! is 
occupation is growing at the glacial rate of 1.2% now that many secretarial tasks are being 
handled by word processors, answering machines, and other kinds of o#  ce automation. 
Nevertheless, this is a huge occupation that employs almost two million workers. So, even 
though its growth rate is unimpressive, it is expected to take on about 240,000 new workers 
each year as existing workers retire, die, or move on to other jobs. ! at’s why we base our 
selection of the best jobs on both of these economic indicators and why you should pay 
attention to both when you scan our lists of best jobs.

Education or Training Required
One set of lists in Part III organizes jobs on the basis of the amount of education or training 
that they typically require for entry. In Part IV, each job description includes a statement of 
the education or training requirements. We base these educational and training requirements 
on ratings supplied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

You should keep in mind that some people working in these jobs may have credentials that 
di" er considerably from the level listed here. For example, although a bachelor’s degree 
is considered the appropriate preparation for Cost Estimators, over one-quarter of these 
workers have no college background at all. Conversely, although Registered Nurses can begin 
working after earning an associate degree, over half have a bachelor’s, and in fact career 
opportunities without the bachelor’s are considerably more limited.

Some workers who have more than the minimum required education for their job have 
earned a higher degree after being hired, but others entered the job with this educational 
credential, and the more advanced degree may have given them an advantage over other job-
seekers with less education. Some workers with less than the normal minimum requirement 
may have been hired on the basis of their work experience in a similar job. So don’t assume 
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that the one-line “Education Required” statement in the Part IV job descriptions gives a 
complete picture of how best to prepare for the job. If you’re considering the job seriously, 
you need to investigate this topic in greater detail. Consider using some of the resources 
listed in Appendix D for further career exploration.

Other Job Characteristics
Like the fi gures for earnings, some of the other fi gures used to create the lists of jobs in this 
book are shared by more than one job title. Usually this is the case for occupations that are 
so small that BLS does not release separate statistics for them. For example, the occupation 
Sound Engineering Technicians has a total workforce of only about 16,000 workers, so BLS 
does not report a specifi c fi gure for the percentage of women workers. In this case, we had 
to use the fi gure that BLS reports for a group of occupations it calls Broadcast and Sound 
Engineering Technicians and Radio Operators. We relied on this same fi gure for four other 
jobs: Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture; Film and Video Editors; 
Audio and Video Equipment Technicians; and Broadcast Technicians. You may notice 
similar fi gure-sharing among related jobs where we list the percentages of workers in specifi c 
age brackets.

Information in the Job Descriptions
We used a variety of government and other sources to compile the job descriptions 
we provide in Part IV. Details on these various sources are mentioned later in this 
introduction in the section “Part IV: Descriptions of the 50 Best Jobs for Each Personality 
Type.”

How This Book Is Organized
! e information in this book moves from the general to the highly specifi c. It starts by 
explaining how personality relates to career choice and presents a widely used model for 
making that connection. An assessment helps you focus on your dominant personality 
type (or types), and then you can consult a wealth of lists that itemize the best jobs for your 
personality type. ! ese lists let you look at the jobs from several di" erent perspectives—for 
example, which jobs pay the best, which jobs employ the most young people, and which jobs 
require an associate’s degree for entry. Finally, you can get highly detailed information about 
any of these career choices in the fact-packed job descriptions that make up the last part of 
the book.

Part I. Overview of Personality and Career
Part I is an overview of how personality relates to careers—the basic theory, plus the six 
personality types that were originally described by John Holland and have since become 
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the basis of many guidance resources. ! is section may clear up some misunderstandings 
you have about what personality means in the context of career choice, and it will help you 
understand a useful way of looking at yourself and the world of work.

Part II. What’s Your Personality Type? Take an 
Assessment

You probably are not reading this book simply to educate yourself about career development 
theory. Rather, the odds are that you have a more practical goal: making a career choice. 
To help you, we’ve included a paper-and-pencil assessment that can help you clarify your 
dominant personality type or types. ! e Personality Type Inventory usually takes about 
20 or 30 minutes to complete, but there is no time limit, nor are there any right or wrong 
answers.

After taking the Personality Type Inventory, you can use what you’ve learned about your 
personality type to identify a job that suits you well. ! is book makes that task easy because 
all of the information about jobs is grouped by the dominant personality type of the jobs. 
! at means you don’t have to waste time exploring jobs that are unlikely to be a good match 
for your personality. Also, because this book focuses on the 50 most rewarding jobs for each 
personality type, you don’t have to complicate your search by considering jobs with low 
earnings or highly limited odds of being employed.

Part III. The Best Jobs Lists: Jobs for Each of the 
Six Personality Types

For many people, the 141 lists in Part III are the most interesting section of the book. Here 
you can see which jobs for each personality type are best in terms of high salaries, fast 
growth, and plentiful job openings and best when these three factors are combined. Other 
lists break out the best of each type according to the level of education or training required 
and several other features of the jobs and of the people who hold them. Look in the Table of 
Contents for a complete list of the lists. Although there are a lot of lists, they are not di#  cult 
to understand because they have clear titles and are organized into groupings of related lists.

People who prefer to think about careers in terms of economic rewards will want to browse 
the lists that show the best jobs in terms of earnings, growth, and openings. On the other 
hand, some people think fi rst in terms of opportunities for young people or representation of 
women, and these readers will fi nd other useful lists that refl ect these interests.

We suggest that you use the lists that make the most sense for you. Following are the names 
of each group of lists along with short comments on each group. You will fi nd additional 
information in a brief introduction provided at the beginning of each group of lists in Part 
III.
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Best Jobs Overall for Each Personality Type: Jobs with the Highest 
Pay, Fastest Growth, and Most Openings

! is group has four sets of six lists, and they are the ones that most people want to see fi rst. 
! e fi rst set of lists presents, for each personality type, all 50 jobs that are included in this 
book in order of their total scores for earnings, growth, and number of job openings. ! ese 
jobs are used in the more-specialized lists that follow and in the descriptions in Part IV. 
! ree more sets of lists in this group present, for each personality type, specialized lists of 
jobs extracted from the best 50 overall: the 20 best-paying, the 20 fastest-growing, and the 
20 with the most openings.

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type with a High Percentage of 
Workers Age 16–24

! is section provides lists of the jobs for each personality type that have the highest 
percentage of workers age 16–24. Each list is then re-sorted to present these youthful jobs 
in order of their total combined scores for earnings, growth, and number of openings. ! us 
there is a total of 12 lists in this section.

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type with a High Percentage of 
Workers Age 55 and Over

! e 12 lists in this section were assembled in the same manner as the lists in the previous 
section, except that these jobs have a high percentage of workers age 55 and over.

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type with a High Percentage of 
Part-Time Workers

! ere are 12 lists in this group, and they extract the jobs from our 50 best jobs for each 
personality type that have a high percentage of part-time workers. Again, they are ordered 
fi rst in terms of percentage of part-time workers, so you can easily fi nd the jobs with the 
most opportunities for part-timers, and then they are re-sorted in order of their total 
combined score for earnings, growth, and number of openings.

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type with a High Percentage of 
Self-Employed Workers

! e 12 lists in this section show you the jobs that have the highest percentage of self-
employed workers. Once again, the lists for the six personality types are re-sorted in order of 
the jobs’ total combined scores for earnings, growth, and number of openings.
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Best Jobs for Each Personality Type with a High Percentage of 
Women and of Men

For each personality type, you can see the jobs that have the highest percentage of workers 
who are women and workers who are men. In addition, each of the lists is re-sorted to show 
these predominantly-male or predominantly-female jobs ordered by their overall ranking 
on earnings, growth, and openings. ! at would make up 24 lists, but one personality type 
(Social) has no jobs with a high percentage of men, so this section includes 22 lists.

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type Sorted by Education or 
Training Required

When considering a career choice, many people put a lot of emphasis on how long it takes to 
prepare for the job and what kind of preparation is appropriate—education, training, work 
experience. Just as it’s important to choose a job that suits your personality, it can be helpful 
to choose learning goals that suit your preferences and abilities. Your fi nancial circumstances 
also may shape your plans for career preparation because higher education can be expensive 
(even with fi nancial aid) and the years you spend in college will postpone the years in which 
you will earn a salary. ! is set of lists sorts the jobs linked to each personality type into 
groups according to what preparation method is the fastest route to career entry. Within 
each group, the jobs are sorted by their overall ranking on earnings, growth, and openings.

Part IV. Descriptions of the 50 Best Jobs for Each 
Personality Type

! is part of the book provides a brief but information-packed description of each of the 283 
best jobs that met our criteria for this book. As noted earlier in this introduction, the jobs 
here are the O*NET equivalents of the SOC jobs named in the lists, so there are actually 
326 job descriptions. ! e descriptions are divided into six groups, one for each personality 
type, and are presented in alphabetical order within each group. ! is structure makes it easy 
to look up a job that you’ve identifi ed in a list from Part II or Part III and that you want to 
learn more about.

Note that 17 of the jobs on the Artistic lists in Part III actually have a di" erent RIASEC 
type as their dominant personality type, as explained earlier in this introduction. Public 
Relations Managers is one such job; its dominant RIASEC type is actually Enterprising, but 
it also appears on Artistic lists in Part III. If you should look it up in the Artistic section 
of Part IV, you will fi nd a note there telling you to look for Public Relations Managers in 
the Enterprising section of Part IV instead. Several jobs on the lists are related to multiple 
O*NET jobs, so we also provide notes to refer you to these jobs. For example, if you should 
turn to the Conventional section of Part IV to look up Surveying and Mapping Technicians 
(which appears on the Conventional lists), you will fi nd a note there directing you to 
the descriptions of the related O*NET jobs: Mapping Technicians (Conventional) and 
Surveying Technicians (Realistic).
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We used the most current information from a variety of government sources to create the 
descriptions. Although we’ve tried to make the descriptions easy to understand, the sample 
job description that follows—and the explanation of each of its parts—may help you better 
understand and use the descriptions.
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Here are some details on each of the major parts of the job descriptions you will fi nd in 
Part IV:

 ! Job Title: ! is is the job title for the job as defi ned by the U.S. Department of Labor and 
used in its O*NET database.

 ! Data Elements: ! is information comes from various U.S. Department of Labor and 
Census databases for this occupation, as explained elsewhere in this introduction.

 ! Summary Description and Tasks: ! e bold sentences provide a summary description 
of the occupation. ! is is followed by a listing of tasks that are generally performed by 
people who work in this job. We followed the listing of tasks in the O*NET database, 
except that where necessary we edited the tasks to keep them from exceeding 2,200 
characters.

 ! GOE: ! is information cross-references the Guide for Occupational Exploration (or the 
GOE), a system that organizes jobs based on interests and is used in a variety of career 
information systems. We use the New Guide for Occupational Exploration, as published 
by JIST. ! at book uses a set of interest areas based on the 16 career clusters developed 
by the U.S. Department of Education and used in a variety of career information systems. 
Here we include the major interest area the job fi ts into, its more specifi c work group, 
and a list of related job titles that are in this same GOE work group. ! is information 
will help you identify other jobs that relate to similar interests or require similar skills. 
You can fi nd more information on the GOE and its interest areas in Appendix B.

 ! Skills: ! e government provides data on many skills; we decided to list only those that 
were most important for each job rather than list pages of unhelpful details. For each job, 
we identifi ed any skill with a rating for level of mastery that was higher than the average 
rating for that skill for all jobs and a rating for importance that was higher than very low. 
If there were more than eight, we included only those eight with the highest ratings, and 
we present them from highest to lowest score (that is, in terms of by how much its score 
exceeds the average score). You can fi nd defi nitions of the skills in Appendix C.

 ! Education/Training Program(s): ! is part provides the names of one or more programs 
for preparing for the job. ! e titles are based on the U.S. Department of Education 
Classifi cation of Instructional Programs. A particular college major or training program 
may not have the identical title—for example, there probably is no college that o" ers 
a major called “Political Science and Government, General,” but you are likely to fi nd 
a major called “Political Science” or “Government.” We derived this information from 
a crosswalk created by the National Crosswalk Service Center to connect information 
in the Classifi cation of Instructional Programs (CIP) to O*NET job titles. We made 
various changes to connect the O*NET job titles to the education or training programs 
related to them and also modifi ed the names of some education and training programs so 
they would be more easily understood. In 25 cases, we abbreviated the listing of related 
programs for the sake of space; such entries end with “others.”
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 ! Related Knowledge/Courses: ! is entry can help you understand the most important 
knowledge areas that are required for a job and the types of courses or programs you 
will likely need to take to prepare for it. For each job, we identifi ed the highest-rated 
knowledge area in the O*NET database, so every job has at least one listed. We identifi ed 
any additional knowledge area with a rating that was higher than the average rating for 
that knowledge area for all jobs. We listed as many as six knowledge areas in descending 
order.

 ! Work Environment: We included any work condition with a rating that exceeds the 
midpoint of the rating scale. ! e order does not indicate any condition’s frequency on 
the job. Consider whether you like these conditions and whether any of these conditions 
would make you uncomfortable. Keep in mind that when hazards are present (for 
example, contaminants), protective equipment and procedures are provided to keep you 
safe.

How to Use This Book
! is is a book that you can dive right into:

 ! If you don’t know much about what personality types are, you’ll want to read Part 
I, which is an overview of the theory behind using personality types as a way of making 
career choices. You’ll also see defi nitions of the six personality types that are used in this 
book.

 ! If you want to understand your own personality type, you’ll want to do the assessment 
in Part II. It takes only 20 or 30 minutes to complete and can guide you to jobs that suit 
you.

 ! If you like lists and want an easy way to compare jobs, you should turn to Part III. 
Here you can browse lists showing the 50 jobs for each personality type with the best pay, 
the fastest growth, and the most job openings. You can see these “best jobs” lists broken 
down in various ways, such as by amount of education or training required.

 ! For detailed information about jobs, turn to Part IV and read the profi les of the jobs. 
We include 326 jobs and itemize their major tasks, their top skills, their educational or 
training programs, and other facts you won’t learn from the lists in Part III.

On the other hand, if you like to do things in a methodical way, you may want to read the 
sections in order:

 1. Part I will give you useful background on how personality type can be a guide in choosing 
a career.

 2. ! e assessment in Part II will help you identify your dominant personality type.
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 3. With a clearer understanding of your personality type, you can browse the appropriate 
lists of “best jobs” in Part III and take notes on the jobs that have the greatest appeal for 
you.

 4. ! en you can look up the descriptions of these jobs in Part IV and narrow down your list. 
Ask yourself, Do the work tasks interest me? Does the required education or training 
discourage me?
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PART I

Overview of 
Personality 
and Career
Why Use Personality to Choose a 
Career?

Many psychological theorists and practicing career counselors believe that you will be most 
satisfi ed and productive in a career if it suits your personality. ! ere are two main aspects of 
a job that determine whether it is a good fi t:
! ! e nature of the work tasks and the skills and knowledge you use on the job must be a 

good match for the things you like to do and the subjects that interest you. For example, 
if you like to help other people and promote learning and personal development and if 
you like communication more than working with things or ideas, then a career in social 
work might be one that you would enjoy and do well in.

! ! e people you work with must share your personality traits so that you feel comfortable 
and can accomplish good work in their company. For an example of the opposite, think 
of how a person who enjoys following set procedures and working with data and detail 
might feel if forced to work with a group of conceptual artists who constantly seek self-
expression and the inspiration for unconventional new artistic ideas.

Personality theorists believe that people with similar personality types naturally tend to 
associate with one another in the workplace (among other places). As they do so, they create 
a working environment that is hospitable to their personality type. For example, a workplace 
with a lot of Artistic types tends to reward creative thinking and behavior. ! erefore, your 
personality type not only predicts how well your skills will match the demands of the work 
tasks in a particular job; it also predicts how well you will fi t in with the culture of the work 
site as shaped by the people who will surround you and interact with you. Your personality 
type thus a" ects your satisfaction with the job, your productivity in it, and the likelihood 
that you will persist in this type of work.
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One of the advantages of using personality as a key to career choice is that it is economical—
it provides a tidy summary of many aspects of people and of careers. Consider how 
knotty a career decision could get if you were to break down the components of the work 
environment into highly specifi c aspects and refl ect on how well you fi t them. For example, 
you could focus on the skills required and your ability to meet them. Next you could analyze 
the kinds of knowledge that are used on the job and decide how much you enjoy working 
with those topics. ! en you could consider a broad array of satisfactions, such as variety, 
creativity, and independence; for each one, you would evaluate its importance to you and 
then determine the potential of various career options to satisfy this need. You can see that, 
when looked at under a microscope like this, career choice gets extremely complex.

But the personality-based approach allows you to view the career alternatives from 40,000 
feet. When you compare yourself or a job to certain basic personality types, you encounter 
much less complexity. With fewer ideas and facts to sort through and consider, the task of 
deciding becomes much easier.

Describing Personality Types
You probably have heard many labels that describe people’s personalities: “He’s a 
perfectionist.” “She’s a control freak.” “He’s a go-getter.” “She’s very self-confi dent.” “He’s 
pushy.” “She’s wishy-washy.” “He has a short fuse.” “She’s a drama queen.” ! e list could go 
on and on.

! ese everyday terms for personality types have some bearing on work, but they are not 
very useful for several reasons: ! ey don’t di" erentiate well between jobs (for example, self-
confi dence is useful in just about every job); some of them are too specifi c (for example, 
“control freak” focuses on one small aspect of how a person functions at work); and, worst of 
all, most of them are too negative for people to want to apply to themselves.

Now that it’s clear what kinds of personality labels we don’t want to use, let’s consider what 
would characterize a useful set of personality types:

 ! ! ey should di" erentiate well between kinds of work.
 ! ! ey should di" erentiate well between people.
 ! ! ey should be broad enough that a small number of these categories can cover the 

whole universe of jobs and people.
 ! ! ey should have neutral connotations, neither negative nor positive.

The RIASEC Personality Types
During the 1950s, the career guidance researcher John L. Holland tried to fi nd a meaningful 
new way to arrange the output of an interest inventory and relate it to occupations. He 
devised a set of six personality types that would meet the criteria listed in the previous 
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section, and he called them Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional. (! e acronym RIASEC is a convenient way to remember them.)

! e following table shows how these labels apply to both people and work:

 Personality 
 Type How It Applies to People How It Applies to Work

 Realistic Realistic personalities like work activities  Realistic occupations frequently involve
  that include practical, hands-on problems  work activities that include practical, 
  and solutions. They enjoy dealing with  hands-on problems and solutions. They 
  plants, animals, and real-world materials  often deal with plants; animals; and real-
  like wood, tools, and machinery. They enjoy  world materials like wood, tools, and 
  outside work. Often they do not like occu- machinery. Many of the occupations 
  pations that mainly involve doing paperwork  require working outside and do not involve  
  or working closely with others. a lot of paperwork or working closely with 
   others.

 Investigative Investigative personalities like work activities  Investigative occupations frequently involve 
  that have to do with ideas and thinking more  working with ideas and require an 
   than with physical activity. They like to search  extensive amount of thinking. These
   for facts and ! gure out problems mentally rather occupations can involve searching for facts 
   than to persuade or lead people. and ! guring out problems mentally.

 Artistic Artistic personalities like work activities that deal  Artistic occupations frequently involve
   with the artistic side of things, such as forms,  working with forms, designs, and patterns.  
   designs, and patterns. They like self-expression They often require self-expression, and the 
  in their work. They prefer settings where work work can be done without following a clear
  can be done without following a clear set of rules. set of rules.

 Social Social personalities like work activities that assist  Social occupations frequently involve work- 
  others and promote learning and personal  ing with, communicating with, and teaching 
  development. They prefer to communicate more  people. These occupations often involve 
  than to work with objects, machines, or data.  helping or providing service to others.
  They like to teach, to give advice, to help, or 
  otherwise to be of service to people.

 Enterprising Enterprising personalities like work activities  Enterprising occupations frequently involve 
  having to do with starting up and carrying out  starting up and carrying out projects.  
  projects, especially business ventures. They like  These occupations can involve leading 
  persuading and leading people and making  people and making many decisions. They 
  decisions. They like taking risks for pro! t. These  sometimes require risk taking and often 
  personalities prefer action rather than thought. deal with business.

 Conventional Conventional personalities like work activities  Conventional occupations frequently  
  that follow set procedures and routines. They  involve following set procedures and 
  prefer working with data and details rather than  routines. These occupations can include 
  with ideas. They prefer work in which there are  working with data and details more than
  precise standards rather than work in which you  with ideas. Usually there is a clear line of
  have to judge things by yourself. These person- authority to follow.
  alities like working where the lines of authority 
  are clear.
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Figure 1: Holland’s hexagon of personality types. (After Holland, A Theory of Vocational Choice, 1959.)

He used this diagram to explain that people tend to resemble one type primarily, but they 
may also have aspects of one or more adjacent types. Each personality type tends to have 
aspects of the types on the adjacent sides of the hexagon, but little in common with the type 
on the opposite side. ! erefore, for example, a person might be primarily Realistic, with 
an additional but smaller resemblance to the Conventional type. Such a person would be 
described by the two-letter code RC and might be well suited to work as a Boilermaker or a 
Roofer (both coded RC). ! is person would have little in common with a Social personality 
type and likely would not be very happy or productive as a Special Education Teacher (coded 
SA). But this person could get along well with both Realistic and Conventional personalities 
and, to a lesser extent, with Investigative personalities.

Although Holland originally applied this model to academic advising, he soon extended it 
to the larger question of career choice. Since then, hundreds of researchers and practitioners 
have investigated the RIASEC framework and have applied it to real-life decisions and 
situations. Researchers have even found it useful for predicting who will have the most tra#  c 
accidents or what kinds of drug abuse people are likely to engage in. More relevant to the 
theme of this book, however, is the fact that a number of career decision-making assessments 
have been developed to help people determine what personality type best describes them 

Holland went further by arranging these six personality types on a hexagon:

Realistic Investigative

Conventional Artistic

Enterprising Social
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(and perhaps an additional adjacent type or types that are also important). You can fi nd one 
such assessment in Part II of this book.

Although the RIASEC scheme does a good job of covering the whole world of work, the 
symmetrical hexagon shape used to illustrate it may be a little misleading because when you 
count the di" erent jobs in our economy and the number of people working in those jobs, 
you’ll fi nd that some sectors of the hexagon are much more heavily populated than others. 
Here is a breakdown of the 732 occupations in the Department of Labor’s SOC classifi cation 
for which we have both RIASEC codes and fi gures for workforce size:

 Personality Type Number of Occupations Number of Workers 2006

 Realistic 329 47,947,078
 Investigative 79 6,503,428
 Artistic 32 2,600,124
 Social 107 22,554,382
 Enterprising 91 28,477,616
 Conventional 94 34,370,117

As the United States shifts from a manufacturing economy to an information economy, 
employment in the Realistic sector is declining and employment in the Investigative sector is 
growing, but a large imbalance is likely to continue for the foreseeable future.

! e six sectors are asymmetrical in other ways, too. As you’ll see when you look at the lists 
in Part III, Social jobs employ a lot more women than Realistic jobs do. Enterprising jobs 
employ a lot more men than do Conventional jobs. Likewise, there are di" erences when you 
consider where large numbers of young people and older people work.

! e di" erences get really signifi cant when you look at the amounts of education or training 
required by jobs linked to the various personality types. For example, for Realistic and 
Conventional jobs the most common entry route is on-the-job training, whereas for 
Investigative jobs a college degree is usually needed. John Holland and other researchers 
have explained that these di" erences refl ect the di" erent levels of cognitive complexity to be 
found in the jobs. Realistic jobs deal mainly with manipulating things physically—moving 
them, cleaning them, repairing them, and so forth. Conventional jobs deal mainly with data 
at the level of organizing it according to pre-determined patterns—fi ling it, keying it in, and 
so forth. Investigative jobs, on the other hand, deal mainly with ideas and solving problems 
mentally, so the level of cognitive complexity is high and a college education becomes a 
necessity.

You should not be troubled by this lack of symmetry in the RIASEC model (even if you 
are an Artistic type). It does not indicate a weakness in the theory. But it does create some 
problems for a book like this. Although we have attempted to give equal coverage to each of 
the six personality types, you will notice that some of the sets of lists in Part III are not of 
equal size. Also, since we identifi ed the “50 Best Artistic Jobs” out of a pool of only 70 jobs 
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(some of which have Artistic as a secondary personality type), when you scan that list you 
may want to concentrate on the higher-ranked choices. On the other hand, to create the list 
of the “50 Best Realistic Jobs,” we sorted a pool of 285 jobs, so the best 50 truly represent 
the upper crust of that large group. ! ese di" erences simply refl ect the nature of the United 
States workforce.

No theory can perfectly describe the infi nite variety of personalities to be found in our 
culture and the messy distribution of jobs that a free economy produces. You should note 
that the RIASEC scheme for describing personality types is not the only one that is used in 
career decision-making. However, it is the most popular and most thoroughly researched one, 
so it is the most appropriate one to use in this book.

Other Assessments with RIASEC 
Output

Apart from the assessment in Part II of this book, you may want to use any of these free 
assessments to explore your personality type in RIASEC terms:

 ! ! e O*NET Computerized Interest Profi ler (for Windows), which you can download at 
www.onetcenter.org/CIP.html (the assessment in Part II is based on it)

 ! ! e University of Missouri’s Career Center Career Interests Game at http://
career.missouri.edu/students/explore/thecareerinterestsgame.php

 ! ! e Work Interest Quiz at www.myfuture.com/toolbox/workinterest.html
 ! ! e University of New Orleans’s “What Is Your RIASEC?” checklist at 

www.career.uno.edu/pdfs/Career%20Interest%20Game.pdf

You also have a number of options if you are willing to pay a fee. For example, you can access 
John Holland’s own Self-Directed Search at www.self-directed-search.com/.

Keep in mind that although all of these assessments produce outputs with RIASEC codes 
and some of them also link these codes to occupations, they will not necessarily produce 
the exact same output. Assessment of personality is not as exact a science as, say, chemistry. 
Neither is the task of linking personalities to occupations.

You should not regard the output of any personality assessment as the fi nal word on what 
career will suit you best. Use a variety of approaches to decide what kind of person you are 
and narrow down the kinds of work you enjoy. Actual work experience is probably the best 
way to test a tentative choice.
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PART II

What’s Your 
Personality Type? 
Take an Assessment

In this section, you can take a Personality Type Inventory that will help you determine your 
primary RIASEC personality type and perhaps one or two secondary RIASEC personality 

types. It asks if you like or dislike various activities and then lets you score your responses. 
You can use your scores in the following sections of the book to identify specifi c highly 
rewarding jobs to explore.

It’s easy to use the Personality Type Inventory—just turn the page and follow the directions 
beginning with Step 1. ! is is not a test, so there are no right or wrong answers. ! ere is also 
no time limit for completing this inventory.

If someone else will be using this book, you should photocopy the inventory pages and mark 
your responses on the photocopy.

Note: ! is inventory is based on the O*NET Interest Profi ler, Version 3.0, developed by 
the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). ! e DOL’s edition consists of several components, 
including the Interest Profi ler Instrument, Interest Profi ler Score Report, and Interest 
Profi ler O*NET Occupations Master List. ! e DOL provides a separate Interest Profi ler 
User’s Guide with information on the Profi ler’s development and validity as well as tips for 
professionals using it in career counseling. Additional information on these items is available 
at www.onetcenter.org, which is maintained by the DOL. ! is Personality Type Inventory is 
a version of the DOL’s O*NET Interest Profi ler that uses its work activity items and scoring 
system but has shorter directions, format changes, and additional content.

Restrictions for use: ! is and any other form of the O*NET Interest Profi ler should be 
used for career exploration, career planning, and vocational counseling purposes only, and 
no other use has been authorized or is valid. Results should not be used for employment 
or hiring decisions or for applicant screening for jobs or training programs. Please see the 
DOL’s separate “O*NET User Agreement” at www.onetcenter.org/agree/tools for additional 
details on restrictions and use. ! e word “O*NET” is a trademark of the U.S. Department 
of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.
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JIST Publishing o" ers a color foldout version of this assessment. It is called the O*NET 
Career Interests Inventory and is sold in packages of 25.

Step 1: Respond to the Statements
Carefully read each work activity (items 1 through 180). For each item, fi ll in just one of the 
three circles as follows:

If you think you would LIKE the activity, fi ll in the circle containing the L, like this:

L          ?          D

If you think you would DISLIKE the activity, fi ll in the circle containing the D, like this:

L          ?          D

If you are UNSURE whether you would like the activity, fi ll in the circle with the ?, like this:

L          ?          D

As you respond to each activity, don’t consider whether you have the education or training 
needed for it or how much money you might earn if it were part of your job. Simply fi ll in 
the circle based on whether you would like, would dislike, or aren’t sure about the activity.

After you respond to all 180 activities, you’ll score your responses in Step 2.
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 1. Build kitchen cabinets L ? D
 2. Guard money in an armored car L ? D
 3. Operate a dairy farm L ? D
 4. Lay brick or tile L ? D
 5. Monitor a machine on an assembly line L ? D
 6. Repair household appliances L ? D
 7. Drive a taxicab L ? D
 8. Install fl ooring in houses L ? D
 9. Raise fi sh in a fi sh hatchery L ? D
 10. Build a brick walkway L ? D
 11. Assemble electronic parts L ? D
 12. Drive a truck to deliver packages to o#  ces and homes L ? D
 13. Paint houses L ? D
 14. Enforce fi sh and game laws L ? D
 15. Operate a grinding machine in a factory L ? D
 16. Work on an o" shore oil-drilling rig L ? D
 17. Perform lawn care services L ? D
 18. Assemble products in a factory L ? D
 19. Catch fi sh as a member of a fi shing crew L ? D
 20. Refi nish furniture L ? D
 21. Fix a broken faucet L ? D
 22. Do cleaning or maintenance work L ? D
 23. Maintain the grounds of a park L ? D
 24. Operate a machine on a production line L ? D
 25. Spray trees to prevent the spread of harmful insects L ? D
 26. Test the quality of parts before shipment L ? D
 27. Operate a motorboat to carry passengers L ? D
 28. Repair and install locks L ? D
 29. Set up and operate machines to make products L ? D
 30. Put out forest fi res L ? D

 Page Score for R
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 31. Study space travel L ? D
 32. Make a map of the bottom of an ocean L ? D
 33. Study the history of past civilizations L ? D
 34. Study animal behavior L ? D
 35. Develop a new medicine L ? D
 36. Plan a research study L ? D
 37. Study ways to reduce water pollution L ? D
 38. Develop a new medical treatment or procedure L ? D
 39. Determine the infection rate of a new disease L ? D
 40. Study rocks and minerals L ? D
 41. Diagnose and treat sick animals L ? D
 42. Study the personalities of world leaders L ? D
 43. Conduct chemical experiments L ? D
 44. Conduct biological research L ? D
 45. Study the population growth of a city L ? D
 46. Study whales and other types of marine life L ? D
 47. Investigate crimes L ? D
 48. Study the movement of planets L ? D
 49. Examine blood samples using a microscope L ? D
 50. Investigate the cause of a fi re L ? D
 51. Study the structure of the human body L ? D
 52. Develop psychological profi les of criminals L ? D
 53. Develop a new way to better predict the weather L ? D
 54. Work in a biology lab L ? D
 55. Invent a replacement for sugar L ? D
 56. Study genetics L ? D
 57. Study the governments of di" erent countries L ? D
 58. Do research on plants or animals L ? D
 59. Do laboratory tests to identify diseases L ? D
 60. Study weather conditions L ? D

 Page Score for I
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 61. Conduct a symphony orchestra L ? D
 62. Write stories or articles for magazines L ? D
 63. Direct a play L ? D
 64. Create dance routines for a show L ? D
 65. Write books or plays L ? D
 66. Play a musical instrument L ? D
 67. Perform comedy routines in front of an audience L ? D
 68. Perform as an extra in movies, plays, or television shows L ? D
 69. Write reviews of books or plays L ? D
 70. Compose or arrange music L ? D
 71. Act in a movie L ? D
 72. Dance in a Broadway show L ? D
 73. Draw pictures L ? D
 74. Sing professionally L ? D
 75. Perform stunts for a movie or television show L ? D
 76. Create special e" ects for movies L ? D
 77. Conduct a musical choir L ? D
 78. Act in a play L ? D
 79. Paint sets for plays L ? D
 80. Audition singers and musicians for a musical show L ? D
 81. Design sets for plays L ? D
 82. Announce a radio show L ? D
 83. Write scripts for movies or television shows L ? D
 84. Write a song L ? D
 85. Perform jazz or tap dance L ? D
 86. Direct a movie L ? D
 87. Sing in a band L ? D
 88. Design artwork for magazines L ? D
 89. Edit movies L ? D
 90. Pose for a photographer L ? D

 Page Score for A
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 91. Teach an individual an exercise routine L ? D
 92. Perform nursing duties in a hospital L ? D
 93. Give CPR to someone who has stopped breathing L ? D
 94. Help people with personal or emotional problems L ? D
 95. Teach children how to read L ? D
 96. Work with mentally disabled children L ? D
 97. Teach an elementary school class L ? D
 98. Give career guidance to people L ? D
 99. Supervise the activities of children at a camp L ? D
 100. Help people with family-related problems L ? D
 101. Perform rehabilitation therapy L ? D
 102. Do volunteer work at a nonprofi t organization L ? D
 103. Help elderly people with their daily activities L ? D
 104. Teach children how to play sports L ? D
 105. Help disabled people improve their daily living skills L ? D
 106. Teach sign language to people with hearing disabilities L ? D
 107. Help people who have problems with drugs or alcohol L ? D
 108. Help conduct a group therapy session L ? D
 109. Help families care for ill relatives L ? D
 110. Provide massage therapy to people L ? D
 111. Plan exercises for disabled students L ? D
 112. Counsel people who have a life-threatening illness L ? D
 113. Teach disabled people work and living skills L ? D
 114. Organize activities at a recreational facility L ? D
 115. Take care of children at a day-care center L ? D
 116. Organize fi eld trips for disabled people L ? D
 117. Assist doctors in treating patients L ? D
 118. Work with juveniles on probation L ? D
 119. Provide physical therapy to people recovering from 

an injury L ? D
 120. Teach a high school class L ? D

 Page Score for S
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 121. Buy and sell stocks and bonds L ? D
 122. Manage a retail store L ? D
 123. Sell telephone and other communication equipment L ? D
 124. Operate a beauty salon or barbershop L ? D
 125. Sell merchandise over the telephone L ? D
 126. Run a stand that sells newspapers and magazines L ? D
 127. Give a presentation about a product you are selling L ? D
 128. Buy and sell land L ? D
 129. Sell compact discs at a music store L ? D
 130. Run a toy store L ? D
 131. Manage the operations of a hotel L ? D
 132. Sell houses L ? D
 133. Sell candy and popcorn at sports events L ? D
 134. Manage a supermarket L ? D
 135. Manage a department within a large company L ? D
 136. Sell a soft drink product line to stores and restaurants L ? D
 137. Sell refreshments at a movie theater L ? D
 138. Sell hair-care products to stores and salons L ? D
 139. Start your own business L ? D
 140. Negotiate business contracts L ? D
 141. Represent a client in a lawsuit L ? D
 142. Negotiate contracts for professional athletes L ? D
 143. Be responsible for the operation of a company L ? D
 144. Market a new line of clothing L ? D
 145. Sell newspaper advertisements L ? D
 146. Sell merchandise at a department store L ? D
 147. Sell automobiles L ? D
 148. Manage a clothing store L ? D
 149. Sell restaurant franchises to individuals L ? D
 150. Sell computer equipment in a store L ? D

 Page Score for E
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Would you LIKE the activity or DISLIKE the activity, or are you UNSURE?

 151. Develop a spreadsheet using computer software L ? D
 152. Proofread records or forms L ? D
 153. Use a computer program to generate customer bills L ? D
 154. Schedule conferences for an organization L ? D
 155. Keep accounts payable/receivable for an o#  ce L ? D
 156. Load computer software into a large computer network L ? D
 157. Transfer funds between banks using a computer L ? D
 158. Organize and schedule o#  ce meetings L ? D
 159. Use a word processor to edit and format documents L ? D
 160. Operate a calculator L ? D
 161. Direct or transfer phone calls for a large organization L ? D
 162. Perform o#  ce fi ling tasks L ? D
 163. Compute and record statistical and other numerical data L ? D
 164. Generate the monthly payroll checks for an o#  ce L ? D
 165. Take notes during a meeting L ? D
 166. Keep shipping and receiving records L ? D
 167. Calculate the wages of employees L ? D
 168. Assist senior-level accountants in performing 

bookkeeping tasks L ? D
 169. Type labels for envelopes and packages L ? D
 170. Inventory supplies using a hand-held computer L ? D
 171. Develop an o#  ce fi ling system L ? D
 172. Keep records of fi nancial transactions for an organization L ? D
 173. Record information from customers applying for 

charge accounts L ? D
 174. Photocopy letters and reports L ? D
 175. Record rent payments L ? D
 176. Enter information into a database L ? D
 177. Keep inventory records L ? D
 178. Maintain employee records L ? D
 179. Stamp, sort, and distribute mail for an organization L ? D
 180. Handle customers’ bank transactions L ? D

 Page Score for C
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Step 2: Score Your Responses
Do the following to score your responses:

 1. Score the responses on each page. On each page of responses, go from top to bottom 
and add the number of “L”s you fi lled in. ! en write that number in the “Page Score” 
box at the bottom of the page. Go on to the next page and do the same there.

 2. Determine your primary interest area. Which Page Score has your highest score: R, I, 
A, S, E, or C? Enter the letter for that personality type on the following line.

My Primary Personality Type: 

You will use your Primary Personality Type fi rst to explore careers. (If two Page Scores are 
tied for the highest scores or are within 5 points of each other, use both of them for your 
Primary Personality Type. You are equally divided between two types.)

 ! R = Realistic
 ! I = Investigative
 ! A = Artistic
 ! S = Social
 ! E = Enterprising
 ! C = Conventional

 3. Determine your secondary interest areas. Which Page Score has your next highest 
score? Which has your third highest score? Enter the letters for those areas on the 
following lines.

My Secondary Personality Types:   

(If you do not fi nd many occupations that you like using your Primary Personality Type, you 
can use your Secondary Personality Types to look at more career options.)

Step 3: Find Jobs That Suit Your 
Personality Type

Start with your Primary Personality Type. Turn to Part III and look at the Best Jobs lists for 
your type. Find lists that suit your particular priorities and see what job titles appear there. 
Don’t rule out a job just because the title is not familiar to you.

When you fi nd job titles that interest you or that you want to learn more about, turn to 
Part IV. ! e job descriptions there are grouped by Primary Personality Type and are listed 
alphabetically within each type. Of course, you can also look at jobs that are linked to one of 
your Secondary Personality Types.

If you want to fi nd jobs that combine your Primary Personality Type and a Secondary 
Personality Type, turn to Appendix A. All 326 jobs described in Part IV of this book are 
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listed there by their one- or two-letter personality codes. For example, if your Primary 
Personality Type is Social and your Secondary Personality Type is Enterprising, you would 
look in Appendix A for the letter S and then for jobs coded SE, such as Personal Financial 
Advisors and Training and Development Specialists.

You may discover that you can’t fi nd an appealing job in your Primary Personality Type that 
also is coded for one of your Secondary Personality Types. ! at is not necessarily a problem. 
John Holland himself has remarked, “You cannot expect a single job to satisfy all aspects of 
your personality.” ! is is why we have hobbies. Use recreational time for activities related to 
your Secondary Personality Types. Volunteer work can be another outlet for these interests 
and abilities.
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PART III

The Best Jobs Lists: 
Jobs for Each of the 
Six Personality Types

This part contains a lot of interesting lists, and it’s a good place for you to start using the 
book. Here are some suggestions for using the lists to explore career options:

! ! e Table of Contents at the beginning of this book presents a complete listing of the list 
titles in this section. You can browse the lists or use the Table of Contents to fi nd those 
that interest you most.

! We gave the lists clear titles, so most require little explanation. We provide comments for 
each group of lists.

! As you review the lists, one or more of the jobs may appeal to you enough that you want 
to seek additional information. As this happens, mark that job (or, if someone else will 
be using this book, write it on a separate sheet of paper) so that you can look up the 
description of the job in Part IV.

! Keep in mind that all jobs in these lists meet our basic criteria for being included in this 
book. All lists, therefore, are organized by personality type and emphasize occupations 
with high pay, high growth, or large numbers of openings. ! ese economic measures are 
easily quantifi ed and are often presented in lists of best jobs in the newspapers and other 
media. While earnings, growth, and openings are important, there are other factors to 
consider in your career planning. For example, location, having an opportunity to serve 
others, and enjoying your work are a few of many factors that may defi ne the ideal job 
for you. ! ese measures are di"  cult or impossible to quantify and thus are not used 
in this book, so you will need to consider the importance of these issues yourself. ! e 
resources listed in Appendix D may help you research these issues.

! All data used to create these lists comes from the U.S. Department of Labor. ! e earnings 
fi gures are based on the average annual pay received by full-time workers. Because the 
earnings represent the national averages, actual pay rates can vary greatly by location, 
amount of previous work experience, and other factors.
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Best Jobs Overall for Each Personality 
Type: Jobs with the Highest Pay, Fastest 
Growth, and Most Openings

! e four sets of lists that follow are the most important lists in this book. ! e fi rst set of lists 
presents, for each personality type, the jobs with the highest combined scores for pay, growth, 
and number of openings. ! ese are very appealing lists because they represent jobs with the 
very highest quantifi able measures from our labor market. ! e 283 jobs in these six lists are 
the ones that are described in detail in Part IV.

! e three additional sets of lists present, for each personality type, jobs with the highest 
scores in each of three measures: annual earnings, projected percentage growth, and largest 
number of openings.

The 50 Best Jobs for Each Personality Type
! ese are the lists that most people want to see fi rst. For each personality type, you can 
see the jobs that have the highest overall combined ratings for earnings, projected growth, 
and number of openings. (! e “How the Jobs in ! is Book Were Selected” section in the 
Introduction explains in detail how we rated jobs to assemble this list.)

Although each list covers one personality type, you’ll notice a wide variety of jobs on the list. 
For example, among the top 20 Investigative jobs are some in the fi elds of high technology, 
medicine, education, and business. Among the top 20 Conventional jobs are some in the 
fi nancial, legal, technology, and health-care industries. We included each job’s personality 
code, which indicates its primary and secondary (if any) personality types.

A look at one list will clarify how we ordered the jobs—take the Realistic list as an example. 
Civil Engineers is on the top of the list because it was the occupation with the best total 
score. ! e second-place job, Surveyors, has somewhat better projected job growth, but it 
has fewer projected job openings and considerably lower earnings, so its total score was 
lower than that for Civil Engineers. ! e other occupations follow in descending order based 
on their total scores. Many jobs had tied scores and were simply listed one after another, so 
there are often only very small or even no di# erences between the scores of jobs that are near 
each other on the list. All other job lists in this book use these lists as their source. You can 
fi nd descriptions for each of these jobs in Part IV, beginning on page 129.
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The 50 Best Realistic Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Civil Engineers ..............................................................RIC .......... $71,710 ........18.0% .......15,979
 2. Surveyors ......................................................................RCI .......... $51,630 ........23.7% .......14,305
 3. Computer Support Specialists .....................................RIC .......... $42,400 ........12.9% .......97,334
 4. Construction and Building Inspectors ..........................RCI .......... $48,330 ........18.2% .......12,606
 5. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians ................... RS ........... $50,260 ........15.1% .......12,836
 6. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers..................................REC .......... $36,970 ........16.9% .......56,579
 7. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ........................ RC ........... $44,090 ........10.6% .......68,643
 8. Surgical Technologists .................................................RSC .......... $37,540 ........24.5% .......15,365
 9. Fire Fighters .................................................................. RS ........... $43,170 ........12.1% ....... 18,887
 10. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ..........RI ............ $34,170 ........14.3% .......97,350
 11. Biological Technicians ..................................................RIC .......... $37,810 ........16.0% .......15,374
 12. Electricians ...................................................................RIC .......... $44,780 ..........7.4% .......79,083
 13. Carpenters ....................................................................RCI .......... $37,660 ........10.3% .....223,225
 14. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
  Specialists ..................................................................... RC ........... $38,640 ........11.5% .......25,428
 15. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer ....................... RC ........... $36,220 ........10.4% .....279,032
 16. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians ................RCI .......... $49,010 ........10.6% .........9,708
 17. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ................RCI ........ $145,600+ .....12.9% .........4,073
 18. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except 
  Engines ......................................................................... RC ........... $41,450 ........12.3% ....... 11,037
 19. Roofers ......................................................................... RC ........... $33,240 ........14.3% .......38,398
 20. Tile and Marble Setters ................................................RCA .......... $38,720 ........15.4% .........9,066
 21. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ...................................RCI .......... $44,070 ..........9.7% .......17,569
 22. Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and 
  Systems Assemblers .................................................... RC ........... $45,420 ........12.8% .........6,550
 23. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ...................... R ............ $35,690 ........11.6% .......37,469
 24. Industrial Machinery Mechanics ...................................RIC .......... $42,350 ..........9.0% .......23,361
 25. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ............RIS ........... $44,940 ........25.5% .........3,550
 26. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels .............REC .......... $57,210 ........17.9% .........2,665
 27. Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
  Equipment Operators ...................................................RCI .......... $38,130 ..........8.4% .......55,468
 28. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ........................RIC .......... $49,970 ........20.3% .........2,823
 29. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and 
  System Operators ......................................................... RC ........... $37,090 ........13.8% .........9,575
 30. Painters, Construction and Maintenance ..................... RC ........... $32,080 ........11.8% .....101,140
 31. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
  Mechanics and Installers .............................................. RC ........... $38,360 ..........8.7% .......29,719
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 32. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity .................................. RS ........... $33,160 ........12.5% .......27,100
 33. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers ..................... RE ........... $33,840 ........11.4% .......34,625
 34. Sheet Metal Workers...................................................... R ............ $39,210 ..........6.7% ....... 31,677
 35. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ...............RIC .......... $34,270 ........15.0% .......10,866
 36. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General ..................RCI .......... $32,570 ........10.1% .....165,502
 37. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians........RIC .......... $52,140 ..........3.6% .......12,583
 38. Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers ....... RE ........... $47,220 ..........4.6% .......14,719
 39. Athletes and Sports Competitors ................................. RE ........... $38,440 ........19.2% .........4,293 
 40. Architectural and Civil Drafters ....................................RCA .......... $43,310 ..........6.1% .......16,238
 41. Civil Engineering Technicians .......................................RCI .......... $42,580 ........10.2% .........7,499
 42. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians .....................RIC .......... $36,050 ........24.2% .........4,681
 43. Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers .............RIC .......... $52,570 ..........7.2% .........6,401
 44. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers .................. RC ........... $35,390 ........20.2% .........5,729
 45. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and 
  Repairers, Except Line Installers ..................................RIC .......... $54,070 ..........2.5% .......13,541
 46. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ................................. RC ........... $36,520 ..........7.3% .......30,945
 47. Transportation Inspectors .............................................RCI .......... $51,440 ........16.4% .........2,122
 48. Sailors and Marine Oilers .............................................. RC ........... $32,570 ........15.7% .........8,600
 49. Boilermakers ................................................................. RC ........... $50,700 ........14.0% .........2,333
 50. Mechanical Drafters ......................................................RCI ...........$44,740 .........5.2% .......10,902

The 50 Best Investigative Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer Software Engineers, Applications ................IRC .......... $83,130 ........44.6% .......58,690
 2. Anesthesiologists ..........................................................IRS ......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 3. Family and General Practitioners ................................... IS .......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 4. Internists, General .........................................................ISR ......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 5. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ..................................ISR ......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 6. Psychiatrists ................................................................. ISA ......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 7. Surgeons .......................................................................IRS ......... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 8. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ......ICR .......... $89,070 ........28.2% .......33,139
 9. Pediatricians, General .................................................... IS .......... $140,690 ........14.2% ....... 38,027
 10. Pharmacists ..................................................................ICS ........ $100,480 ........21.7% .......16,358
 11. Computer Systems Analysts ........................................ICR .......... $73,090 ........29.0% .......63,166

The 50 Best Realistic Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings
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The 50 Best Investigative Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 12. Management Analysts ..................................................IEC ........... $71,150 ........21.9% .....125,669
 13. Network Systems and Data Communications 
  Analysts ......................................................................... IC ............ $68,220 ........53.4% .......35,086
 14. Computer and Information Scientists, Research ..........IRC .......... $97,970 ........21.5% .........2,901
 15. Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary .........................IRS ........... $79,510 ........22.9% .........5,565
 16. Network and Computer Systems Administrators .........ICR .......... $64,690 ........27.0% .......37,010
 17. Veterinarians .................................................................. IR ............ $75,230 ........35.0% .........5,301
 18. Industrial Engineers ......................................................ICE ........... $71,430 ........20.3% .......11,272
 19. Environmental Engineers ..............................................IRC .......... $72,350 ........25.4% .........5,003
 20. Market Research Analysts ............................................IEC ........... $60,300 ........20.1% .......45,015
 21. Dentists, General ..........................................................IRS ......... $137,630 ..........9.2% .........7,106
 22. Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists 
  and Geographers ........................................................... IR ............ $75,800 ........21.9% .........2,471
 23. Aerospace Engineers ..................................................... IR ............ $90,930 ........10.2% .........6,498
 24. Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists .................IRA ........... $64,200 ........20.2% .......10,596
 25. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, 
  Including Health ............................................................IRC .......... $58,380 ........25.1% .........6,961
 26. Biochemists and Biophysicists .....................................IAR ........... $79,270 ........15.9% ......... 1,637
 27. Biomedical Engineers .................................................... IR ............ $75,440 ........21.1% .........1,804 
 28. Optometrists .................................................................ISR ........... $93,800 ........11.3% .........1,789
 29. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists ........... ISA ........... $62,210 ........15.8% .........8,309
 30. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, 
  Including Health ............................................................IRC .......... $39,370 ........28.0% .........8,404
 31. Forensic Science Technicians .......................................IRC .......... $47,680 ........30.7% .........3,074
 32. Hydrologists ................................................................... IR ............ $68,140 ........24.3% ............ 687
 33. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists ....................... IEA ........... $80,820 ........21.3% ............118
 34. Operations Research Analysts......................................ICE ........... $66,950 ........10.6% ......... 5,727
 35. Orthodontists ................................................................IRS ......... $145,600+ .......9.2% ............479
 36. Prosthodontists .............................................................. IR .......... $145,600+ .....10.7% ..............54
 37. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers................................ISR ........... $59,860 ........19.1% .........3,211
 38. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ............IRC .......... $51,720 ........12.4% ....... 11,457
 39. Electrical Engineers ....................................................... IR ............ $79,240 ..........6.3% .........6,806
 40. Podiatrists .....................................................................ISR ......... $110,510 ..........9.5% ............648
 41. Computer Hardware Engineers ....................................IRC .......... $91,860 ..........4.6% .........3,572
 42. Chemical Engineers ....................................................... IR ............ $81,500 ..........7.9% .........2,111
 43. Chemists .......................................................................IRC .......... $63,490 ..........9.1% .........9,024
 44. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer ...................... IR ............ $83,340 ..........3.7% .........5,699
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The 50 Best Investigative Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 45. Nuclear Medicine Technologists ...................................IRS ........... $64,670 ........14.8% .........1,290
 46. Atmospheric and Space Scientists ................................ IR ............ $78,390 ........10.6% ............735 
 47. Mathematicians ............................................................ICA .......... $90,870 ........10.2% ............473
 48. Mechanical Engineers ...................................................IRC .......... $72,300 ..........4.2% .......12,394
 49. Physicists ....................................................................... IR ............ $96,850 ..........6.8% .........1,302
 50. Survey Researchers ......................................................ICE ............$36,820 .......15.9% .........4,959

Jobs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 share 38,027 openings.

The 50 Best Artistic Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ................................AI ............ $54,550 ........25.8% .......13,182
 2. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ........ SA ........... $55,190 ........22.9% ....... 12,707
 3. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ......................AI ............ $67,620 ........17.7% .......11,324
 4. English Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ..............................................................SAI ........... $54,000 ........22.9% .......10,475
 5. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ............................SAI ........... $54,220 ........22.9% .........9,359
 6. Training and Development Specialists .........................SAC .......... $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 7. Public Relations Specialists ......................................... EAS .......... $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 8. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, 
  Kindergarten, and Elementary School .......................... SA ........... $48,350 ........19.6% .......20,049
 9. Technical Writers ...........................................................AIC .......... $60,390 ........19.5% .........7,498
 10. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ....................................................................SAI ........... $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 11. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education .....................................................................SAC .......... $47,330 ........13.6% .....181,612
 12. Public Relations Managers ........................................... EA ........... $86,470 ........16.9% .........5,781
 13. Writers and Authors ......................................................AEI ........... $50,660 ........12.8% .......24,023
 14. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ................. SA ........... $54,720 ........22.9% .........4,074
 15. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ........................... SAE .......... $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 16. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education ....... SA ........... $45,120 ........16.3% .......27,603
 17. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ..............................................................SAI ........... $53,610 ........22.9% ......... 4,317
 18. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ......SAI ........... $56,380 ........22.9% .........3,120
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The 50 Best Artistic Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 19. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and 
  Vocational Education .................................................... SA ........... $47,900 ........11.2% .......75,270
 20. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........... SA ........... $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 21. Art Directors .................................................................. AE ........... $72,320 ..........9.0% .........9,719
 22. Producers and Directors .............................................. EAC .......... $61,090 ........11.1% .........8,992
 23. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... SA ........... $68,540 ........22.9% .........1,044
 24. Marriage and Family Therapists ...................................SAI ........... $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 25. Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and 
  Vocational Education ................................................... SAE .......... $49,420 ..........5.6% .......93,166
 26. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED 
  Teachers and Instructors ............................................. SAE .......... $44,710 ........14.2% .......17,340
 27. Biochemists and Biophysicists .....................................IAR ........... $79,270 ........15.9% ......... 1,637
 28. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ................ SA ........... $48,940 ........15.8% .........8,846
 29. Interior Designers .......................................................... AE ........... $43,970 ........19.5% .........8,434
 30. Interpreters and Translators .......................................... AS ........... $37,490 ........23.6% .........6,630
 31. Landscape Architects ...................................................AIR ........... $57,580 ........16.4% .........2,342
 32. Graphic Designers ....................................................... ARE .......... $41,280 ..........9.8% .......26,968
 33. Commercial and Industrial Designers .......................... AER .......... $56,550 ..........7.2% ......... 4,777
 34. Editors .......................................................................... AEC .......... $48,320 ..........2.3% .......20,193
 35. Advertising and Promotions Managers ....................... EAC .......... $78,250 ..........6.2% .........2,955
 36. Music Directors and Composers .................................. AE ........... $40,150 ........12.9% ......... 8,597
 37. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ........... AES .......... $22,210 ........12.4% .......73,030
 38. Photographers .............................................................. AR ........... $27,720 ........10.3% .......16,100
 39. Film and Video Editors ..................................................AEI ........... $47,870 ........12.7% ......... 2,707
 40. Anthropologists and Archeologists ................................ IA ............ $53,080 ........15.0% ............446
 41. Fashion Designers ....................................................... AER .......... $62,810 ..........5.0% .........1,968
 42. Set and Exhibit Designers............................................. AR ........... $43,220 ........17.8% .........1,402
 43. Sociologists .................................................................. IAS ........... $61,140 ........10.0% ............403
 44. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ............... AR ........... $35,250 ........39.8% ............392
 45. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion 
  Picture ........................................................................... RA ........... $41,850 ........11.5% .........3,496
 46. Astronomers .................................................................IAR ........... $99,020 ..........5.6% ............128 
 47. Political Scientists ......................................................... IAS ........... $91,580 ..........5.3% ............318
 48. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and 
  Illustrators ..................................................................... AR ........... $42,070 ..........9.9% .........3,830
 49. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers .......... AER .......... $24,830 ........10.7% .........9,103
 50. Broadcast News Analysts ............................................ ASE ...........$49,060 .........6.0% .........1,444
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The 50 Best Social Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Registered Nurses ........................................................SIC .......... $60,010 ........23.5% .....233,499
 2. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary.................SI ............ $80,700 ........22.9% ....... 19,617
 3. Physical Therapists .......................................................SIR ........... $69,760 ........27.1% .......12,072
 4. Dental Hygienists .........................................................SRC .......... $64,740 ........30.1% .......10,433
 5. Physician Assistants .....................................................SIR ........... $78,450 ........27.0% ......... 7,147
 6. Business Teachers, Postsecondary ..............................SEI ........... $64,900 ........22.9% .......11,643
 7. Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary ................SI ............ $71,780 ........22.9% .........9,039
 8. Occupational Therapists ................................................SI ............ $63,790 ........23.1% .........8,338
 9. Medical Assistants .......................................................SCR .......... $27,430 ........35.4% ....... 92,977
 10. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ........ SA ........... $55,190 ........22.9% ....... 12,707
 11. Law Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................SIE ........... $87,730 ........22.9% .........2,169
 12. Mental Health Counselors ............................................SIA ........... $36,000 ........30.0% .......24,103
 13. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ....................................................................SAI ........... $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 14. Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary ..............SIC .......... $62,020 ........22.9% .........5,820
 15. Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary .........SIA ........... $58,560 ........22.9% .........7,663
 16. Economics Teachers, Postsecondary ............................SI ............ $75,300 ........22.9% .........2,208
 17. English Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ..............................................................SAI ........... $54,000 ........22.9% .......10,475
 18. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ............................SAI ........... $54,220 ........22.9% .........9,359
 19. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ...........SIR ........... $78,460 ........22.9% .........1,840
 20. Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary ..........................SIA ........... $60,610 ........22.9% .........5,261
 21. Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary ........... SR ........... $45,850 ........22.9% .......19,313
 22. Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary ............................SIR ........... $63,870 ........22.9% .........3,405
 23. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ................... SRE .......... $27,680 ........26.8% .......51,235
 24. Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary ........SI ............ $57,500 ........22.9% ......... 7,337
 25. Medical and Public Health Social Workers ....................SI ............ $44,670 ........24.2% .......16,429
 26. Physics Teachers, Postsecondary .................................SI ............ $70,090 ........22.9% .........2,155
 27. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ........................... SAE .......... $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 28. Health Educators .......................................................... SE ........... $42,920 ........26.2% ....... 13,707
 29. Radiation Therapists ....................................................SRC .......... $70,010 ........24.8% .........1,461
 30. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social 
  Workers .........................................................................SIA ........... $36,640 ........29.9% .......17,289
 31. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........... SA ........... $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 32. Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences 
  Teachers, Postsecondary ..............................................SI ............ $73,280 ........22.9% .........1,553 
 33. Instructional Coordinators ............................................SIE ........... $55,270 ........22.5% .......21,294
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 34. History Teachers, Postsecondary .................................SIA ........... $59,160 ........22.9% .........3,570
 35. Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary ................. SEA .......... $63,100 ........22.9% .........2,435
 36. Rehabilitation Counselors ..............................................SI ............ $29,630 ........23.0% .......32,081
 37. Physical Therapist Assistants .......................................SRI ........... $44,130 ........32.4% ......... 5,957
 38. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... SA ........... $68,540 ........22.9% .........1,044
 39. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ................. SA ........... $54,720 ........22.9% .........4,074
 40. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ..............................................................SAI ........... $53,610 ........22.9% ......... 4,317
 41. Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary.............................SIA ........... $58,160 ........22.9% .........2,774
 42. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ......SAI ........... $56,380 ........22.9% .........3,120
 43. Marriage and Family Therapists ...................................SAI ........... $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 44. Graduate Teaching Assistants ...................................... SC ........... $28,060 ........22.9% .......20,601
 45. Training and Development Specialists .........................SAC .......... $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 46. Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ...............................................................SI ............ $64,530 ........22.9% ............910
 47. Environmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary ........SIA ........... $64,850 ........22.9% ............769
 48. Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ............................................................... S ............ $52,170 ........22.9% .........3,010
 49. Education Administrators, Preschool and Child 
  Care Center/Program ................................................... SEC .......... $38,580 ........23.5% .........8,113
 50. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education .....................................................................SAC ...........$47,330 .......13.6% .....181,612

The 50 Best Enterprising Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services 
  Sales Agents ................................................................. EC ........... $68,430 ........24.8% .......47,750
 2. Financial Managers ....................................................... EC ........... $95,310 ........12.6% .......57,589
 3. Computer and Information Systems Managers ............ECI ......... $108,070 ........16.4% ....... 30,887
 4. Construction Managers ............................................... ERC .......... $76,230 ........15.7% .......44,158
 5. Lawyers .......................................................................... EI .......... $106,120 ........11.0% .......49,445
 6. Medical and Health Services Managers ...................... ECS .......... $76,990 ........16.4% ....... 31,877
 7. Marketing Managers ..................................................... EC ......... $104,400 ........14.4% .......20,189
 8. Personal Financial Advisors ......................................... ECS .......... $67,660 ........41.0% .......17,114

The 50 Best Social Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings
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 9. Public Relations Specialists ......................................... EAS .......... $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 10. Social and Community Service Managers .................... ES ........... $54,530 ........24.7% .......23,788
 11. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Technical and Scienti! c Products ....... EC ........... $68,270 ........12.4% .......43,469
 12. Customer Service Representatives ............................. ESC .......... $29,040 ........24.8% .....600,937
 13. Sales Managers ............................................................ EC ........... $94,910 ........10.2% .......36,392
 14. Education Administrators, Postsecondary .................. ECS .......... $75,780 ........14.2% .......17,121
 15. General and Operations Managers .............................. ECS .......... $88,700 ..........1.5% .....112,072
 16. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement 
  Specialists .................................................................... ESC .......... $44,380 ........18.4% .......33,588
 17. Public Relations Managers ........................................... EA ........... $86,470 ........16.9% .........5,781
 18. Insurance Sales Agents ............................................... ECS .......... $44,110 ........12.9% .......64,162
 19. Detectives and Criminal Investigators ......................... ECR .......... $59,930 ........17.3% .......14,746
 20. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
  Managers ...................................................................... EC ........... $43,670 ........15.1% .......49,916
 21. Administrative Services Managers ............................... EC ........... $70,990 ........11.7% .......19,513
 22. Advertising Sales Agents ............................................. ECA .......... $42,820 ........20.3% .......29,233
 23. Logisticians ................................................................... EC ........... $64,250 ........17.3% .........9,671
 24. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction 
  Trades and Extraction Workers .................................... ERC .......... $55,950 ..........9.1% .......82,923
 25. Chief Executives ........................................................... EC ......... $145,600+ .......2.0% .......21,209
 26. Education Administrators, Elementary and 
  Secondary School ....................................................... ESC .......... $80,580 ..........7.6% .......27,143
 27. Training and Development Managers ........................... ES ........... $84,340 ........15.6% .........3,759
 28. Compensation and Bene! ts Managers ....................... ECS .......... $81,410 ........12.0% .........6,121
 29. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail 
  Sales Workers .............................................................. ECS .......... $67,020 ..........3.7% .......48,883
 30. Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers .............................. ERS .......... $49,630 ........10.8% .......37,842
 31. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, 
  Lawn Service, and Groundskeeping Workers.............. ERC .......... $38,720 ........17.6% .......18,956
 32. Natural Sciences Managers ........................................... EI .......... $104,040 ........11.4% .........3,661
 33. Real Estate Brokers ...................................................... EC ........... $58,860 ........11.1% .......18,689
 34. Engineering Managers ..................................................ERI ......... $111,020 ..........7.3% .........7,404
 35. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal 
  Service Workers ........................................................... ECS .......... $33,900 ........15.5% .......37,555
 36. Real Estate Sales Agents .............................................. EC ........... $40,600 ........10.6% .......61,232
 37. Gaming Managers ........................................................ EC ........... $64,410 ........24.4% ............549

The 50 Best Enterprising Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings
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 38. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ....................... ECR .......... $22,570 ........18.0% .......32,779
 39. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and 
  Administrative Support Workers .................................. ECS .......... $44,650 ..........5.8% .....138,420
 40. Meeting and Convention Planners............................... ECS .......... $43,530 ........19.9% .........8,318
 41. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food 
  Preparation and Serving Workers ................................ ECR .......... $28,040 ........11.3% .....154,175
 42. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and 
  Detectives .................................................................... ESC .......... $72,620 ..........9.2% .........9,373
 43. Directors, Religious Activities and Education .............. ESC .......... $35,370 ........19.7% .......11,463
 44. Flight Attendants .......................................................... ESC .......... $61,120 ........10.6% .......10,773
 45. Gaming Supervisors ..................................................... EC ........... $42,980 ........23.4% .........4,602
 46. Producers and Directors .............................................. EAC .......... $61,090 ........11.1% .........8,992
 47. Sales Engineers ............................................................ERI ........... $80,270 ..........8.5% .........7,371
 48. Air Traf! c Controllers .................................................... EC ......... $112,930 ........10.2% .........1,213
 49. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping 
  and Janitorial Workers ................................................. ECR .......... $32,850 ........12.7% .......30,613
 50. Food Service Managers ............................................... ECR ...........$44,570 .........5.0% .......59,302

The 50 Best Conventional Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Accountants and Auditors ............................................CEI ........... $57,060 ........17.7% .....134,463 
 2. Financial Analysts .........................................................CIE ........... $70,400 ........33.8% ....... 29,317
 3. Cost Estimators ............................................................ CE ........... $54,920 ........18.5% .......38,379
 4. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants ... CE ........... $38,640 ........14.8% .....235,314
 5. Loan Of! cers ............................................................... CES .......... $53,000 ........11.5% ....... 54,237
 6. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scienti! c 
  Products ....................................................................... CE ........... $50,750 ..........8.4% .....156,215
 7. Database Administrators ...............................................CI ............ $67,250 ........28.6% .........8,258
 8. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis 
  Specialists ..................................................................... CE ........... $52,180 ........18.4% .......18,761
 9. Paralegals and Legal Assistants ...................................CIE ........... $44,990 ........22.2% .......22,756
 10. Computer Specialists, All Other....................................CIR .......... $71,510 ........15.1% .......14,374
 11. Bill and Account Collectors .......................................... CE ........... $29,990 ........22.9% .....118,709

The 50 Best Enterprising Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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 12. Actuaries .......................................................................CIE ........... $85,690 ........23.7% .........3,245
 13. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ........... CE ........... $31,560 ........12.5% .....286,854
 14. Social and Human Service Assistants ......................... CSE .......... $26,630 ........33.6% .......80,142
 15. Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators .......... CE ........... $53,560 ..........8.9% .......22,024
 16. Dental Assistants .........................................................CRS .......... $31,550 ........29.2% .......29,482
 17. Legal Secretaries .......................................................... CE ........... $38,810 ........11.7% .......38,682
 18. Pharmacy Technicians .................................................. CR ........... $26,720 ........32.0% .......54,453
 19. Brokerage Clerks .......................................................... CE ........... $37,360 ........20.0% .......10,826
 20. Medical Secretaries ...................................................... CS ........... $28,950 ........16.7% .......60,659
 21. Receptionists and Information Clerks.......................... CES .......... $23,710 ........17.2% .....334,124
 22. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ..................... CE ........... $46,130 ........16.9% .........6,493
 23. Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks ............... CE ........... $39,690 ..........4.2% .......52,735
 24. Medical Records and Health Information 
  Technicians ................................................................... CE ........... $29,290 ........17.8% .......39,048
 25. Court Reporters ............................................................ CE ........... $45,330 ........24.5% .........2,620
 26. Of! ce Clerks, General ..................................................CER .......... $24,460 ........12.6% .....765,803
 27. Cargo and Freight Agents ............................................CER .......... $37,060 ........16.5% ......... 9,967
 28. Librarians ..................................................................... CSE .......... $50,970 ..........3.6% .......18,945
 29. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ............................ CR ........... $33,640 ........19.4% .........8,299
 30. Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and 
  Farm Products .............................................................. CE ........... $52,460 ..........0.1% .......22,349
 31. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and 
  Timekeeping ................................................................ CES .......... $34,970 ........11.3% ....... 18,647
 32. Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers ....................CRE .......... $32,660 ........13.6% .......17,628
 33. Budget Analysts ............................................................CEI ........... $63,440 ..........7.1% .........6,423
 34. Compliance Of! cers, Except Agriculture, 
  Construction, Health and Safety, and Transportation ...CEI ........... $48,400 ..........4.9% .......15,841
 35. Tellers ............................................................................ CE ........... $22,920 ........13.5% .....146,077
 36. Insurance Underwriters .................................................CEI ........... $54,530 ..........6.3% .........6,880
 37. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ...... CE ........... $29,970 ..........4.4% .......81,885
 38. Statisticians ...................................................................CI ............ $69,900 ..........8.5% .........3,433
 39. Medical Transcriptionists .............................................. CR ........... $31,250 ........13.5% .......18,080
 40. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ..................... CES .......... $27,320 ..........9.5% .......54,060
 41. Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage ...........................CRE .......... $51,500 ........12.5% .........1,030
 42. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ...... CE ........... $28,220 ..........1.2% .....239,630
 43. Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance .......CRE .......... $33,140 ..........1.5% .......29,793
 44. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ............... CR ........... $44,020 ........14.6% ............886

(continued)

The 50 Best Conventional Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings
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 45. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks .......................CRE .......... $26,990 ..........3.7% .....138,967
 46. Postal Service Mail Carriers .......................................... CR ........... $44,500 ..........1.0% .......16,710
 47. Archivists .......................................................................CI ............ $43,110 ........14.4% ............795
 48. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks ........................... CE ........... $32,330 ..........8.8% .......16,163
 49. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks .......... CE ........... $32,040 ........–1.3% .......42,246
 50. Loan Interviewers and Clerks ....................................... CE ............$31,680 .......–0.9% ....... 40,217

The 20 Best-Paying Jobs for Each Personality 
Type

In the following six lists you’ll fi nd the 20 best-paying jobs for each personality type that met 
our criteria for this book. ! ese are popular lists, for obvious reasons.

If you compare these six lists, you may notice that some personality types have better income 
possibilities than others. For example, the best-paying Investigative and Enterprising jobs 
command much higher incomes than the best-paying Artistic and Conventional jobs. Keep 
in mind that these fi gures are only averages; there are a few artists (for example, think of 
movie stars) who are earning more than obstetricians. Also remember what we said earlier 
about how earnings can vary by region of the country and amount of experience and because 
of many other factors.

The 20 Best-Paying Realistic Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ...................................................................$145,600+
 2. Civil Engineers ...................................................................................................................$71,710
 3. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ...................................................................$57,210
 4. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers .............$54,070
 5. Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers ..................................................................$52,570
 6. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians.............................................................$52,140
 7. Surveyors ...........................................................................................................................$51,630
 8. Transportation Inspectors ..................................................................................................$51,440
 9. Boilermakers ......................................................................................................................$50,700
 10. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians ........................................................................$50,260
 11. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists .............................................................................$49,970

The 50 Best Conventional Jobs
  Personality Annual Percent Annual
 Job Code Earnings Growth Openings
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(continued)

The 20 Best-Paying Realistic Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 12. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians .....................................................................$49,010
 13. Construction and Building Inspectors ...............................................................................$48,330
 14. Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers ............................................................$47,220
 15. Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers ......................................$45,420
 16. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians .................................................................$44,940
 17. Electricians ........................................................................................................................$44,780
 18. Mechanical Drafters ...........................................................................................................$44,740
 19. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters .............................................................................$44,090
 20. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ........................................................................................$44,070

The 20 Best-Paying Investigative Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Anesthesiologists .............................................................................................................$145,600+
 2. Family and General Practitioners .....................................................................................$145,600+
 3. Internists, General ............................................................................................................$145,600+
 4. Obstetricians and Gynecologists .....................................................................................$145,600+
 5. Orthodontists ...................................................................................................................$145,600+
 6. Prosthodontists ................................................................................................................$145,600+
 7. Psychiatrists ....................................................................................................................$145,600+
 8. Surgeons ..........................................................................................................................$145,600+
 9. Pediatricians, General ......................................................................................................$140,690
 10. Dentists, General .............................................................................................................$137,630
 11. Podiatrists ........................................................................................................................$110,510
 12. Pharmacists .....................................................................................................................$100,480
 13. Computer and Information Scientists, Research ...............................................................$97,970
 14. Physicists ...........................................................................................................................$96,850
 15. Optometrists ......................................................................................................................$93,800
 16. Computer Hardware Engineers .........................................................................................$91,860
 17. Aerospace Engineers .........................................................................................................$90,930
 18. Mathematicians .................................................................................................................$90,870
 19. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ...........................................................$89,070
 20. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer ..........................................................................$83,340
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The 20 Best-Paying Artistic Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Astronomers ......................................................................................................................$99,020
 2. Political Scientists ..............................................................................................................$91,580
 3. Public Relations Managers ................................................................................................$86,470
 4. Biochemists and Biophysicists ..........................................................................................$79,270
 5. Advertising and Promotions Managers .............................................................................$78,250
 6. Art Directors .......................................................................................................................$72,320
 7. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ..............................................................................$68,540
 8. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ..........................................................................$67,620
 9. Fashion Designers .............................................................................................................$62,810
 10. Sociologists .......................................................................................................................$61,140
 11. Producers and Directors ....................................................................................................$61,090
 12. Technical Writers ................................................................................................................$60,390
 13. Landscape Architects ........................................................................................................$57,580
 14. Commercial and Industrial Designers ................................................................................$56,550
 15. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ...........................................................$56,380
 16. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary .............................................................$55,190
 17. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................................................$54,720
 18. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ....................................................................................$54,550
 19. Education Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................................$54,220
 20. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ..............................................$54,000

The 20 Best-Paying Social Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Law Teachers, Postsecondary ...........................................................................................$87,730
 2. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary.....................................................................$80,700
 3. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................$78,460
 4. Physician Assistants ..........................................................................................................$78,450
 5. Economics Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................$75,300
 6. Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ...................$73,280
 7. Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary ....................................................................$71,780
 8. Physics Teachers, Postsecondary .....................................................................................$70,090
 9. Radiation Therapists ..........................................................................................................$70,010
 10. Physical Therapists ............................................................................................................$69,760

(continued)
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 11. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ..............................................................................$68,540
 12. Business Teachers, Postsecondary ...................................................................................$64,900
 13. Environmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary .............................................................$64,850
 14. Dental Hygienists ...............................................................................................................$64,740
 15. Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary ..................................................$64,530
 16. Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................................$63,870
 17. Occupational Therapists ....................................................................................................$63,790
 18. Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary .......................................................................$63,100
 19. Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary ...................................................................$62,020
 20. Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary ...............................................................................$60,610

The 20 Best-Paying Enterprising Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Chief Executives ..............................................................................................................$145,600+
 2. Air Traf! c Controllers .......................................................................................................$112,930
 3. Engineering Managers .....................................................................................................$111,020
 4. Computer and Information Systems Managers ...............................................................$108,070
 5. Lawyers ............................................................................................................................$106,120
 6. Marketing Managers ........................................................................................................$104,400
 7. Natural Sciences Managers .............................................................................................$104,040
 8. Financial Managers ............................................................................................................$95,310
 9. Sales Managers .................................................................................................................$94,910
 10. General and Operations Managers ....................................................................................$88,700
 11. Public Relations Managers ................................................................................................$86,470
 12. Training and Development Managers ................................................................................$84,340
 13. Compensation and Bene! ts Managers .............................................................................$81,410
 14. Education Administrators, Elementary and Secondary School .........................................$80,580
 15. Sales Engineers .................................................................................................................$80,270
 16. Medical and Health Services Managers ............................................................................$76,990
 17. Construction Managers .....................................................................................................$76,230
 18. Education Administrators, Postsecondary ........................................................................$75,780
 19. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and Detectives ...............................................$72,620
 20. Administrative Services Managers ....................................................................................$70,990

The 20 Best-Paying Social Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings
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The 20 Best-Paying Conventional Jobs
 Job Annual Earnings

 1. Actuaries ............................................................................................................................$85,690
 2. Computer Specialists, All Other.........................................................................................$71,510
 3. Financial Analysts ..............................................................................................................$70,400
 4. Statisticians .......................................................................................................................$69,900
 5. Database Administrators ...................................................................................................$67,250
 6. Budget Analysts .................................................................................................................$63,440
 7. Accountants and Auditors .................................................................................................$57,060
 8. Cost Estimators .................................................................................................................$54,920
 9. Insurance Underwriters ......................................................................................................$54,530
 10. Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators ...............................................................$53,560
 11. Loan Of! cers .....................................................................................................................$53,000
 12. Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and Farm Products ..................................$52,460
 13. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis Specialists.....................................................$52,180
 14. Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage .................................................................................$51,500
 15. Librarians ...........................................................................................................................$50,970
 16. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and 
  Scienti! c Products .............................................................................................................$50,750
 17. Compliance Of! cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, Health and Safety, 
  and Transportation .............................................................................................................$48,400
 18. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ..........................................................................$46,130
 19. Court Reporters .................................................................................................................$45,330
 20. Paralegals and Legal Assistants ........................................................................................$44,990

The 20 Fastest-Growing Jobs for Each Personality 
Type

From the six lists of 50 jobs that met our criteria for this book, these six lists show the 20 
for each personality type that are projected to have the highest percentage increase in the 
numbers of people employed through 2016.

You will notice that just as income opportunities vary among the lists of the best-paying jobs, 
job opportunities vary among the personality types. ! e top Investigative and Social jobs 
have better opportunities (an average of about 40 percent growth) than do the top jobs in 
the other groups (an average of about 24 percent growth). ! is is partly because the kind of 
work done by Investigative and Social workers typically cannot be done by computers or by 
overseas workers. An aging population with greater need for medical and personal care also 
will demand more Investigative and Social workers.
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The 20 Fastest-Growing Realistic Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ................................................................... 25.5%
 2. Surgical Technologists ......................................................................................................... 24.5%
 3. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians ............................................................................ 24.2%
 4. Surveyors ............................................................................................................................. 23.7%
 5. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ............................................................................... 20.3%
 6. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers ......................................................................... 20.2%
 7. Athletes and Sports Competitors ........................................................................................ 19.2%
 8. Construction and Building Inspectors ................................................................................. 18.2%
 9. Civil Engineers ..................................................................................................................... 18.0%
 10. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ..................................................................... 17.9%
 11. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers.......................................................................................... 16.9%
 12. Transportation Inspectors .................................................................................................... 16.4%
 13. Biological Technicians ......................................................................................................... 16.0%
 14. Sailors and Marine Oilers ..................................................................................................... 15.7%
 15. Tile and Marble Setters ........................................................................................................ 15.4%
 16. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians .......................................................................... 15.1%
 17. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ...................................................................... 15.0%
 18. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ................................................................ 14.3%
 19. Roofers ................................................................................................................................ 14.3%
 20. Boilermakers ........................................................................................................................ 14.0%

The 20 Fastest-Growing Investigative Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts ...................................................... 53.4%
 2. Computer Software Engineers, Applications ....................................................................... 44.6%
 3. Veterinarians ........................................................................................................................ 35.0%
 4. Forensic Science Technicians .............................................................................................. 30.7%
 5. Computer Systems Analysts ............................................................................................... 29.0%
 6. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ............................................................. 28.2%
 7. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health ................................ 28.0%
 8. Network and Computer Systems Administrators ................................................................ 27.0%
 9. Environmental Engineers ..................................................................................................... 25.4%
 10. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health ................................................ 25.1%
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 11. Hydrologists ......................................................................................................................... 24.3%
 12. Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................ 22.9%
 13. Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers ........................................................ 21.9%
 14. Management Analysts ......................................................................................................... 21.9%
 15. Pharmacists ......................................................................................................................... 21.7%
 16. Computer and Information Scientists, Research ................................................................. 21.5%
 17. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .............................................................................. 21.3%
 18. Biomedical Engineers .......................................................................................................... 21.1%
 19. Industrial Engineers ............................................................................................................. 20.3%
 20. Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists ........................................................................ 20.2%

The 20 Fastest-Growing Artistic Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ...................................................................... 39.8%
 2. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 34.3%
 3. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 29.8%
 4. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 26.3%
 5. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ...................................................................................... 25.8%
 6. Interpreters and Translators ................................................................................................. 23.6%
 7. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 23.1%
 8. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................ 22.9%
 9. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................... 22.9%
 10. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ........................................................................ 22.9%
 11. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................... 22.9%
 12. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................ 22.9%
 13. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................... 22.9%
 14. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................. 22.9%
 15. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School ................. 19.6%
 16. Interior Designers ................................................................................................................. 19.5%
 17. Technical Writers .................................................................................................................. 19.5%
 18. Training and Development Specialists ................................................................................. 18.3%
 19. Set and Exhibit Designers.................................................................................................... 17.8%
 20. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ............................................................................ 17.7%

The 20 Fastest-Growing Investigative Jobs
 Job Percent Growth
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The 20 Fastest-Growing Social Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Medical Assistants ............................................................................................................... 35.4%
 2. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 34.3%
 3. Physical Therapist Assistants .............................................................................................. 32.4%
 4. Dental Hygienists ................................................................................................................. 30.1%
 5. Mental Health Counselors ................................................................................................... 30.0%
 6. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers ......................................................... 29.9%
 7. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 29.8%
 8. Physical Therapists .............................................................................................................. 27.1%
 9. Physician Assistants ............................................................................................................ 27.0%
 10. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ........................................................................... 26.8%
 11. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 26.3%
 12. Health Educators ................................................................................................................. 26.2%
 13. Radiation Therapists ............................................................................................................ 24.8%
 14. Medical and Public Health Social Workers .......................................................................... 24.2%
 15. Education Administrators, Preschool and Child Care Center/Program ............................... 23.5%
 16. Registered Nurses ............................................................................................................... 23.5%
 17. Occupational Therapists ...................................................................................................... 23.1%
 18. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 23.1%
 19. Rehabilitation Counselors .................................................................................................... 23.0%
 20. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................. 22.9%

The 20 Fastest-Growing Enterprising Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Personal Financial Advisors ................................................................................................. 41.0%
 2. Customer Service Representatives ..................................................................................... 24.8%
 3. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents .......................................... 24.8%
 4. Social and Community Service Managers ........................................................................... 24.7%
 5. Gaming Managers ............................................................................................................... 24.4%
 6. Gaming Supervisors ............................................................................................................ 23.4%
 7. Advertising Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 20.3%
 8. Meeting and Convention Planners....................................................................................... 19.9%
 9. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ...................................................................... 19.7%
 10. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists ....................................................... 18.4%
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The 20 Fastest-Growing Enterprising Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 11. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ............................................................................... 18.0%
 12. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
  Groundskeeping Workers .................................................................................................... 17.6%
 13. Public Relations Specialists ................................................................................................. 17.6%
 14. Detectives and Criminal Investigators ................................................................................. 17.3%
 15. Logisticians .......................................................................................................................... 17.3%
 16. Public Relations Managers .................................................................................................. 16.9%
 17. Computer and Information Systems Managers ................................................................... 16.4%
 18. Medical and Health Services Managers .............................................................................. 16.4%
 19. Construction Managers ....................................................................................................... 15.7%
 20. Training and Development Managers .................................................................................. 15.6%

The 20 Fastest-Growing Conventional Jobs
 Job Percent Growth

 1. Financial Analysts ................................................................................................................ 33.8%
 2. Social and Human Service Assistants ................................................................................. 33.6%
 3. Pharmacy Technicians ......................................................................................................... 32.0%
 4. Dental Assistants ................................................................................................................. 29.2%
 5. Database Administrators ..................................................................................................... 28.6%
 6. Court Reporters ................................................................................................................... 24.5%
 7. Actuaries .............................................................................................................................. 23.7%
 8. Bill and Account Collectors ................................................................................................. 22.9%
 9. Paralegals and Legal Assistants .......................................................................................... 22.2%
 10. Brokerage Clerks ................................................................................................................. 20.0%
 11. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ................................................................................... 19.4%
 12. Cost Estimators ................................................................................................................... 18.5%
 13. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis Specialists....................................................... 18.4%
 14. Medical Records and Health Information Technicians ........................................................ 17.8%
 15. Accountants and Auditors ................................................................................................... 17.7%
 16. Receptionists and Information Clerks.................................................................................. 17.2%
 17. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ............................................................................ 16.9%
 18. Medical Secretaries ............................................................................................................. 16.7%
 19. Cargo and Freight Agents .................................................................................................... 16.5%
 20. Computer Specialists, All Other........................................................................................... 15.1%
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The 20 Jobs with the Most Openings for Each 
Personality Type

From the six lists of 50 jobs that met our criteria for this book, this list shows the 20 jobs for 
each personality type that are projected to have the largest number of job openings per year 
through 2016.

Jobs with many openings present several advantages that may be attractive to you. Because 
there are many openings, these jobs can be easier to obtain, particularly for those just 
entering the job market. ! ese jobs may also o# er more opportunities to move from one 
employer to another with relative ease. ! ough some of these jobs have average or below-
average pay, some also pay quite well and can provide good long-term career opportunities or 
the ability to move up to more responsible roles.

It is interesting but not surprising that job openings are dramatically more scarce in 
the Artistic list than in the other fi ve lists; this is a category where keen competition for 
nonteaching jobs is the rule. If sales jobs were set aside, comparatively few openings also 
would be found among the Enterprising jobs; this also tends to be a competitive arena. ! e 
two personality types with outstanding fi gures for job openings are Conventional and Social.

On all the lists, the jobs that are expected to have the greatest number of openings tend 
to be those that require hands-on or in-person work—for example, truck drivers, teachers, 
salespeople, or cashiers. ! ese workers are less likely to be replaced by technology or by 
overseas workers.

The 20 Realistic Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer ............................................................................279,032
 2. Carpenters .........................................................................................................................223,225
 3. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General .......................................................................165,502
 4. Painters, Construction and Maintenance ..........................................................................101,140
 5. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ................................................................97,350
 6. Computer Support Specialists ............................................................................................97,334
 7. Electricians ..........................................................................................................................79,083
 8. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ...............................................................................68,643
 9. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers..........................................................................................56,579
 10. Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment Operators ..................................55,468
 11. Roofers ................................................................................................................................38,398
 12. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ............................................................................37,469
 13. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers ............................................................................34,625
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 14. Sheet Metal Workers............................................................................................................31,677
 15. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ........................................................................................30,945
 16. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers ..............................29,719
 17. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity .........................................................................................27,100
 18. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists ...................................................25,428
 19. Industrial Machinery Mechanics ..........................................................................................23,361
 20. Fire Fighters .........................................................................................................................18,887

The 20 Investigative Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Management Analysts .......................................................................................................125,669
 2. Computer Systems Analysts ...............................................................................................63,166
 3. Computer Software Engineers, Applications .......................................................................58,690
 4. Market Research Analysts ...................................................................................................45,015
 5. Anesthesiologists .................................................................................................................38,027
 6. Family and General Practitioners .........................................................................................38,027
 7. Internists, General ................................................................................................................38,027
 8. Obstetricians and Gynecologists .........................................................................................38,027
 9. Pediatricians, General ..........................................................................................................38,027
 10. Psychiatrists ........................................................................................................................38,027
 11. Surgeons ..............................................................................................................................38,027
 12. Network and Computer Systems Administrators ................................................................37,010
 13. Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts ......................................................35,086
 14. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software .............................................................33,139
 15. Pharmacists .........................................................................................................................16,358
 16. Mechanical Engineers ..........................................................................................................12,394
 17. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ...................................................................11,457
 18. Industrial Engineers .............................................................................................................11,272
 19. Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists ........................................................................10,596
 20. Chemists ................................................................................................................................9,024

Jobs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 share 38,027 openings.

The 20 Realistic Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings
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The 20 Artistic Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education ..................................................181,612
 2. Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education ............................93,166
 3. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ..................................................................78,172
 4. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education ..................................75,270
 5. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ...................................................................73,030
 6. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ...................................................................................64,449
 7. Public Relations Specialists .................................................................................................51,216
 8. Training and Development Specialists .................................................................................35,862
 9. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education ..............................................................27,603
 10. Graphic Designers ...............................................................................................................26,968
 11. Writers and Authors .............................................................................................................24,023
 12. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ......................................................20,821
 13. Editors ..................................................................................................................................20,193
 14. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School .................20,049
 15. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED Teachers and Instructors ............................17,340
 16. Photographers .....................................................................................................................16,100
 17. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ......................................................................................13,182
 18. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ...............................................................12,707
 19. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ............................................................................11,324
 20. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................10,475

The 20 Social Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Registered Nurses .............................................................................................................233,499
 2. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education ..................................................181,612
 3. Medical Assistants ...............................................................................................................92,977
 4. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ..................................................................78,172
 5. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ...................................................................................64,449
 6. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ...........................................................................51,235
 7. Training and Development Specialists .................................................................................35,862
 8. Rehabilitation Counselors ....................................................................................................32,081
 9. Mental Health Counselors ...................................................................................................24,103
 10. Instructional Coordinators ...................................................................................................21,294
 11. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ......................................................20,821
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 12. Graduate Teaching Assistants .............................................................................................20,601
 13. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary.......................................................................19,617
 14. Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary ..................................................................19,313
 15. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers .........................................................17,289
 16. Medical and Public Health Social Workers ..........................................................................16,429
 17. Health Educators .................................................................................................................13,707
 18. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ...............................................................12,707
 19. Physical Therapists ..............................................................................................................12,072
 20. Business Teachers, Postsecondary .....................................................................................11,643

The 20 Enterprising Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Customer Service Representatives ...................................................................................600,937
 2. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers ...................154,175
 3. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and Administrative Support Workers .............138,420
 4. General and Operations Managers ....................................................................................112,072
 5. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers.............82,923
 6. Insurance Sales Agents .......................................................................................................64,162
 7. Real Estate Sales Agents .....................................................................................................61,232
 8. Food Service Managers .......................................................................................................59,302
 9. Financial Managers ..............................................................................................................57,589
 10. Public Relations Specialists .................................................................................................51,216
 11. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers ...........................................49,916
 12. Lawyers ................................................................................................................................49,445
 13. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers ..........................................48,883
 14. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents ..........................................47,750
 15. Construction Managers .......................................................................................................44,158
 16. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and Scienti! c 
  Products ..............................................................................................................................43,469
 17. Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers ......................................................................................37,842
 18. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service Workers ..........................................37,555
 19. Sales Managers ...................................................................................................................36,392
 20. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists .......................................................33,588

The 20 Social Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings
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The 20 Conventional Jobs with the Most Openings
 Job Annual Openings

 1. Of! ce Clerks, General ........................................................................................................765,803
 2. Receptionists and Information Clerks................................................................................334,124
 3. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ................................................................286,854
 4. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ...........................................................239,630
 5. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants ........................................................235,314
 6. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and 
  Scienti! c Products .............................................................................................................156,215
 7. Tellers .................................................................................................................................146,077
 8. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks .............................................................................138,967
 9. Accountants and Auditors .................................................................................................134,463
 10. Bill and Account Collectors ...............................................................................................118,709
 11. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators .............................................................81,885
 12. Social and Human Service Assistants .................................................................................80,142
 13. Medical Secretaries .............................................................................................................60,659
 14. Pharmacy Technicians .........................................................................................................54,453
 15. Loan Of! cers .......................................................................................................................54,237
 16. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan .............................................................................54,060
 17. Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks ......................................................................52,735
 18. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks .................................................................42,246
 19. Loan Interviewers and Clerks ..............................................................................................40,217
 20. Medical Records and Health Information Technicians ........................................................39,048

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type 
with a High Percentage of Workers Age 
16–24

In the following lists, we sorted the best 50 jobs for each personality type and included only 
those that employ the highest percentage of workers age 16–24. Workers in this age bracket 
make up 14.1 percent of the workforce, and jobs in the lists that follow include at least 10 
percent of these workers.

! ough young workers are employed in virtually all major occupations, and therefore 
in settings associated with all six personality types, you may notice that the jobs for the 
Realistic, Conventional, and Artistic personality types are considerably “younger” than those 
for the Investigative and Enterprising personality types. ! is largely refl ects the fact that 
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careers in the Investigative and Enterprising categories often require a lot of prior education 
or time spent rising through the ranks to a supervisory role, whereas on-the-job training 
requiring less commitment of time may be su"  cient preparation for many jobs for the other 
personality types.

Keep in mind that the young people who hold the jobs listed in this section may not stay 
in those jobs, or even in jobs related to the same personality type, for a whole career. Some 
people are “late bloomers” who do not recognize at an early age what their personality 
type is and how to fi nd a job appropriate to that type. Others may take a job related to an 
inappropriate personality type because it o# ers the opportunity to enter the labor market, 
earn some money, gain basic job skills, and acquire the experience necessary for moving up 
to a job that is a better fi t.

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Athletes and Sports Competitors ........................................................................................ 34.5%
 2. Surgical Technologists ......................................................................................................... 24.7%
 3. Roofers ................................................................................................................................ 22.4%
 4. Sailors and Marine Oilers ..................................................................................................... 20.8%
 5. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ............................................................................ 19.0%
 6. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers ............................................................................ 16.3%
 7. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ........................................................................................ 16.3%
 8. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ................................................................ 16.2%
 9. Tile and Marble Setters ........................................................................................................ 16.1%
 10. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers ......................................................................... 15.5%
 11. Sheet Metal Workers............................................................................................................ 14.7%
 12. Carpenters ........................................................................................................................... 12.8%
 13. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ............................................................................... 12.8%
 14. Computer Support Specialists ............................................................................................ 12.6%
 15. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists ................................................... 12.5%
 16. Electricians .......................................................................................................................... 12.2%
 17. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians ............................................................................ 12.1%
 18. Brickmasons and Blockmasons .......................................................................................... 11.7%
 19. Boilermakers ........................................................................................................................ 10.7%
 20. Biological Technicians ......................................................................................................... 10.5%
 21. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers .............................. 10.4%
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Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 10 Percent or 
More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer Support Specialists .................................. 12.6% ........ $42,400 ........12.9% .......97,334
 2. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ..................... 12.8% ........ $44,090 ........10.6% .......68,643
 3. Electricians ................................................................ 12.2% ........ $44,780 ..........7.4% .......79,083
 4. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ...... 16.2% ........ $34,170 ........14.3% .......97,350
 5. Carpenters ................................................................. 12.8% ........ $37,660 ........10.3% .....223,225
 6. Surgical Technologists ............................................... 24.7% ........ $37,540 ........24.5% .......15,365
 7. Biological Technicians ............................................... 10.5% ........ $37,810 ........16.0% .......15,374
 8. Tile and Marble Setters .............................................. 16.1% ........ $38,720 ........15.4% .........9,066
 9. Boilermakers .............................................................. 10.7% ........ $50,700 ........14.0% .........2,333
 10. Athletes and Sports Competitors .............................. 34.5% ........ $38,440 ........19.2% .........4,293
 11. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
  Specialists .................................................................. 12.5% ........ $38,640 ........11.5% .......25,428
 12. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ................................ 11.7% ........ $44,070 ..........9.7% .......17,569
 13. Roofers ...................................................................... 22.4% ........ $33,240 ........14.3% .......38,398
 14. Automotive Body and Related Repairers .................. 19.0% ........ $35,690 ........11.6% .......37,469
 15. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians .................. 12.1% ........ $36,050 ........24.2% .........4,681
 16. Sheet Metal Workers.................................................. 14.7% ........ $39,210 ..........6.7% ....... 31,677
 17. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers ............... 15.5% ........ $35,390 ........20.2% .........5,729
 18. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
  Mechanics and Installers ........................................... 10.4% ........ $38,360 ..........8.7% .......29,719
 19. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers .................. 16.3% ........ $33,840 ........11.4% .......34,625
 20. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers .............................. 16.3% ........ $36,520 ..........7.3% .......30,945
 21. Sailors and Marine Oilers ........................................... 20.8% .........$32,570 .......15.7% .........8,600

Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health ................................ 28.0%
 2. Forensic Science Technicians .............................................................................................. 28.0%
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Best Investigative Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Forensic Science Technicians .................................... 28.0% ........ $47,680 ........30.7% .........3,074
 2. Environmental Science and Protection 
  Technicians, Including Health .................................... 28.0% .........$39,370 .......28.0% .........8,404

Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED Teachers and Instructors ............................ 17.4%
 2. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 17.4%
 3. Photographers ..................................................................................................................... 16.4%
 4. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ................................................................... 14.5%
 5. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture .................................................. 14.1%
 6. Film and Video Editors ......................................................................................................... 14.1%
 7. Sociologists ......................................................................................................................... 13.5%
 8. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .............................................................. 13.2%
 9. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 13.2%
 10. Broadcast News Analysts .................................................................................................... 11.8%
 11. Commercial and Industrial Designers .................................................................................. 10.3%
 12. Fashion Designers ............................................................................................................... 10.3%
 13. Graphic Designers ............................................................................................................... 10.3%
 14. Interior Designers ................................................................................................................. 10.3%
 15. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers .................................................................. 10.3%
 16. Set and Exhibit Designers.................................................................................................... 10.3%
 17. Public Relations Specialists ................................................................................................. 10.1%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Public Relations Specialists ....................................... 10.1% ........ $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 2. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .... 13.2% ........ $45,120 ........16.3% .......27,603

(continued)
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Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 3. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 13.2% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 4. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 17.4% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 5. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED 
  Teachers and Instructors ........................................... 17.4% ........ $44,710 ........14.2% .......17,340
 6. Interior Designers ....................................................... 10.3% ........ $43,970 ........19.5% .........8,434
 7. Film and Video Editors ............................................... 14.1% ........ $47,870 ........12.7% ......... 2,707
 8. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ......... 14.5% ........ $22,210 ........12.4% .......73,030
 9. Commercial and Industrial Designers ........................ 10.3% ........ $56,550 ..........7.2% ......... 4,777
 10. Set and Exhibit Designers.......................................... 10.3% ........ $43,220 ........17.8% .........1,402
 11. Fashion Designers ..................................................... 10.3% ........ $62,810 ..........5.0% .........1,968
 12. Graphic Designers ..................................................... 10.3% ........ $41,280 ..........9.8% .......26,968
 13. Sociologists ............................................................... 13.5% ........ $61,140 ........10.0% ............403
 14. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion 
  Picture ........................................................................ 14.1% ........ $41,850 ........11.5% .........3,496
 15. Photographers ........................................................... 16.4% ........ $27,720 ........10.3% .......16,100
 16. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers ........ 10.3% ........ $24,830 ........10.7% .........9,103
 17. Broadcast News Analysts .......................................... 11.8% .........$49,060 .........6.0% .........1,444

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ........................................................................... 30.2%
 2. Medical Assistants ............................................................................................................... 19.5%
 3. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 17.4%
 4. Physical Therapist Assistants .............................................................................................. 14.8%
 5. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 13.2%
 6. Health Educators ................................................................................................................. 10.5%

(continued)
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Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Medical Assistants ..................................................... 19.5% ........ $27,430 ........35.4% ....... 92,977
 2. Physical Therapist Assistants .................................... 14.8% ........ $44,130 ........32.4% ......... 5,957
 3. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ................. 30.2% ........ $27,680 ........26.8% .......51,235
 4. Health Educators ....................................................... 10.5% ........ $42,920 ........26.2% ....... 13,707
 5. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 13.2% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 6. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 17.4% .........$34,580 .......23.1% .......64,449

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Customer Service Representatives ..................................................................................... 22.8%
 2. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers ..................... 21.4%
 3. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ............................................................................... 16.3%
 4. Food Service Managers ....................................................................................................... 14.2%
 5. Gaming Managers ............................................................................................................... 13.4%
 6. Advertising Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 10.3%
 7. Public Relations Specialists ................................................................................................. 10.1%

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Customer Service Representatives ........................... 22.8% ........ $29,040 ........24.8% .....600,937
 2. Gaming Managers ..................................................... 13.4% ........ $64,410 ........24.4% ............549
 3. Public Relations Specialists ....................................... 10.1% ........ $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 4. Advertising Sales Agents ........................................... 10.3% ........ $42,820 ........20.3% .......29,233
 5. Food Service Managers ............................................. 14.2% ........ $44,570 ..........5.0% .......59,302
 6. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food 
  Preparation and Serving Workers .............................. 21.4% ........ $28,040 ........11.3% .....154,175
 7. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ..................... 16.3% .........$22,570 .......18.0% .......32,779
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Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 16–24
  Percent Workers 
 Job Age 16–24

 1. Tellers ................................................................................................................................... 33.8%
 2. Pharmacy Technicians ......................................................................................................... 24.7%
 3. Receptionists and Information Clerks.................................................................................. 24.5%
 4. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ............................................................................. 20.9%
 5. Bill and Account Collectors ................................................................................................. 19.8%
 6. Medical Transcriptionists ..................................................................................................... 19.5%
 7. Of! ce Clerks, General .......................................................................................................... 19.1%
 8. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ................................................................................... 18.6%
 9. Dental Assistants ................................................................................................................. 18.5%
 10. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks ............................................................................... 14.3%
 11. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping ........................................ 12.3%
 12. Cargo and Freight Agents .................................................................................................... 11.6%
 13. Court Reporters ................................................................................................................... 11.3%
 14. Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance ............................................................... 11.3%
 15. Loan Interviewers and Clerks .............................................................................................. 11.3%
 16. Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers ............................................................................ 11.3%
 17. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ................................................................. 10.9%
 18. Actuaries .............................................................................................................................. 10.5%
 19. Social and Human Service Assistants ................................................................................. 10.5%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Bill and Account Collectors ....................................... 19.8% ........ $29,990 ........22.9% .....118,709
 2. Social and Human Service Assistants ....................... 10.5% ........ $26,630 ........33.6% .......80,142
 3. Actuaries .................................................................... 10.5% ........ $85,690 ........23.7% .........3,245
 4. Pharmacy Technicians ............................................... 24.7% ........ $26,720 ........32.0% .......54,453
 5. Court Reporters ......................................................... 11.3% ........ $45,330 ........24.5% .........2,620
 6. Dental Assistants ....................................................... 18.5% ........ $31,550 ........29.2% .......29,482
 7. Cargo and Freight Agents .......................................... 11.6% ........ $37,060 ........16.5% ......... 9,967
 8. Receptionists and Information Clerks........................ 24.5% ........ $23,710 ........17.2% .....334,124
 9. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ......................... 18.6% ........ $33,640 ........19.4% .........8,299
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 10. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll 
  and Timekeeping ....................................................... 12.3% ........ $34,970 ........11.3% ....... 18,647
 11. Of! ce Clerks, General ................................................ 19.1% ........ $24,460 ........12.6% .....765,803
 12. Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers .................. 11.3% ........ $32,660 ........13.6% .......17,628
 13. Tellers ......................................................................... 33.8% ........ $22,920 ........13.5% .....146,077
 14. Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance ..... 11.3% ........ $33,140 ..........1.5% .......29,793
 15. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks ..................... 14.3% ........ $26,990 ..........3.7% .....138,967
 16. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ....... 10.9% ........ $32,040 ........–1.3% .......42,246
 17. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ................... 20.9% ........ $27,320 ..........9.5% .......54,060
 18. Medical Transcriptionists ........................................... 19.5% ........ $31,250 ........13.5% .......18,080
 19. Loan Interviewers and Clerks .................................... 11.3% .........$31,680 .......–0.9% ....... 40,217

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type 
with a High Percentage of Workers Age 
55 and Over

In the following lists, we sorted the best 50 jobs for each personality type and included only 
those that employ the highest percentage of workers age 55 and over. Workers in this age 
bracket make up roughly 15 percent of the workforce. We included occupations in the lists if 
the percentage of workers 55 and over was 15 percent or higher.

One use for these lists is to help you identify jobs that might be interesting to you as you 
decide to change careers or approach retirement. Some jobs are on the lists because they are 
attractive to older workers wanting part-time work to supplement their retirement income—
for example, Tellers. Other occupations on the lists, such as several jobs in music (Artistic), 
medicine and science (Investigative), psychology (Social), and college teaching (several 
personality types), take many years of training and experience. People who are established in 
such careers often have many incentives to continue working at ages when workers in other 
fi elds are ready to retire. ! ese jobs also may not be as physically demanding as some other 
jobs, especially compared to those linked to the Realistic personality type, and therefore may 
be easier for older workers to perform.

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 16–24

  Percent Workers Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 16–24 Earnings Growth Openings
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Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 55 and Over
  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity ......................................................................................... 38.2%
 2. Transportation Inspectors .................................................................................................... 28.1%
 3. Construction and Building Inspectors ................................................................................. 26.8%
 4. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General ......................................................................... 25.3%
 5. Surveyors ............................................................................................................................. 24.2%
 6. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ............................................................................... 24.2%
 7. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer .............................................................................. 22.5%
 8. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ....................................................................... 22.4%
 9. Industrial Machinery Mechanics .......................................................................................... 21.6%
 10. Civil Engineers ..................................................................................................................... 20.6%
 11. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and System Operators ....................................... 19.9%
 12. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ...................................................................... 19.8%
 13. Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment Operators .................................. 19.8%
 14. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians............................................................... 19.6%
 15. Civil Engineering Technicians .............................................................................................. 19.6%
 16. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers ............... 19.5%
 17. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ............................................................................ 18.4%
 18. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ..................................................................... 18.3%
 19. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists ................................................... 17.4%
 20. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines ....................................................... 17.4%
 21. Architectural and Civil Drafters ............................................................................................ 16.8%
 22. Mechanical Drafters ............................................................................................................. 16.8%
 23. Electricians .......................................................................................................................... 15.9%

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Civil Engineers ........................................................... 20.6% ........ $71,710 ........18.0% .......15,979
 2. Surveyors ................................................................... 24.2% ........ $51,630 ........23.7% .......14,305
 3. Construction and Building Inspectors ....................... 26.8% ........ $48,330 ........18.2% .......12,606
 4. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ............. 22.4% ...... $145,600+ .....12.9% .........4,073
 5. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ........... 18.3% ........ $57,210 ........17.9% .........2,665
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 6. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ..................... 24.2% ........ $49,970 ........20.3% .........2,823
 7. Electricians ................................................................ 15.9% ........ $44,780 ..........7.4% .......79,083
 8. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer .................... 22.5% ........ $36,220 ........10.4% .....279,032
 9. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
  Specialists .................................................................. 17.4% ........ $38,640 ........11.5% .......25,428
 10. Transportation Inspectors .......................................... 28.1% ........ $51,440 ........16.4% .........2,122
 11. Automotive Body and Related Repairers .................. 18.4% ........ $35,690 ........11.6% .......37,469
 12. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity ............................... 38.2% ........ $33,160 ........12.5% .......27,100
 13. Industrial Machinery Mechanics ................................ 21.6% ........ $42,350 ..........9.0% .......23,361
 14. Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
  Equipment Operators ................................................ 19.8% ........ $38,130 ..........8.4% .......55,468
 15. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and 
  Repairers, Except Line Installers ............................... 19.5% ........ $54,070 ..........2.5% .......13,541
 16. Architectural and Civil Drafters .................................. 16.8% ........ $43,310 ..........6.1% .......16,238
 17. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians..... 19.6% ........ $52,140 ..........3.6% .......12,583
 18. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General ............... 25.3% ........ $32,570 ........10.1% .....165,502
 19. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except 
  Engines ...................................................................... 17.4% ........ $41,450 ........12.3% ....... 11,037
 20. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and 
  System Operators ...................................................... 19.9% ........ $37,090 ........13.8% .........9,575
 21. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ............ 19.8% ........ $34,270 ........15.0% .......10,866
 22. Civil Engineering Technicians .................................... 19.6% ........ $42,580 ........10.2% .........7,499
 23. Mechanical Drafters ................................................... 16.8% .........$44,740 .........5.2% .......10,902

Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists .................................................................. 35.0%
 2. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .............................................................................. 35.0%
 3. Physicists ............................................................................................................................. 33.3%
 4. Management Analysts ......................................................................................................... 30.1%
 5. Veterinarians ........................................................................................................................ 28.4%

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 6. Dentists, General ................................................................................................................. 27.4%
 7. Orthodontists ....................................................................................................................... 27.4%
 8. Prosthodontists .................................................................................................................... 27.4%
 9. Anesthesiologists ................................................................................................................. 27.2%
 10. Family and General Practitioners ......................................................................................... 27.2%
 11. Internists, General ................................................................................................................ 27.2%
 12. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ......................................................................................... 27.2%
 13. Pediatricians, General .......................................................................................................... 27.2%
 14. Psychiatrists ........................................................................................................................ 27.2%
 15. Surgeons .............................................................................................................................. 27.2%
 16. Optometrists ........................................................................................................................ 24.6%
 17. Chemical Engineers ............................................................................................................. 24.3%
 18. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health ................................................ 22.6%
 19. Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers ........................................................ 22.6%
 20. Hydrologists ......................................................................................................................... 22.6%
 21. Pharmacists ......................................................................................................................... 22.5%
 22. Electrical Engineers ............................................................................................................. 21.3%
 23. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer ............................................................................ 21.3%
 24. Industrial Engineers ............................................................................................................. 20.8%
 25. Mathematicians ................................................................................................................... 20.0%
 26. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ................................................................... 19.8%
 27. Operations Research Analysts............................................................................................. 18.6%
 28. Aerospace Engineers ........................................................................................................... 18.5%
 29. Computer Hardware Engineers ........................................................................................... 17.9%
 30. Environmental Engineers ..................................................................................................... 16.2%

(continued)
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Best Investigative Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Anesthesiologists ....................................................... 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 2. Family and General Practitioners ............................... 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 3. Internists, General ...................................................... 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 4. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ............................... 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 5. Psychiatrists .............................................................. 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 6. Surgeons .................................................................... 27.2% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 7. Pediatricians, General ................................................ 27.2% ...... $140,690 ........14.2% ....... 38,027
 8. Pharmacists ............................................................... 22.5% ...... $100,480 ........21.7% .......16,358
 9. Management Analysts ............................................... 30.1% ........ $71,150 ........21.9% .....125,669
 10. Veterinarians .............................................................. 28.4% ........ $75,230 ........35.0% .........5,301
 11. Industrial Engineers ................................................... 20.8% ........ $71,430 ........20.3% .......11,272
 12. Environmental Engineers ........................................... 16.2% ........ $72,350 ........25.4% .........5,003
 13. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, 
  Including Health ......................................................... 22.6% ........ $58,380 ........25.1% .........6,961
 14. Dentists, General ....................................................... 27.4% ...... $137,630 ..........9.2% .........7,106
 15. Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and 
  Geographers .............................................................. 22.6% ........ $75,800 ........21.9% .........2,471
 16. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists ........ 35.0% ........ $62,210 ........15.8% .........8,309
 17. Prosthodontists .......................................................... 27.4% ...... $145,600+ .....10.7% ..............54
 18. Orthodontists ............................................................. 27.4% ...... $145,600+ .......9.2% ............479
 19. Aerospace Engineers ................................................. 18.5% ........ $90,930 ........10.2% .........6,498
 20. Hydrologists ............................................................... 22.6% ........ $68,140 ........24.3% ............ 687
 21. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .................... 35.0% ........ $80,820 ........21.3% ............118
 22. Optometrists .............................................................. 24.6% ........ $93,800 ........11.3% .........1,789
 23. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ......... 19.8% ........ $51,720 ........12.4% ....... 11,457
 24. Electrical Engineers ................................................... 21.3% ........ $79,240 ..........6.3% .........6,806
 25. Computer Hardware Engineers ................................. 17.9% ........ $91,860 ..........4.6% .........3,572
 26. Physicists ................................................................... 33.3% ........ $96,850 ..........6.8% .........1,302
 27. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer .................. 21.3% ........ $83,340 ..........3.7% .........5,699
 28. Operations Research Analysts................................... 18.6% ........ $66,950 ........10.6% ......... 5,727
 29. Mathematicians ......................................................... 20.0% ........ $90,870 ........10.2% ............473
 30. Chemical Engineers ................................................... 24.3% .........$81,500 .........7.9% .........2,111

Jobs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 share 38,027 openings.
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Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 55 and Over
  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Sociologists ......................................................................................................................... 37.8%
 2. Art Directors ......................................................................................................................... 33.9%
 3. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and Illustrators ................................................. 33.9%
 4. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ...................................................................................... 33.9%
 5. Astronomers ........................................................................................................................ 33.3%
 6. Writers and Authors ............................................................................................................. 33.3%
 7. Music Directors and Composers ......................................................................................... 27.3%
 8. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 25.3%
 9. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 25.3%
 10. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ............................................................................ 23.4%
 11. Landscape Architects .......................................................................................................... 23.4%
 12. Technical Writers .................................................................................................................. 22.4%
 13. Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education ............................ 22.2%
 14. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED Teachers and Instructors ............................ 22.1%
 15. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 22.1%
 16. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................... 22.0%
 17. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education .................................. 22.0%
 18. Anthropologists and Archeologists ...................................................................................... 21.2%
 19. Political Scientists ................................................................................................................ 21.2%
 20. Photographers ..................................................................................................................... 20.8%
 21. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ....................................................................... 19.5%
 22. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School ................. 19.5%
 23. Commercial and Industrial Designers .................................................................................. 19.0%
 24. Fashion Designers ............................................................................................................... 19.0%
 25. Graphic Designers ............................................................................................................... 19.0%
 26. Interior Designers ................................................................................................................. 19.0%
 27. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers .................................................................. 19.0%
 28. Set and Exhibit Designers.................................................................................................... 19.0%
 29. Interpreters and Translators ................................................................................................. 18.7%
 30. Public Relations Managers .................................................................................................. 18.1%
 31. Editors .................................................................................................................................. 18.0%
 32. Public Relations Specialists ................................................................................................. 17.6%
 33. Training and Development Specialists ................................................................................. 17.6%
 34. Broadcast News Analysts .................................................................................................... 17.1%
 35. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ................................................................... 16.8%
 36. Producers and Directors ...................................................................................................... 15.4%
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Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ............................ 33.9% ........ $54,550 ........25.8% .......13,182
 2. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval .................. 23.4% ........ $67,620 ........17.7% .......11,324
 3. Training and Development Specialists ....................... 17.6% ........ $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 4. Public Relations Specialists ....................................... 17.6% ........ $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 5. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, 
  Kindergarten, and Elementary School ....................... 19.5% ........ $48,350 ........19.6% .......20,049
 6. Technical Writers ........................................................ 22.4% ........ $60,390 ........19.5% .........7,498
 7. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education ................................................................... 22.0% ........ $47,330 ........13.6% .....181,612
 8. Public Relations Managers ........................................ 18.1% ........ $86,470 ........16.9% .........5,781
 9. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 22.1% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 10. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ................................................................. 25.3% ........ $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 11. Writers and Authors ................................................... 33.3% ........ $50,660 ........12.8% .......24,023
 12. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and 
  Vocational Education ................................................. 22.0% ........ $47,900 ........11.2% .......75,270
 13. Art Directors ............................................................... 33.9% ........ $72,320 ..........9.0% .........9,719
 14. Producers and Directors ............................................ 15.4% ........ $61,090 ........11.1% .........8,992
 15. Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and 
  Vocational Education ................................................. 22.2% ........ $49,420 ..........5.6% .......93,166
 16. Landscape Architects ................................................ 23.4% ........ $57,580 ........16.4% .........2,342
 17. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................ 25.3% ........ $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 18. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED 
  Teachers and Instructors ........................................... 22.1% ........ $44,710 ........14.2% .......17,340
 19. Interior Designers ....................................................... 19.0% ........ $43,970 ........19.5% .........8,434
 20. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ............. 19.5% ........ $48,940 ........15.8% .........8,846
 21. Interpreters and Translators ....................................... 18.7% ........ $37,490 ........23.6% .........6,630
 22. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ......... 16.8% ........ $22,210 ........12.4% .......73,030
 23. Anthropologists and Archeologists ............................ 21.2% ........ $53,080 ........15.0% ............446
 24. Graphic Designers ..................................................... 19.0% ........ $41,280 ..........9.8% .......26,968
 25. Sociologists ............................................................... 37.8% ........ $61,140 ........10.0% ............403
 26. Commercial and Industrial Designers ........................ 19.0% ........ $56,550 ..........7.2% ......... 4,777
 27. Editors ........................................................................ 18.0% ........ $48,320 ..........2.3% .......20,193
 28. Astronomers .............................................................. 33.3% ........ $99,020 ..........5.6% ............128
 29. Set and Exhibit Designers.......................................... 19.0% ........ $43,220 ........17.8% .........1,402
 30. Music Directors and Composers ............................... 27.3% ........ $40,150 ........12.9% ......... 8,597

(continued)
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 31. Fashion Designers ..................................................... 19.0% ........ $62,810 ..........5.0% .........1,968
 32. Political Scientists ...................................................... 21.2% ........ $91,580 ..........5.3% ............318
 33. Photographers ........................................................... 20.8% ........ $27,720 ........10.3% .......16,100
 34. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers ........ 19.0% ........ $24,830 ........10.7% .........9,103
 35. Broadcast News Analysts .......................................... 17.1% ........ $49,060 ..........6.0% .........1,444
 36. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and 
  Illustrators .................................................................. 33.9% .........$42,070 .........9.9% .........3,830

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Workers Age 55 and Over
  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Instructional Coordinators ................................................................................................... 30.4%
 2. Education Administrators, Preschool and Child Care Center/Program ............................... 28.7%
 3. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 25.3%
 4. Mental Health Counselors ................................................................................................... 25.3%
 5. Rehabilitation Counselors .................................................................................................... 25.3%
 6. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 25.3%
 7. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 22.1%
 8. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................... 22.0%
 9. Registered Nurses ............................................................................................................... 21.0%
 10. Medical and Public Health Social Workers .......................................................................... 19.9%
 11. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers ......................................................... 19.9%
 12. Health Educators ................................................................................................................. 18.3%
 13. Training and Development Specialists ................................................................................. 17.6%
 14. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ........................................................................... 16.4%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Registered Nurses ..................................................... 21.0% ........ $60,010 ........23.5% .....233,499
 2. Mental Health Counselors ......................................... 25.3% ........ $36,000 ........30.0% .......24,103
 3. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education ................................................................... 22.0% ........ $47,330 ........13.6% .....181,612
 4. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ................................................................. 25.3% ........ $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 5. Training and Development Specialists ....................... 17.6% ........ $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 6. Instructional Coordinators ......................................... 30.4% ........ $55,270 ........22.5% .......21,294
 7. Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
  Social Workers ........................................................... 19.9% ........ $36,640 ........29.9% .......17,289
 8. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ................. 16.4% ........ $27,680 ........26.8% .......51,235
 9. Medical and Public Health Social Workers ................ 19.9% ........ $44,670 ........24.2% .......16,429
 10. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................ 25.3% ........ $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 11. Health Educators ....................................................... 18.3% ........ $42,920 ........26.2% ....... 13,707
 12. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 22.1% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 13. Education Administrators, Preschool and Child 
  Care Center/Program ................................................. 28.7% ........ $38,580 ........23.5% .........8,113
 14. Rehabilitation Counselors .......................................... 25.3% .........$29,630 .......23.0% .......32,081

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ............................................................................... 38.2%
 2. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers ........................................... 35.2%
 3. Real Estate Brokers ............................................................................................................. 34.5%
 4. Real Estate Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 34.5%
 5. Chief Executives .................................................................................................................. 31.5%
 6. Natural Sciences Managers ................................................................................................. 30.9%
 7. Education Administrators, Elementary and Secondary School ........................................... 28.7%
 8. Education Administrators, Postsecondary .......................................................................... 28.7%
 9. Lawyers ................................................................................................................................ 27.8%

(continued)
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Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 10. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ...................................................................... 27.7%
 11. Administrative Services Managers ...................................................................................... 27.1%
 12. Insurance Sales Agents ....................................................................................................... 27.1%
 13. Gaming Supervisors ............................................................................................................ 26.9%
 14. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and Janitorial Workers ........................ 25.7%
 15. Engineering Managers ......................................................................................................... 25.5%
 16. Social and Community Service Managers ........................................................................... 25.3%
 17. Medical and Health Services Managers .............................................................................. 24.7%
 18. Flight Attendants .................................................................................................................. 23.2%
 19. Personal Financial Advisors ................................................................................................. 22.3%
 20. Gaming Managers ............................................................................................................... 22.0%
 21. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service Workers .......................................... 21.4%
 22. Construction Managers ....................................................................................................... 21.1%
 23. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers .......................................... 21.0%
 24. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and Scienti! c 
  Products .............................................................................................................................. 21.0%
 25. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and Administrative Support Workers ............... 20.5%
 26. General and Operations Managers ...................................................................................... 19.8%
 27. Sales Engineers ................................................................................................................... 19.7%
 28. Advertising Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 18.5%
 29. Logisticians .......................................................................................................................... 18.5%
 30. Compensation and Bene! ts Managers ............................................................................... 18.2%
 31. Training and Development Managers .................................................................................. 18.2%
 32. Public Relations Managers .................................................................................................. 18.1%
 33. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists ....................................................... 17.6%
 34. Public Relations Specialists ................................................................................................. 17.6%
 35. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers............. 17.4%
 36. Meeting and Convention Planners....................................................................................... 16.6%
 37. Producers and Directors ...................................................................................................... 15.4%
 38. Financial Managers .............................................................................................................. 15.1%

(continued)
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Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Financial Managers .................................................... 15.1% ........ $95,310 ........12.6% .......57,589
 2. Construction Managers ............................................. 21.1% ........ $76,230 ........15.7% .......44,158
 3. Lawyers ...................................................................... 27.8% ...... $106,120 ........11.0% .......49,445
 4. Medical and Health Services Managers .................... 24.7% ........ $76,990 ........16.4% ....... 31,877
 5. Personal Financial Advisors ....................................... 22.3% ........ $67,660 ........41.0% .......17,114
 6. Public Relations Specialists ....................................... 17.6% ........ $49,800 ........17.6% .......51,216
 7. General and Operations Managers ............................ 19.8% ........ $88,700 ..........1.5% .....112,072
 8. Social and Community Service Managers ................. 25.3% ........ $54,530 ........24.7% .......23,788
 9. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement 
  Specialists .................................................................. 17.6% ........ $44,380 ........18.4% .......33,588
 10. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Technical and Scienti! c Products .... 21.0% ........ $68,270 ........12.4% .......43,469
 11. Insurance Sales Agents ............................................. 27.1% ........ $44,110 ........12.9% .......64,162
 12. Public Relations Managers ........................................ 18.1% ........ $86,470 ........16.9% .........5,781
 13. Property, Real Estate, and Community 
  Association Managers ............................................... 35.2% ........ $43,670 ........15.1% .......49,916
 14. Advertising Sales Agents ........................................... 18.5% ........ $42,820 ........20.3% .......29,233
 15. Education Administrators, Postsecondary ................ 28.7% ........ $75,780 ........14.2% .......17,121
 16. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction 
  Trades and Extraction Workers .................................. 17.4% ........ $55,950 ..........9.1% .......82,923
 17. Chief Executives ........................................................ 31.5% ...... $145,600+ .......2.0% .......21,209
 18. Logisticians ................................................................ 18.5% ........ $64,250 ........17.3% .........9,671
 19. Training and Development Managers ........................ 18.2% ........ $84,340 ........15.6% .........3,759
 20. Gaming Managers ..................................................... 22.0% ........ $64,410 ........24.4% ............549
 21. Administrative Services Managers ............................ 27.1% ........ $70,990 ........11.7% .......19,513
 22. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ..................... 38.2% ........ $22,570 ........18.0% .......32,779
 23. Education Administrators, Elementary and 
  Secondary School ..................................................... 28.7% ........ $80,580 ..........7.6% .......27,143
 24. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and 
  Administrative Support Workers ................................ 20.5% ........ $44,650 ..........5.8% .....138,420
 25. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail 
  Sales Workers ............................................................ 21.0% ........ $67,020 ..........3.7% .......48,883
 26. Compensation and Bene! ts Managers ..................... 18.2% ........ $81,410 ........12.0% .........6,121
 27. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal 
  Service Workers ......................................................... 21.4% ........ $33,900 ........15.5% .......37,555

(continued)
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Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)

 28. Natural Sciences Managers ....................................... 30.9% ...... $104,040 ........11.4% .........3,661
 29. Engineering Managers ............................................... 25.5% ...... $111,020 ..........7.3% .........7,404
 30. Meeting and Convention Planners............................. 16.6% ........ $43,530 ........19.9% .........8,318
 31. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ............ 27.7% ........ $35,370 ........19.7% .......11,463
 32. Real Estate Sales Agents ........................................... 34.5% ........ $40,600 ........10.6% .......61,232
 33. Gaming Supervisors .................................................. 26.9% ........ $42,980 ........23.4% .........4,602
 34. Real Estate Brokers ................................................... 34.5% ........ $58,860 ........11.1% .......18,689
 35. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping 
  and Janitorial Workers ............................................... 25.7% ........ $32,850 ........12.7% .......30,613
 36. Sales Engineers ......................................................... 19.7% ........ $80,270 ..........8.5% .........7,371
 37. Flight Attendants ........................................................ 23.2% ........ $61,120 ........10.6% .......10,773
 38. Producers and Directors ............................................ 15.4% .........$61,090 .......11.1% .........8,992

Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

 1. Librarians ............................................................................................................................. 39.0%
 2. Archivists ............................................................................................................................. 32.5%
 3. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks .................................................................................. 30.4%
 4. Cost Estimators ................................................................................................................... 29.9%
 5. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ............................................................................ 28.6%
 6. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks .................................................................. 28.2%
 7. Compliance Of! cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, Health and Safety, 
  and Transportation ............................................................................................................... 27.0%
 8. Medical Records and Health Information Technicians ........................................................ 26.1%
 9. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants .......................................................... 25.5%
 10. Legal Secretaries ................................................................................................................. 25.5%
 11. Medical Secretaries ............................................................................................................. 25.5%
 12. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ............................................................. 25.5%
 13. Postal Service Mail Carriers ................................................................................................. 24.2%
 14. Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and Farm Products .................................... 23.8%
 15. Budget Analysts ................................................................................................................... 23.0%
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 16. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ............................................................................. 22.0%
 17. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping ........................................ 21.9%
 18. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and 
  Scienti! c Products ............................................................................................................... 21.0%
 19. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ............................................................. 20.3%
 20. Database Administrators ..................................................................................................... 20.0%
 21. Of! ce Clerks, General .......................................................................................................... 20.0%
 22. Statisticians ......................................................................................................................... 19.7%
 23. Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks ...................................................................... 19.2%
 24. Receptionists and Information Clerks.................................................................................. 19.2%
 25. Accountants and Auditors ................................................................................................... 19.1%
 26. Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators ................................................................. 18.9%
 27. Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage ................................................................................... 18.9%
 28. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ...................................................................... 18.4%
 29. Social and Human Service Assistants ................................................................................. 18.3%
 30. Cargo and Freight Agents .................................................................................................... 18.2%
 31. Court Reporters ................................................................................................................... 18.2%
 32. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ................................................................................... 17.7%
 33. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis Specialists....................................................... 17.6%
 34. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ................................................................. 16.7%
 35. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks ............................................................................... 16.0%
 36. Brokerage Clerks ................................................................................................................. 15.9%
 37. Tellers ................................................................................................................................... 15.9%
 38. Financial Analysts ................................................................................................................ 15.8%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Financial Analysts ...................................................... 15.8% ........ $70,400 ........33.8% ....... 29,317
 2. Accountants and Auditors ......................................... 19.1% ........ $57,060 ........17.7% .....134,463
 3. Cost Estimators ......................................................... 29.9% ........ $54,920 ........18.5% .......38,379
 4. Database Administrators ........................................... 20.0% ........ $67,250 ........28.6% .........8,258

Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers
 Job Age 55 and Over

(continued)
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 5. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis 
  Specialists .................................................................. 17.6% ........ $52,180 ........18.4% .......18,761
 6. Executive Secretaries and Administrative 
  Assistants .................................................................. 25.5% ........ $38,640 ........14.8% .....235,314
 7. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scienti! c 
  Products .................................................................... 21.0% ........ $50,750 ..........8.4% .....156,215
 8. Social and Human Service Assistants ....................... 18.3% ........ $26,630 ........33.6% .......80,142
 9. Receptionists and Information Clerks........................ 19.2% ........ $23,710 ........17.2% .....334,124
 10. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ........ 28.2% ........ $31,560 ........12.5% .....286,854
 11. Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators ....... 18.9% ........ $53,560 ..........8.9% .......22,024
 12. Court Reporters ......................................................... 18.2% ........ $45,330 ........24.5% .........2,620
 13. Brokerage Clerks ....................................................... 15.9% ........ $37,360 ........20.0% .......10,826
 14. Medical Records and Health Information 
  Technicians ................................................................ 26.1% ........ $29,290 ........17.8% .......39,048
 15. Medical Secretaries ................................................... 25.5% ........ $28,950 ........16.7% .......60,659
 16. Of! ce Clerks, General ................................................ 20.0% ........ $24,460 ........12.6% .....765,803
 17. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate .................. 28.6% ........ $46,130 ........16.9% .........6,493
 18. Legal Secretaries ....................................................... 25.5% ........ $38,810 ........11.7% .......38,682
 19. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ......................... 17.7% ........ $33,640 ........19.4% .........8,299
 20. Statisticians ............................................................... 19.7% ........ $69,900 ..........8.5% .........3,433
 21. Tellers ......................................................................... 15.9% ........ $22,920 ........13.5% .....146,077
 22. Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks ............ 19.2% ........ $39,690 ..........4.2% .......52,735
 23. Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, 
  and Farm Products .................................................... 23.8% ........ $52,460 ..........0.1% .......22,349
 24. Budget Analysts ......................................................... 23.0% ........ $63,440 ..........7.1% .........6,423
 25. Cargo and Freight Agents .......................................... 18.2% ........ $37,060 ........16.5% ......... 9,967
 26. Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage ......................... 18.9% ........ $51,500 ........12.5% .........1,030
 27. Librarians ................................................................... 39.0% ........ $50,970 ..........3.6% .......18,945
 28. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ... 20.3% ........ $29,970 ..........4.4% .......81,885
 29. Compliance Of! cers, Except Agriculture, 
  Construction, Health and Safety, and 
  Transportation ............................................................ 27.0% ........ $48,400 ..........4.9% .......15,841
 30. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ................... 22.0% ........ $27,320 ..........9.5% .......54,060
 31. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ............ 18.4% ........ $44,020 ........14.6% ............886

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 and Over

  Percent Workers  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Age 55 and Over Earnings Growth Openings

 32. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll 
  and Timekeeping ....................................................... 21.9% ........ $34,970 ........11.3% ....... 18,647
 33. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ... 25.5% ........ $28,220 ..........1.2% .....239,630
 34. Archivists ................................................................... 32.5% ........ $43,110 ........14.4% ............795
 35. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks ..................... 16.0% ........ $26,990 ..........3.7% .....138,967
 36. Postal Service Mail Carriers ....................................... 24.2% ........ $44,500 ..........1.0% .......16,710
 37. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks ........................ 30.4% ........ $32,330 ..........8.8% .......16,163
 38. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ....... 16.7% .........$32,040 .......–1.3% .......42,246

The Best Jobs for Each Personality Type 
with a High Percentage of Part-Time 
Workers

Starting with the 50 jobs that met our criteria for each personality type in this book, we 
created lists that include those jobs with 15 percent or more part-time workers.

If you want to work part time, these lists will be helpful in identifying where most others 
are fi nding opportunities for this kind of work in the personality type most compatible with 
you. Many people prefer to work less than full time. For example, people who are attending 
school or who have young children may prefer the fl exibility of part-time work. People also 
work part time for money-related reasons, such as supplementing income from a full-time 
job or working two or more part-time jobs because one desirable full-time job is not available.

If you are the Enterprising type of personality, you will note that few occupations suited to 
you have a lot of part-timers. Keep in mind that even in occupations where few people work 
part-time it may be possible for you to carve out a position for yourself that does not require 
a 40-hour work week.

Many of these jobs can be learned quickly, o# er fl exible work schedules, are easy to obtain, 
and o# er other desirable advantages. Although many people think of part-time jobs as 
requiring few skills and providing low pay, this is not always the case. Some of these jobs pay 
quite well, require substantial training or experience, or are growing rapidly.
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Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part- 
 Job Time Workers

 1. Athletes and Sports Competitors ........................................................................................ 39.1%
 2. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity ......................................................................................... 34.1%
 3. Surgical Technologists ......................................................................................................... 20.8%
 4. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ................................................................... 17.3%
 5. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians .......................................................................... 17.3%

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part-  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ......... 17.3% ........ $44,940 ........25.5% .........3,550
 2. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians ................ 17.3% ........ $50,260 ........15.1% .......12,836
 3. Surgical Technologists ............................................... 20.8% ........ $37,540 ........24.5% .......15,365
 4. Athletes and Sports Competitors .............................. 39.1% ........ $38,440 ........19.2% .........4,293
 5. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity ............................... 34.1% .........$33,160 .......12.5% .......27,100

Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part- 
 Job Time Workers

 1. Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................ 27.8%
 2. Dentists, General ................................................................................................................. 25.9%
 3. Orthodontists ....................................................................................................................... 25.9%
 4. Prosthodontists .................................................................................................................... 25.9%
 5. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists .................................................................. 24.0%
 6. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .............................................................................. 24.0%
 7. Podiatrists ............................................................................................................................ 23.6%
 8. Optometrists ........................................................................................................................ 20.8%
 9. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health ................................ 19.4%
 10. Forensic Science Technicians .............................................................................................. 19.4%
 11. Pharmacists ......................................................................................................................... 18.1%
 12. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers....................................................................................... 17.3%
 13. Nuclear Medicine Technologists .......................................................................................... 17.3%
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Best Investigative Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Pharmacists ............................................................... 18.1% ...... $100,480 ........21.7% .......16,358
 2. Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary ...................... 27.8% ........ $79,510 ........22.9% .........5,565
 3. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, 
  Including Health ......................................................... 19.4% ........ $39,370 ........28.0% .........8,404
 4. Dentists, General ....................................................... 25.9% ...... $137,630 ..........9.2% .........7,106
 5. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists ........ 24.0% ........ $62,210 ........15.8% .........8,309
 6. Forensic Science Technicians .................................... 19.4% ........ $47,680 ........30.7% .........3,074
 7. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers............................. 17.3% ........ $59,860 ........19.1% .........3,211
 8. Optometrists .............................................................. 20.8% ........ $93,800 ........11.3% .........1,789
 9. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .................... 24.0% ........ $80,820 ........21.3% ............118
 10. Orthodontists ............................................................. 25.9% ...... $145,600+ .......9.2% ............479
 11. Prosthodontists .......................................................... 25.9% ...... $145,600+ .....10.7% ..............54
 12. Podiatrists .................................................................. 23.6% ...... $110,510 ..........9.5% ............648
 13. Nuclear Medicine Technologists ................................ 17.3% .........$64,670 .......14.8% .........1,290

Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

 1. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED Teachers and Instructors ............................ 41.3%
 2. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 41.3%
 3. Music Directors and Composers ......................................................................................... 37.0%
 4. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ................................................................... 31.1%
 5. Interpreters and Translators ................................................................................................. 28.5%
 6. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................ 27.8%
 7. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................... 27.8%
 8. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ........................................................................ 27.8%
 9. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................... 27.8%
 10. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................ 27.8%
 11. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................... 27.8%
 12. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................. 27.8%
 13. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ...................................................................... 26.3%
 14. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .............................................................. 25.1%
 15. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 25.1%

(continued)
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Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

(continued)

 16. Sociologists ......................................................................................................................... 24.0%
 17. Art Directors ......................................................................................................................... 22.5%
 18. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and Illustrators ................................................. 22.5%
 19. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ...................................................................................... 22.5%
 20. Photographers ..................................................................................................................... 22.1%
 21. Writers and Authors ............................................................................................................. 21.8%
 22. Anthropologists and Archeologists ...................................................................................... 20.1%
 23. Political Scientists ................................................................................................................ 20.1%
 24. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture .................................................. 18.9%
 25. Film and Video Editors ......................................................................................................... 18.9%
 26. Broadcast News Analysts .................................................................................................... 17.3%
 27. Commercial and Industrial Designers .................................................................................. 16.7%
 28. Fashion Designers ............................................................................................................... 16.7%
 29. Graphic Designers ............................................................................................................... 16.7%
 30. Interior Designers ................................................................................................................. 16.7%
 31. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers .................................................................. 16.7%
 32. Set and Exhibit Designers.................................................................................................... 16.7%
 33. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 15.4%
 34. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 15.4%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ............................ 22.5% ........ $54,550 ........25.8% .......13,182
 2. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ..... 27.8% ........ $55,190 ........22.9% ....... 12,707
 3. English Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% ........ $54,000 ........22.9% .......10,475
 4. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... 27.8% ........ $54,220 ........22.9% .........9,359
 5. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ................................................................. 15.4% ........ $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 6. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 25.1% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 7. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary .............. 27.8% ........ $54,720 ........22.9% .........4,074
 8. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .... 25.1% ........ $45,120 ........16.3% .......27,603
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 9. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ... 27.8% ........ $56,380 ........22.9% .........3,120
 10. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 41.3% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 11. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ...................... 27.8% ........ $68,540 ........22.9% .........1,044
 12. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% ........ $53,610 ........22.9% ......... 4,317
 13. Writers and Authors ................................................... 21.8% ........ $50,660 ........12.8% .......24,023
 14. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................ 15.4% ........ $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 15. Art Directors ............................................................... 22.5% ........ $72,320 ..........9.0% .........9,719
 16. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED 
  Teachers and Instructors ........................................... 41.3% ........ $44,710 ........14.2% .......17,340
 17. Interpreters and Translators ....................................... 28.5% ........ $37,490 ........23.6% .........6,630
 18. Interior Designers ....................................................... 16.7% ........ $43,970 ........19.5% .........8,434
 19. Commercial and Industrial Designers ........................ 16.7% ........ $56,550 ..........7.2% ......... 4,777
 20. Graphic Designers ..................................................... 16.7% ........ $41,280 ..........9.8% .......26,968
 21. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ......... 31.1% ........ $22,210 ........12.4% .......73,030
 22. Music Directors and Composers ............................... 37.0% ........ $40,150 ........12.9% ......... 8,597
 23. Anthropologists and Archeologists ............................ 20.1% ........ $53,080 ........15.0% ............446
 24. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ............ 26.3% ........ $35,250 ........39.8% ............392
 25. Sociologists ............................................................... 24.0% ........ $61,140 ........10.0% ............403
 26. Fashion Designers ..................................................... 16.7% ........ $62,810 ..........5.0% .........1,968
 27. Film and Video Editors ............................................... 18.9% ........ $47,870 ........12.7% ......... 2,707
 28. Photographers ........................................................... 22.1% ........ $27,720 ........10.3% .......16,100
 29. Set and Exhibit Designers.......................................... 16.7% ........ $43,220 ........17.8% .........1,402
 30. Political Scientists ...................................................... 20.1% ........ $91,580 ..........5.3% ............318
 31. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion 
  Picture ........................................................................ 18.9% ........ $41,850 ........11.5% .........3,496
 32. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers ........ 16.7% ........ $24,830 ........10.7% .........9,103
 33. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, 
  and Illustrators ........................................................... 22.5% ........ $42,070 ..........9.9% .........3,830
 34. Broadcast News Analysts .......................................... 17.3% .........$49,060 .........6.0% .........1,444

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings
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Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

 1. Dental Hygienists ................................................................................................................. 58.7%
 2. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 41.3%
 3. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ........................................................................... 38.2%
 4. Occupational Therapists ...................................................................................................... 29.8%
 5. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................. 27.8%
 6. Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................... 27.8%
 7. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................ 27.8%
 8. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................... 27.8%
 9. Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ..................... 27.8%
 10. Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary ...................................................................... 27.8%
 11. Business Teachers, Postsecondary ..................................................................................... 27.8%
 12. Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................... 27.8%
 13. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ........................................................................ 27.8%
 14. Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary ..................................................................... 27.8%
 15. Economics Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................................. 27.8%
 16. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................... 27.8%
 17. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................ 27.8%
 18. Environmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................... 27.8%
 19. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................... 27.8%
 20. Graduate Teaching Assistants ............................................................................................. 27.8%
 21. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary....................................................................... 27.8%
 22. History Teachers, Postsecondary ........................................................................................ 27.8%
 23. Law Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................................................. 27.8%
 24. Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................ 27.8%
 25. Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary .............................................................. 27.8%
 26. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................................. 27.8%
 27. Physics Teachers, Postsecondary ....................................................................................... 27.8%
 28. Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................................................... 27.8%
 29. Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................................................. 27.8%
 30. Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................. 27.8%
 31. Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary.................................................................................... 27.8%
 32. Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary .................................................................. 27.8%
 33. Physical Therapist Assistants .............................................................................................. 27.1%
 34. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 25.1%
 35. Medical Assistants ............................................................................................................... 23.2%
 36. Physical Therapists .............................................................................................................. 22.7%
 37. Registered Nurses ............................................................................................................... 21.8%
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Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

 38. Instructional Coordinators ................................................................................................... 19.7%
 39. Physician Assistants ............................................................................................................ 15.6%
 40. Marriage and Family Therapists .......................................................................................... 15.4%
 41. Mental Health Counselors ................................................................................................... 15.4%
 42. Rehabilitation Counselors .................................................................................................... 15.4%
 43. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ...................................................... 15.4%

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary............. 27.8% ........ $80,700 ........22.9% ....... 19,617
 2. Physical Therapists .................................................... 22.7% ........ $69,760 ........27.1% .......12,072
 3. Registered Nurses ..................................................... 21.8% ........ $60,010 ........23.5% .....233,499
 4. Dental Hygienists ....................................................... 58.7% ........ $64,740 ........30.1% .......10,433
 5. Physician Assistants .................................................. 15.6% ........ $78,450 ........27.0% ......... 7,147
 6. Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary ............ 27.8% ........ $71,780 ........22.9% .........9,039
 7. Business Teachers, Postsecondary ........................... 27.8% ........ $64,900 ........22.9% .......11,643
 8. Medical Assistants ..................................................... 23.2% ........ $27,430 ........35.4% ....... 92,977
 9. Mental Health Counselors ......................................... 15.4% ........ $36,000 ........30.0% .......24,103
 10. Occupational Therapists ............................................ 29.8% ........ $63,790 ........23.1% .........8,338
 11. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
  Counselors ................................................................. 15.4% ........ $35,580 ........34.3% .......20,821
 12. Law Teachers, Postsecondary ................................... 27.8% ........ $87,730 ........22.9% .........2,169
 13. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 41.3% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 14. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ..... 27.8% ........ $55,190 ........22.9% ....... 12,707
 15. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors ................. 38.2% ........ $27,680 ........26.8% .......51,235
 16. Economics Teachers, Postsecondary ........................ 27.8% ........ $75,300 ........22.9% .........2,208
 17. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 25.1% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 18. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ........ 27.8% ........ $78,460 ........22.9% .........1,840
 19. Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary ...... 27.8% ........ $58,560 ........22.9% .........7,663
 20. Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary ........... 27.8% ........ $62,020 ........22.9% .........5,820
 21. Rehabilitation Counselors .......................................... 15.4% ........ $29,630 ........23.0% .......32,081
 22. Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary ........ 27.8% ........ $45,850 ........22.9% .......19,313

(continued)
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 23. Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space 
  Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ........................... 27.8% ........ $73,280 ........22.9% .........1,553
 24. Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... 27.8% ........ $63,870 ........22.9% .........3,405
 25. English Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% ........ $54,000 ........22.9% .......10,475
 26. Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary .... 27.8% ........ $57,500 ........22.9% ......... 7,337
 27. Physical Therapist Assistants .................................... 27.1% ........ $44,130 ........32.4% ......... 5,957
 28. Physics Teachers, Postsecondary ............................. 27.8% ........ $70,090 ........22.9% .........2,155
 29. Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary ....................... 27.8% ........ $60,610 ........22.9% .........5,261
 30. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... 27.8% ........ $54,220 ........22.9% .........9,359
 31. Graduate Teaching Assistants ................................... 27.8% ........ $28,060 ........22.9% .......20,601
 32. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ...................... 27.8% ........ $68,540 ........22.9% .........1,044
 33. History Teachers, Postsecondary .............................. 27.8% ........ $59,160 ........22.9% .........3,570
 34. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................ 15.4% ........ $43,600 ........29.8% .........5,953
 35. Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary ............... 27.8% ........ $63,100 ........22.9% .........2,435
 36. Environmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary ..... 27.8% ........ $64,850 ........22.9% ............769
 37. Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% ........ $64,530 ........22.9% ............910
 38. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary .............. 27.8% ........ $54,720 ........22.9% .........4,074
 39. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ... 27.8% ........ $56,380 ........22.9% .........3,120
 40. Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary.......................... 27.8% ........ $58,160 ........22.9% .........2,774
 41. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% ........ $53,610 ........22.9% ......... 4,317
 42. Instructional Coordinators ......................................... 19.7% ........ $55,270 ........22.5% .......21,294
 43. Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
  Postsecondary ........................................................... 27.8% .........$52,170 .......22.9% .........3,010

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent  Part-
 Job Time Workers

 1. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ............................................................................... 56.1%
 2. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ...................................................................... 25.2%
 3. Flight Attendants .................................................................................................................. 24.9%

(continued)

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings
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 4. Customer Service Representatives ..................................................................................... 16.5%
 5. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers ........................................... 16.1%
 6. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service Workers .......................................... 15.8%
 7. Real Estate Brokers ............................................................................................................. 15.5%
 8. Real Estate Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 15.5%

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Customer Service Representatives ........................... 16.5% ........ $29,040 ........24.8% .....600,937
 2. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
  Managers ................................................................... 16.1% ........ $43,670 ........15.1% .......49,916
 3. Real Estate Sales Agents ........................................... 15.5% ........ $40,600 ........10.6% .......61,232
 4. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ............ 25.2% ........ $35,370 ........19.7% .......11,463
 5. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal 
  Service Workers ......................................................... 15.8% ........ $33,900 ........15.5% .......37,555
 6. Real Estate Brokers ................................................... 15.5% ........ $58,860 ........11.1% .......18,689
 7. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ..................... 56.1% ........ $22,570 ........18.0% .......32,779
 8. Flight Attendants ........................................................ 24.9% .........$61,120 .......10.6% .......10,773

Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

 1. Dental Assistants ................................................................................................................. 35.7%
 2. Receptionists and Information Clerks.................................................................................. 31.7%
 3. Tellers ................................................................................................................................... 27.1%
 4. Of! ce Clerks, General .......................................................................................................... 26.0%
 5. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks .................................................................. 24.8%
 6. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ............................................................................. 23.4%
 7. Medical Transcriptionists ..................................................................................................... 23.2%
 8. Librarians ............................................................................................................................. 21.2%
 9. Pharmacy Technicians ......................................................................................................... 20.8%

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

(continued)
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(continued)

Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Part-Time Workers
  Percent Part-
 Job Time Workers

 10. Brokerage Clerks ................................................................................................................. 19.4%
 11. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants .......................................................... 18.9%
 12. Legal Secretaries ................................................................................................................. 18.9%
 13. Medical Secretaries ............................................................................................................. 18.9%
 14. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ............................................................. 18.9%
 15. Archivists ............................................................................................................................. 18.4%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers

  Percent Part- Annual Percent Annual
 Job Time Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Executive Secretaries and Administrative 
  Assistants .................................................................. 18.9% ........ $38,640 ........14.8% .....235,314
 2. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ........ 24.8% ........ $31,560 ........12.5% .....286,854
 3. Dental Assistants ....................................................... 35.7% ........ $31,550 ........29.2% .......29,482
 4. Receptionists and Information Clerks........................ 31.7% ........ $23,710 ........17.2% .....334,124
 5. Medical Secretaries ................................................... 18.9% ........ $28,950 ........16.7% .......60,659
 6. Pharmacy Technicians ............................................... 20.8% ........ $26,720 ........32.0% .......54,453
 7. Brokerage Clerks ....................................................... 19.4% ........ $37,360 ........20.0% .......10,826
 8. Archivists ................................................................... 18.4% ........ $43,110 ........14.4% ............795
 9. Of! ce Clerks, General ................................................ 26.0% ........ $24,460 ........12.6% .....765,803
 10. Legal Secretaries ....................................................... 18.9% ........ $38,810 ........11.7% .......38,682
 11. Librarians ................................................................... 21.2% ........ $50,970 ..........3.6% .......18,945
 12. Medical Transcriptionists ........................................... 23.2% ........ $31,250 ........13.5% .......18,080
 13. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ... 18.9% ........ $28,220 ..........1.2% .....239,630
 14. Tellers ......................................................................... 27.1% ........ $22,920 ........13.5% .....146,077
 15. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ................... 23.4% .........$27,320 .........9.5% .......54,060
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The Best Jobs for Each Personality 
Type with a High Percentage of 
Self-Employed Workers

About 8 percent of all working people are self-employed or own their own business. ! is 
substantial part of our workforce gets little mention in most career books.

! e jobs in the lists in this section are selected from the 50 best jobs for each personality type, 
and all have 8 percent or more self-employed workers. Many jobs in these lists, such as the 
various types of artists, are held by people who operate one- or two-person businesses and 
who may also do this work part time. ! ose in other occupations, such as Carpenters, often 
work on a per-job basis under the supervision of others.

As you will see from these lists, self-employed people hold a wide range of jobs at all levels 
of pay and skill. Many are in the arts (Artistic), construction (Realistic), or health-care 
(Investigative) professions, but many other fi elds are also represented. Also, while the 
lists do not include data on age and gender, older workers and women make up a rapidly 
growing part of the self-employed population. For example, some highly experienced older 
workers set up consulting and other small businesses following a layo#  or as an alternative 
to full retirement. Large numbers of women are forming small businesses or creating self-
employment opportunities as an alternative to traditional employment.

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Self-Employed Workers
  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Painters, Construction and Maintenance ............................................................................ 42.2%
 2. Tile and Marble Setters ........................................................................................................ 33.8%
 3. Carpenters ........................................................................................................................... 31.8%
 4. Athletes and Sports Competitors ........................................................................................ 27.0%
 5. Brickmasons and Blockmasons .......................................................................................... 24.5%
 6. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ........................................................................................ 23.0%
 7. Roofers ................................................................................................................................ 20.1%
 8. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ................................................................ 16.8%
 9. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ............................................................................ 14.1%
 10. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians ............................................................................ 12.8%
 11. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers .............................. 12.7%
 12. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ............................................................................... 12.3%
 13. Electricians .......................................................................................................................... 10.7%
 14. Construction and Building Inspectors ................................................................................... 9.4%
 15. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer ................................................................................ 8.8%
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Best Realistic Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed Workers

  Percent  
  Self-Employed  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Construction and Building Inspectors ......................... 9.4% ........ $48,330 ........18.2% .......12,606
 2. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ..................... 12.3% ........ $44,090 ........10.6% .......68,643
 3. Carpenters ................................................................. 31.8% ........ $37,660 ........10.3% .....223,225
 4. Electricians ................................................................ 10.7% ........ $44,780 ..........7.4% .......79,083
 5. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer ...................... 8.8% ........ $36,220 ........10.4% .....279,032
 6. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ...... 16.8% ........ $34,170 ........14.3% .......97,350
 7. Tile and Marble Setters .............................................. 33.8% ........ $38,720 ........15.4% .........9,066
 8. Athletes and Sports Competitors .............................. 27.0% ........ $38,440 ........19.2% .........4,293
 9. Painters, Construction and Maintenance .................. 42.2% ........ $32,080 ........11.8% .....101,140
 10. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians .................. 12.8% ........ $36,050 ........24.2% .........4,681
 11. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ................................ 24.5% ........ $44,070 ..........9.7% .......17,569
 12. Roofers ...................................................................... 20.1% ........ $33,240 ........14.3% .......38,398
 13. Automotive Body and Related Repairers .................. 14.1% ........ $35,690 ........11.6% .......37,469
 14. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
  Mechanics and Installers ........................................... 12.7% ........ $38,360 ..........8.7% .......29,719
 15. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers .............................. 23.0% .........$36,520 .........7.3% .......30,945

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers

  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Prosthodontists .................................................................................................................... 51.3%
 2. Orthodontists ....................................................................................................................... 43.3%
 3. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .............................................................................. 39.3%
 4. Dentists, General ................................................................................................................. 36.6%
 5. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists .................................................................. 34.2%
 6. Management Analysts ......................................................................................................... 27.0%
 7. Optometrists ........................................................................................................................ 25.5%
 8. Podiatrists ............................................................................................................................ 23.9%
 9. Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts ...................................................... 17.5%
 10. Veterinarians ........................................................................................................................ 17.1%
 11. Anesthesiologists ................................................................................................................. 14.7%
 12. Family and General Practitioners ......................................................................................... 14.7%
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 13. Internists, General ................................................................................................................ 14.7%
 14. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ......................................................................................... 14.7%
 15. Pediatricians, General .......................................................................................................... 14.7%
 16. Psychiatrists ........................................................................................................................ 14.7%
 17. Surgeons .............................................................................................................................. 14.7%

Best Investigative Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed Workers

  Percent  
  Self-Employed  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Anesthesiologists ....................................................... 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 2. Family and General Practitioners ............................... 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 3. Internists, General ...................................................... 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 4. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ............................... 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 5. Psychiatrists .............................................................. 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 6. Surgeons .................................................................... 14.7% ...... $145,600+ .....14.2% ....... 38,027
 7. Pediatricians, General ................................................ 14.7% ...... $140,690 ........14.2% ....... 38,027
 8. Management Analysts ............................................... 27.0% ........ $71,150 ........21.9% .....125,669
 9. Network Systems and Data Communications 
  Analysts ..................................................................... 17.5% ........ $68,220 ........53.4% .......35,086
 10. Veterinarians .............................................................. 17.1% ........ $75,230 ........35.0% .........5,301
 11. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists ........ 34.2% ........ $62,210 ........15.8% .........8,309
 12. Orthodontists ............................................................. 43.3% ...... $145,600+ .......9.2% ............479
 13. Prosthodontists .......................................................... 51.3% ...... $145,600+ .....10.7% ..............54
 14. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists .................... 39.3% ........ $80,820 ........21.3% ............118
 15. Dentists, General ....................................................... 36.6% ...... $137,630 ..........9.2% .........7,106
 16. Optometrists .............................................................. 25.5% ........ $93,800 ........11.3% .........1,789
 17. Podiatrists .................................................................. 23.9% .......$110,510 .........9.5% ............648

Jobs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 share 38,027 openings.

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers

  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers
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Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Self-Employed Workers
  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ...................................................................................... 69.7%
 2. Writers and Authors ............................................................................................................. 65.9%
 3. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and Illustrators ................................................. 62.6%
 4. Art Directors ......................................................................................................................... 59.0%
 5. Photographers ..................................................................................................................... 54.3%
 6. Music Directors and Composers ......................................................................................... 44.7%
 7. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ................................................................... 44.5%
 8. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ...................................................................... 39.7%
 9. Commercial and Industrial Designers .................................................................................. 29.8%
 10. Set and Exhibit Designers.................................................................................................... 29.8%
 11. Producers and Directors ...................................................................................................... 29.5%
 12. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers .................................................................. 28.6%
 13. Interior Designers ................................................................................................................. 26.3%
 14. Graphic Designers ............................................................................................................... 25.3%
 15. Fashion Designers ............................................................................................................... 23.6%
 16. Interpreters and Translators ................................................................................................. 21.6%
 17. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 21.5%
 18. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ............................................................................ 20.3%
 19. Landscape Architects .......................................................................................................... 18.5%
 20. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture .................................................. 16.9%
 21. Film and Video Editors ......................................................................................................... 15.9%
 22. Advertising and Promotions Managers ............................................................................... 13.4%
 23. Editors .................................................................................................................................. 13.4%
 24. Broadcast News Analysts .................................................................................................... 11.1%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall with 8 Percent or More Self-Employed Workers
  Percent  
  Self-Employed Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ............................ 69.7% ........ $54,550 ........25.8% .......13,182
 2. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval .................. 20.3% ........ $67,620 ........17.7% .......11,324
 3. Writers and Authors ................................................... 65.9% ........ $50,660 ........12.8% .......24,023
 4. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 21.5% ........ $34,580 ........23.1% .......64,449
 5. Art Directors ............................................................... 59.0% ........ $72,320 ..........9.0% .........9,719
 6. Producers and Directors ............................................ 29.5% ........ $61,090 ........11.1% .........8,992
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 7. Interior Designers ....................................................... 26.3% ........ $43,970 ........19.5% .........8,434
 8. Landscape Architects ................................................ 18.5% ........ $57,580 ........16.4% .........2,342
 9. Interpreters and Translators ....................................... 21.6% ........ $37,490 ........23.6% .........6,630
 10. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ......... 44.5% ........ $22,210 ........12.4% .......73,030
 11. Graphic Designers ..................................................... 25.3% ........ $41,280 ..........9.8% .......26,968
 12. Music Directors and Composers ............................... 44.7% ........ $40,150 ........12.9% ......... 8,597
 13. Advertising and Promotions Managers ..................... 13.4% ........ $78,250 ..........6.2% .........2,955
 14. Editors ........................................................................ 13.4% ........ $48,320 ..........2.3% .......20,193
 15. Commercial and Industrial Designers ........................ 29.8% ........ $56,550 ..........7.2% ......... 4,777
 16. Film and Video Editors ............................................... 15.9% ........ $47,870 ........12.7% ......... 2,707
 17. Set and Exhibit Designers.......................................... 29.8% ........ $43,220 ........17.8% .........1,402
 18. Photographers ........................................................... 54.3% ........ $27,720 ........10.3% .......16,100
 19. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ............ 39.7% ........ $35,250 ........39.8% ............392
 20. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion 
  Picture ........................................................................ 16.9% ........ $41,850 ........11.5% .........3,496
 21. Fashion Designers ..................................................... 23.6% ........ $62,810 ..........5.0% .........1,968
 22. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, 
  and Illustrators ........................................................... 62.6% ........ $42,070 ..........9.9% .........3,830
 23. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers ........ 28.6% ........ $24,830 ........10.7% .........9,103
 24. Broadcast News Analysts .......................................... 11.1% .........$49,060 .........6.0% .........1,444

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Self-Employed Workers
  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ................................................................................... 21.5%
 2. Occupational Therapists ........................................................................................................ 8.6%
 3. Physical Therapists ................................................................................................................ 8.4%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall with 8 Percent or More Self-Employed Workers
  Percent  
  Self-Employed Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings
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Best Social Jobs Overall with 8 Percent or More Self-Employed Workers
  Percent  
  Self-Employed Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Physical Therapists ...................................................... 8.4% ........ $69,760 ........27.1% .......12,072
 2. Occupational Therapists .............................................. 8.6% ........ $63,790 ........23.1% .........8,338
 3. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ......................... 21.5% .........$34,580 .......23.1% .......64,449

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Self-Employed Workers
  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Real Estate Brokers ............................................................................................................. 63.5%
 2. Real Estate Sales Agents ..................................................................................................... 60.2%
 3. Construction Managers ....................................................................................................... 56.3%
 4. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers ........................................... 50.9%
 5. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers .......................................... 45.4%
 6. Food Service Managers ....................................................................................................... 44.8%
 7. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
  Groundskeeping Workers .................................................................................................... 44.1%
 8. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service Workers .......................................... 38.6%
 9. Personal Financial Advisors ................................................................................................. 30.9%
 10. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and Janitorial Workers ........................ 30.7%
 11. Producers and Directors ...................................................................................................... 29.5%
 12. Gaming Supervisors ............................................................................................................ 29.2%
 13. Lawyers ................................................................................................................................ 26.7%
 14. Insurance Sales Agents ....................................................................................................... 25.5%
 15. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers............. 24.4%
 16. Chief Executives .................................................................................................................. 22.0%
 17. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ............................................................................... 20.8%
 18. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents .......................................... 17.7%
 19. Gaming Managers ............................................................................................................... 16.3%
 20. Medical and Health Services Managers ................................................................................ 8.2%
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Best Enterprising Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed Workers

  Percent  
  Self-Employed Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Securities, Commodities, and Financial 
  Services Sales Agents ............................................... 17.7% ........ $68,430 ........24.8% .......47,750
 2. Construction Managers ............................................. 56.3% ........ $76,230 ........15.7% .......44,158
 3. Medical and Health Services Managers ...................... 8.2% ........ $76,990 ........16.4% ....... 31,877
 4. Lawyers ...................................................................... 26.7% ...... $106,120 ........11.0% .......49,445
 5. Personal Financial Advisors ....................................... 30.9% ........ $67,660 ........41.0% .......17,114
 6. Insurance Sales Agents ............................................. 25.5% ........ $44,110 ........12.9% .......64,162
 7. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction 
  Trades and Extraction Workers .................................. 24.4% ........ $55,950 ..........9.1% .......82,923
 8. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
  Managers ................................................................... 50.9% ........ $43,670 ........15.1% .......49,916
 9. Gaming Managers ..................................................... 16.3% ........ $64,410 ........24.4% ............549
 10. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail 
  Sales Workers ............................................................ 45.4% ........ $67,020 ..........3.7% .......48,883
 11. Food Service Managers ............................................. 44.8% ........ $44,570 ..........5.0% .......59,302
 12. Chief Executives ........................................................ 22.0% ...... $145,600+ .......2.0% .......21,209
 13. Real Estate Sales Agents ........................................... 60.2% ........ $40,600 ........10.6% .......61,232
 14. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ..................... 20.8% ........ $22,570 ........18.0% .......32,779
 15. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal 
  Service Workers ......................................................... 38.6% ........ $33,900 ........15.5% .......37,555
 16. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, 
  Lawn Service, and Groundskeeping Workers............ 44.1% ........ $38,720 ........17.6% .......18,956
 17. Gaming Supervisors .................................................. 29.2% ........ $42,980 ........23.4% .........4,602
 18. Producers and Directors ............................................ 29.5% ........ $61,090 ........11.1% .........8,992
 19. Real Estate Brokers ................................................... 63.5% ........ $58,860 ........11.1% .......18,689
 20. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping 
  and Janitorial Workers ............................................... 30.7% .........$32,850 .......12.7% .......30,613
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Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Self-Employed Workers

  Percent Self-
 Job Employed Workers

 1. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ............................................................................ 32.7%
 2. Medical Transcriptionists ....................................................................................................... 9.7%
 3. Accountants and Auditors ..................................................................................................... 9.5%
 4. Financial Analysts .................................................................................................................. 8.3%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed Workers

  Percent  
  Self-Employed Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Workers Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Financial Analysts ........................................................ 8.3% ........ $70,400 ........33.8% ....... 29,317
 2. Accountants and Auditors ........................................... 9.5% ........ $57,060 ........17.7% .....134,463
 3. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate .................. 32.7% ........ $46,130 ........16.9% .........6,493
 4. Medical Transcriptionists ............................................. 9.7% .........$31,250 .......13.5% .......18,080

Best Jobs for Each Personality Type 
with a High Percentage of Women and 
of Men

We knew we would create some controversy when we fi rst included the best jobs lists with 
high percentages of men and women in an earlier Best Jobs book. But these lists are not 
meant to restrict women or men from considering job options—one reason for including 
these lists is exactly the opposite. We hope the lists will help people see possibilities that they 
might not otherwise have considered. For example, we suggest that women browse the lists 
of jobs that employ high percentages of men. Many of these occupations pay quite well, and 
women who want to do them and are willing to undertake the education or training should 
consider them.

To create the lists, we sorted the jobs of each personality type that met the criteria for 
this book and included only those employing 70 percent or more of women or men. For 
the Realistic, Investigative, and Enterprising personality types, the list of predominantly 
male jobs is much longer than the list of predominantly female jobs. For the Social and 
Conventional personality types, you’ll fi nd the opposite to be true. In fact, there is no list for 
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Social jobs with a high percentage of men because no Social jobs employ 70 percent or more 
men. For the Artistic personality type, the lists are roughly equal.

We also produced “best overall” lists in which these predominantly male jobs and 
predominantly female jobs are sorted by their combined ranking in terms of annual earnings, 
percent growth, and annual job openings. In these lists, we list these facts for each job so you 
can compare their potential rewards.

In the following lists, if you compare the occupations employing a high percentage of 
women with those employing a high percentage of men, you may notice some distinct 
di# erences beyond the obvious. For example, you may notice that the jobs with a high 
percentage of women are growing somewhat faster than those with a high percentage of men. 
We’ve done the math and discovered that the di# erence is an average growth rate of 15.4 
percent for the jobs that employ mostly women versus an average rate of 11.9 percent for the 
jobs that employ mostly men. ! e number of annual job openings shows a similar pattern. 
Occupations with a high percentage of men average 32,131 openings per year, while more 
than double that number of openings, 76,361, are projected on average for occupations with 
a high percentage of women.

! is discrepancy refl ects the trend that men have had more problems than women in 
adapting to an economy dominated by service and information-based jobs. Many women 
may simply be better prepared for these jobs, possessing more appropriate skills for the jobs 
that are now growing rapidly and have more job openings.

On the other hand, you may notice that on average the jobs with a high percentage of men 
have higher wages (an average of $56,065) than do the jobs with a high percentage of women 
($36,553). ! is indicates that women interested in improving their earnings may want 
to consider jobs traditionally dominated by men. Remember that a time-honored gender 
imbalance is not always a barrier to women. Some employers are seeking female recruits to 
counterbalance a traditional male dominance.

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Surgical Technologists ......................................................................................................... 80.1%
 2. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ...................................................................... 78.1%
 3. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ................................................................... 72.9%
 4. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians .......................................................................... 72.9%
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Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians ................ 72.9% ........ $50,260 ........15.1% .......12,836
 2. Surgical Technologists ............................................... 80.1% ........ $37,540 ........24.5% .......15,365
 3. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ......... 72.9% ........ $44,940 ........25.5% .........3,550
 4. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ............ 78.1% .........$34,270 .......15.0% .......10,866

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 1. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ............................................................................ 99.4%
 2. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers ............................................................................ 99.3%
 3. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists ................................................... 99.1%
 4. Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers .................................................................... 99.1%
 5. Roofers ................................................................................................................................ 98.9%
 6. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines ....................................................... 98.6%
 7. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ................................................................ 98.4%
 8. Brickmasons and Blockmasons .......................................................................................... 98.4%
 9. Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment Operators .................................. 98.3%
 10. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ............................................................................... 98.2%
 11. Electricians .......................................................................................................................... 98.1%
 12. Carpenters ........................................................................................................................... 97.6%
 13. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers ......................................................................... 97.6%
 14. Tile and Marble Setters ........................................................................................................ 97.6%
 15. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers .............................. 97.3%
 16. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ........................................................................................ 97.1%
 17. Sheet Metal Workers............................................................................................................ 96.9%
 18. Boilermakers ........................................................................................................................ 96.9%
 19. Fire Fighters ......................................................................................................................... 96.5%
 20. Industrial Machinery Mechanics .......................................................................................... 96.2%
 21. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General ......................................................................... 96.0%
 22. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and System Operators ....................................... 96.0%
 23. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer .............................................................................. 94.8%
 24. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians ....................................................................... 94.7%
 25. Painters, Construction and Maintenance ............................................................................ 92.3%
 26. Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers .............................................................. 91.4%
 27. Construction and Building Inspectors ................................................................................. 91.2%
 28. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ............................................................................... 90.1%
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 29. Surveyors ............................................................................................................................. 90.1%
 30. Civil Engineers ..................................................................................................................... 88.1%
 31. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ..................................................................... 85.2%
 32. Sailors and Marine Oilers ..................................................................................................... 85.2%
 33. Transportation Inspectors .................................................................................................... 85.2%
 34. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers ............... 84.8%
 35. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians ............................................................................ 84.4%
 36. Civil Engineering Technicians .............................................................................................. 79.4%
 37. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians............................................................... 79.4%
 38. Architectural and Civil Drafters ............................................................................................ 78.2%
 39. Mechanical Drafters ............................................................................................................. 78.2%
 40. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ....................................................................... 78.0%
 41. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers.......................................................................................... 71.8%
 42. Computer Support Specialists ............................................................................................ 71.1%

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Civil Engineers ........................................................... 88.1% ........ $71,710 ........18.0% .......15,979
 2. Surveyors ................................................................... 90.1% ........ $51,630 ........23.7% .......14,305
 3. Computer Support Specialists .................................. 71.1% ........ $42,400 ........12.9% .......97,334
 4. Construction and Building Inspectors ....................... 91.2% ........ $48,330 ........18.2% .......12,606
 5. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers................................ 71.8% ........ $36,970 ........16.9% .......56,579
 6. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ..................... 98.2% ........ $44,090 ........10.6% .......68,643
 7. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels ........... 85.2% ........ $57,210 ........17.9% .........2,665
 8. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ..................... 90.1% ........ $49,970 ........20.3% .........2,823
 9. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ...... 98.4% ........ $34,170 ........14.3% .......97,350
 10. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers ............. 78.0% ...... $145,600+ .....12.9% .........4,073
 11. Electricians ................................................................ 98.1% ........ $44,780 ..........7.4% .......79,083
 12. Fire Fighters ............................................................... 96.5% ........ $43,170 ........12.1% ....... 18,887
 13. Carpenters ................................................................. 97.6% ........ $37,660 ........10.3% .....223,225
 14. Transportation Inspectors .......................................... 85.2% ........ $51,440 ........16.4% .........2,122
 15. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer .................... 94.8% ........ $36,220 ........10.4% .....279,032
 16. Roofers ...................................................................... 98.9% ........ $33,240 ........14.3% .......38,398
 17. Boilermakers .............................................................. 96.9% ........ $50,700 ........14.0% .........2,333

(continued)

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men
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 18. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians ............. 94.7% ........ $49,010 ........10.6% .........9,708
 19. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
  Specialists .................................................................. 99.1% ........ $38,640 ........11.5% .......25,428
 20. Painters, Construction and Maintenance .................. 92.3% ........ $32,080 ........11.8% .....101,140
 21. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ................................ 98.4% ........ $44,070 ..........9.7% .......17,569
 22. Automotive Body and Related Repairers .................. 99.4% ........ $35,690 ........11.6% .......37,469
 23. Tile and Marble Setters .............................................. 97.6% ........ $38,720 ........15.4% .........9,066
 24. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except 
  Engines ...................................................................... 98.6% ........ $41,450 ........12.3% ....... 11,037
 25. Industrial Machinery Mechanics ................................ 96.2% ........ $42,350 ..........9.0% .......23,361
 26. Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
  Equipment Operators ................................................ 98.3% ........ $38,130 ..........8.4% .......55,468
 27. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and 
  Repairers, Except Line Installers ............................... 84.8% ........ $54,070 ..........2.5% .......13,541
 28. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians .................. 84.4% ........ $36,050 ........24.2% .........4,681
 29. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General ............... 96.0% ........ $32,570 ........10.1% .....165,502
 30. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers .................. 99.3% ........ $33,840 ........11.4% .......34,625
 31. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians..... 79.4% ........ $52,140 ..........3.6% .......12,583
 32. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
  Mechanics and Installers ........................................... 97.3% ........ $38,360 ..........8.7% .......29,719
 33. Sheet Metal Workers.................................................. 96.9% ........ $39,210 ..........6.7% ....... 31,677
 34. Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers .......... 99.1% ........ $52,570 ..........7.2% .........6,401
 35. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers ............... 97.6% ........ $35,390 ........20.2% .........5,729
 36. Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers .... 91.4% ........ $47,220 ..........4.6% .......14,719
 37. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and 
  System Operators ...................................................... 96.0% ........ $37,090 ........13.8% .........9,575
 38. Architectural and Civil Drafters .................................. 78.2% ........ $43,310 ..........6.1% .......16,238
 39. Civil Engineering Technicians .................................... 79.4% ........ $42,580 ........10.2% .........7,499
 40. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers .............................. 97.1% ........ $36,520 ..........7.3% .......30,945
 41. Mechanical Drafters ................................................... 78.2% ........ $44,740 ..........5.2% .......10,902
 42. Sailors and Marine Oilers ........................................... 85.2% .........$32,570 .......15.7% .........8,600

(continued)

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings
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Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ................................................................... 78.1%
 2. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers....................................................................................... 72.9%
 3. Nuclear Medicine Technologists .......................................................................................... 72.9%

Best Investigative Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers............................. 72.9% ........ $59,860 ........19.1% .........3,211
 2. Nuclear Medicine Technologists ................................ 72.9% ........ $64,670 ........14.8% .........1,290
 3. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ......... 78.1% .........$51,720 .......12.4% ....... 11,457

Investigative Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 1. Mechanical Engineers .......................................................................................................... 94.2%
 2. Electrical Engineers ............................................................................................................. 92.3%
 3. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer ............................................................................ 92.3%
 4. Aerospace Engineers ........................................................................................................... 86.9%
 5. Biomedical Engineers .......................................................................................................... 85.5%
 6. Environmental Engineers ..................................................................................................... 85.5%
 7. Computer Hardware Engineers ........................................................................................... 83.8%
 8. Computer Software Engineers, Applications ....................................................................... 83.8%
 9. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ............................................................. 83.8%
 10. Network and Computer Systems Administrators ................................................................ 83.4%
 11. Chemical Engineers ............................................................................................................. 82.9%
 12. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health ................................................ 78.0%
 13. Dentists, General ................................................................................................................. 77.4%
 14. Industrial Engineers ............................................................................................................. 77.4%
 15. Orthodontists ....................................................................................................................... 77.4%
 16. Prosthodontists .................................................................................................................... 77.4%
 17. Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts ...................................................... 74.5%
 18. Mathematicians ................................................................................................................... 73.3%
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Best Investigative Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer Software Engineers, Applications ............. 83.8% ........ $83,130 ........44.6% .......58,690
 2. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ... 83.8% ........ $89,070 ........28.2% .......33,139
 3. Network Systems and Data Communications 
  Analysts ..................................................................... 74.5% ........ $68,220 ........53.4% .......35,086
 4. Network and Computer Systems Administrators ...... 83.4% ........ $64,690 ........27.0% .......37,010
 5. Dentists, General ....................................................... 77.4% ...... $137,630 ..........9.2% .........7,106
 6. Aerospace Engineers ................................................. 86.9% ........ $90,930 ........10.2% .........6,498
 7. Environmental Engineers ........................................... 85.5% ........ $72,350 ........25.4% .........5,003
 8. Prosthodontists .......................................................... 77.4% ...... $145,600+ .....10.7% ..............54
 9. Industrial Engineers ................................................... 77.4% ........ $71,430 ........20.3% .......11,272
 10. Orthodontists ............................................................. 77.4% ...... $145,600+ .......9.2% ............479
 11. Biomedical Engineers ................................................ 85.5% ........ $75,440 ........21.1% .........1,804
 12. Computer Hardware Engineers ................................. 83.8% ........ $91,860 ..........4.6% .........3,572
 13. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, 
  Including Health ......................................................... 78.0% ........ $58,380 ........25.1% .........6,961
 14. Mathematicians ......................................................... 73.3% ........ $90,870 ........10.2% ............473
 15. Electrical Engineers ................................................... 92.3% ........ $79,240 ..........6.3% .........6,806
 16. Mechanical Engineers ................................................ 94.2% ........ $72,300 ..........4.2% .......12,394
 17. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer .................. 92.3% ........ $83,340 ..........3.7% .........5,699
 18. Chemical Engineers ................................................... 82.9% .........$81,500 .........7.9% .........2,111

Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .............................................................. 97.7%
 2. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 97.7%
 3. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ................................................................... 93.4%
 4. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ...................................................................... 93.4%
 5. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ....................................................................... 83.5%
 6. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School ................. 83.5%
 7. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................... 82.2%
 8. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education .................................. 82.2%
 9. Training and Development Specialists ................................................................................. 71.5%
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Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Training and Development Specialists ....................... 71.5% ........ $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 2. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 97.7% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 3. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education ................................................................... 82.2% ........ $47,330 ........13.6% .....181,612
 4. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, 
  Kindergarten, and Elementary School ....................... 83.5% ........ $48,350 ........19.6% .......20,049
 5. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and 
  Vocational Education ................................................. 82.2% ........ $47,900 ........11.2% .......75,270
 6. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ............. 83.5% ........ $48,940 ........15.8% .........8,846
 7. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education .... 97.7% ........ $45,120 ........16.3% .......27,603
 8. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ............ 93.4% ........ $35,250 ........39.8% ............392
 9. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ......... 93.4% .........$22,210 .......12.4% .......73,030

Artistic Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 1. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture .................................................. 84.4%
 2. Film and Video Editors ......................................................................................................... 84.4%
 3. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ............................................................................ 77.8%
 4. Landscape Architects .......................................................................................................... 77.8%

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval .................. 77.8% ........ $67,620 ........17.7% .......11,324
 2. Landscape Architects ................................................ 77.8% ........ $57,580 ........16.4% .........2,342
 3. Film and Video Editors ............................................... 84.4% ........ $47,870 ........12.7% ......... 2,707
 4. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and 
  Motion Picture ........................................................... 84.4% .........$41,850 .......11.5% .........3,496
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Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Dental Hygienists ................................................................................................................. 98.6%
 2. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................................. 97.7%
 3. Registered Nurses ............................................................................................................... 91.3%
 4. Medical Assistants ............................................................................................................... 90.4%
 5. Occupational Therapists ...................................................................................................... 90.3%
 6. Medical and Public Health Social Workers .......................................................................... 82.6%
 7. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers ......................................................... 82.6%
 8. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education .................................................... 82.2%
 9. Physical Therapist Assistants .............................................................................................. 78.4%
 10. Radiation Therapists ............................................................................................................ 74.1%
 11. Physician Assistants ............................................................................................................ 71.7%
 12. Training and Development Specialists ................................................................................. 71.5%
 13. Health Educators ................................................................................................................. 70.5%

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Dental Hygienists ....................................................... 98.6% ........ $64,740 ........30.1% .......10,433
 2. Medical Assistants ..................................................... 90.4% ........ $27,430 ........35.4% ....... 92,977
 3. Registered Nurses ..................................................... 91.3% ........ $60,010 ........23.5% .....233,499
 4. Physician Assistants .................................................. 71.7% ........ $78,450 ........27.0% ......... 7,147
 5. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social 
  Workers ...................................................................... 82.6% ........ $36,640 ........29.9% .......17,289
 6. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special 
  Education ................................................................... 82.2% ........ $47,330 ........13.6% .....181,612
 7. Physical Therapist Assistants .................................... 78.4% ........ $44,130 ........32.4% ......... 5,957
 8. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........ 97.7% ........ $23,130 ........26.3% .......78,172
 9. Radiation Therapists .................................................. 74.1% ........ $70,010 ........24.8% .........1,461
 10. Training and Development Specialists ....................... 71.5% ........ $49,630 ........18.3% .......35,862
 11. Medical and Public Health Social Workers ................ 82.6% ........ $44,670 ........24.2% .......16,429
 12. Health Educators ....................................................... 70.5% ........ $42,920 ........26.2% ....... 13,707
 13. Occupational Therapists ............................................ 90.3% .........$63,790 .......23.1% .........8,338
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Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Flight Attendants .................................................................................................................. 74.2%
 2. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and Administrative Support Workers ............... 72.2%
 3. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists ....................................................... 71.5%
 4. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ...................................................................... 70.5%
 5. Customer Service Representatives ..................................................................................... 70.4%

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Customer Service Representatives ........................... 70.4% ........ $29,040 ........24.8% .....600,937
 2. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement 
  Specialists .................................................................. 71.5% ........ $44,380 ........18.4% .......33,588
 3. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and 
  Administrative Support Workers ................................ 72.2% ........ $44,650 ..........5.8% .....138,420
 4. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ............ 70.5% ........ $35,370 ........19.7% .......11,463
 5. Flight Attendants ........................................................ 74.2% .........$61,120 .......10.6% .......10,773

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 1. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers............. 97.4%
 2. Engineering Managers ......................................................................................................... 92.7%
 3. Construction Managers ....................................................................................................... 92.2%
 4. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
  Groundskeeping Workers .................................................................................................... 92.0%
 5. Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers ...................................................................................... 87.2%
 6. Air Traf! c Controllers ........................................................................................................... 87.0%
 7. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and Detectives ................................................. 84.5%
 8. Chief Executives .................................................................................................................. 76.6%
 9. Administrative Services Managers ...................................................................................... 75.6%
 10. Detectives and Criminal Investigators ................................................................................. 74.0%
 11. Computer and Information Systems Managers ................................................................... 72.8%
 12. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers .......................................... 72.8%
 13. Sales Engineers ................................................................................................................... 72.8%

(continued)
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(continued)

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 14. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and 
  Scienti! c Products ............................................................................................................... 72.8%
 15. General and Operations Managers ...................................................................................... 70.9%
 16. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents .......................................... 70.7%

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services 
  Sales Agents .............................................................. 70.7% ........ $68,430 ........24.8% .......47,750
 2. Computer and Information Systems Managers ......... 72.8% ...... $108,070 ........16.4% ....... 30,887
 3. Construction Managers ............................................. 92.2% ........ $76,230 ........15.7% .......44,158
 4. General and Operations Managers ............................ 70.9% ........ $88,700 ..........1.5% .....112,072
 5. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Technical and Scienti! c Products .... 72.8% ........ $68,270 ........12.4% .......43,469
 6. Chief Executives ........................................................ 76.6% ...... $145,600+ .......2.0% .......21,209
 7. Administrative Services Managers ............................ 75.6% ........ $70,990 ........11.7% .......19,513
 8. Air Traf! c Controllers ................................................. 87.0% ...... $112,930 ........10.2% .........1,213
 9. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction 
  Trades and Extraction Workers .................................. 97.4% ........ $55,950 ..........9.1% .......82,923
 10. Detectives and Criminal Investigators ....................... 74.0% ........ $59,930 ........17.3% .......14,746
 11. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, 
  Lawn Service, and Groundskeeping Workers............ 92.0% ........ $38,720 ........17.6% .......18,956
 12. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail 
  Sales Workers ............................................................ 72.8% ........ $67,020 ..........3.7% .......48,883
 13. Engineering Managers ............................................... 92.7% ...... $111,020 ..........7.3% .........7,404
 14. Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers ............................ 87.2% ........ $49,630 ........10.8% .......37,842
 15. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and 
  Detectives .................................................................. 84.5% ........ $72,620 ..........9.2% .........9,373
 16. Sales Engineers ......................................................... 72.8% .........$80,270 .........8.5% .........7,371
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Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Women
 Job Percent Women

 1. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants .......................................................... 96.9%
 2. Legal Secretaries ................................................................................................................. 96.9%
 3. Medical Secretaries ............................................................................................................. 96.9%
 4. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ............................................................. 96.9%
 5. Dental Assistants ................................................................................................................. 95.4%
 6. Receptionists and Information Clerks.................................................................................. 92.7%
 7. Medical Records and Health Information Technicians ........................................................ 92.0%
 8. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping ........................................ 91.9%
 9. Medical Transcriptionists ..................................................................................................... 90.4%
 10. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks .................................................................. 90.3%
 11. Paralegals and Legal Assistants .......................................................................................... 89.1%
 12. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ............................................................. 88.1%
 13. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ................................................................. 87.6%
 14. Tellers ................................................................................................................................... 84.8%
 15. Librarians ............................................................................................................................. 84.2%
 16. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ............................................................................. 82.1%
 17. Of! ce Clerks, General .......................................................................................................... 81.9%
 18. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks .................................................................................. 80.7%
 19. Pharmacy Technicians ......................................................................................................... 80.1%
 20. Court Reporters ................................................................................................................... 76.8%
 21. Loan Interviewers and Clerks .............................................................................................. 76.7%
 22. Brokerage Clerks ................................................................................................................. 75.4%
 23. Cargo and Freight Agents .................................................................................................... 75.4%
 24. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ...................................................................... 73.4%
 25. Archivists ............................................................................................................................. 72.4%
 26. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis Specialists....................................................... 71.5%
 27. Social and Human Service Assistants ................................................................................. 70.5%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Executive Secretaries and Administrative 
  Assistants .................................................................. 96.9% ........ $38,640 ........14.8% .....235,314
 2. Paralegals and Legal Assistants ................................ 89.1% ........ $44,990 ........22.2% .......22,756

(continued)
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 3. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis 
  Specialists .................................................................. 71.5% ........ $52,180 ........18.4% .......18,761
 4. Court Reporters ......................................................... 76.8% ........ $45,330 ........24.5% .........2,620
 5. Social and Human Service Assistants ....................... 70.5% ........ $26,630 ........33.6% .......80,142
 6. Dental Assistants ....................................................... 95.4% ........ $31,550 ........29.2% .......29,482
 7. Pharmacy Technicians ............................................... 80.1% ........ $26,720 ........32.0% .......54,453
 8. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ........ 90.3% ........ $31,560 ........12.5% .....286,854
 9. Receptionists and Information Clerks........................ 92.7% ........ $23,710 ........17.2% .....334,124
 10. Brokerage Clerks ....................................................... 75.4% ........ $37,360 ........20.0% .......10,826
 11. Medical Secretaries ................................................... 96.9% ........ $28,950 ........16.7% .......60,659
 12. Legal Secretaries ....................................................... 96.9% ........ $38,810 ........11.7% .......38,682
 13. Medical Records and Health Information 
  Technicians ................................................................ 92.0% ........ $29,290 ........17.8% .......39,048
 14. Of! ce Clerks, General ................................................ 81.9% ........ $24,460 ........12.6% .....765,803
 15. Librarians ................................................................... 84.2% ........ $50,970 ..........3.6% .......18,945
 16. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ............ 73.4% ........ $44,020 ........14.6% ............886
 17. Cargo and Freight Agents .......................................... 75.4% ........ $37,060 ........16.5% ......... 9,967
 18. Archivists ................................................................... 72.4% ........ $43,110 ........14.4% ............795
 19. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ... 88.1% ........ $29,970 ..........4.4% .......81,885
 20. Tellers ......................................................................... 84.8% ........ $22,920 ........13.5% .....146,077
 21. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ... 96.9% ........ $28,220 ..........1.2% .....239,630
 22. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll 
  and Timekeeping ....................................................... 91.9% ........ $34,970 ........11.3% ....... 18,647
 23. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks ....... 87.6% ........ $32,040 ........–1.3% .......42,246
 24. Loan Interviewers and Clerks .................................... 76.7% ........ $31,680 ........–0.9% ....... 40,217
 25. Medical Transcriptionists ........................................... 90.4% ........ $31,250 ........13.5% .......18,080
 26. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ................... 82.1% ........ $27,320 ..........9.5% .......54,060
 27. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks ........................ 80.7% .........$32,330 .........8.8% .......16,163

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Women
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Women Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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Conventional Jobs with the Highest Percentage of Men
 Job Percent Men

 1. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ................................................................................... 90.1%
 2. Cost Estimators ................................................................................................................... 87.3%
 3. Computer Specialists, All Other........................................................................................... 73.3%
 4. Statisticians ......................................................................................................................... 73.3%
 5. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and 
  Scienti! c Products ............................................................................................................... 72.8%

Best Conventional Jobs Overall Employing 70 Percent or More Men
  Percent Annual Percent Annual 
 Job Men Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer Specialists, All Other................................. 73.3% ........ $71,510 ........15.1% .......14,374
 2. Cost Estimators ......................................................... 87.3% ........ $54,920 ........18.5% .......38,379
 3. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
  Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scienti! c 
  Products .................................................................... 72.8% ........ $50,750 ..........8.4% .....156,215
 4. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ......................... 90.1% ........ $33,640 ........19.4% .........8,299
 5. Statisticians ............................................................... 73.3% .........$69,900 .........8.5% .........3,433

The Best Jobs for Each Personality 
Type Sorted by Education or Training 
Required

! e lists that follow cover each personality type and separate the top 50 jobs that met the 
criteria for this book into lists based on the education or training typically required for entry. 
Next to each job title you’ll fi nd the job’s annual earnings, percent growth, and annual job 
openings, and these measures are used to order the jobs within each grouping. ! us you 
can easily fi nd the best overall jobs for a given level of education or training within a given 
personality type.

You can use these lists in a variety of ways. For example, they can help you identify a job that 
has higher potential than a job you now hold that requires a similar level of education.
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You can also use these lists to fi gure out additional job possibilities that would open up if 
you were to get additional training, education, or work experience. For example, maybe 
you are a high school graduate working in a job associated with the Social personality type. 
! ere are many jobs in this fi eld at all levels of education, but especially at higher levels. You 
can identify the job you’re interested in and the related training you need (you’ll fi nd more 
details in Part IV) so you can move ahead while still working in jobs that are well suited to 
the Social personality type.

! e lists of jobs by education should also help you when you’re planning your education. 
For example, you might be thinking about a job within the Realistic personality type, but 
you aren’t sure what kind of work you want to do. ! e lists show that Sheet Metal Workers 
need to get long-term on-the-job training and earn an average of $39,210, whereas Aircraft 
Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers need only moderate-term on-the-
job training but earn an average of $45,420. If you want higher earnings without lengthy 
training, this information might make a di# erence in your choice.

If you compare the di# erent personality types, you’ll note something that was discussed in 
Part I: some personality types (especially Investigative) o# er most of their opportunities to 
people who are willing to get college degrees, whereas for other types (especially Realistic 
and Conventional) the most common entry route is on-the-job training.

The Education Levels
 ! Short-term on-the-job training. It is possible to work in these occupations and achieve 

an average level of performance within a few days or weeks through on-the-job training.
 ! Moderate-term on-the-job training. Occupations that require this type of training can 

be performed adequately after a 1- to 12-month period of combined on-the-job and 
informal training. Typically, untrained workers observe experienced workers performing 
tasks and are gradually moved into progressively more di"  cult assignments.

 ! Long-term on-the-job training. ! is training requires more than 12 months of on-
the-job training or combined work experience and formal classroom instruction. ! is 
includes occupations that use formal apprenticeships for training workers that may take 
up to four years. It also includes intensive occupation-specifi c, employer-sponsored 
training such as police academies. Furthermore, it includes occupations that require 
natural talent that must be developed over many years.

 ! Work experience in a related occupation. ! is type of job requires experience in 
a related occupation. For example, First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and 
Detectives are selected based on their experience as Police and Sheri# ’s Patrol O"  cers.

 ! Postsecondary vocational training. ! is requirement involves an amount of training 
that can vary from a few months to about one year. In a few instances, there may be as 
many as four years of training.

 ! Associate degree. ! is degree usually requires two years of full-time academic work 
beyond high school.
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 ! Bachelor’s degree. ! is degree requires approximately four to fi ve years of full-time 
academic work beyond high school.

 ! Work experience plus degree. Jobs in this category are often management-related and 
require some experience in a related nonmanagerial position.

 ! Master’s degree. Completion of a master’s degree usually requires one to two years of 
full-time study beyond the bachelor’s degree.

 ! Doctoral degree. ! is degree normally requires two or more years of full-time academic 
work beyond the bachelor’s degree.

 ! First professional degree. ! is type of degree normally requires a minimum of two years 
of education beyond the bachelor’s degree and frequently requires three years.

Another Warning About the Data
We warned you in the Introduction to use caution in interpreting the data we use, and 
we want to do it again here. ! e occupational data we use is the most accurate available 
anywhere, but it has its limitations. For example, the education or training requirements for 
entry into a job are those typically required as a minimum—but some people working in 
those jobs may have considerably more or di# erent credentials. For example, most Registered 
Nurses now have a four-year bachelor’s degree, although the two-year associate degree is the 
minimum level of training the job requires.

In a similar way, people with jobs that require long-term on-the-job training typically earn 
more than people with jobs that require short-term on-the-job training. However, some 
people with short-term on-the-job training do earn more than the average for the highest-
paying occupations listed in this book. On the other hand, some people with long-term 
on-the-job training earn much less than the average shown in this book—this is particularly 
true early in a person’s career.

So as you browse the lists that follow, please use them as a way to be encouraged rather than 
discouraged. Education and training are very important for success in the labor market of 
the future, but so are ability, drive, initiative, and, yes, luck.

Having said this, we encourage you to get as much education and training as you can. It 
used to be that you got your schooling and never went back, but this is not a good attitude to 
have now. You will probably need to continue learning new things throughout your working 
life. You can do so by going to school, and this is a good thing for many people to do. But 
there are also many other ways to learn, such as workshops, certifi cation programs, employer 
training, professional conferences, Internet training, reading related books and magazines, 
and many others. Upgrading your computer and other technical skills is particularly 
important in our rapidly changing workplace, and you avoid doing so at your peril.

An old saying goes, “! e harder you work, the luckier you get.” It is just as true now as it 
ever was.
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Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Short-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Sailors and Marine Oilers .............................................................. $32,570 .........15.7% ......... 8,600

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Correctional Of! cers and Jailers................................................... $36,970 .........16.9% ....... 56,579
 2. Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer ....................................... $36,220 .........10.4% ......279,032
 3. Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers . $45,420 .........12.8% ......... 6,550
 4. Roofers ......................................................................................... $33,240 .........14.3% ....... 38,398
 5. Operating Engineers and Other Construction Equipment 
  Operators ...................................................................................... $38,130 ...........8.4% ....... 55,468
 6. Painters, Construction and Maintenance ..................................... $32,080 .........11.8% ..... 101,140
 7. Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers ..................................... $33,840 .........11.4% ........34,625
 8. Maintenance and Repair Workers, General .................................. $32,570 .........10.1% ......165,502
 9. Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity .................................................. $33,160 .........12.5% ....... 27,100
 10. Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers ................................................. $36,520 ...........7.3% ........30,945

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Long-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters ........................................ $44,090 .........10.6% ....... 68,643
 2. Electricians ................................................................................... $44,780 ...........7.4% ....... 79,083
 3. Fire Fighters .................................................................................. $43,170 .........12.1% ........18,887
 4. Boilermakers ................................................................................. $50,700 .........14.0% ......... 2,333
 5. Carpenters .................................................................................... $37,660 .........10.3% ......223,225
 6. Brickmasons and Blockmasons ................................................... $44,070 ...........9.7% ....... 17,569
 7. Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines ................ $41,450 .........12.3% ........11,037
 8. Industrial Machinery Mechanics ................................................... $42,350 ...........9.0% ........23,361
 9. Tile and Marble Setters ................................................................. $38,720 .........15.4% ......... 9,066
 10. Automotive Body and Related Repairers ..................................... $35,690 .........11.6% ....... 37,469
 11. Athletes and Sports Competitors ................................................. $38,440 .........19.2% ......... 4,293
 12. Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers ............................. $52,570 ...........7.2% ..........6,401
 13. Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers ....................... $47,220 ...........4.6% ....... 14,719
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Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Long-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 14. Sheet Metal Workers..................................................................... $39,210 ...........6.7% ........31,677
 15. Audio and Video Equipment Technicians ..................................... $36,050 .........24.2% ..........4,681
 16. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Mechanics 
  and Installers ................................................................................. $38,360 ...........8.7% ....... 29,719
 17. Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant and System Operators $37,090 .........13.8% ..........9,575

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Work Experience in a Related Occupation
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels .............................. $57,210 .........17.9% ..........2,665
 2. Construction and Building Inspectors .......................................... $48,330 .........18.2% ....... 12,606
 3. Transportation Inspectors ............................................................. $51,440 .........16.4% ..........2,122

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Postsecondary Vocational Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists ............ $38,640 .........11.5% ....... 25,428
 2. Surgical Technologists .................................................................. $37,540 .........24.5% ........15,365
 3. Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics ......................... $34,170 .........14.3% ....... 97,350
 4. Architectural and Civil Drafters ..................................................... $43,310 ...........6.1% ....... 16,238
 5. Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians ................................ $49,010 .........10.6% ......... 9,708
 6. Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, 
  Except Line Installers .................................................................... $54,070 ...........2.5% ........13,541
 7. Mechanical Drafters ...................................................................... $44,740 ...........5.2% ........10,902
 8. Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers .................................. $35,390 .........20.2% ......... 5,729

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Radiologic Technologists and Technicians ................................... $50,260 .........15.1% ....... 12,836
 2. Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians ............................ $44,940 .........25.5% ......... 3,550

(continued)
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Best Realistic Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 3. Computer Support Specialists ..................................................... $42,400 .........12.9% ........97,334
 4. Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians........................ $52,140 ...........3.6% ....... 12,583
 5. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians ............................... $34,270 .........15.0% ....... 10,866
 6. Civil Engineering Technicians ....................................................... $42,580 .........10.2% ......... 7,499

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Civil Engineers .............................................................................. $71,710 .........18.0% ....... 15,979
 2. Surveyors ...................................................................................... $51,630 .........23.7% ........14,305
 3. Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers .............................. $145,600+ .......12.9% ......... 4,073
 4. Biological Technicians .................................................................. $37,810 .........16.0% ........15,374
 5. Cartographers and Photogrammetrists ........................................ $49,970 .........20.3% ......... 2,823

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, 
  Including Health ............................................................................ $39,370 .........28.0% ..........8,404
 2. Diagnostic Medical Sonographers................................................ $59,860 .........19.1% ..........3,211
 3. Nuclear Medicine Technologists ................................................... $64,670 .........14.8% ......... 1,290

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer Software Engineers, Applications ................................ $83,130 .........44.6% ....... 58,690
 2. Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software ...................... $89,070 .........28.2% ....... 33,139
 3. Computer Systems Analysts ........................................................ $73,090 .........29.0% ....... 63,166
 4. Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts ............... $68,220 .........53.4% ....... 35,086
 5. Network and Computer Systems Administrators ......................... $64,690 .........27.0% ....... 37,010

(continued)
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Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 6. Aerospace Engineers .................................................................... $90,930 .........10.2% ......... 6,498
 7. Market Research Analysts ............................................................ $60,300 .........20.1% ........45,015
 8. Industrial Engineers ...................................................................... $71,430 .........20.3% ........11,272
 9. Environmental Engineers .............................................................. $72,350 .........25.4% ......... 5,003
 10. Computer Hardware Engineers .................................................... $91,860 ...........4.6% ..........3,572
 11. Electrical Engineers ...................................................................... $79,240 ...........6.3% ......... 6,806
 12. Biomedical Engineers ................................................................... $75,440 .........21.1% ..........1,804
 13. Electronics Engineers, Except Computer ..................................... $83,340 ...........3.7% ......... 5,699
 14. Mechanical Engineers ................................................................... $72,300 ...........4.2% ........12,394
 15. Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists ............................ $51,720 .........12.4% ........11,457
 16. Forensic Science Technicians ....................................................... $47,680 .........30.7% ..........3,074
 17. Chemical Engineers ...................................................................... $81,500 ...........7.9% ..........2,111
 18. Atmospheric and Space Scientists ............................................... $78,390 .........10.6% .............735
 19. Chemists ....................................................................................... $63,490 ...........9.1% ..........9,024
 20. Survey Researchers ...................................................................... $36,820 .........15.9% ......... 4,959

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring Work Experience Plus Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Management Analysts .................................................................. $71,150 .........21.9% ..... 125,669

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a Master’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health ......... $58,380 .........25.1% ..........6,961
 2. Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers ................. $75,800 .........21.9% ..........2,471
 3. Hydrologists .................................................................................. $68,140 .........24.3% .............687
 4. Industrial-Organizational Psychologists ....................................... $80,820 .........21.3% ............ 118
 5. Operations Research Analysts...................................................... $66,950 .........10.6% ..........5,727
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Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a Doctoral Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer and Information Scientists, Research .......................... $97,970 .........21.5% ..........2,901
 2. Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................... $79,510 .........22.9% ..........5,565
 3. Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists ................................. $64,200 .........20.2% ....... 10,596
 4. Biochemists and Biophysicists ..................................................... $79,270 .........15.9% ..........1,637
 5. Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists ........................... $62,210 .........15.8% ......... 8,309
 6. Physicists ...................................................................................... $96,850 ...........6.8% ..........1,302
 7. Mathematicians ............................................................................ $90,870 .........10.2% ............ 473

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a First Professional Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Anesthesiologists ........................................................................ $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 2. Family and General Practitioners ................................................ $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 3. Internists, General ....................................................................... $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 4. Obstetricians and Gynecologists ................................................ $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 5. Psychiatrists ............................................................................... $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 6. Surgeons ..................................................................................... $145,600+ .......14.2% ........38,027
 7. Pediatricians, General ................................................................. $140,690 .........14.2% ........38,027
 8. Pharmacists ................................................................................ $100,480 .........21.7% ....... 16,358
 9. Veterinarians ................................................................................. $75,230 .........35.0% ..........5,301
 10. Prosthodontists ........................................................................... $145,600+ .......10.7% ...............54
 11. Orthodontists .............................................................................. $145,600+ .........9.2% ............ 479
 12. Dentists, General ........................................................................ $137,630 ...........9.2% ......... 7,106
 13. Optometrists ................................................................................. $93,800 .........11.3% ......... 1,789
 14. Podiatrists ................................................................................... $110,510 ...........9.5% ............ 648

Jobs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 share 38,027 openings.

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers ........................... $24,830 .........10.7% ......... 9,103
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Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Long-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Interpreters and Translators .......................................................... $37,490 .........23.6% ......... 6,630
 2. Photographers .............................................................................. $27,720 .........10.3% ....... 16,100
 3. Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and Illustrators .......... $42,070 ...........9.9% ......... 3,830

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Work Experience in a Related Occupation
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ............................................ $34,580 .........23.1% ....... 64,449

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Postsecondary Vocational Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........................... $23,130 .........26.3% ........78,172
 2. Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance ............................... $35,250 .........39.8% .............392
 3. Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion Picture ........... $41,850 .........11.5% ......... 3,496
 4. Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosmetologists ............................ $22,210 .........12.4% ....... 73,030

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Interior Designers .......................................................................... $43,970 .........19.5% ..........8,434
 2. Fashion Designers ........................................................................ $62,810 ...........5.0% ......... 1,968

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Public Relations Specialists .......................................................... $49,800 .........17.6% ....... 51,216
 2. Multi-Media Artists and Animators ............................................... $54,550 .........25.8% ........13,182
 3. Architects, Except Landscape and Naval ..................................... $67,620 .........17.7% ........11,324
 4. Technical Writers ........................................................................... $60,390 .........19.5% ......... 7,498

(continued)
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 5. Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and 
  Elementary School ........................................................................ $48,350 .........19.6% ....... 20,049
 6. Writers and Authors ...................................................................... $50,660 .........12.8% ....... 24,023
 7. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education ............. $47,330 .........13.6% ......181,612
 8. Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational 
  Education ...................................................................................... $49,420 ...........5.6% ....... 93,166
 9. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ............... $35,580 .........34.3% ........20,821
 10. Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special Education ....................... $45,120 .........16.3% ....... 27,603
 11. Landscape Architects ................................................................... $57,580 .........16.4% ..........2,342
 12. Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational 
  Education ...................................................................................... $47,900 .........11.2% ....... 75,270
 13. Special Education Teachers, Middle School ................................ $48,940 .........15.8% ......... 8,846
 14. Commercial and Industrial Designers ........................................... $56,550 ...........7.2% ..........4,777
 15. Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, and GED Teachers and 
  Instructors ..................................................................................... $44,710 .........14.2% ....... 17,340
 16. Editors ........................................................................................... $48,320 ...........2.3% ....... 20,193
 17. Graphic Designers ........................................................................ $41,280 ...........9.8% ....... 26,968
 18. Set and Exhibit Designers............................................................. $43,220 .........17.8% ..........1,402
 19. Film and Video Editors .................................................................. $47,870 .........12.7% ..........2,707

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Work Experience Plus Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Training and Development Specialists .......................................... $49,630 .........18.3% ........35,862
 2. Public Relations Managers ........................................................... $86,470 .........16.9% ..........5,781
 3. Art Directors .................................................................................. $72,320 ...........9.0% ......... 9,719
 4. Producers and Directors ............................................................... $61,090 .........11.1% ..........8,992
 5. Advertising and Promotions Managers ........................................ $78,250 ...........6.2% ..........2,955
 6. Music Directors and Composers .................................................. $40,150 .........12.9% ..........8,597
 7. Broadcast News Analysts ............................................................. $49,060 ...........6.0% ..........1,444

(continued)

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings
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Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Master’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................................... $43,600 .........29.8% ......... 5,953
 2. Anthropologists and Archeologists ............................................... $53,080 .........15.0% ............ 446
 3. Sociologists .................................................................................. $61,140 .........10.0% ............ 403
 4. Political Scientists ......................................................................... $91,580 ...........5.3% ............ 318

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Doctoral Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ........................ $55,190 .........22.9% ........12,707
 2. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................ $54,220 .........22.9% ......... 9,359
 3. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ......... $54,000 .........22.9% ........10,475
 4. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ...................... $56,380 .........22.9% ......... 3,120
 5. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................... $68,540 .........22.9% ..........1,044
 6. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ................................. $54,720 .........22.9% ..........4,074
 7. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ........ $53,610 .........22.9% ..........4,317
 8. Biochemists and Biophysicists ..................................................... $79,270 .........15.9% ..........1,637
 9. Astronomers ................................................................................. $99,020 ...........5.6% ............ 128

Best Social Jobs Requiring Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Medical Assistants ........................................................................ $27,430 .........35.4% ........92,977

Best Social Jobs Requiring Work Experience in a Related Occupation
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Self-Enrichment Education Teachers ............................................ $34,580 .........23.1% ....... 64,449
 2. Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary ........................... $45,850 .........22.9% ....... 19,313
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Best Social Jobs Requiring Postsecondary Vocational Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors .................................... $27,680 .........26.8% ........51,235
 2. Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education ........................... $23,130 .........26.3% ........78,172

Best Social Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Dental Hygienists .......................................................................... $64,740 .........30.1% ....... 10,433
 2. Physical Therapist Assistants ....................................................... $44,130 .........32.4% ..........5,957
 3. Radiation Therapists ..................................................................... $70,010 .........24.8% ..........1,461
 4. Registered Nurses ........................................................................ $60,010 .........23.5% ..... 233,499

Best Social Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Education ............. $47,330 .........13.6% ......181,612
 2. Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors ............... $35,580 .........34.3% ........20,821
 3. Medical and Public Health Social Workers ................................... $44,670 .........24.2% ....... 16,429
 4. Health Educators .......................................................................... $42,920 .........26.2% ........13,707
 5. Graduate Teaching Assistants ...................................................... $28,060 .........22.9% ........20,601

Best Social Jobs Requiring Work Experience Plus Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Training and Development Specialists .......................................... $49,630 .........18.3% ........35,862
 2. Education Administrators, Preschool and Child Care 
  Center/Program ............................................................................ $38,580 .........23.5% ......... 8,113
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Best Social Jobs Requiring a Master’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Mental Health Counselors ............................................................ $36,000 .........30.0% ....... 24,103
 2. Physical Therapists ....................................................................... $69,760 .........27.1% ........12,072
 3. Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers .................. $36,640 .........29.9% ....... 17,289
 4. Physician Assistants ..................................................................... $78,450 .........27.0% ..........7,147
 5. Instructional Coordinators ............................................................ $55,270 .........22.5% ........21,294
 6. Occupational Therapists ............................................................... $63,790 .........23.1% ......... 8,338
 7. Marriage and Family Therapists ................................................... $43,600 .........29.8% ......... 5,953
 8. Rehabilitation Counselors ............................................................. $29,630 .........23.0% ........32,081

Best Social Jobs Requiring a Doctoral Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary................................ $80,700 .........22.9% ........19,617
 2. Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary ............................... $71,780 .........22.9% ......... 9,039
 3. Business Teachers, Postsecondary .............................................. $64,900 .........22.9% ....... 11,643
 4. Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary ........................ $55,190 .........22.9% ........12,707
 5. Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary .............................. $62,020 .........22.9% ......... 5,820
 6. Economics Teachers, Postsecondary ........................................... $75,300 .........22.9% ......... 2,208
 7. Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary ........................... $78,460 .........22.9% ......... 1,840
 8. Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary ......................... $58,560 .........22.9% ......... 7,663
 9. Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary .......................................... $60,610 .........22.9% ..........5,261
 10. Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................ $63,870 .........22.9% ..........3,405
 11. Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, 
  Postsecondary .............................................................................. $73,280 .........22.9% ......... 1,553
 12. Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary ....................... $57,500 .........22.9% ..........7,337
 13. Physics Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................ $70,090 .........22.9% ..........2,155
 14. Education Teachers, Postsecondary ............................................ $54,220 .........22.9% ......... 9,359
 15. English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ......... $54,000 .........22.9% ........10,475
 16. History Teachers, Postsecondary ................................................. $59,160 .........22.9% ......... 3,570
 17. Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary ......................................... $68,540 .........22.9% ..........1,044
 18. Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary .................................. $63,100 .........22.9% ..........2,435
 19. Communications Teachers, Postsecondary ................................. $54,720 .........22.9% ..........4,074
 20. Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary ............. $64,530 .........22.9% ............ 910
 21. Environmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary ........................ $64,850 .........22.9% ............ 769

(continued)
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Best Social Jobs Requiring a Doctoral Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 22. Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary ...................... $56,380 .........22.9% ......... 3,120
 23. Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary............................................. $58,160 .........22.9% ..........2,774
 24. Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary ........ $53,610 .........22.9% ..........4,317
 25. Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsecondary .......... $52,170 .........22.9% ......... 3,010

Best Social Jobs Requiring a First Professional Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Law Teachers, Postsecondary ...................................................... $87,730 .........22.9% ......... 2,169

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Customer Service Representatives .............................................. $29,040 .........24.8% ......600,937
 2. Advertising Sales Agents .............................................................. $42,820 .........20.3% ....... 29,233
 3. Demonstrators and Product Promoters ........................................ $22,570 .........18.0% ....... 32,779

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Long-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers ............................................... $49,630 .........10.8% ........37,842
 2. Flight Attendants ........................................................................... $61,120 .........10.6% ....... 10,773
 3. Air Traf! c Controllers .................................................................. $112,930 .........10.2% ......... 1,213

(continued)
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Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation

  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, 
  Technical and Scienti! c Products ................................................. $68,270 .........12.4% ....... 43,469
 2. Gaming Managers ........................................................................ $64,410 .........24.4% ............ 549
 3. Detectives and Criminal Investigators .......................................... $59,930 .........17.3% ....... 14,746
 4. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and 
  Extraction Workers........................................................................ $55,950 ...........9.1% ....... 82,923
 5. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers ... $67,020 ...........3.7% ....... 48,883
 6. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce and Administrative 
  Support Workers ........................................................................... $44,650 ...........5.8% ..... 138,420
 7. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and 
  Serving Workers ............................................................................ $28,040 .........11.3% ......154,175
 8. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn 
  Service, and Groundskeeping Workers ........................................ $38,720 .........17.6% ....... 18,956
 9. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and Detectives .......... $72,620 ...........9.2% ......... 9,373
 10. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service Workers ... $33,900 .........15.5% ........37,555
 11. Gaming Supervisors ..................................................................... $42,980 .........23.4% ..........4,602
 12. Real Estate Brokers ...................................................................... $58,860 .........11.1% ....... 18,689
 13. Food Service Managers ................................................................ $44,570 ...........5.0% ........59,302
 14. First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and 
  Janitorial Workers ......................................................................... $32,850 .........12.7% ....... 30,613

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Postsecondary Vocational Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Real Estate Sales Agents .............................................................. $40,600 .........10.6% ........61,232

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents ... $68,430 .........24.8% ....... 47,750
 2. Personal Financial Advisors .......................................................... $67,660 .........41.0% ........17,114
 3. Construction Managers ................................................................ $76,230 .........15.7% ....... 44,158

(continued)
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 4. Public Relations Specialists .......................................................... $49,800 .........17.6% ....... 51,216
 5. Social and Community Service Managers .................................... $54,530 .........24.7% ....... 23,788
 6. Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists ................ $44,380 .........18.4% ....... 33,588
 7. Insurance Sales Agents ................................................................ $44,110 .........12.9% ........64,162
 8. Logisticians ................................................................................... $64,250 .........17.3% ..........9,671
 9. Property, Real Estate, and Community Association Managers .... $43,670 .........15.1% ....... 49,916
 10. Sales Engineers ............................................................................ $80,270 ...........8.5% ..........7,371
 11. Directors, Religious Activities and Education ............................... $35,370 .........19.7% ....... 11,463
 12. Meeting and Convention Planners................................................ $43,530 .........19.9% ......... 8,318

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Work Experience Plus Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Computer and Information Systems Managers .......................... $108,070 .........16.4% ........30,887
 2. Financial Managers ....................................................................... $95,310 .........12.6% ....... 57,589
 3. Marketing Managers ................................................................... $104,400 .........14.4% ....... 20,189
 4. Medical and Health Services Managers ....................................... $76,990 .........16.4% ........31,877
 5. Sales Managers ............................................................................ $94,910 .........10.2% ........36,392
 6. Chief Executives ......................................................................... $145,600+ .........2.0% ....... 21,209
 7. Public Relations Managers ........................................................... $86,470 .........16.9% ..........5,781
 8. General and Operations Managers ............................................... $88,700 ...........1.5% ......112,072
 9. Engineering Managers ................................................................ $111,020 ...........7.3% ..........7,404
 10. Training and Development Managers ........................................... $84,340 .........15.6% ......... 3,759
 11. Education Administrators, Postsecondary ................................... $75,780 .........14.2% ........17,121
 12. Education Administrators, Elementary and Secondary School .... $80,580 ...........7.6% ....... 27,143
 13. Natural Sciences Managers ........................................................ $104,040 .........11.4% ..........3,661
 14. Compensation and Bene! ts Managers ........................................ $81,410 .........12.0% ..........6,121
 15. Administrative Services Managers ............................................... $70,990 .........11.7% ....... 19,513
 16. Producers and Directors ............................................................... $61,090 .........11.1% ..........8,992

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

(continued)
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Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring a First Professional Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Lawyers ....................................................................................... $106,120 .........11.0% ........49,445

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Short-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Bill and Account Collectors .......................................................... $29,990 .........22.9% ..... 118,709
 2. Of! ce Clerks, General ................................................................... $24,460 .........12.6% ..... 765,803
 3. Receptionists and Information Clerks........................................... $23,710 .........17.2% ......334,124
 4. Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll 
  and Timekeeping .......................................................................... $34,970 .........11.3% ........18,647
 5. Tellers ............................................................................................ $22,920 .........13.5% ......146,077
 6. Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan ...................................... $27,320 ...........9.5% ....... 54,060
 7. Postal Service Mail Carriers .......................................................... $44,500 ...........1.0% ....... 16,710
 8. Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c Clerks ........................................ $26,990 ...........3.7% ......138,967
 9. Court, Municipal, and License Clerks ........................................... $32,330 ...........8.8% ....... 16,163
 10. Loan Interviewers and Clerks ....................................................... $31,680 .........–0.9% ........40,217

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks ........................... $31,560 .........12.5% ......286,854
 2. Brokerage Clerks .......................................................................... $37,360 .........20.0% ....... 10,826
 3. Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks ............................... $39,690 ...........4.2% ........52,735
 4. Social and Human Service Assistants .......................................... $26,630 .........33.6% ........80,142
 5. Pharmacy Technicians .................................................................. $26,720 .........32.0% ....... 54,453
 6. Dental Assistants .......................................................................... $31,550 .........29.2% ........29,482
 7. Medical Secretaries ...................................................................... $28,950 .........16.7% ....... 60,659
 8. Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators ...................... $29,970 ...........4.4% ........81,885
 9. Cargo and Freight Agents ............................................................. $37,060 .........16.5% ..........9,967
 10. Surveying and Mapping Technicians ............................................ $33,640 .........19.4% ......... 8,299
 11. Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers ..................................... $32,660 .........13.6% ....... 17,628
 12. Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance ........................ $33,140 ...........1.5% ....... 29,793
 13. Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and Executive ...................... $28,220 ...........1.2% ..... 239,630
 14. Insurance Claims and Policy Processing Clerks .......................... $32,040 .........–1.3% ....... 42,246
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Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Long-Term On-the-Job Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators .......................... $53,560 ...........8.9% ........22,024
 2. Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and Farm 
  Products ....................................................................................... $52,460 ...........0.1% ....... 22,349
 3. Compliance Of! cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, 
  Health and Safety, and Transportation ......................................... $48,400 ...........4.9% ........15,841

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation

  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants ................... $38,640 .........14.8% ......235,314
 2. Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except 
  Technical and Scienti! c Products ................................................. $50,750 ...........8.4% ......156,215

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Postsecondary Vocational Training
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Court Reporters ............................................................................ $45,330 .........24.5% ......... 2,620
 2. Medical Transcriptionists .............................................................. $31,250 .........13.5% ....... 18,080
 3. Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage ............................................ $51,500 .........12.5% ......... 1,030

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring an Associate Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Paralegals and Legal Assistants ................................................... $44,990 .........22.2% ....... 22,756
 2. Medical Records and Health Information Technicians ................. $29,290 .........17.8% ....... 39,048
 3. Computer Specialists, All Other.................................................... $71,510 .........15.1% ........14,374
 4. Legal Secretaries .......................................................................... $38,810 .........11.7% ........38,682
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Best Conventional Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Financial Analysts ......................................................................... $70,400 .........33.8% ........29,317
 2. Accountants and Auditors ............................................................ $57,060 .........17.7% ..... 134,463
 3. Database Administrators .............................................................. $67,250 .........28.6% ......... 8,258
 4. Cost Estimators ............................................................................ $54,920 .........18.5% ....... 38,379
 5. Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job Analysis Specialists................ $52,180 .........18.4% ........18,761
 6. Loan Of! cers ................................................................................ $53,000 .........11.5% ........54,237
 7. Budget Analysts ............................................................................ $63,440 ...........7.1% ......... 6,423
 8. Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate ..................................... $46,130 .........16.9% ......... 6,493
 9. Insurance Underwriters ................................................................. $54,530 ...........6.3% ......... 6,880
 10. Occupational Health and Safety Technicians ............................... $44,020 .........14.6% ............ 886

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring Work Experience Plus Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Actuaries ....................................................................................... $85,690 .........23.7% ..........3,245

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring a Master’s Degree
  Annual Percent Annual
 Job Earnings Growth Openings

 1. Statisticians .................................................................................. $69,900 ...........8.5% ......... 3,433
 2. Librarians ...................................................................................... $50,970 ...........3.6% ........18,945
 3. Archivists ...................................................................................... $43,110 .........14.4% .............795
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PART IV

Descriptions of the 
50 Best Jobs for Each 
Personality Type

This part provides descriptions for all the jobs included in one or more of the lists in 
Part III. ! e book’s introduction gives more details on how to use and interpret the job 

descriptions, but here are the highlights, along with some additional information.

! ! e job descriptions that follow met our criteria for inclusion in this book, as we describe 
in the Introduction. ! e jobs in this book scored among the 50 highest in each personal-
ity type for earnings, projected growth, and number of job openings. Many good jobs do 
not meet one or more of these criteria, but we think the jobs that do are the best ones to 
consider in your career planning.

! ! e job descriptions are arranged by personality type and in alphabetical order by job 
title within each personality type. ! is approach allows you to fi nd a description quickly 
if you know its title from one of the lists in Part III. If you have not browsed the lists in 
Part III, consider spending some time there. ! e lists are interesting and will help you 
identify job titles that you can look up in the descriptions that follow.

! In some cases a job title that appears in Part III is linked to two or more di" erent job 
titles in Part IV. For example, if you look for the job title Automotive Service Technicians 
and Mechanics, you will fi nd it listed here alphabetically, but a note will tell you to see 
the descriptions for Automotive Master Mechanics and Automotive Specialty Technicians. 
Since these job titles are also listed alphabetically, you can fi nd the descriptions easily.

! Refer to the Introduction, beginning on page 1, for details on interpreting the job 
descriptions’ content.

! ! e section with GOE information includes a subsection titled Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group to help you identify similar jobs. Not all of the jobs listed here are among the top 
50 for each personality type.

! When reviewing the descriptions, keep in mind that the jobs meet our criteria for being 
among the top 50 jobs for each personality type based on their total scores for earnings, 
growth, and number of openings—but one or more of these measures may not be among 
the highest. For example, an occupation that has high pay may be included, even though 
growth rate and number of job openings are below average.
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“Well,” you might ask, “doesn’t this mean that at least some ‘bad’ jobs are described in 
this part?” Our answer is yes and no. Some jobs with high scores for all measures, such as 
Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents—the Enterprising job with the 
highest total for pay, growth, and number of openings—would be a very bad job for people 
who dislike or are not good at that sort of work. On the other hand, many people would love 
working as Gaming Supervisors even though that job has lower earnings, a lower projected 
growth rate, and fewer openings. Descriptions for both jobs are included in this book.

Possibly somewhere a former securities sales agent works as a gaming supervisor and loves it. 
! is person may even have fi gured out how to make more money (say, by getting hired in a 
very large casino), have a more fl exible schedule, have more fun, or have other advantages not 
available to a securities sales agent.

! e point is that each job is right for somebody, perhaps at a certain time in their lives. 
We are all likely to change careers and jobs several times, and it’s not always money that 
motivates us. So browse the job descriptions that follow and know that somewhere there is a 
good place for you. We hope you fi nd it.

Use the job descriptions in this section as one step in a continuing process of career 
exploration. When you fi nd a job that interests you, turn to Appendix D for suggestions 
about resources for further exploration.
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_______________________________ Realistic Occupations: Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians

Realistic 
Occupations

Aircraft Mechanics and Service 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,010
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,160
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,708
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 2.1%

Diagnose, adjust, repair, or overhaul aircraft 
engines and assemblies, such as hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems. Read and interpret maintenance 
manuals, service bulletins, and other specifi cations to 
determine the feasibility and method of repairing or 
replacing malfunctioning or damaged components. 
Inspect completed work to certify that maintenance 
meets standards and that aircraft are ready for opera-
tion. Maintain repair logs, documenting all preventive 
and corrective aircraft maintenance. Conduct routine 
and special inspections as required by regulations. 
Examine and inspect aircraft components, includ-
ing landing gear, hydraulic systems, and de-icers, to 
locate cracks, breaks, leaks, or other problem. Inspect 
airframes for wear or other defects. Maintain, repair, 
and rebuild aircraft structures; functional compo-
nents; and parts such as wings and fuselage, rigging, 
hydraulic units, oxygen systems, fuel systems, electri-
cal systems, gaskets, and seals. Measure the tension 
of control cables. Replace or repair worn, defective, 
or damaged components, using hand tools, gauges, 
and testing equipment. Measure parts for wear, using 
precision instruments. Assemble and install electri-
cal, plumbing, mechanical, hydraulic, and structural 
components and accessories, using hand tools and 

power tools. Test operation of engines and other sys-
tems, using test equipment such as ignition analyzers, 
compression checkers, distributor timers, and amme-
ters. Obtain fuel and oil samples and check them for 
contamination. Reassemble engines following repair 
or inspection and re-install engines in aircraft. Read 
and interpret pilots’ descriptions of problems to diag-
nose causes. Modify aircraft structures, space vehi-
cles, systems, or components, following drawings, 
schematics, charts, engineering orders, and technical 
publications. Install and align repaired or replace-
ment parts for subsequent riveting or welding, using 
clamps and wrenches. Locate and mark dimensions 
and reference lines on defective or replacement parts, 
using templates, scribes, compasses, and steel rules. 
Clean, strip, prime, and sand structural surfaces and 
materials to prepare them for bonding. Service and 
maintain aircraft and related apparatus by perform-
ing activities such as fl ushing crankcases, cleaning 
screens, and lubricating moving parts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechani-
cal Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aircraft 
Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assem-
blers; Automotive Body and Related Repairers; Auto-
motive Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive 
Master Mechanics; Automotive Service Technicians 
and Mechanics; Automotive Specialty Technicians; 
Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Special-
ists; Farm Equipment Mechanics; Fiberglass Lami-
nators and Fabricators; Mobile Heavy Equipment 
Mechanics, Except Engines; Motorboat Mechan-
ics; Motorcycle Mechanics; Outdoor Power Equip-
ment and Other Small Engine Mechanics; Rail Car 
Repairers; Recreational Vehicle Service Technicians; 
Tire Repairers and Changers.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance; Instal-
lation; Operation Monitoring; Troubleshooting; 
Operation and Control; Quality Control Analysis; 
Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Agricultural 
Mechanics and Equipment/Machine Technology; Air-
craft Powerplant Technology/Technician; Airframe 
Mechanics and Aircraft Maintenance Technology/
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Technician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechan-
ical Devices; Design; Physics; Chemistry; Engineer-
ing and Technology; Transportation.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; cramped 
work space, awkward positions; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; bending or twist-
ing the body.

Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, 
Rigging, and Systems Assemblers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Moderate-term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $45,420
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,550
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 1.9%

Assemble, fi t, fasten, and install parts of airplanes, 
space vehicles, or missiles, such as tails, wings, 
fuselage, bulkheads, stabilizers, landing gear, rig-
ging and control equipment, or heating and ven-
tilating systems. Form loops or splices in cables, 
using clamps and fi ttings, or reweave cable strands. 
Align and fi t structural assemblies manually or sig-
nal crane operators to position assemblies for join-
ing. Align, fi t, assemble, connect, and install system 
components, using jigs, fi xtures, measuring instru-
ments, hand tools, and power tools. Assemble and fi t 
prefabricated parts to form subassemblies. Assemble, 
install, and connect parts, fi ttings, and assemblies on 
aircraft, using layout tools; hand tools; power tools; 
and fasteners such as bolts, screws, rivets, and clamps. 
Attach brackets, hinges, or clips to secure or support 
components and subassemblies, using bolts, screws, 
rivets, chemical bonding, or welding. Select and 
install accessories in swaging machines, using hand 
tools. Fit and fasten sheet metal coverings to surface 
areas and other sections of aircraft prior to welding or 

riveting. Lay out and mark reference points and loca-
tions for installation of parts and components, using 
jigs, templates, and measuring and marking instru-
ments. Inspect and test installed units, parts, sys-
tems, and assemblies for fi t, alignment, performance, 
defects, and compliance with standards, using mea-
suring instruments and test equipment. Install 
mechanical linkages and actuators and verify tension 
of cables, using tensiometers. Join structural assem-
blies such as wings, tails, and fuselage. Measure and 
cut cables and tubing, using master templates, mea-
suring instruments, and cable cutters or saws. Read 
and interpret blueprints, illustrations, and specifi ca-
tions to determine layouts, sequences of operations, 
or identities and relationships of parts. Prepare and 
load live ammunition, missiles, and bombs onto air-
craft according to established procedures. Adjust, 
repair, rework, or replace parts and assemblies to 
eliminate malfunctions and to ensure proper oper-
ation. Cut, trim, fi le, bend, and smooth parts and 
verify sizes and fi tting tolerances in order to ensure 
proper fi t and clearance of parts. Install and connect 
control cables to electronically controlled units, using 
hand tools, ring locks, cotter keys, threaded connec-
tors, turnbuckles, and related devices.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechan-
ical Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians; Auto-
motive Body and Related Repairers; Automotive 
Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive Mas-
ter Mechanics; Automotive Service Technicians and 
Mechanics; Automotive Specialty Technicians; Bus 
and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists; 
Farm Equipment Mechanics; Fiberglass Laminators 
and Fabricators; Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechan-
ics, Except Engines; Motorboat Mechanics; Motor-
cycle Mechanics; Outdoor Power Equipment and 
Other Small Engine Mechanics; Rail Car Repair-
ers; Recreational Vehicle Service Technicians; Tire 
Repairers and Changers.

Skills: Installation; Equipment Maintenance; 
Repairing; Quality Control Analysis; Equipment 
Selection; Operation Monitoring; Mathematics; 
Troubleshooting.
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________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers

Education and Training Programs: Airframe 
Mechanics and Aircraft Maintenance Technology/
Technician; Aircraft Powerplant Technology/Tech-
nician; Avionics Maintenance Technology/Tech-
nician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechanical 
Devices; Design; Chemistry; Public Safety and Secu-
rity; Production and Processing.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; hazardous equipment; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight 
Engineers

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $56,540
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 12.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,073
 ! Self-Employed: 2.5%
 ! Part-Time: 14.2%

Pilot and navigate the fl ight of multi-engine air-
craft in regularly scheduled service for the trans-
port of passengers and cargo. Requires Federal 
Air Transport rating and certifi cation in specifi c 
aircraft type used. Use instrumentation to guide 
fl ights when visibility is poor. Respond to and report 
in-fl ight emergencies and malfunctions. Work as part 
of a fl ight team with other crew members, especially 
during takeo! s and landings. Contact control tow-
ers for takeo!  clearances, arrival instructions, and 
other information, using radio equipment. Steer 
aircraft along planned routes with the assistance of 
autopilot and fl ight management computers. Mon-
itor gauges, warning devices, and control panels to 
verify aircraft performance and to regulate engine 
speed. Start engines, operate controls, and pilot air-
planes to transport passengers, mail, or freight while 

adhering to fl ight plans, regulations, and procedures. 
Inspect aircraft for defects and malfunctions accord-
ing to pre-fl ight checklists. Check passenger and 
cargo distributions and fuel amounts to ensure that 
weight and balance specifi cations are met. Monitor 
engine operation, fuel consumption, and functioning 
of aircraft systems during fl ights. Confer with fl ight 
dispatchers and weather forecasters to keep abreast 
of fl ight conditions. Coordinate fl ight activities with 
ground crews and air-tra"  c control and inform 
crew members of fl ight and test procedures. Order 
changes in fuel supplies, loads, routes, or schedules 
to ensure safety of fl ights. Choose routes, altitudes, 
and speeds that will provide the fastest, safest, and 
smoothest fl ights. Direct activities of aircraft crews 
during fl ights. Brief crews about fl ight details such as 
destinations, duties, and responsibilities. Record in 
logbooks information such as fl ight times, distances 
fl own, and fuel consumption. Make announcements 
regarding fl ights, using public address systems. File 
instrument fl ight plans with air tra"  c control to 
ensure that fl ights are coordinated with other air 
tra"  c. Perform minor maintenance work or arrange 
for major maintenance. Instruct other pilots and 
student pilots in aircraft operations and the princi-
ples of fl ight. Conduct in-fl ight tests and evaluations 
at specifi ed altitudes and in all types of weather to 
determine the receptivity and other characteristics of 
equipment and systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.02. 
Air Vehicle Operation. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Commercial Pilots.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Operation and Con-
trol; Systems Analysis; Judgment and Decision Mak-
ing; Troubleshooting; Science; Systems Evaluation; 
Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Airline/Com-
mercial/Professional Pilot and Flight Crew Training; 
Flight Instruction. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Transportation; Geography; Physics; Public Safety 
and Security; Psychology; Law and Government.
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Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
radiation; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Architectural and Civil Drafters

See Architectural Drafters (an Artistic job) and Civil 
Drafters (a Realistic job), described separately.

Athletes and Sports Competitors

 ! Personality Code: RE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,210
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 19.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,293
 ! Self-Employed: 27.0%
 ! Part-Time: 39.1%

Compete in athletic events. Assess performance 
following athletic competition, identifying strengths 
and weaknesses and making adjustments to improve 
future performance. Receive instructions from 
coaches and other sports sta!  prior to events and dis-
cuss performance afterwards. Lead teams by serving 
as captains. Maintain equipment used in a particular 
sport. Represent teams or professional sports clubs, 
performing such activities as meeting with mem-
bers of the media, making speeches, or participating 
in charity events. Participate in athletic events and 
competitive sports according to established rules and 
regulations. Attend scheduled practice and training 
sessions. Exercise and practice under the direction of 
athletic trainers or professional coaches in order to 
develop skills, improve physical condition, and pre-
pare for competitions. Maintain optimum physical 
fi tness levels by training regularly, following nutri-
tion plans, and consulting with health professionals.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.06. 

Sports. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Coaches 
and Scouts; Umpires, Referees, and Other Sports 
O"  cials.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Equipment Selec-
tion; Troubleshooting; Time Management; Learning 
Strategies; Active Learning; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Repairing.

Education and Training Program: Health and 
Physical Education, General. Related Knowledge/
Courses: # erapy and Counseling; Communica-
tions and Media; Psychology; Sales and Marketing; 
Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; standing; 
walking and running; bending or twisting the body.

Audio and Video Equipment 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,050
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 24.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,681
 ! Self-Employed: 12.8%
 ! Part-Time: 12.9%

Set up or set up and operate audio and video 
equipment, including microphones, sound speak-
ers, video screens, projectors, video monitors, 
recording equipment, connecting wires and 
cables, sound and mixing boards, and related 
electronic equipment for concerts, sports events, 
meetings and conventions, presentations, and 
news conferences. May also set up and operate 
associated spotlights and other custom lighting 
systems. Notify supervisors when major equipment 
repairs are needed. Monitor incoming and outgoing 
pictures and sound feeds to ensure quality; notify 
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directors of any possible problems. Mix and regu-
late sound inputs and feeds or coordinate audio feeds 
with television pictures. Install, adjust, and operate 
electronic equipment used to record, edit, and trans-
mit radio and television programs, cable programs, 
and motion pictures. Design layouts of audio and 
video equipment and perform upgrades and main-
tenance. Perform minor repairs and routine cleaning 
of audio and video equipment. Diagnose and resolve 
media system problems in classrooms. Switch sources 
of video input from one camera or studio to another, 
from fi lm to live programming, or from network to 
local programming. Meet with directors and senior 
members of camera crews to discuss assignments 
and determine fi lming sequences, camera move-
ments, and picture composition. Construct and posi-
tion properties, sets, lighting equipment, and other 
equipment. Compress, digitize, duplicate, and store 
audio and video data. Obtain, set up, and load vid-
eotapes for scheduled productions or broadcasts. Edit 
videotapes by erasing and removing portions of pro-
grams and adding video or sound as required. Direct 
and coordinate activities of assistants and other per-
sonnel during production. Plan and develop pre-pro-
duction ideas into outlines, scripts, storyboards, and 
graphics, using own ideas or specifi cations of assign-
ments. Maintain inventories of audiotapes and vid-
eotapes and related supplies. Determine formats, 
approaches, content, levels, and media to e! ectively 
meet objectives within budgetary constraints, utiliz-
ing research, knowledge, and training. Record and 
edit audio material such as movie soundtracks, using 
audio recording and editing equipment. Inform users 
of audiotaping and videotaping service policies and 
procedures. Obtain and preview musical perfor-
mance programs prior to events to become familiar 
with the order and approximate times of pieces. Pro-
duce rough and fi nished graphics and graphic designs. 
Locate and secure settings, properties, e! ects, and 
other production necessities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.09. Media Technol-
ogy. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Broadcast 
Technicians; Camera Operators, Television, Video, 
and Motion Picture; Film and Video Editors; Multi-

Media Artists and Animators; Photographers; Radio 
Operators; Sound Engineering Technicians.

Skills: Installation; Operation and Control; Equip-
ment Maintenance; Troubleshooting; Operation 
Monitoring; Repairing; Equipment Selection; Tech-
nology Design.

Education and Training Programs: Agricultural 
Communication/Journalism; Photographic and 
Film/Video Technology/Technician and Assistant; 
Recording Arts Technology/Technician. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Computers and Electronics; 
Telecommunications; Engineering and Technology; 
Communications and Media; Mechanical Devices; 
Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Automotive Body and Related 
Repairers

 ! Personality Code: R
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $35,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 11.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 37,469
 ! Self-Employed: 14.1%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

Repair and refi nish automotive vehicle bodies 
and straighten vehicle frames. File, grind, sand, 
and smooth fi lled or repaired surfaces, using power 
tools and hand tools. Sand body areas to be painted 
and cover bumpers, windows, and trim with mask-
ing tape or paper to protect them from the paint. 
Follow supervisors’ instructions as to which parts to 
restore or replace and how much time a job should 
take. Remove damaged sections of vehicles, using 
metal-cutting guns, air grinders, and wrenches, and 
install replacement parts, using wrenches or welding 
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equipment. Cut and tape plastic separating fi lm to 
outside repair areas to avoid damaging surrounding 
surfaces during repair procedure and remove tape 
and wash surfaces after repairs are complete. Prime 
and paint repaired surfaces, using paint spray guns 
and motorized sanders. Inspect repaired vehicles for 
dimensional accuracy and test-drive them to ensure 
proper alignment and handling. Mix polyester res-
ins and hardeners to be used in restoring damaged 
areas. Chain or clamp frames and sections to align-
ment machines that use hydraulic pressure to align 
damaged components. Fill small dents that cannot 
be worked out with plastic or solder. Fit and weld 
replacement parts into place, using wrenches and 
welding equipment, and grind down welds to smooth 
them, using power grinders and other tools. Position 
dolly blocks against surfaces of dented areas and 
beat opposite surfaces to remove dents, using ham-
mers. Remove damaged panels and identify the fam-
ily and properties of the plastic used on a vehicle. 
Review damage reports, prepare or review repair cost 
estimates, and plan work to be performed. Remove 
small pits and dimples in body metal, using pick 
hammers and punches. Remove upholstery, acces-
sories, electrical window- and seat-operating equip-
ment, and trim to gain access to vehicle bodies and 
fenders. Clean work areas, using air hoses, to remove 
damaged material and discarded fi berglass strips 
used in repair procedures. Adjust or align headlights, 
wheels, and brake systems. Apply heat to plastic pan-
els, using hot-air welding guns or immersion in hot 
water, and press the softened panels back into shape 
by hand. Soak fi berglass matting in resin mixtures 
and apply layers of matting over repair areas to speci-
fi ed thicknesses.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechan-
ical Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Air-
craft Mechanics and Service Technicians; Aircraft 
Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assem-
blers; Automotive Glass Installers and Repairers; 
Automotive Master Mechanics; Automotive Service 
Technicians and Mechanics; Automotive Specialty 
Technicians; Bus and Truck Mechanics and Die-
sel Engine Specialists; Farm Equipment Mechanics; 

Fiberglass Laminators and Fabricators; Mobile Heavy 
Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines; Motorboat 
Mechanics; Motorcycle Mechanics; Outdoor Power 
Equipment and Other Small Engine Mechanics; Rail 
Car Repairers; Recreational Vehicle Service Techni-
cians; Tire Repairers and Changers.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Equipment Mainte-
nance; Troubleshooting; Equipment Selection; Man-
agement of Financial Resources.

Education and Training Program: Autobody/Col-
lision and Repair Technology/Technician. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Mechanical Devices; Build-
ing and Construction; Chemistry; Production and 
Processing; Administration and Management; 
Transportation.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; hazard-
ous equipment; standing; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Automotive Master Mechanics

 ! Personality Code: RI
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $34,170
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 97,350
 ! Self-Employed: 16.8%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Automotive 
Specialty Technicians.

Repair automobiles, trucks, buses, and other 
vehicles. Master mechanics repair virtually any 
part on the vehicle or specialize in the transmis-
sion system. Examine vehicles to determine extent 
of damage or malfunctions. Test-drive vehicles and 
test components and systems, using equipment such 
as infrared engine analyzers, compression gauges, 
and computerized diagnostic devices. Repair, reline, 
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replace, and adjust brakes. Review work orders and 
discuss work with supervisors. Follow checklists to 
ensure all important parts are examined, includ-
ing belts, hoses, steering systems, spark plugs, brake 
and fuel systems, wheel bearings, and other poten-
tially troublesome areas. Plan work procedures, using 
charts, technical manuals, and experience. Test and 
adjust repaired systems to meet manufacturers’ per-
formance specifi cations. Confer with customers to 
obtain descriptions of vehicle problems and to dis-
cuss work to be performed and future repair require-
ments. Perform routine and scheduled maintenance 
services such as oil changes, lubrications, and tune-
ups. Disassemble units and inspect parts for wear, 
using micrometers, calipers, and gauges. Overhaul or 
replace carburetors, blowers, generators, distributors, 
starters, and pumps. Repair and service air condition-
ing, heating, engine-cooling, and electrical systems. 
Repair or replace parts such as pistons, rods, gears, 
valves, and bearings. Tear down, repair, and rebuild 
faulty assemblies such as power systems, steering sys-
tems, and linkages. Rewire ignition systems, lights, 
and instrument panels. Repair radiator leaks. Install 
and repair accessories such as radios, heaters, mirrors, 
and windshield wipers. Repair manual and auto-
matic transmissions. Repair or replace shock absorb-
ers. Align vehicles’ front ends. Rebuild parts such as 
crankshafts and cylinder blocks. Repair damaged 
automobile bodies. Replace and adjust headlights.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechani-
cal Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aircraft 
Mechanics and Service Technicians; Aircraft Struc-
ture, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers; 
Automotive Body and Related Repairers; Automotive 
Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive Service 
Technicians and Mechanics; Automotive Specialty 
Technicians; Bus and Truck Mechanics and Die-
sel Engine Specialists; Farm Equipment Mechanics; 
Fiberglass Laminators and Fabricators; Mobile Heavy 
Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines; Motorboat 
Mechanics; Motorcycle Mechanics; Outdoor Power 
Equipment and Other Small Engine Mechanics; Rail 
Car Repairers; Recreational Vehicle Service Techni-
cians; Tire Repairers and Changers.

Skills: Repairing; Troubleshooting; Installation; 
Equipment Maintenance; Equipment Selection; 
Operation Monitoring; Complex Problem Solving; 
Technology Design.

Education and Training Programs: Automotive 
Engineering Technology/Technician; Automobile/
Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician; 
Medium/Heavy Vehicle and Truck Technology/
Technician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechan-
ical Devices; Physics; Computers and Electronics; 
Engineering and Technology; Chemistry; Public 
Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; hazard-
ous equipment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Automotive Service Technicians 
and Mechanics

See Automotive Master Mechanics (a Realistic job) 
and Automotive Specialty Technicians (a Realistic job), 
described separately.

Automotive Specialty Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $34,170
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 97,350
 ! Self-Employed: 16.8%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Automotive 
Master Mechanics.

Repair only one system or component on a vehi-
cle, such as brakes, suspension, or radiator. Exam-
ine vehicles, compile estimates of repair costs, and 
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secure customers’ approval to perform repairs. 
Repair, overhaul, and adjust automobile brake sys-
tems. Use electronic test equipment to locate and 
correct malfunctions in fuel, ignition, and emissions 
control systems. Repair and replace defective ball 
joint suspensions, brake shoes, and wheel bearings. 
Inspect and test new vehicles for damage; then record 
fi ndings so that necessary repairs can be made. Test 
electronic computer components in automobiles to 
ensure that they are working properly. Tune automo-
bile engines to ensure proper and e"  cient function-
ing. Install and repair air conditioners and service 
components such as compressors, condensers, and 
controls. Repair, replace, and adjust defective carbu-
retor parts and gasoline fi lters. Remove and replace 
defective mu$  ers and tailpipes. Repair and replace 
automobile leaf springs. Rebuild, repair, and test auto-
motive fuel injection units. Align and repair wheels, 
axles, frames, torsion bars, and steering mechanisms 
of automobiles, using special alignment equipment 
and wheel-balancing machines. Repair, install, and 
adjust hydraulic and electromagnetic automatic lift 
mechanisms used to raise and lower automobile win-
dows, seats, and tops. Repair and rebuild clutch sys-
tems. Convert vehicle fuel systems from gasoline to 
butane gas operations and repair and service operat-
ing butane fuel units.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechan-
ical Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Air-
craft Mechanics and Service Technicians; Aircraft 
Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assem-
blers; Automotive Body and Related Repairers; Auto-
motive Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive 
Master Mechanics; Automotive Service Technicians 
and Mechanics; Bus and Truck Mechanics and Die-
sel Engine Specialists; Farm Equipment Mechanics; 
Fiberglass Laminators and Fabricators; Mobile Heavy 
Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines; Motorboat 
Mechanics; Motorcycle Mechanics; Outdoor Power 
Equipment and Other Small Engine Mechanics; Rail 
Car Repairers; Recreational Vehicle Service Techni-
cians; Tire Repairers and Changers.

Skills: Repairing; Troubleshooting; Operation 
Monitoring; Equipment Maintenance; Installation; 

Equipment Selection; Active Learning; Operation 
and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Automotive 
Engineering Technology/Technician; Vehicle Emis-
sions Inspection and Maintenance Technology/
Technician; Alternative Fuel Vehicle Technology/
Technician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechan-
ical Devices; Physics; Engineering and Technology; 
Customer and Personal Service; Sales and Market-
ing; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Contaminants; cramped work 
space, awkward positions; minor burns, cuts, bites, 
or stings; standing; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls; bending or twisting the body.

Aviation Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,122
 ! Self-Employed: 5.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.7%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Freight 
and Cargo Inspectors and with Transportation Vehicle, 
Equipment, and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Inspect aircraft, maintenance procedures, air 
navigational aids, air tra"  c controls, and com-
munications equipment to ensure conformance 
with federal safety regulations. Inspect work of 
aircraft mechanics performing maintenance, modi-
fi cation, or repair and overhaul of aircraft and air-
craft mechanical systems to ensure adherence to 
standards and procedures. Start aircraft and observe 
gauges, meters, and other instruments to detect evi-
dence of malfunctions. Examine aircraft access plates 
and doors for security. Examine landing gear, tires, 
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and exteriors of fuselage, wings, and engines for 
evidence of damage or corrosion and to determine 
whether repairs are needed. Prepare and maintain 
detailed repair, inspection, investigation, and certi-
fi cation records and reports. Inspect new, repaired, 
or modifi ed aircraft to identify damage or defects 
and to assess airworthiness and conformance to stan-
dards, using checklists, hand tools, and test instru-
ments. Examine maintenance records and fl ight 
logs to determine if service and maintenance checks 
and overhauls were performed at prescribed inter-
vals. Recommend replacement, repair, or modifi ca-
tion of aircraft equipment. Recommend changes in 
rules, policies, standards, and regulations based on 
knowledge of operating conditions, aircraft improve-
ments, and other factors. Issue pilots’ licenses to indi-
viduals meeting standards. Investigate air accidents 
and complaints to determine causes. Observe fl ight 
activities of pilots to assess fl ying skills and to ensure 
conformance to fl ight and safety regulations. Con-
duct fl ight test programs to test equipment, instru-
ments, and systems under a variety of conditions, 
using both manual and automatic controls. Approve 
or deny issuance of certifi cates of airworthiness. Ana-
lyze training programs and conduct oral and written 
examinations to ensure the competency of persons 
operating, installing, and repairing aircraft equip-
ment. Schedule and coordinate in-fl ight testing pro-
grams with ground crews and air tra"  c control to 
ensure availability of ground tracking, equipment 
monitoring, and related services.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Regula-
tions Enforcement. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Agricultural Inspectors; Compliance O"  cers, Except 
Agriculture, Construction, Health and Safety, and 
Transportation; Construction and Building Inspec-
tors; Environmental Compliance Inspectors; Equal 
Opportunity Representatives and O"  cers; Financial 
Examiners; Fire Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; 
Forest Fire Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; 
Freight and Cargo Inspectors; Government Property 
Inspectors and Investigators; Immigration and Cus-
toms Inspectors; Licensing Examiners and Inspec-
tors; Nuclear Monitoring Technicians; Occupational 

Health and Safety Specialists; Occupational Health 
and Safety Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, 
and Revenue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equip-
ment, and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Systems Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Qual-
ity Control Analysis; Operation Monitoring; Trou-
bleshooting; Operation and Control; Reading 
Comprehension; Judgment and Decision Making.

Education and Training Program: Avionics Mainte-
nance Technology/Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Physics; Mechanical Devices; Transporta-
tion; Chemistry; Design; Law and Government.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; sitting.

Biological Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,810
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,360
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,374
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 6.2%

Assist biological and medical scientists in labora-
tories. Set up, operate, and maintain laboratory 
instruments and equipment; monitor experi-
ments; make observations; and calculate and 
record results. May analyze organic substances, 
such as blood, food, and drugs. Keep detailed logs 
of all work-related activities. Monitor laboratory work 
to ensure compliance with set standards. Isolate, 
identify, and prepare specimens for examination. Use 
computers, computer-interfaced equipment, robot-
ics, or high-technology industrial applications to 
perform work duties. Conduct research or assist in 
the conduct of research, including the collection of 
information and samples such as blood, water, soil, 
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plants, and animals. Set up, adjust, calibrate, clean, 
maintain, and troubleshoot laboratory and fi eld 
equipment. Provide technical support and services 
for scientists and engineers working in fi elds such as 
agriculture, environmental science, resource man-
agement, biology, and health sciences. Clean, main-
tain, and prepare supplies and work areas. Participate 
in the research, development, or manufacturing of 
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations. Con-
duct standardized biological, microbiological, or bio-
chemical tests and laboratory analyses to evaluate the 
quantity or quality of physical or chemical substances 
in food or other products. Analyze experimental data 
and interpret results to write reports and summaries 
of fi ndings. Measure or weigh compounds and solu-
tions for use in testing or animal feed. Monitor and 
observe experiments, recording production and test 
data for evaluation by research personnel. Examine 
animals and specimens to detect the presence of dis-
ease or other problems. Conduct or supervise opera-
tional programs such as fi sh hatcheries, greenhouses, 
and livestock production programs. Feed livestock or 
laboratory animals.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Cardiovascular Technol-
ogists and Technicians; Diagnostic Medical Sonogra-
phers; Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians; 
Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists; 
Medical Equipment Preparers; Medical Records and 
Health Information Technicians; Nuclear Medicine 
Technologists; Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists 
and Prosthetists; Radiologic Technicians; Radio-
logic Technologists; Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians.

Skills: Science; Equipment Maintenance; Qual-
ity Control Analysis; Troubleshooting; Mathemat-
ics; Active Learning; Technology Design; Learning 
Strategies.

Education and Training Program: Biology Techni-
cian/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Chemistry; Biology.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Boilermakers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,700
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 14.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,333
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 2.6%

Construct, assemble, maintain, and repair sta-
tionary steam boilers and boiler house auxilia-
ries. Align structures or plate sections to assemble 
boiler frame tanks or vats, following blueprints. 
Work involves use of hand and power tools, 
plumb bobs, levels, wedges, dogs, or turnbuckles. 
Assist in testing assembled vessels. Direct clean-
ing of boilers and boiler furnaces. Inspect and 
repair boiler fi ttings, such as safety valves, reg-
ulators, automatic-control mechanisms, water 
columns, and auxiliary machines. Examine boil-
ers, pressure vessels, tanks, and vats to locate defects 
such as leaks, weak spots, and defective sections so 
that they can be repaired. Bolt or arc-weld pressure 
vessel structures and parts together, using wrenches 
and welding equipment. Inspect assembled ves-
sels and individual components, such as tubes, fi t-
tings, valves, controls, and auxiliary mechanisms, to 
locate any defects. Repair or replace defective pres-
sure vessel parts, such as safety valves and regula-
tors, using torches, jacks, caulking hammers, power 
saws, threading dies, welding equipment, and metal-
working machinery. Attach rigging and signal crane 
or hoist operators to lift heavy frame and plate sec-
tions and other parts into place. Bell, bead with 
power hammers, or weld pressure vessel tube ends in 
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order to ensure leakproof joints. Lay out plate, sheet 
steel, or other heavy metal and locate and mark bend-
ing and cutting lines, using protractors, compasses, 
and drawing instruments or templates. Install man-
holes, handholes, taps, tubes, valves, gauges, and 
feedwater connections in drums of water tube boil-
ers, using hand tools. Study blueprints to determine 
locations, relationships, and dimensions of parts. 
Straighten or reshape bent pressure vessel plates and 
structure parts, using hammers, jacks, and torches. 
Shape seams, joints, and irregular edges of pressure 
vessel sections and structural parts in order to attain 
specifi ed fi t of parts, using cutting torches, hammers, 
fi les, and metalworking machines. Position, align, 
and secure structural parts and related assemblies to 
boiler frames, tanks, or vats of pressure vessels, fol-
lowing blueprints. Locate and mark reference points 
for columns or plates on boiler foundations, follow-
ing blueprints and using straightedges, squares, tran-
sits, and measuring instruments. Shape and fabricate 
parts, such as stacks, uptakes, and chutes, in order 
to adapt pressure vessels, heat exchangers, and pip-
ing to premises, using heavy-metalworking machines 
such as brakes, rolls, and drill presses. Clean pressure 
vessel equipment, using scrapers, wire brushes, and 
cleaning solvents.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construction 
Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Brickma-
sons and Blockmasons; Carpet Installers; Cement 
Masons and Concrete Finishers; Commercial Divers; 
Construction Carpenters; Crane and Tower Opera-
tors; Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers; Electricians; 
Fence Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, 
and Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Gla-
ziers; Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; Insu-
lation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation 
Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building and 
Mobile Home Installers; Operating Engineers and 
Other Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, 
Construction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 

Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Equipment Mainte-
nance; Operation Monitoring; Mathematics; Trou-
bleshooting; Operation and Control; Equipment 
Selection.

Education and Training Program: Boilermak-
ing/Boilermaker. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Mechanical Devices; 
Engineering and Technology; Design; Physics; 
Transportation.

Work Environment: Noisy; very hot or cold; con-
taminants; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; stand-
ing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Brickmasons and Blockmasons

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,070
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,370
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 9.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,569
 ! Self-Employed: 24.5%
 ! Part-Time: 7.9%

Lay and bind building materials, such as brick, 
structural tile, concrete block, cinderblock, glass 
block, and terra-cotta block, with mortar and 
other substances to construct or repair walls, par-
titions, arches, sewers, and other structures. Con-
struct corners by fastening in plumb position a corner 
pole or building a corner pyramid of bricks and fi lling 
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in between the corners, using a line from corner to 
corner to guide each course, or layer, of brick. Mea-
sure distance from reference points and mark guide-
lines to lay out work, using plumb bobs and levels. 
Fasten or fuse brick or other building material to 
structure with wire clamps, anchor holes, torch, or 
cement. Calculate angles and courses and determine 
vertical and horizontal alignment of courses. Break or 
cut bricks, tiles, or blocks to size, using trowel edge, 
hammer, or power saw. Remove excess mortar with 
trowels and hand tools and fi nish mortar joints with 
jointing tools for a sealed, uniform appearance. Inter-
pret blueprints and drawings to determine specifi ca-
tions and to calculate the materials required. Apply 
and smooth mortar or other mixture over work sur-
face. Mix specifi ed amounts of sand, clay, dirt, or 
mortar powder with water to form refractory mix-
tures. Examine brickwork or structure to determine 
need for repair. Clean working surface to remove 
scale, dust, soot, or chips of brick and mortar, using 
broom, wire brush, or scraper. Lay and align bricks, 
blocks, or tiles to build or repair structures or high-
temperature equipment, such as cupola, kilns, ovens, 
or furnaces. Remove burned or damaged brick or 
mortar, using sledgehammer, crowbar, chipping gun, 
or chisel. Spray or spread refractory material over 
brickwork to protect against deterioration.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Carpet Installers; Cement Masons and 
Concrete Finishers; Commercial Divers; Construc-
tion Carpenters; Crane and Tower Operators; Dry-
wall and Ceiling Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence 
Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and 
Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; 
Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; Insula-
tion Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation 
Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building and 
Mobile Home Installers; Operating Engineers and 
Other Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, 
Construction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 

Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 
Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Mathematics; 
Installation; Repairing; Technology Design.

Education and Training Program: Mason/
Masonry. Related Knowledge/Courses: Building 
and Construction; Design; Mechanical Devices; Pro-
duction and Processing; Public Safety and Security; 
Mathematics.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; haz-
ardous equipment; standing; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls; bending or twisting the body.

Bus and Truck Mechanics and 
Diesel Engine Specialists

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,640
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,210
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 11.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 25,428
 ! Self-Employed: 5.8%
 ! Part-Time: 2.8%

Diagnose, adjust, repair, or overhaul trucks, 
buses, and all types of diesel engines. Includes 
mechanics working primarily with automobile 
diesel engines. Use hand tools such as screwdriv-
ers, pliers, wrenches, pressure gauges, and precision 
instruments, as well as power tools such as pneumatic 
wrenches, lathes, welding equipment, and jacks and 
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hoists. Inspect brake systems, steering mechanisms, 
wheel bearings, and other important parts to ensure 
that they are in proper operating condition. Perform 
routine maintenance such as changing oil, checking 
batteries, and lubricating equipment and machin-
ery. Adjust and reline brakes, align wheels, tighten 
bolts and screws, and reassemble equipment. Raise 
trucks, buses, and heavy parts or equipment, using 
hydraulic jacks or hoists. Test drive trucks and buses 
to diagnose malfunctions or to ensure that they are 
working properly. Inspect, test, and listen to defec-
tive equipment to diagnose malfunctions, using test 
instruments such as handheld computers, motor ana-
lyzers, chassis charts, and pressure gauges. Examine 
and adjust protective guards, loose bolts, and speci-
fi ed safety devices. Inspect and verify dimensions and 
clearances of parts to ensure conformance to factory 
specifi cations. Specialize in repairing and maintain-
ing parts of the engine, such as fuel injection systems. 
Attach test instruments to equipment and read dials 
and gauges to diagnose malfunctions. Rewire igni-
tion systems, lights, and instrument panels. Recon-
dition and replace parts, pistons, bearings, gears, and 
valves. Repair and adjust seats, doors, and windows 
and install and repair accessories. Inspect, repair, and 
maintain automotive and mechanical equipment and 
machinery such as pumps and compressors. Disas-
semble and overhaul internal combustion engines, 
pumps, generators, transmissions, clutches, and dif-
ferential units. Rebuild gas or diesel engines. Align 
front ends and suspension systems. Operate valve-
grinding machines to grind and reset valves.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechani-
cal Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aircraft 
Mechanics and Service Technicians; Aircraft Struc-
ture, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers; 
Automotive Body and Related Repairers; Automo-
tive Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive Mas-
ter Mechanics; Automotive Service Technicians and 
Mechanics; Automotive Specialty Technicians; Farm 
Equipment Mechanics; Fiberglass Laminators and 
Fabricators; Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, 
Except Engines; Motorboat Mechanics; Motorcycle 
Mechanics; Outdoor Power Equipment and Other 

Small Engine Mechanics; Rail Car Repairers; Rec-
reational Vehicle Service Technicians; Tire Repair-
ers and Changers.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance; Trouble-
shooting; Installation; Science; Technology Design; 
Equipment Selection.

Education and Training Programs: Diesel Mechan-
ics Technology/Technician; Medium/Heavy Vehicle 
and Truck Technology/Technician. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Mechanical Devices; Transportation; 
Public Safety and Security; Physics; Engineering and 
Technology; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Noisy; very bright or dim light-
ing; contaminants; hazardous equipment; standing; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity

 ! Personality Code: RS
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,160
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,660
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 27,100
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 34.1%

Drive bus or motor coach, including regular route 
operations, charters, and private carriage. May 
assist passengers with baggage. May collect fares 
or tickets. Inspect vehicles and check gas, oil, and 
water levels prior to departure. Drive vehicles over 
specifi ed routes or to specifi ed destinations according 
to time schedules to transport passengers, comply-
ing with tra"  c regulations. Park vehicles at loading 
areas so that passengers can board. Assist passen-
gers with baggage and collect tickets or cash fares. 
Report delays or accidents. Advise passengers to be 
seated and orderly while on vehicles. Regulate heat-
ing, lighting, and ventilating systems for passen-
ger comfort. Load and unload baggage in baggage 
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compartments. Record cash receipts and ticket fares. 
Make minor repairs to vehicle and change tires.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.06. 
Other Services Requiring Driving. Other Jobs in 
! is Work Group: Ambulance Drivers and Atten-
dants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians; Bus 
Drivers, School; Couriers and Messengers; Driver/
Sales Workers; Parking Lot Attendants; Postal Ser-
vice Mail Carriers; Taxi Drivers and Chau! eurs.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Operation and 
Control; Social Perceptiveness; Operation Monitor-
ing; Troubleshooting; Repairing.

Education and Training Program: Truck and Bus 
Driver/Commercial Vehicle Operation. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Transportation; Geography; 
Public Safety and Security; Psychology; Law and 
Government; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; contami-
nants; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or con-
trols; repetitive motions.

Camera Operators, Television, 
Video, and Motion Picture

 ! Personality Code: RA
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $41,850
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 11.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,496
 ! Self-Employed: 16.9%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Operate television, video, or motion picture cam-
era to photograph images or scenes for various 
purposes, such as TV broadcasts, advertising, 
video production, or motion pictures. Operate tele-
vision or motion picture cameras to record scenes for 
television broadcasts, advertising, or motion pictures. 

Compose and frame each shot, applying the techni-
cal aspects of light, lenses, fi lm, fi lters, and camera 
settings to achieve the e! ects sought by directors. 
Operate zoom lenses, changing images according to 
specifi cations and rehearsal instructions. Use cam-
eras in any of several di! erent camera mounts, such 
as stationary, track-mounted, or crane-mounted. 
Test, clean, and maintain equipment to ensure 
proper working condition. Adjust positions and con-
trols of cameras, printers, and related equipment to 
change focus, exposure, and lighting. Gather and 
edit raw footage on location to send to television a"  l-
iates for broadcast, using electronic news-gathering 
or fi lm-production equipment. Confer with direc-
tors, sound and lighting technicians, electricians, 
and other crew members to discuss assignments and 
determine fi lming sequences, desired e! ects, camera 
movements, and lighting requirements. Observe sets 
or locations for potential problems and to determine 
fi lming and lighting requirements. Instruct camera 
operators regarding camera setups, angles, distances, 
movement, and variables and cues for starting and 
stopping fi lming. Select and assemble cameras, acces-
sories, equipment, and fi lm stock to be used during 
fi lming, using knowledge of fi lming techniques, 
requirements, and computations. Label and record 
contents of exposed fi lm and note details on report 
forms. Read charts and compute ratios to determine 
variables such as lighting, shutter angles, fi lter fac-
tors, and camera distances. Set up cameras, optical 
printers, and related equipment to produce pho-
tographs and special e! ects. View fi lms to resolve 
problems of exposure control, subject and camera 
movement, changes in subject distance, and related 
variables. Reload camera magazines with fresh raw 
fi lm stock. Read and analyze work orders and spec-
ifi cations to determine locations of subject mate-
rial, work procedures, sequences of operations, and 
machine setups. Receive raw fi lm stock and maintain 
fi lm inventories.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.09. Media Technol-
ogy. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Audio and 
Video Equipment Technicians; Broadcast Techni-
cians; Film and Video Editors; Multi-Media Artists 
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and Animators; Photographers; Radio Operators; 
Sound Engineering Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Operation and Con-
trol; Equipment Maintenance; Troubleshooting; 
Equipment Selection; Operations Analysis; Active 
Listening; Installation.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and Tele-
vision Broadcasting Technology/Technician; Audio-
visual Communications Technologies/Technicians, 
Other; Cinematography and Film/Video Produc-
tion. Related Knowledge/Courses: Communica-
tions and Media; Telecommunications; Computers 
and Electronics; Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; very bright or dim lighting; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Captains, Mates, and Pilots of 
Water Vessels

See Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge (a Realistic job), 
Pilots, Ship (a Realistic job), and Ship and Boat Captains 
(an Enterprising job), described separately.

Cardiovascular Technologists and 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIS
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,940
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 25.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,550
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

Conduct tests on pulmonary or cardiovascu-
lar systems of patients for diagnostic purposes. 
May conduct or assist in electrocardiograms, 

cardiac catheterizations, pulmonary-functions, 
lung capacity, and similar tests. Monitor patients’ 
blood pressures and heart rates, using electrocar-
diogram (EKG) equipment during diagnostic and 
therapeutic procedures to notify physicians if some-
thing appears wrong. Explain testing procedures to 
patients to obtain cooperation and reduce anxiety. 
Observe gauges, recorders, and video screens of data 
analysis systems during imaging of cardiovascular 
systems. Monitor patients’ comfort and safety during 
tests, alerting physicians to abnormalities or changes 
in patient responses. Obtain and record patients’ 
identities, medical histories, or test results. Attach 
electrodes to patients’ chests, arms, and legs; connect 
electrodes to leads from electrocardiogram (EKG) 
machines; and operate EKG machines to obtain 
readings. Adjust equipment and controls according 
to physicians’ orders or established protocol. Pre-
pare and position patients for testing. Check, test, 
and maintain cardiology equipment, making minor 
repairs when necessary, to ensure proper operation. 
Supervise and train other cardiology technologists 
and students. Perform general administrative tasks, 
such as scheduling appointments or ordering supplies 
and equipment. Maintain a proper sterile fi eld during 
surgical procedures. Assist physicians in the diagno-
sis and treatment of cardiac and peripheral vascular 
treatments, such as implanting pacemakers or assist-
ing with balloon angioplasties to treat blood ves-
sel blockages. Inject contrast medium into patients’ 
blood vessels. Assess cardiac physiology and calculate 
valve areas from blood fl ow velocity measurements. 
Operate diagnostic imaging equipment to produce 
contrast enhanced radiographs of hearts and cardio-
vascular systems. Observe ultrasound display screens 
and listen to signals to record vascular information 
such as blood pressure, limb volume changes, oxy-
gen saturation, and cerebral circulation. Transcribe, 
type, and distribute reports of diagnostic procedures 
for interpretation by physician. Conduct electrocar-
diogram (EKG), phonocardiogram, echocardiogram, 
stress testing, or other cardiovascular tests to record 
patients’ cardiac activities, using specialized elec-
tronic test equipment, recording devices, and labora-
tory instruments.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and 
Clinical Laboratory Technicians; Medical and Clin-
ical Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment 
Preparers; Medical Records and Health Informa-
tion Technicians; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; 
Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; 
Radiologic Technicians; Radiologic Technologists; 
Radiologic Technologists and Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Management of Per-
sonnel Resources; Systems Analysis; Quality Control 
Analysis; Management of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Cardiovascular 
Technology/Technologist; Electrocardiograph Tech-
nology/Technician; Perfusion Technology/Perfu-
sionist; Cardiopulmonary Technology/Technologist. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and Den-
tistry; Biology; Psychology; Customer and Personal 
Service; Sociology and Anthropology; Chemistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; radiation; disease or 
infections; standing; walking and running; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Carpenters

See Construction Carpenters (a Realistic job) and Rough 
Carpenters (a Realistic job), described separately.

Cartographers and 
Photogrammetrists

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,380
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 20.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,823
 ! Self-Employed: 3.4%
 ! Part-Time: 4.6%

Collect, analyze, and interpret geographic infor-
mation provided by geodetic surveys, aerial pho-
tographs, and satellite data. Research, study, and 
prepare maps and other spatial data in digital or 
graphic form for legal, social, political, educa-
tional, and design purposes. May work with Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS). May design 
and evaluate algorithms, data structures, and user 
interfaces for GIS and mapping systems. Identify, 
scale, and orient geodetic points, elevations, and 
other planimetric or topographic features, applying 
standard mathematical formulas. Collect informa-
tion about specifi c features of the Earth, using aerial 
photography and other digital remote sensing tech-
niques. Revise existing maps and charts, making all 
necessary corrections and adjustments. Compile data 
required for map preparation, including aerial pho-
tographs, survey notes, records, reports, and original 
maps. Inspect fi nal compositions to ensure complete-
ness and accuracy. Determine map content and lay-
out, as well as production specifi cations such as scale, 
size, projection, and colors, and direct production 
to ensure that specifi cations are followed. Examine 
and analyze data from ground surveys, reports, aer-
ial photographs, and satellite images to prepare topo-
graphic maps, aerial-photograph mosaics, and related 
charts. Select aerial photographic and remote sensing 
techniques and plotting equipment needed to meet 
required standards of accuracy. Delineate aerial pho-
tographic detail such as control points, hydrography, 
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topography, and cultural features, using precision ste-
reoplotting apparatus or drafting instruments. Build 
and update digital databases. Prepare and alter trace 
maps, charts, tables, detailed drawings, and three-
dimensional optical models of terrain, using stereo-
scopic plotting and computer graphics equipment. 
Determine guidelines that specify which source 
material is acceptable for use. Study legal records 
to establish boundaries of local, national, and inter-
national properties. Travel over photographed areas 
to observe, identify, record, and verify all relevant 
features.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineering and 
Operations Technicians; Civil Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronic Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical 
Drafters; Electrical Engineering Technicians; Elec-
tro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic Drafters; 
Electronics Engineering Technicians; Environmen-
tal Engineering Technicians; Mapping Technicians; 
Mechanical Drafters; Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nicians; Surveying and Mapping Technicians; Sur-
veying Technicians.

Skills: Science; Technology Design; Mathematics; 
Active Learning; Troubleshooting; Reading Com-
prehension; Operation and Control; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Survey-
ing Technology/Surveying; Cartography. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Geography; Design; Engi-
neering and Technology; Computers and Electron-
ics; Production and Processing; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Cement Masons and Concrete 
Finishers

 ! Personality Code: RE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,840
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 11.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 34,625
 ! Self-Employed: 2.0%
 ! Part-Time: 6.0%

Smooth and fi nish surfaces of poured concrete, 
such as fl oors, walks, sidewalks, roads, or curbs, 
using a variety of hand and power tools. Align 
forms for sidewalks, curbs, or gutters; patch 
voids; and use saws to cut expansion joints. Check 
the forms that hold the concrete to see that they are 
properly constructed. Set the forms that hold con-
crete to the desired pitch and depth and align them. 
Spread, level, and smooth concrete, using rake, 
shovel, hand or power trowel, hand or power screed, 
and fl oat. Mold expansion joints and edges, using 
edging tools, jointers, and straightedge. Monitor 
how the wind, heat, or cold a! ect the curing of the 
concrete throughout the entire process. Signal truck 
driver to position truck to facilitate pouring concrete 
and move chute to direct concrete on forms. Produce 
rough concrete surface, using broom. Operate power 
vibrator to compact concrete. Direct the casting of 
the concrete and supervise laborers who use shovels 
or special tools to spread it. Mix cement, sand, and 
water to produce concrete, grout, or slurry, using hoe, 
trowel, tamper, scraper, or concrete-mixing machine. 
Cut out damaged areas, drill holes for reinforcing 
rods, and position reinforcing rods to repair concrete, 
using power saw and drill. Wet surface to prepare for 
bonding, fi ll holes and cracks with grout or slurry, 
and smooth, using trowel. Wet concrete surface and 
rub with stone to smooth surface and obtain speci-
fi ed fi nish. Clean chipped area, using wire brush, and 
feel and observe surface to determine if it is rough 
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or uneven. Apply hardening and sealing compounds 
to cure surface of concrete and waterproof or restore 
surface. Chip, scrape, and grind high spots, ridges, 
and rough projections to fi nish concrete, using pneu-
matic chisels, power grinders, or hand tools. Spread 
roofi ng paper on surface of foundation and spread 
concrete onto roofi ng paper with trowel to form ter-
razzo base. Build wooden molds and clamp molds 
around area to be repaired, using hand tools. Sprin-
kle colored marble or stone chips, powdered steel, or 
coloring powder over surface to produce prescribed 
fi nish. Cut metal division strips and press them into 
terrazzo base so that top edges form desired design 
or pattern. Fabricate concrete beams, columns, and 
panels. Waterproof or restore concrete surfaces, using 
appropriate compounds.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Commercial Divers; Construction Car-
penters; Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and 
Ceiling Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erec-
tors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard 
Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazard-
ous Materials Removal Workers; Insulation Work-
ers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, 
Mechanical; Manufactured Building and Mobile 
Home Installers; Operating Engineers and Other 
Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, Con-
struction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 
Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Mathematics; Installation; Repairing; 
Equipment Maintenance; Equipment Selection; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Concrete Fin-
ishing/Concrete Finisher. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Building and Construction; Public Safety 
and Security; Mechanical Devices; Design; Engi-
neering and Technology.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; hazardous 
equipment; standing; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls; bending or twisting the body.

Civil Drafters

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,310
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,680
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 6.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,238
 ! Self-Employed: 5.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Architectural 
Drafters.

Prepare drawings and topographical and relief 
maps used in civil engineering projects such as 
highways, bridges, pipelines, fl ood control proj-
ects, and water and sewerage control systems. 
Produce drawings by using computer-assisted draft-
ing systems (CAD) or drafting machines or by 
hand, using compasses, dividers, protractors, trian-
gles, and other drafting devices. Draw maps, dia-
grams, and profi les, using cross-sections and surveys, 
to represent elevations, topographical contours, sub-
surface formations, and structures. Draft plans and 
detailed drawings for structures, installations, and 
construction projects such as highways, sewage dis-
posal systems, and dikes, working from sketches or 
notes. Determine the order of work and method of 
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____________________________________________Realistic Occupations: Civil Engineering Technicians

presentation such as orthographic or isometric draw-
ing. Finish and duplicate drawings and documenta-
tion packages according to required mediums and 
specifi cations for reproduction, using blueprinting, 
photography, or other duplication methods. Review 
rough sketches, drawings, specifi cations, and other 
engineering data received from civil engineers to 
ensure that they conform to design concepts. Calcu-
late excavation tonnage and prepare graphs and fi ll-
hauling diagrams for use in earth-moving operations. 
Supervise and train other technologists, technicians, 
and drafters. Correlate, interpret, and modify data 
obtained from topographical surveys, well logs, and 
geophysical prospecting reports. Determine qual-
ity, cost, strength, and quantity of required materi-
als and enter fi gures on materials lists. Locate and 
identify symbols located on topographical surveys 
to denote geological and geophysical formations or 
oil fi eld installations. Calculate weights, volumes, 
and stress factors and their implications for technical 
aspects of designs. Supervise or conduct fi eld surveys, 
inspections, or technical investigations to obtain data 
required to revise construction drawings. Explain 
drawings to production or construction teams and 
provide adjustments as necessary. Plot characteristics 
of boreholes for oil and gas wells from photographic 
subsurface survey recordings and other data, repre-
senting depth, degree, and direction of inclination.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.03. Architecture/
Construction Engineering Technologies. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Architectural and Civil Draft-
ers; Architectural Drafters; Surveyors.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis; Mathemat-
ics; Quality Control Analysis; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Architectural 
Technology/Technician; Drafting and Design Tech-
nology/Technician, General; CAD/CADD Drafting 
and/or Design Technology/Technician; Architec-
tural Drafting and Architectural CAD/CADD; 
Civil Drafting and Civil Engineering CAD/CADD. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Design; Engineering 
and Technology; Building and Construction; Geog-
raphy; Mathematics; Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Civil Engineering Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,390
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,499
 ! Self-Employed: 0.9%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

Apply theory and principles of civil engineering 
in planning, designing, and overseeing construc-
tion and maintenance of structures and facilities 
under the direction of engineering sta#  or physi-
cal scientists. Calculate dimensions, square footage, 
profi le and component specifi cations, and mate-
rial quantities, using calculator or computer. Draft 
detailed dimensional drawings and design layouts 
for projects and to ensure conformance to specifi ca-
tions. Analyze proposed site factors and design maps, 
graphs, tracings, and diagrams to illustrate fi ndings. 
Read and review project blueprints and structural 
specifi cations to determine dimensions of structure 
or system and material requirements. Prepare reports 
and document project activities and data. Confer 
with supervisor to determine project details such as 
plan preparation, acceptance testing, and evalua-
tion of fi eld conditions. Inspect project site and eval-
uate contractor work to detect design malfunctions 
and ensure conformance to design specifi cations 
and applicable codes. Plan and conduct fi eld sur-
veys to locate new sites and analyze details of project 
sites. Develop plans and estimate costs for installa-
tion of systems, utilization of facilities, or construc-
tion of structures. Report maintenance problems 
occurring at project site to supervisor and negotiate 
changes to resolve system confl icts. Conduct mate-
rials test and analysis, using tools and equipment 
and applying engineering knowledge. Respond to 
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public suggestions and complaints. Evaluate facil-
ity to determine suitability for occupancy and square 
footage availability.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineering and 
Operations Technicians; Cartographers and Photo-
grammetrists; Electrical and Electronic Engineer-
ing Technicians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; 
Electrical Drafters; Electrical Engineering Techni-
cians; Electro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic 
Drafters; Electronics Engineering Technicians; 
Environmental Engineering Technicians; Mapping 
Technicians; Mechanical Drafters; Mechanical Engi-
neering Technicians; Surveying and Mapping Tech-
nicians; Surveying Technicians.

Skills: Mathematics; Science; Operations Analysis; 
Writing; Complex Problem Solving; Reading Com-
prehension; Technology Design; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Civil Engineer-
ing Technology/Technician; Construction Engineer-
ing Technology/Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Building and Construction; Design; Engi-
neering and Technology; Mathematics; Computers 
and Electronics; Transportation.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Civil Engineers

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,710
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,420
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 18.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,979
 ! Self-Employed: 4.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.2%

Perform engineering duties in planning, design-
ing, and overseeing construction and mainte-
nance of building structures and facilities such as 
roads, railroads, airports, bridges, harbors, chan-
nels, dams, irrigation projects, pipelines, power 
plants, water and sewage systems, and waste dis-
posal units. Includes architectural, structural, 
tra"  c, ocean, and geo-technical engineers. Man-
age and direct sta!  members and the construction, 
operations, or maintenance activities at project site. 
Provide technical advice regarding design, construc-
tion, or program modifi cations and structural repairs 
to industrial and managerial personnel. Inspect proj-
ect sites to monitor progress and ensure conformance 
to design specifi cations and safety or sanitation stan-
dards. Estimate quantities and cost of materials, 
equipment, or labor to determine project feasibility. 
Test soils and materials to determine the adequacy 
and strength of foundations, concrete, asphalt, or 
steel. Compute load and grade requirements, water 
fl ow rates, and material stress factors to determine 
design specifi cations. Plan and design transporta-
tion or hydraulic systems and structures, following 
construction and government standards and using 
design software and drawing tools. Analyze survey 
reports, maps, drawings, blueprints, aerial photogra-
phy, and other topographical or geologic data to plan 
projects. Prepare or present public reports on topics 
such as bid proposals, deeds, environmental impact 
statements, or property and right-of-way descrip-
tions. Direct or participate in surveying to lay out 
installations and establish reference points, grades, 
and elevations to guide construction. Conduct stud-
ies of tra"  c patterns or environmental conditions to 
identify engineering problems and assess the poten-
tial impact of projects.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Chemical Engineers; 
Computer Hardware Engineers; Electrical Engineers; 
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer; Marine 
Architects; Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and 
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Naval Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Systems 
Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Management of Mate-
rial Resources; Management of Financial Resources; 
Operation Monitoring; Negotiation; Complex Prob-
lem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Civil Engi-
neering, General; Transportation and Highway 
Engineering; Water Resources Engineering; Civil 
Engineering, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Engineering and Technology; Design; Building and 
Construction; Physics; Transportation; Geography.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; very hot or cold; contaminants; hazardous 
equipment; sitting.

Computer Support Specialists

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,950
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 12.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 97,334
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 6.9%

Provide technical assistance to computer sys-
tem users. Answer questions or resolve computer 
problems for clients in person, via telephone, or 
from remote locations. May provide assistance 
concerning the use of computer hardware and 
software, including printing, installation, word 
processing, e-mail, and operating systems. Over-
see the daily performance of computer systems. 
Answer user inquiries regarding computer software or 
hardware operation to resolve problems. Enter com-
mands and observe system functioning to verify cor-
rect operations and detect errors. Set up equipment 

for employee use, performing or ensuring proper 
installation of cables, operating systems, or appro-
priate software. Install and perform minor repairs 
to hardware, software, or peripheral equipment, fol-
lowing design or installation specifi cations. Maintain 
records of daily data communication transactions, 
problems and remedial actions taken, or installation 
activities. Read technical manuals, confer with users, 
or conduct computer diagnostics to investigate and 
resolve problems or to provide technical assistance 
and support. Refer major hardware or software prob-
lems or defective products to vendors or technicians 
for service. Develop training materials and proce-
dures or train users in the proper use of hardware or 
software. Confer with sta! , users, and management 
to establish requirements for new systems or modifi -
cations. Prepare evaluations of software or hardware 
and recommend improvements or upgrades. Read 
trade magazines and technical manuals or attend 
conferences and seminars to maintain knowledge of 
hardware and software. Hire, supervise, and direct 
workers engaged in special project work, problem 
solving, monitoring, and installing data communi-
cation equipment and software. Inspect equipment 
and read order sheets to prepare for delivery to users. 
Modify and customize commercial programs for 
internal needs. Conduct o"  ce automation feasibility 
studies, including workfl ow analysis, space design, or 
cost comparison analysis.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Systems Ana-
lysts; Computer Systems Engineers/Architects; 
Database Administrators; Network Designers; Net-
work Systems and Data Communications Analysts; 
Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers; 
Web Administrators; Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Installation; Systems 
Analysis; Operation Monitoring; Repairing; 
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Systems Evaluation; Troubleshooting; Operation and 
Control.

Education and Training Programs: Agricultural 
Business Technology; Data Processing and Data Pro-
cessing Technology/Technician; Computer Hard-
ware Technology/Technician; Computer Software 
Technology/Technician; Accounting and Computer 
Science; Medical O"  ce Computer Specialist/Assis-
tant. Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers and 
Electronics; Telecommunications; Engineering and 
Technology; Clerical Practices; Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; repeti-
tive motions.

Construction and Building 
Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 18.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,606
 ! Self-Employed: 9.4%
 ! Part-Time: 4.6%

Inspect structures using engineering skills to 
determine structural soundness and compliance 
with specifi cations, building codes, and other reg-
ulations. Inspections may be general in nature or 
may be limited to a specifi c area, such as electri-
cal systems or plumbing. Issue violation notices 
and stop-work orders, conferring with owners, vio-
lators, and authorities to explain regulations and 
recommend rectifi cations. Inspect bridges, dams, 
highways, buildings, wiring, plumbing, electrical 
circuits, sewers, heating systems, and foundations 
during and after construction for structural quality, 
general safety, and conformance to specifi cations and 
codes. Approve and sign plans that meet required 

specifi cations. Review and interpret plans, blueprints, 
site layouts, specifi cations, and construction meth-
ods to ensure compliance to legal requirements and 
safety regulations. Monitor installation of plumbing, 
wiring, equipment, and appliances to ensure that 
installation is performed properly and is in compli-
ance with applicable regulations. Inspect and mon-
itor construction sites to ensure adherence to safety 
standards, building codes, and specifi cations. Mea-
sure dimensions and verify level, alignment, and ele-
vation of structures and fi xtures to ensure compliance 
to building plans and codes. Maintain daily logs and 
supplement inspection records with photographs. Use 
survey instruments, metering devices, tape measures, 
and test equipment such as concrete strength measur-
ers to perform inspections. Train, direct, and super-
vise other construction inspectors. Issue permits for 
construction, relocation, demolition, and occupancy. 
Examine lifting and conveying devices such as ele-
vators, escalators, moving sidewalks, lifts and hoists, 
inclined railways, ski lifts, and amusement rides to 
ensure safety and proper functioning. Compute esti-
mates of work completed or of needed renovations or 
upgrades and approve payment for contractors. Eval-
uate premises for cleanliness, including proper gar-
bage disposal and lack of vermin infestation.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Regula-
tions Enforcement. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; Com-
pliance O"  cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, 
Health and Safety, and Transportation; Environ-
mental Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity 
Representatives and O"  cers; Financial Examiners; 
Fire Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.
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Skills: Quality Control Analysis; Systems Analy-
sis; Systems Evaluation; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Operation Monitoring.

Education and Training Program: Building/
Home/Construction Inspection/Inspector. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Building and Construction; 
Engineering and Technology; Design; Physics; Pub-
lic Safety and Security; Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; contaminants; hazardous equipment; 
standing.

Construction Carpenters

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,370
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 223,225
 ! Self-Employed: 31.8%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Rough 
Carpenters.

Construct, erect, install, and repair structures and 
fi xtures of wood, plywood, and wallboard, using 
carpenter’s hand tools and power tools. Measure 
and mark cutting lines on materials, using ruler, pen-
cil, chalk, and marking gauge. Follow established 
safety rules and regulations and maintain a safe and 
clean environment. Verify trueness of structure, 
using plumb bob and level. Shape or cut materials to 
specifi ed measurements, using hand tools, machines, 
or power saw. Study specifi cations in blueprints, 
sketches, or building plans to prepare project layout 
and determine dimensions and materials required. 
Assemble and fasten materials to make framework 
or props, using hand tools and wood screws, nails, 
dowel pins, or glue. Build or repair cabinets, doors, 

frameworks, fl oors, and other wooden fi xtures used 
in buildings, using woodworking machines, carpen-
ter’s hand tools, and power tools. Erect sca! olding 
and ladders for assembling structures above ground 
level. Remove damaged or defective parts or sections 
of structures and repair or replace, using hand tools. 
Install structures and fi xtures, such as windows, 
frames, fl oorings, and trim, or hardware, using car-
penter’s hand and power tools. Select and order lumber 
and other required materials. Maintain records, doc-
ument actions, and present written progress reports. 
Finish surfaces of woodwork or wallboard in houses 
and buildings, using paint, hand tools, and panel-
ing. Prepare cost estimates for clients or employers. 
Arrange for subcontractors to deal with special areas 
such as heating and electrical wiring work. Inspect 
ceiling or fl oor tile, wall coverings, siding, glass, or 
woodwork to detect broken or damaged structures. 
Work with or remove hazardous material. Construct 
forms and chutes for pouring concrete. Cover sub-
fl oors with building paper to keep out moisture and 
lay hardwood, parquet, and wood-strip-block fl oors 
by nailing fl oors to subfl oor or cementing them to 
mastic or asphalt base. Fill cracks and other defects in 
plaster or plasterboard and sand patch, using patch-
ing plaster, trowel, and sanding tool. Perform minor 
plumbing, welding, or concrete mixing work. Apply 
shock-absorbing, sound-deadening, and decorative 
paneling to ceilings and walls.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers; 
Commercial Divers; Crane and Tower Operators; 
Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers; Electricians; 
Fence Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, 
and Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Gla-
ziers; Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; Insu-
lation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation 
Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building and 
Mobile Home Installers; Operating Engineers and 
Other Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, 
Construction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
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Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 
Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Management of 
Financial Resources; Repairing; Equipment Main-
tenance; Quality Control Analysis; Installation; 
Mathematics.

Education and Training Program: Carpentry/Car-
penter. Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and 
Construction; Mechanical Devices; Design; Engi-
neering and Technology; Production and Processing; 
Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; hazardous 
equipment; standing; walking and running; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Correctional Of! cers and Jailers

 ! Personality Code: REC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,820
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 16.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 56,579
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 1.8%

Guard inmates in penal or rehabilitative institu-
tion in accordance with established regulations 
and procedures. May guard prisoners in transit 

between jail, courtroom, prison, or other point. 
Includes deputy sheri# s and police who spend 
the majority of their time guarding prisoners in 
correctional institutions. Conduct head counts to 
ensure that each prisoner is present. Monitor conduct 
of prisoners in housing unit or during work or rec-
reational activities according to established policies, 
regulations, and procedures to prevent escape or vio-
lence. Inspect conditions of locks, window bars, grills, 
doors, and gates at correctional facilities to ensure 
security and help prevent escapes. Record informa-
tion such as prisoner identifi cation, charges, and inci-
dences of inmate disturbance and keep daily logs of 
prisoner activities. Search prisoners and vehicles and 
conduct shakedowns of cells for valuables and con-
traband, such as weapons or drugs. Use weapons, 
handcu! s, and physical force to maintain discipline 
and order among prisoners. Guard facility entrances 
to screen visitors. Inspect mail for the presence of 
contraband. Maintain records of prisoners’ identifi -
cation and charges. Process or book convicted indi-
viduals into prison. Settle disputes between inmates. 
Conduct fi re, safety, and sanitation inspections. Pro-
vide to supervisors oral and written reports of the 
quality and quantity of work performed by inmates, 
inmate disturbances and rule violations, and unusual 
occurrences. Participate in required job training. 
Take prisoners into custody and escort to locations 
within and outside of facility, such as visiting room, 
courtroom, or airport. Serve meals, distribute com-
missary items, and dispense prescribed medication to 
prisoners. Counsel inmates and respond to legitimate 
questions, concerns, and requests. Drive passen-
ger vehicles and trucks used to transport inmates to 
other institutions, courtrooms, hospitals, and work 
sites. Use nondisciplinary tools and equipment such 
as a computer. Assign duties to inmates, providing 
instructions as needed. Investigate crimes that have 
occurred within an institution or assist police in their 
investigations of crimes and inmates. Issue clothing, 
tools, and other authorized items to inmates. Arrange 
daily schedules for prisoners, including library vis-
its, work assignments, family visits, and counseling 
appointments. Search for and recapture escapees.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Baili! s; Criminal Investigators and Special Agents; 
Detectives and Criminal Investigators; Fire Investiga-
tors; Forensic Science Technicians; Parking Enforce-
ment Workers; Police and Sheri! ’s Patrol O"  cers; 
Police Detectives; Police Identifi cation and Records 
O"  cers; Police Patrol O"  cers; Sheri! s and Deputy 
Sheri! s; Transit and Railroad Police.

Skills: None met the criteria.

Education and Training Programs: Corrections; 
Juvenile Corrections; Corrections and Criminal Jus-
tice, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: Public 
Safety and Security; Psychology; # erapy and Coun-
seling; Law and Government; Medicine and Den-
tistry; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; contaminants; disease or infections; 
standing.

Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,520
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 7.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 30,945
 ! Self-Employed: 23.0%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

Apply plasterboard or other wallboard to ceilings 
or interior walls of buildings. Apply or mount 
acoustical tiles or blocks, strips, or sheets of shock-
absorbing materials to ceilings and walls of build-
ings to reduce or refl ect sound. Materials may be 
of decorative quality. Includes lathers who fasten 
wooden, metal, or rockboard lath to walls, ceil-
ings, or partitions of buildings to provide support 

base for plaster, fi reproofi ng, or acoustical mate-
rial. Inspect furrings, mechanical mountings, and 
masonry surface for plumbness and level, using spirit 
or water levels. Install metal lath where plaster appli-
cations will be exposed to weather or water or for 
curved or irregular surfaces. Install blanket insula-
tion between studs and tack plastic moisture barri-
ers over insulation. Coordinate work with drywall 
fi nishers who cover the seams between drywall pan-
els. Trim rough edges from wallboard to maintain 
even joints, using knives. Seal joints between ceil-
ing tiles and walls. Scribe and cut edges of tile to fi t 
walls where wall molding is not specifi ed. Read blue-
prints and other specifi cations to determine meth-
ods of installation, work procedures, and material 
and tool requirements. Nail channels or wood fur-
ring strips to surfaces to provide mounting for tile. 
Mount tile by using adhesives or by nailing, screw-
ing, stapling, or wire-tying lath directly to structural 
frameworks. Measure and mark surfaces to lay out 
work according to blueprints and drawings, using 
tape measures, straightedges or squares, and marking 
devices. Hang drywall panels on metal frameworks of 
walls and ceilings in o"  ces, schools, and other large 
buildings, using lifts or hoists to adjust panel heights 
when necessary. Install horizontal and vertical metal 
or wooden studs to frames so that wallboard can be 
attached to interior walls. Fasten metal or rockboard 
lath to the structural framework of walls, ceilings, 
and partitions of buildings, using nails, screws, sta-
ples, or wire-ties. Apply or mount acoustical tile or 
blocks, strips, or sheets of shock-absorbing materi-
als to ceilings and walls of buildings to reduce refl ec-
tion of sound or to decorate rooms. Apply cement 
to backs of tiles and press tiles into place, aligning 
them with layout marks or joints of previously laid 
tile. Hang dry lines (stretched string) to wall mold-
ings in order to guide positioning of main runners. 
Assemble and install metal framing and decorative 
trim for windows, doorways, and vents. Fit and fas-
ten wallboard or drywall into position on wood or 
metal frameworks, using glue, nails, or screws.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
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Boilermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Car-
pet Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Electricians; Fence 
Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and 
Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; 
Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; Insula-
tion Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation 
Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building and 
Mobile Home Installers; Operating Engineers and 
Other Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, 
Construction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 
Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Installation; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Management of Material Resources; 
Management of Financial Resources; Mathematics; 
Repairing; Science; Equipment Selection.

Education and Training Program: Drywall Instal-
lation/Drywaller. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Design; Mechanical 
Devices; Mathematics; Production and Processing; 
Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; haz-
ardous equipment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering Technicians

See Electrical Engineering Technicians (a Realistic job) 
and Electronics Engineering Technicians (a Realistic 
job), described separately.

Electrical Engineering Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,140
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 3.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,583
 ! Self-Employed: 0.9%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Electronics 
Engineering Technicians.

Apply electrical theory and related knowledge to 
test and modify developmental or operational elec-
trical machinery and electrical control equipment 
and circuitry in industrial or commercial plants 
and laboratories. Usually work under direction of 
engineering sta# . Assemble electrical and electronic 
systems and prototypes according to engineering data 
and knowledge of electrical principles, using hand 
tools and measuring instruments. Provide technical 
assistance and resolution when electrical or engineer-
ing problems are encountered before, during, and 
after construction. Install and maintain electrical 
control systems and solid state equipment. Modify 
electrical prototypes, parts, assemblies, and systems 
to correct functional deviations. Set up and operate 
test equipment to evaluate performance of develop-
mental parts, assemblies, or systems under simulated 
operating conditions and record results. Collabo-
rate with electrical engineers and other personnel to 
identify, defi ne, and solve developmental problems. 
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Build, calibrate, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair 
electrical instruments or testing equipment. Ana-
lyze and interpret test information to resolve design-
related problems. Write commissioning procedures 
for electrical installations. Prepare project cost and 
work-time estimates. Evaluate engineering propos-
als, shop drawings, and design comments for sound 
electrical engineering practice and conformance with 
established safety and design criteria and recom-
mend approval or disapproval. Draw or modify dia-
grams and write engineering specifi cations to clarify 
design details and functional criteria of experimen-
tal electronics units. Conduct inspections for quality 
control and assurance programs, reporting fi ndings 
and recommendations. Prepare contracts and initi-
ate, review, and coordinate modifi cations to contract 
specifi cations and plans throughout the construction 
process. Plan, schedule, and monitor work of support 
personnel to assist supervisor. Review existing elec-
trical engineering criteria to identify necessary revi-
sions, deletions, or amendments to outdated material. 
Perform supervisory duties such as recommending 
work assignments, approving leaves, and completing 
performance evaluations. Plan method and sequence 
of operations for developing and testing experimental 
electronic and electrical equipment. Visit construc-
tion sites to observe conditions impacting design and 
to identify solutions to technical design problems 
involving electrical systems equipment that arise dur-
ing construction.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineering and 
Operations Technicians; Cartographers and Photo-
grammetrists; Civil Engineering Technicians; Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineering Technicians; 
Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical Draft-
ers; Electro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic 
Drafters; Electronics Engineering Technicians; 
Environmental Engineering Technicians; Mapping 
Technicians; Mechanical Drafters; Mechanical Engi-
neering Technicians; Surveying and Mapping Tech-
nicians; Surveying Technicians.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Troubleshooting; 
Science; Operations Analysis; Technology Design; 
Mathematics; Equipment Maintenance.

Education and Training Programs: Electrical, Elec-
tronic, and Communications Engineering Technol-
ogy/Technician; Telecommunications Technology/
Technician; Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
Technologies/Technicians, Other; Computer Engi-
neering Technology/Technician; Computer Tech-
nology/Computer Systems Technology. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Design; Computers and Electronics; Physics; 
Mechanical Devices; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Electrical Power-Line Installers 
and Repairers

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,570
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,780
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 7.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,401
 ! Self-Employed: 0.6%
 ! Part-Time: 1.3%

Install or repair cables or wires used in electrical 
power or distribution systems. May erect poles 
and light- or heavy-duty transmission towers. 
Adhere to safety practices and procedures, such as 
checking equipment regularly and erecting barriers 
around work areas. Open switches or attach ground-
ing devices to remove electrical hazards from dis-
turbed or fallen lines or to facilitate repairs. Climb 
poles or use truck-mounted buckets to access equip-
ment. Place insulating or fi reproofi ng materials 
over conductors and joints. Install, maintain, and 
repair electrical distribution and transmission sys-
tems, including conduits; cables; wires; and related 
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equipment such as transformers, circuit breakers, and 
switches. Identify defective sectionalizing devices, 
circuit breakers, fuses, voltage regulators, transform-
ers, switches, relays, or wiring, using wiring diagrams 
and electrical-testing instruments. Drive vehicles 
equipped with tools and materials to job sites. Coor-
dinate work assignment preparation and comple-
tion with other workers. String wire conductors and 
cables between poles, towers, trenches, pylons, and 
buildings, setting lines in place and using winches 
to adjust tension. Inspect and test power lines and 
auxiliary equipment to locate and identify problems, 
using reading and testing instruments. Test con-
ductors according to electrical diagrams and speci-
fi cations to identify corresponding conductors and 
to prevent incorrect connections. Replace damaged 
poles with new poles and straighten the poles. Install 
watt-hour meters and connect service drops between 
power lines and consumers’ facilities. Attach cros-
sarms, insulators, and auxiliary equipment to poles 
prior to installing them. Travel in trucks, helicop-
ters, and airplanes to inspect lines for freedom from 
obstruction and adequacy of insulation. Dig holes, 
using augers, and set poles, using cranes and power 
equipment. Trim trees that could be hazardous to the 
functioning of cables or wires. Splice or solder cables 
together or to overhead transmission lines, customer 
service lines, or street light lines, using hand tools, 
epoxies, or specialized equipment. Cut and peel lead 
sheathing and insulation from defective or newly 
installed cables and conduits prior to splicing.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
Relay; Elevator Installers and Repairers; Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers; Main-
tenance and Repair Workers, General; Refrigera-
tion Mechanics and Installers; Telecommunications 
Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line 
Installers; Telecommunications Line Installers and 
Repairers.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Equipment Main-
tenance; Operation Monitoring; Troubleshooting; 
Operation and Control; Equipment Selection; Tech-
nology Design.

Education and Training Programs: Electrical and 
Power Transmission Installation/Installer, Gen-
eral; Lineworker; Electrical and Power Transmission 
Installers, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Mechanical Devices; 
Customer and Personal Service; Engineering and 
Technology; Transportation; Design.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
high places; hazardous conditions; hazardous equip-
ment; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Electricians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,780
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,330
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 7.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 79,083
 ! Self-Employed: 10.7%
 ! Part-Time: 2.3%

Install, maintain, and repair electrical wiring, 
equipment, and fi xtures. Ensure that work is in 
accordance with relevant codes. May install or 
service street lights, intercom systems, or electri-
cal control systems. Maintain current electrician’s 
license or identifi cation card to meet governmental 
regulations. Connect wires to circuit breakers, trans-
formers, or other components. Repair or replace wir-
ing, equipment, and fi xtures, using hand tools and 
power tools. Assemble, install, test, and maintain 
electrical or electronic wiring, equipment, appli-
ances, apparatus, and fi xtures, using hand tools and 
power tools. Test electrical systems and continuity of 
circuits in electrical wiring, equipment, and fi xtures, 
using testing devices such as ohmmeters, voltmeters, 
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______________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Electronics Engineering Technicians

and oscilloscopes, to ensure compatibility and safety 
of system. Use a variety of tools and equipment such 
as power construction equipment, measuring devices, 
power tools, and testing equipment, including oscil-
loscopes, ammeters, and test lamps. Plan layout and 
installation of electrical wiring, equipment, and fi x-
tures based on job specifi cations and local codes. 
Inspect electrical systems, equipment, and compo-
nents to identify hazards, defects, and the need for 
adjustment or repair and to ensure compliance with 
codes. Direct and train workers to install, maintain, 
or repair electrical wiring, equipment, and fi xtures. 
Diagnose malfunctioning systems, apparatus, and 
components, using test equipment and hand tools, to 
locate the cause of a breakdown and correct the prob-
lem. Prepare sketches or follow blueprints to deter-
mine the location of wiring and equipment and to 
ensure conformance to building and safety codes. 
Install ground leads and connect power cables to 
equipment such as motors. Work from ladders, scaf-
folds, and roofs to install, maintain, or repair elec-
trical wiring, equipment, and fi xtures. Perform 
business management duties such as maintaining 
records and fi les, preparing reports, and ordering 
supplies and equipment. Fasten small metal or plas-
tic boxes to walls to house electrical switches or out-
lets. Place conduit, pipes, or tubing inside designated 
partitions, walls, or other concealed areas and pull 
insulated wires or cables through the conduit to com-
plete circuits between boxes. Advise management on 
whether continued operation of equipment could be 
hazardous.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construction 
Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boilermak-
ers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet Installers; 
Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers; Commer-
cial Divers; Construction Carpenters; Crane and 
Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers; 
Fence Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, 
and Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; Gla-
ziers; Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; Insu-
lation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation 
Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building and 
Mobile Home Installers; Operating Engineers and 

Other Construction Equipment Operators; Painters, 
Construction and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Pav-
ing, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; 
Pile-Driver Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; 
Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track 
Laying and Maintenance Equipment Operators; 
Refractory Materials Repairers, Except Brickma-
sons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; 
Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm 
Systems Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Repairing; Operation Monitoring; Instal-
lation; Equipment Maintenance; Troubleshooting; 
Operation and Control; Quality Control Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Electrician. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and Con-
struction; Mechanical Devices; Design; Physics; 
Telecommunications; Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; minor burns, 
cuts, bites, or stings; standing; walking and running; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Electronics Engineering 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RI
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,140
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 3.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,583
 ! Self-Employed: 0.9%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Electrical 
Engineering Technicians. R
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Lay out, build, test, troubleshoot, repair, and 
modify developmental and production electronic 
components, parts, equipment, and systems, such 
as computer equipment, missile control instru-
mentation, electron tubes, test equipment, and 
machine tool numerical controls, applying prin-
ciples and theories of electronics, electrical cir-
cuitry, engineering mathematics, electronic and 
electrical testing, and physics. Usually work 
under direction of engineering sta# . Read blue-
prints, wiring diagrams, schematic drawings, and 
engineering instructions for assembling electronics 
units, applying knowledge of electronic theory and 
components. Test electronics units, using standard 
test equipment, and analyze results to evaluate per-
formance and determine need for adjustment. Per-
form preventative maintenance and calibration of 
equipment and systems. Assemble, test, and maintain 
circuitry or electronic components according to engi-
neering instructions, technical manuals, and knowl-
edge of electronics, using hand and power tools. 
Adjust and replace defective or improperly function-
ing circuitry and electronics components, using hand 
tools and soldering iron. Write reports and record 
data on testing techniques, laboratory equipment, 
and specifi cations to assist engineers. Identify and 
resolve equipment malfunctions, working with man-
ufacturers and fi eld representatives as necessary to 
procure replacement parts. Provide user applications 
and engineering support and recommendations for 
new and existing equipment with regard to installa-
tion, upgrades, and enhancement. Maintain system 
logs and manuals to document testing and operation 
of equipment. Provide customer support and educa-
tion, working with users to identify needs, determine 
sources of problems, and provide information on 
product use. Maintain working knowledge of state-
of-the-art tools or software by reading or by attend-
ing conferences, workshops, or other training. Build 
prototypes from rough sketches or plans. Design 
basic circuitry and draft sketches for clarifi cation of 
details and design documentation under engineers’ 
direction, using drafting instruments and computer-
aided design (CAD) equipment. Procure parts and 
maintain inventory and related documentation. 

Research equipment and component needs, sources, 
competitive prices, delivery times, and ongoing oper-
ational costs. Write computer or microprocessor soft-
ware programs. Fabricate parts such as coils, terminal 
boards, and chassis, using bench lathes, drills, or 
other machine tools. Develop and upgrade preventa-
tive maintenance procedures for components, equip-
ment, parts, and systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineer-
ing and Operations Technicians; Cartographers 
and Photogrammetrists; Civil Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronic Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical 
Drafters; Electrical Engineering Technicians; Elec-
tro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic Drafters; 
Environmental Engineering Technicians; Mapping 
Technicians; Mechanical Drafters; Mechanical Engi-
neering Technicians; Surveying and Mapping Tech-
nicians; Surveying Technicians.

Skills: Repairing; Troubleshooting; Operation Mon-
itoring; Equipment Maintenance; Systems Analysis; 
Quality Control Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Oper-
ation and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Electrical, Elec-
tronic, and Communications Engineering Technol-
ogy/Technician; Telecommunications Technology/
Technician; Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
Technologies/Technicians, Other; Computer Engi-
neering Technology/Technician. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Telecommunications; Engineering 
and Technology; Design; Mechanical Devices; Com-
puters and Electronics; Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; haz-
ardous conditions; hazardous equipment; sitting; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Fire Fighters

See Forest Fire Fighters (a Realistic job) and Municipal 
Fire Fighters (a Realistic job), described separately.
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____________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Freight and Cargo Inspectors 

Forest Fire Fighters

 ! Personality Code: RS
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,170
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 12.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,887
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 1.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Municipal 
Fire Fighters.

Control and suppress fi res in forests or vacant 
public land. Maintain contact with fi re dispatchers 
at all times to notify them of the need for additional 
fi refi ghters and supplies or to detail any di"  cul-
ties encountered. Rescue fi re victims and adminis-
ter emergency medical aid. Collaborate with other 
fi refi ghters as a member of a fi refi ghting crew. Patrol 
burned areas after fi res to locate and eliminate hot 
spots that may restart fi res. Extinguish fl ames and 
embers to suppress fi res, using shovels or engine- or 
hand-driven water or chemical pumps. Fell trees, 
cut and clear brush, and dig trenches to create fi re-
lines, using axes, chain saws, or shovels. Maintain 
knowledge of current fi refi ghting practices by partic-
ipating in drills and by attending seminars, conven-
tions, and conferences. Operate pumps connected to 
high-pressure hoses. Participate in physical training 
to maintain high levels of physical fi tness. Establish 
water supplies, connect hoses, and direct water onto 
fi res. Maintain fi re equipment and fi rehouse living 
quarters. Inform and educate the public about fi re 
prevention. Take action to contain any hazardous 
chemicals that could catch fi re, leak, or spill. Orga-
nize fi re caches, positioning equipment for the most 
e! ective response. Transport personnel and cargo 
to and from fi re areas. Participate in fi re prevention 
and inspection programs. Perform forest mainte-
nance and improvement tasks such as cutting brush, 

planting trees, building trails, and marking timber. 
Test and maintain tools, equipment, jump gear, and 
parachutes to ensure readiness for fi re-suppression 
activities. Observe forest areas from fi re lookout tow-
ers to spot potential problems. Orient self in relation 
to fi re, using compass and map, and collect supplies 
and equipment dropped by parachute. Serve as fully 
trained lead helicopter crewmember and as helispot 
manager. Drop weighted paper streamers from air-
craft to determine the speed and direction of the 
wind at fi re sites.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Public 
Safety. Work Group: 12.06. Emergency Respond-
ing. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Emergency 
Medical Technicians and Paramedics; Fire Fighters; 
Municipal Fire Fighters.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Operation Moni-
toring; Equipment Selection; Operation and Control; 
Systems Analysis; Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Fire Science/
Firefi ghting; Fire Protection, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Geography; Customer and Personal 
Service; Mechanical Devices; Public Safety and Secu-
rity; Education and Training; Psychology.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
contaminants; hazardous conditions; minor burns, 
cuts, bites, or stings; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls.

Freight and Cargo Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,122
 ! Self-Employed: 5.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.7%
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! e job openings listed here are shared with Aviation 
Inspectors and with Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, 
and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Inspect the handling, storage, and stowing of 
freight and cargoes. Prepare and submit reports 
after completion of freight shipments. Inspect ship-
ments to ensure that freight is securely braced and 
blocked. Record details about freight conditions, 
handling of freight, and any problems encountered. 
Advise crews in techniques of stowing dangerous and 
heavy cargo. Observe loading of freight to ensure 
that crews comply with procedures. Recommend 
remedial procedures to correct any violations found 
during inspections. Inspect loaded cargo, cargo 
lashed to decks or in storage facilities, and cargo han-
dling devices to determine compliance with health 
and safety regulations and need for maintenance. 
Measure ships’ holds and depths of fuel and water 
in tanks, using sounding lines and tape measures. 
Notify workers of any special treatment required for 
shipments. Direct crews to reload freight or to insert 
additional bracing or packing as necessary. Check 
temperatures and humidities of shipping and storage 
areas to ensure that they are at appropriate levels to 
protect cargo. Determine cargo transportation capa-
bilities by reading documents that set forth cargo 
loading and securing procedures, capacities, and 
stability factors. Read draft markings to determine 
depths of vessels in water. Issue certifi cates of compli-
ance for vessels without violations. Write certifi cates 
of admeasurement that list details such as designs, 
lengths, depths, and breadths of vessels, and methods 
of propulsion. Calculate gross and net tonnage, hold 
capacities, volumes of stored fuel and water, cargo 
weights, and ship stability factors, using mathemati-
cal formulas. Post warning signs on vehicles contain-
ing explosives or fl ammable or radioactive materials. 
Measure heights and widths of loads to ensure they 
will pass over bridges or through tunnels on sched-
uled routes. Time rolls of ships, using stopwatches. 
Determine types of licenses and safety equipment 
required, and compute applicable fees such as tolls 
and wharfage fees.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Regula-
tions Enforcement. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; Com-
pliance O"  cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, 
Health and Safety, and Transportation; Construction 
and Building Inspectors; Environmental Compliance 
Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Representatives and 
O"  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire Inspectors; Fish 
and Game Wardens; Forest Fire Inspectors and Pre-
vention Specialists; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Quality Control 
Analysis; Science; Mathematics; Writing; Service 
Orientation; Equipment Selection; Troubleshooting.

Education and Training Programs: No related CIP 
programs; this job is learned through work experi-
ence in a related occupation. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Transportation; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Public Safety and Security; Physics; Geography; 
Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: Outdoors; standing; walk-
ing and running; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.
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_______________________ Realistic Occupations: Heating and Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers

Heating and Air Conditioning 
Mechanics and Installers

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,360
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 8.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,719
 ! Self-Employed: 12.7%
 ! Part-Time: 3.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Refrigeration 
Mechanics and Installers.

Install, service, and repair heating and air con-
ditioning systems in residences and commercial 
establishments. Obtain and maintain required cer-
tifi cations. Comply with all applicable standards, 
policies, and procedures, including safety procedures 
and the maintenance of a clean work area. Repair or 
replace defective equipment, components, or wiring. 
Test electrical circuits and components for continu-
ity, using electrical test equipment. Reassemble and 
test equipment following repairs. Inspect and test 
system to verify system compliance with plans and 
specifi cations and to detect and locate malfunctions. 
Discuss heating-cooling system malfunctions with 
users to isolate problems or to verify that malfunc-
tions have been corrected. Test pipe or tubing joints 
and connections for leaks, using pressure gauge or 
soap-and-water solution. Record and report all faults, 
defi ciencies, and other unusual occurrences, as well 
as the time and materials expended on work orders. 
Adjust system controls to setting recommended by 
manufacturer to balance system, using hand tools. 
Recommend, develop, and perform preventive and 
general maintenance procedures such as cleaning, 
power-washing, and vacuuming equipment; oil-
ing parts; and changing fi lters. Lay out and connect 
electrical wiring between controls and equipment 

according to wiring diagram, using electrician’s hand 
tools. Install auxiliary components to heating-cool-
ing equipment, such as expansion and discharge 
valves, air ducts, pipes, blowers, dampers, fl ues, and 
stokers, following blueprints. Assist with other work 
in coordination with repair and maintenance teams. 
Install, connect, and adjust thermostats, humidistats, 
and timers, using hand tools. Generate work orders 
that address defi ciencies in need of correction. Join 
pipes or tubing to equipment and to fuel, water, or 
refrigerant source to form complete circuit. Assem-
ble, position, and mount heating or cooling equip-
ment, following blueprints. Study blueprints, design 
specifi cations, and manufacturers’ recommendations 
to ascertain the confi guration of heating or cooling 
equipment components and to ensure the proper 
installation of components. Cut and drill holes in 
fl oors, walls, and roof to install equipment, using 
power saws and drills.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
Relay; Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers; 
Elevator Installers and Repairers; Maintenance and 
Repair Workers, General; Refrigeration Mechan-
ics and Installers; Telecommunications Equipment 
Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers; Tele-
communications Line Installers and Repairers.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Equipment Main-
tenance; Troubleshooting; Systems Evaluation; Sci-
ence; Systems Analysis; Coordination.

Education and Training Programs: Heating, Air 
Conditioning, and Refrigeration Technology/Tech-
nician (ACH/ACR/ACHR/HRAC/HVAC); Solar 
Energy Technology/Technician; Heating, Air Con-
ditioning, Ventilation, and Refrigeration Mainte-
nance Technology/Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Mechanical Devices; Building and Con-
struction; Design; Physics; Engineering and Tech-
nology; Sales and Marketing.
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Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
contaminants; hazardous conditions; minor burns, 
cuts, bites, or stings; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls.

Heating, Air Conditioning, and 
Refrigeration Mechanics and 
Installers

See Heating and Air Conditioning Mechanics and 
Installers (a Realistic job) and Refrigeration Mechanics 
and Installers (a Realistic job), described separately.

Industrial Machinery Mechanics

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,350
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 9.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 23,361
 ! Self-Employed: 2.5%
 ! Part-Time: 1.7%

Repair, install, adjust, or maintain industrial pro-
duction and processing machinery or refi nery and 
pipeline distribution systems. Disassemble machin-
ery and equipment to remove parts and make repairs. 
Repair and replace broken or malfunctioning com-
ponents of machinery and equipment. Repair and 
maintain the operating condition of industrial pro-
duction and processing machinery and equipment. 
Examine parts for defects such as breakage and 
excessive wear. Reassemble equipment after comple-
tion of inspections, testing, or repairs. Observe and 
test the operation of machinery and equipment to 
diagnose malfunctions, using voltmeters and other 
testing devices. Operate newly repaired machin-
ery and equipment to verify the adequacy of repairs. 
Clean, lubricate, and adjust parts, equipment, and 

machinery. Analyze test results, machine error mes-
sages, and information obtained from operators to 
diagnose equipment problems. Record repairs and 
maintenance performed. Study blueprints and man-
ufacturers’ manuals to determine correct installation 
and operation of machinery. Record parts and mate-
rials used, ordering or requisitioning new parts and 
materials as necessary. Cut and weld metal to repair 
broken metal parts, fabricate new parts, and assem-
ble new equipment. Demonstrate equipment func-
tions and features to machine operators. Enter codes 
and instructions to program computer-controlled 
machinery.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.13. Machinery Repair. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Bicycle Repairers; Control 
and Valve Installers and Repairers, Except Mechan-
ical Door; Home Appliance Repairers; Locksmiths 
and Safe Repairers; Maintenance Workers, Machin-
ery; Mechanical Door Repairers; Millwrights; Signal 
and Track Switch Repairers.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Equipment Main-
tenance; Operation Monitoring; Troubleshooting; 
Technology Design; Equipment Selection; Opera-
tion and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Industrial 
Mechanics and Maintenance Technology; Heavy/
Industrial Equipment Maintenance Technologies, 
Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechanical 
Devices; Engineering and Technology; Building and 
Construction; Design; Chemistry; Physics.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; haz-
ardous conditions; hazardous equipment; standing; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.
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Maintenance and Repair Workers, 
General

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,570
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,590
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 165,502
 ! Self-Employed: 1.5%
 ! Part-Time: 5.2%

Perform work involving the skills of two or 
more maintenance or craft occupations to keep 
machines, mechanical equipment, or the struc-
ture of an establishment in repair. Duties may 
involve pipe fi tting; boiler making; insulating; 
welding; machining; carpentry; repairing elec-
trical or mechanical equipment; installing, align-
ing, and balancing new equipment; and repairing 
buildings, fl oors, or stairs. Repair or replace defec-
tive equipment parts, using hand tools and power 
tools, and reassemble equipment. Perform routine 
preventive maintenance to ensure that machines con-
tinue to run smoothly, building systems operate e"  -
ciently, and the physical condition of buildings does 
not deteriorate. Inspect drives, motors, and belts; 
check fl uid levels; replace fi lters; and perform other 
maintenance actions, following checklists. Use tools 
ranging from common hand and power tools, such 
as hammers, hoists, saws, drills, and wrenches, to 
precision measuring instruments and electrical and 
electronic testing devices. Assemble, install, or repair 
wiring, electrical and electronic components, pipe 
systems and plumbing, machinery, and equipment. 
Diagnose mechanical problems and determine how 
to correct them, checking blueprints, repair manuals, 
and parts catalogs as necessary. Inspect, operate, and 
test machinery and equipment to diagnose machine 
malfunctions. Record maintenance and repair work 
performed and the costs of the work. Clean and 

lubricate shafts, bearings, gears, and other parts of 
machinery. Dismantle devices to gain access to and 
remove defective parts, using hoists, cranes, hand 
tools, and power tools. Plan and lay out repair work, 
using diagrams, drawings, blueprints, maintenance 
manuals, and schematic diagrams. Adjust functional 
parts of devices and control instruments, using hand 
tools, levels, plumb bobs, and straightedges. Order 
parts, supplies, and equipment from catalogs and 
suppliers or obtain them from storerooms. Paint and 
repair roofs, windows, doors, fl oors, woodwork, plas-
ter, drywall, and other parts of building structures. 
Operate cutting torches or welding equipment to cut 
or join metal parts. Align and balance new equip-
ment after installation. Inspect used parts to deter-
mine changes in dimensional requirements, using 
rules, calipers, micrometers, and other measuring 
instruments. Set up and operate machine tools to 
repair or fabricate machine parts, jigs and fi xtures, 
and tools. Maintain and repair specialized equip-
ment and machinery found in cafeterias, laundries, 
hospitals, stores, o"  ces, and factories.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
Relay; Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repair-
ers; Elevator Installers and Repairers; Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers; Refrig-
eration Mechanics and Installers; Telecommunica-
tions Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except 
Line Installers; Telecommunications Line Installers 
and Repairers.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Installation; 
Repairing; Troubleshooting; Operation Monitoring; 
Operation and Control; Equipment Selection; Tech-
nology Design.

Education and Training Program: Building/
Construction Site Management/Manager. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Building and Construction; 
Mechanical Devices; Design; Physics; Engineering 
and Technology; Public Safety and Security.
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Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; minor burns, 
cuts, bites, or stings; standing; walking and running; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge

 ! Personality Code: ERC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,665
 ! Self-Employed: 6.8%
 ! Part-Time: 4.8%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Pilots, Ship, 
and with Ship and Boat Captains.

Supervise and coordinate activities of crew aboard 
ships, boats, barges, or dredges. Determine geo-
graphical position of ship, using lorans, azimuths of 
celestial bodies, or computers, and use this informa-
tion to determine the course and speed of the ship. 
Observe water from ship’s masthead to advise on nav-
igational direction. Supervise crews in cleaning and 
maintaining decks, superstructures, and bridges. 
Supervise crew members in the repair or replacement 
of defective gear and equipment. Steer vessels, using 
navigational devices such as compasses and sextants 
and navigational aids such as lighthouses and buoys. 
Inspect equipment such as cargo-handling gear, life-
saving equipment, visual-signaling equipment, and 
fi shing, towing, or dredging gear to detect problems. 
Arrange for ships to be stocked, fueled, and repaired. 
Assume command of vessel in the event that ship’s 
master becomes incapacitated. Participate in activi-
ties related to maintenance of vessel security. Stand 
watches on vessel during specifi ed periods while ves-
sel is under way. Observe loading and unloading of 
cargo and equipment to ensure that handling and 
storage are performed according to specifi cations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.05. 
Water Vehicle Operation. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Ves-
sels; Dredge Operators; Motorboat Operators; Pilots, 
Ship; Sailors and Marine Oilers; Ship and Boat 
Captains.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Repairing; Oper-
ation and Control; Operation Monitoring; Trou-
bleshooting; Installation; Equipment Selection; 
Judgment and Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: Commercial 
Fishing; Marine Science/Merchant Marine O"  -
cer; Marine Transportation, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Geography; Transportation; Public 
Safety and Security; Telecommunications; Personnel 
and Human Resources; Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; very hot or cold; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Mechanical Drafters

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,740
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,540
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 5.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,902
 ! Self-Employed: 5.5%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

Prepare detailed working diagrams of machinery 
and mechanical devices, including dimensions, 
fastening methods, and other engineering infor-
mation. Develop detailed design drawings and spec-
ifi cations for mechanical equipment, dies, tools, and 
controls, using computer-assisted drafting (CAD) 
equipment. Coordinate with and consult other work-
ers to design, lay out, or detail components and 
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systems and to resolve design or other problems. 
Review and analyze specifi cations, sketches, drawings, 
ideas, and related data to assess factors a! ecting com-
ponent designs and the procedures and instructions 
to be followed. Position instructions and comments 
onto drawings. Compute mathematical formulas to 
develop and design detailed specifi cations for compo-
nents or machinery, using computer-assisted equip-
ment. Modify and revise designs to correct operating 
defi ciencies or to reduce production problems. Design 
scale or full-size blueprints of specialty items such as 
furniture and automobile body or chassis compo-
nents. Check dimensions of materials to be used and 
assign numbers to the materials. Lay out and draw 
schematic, orthographic, or angle views to depict 
functional relationships of components, assemblies, 
systems, and machines. Confer with customer repre-
sentatives to review schematics and answer questions 
pertaining to installation of systems. Draw freehand 
sketches of designs, trace fi nished drawings onto des-
ignated paper for the reproduction of blueprints, 
and reproduce working drawings on copy machines. 
Supervise and train other drafters, technologists, 
and technicians. Lay out, draw, and reproduce illus-
trations for reference manuals and technical publi-
cations to describe operation and maintenance of 
mechanical systems. Shade or color drawings to clar-
ify and emphasize details and dimensions or elim-
inate background, using ink, crayon, airbrush, and 
overlays.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineer-
ing and Operations Technicians; Cartographers 
and Photogrammetrists; Civil Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronic Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical 
Drafters; Electrical Engineering Technicians; Elec-
tro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic Drafters; 
Electronics Engineering Technicians; Environmen-
tal Engineering Technicians; Mapping Technicians; 
Mechanical Engineering Technicians; Surveying and 
Mapping Technicians; Surveying Technicians.

Skills: Technology Design; Installation; Equipment 
Selection; Operations Analysis; Quality Control 
Analysis; Mathematics; Repairing; Science.

Education and Training Program: Mechanical 
Drafting and Mechanical Drafting CAD/CADD. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Design; Engineering 
and Technology; Building and Construction; Phys-
ics; Mathematics; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Medical and Clinical Laboratory 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $34,270
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,670
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 15.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,866
 ! Self-Employed: 0.7%
 ! Part-Time: 14.3%

Perform routine medical laboratory tests for the 
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease. 
May work under the supervision of a medical tech-
nologist. Conduct chemical analyses of bodily fl uids, 
such as blood and urine, using microscope or auto-
matic analyzer to detect abnormalities or diseases, 
and enter fi ndings into computer. Set up, adjust, 
maintain, and clean medical laboratory equipment. 
Analyze the results of tests and experiments to ensure 
conformity to specifi cations, using special mechan-
ical and electrical devices. Analyze and record test 
data to issue reports that use charts, graphs and nar-
ratives. Conduct blood tests for transfusion purposes 
and perform blood counts. Perform medical research 
to further control and cure disease. Obtain speci-
mens, cultivating, isolating, and identifying micro-
organisms for analysis. Examine cells stained with 
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dye to locate abnormalities. Collect blood or tissue 
samples from patients, observing principles of asep-
sis to obtain blood sample. Consult with a pathol-
ogist to determine a fi nal diagnosis when abnormal 
cells are found. Inoculate fertilized eggs, broths, or 
other bacteriological media with organisms. Cut, 
stain, and mount tissue samples for examination by 
pathologists. Supervise and instruct other techni-
cians and laboratory assistants. Prepare standard vol-
umetric solutions and reagents to be combined with 
samples, following standardized formulas or experi-
mental procedures. Prepare vaccines and serums by 
standard laboratory methods, testing for virus inac-
tivity and sterility. Test raw materials, processes, and 
fi nished products to determine quality and quantity 
of materials or characteristics of a substance.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; Diag-
nostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and Clini-
cal Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment 
Preparers; Medical Records and Health Informa-
tion Technicians; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; 
Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; 
Radiologic Technicians; Radiologic Technologists; 
Radiologic Technologists and Technicians.

Skills: Science; Equipment Maintenance; Trou-
bleshooting; Quality Control Analysis; Operation 
Monitoring; Operation and Control; Monitoring; 
Installation.

Education and Training Programs: Clinical/Med-
ical Laboratory Assistant; Blood Bank Technology 
Specialist; Hematology Technology/Technician; 
Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician; Histologic 
Technician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medi-
cine and Dentistry; # erapy and Counseling; Biol-
ogy; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Mobile Heavy Equipment 
Mechanics, Except Engines

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $41,450
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,200
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 12.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,037
 ! Self-Employed: 5.0%
 ! Part-Time: 2.3%

Diagnose, adjust, repair, or overhaul mobile 
mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic equip-
ment, such as cranes, bulldozers, graders, and con-
veyors, used in construction, logging, and surface 
mining. Test mechanical products and equipment 
after repair or assembly to ensure proper performance 
and compliance with manufacturers’ specifi cations. 
Repair and replace damaged or worn parts. Diag-
nose faults or malfunctions to determine required 
repairs, using engine diagnostic equipment such as 
computerized test equipment and calibration devices. 
Operate and inspect machines or heavy equipment 
to diagnose defects. Dismantle and reassemble heavy 
equipment, using hoists and hand tools. Clean, lubri-
cate, and perform other routine maintenance work 
on equipment and vehicles. Examine parts for dam-
age or excessive wear, using micrometers and gauges. 
Read and understand operating manuals, blueprints, 
and technical drawings. Schedule maintenance for 
industrial machines and equipment and keep equip-
ment service records. Overhaul and test machines or 
equipment to ensure operating e"  ciency. Assemble 
gear systems and align frames and gears. Fit bear-
ings to adjust, repair, or overhaul mobile mechanical, 
hydraulic, and pneumatic equipment. Weld or sol-
der broken parts and structural members, using elec-
tric or gas welders and soldering tools. Clean parts by 
spraying them with grease solvent or immersing them 
in tanks of solvent. Adjust, maintain, and repair or 
replace subassemblies, such as transmissions and 
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crawler heads, using hand tools, jacks, and cranes. 
Adjust and maintain industrial machinery, using 
control and regulating devices. Fabricate needed 
parts or items from sheet metal. Direct workers who 
are assembling or disassembling equipment or clean-
ing parts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.14. Vehicle and Facility Mechani-
cal Work. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aircraft 
Mechanics and Service Technicians; Aircraft Struc-
ture, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems Assemblers; 
Automotive Body and Related Repairers; Automo-
tive Glass Installers and Repairers; Automotive Mas-
ter Mechanics; Automotive Service Technicians and 
Mechanics; Automotive Specialty Technicians; Bus 
and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists; 
Farm Equipment Mechanics; Fiberglass Laminators 
and Fabricators; Motorboat Mechanics; Motorcycle 
Mechanics; Outdoor Power Equipment and Other 
Small Engine Mechanics; Rail Car Repairers; Rec-
reational Vehicle Service Technicians; Tire Repair-
ers and Changers.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Equipment Main-
tenance; Operation Monitoring; Troubleshooting; 
Operation and Control; Equipment Selection; Tech-
nology Design.

Education and Training Programs: Agricultural 
Mechanics and Equipment/Machine Technology; 
Heavy Equipment Maintenance Technology/Tech-
nician. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mechanical 
Devices; Engineering and Technology; Physics.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; hazard-
ous equipment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Municipal Fire Fighters

 ! Personality Code: RSE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,170
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 12.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,887
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 1.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Forest Fire 
Fighters.

Control and extinguish municipal fi res, protect 
life and property, and conduct rescue e# orts. 
Administer fi rst aid and cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion to injured persons. Rescue victims from burning 
buildings and accident sites. Search burning build-
ings to locate fi re victims. Drive and operate fi re 
fi ghting vehicles and equipment. Move toward the 
source of a fi re, using knowledge of types of fi res, 
construction design, building materials, and physical 
layout of properties. Dress with equipment such as 
fi re-resistant clothing and breathing apparatus. Posi-
tion and climb ladders to gain access to upper levels 
of buildings or to rescue individuals from burning 
structures. Take action to contain hazardous chem-
icals that might catch fi re, leak, or spill. Assess fi res 
and situations and report conditions to superiors to 
receive instructions, using two-way radios. Respond 
to fi re alarms and other calls for assistance, such as 
automobile and industrial accidents. Operate pumps 
connected to high-pressure hoses. Select and attach 
hose nozzles, depending on fi re type, and direct 
streams of water or chemicals onto fi res. Create open-
ings in buildings for ventilation or entrance, using 
axes, chisels, crowbars, electric saws, or core cutters. 
Inspect fi re sites after fl ames have been extinguished 
to ensure that there is no further danger. Lay hose 
lines and connect them to water supplies. Protect 
property from water and smoke, using waterproof 
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salvage covers, smoke ejectors, and deodorants. Par-
ticipate in physical training activities to maintain 
a high level of physical fi tness. Salvage property by 
removing broken glass, pumping out water, and ven-
tilating buildings to remove smoke. Participate in fi re 
drills and demonstrations of fi re fi ghting techniques. 
Clean and maintain fi re stations and fi re fi ghting 
equipment and apparatus. Collaborate with police to 
respond to accidents, disasters, and arson investiga-
tion calls. Establish fi relines to prevent unauthorized 
persons from entering areas near fi res. Inform and 
educate the public on fi re prevention. Inspect build-
ings for fi re hazards and compliance with fi re preven-
tion ordinances, testing and checking smoke alarms 
and fi re suppression equipment as necessary.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Public 
Safety. Work Group: 12.06. Emergency Respond-
ing. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Emergency 
Medical Technicians and Paramedics; Fire Fighters; 
Forest Fire Fighters.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Equipment Selec-
tion; Service Orientation; Operation Monitoring; 
Science; Social Perceptiveness; Coordination; Com-
plex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Fire Science/
Firefi ghting; Fire Protection, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Physics; 
Customer and Personal Service; Building and Con-
struction; Chemistry; Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; contaminants; disease or infections; 
hazardous equipment.

Operating Engineers and Other 
Construction Equipment Operators

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,840
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 8.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 55,468
 ! Self-Employed: 5.7%
 ! Part-Time: 2.1%

Operate one or several types of power construc-
tion equipment, such as motor graders, bulldozers, 
scrapers, compressors, pumps, derricks, shovels, 
tractors, or front-end loaders, to excavate, move, 
and grade earth; erect structures; or pour concrete 
or other hard-surface pavement. May repair and 
maintain equipment in addition to other duties. 
Learn and follow safety regulations. Take actions to 
avoid potential hazards and obstructions such as util-
ity lines, other equipment, other workers, and fall-
ing objects. Adjust handwheels and depress pedals to 
control attachments such as blades, buckets, scrap-
ers, and swing booms. Start engines; move throttles, 
switches, and levers; and depress pedals to operate 
machines such as bulldozers, trench excavators, road 
graders, and backhoes. Locate underground services, 
such as pipes and wires, prior to beginning work. 
Monitor operations to ensure that health and safety 
standards are met. Align machines, cutterheads, or 
depth gauge makers with reference stakes and guide-
lines or ground or position equipment by follow-
ing hand signals of other workers. Load and move 
dirt, rocks, equipment, and materials, using trucks, 
crawler tractors, power cranes, shovels, graders, and 
related equipment. Drive and maneuver equipment 
equipped with blades in successive passes over work-
ing areas to remove topsoil, vegetation, and rocks and 
to distribute and level earth or terrain. Coordinate 
machine actions with other activities, positioning or 
moving loads in response to hand or audio signals 
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from crew members. Operate tractors and bulldoz-
ers to perform such tasks as clearing land, mixing 
sludge, trimming backfi lls, and building roadways 
and parking lots. Repair and maintain equipment, 
making emergency adjustments or assisting with 
major repairs as necessary. Check fuel supplies at 
sites to ensure adequate availability. Connect hydrau-
lic hoses, belts, mechanical linkages, or power takeo!  
shafts to tractors. Operate loaders to pull out stumps, 
rip asphalt or concrete, rough-grade properties, bury 
refuse, or perform general cleanup. Select and fas-
ten bulldozer blades or other attachments to tractors, 
using hitches. Test atmosphere for adequate oxygen 
and explosive conditions when working in confi ned 
spaces. Operate compactors, scrapers, and rollers to 
level, compact, and cover refuse at disposal grounds. 
Talk to clients and study instructions, plans, and dia-
grams to establish work requirements.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construction 
Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boilermak-
ers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet Installers; 
Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers; Commercial 
Divers; Construction Carpenters; Crane and Tower 
Operators; Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers; Elec-
tricians; Fence Erectors; Floor Layers, Except Carpet, 
Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor Sanders and Finishers; 
Glaziers; Hazardous Materials Removal Workers; 
Insulation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall; Insu-
lation Workers, Mechanical; Manufactured Building 
and Mobile Home Installers; Painters, Construction 
and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfac-
ing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver 
Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; 
Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumb-
ers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying 
and Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refractory 
Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Reinforc-
ing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; Rough 
Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm Systems Install-
ers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone 
Cutters and Carvers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; 
Structural Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo 
Workers and Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Installation; Oper-
ation and Control; Operation Monitoring; Repair-
ing; Equipment Selection; Management of Financial 
Resources; Management of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Construction/
Heavy Equipment/Earthmoving Equipment Oper-
ation; Mobile Crane Operation/Operator. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Building and Construction; 
Mechanical Devices; Engineering and Technology; 
Design; Production and Processing; Public Safety 
and Security.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; very hot or 
cold; contaminants; whole-body vibration; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,080
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,720
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 11.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 101,140
 ! Self-Employed: 42.2%
 ! Part-Time: 9.8%

Paint walls, equipment, buildings, bridges, and 
other structural surfaces with brushes, rollers, 
and spray guns. May remove old paint to prepare 
surfaces before painting. May mix colors or oils 
to obtain desired color or consistencies. Cover sur-
faces with dropcloths or masking tape and paper to 
protect surfaces during painting. Fill cracks, holes, 
and joints with caulk, putty, plaster, or other fi llers, 
using caulking guns or putty knives. Apply primers 
or sealers to prepare new surfaces such as bare wood 
or metal for fi nish coats. Apply paint, stain, var-
nish, enamel, and other fi nishes to equipment, build-
ings, bridges, and/or other structures, using brushes, 
spray guns, or rollers. Calculate amounts of required 
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materials and estimate costs, based on surface mea-
surements and/or work orders. Read work orders or 
receive instructions from supervisors or homeown-
ers to determine work requirements. Erect sca! old-
ing and swing gates, or set up ladders, to work above 
ground level. Remove fi xtures such as pictures, door 
knobs, lamps, and electric switch covers prior to 
painting. Wash and treat surfaces with oil, turpen-
tine, mildew remover, or other preparations, and sand 
rough spots to ensure that fi nishes will adhere prop-
erly. Mix and match colors of paint, stain, or varnish 
with oil and thinning and drying additives to obtain 
desired colors and consistencies. Remove old fi nishes 
by stripping, sanding, wire brushing, burning, or 
using water and/or abrasive blasting. Select and pur-
chase tools and fi nishes for surfaces to be covered, 
considering durability, ease of handling, methods of 
application, and customers’ wishes. Smooth surfaces, 
using sandpaper, scrapers, brushes, steel wool, and/or 
sanding machines. Polish fi nal coats to specifi ed fi n-
ishes. Use special fi nishing techniques such as spong-
ing, ragging, layering, or faux fi nishing. Waterproof 
buildings, using waterproofers and caulking. Cut 
stencils, and brush and spray lettering and decora-
tions on surfaces. Spray or brush hot plastics or pitch 
onto surfaces. Bake fi nishes on painted and enameled 
articles, using baking ovens.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfac-
ing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver 
Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; 
Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumbers, 

Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying and 
Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refractory 
Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Reinforc-
ing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; Rough 
Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm Systems Install-
ers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone 
Cutters and Carvers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; 
Structural Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo 
Workers and Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Management of 
Material Resources; Equipment Selection; Repair-
ing; Management of Personnel Resources; Monitor-
ing; Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Painting/Painter 
and Wall Coverer. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Design; Transportation; 
Customer and Personal Service; Production and Pro-
cessing; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Contaminants; standing; 
climbing ladders, sca! olds, or poles; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; bending or twisting the 
body; repetitive motions.

Pilots, Ship

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,665
 ! Self-Employed: 6.8%
 ! Part-Time: 4.8%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Mates—Ship, 
Boat, and Barge, and with Ship and Boat Captains.

Command ships to steer them into and out of har-
bors, estuaries, straits, and sounds and on rivers, 
lakes, and bays. Must be licensed by U.S. Coast 
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____________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Pipe Fitters and Steam! tters 

Guard with limitations indicating class and ton-
nage of vessels for which licenses are valid and 
routes and waters that may be piloted. Maintain 
and repair boats and equipment. Give directions to 
crew members who are steering ships. Make nauti-
cal maps. Set ships’ courses to avoid reefs, outlying 
shoals, and other hazards, using navigational aids 
such as lighthouses and buoys. Report to appropriate 
authorities any violations of federal or state pilotage 
laws. Relieve crew members on tugs and launches. 
Provide assistance to vessels approaching or leav-
ing seacoasts, navigating harbors, and docking and 
undocking. Provide assistance in maritime rescue 
operations. Prevent ships under their navigational 
control from engaging in unsafe operations. Operate 
amphibious craft during troop landings. Maintain 
ships’ logs. Learn to operate new technology systems 
and procedures, through the use of instruction, sim-
ulators, and models. Advise ships’ masters on har-
bor rules and customs procedures. Steer ships into 
and out of berths or signal tugboat captains to berth 
and unberth ships. Serve as vessels’ docking masters 
upon arrival at a port and when at a berth. Operate 
ship-to-shore radios to exchange information needed 
for ship operations. Consult maps, charts, weather 
reports, and navigation equipment to determine and 
direct ship movements. Direct courses and speeds of 
ships, based on specialized knowledge of local winds, 
weather, water depths, tides, currents, and hazards. 
Oversee cargo storage on or below decks.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.05. 
Water Vehicle Operation. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels; 
Dredge Operators; Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge; 
Motorboat Operators; Sailors and Marine Oilers; 
Ship and Boat Captains.

Skills: Operation and Control; Operation Monitor-
ing; Judgment and Decision Making; Management 
of Personnel Resources; Troubleshooting; Equip-
ment Maintenance; Negotiation; Coordination.

Education and Training Programs: Commercial 
Fishing; Marine Science/Merchant Marine O"  cer; 
Marine Transportation, Other. Related Knowledge/

Courses: Transportation; Geography; Public Safety 
and Security; Telecommunications; Mechanical 
Devices; Law and Government.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; more often standing than sitting; keeping or 
regaining balance; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Pipe Fitters and Steam! tters

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,550
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 68,643
 ! Self-Employed: 12.3%
 ! Part-Time: 3.4%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Plumbers.

Lay out, assemble, install, and maintain pipe sys-
tems, pipe supports, and related hydraulic and 
pneumatic equipment for steam, hot water, heat-
ing, cooling, lubricating, sprinkling, and indus-
trial production and processing systems. Cut, 
thread, and hammer pipe to specifi cations, using 
tools such as saws, cutting torches, and pipe threaders 
and benders. Assemble and secure pipes, tubes, fi t-
tings, and related equipment according to specifi ca-
tions by welding, brazing, cementing, soldering, and 
threading joints. Attach pipes to walls, structures, 
and fi xtures, such as radiators or tanks, using brack-
ets, clamps, tools, or welding equipment. Inspect, 
examine, and test installed systems and pipelines, 
using pressure gauge, hydrostatic testing, observa-
tion, or other methods. Measure and mark pipes for 
cutting and threading. Lay out full scale drawings of 
pipe systems, supports, and related equipment, fol-
lowing blueprints. Plan pipe system layout, installa-
tion, or repair according to specifi cations. Select pipe 
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sizes and types and related materials, such as sup-
ports, hangers, and hydraulic cylinders, according to 
specifi cations. Cut and bore holes in structures such 
as bulkheads, decks, walls, and mains prior to pipe 
installation, using hand and power tools. Modify, 
clean, and maintain pipe systems, units, fi ttings, and 
related machines and equipment, following specifi ca-
tions and using hand and power tools. Install auto-
matic controls used to regulate pipe systems. Turn 
valves to shut o!  steam, water, or other gases or liq-
uids from pipe sections, using valve keys or wrenches. 
Remove and replace worn components. Prepare cost 
estimates for clients. Inspect work sites for obstruc-
tions and to ensure that holes will not cause struc-
tural weakness. Operate motorized pumps to remove 
water from fl ooded manholes, basements, or facility 
fl oors. Dip nonferrous piping materials in a mixture 
of molten tin and lead to obtain a coating that pre-
vents erosion or galvanic and electrolytic action.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfacing, and 
Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver Oper-
ators; Pipelayers; Plasterers and Stucco Masons; 
Plumbers; Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; 
Rail-Track Laying and Maintenance Equipment 
Operators; Refractory Materials Repairers, Except 
Brickmasons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar Work-
ers; Riggers; Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Security 
and Fire Alarm Systems Installers; Segmental Pav-
ers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, 
Manufacturing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and 

Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finish-
ers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Systems Analysis; 
Management of Personnel Resources; Equipment 
Maintenance; Operation Monitoring; Operation and 
Control; Technology Design.

Education and Training Program: Pipefi tting/
Pipefi tter and Sprinkler Fitter. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Building and Construction; Design; 
Mechanical Devices; Engineering and Technology; 
Economics and Accounting; Transportation.

Work Environment: Outdoors; hazardous equip-
ment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; standing; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Plumbers

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,550
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 68,643
 ! Self-Employed: 12.3%
 ! Part-Time: 3.4%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Pipe Fitters 
and Steamfi tters.

Assemble, install, and repair pipes, fi ttings, and 
fi xtures of heating, water, and drainage systems 
according to specifi cations and plumbing codes. 
Measure, cut, thread, and bend pipe to required 
angles, using hand and power tools or machines 
such as pipe cutters, pipe-threading machines, and 
pipe-bending machines. Study building plans and 
inspect structures to assess material and equipment 
needs to establish the sequence of pipe installations 
and to plan installation around obstructions such as 
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____________________________________Realistic Occupations: Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and Steam! tters 

electrical wiring. Locate and mark the position of pipe 
installations, connections, passage holes, and fi xtures 
in structures, using measuring instruments such as 
rulers and levels. Assemble pipe sections, tubing, 
and fi ttings, using couplings, clamps, screws, bolts, 
cement, plastic solvent, caulking, or soldering, braz-
ing, and welding equipment. Fill pipes or plumbing 
fi xtures with water or air and observe pressure gauges 
to detect and locate leaks. Install pipe assemblies, 
fi ttings, valves, appliances such as dishwashers and 
water heaters, and fi xtures such as sinks and toilets, 
using hand and power tools. Direct workers engaged 
in pipe cutting and preassembly and installation of 
plumbing systems and components. Cut openings in 
structures to accommodate pipes and pipe fi ttings, 
using hand and power tools. Review blueprints and 
building codes and specifi cations to determine work 
details and procedures. Install underground storm, 
sanitary, and water piping systems and extend piping 
to connect fi xtures and plumbing to these systems. 
Repair and maintain plumbing, replacing defective 
washers, replacing or mending broken pipes, and 
opening clogged drains. Keep records of assignments 
and produce detailed work reports. Hang steel sup-
ports from ceiling joists to hold pipes in place. Per-
form complex calculations and planning for special 
or very large jobs. Clear away debris in renovations. 
Install oxygen and medical gas in hospitals. Prepare 
written work cost estimates and negotiate contracts. 
Use specialized techniques, equipment, or materi-
als, such as performing computer-assisted welding of 
small pipes or working with the special piping used 
in microchip fabrication.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 

Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfacing, and 
Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver Opera-
tors; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; Plas-
terers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and 
Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying and Maintenance 
Equipment Operators; Refractory Materials Repair-
ers, Except Brickmasons; Reinforcing Iron and Rebar 
Workers; Riggers; Roofers; Rough Carpenters; Secu-
rity and Fire Alarm Systems Installers; Segmen-
tal Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone Cutters and 
Carvers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; Structural 
Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers 
and Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Installation; Quality Control Analysis; 
Repairing; Operation and Control; Operation Moni-
toring; Mathematics; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Pipefi tting/
Pipefi tter and Sprinkler Fitter; Plumbing Technol-
ogy/Plumber; Plumbing and Related Water Sup-
ply Services, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Physics; Mechanical 
Devices; Design; Engineering and Technology; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Outdoors; contaminants; 
cramped work space, awkward positions; hazardous 
equipment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and 
Steam! tters

See Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters (a Realistic job) and 
Plumbers (a Realistic job), described separately.
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Radiologic Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,260
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,836
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Radiologic 
Technologists.

Maintain and use equipment and supplies neces-
sary to demonstrate portions of the human body 
on X-ray fi lm or fl uoroscopic screen for diag-
nostic purposes. Use beam-restrictive devices and 
patient-shielding techniques to minimize radiation 
exposure to patient and sta! . Position X-ray equip-
ment and adjust controls to set exposure factors, such 
as time and distance. Position patient on examin-
ing table and set up and adjust equipment to obtain 
optimum view of specifi c body area as requested by 
physician. Determine patients’ X-ray needs by read-
ing requests or instructions from physicians. Make 
exposures necessary for the requested procedures, 
rejecting and repeating work that does not meet 
established standards. Process exposed radiographs, 
using fi lm processors or computer-generated meth-
ods. Explain procedures to patients to reduce anx-
ieties and obtain cooperation. Perform procedures 
such as linear tomography; mammography; sono-
grams; joint and cyst aspirations; routine contrast 
studies; routine fl uoroscopy; and examinations of 
the head, trunk, and extremities under supervision of 
physician. Prepare and set up X-ray room for patient. 
Assure that sterile supplies, contrast materials, cath-
eters, and other required equipment are present and 
in working order, requisitioning materials as neces-
sary. Maintain records of patients examined, exami-
nations performed, views taken, and technical factors 

used. Provide assistance to physicians or other tech-
nologists in the performance of more complex pro-
cedures. Monitor equipment operation and report 
malfunctioning equipment to supervisor. Provide 
students and other technologists with suggestions of 
additional views, alternate positioning, or improved 
techniques to ensure the images produced are of the 
highest quality. Coordinate work of other techni-
cians or technologists when procedures require more 
than one person. Assist with on-the-job training of 
new employees and students and provide input to 
supervisors regarding training performance. Main-
tain a current fi le of examination protocols. Operate 
mobile X-ray equipment in operating room, in emer-
gency room, or at patient’s bedside. Provide assistance 
in radiopharmaceutical administration, monitoring 
patients’ vital signs and notifying the radiologist of 
any relevant changes.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; 
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and 
Clinical Laboratory Technicians; Medical and Clin-
ical Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment 
Preparers; Medical Records and Health Informa-
tion Technicians; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; 
Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; 
Radiologic Technologists; Radiologic Technologists 
and Technicians.

Skills: Science; Operation Monitoring; Equipment 
Selection; Operation and Control; Service Orienta-
tion; Active Listening; Negotiation; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Medical 
Radiologic Technology/Science—Radiation # er-
apist; Radiologic Technology/Science—Radiogra-
pher; Allied Health Diagnostic, Intervention, and 
Treatment Professions, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Clerical Practices; 
Psychology; Physics; Biology; Chemistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; radiation; disease or 
infections; standing; walking and running; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.
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_______________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Radiologic Technologists 

Radiologic Technologists

 ! Personality Code: RS
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,260
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,836
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Radiologic 
Technicians.

Take X rays and Computerized Axial Tomography 
(CAT or CT) scans or administer nonradioactive 
materials into patient’s bloodstream for diagnostic 
purposes. Includes technologists who specialize in 
other modalities such as computed tomography, 
ultrasound, and magnetic resonance. Use radia-
tion safety measures and protection devices to com-
ply with government regulations and to ensure safety 
of patients and sta! . Review and evaluate developed 
X rays, videotape, or computer-generated informa-
tion to determine if images are satisfactory for diag-
nostic purposes. Position imaging equipment and 
adjust controls to set exposure times and distances, 
according to specifi cation of examinations. Explain 
procedures and observe patients to ensure safety and 
comfort during scans. Key commands and data into 
computers to document and specify scan sequences, 
adjust transmitters and receivers, or photograph cer-
tain images. Operate or oversee operation of radio-
logic and magnetic imaging equipment to produce 
images of the body for diagnostic purposes. Posi-
tion and immobilize patients on examining tables. 
Record, process, and maintain patient data and treat-
ment records, and prepare reports. Take thorough and 
accurate patient medical histories. Remove and pro-
cess fi lm. Set up examination rooms, ensuring that 
all necessary equipment is ready. Monitor patients’ 

conditions and reactions, reporting abnormal signs 
to physicians. Coordinate work with clerical per-
sonnel or other technologists. Provide assistance in 
dressing or changing seriously ill, injured, or disabled 
patients. Demonstrate new equipment, procedures, 
and techniques to sta!  and provide technical assis-
tance. Collaborate with other medical team members 
such as physicians and nurses to conduct angiography 
or special vascular procedures. Prepare and adminis-
ter oral or injected contrast media to patients. Moni-
tor video displays of areas being scanned and adjust 
density or contrast to improve picture quality. Oper-
ate fl uoroscope to aid physicians to view and guide 
wires or catheters through blood vessels to areas of 
interest. Assign duties to radiologic sta! s to maintain 
patient fl ows and achieve production goals. Perform 
scheduled maintenance and minor emergency repairs 
on radiographic equipment. Perform administra-
tive duties such as developing departmental operat-
ing budgets, coordinating purchases of supplies and 
equipment, and preparing work schedules.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; 
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and 
Clinical Laboratory Technicians; Medical and Clin-
ical Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment 
Preparers; Medical Records and Health Informa-
tion Technicians; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; 
Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; 
Radiologic Technicians; Radiologic Technologists 
and Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Operation and 
Control.

Education and Training Programs: Medical 
Radiologic Technology/Science—Radiation # er-
apist; Radiologic Technology/Science—Radiogra-
pher; Allied Health Diagnostic, Intervention, and 
Treatment Professions, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Physics; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Biology; Psychology; 
Chemistry. R
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Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians

See Radiologic Technicians (a Realistic job) and 
Radiologic Technologists (a Realistic job), described 
separately.

Refrigeration Mechanics and 
Installers

 ! Personality Code: RCE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,360
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 8.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,719
 ! Self-Employed: 12.7%
 ! Part-Time: 3.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers.

Install and repair industrial and commercial 
refrigerating systems. Braze or solder parts to repair 
defective joints and leaks. Observe and test system 
operation, using gauges and instruments. Test lines, 
components, and connections for leaks. Disman-
tle malfunctioning systems and test components, 
using electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic test-
ing equipment. Adjust or replace worn or defective 
mechanisms and parts and reassemble repaired sys-
tems. Read blueprints to determine location, size, 
capacity, and type of components needed to build 
refrigeration system. Supervise and instruct assis-
tants. Perform mechanical overhauls and refrigerant 
reclaiming. Install wiring to connect components 

to an electric power source. Cut, bend, thread, and 
connect pipe to functional components and water, 
power, or refrigeration system. Adjust valves accord-
ing to specifi cations and charge system with proper 
type of refrigerant by pumping the specifi ed gas or 
fl uid into the system. Estimate, order, pick up, deliver, 
and install materials and supplies needed to maintain 
equipment in good working condition. Install expan-
sion and control valves, using acetylene torches and 
wrenches. Mount compressor, condenser, and other 
components in specifi ed locations on frames, using 
hand tools and acetylene welding equipment. Keep 
records of repairs and replacements made and causes 
of malfunctions. Schedule work with customers and 
initiate work orders, house requisitions, and orders 
from stock. Lay out reference points for installation 
of structural and functional components, using mea-
suring instruments. Fabricate and assemble struc-
tural and functional components of refrigeration 
system, using hand tools, power tools, and welding 
equipment. Lift and align components into position, 
using hoist or block and tackle. Drill holes and install 
mounting brackets and hangers into fl oor and walls 
of building. Insulate shells and cabinets of systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
Relay; Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repair-
ers; Elevator Installers and Repairers; Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers; Mainte-
nance and Repair Workers, General; Telecommuni-
cations Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except 
Line Installers; Telecommunications Line Installers 
and Repairers.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Equipment Main-
tenance; Operation Monitoring; Science; Systems 
Evaluation; Systems Analysis; Troubleshooting.

Education and Training Programs: Heating, Air 
Conditioning, and Refrigeration Technology/Tech-
nician (ACH/ACR/ACHR/HRAC/HVAC); Solar 
Energy Technology/Technician; Heating, Air Condi-
tioning, Ventilation, and Refrigeration Maintenance 
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_____________________________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Roofers

Technology/Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Building and Construction; Mechani-
cal Devices; Engineering and Technology; Physics; 
Chemistry; Design.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
cramped work space, awkward positions; minor 
burns, cuts, bites, or stings; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Roofers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,240
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,290
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 14.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,398
 ! Self-Employed: 20.1%
 ! Part-Time: 7.6%

Cover roofs of structures with shingles, slate, 
asphalt, aluminum, wood, and related materials. 
May spray roofs, sidings, and walls with material 
to bind, seal, insulate, or soundproof sections of 
structures. Install, repair, or replace single-ply roof-
ing systems, using waterproof sheet materials such 
as modifi ed plastics, elastomeric coatings, or other 
asphaltic compositions. Apply alternate layers of hot 
asphalt or tar and roofi ng paper to roofs, according to 
specifi cation. Apply gravel or pebbles over top layers 
of roofs, using rakes or sti! -bristled brooms. Cement 
or nail fl ashing strips of metal or shingle over joints 
to make them watertight. Punch holes in slate, tile, 
terra cotta, or wooden shingles, using punches and 
hammers. Hammer and chisel away rough spots or 
remove them with rubbing bricks to prepare surfaces 
for waterproofi ng. Align roofi ng materials with edges 
of roofs. Mop or pour hot asphalt or tar onto roof 
bases. Apply plastic coatings and membranes, fi ber-
glass, or felt over sloped roofs before applying shin-
gles. Install vapor barriers and/or layers of insulation 

on the roof decks of fl at roofs and seal the seams. 
Install partially overlapping layers of material over 
roof insulation surfaces, determining distance of 
roofi ng material overlap using chalk lines, gauges 
on shingling hatchets, or lines on shingles. Inspect 
problem roofs to determine the best procedures for 
repairing them. Glaze top layers to make a smooth 
fi nish, or embed gravel in the bitumen for rough sur-
faces. Cut roofi ng paper to size, using knives, and 
nail or staple roofi ng paper to roofs in overlapping 
strips to form bases for other materials. Cut felt, shin-
gles, and strips of fl ashing and fi t them into angles 
formed by walls, vents, and intersecting roof sur-
faces. Cover roofs and exterior walls of structures 
with slate, asphalt, aluminum, wood, gravel, gyp-
sum, and/or related materials, using brushes, knives, 
punches, hammers, and other tools. Clean and main-
tain equipment. Cover exposed nailheads with roof-
ing cement or caulking to prevent water leakage and 
rust. Waterproof and damp-proof walls, fl oors, roofs, 
foundations, and basements by painting or spraying 
surfaces with waterproof coatings or by attaching 
waterproofi ng membranes to surfaces. Spray roofs, 
sidings, and walls with material to bind, seal, insu-
late, or soundproof sections of structures, using spray 
guns, air compressors, and heaters.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfacing, and 
Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver Opera-
tors; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; Plas-
terers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumbers, 
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Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying and 
Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refractory 
Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Reinforc-
ing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Rough Car-
penters; Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers; 
Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone Cut-
ters and Carvers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; 
Structural Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo 
Workers and Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Equipment Main-
tenance; Operations Analysis; Technology Design; 
Mathematics; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Roofer. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and Con-
struction; Design; Engineering and Technology; 
Transportation.

Work Environment: Outdoors; high places; minor 
burns, cuts, bites, or stings; kneeling, crouching, 
stooping, or crawling; keeping or regaining balance; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Rough Carpenters

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,370
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 223,225
 ! Self-Employed: 31.8%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Construction 
Carpenters.

Build rough wooden structures, such as con-
crete forms, sca# olds, tunnel, bridge, or sewer 
supports, billboard signs, and temporary frame 
shelters, according to sketches, blueprints, or 

oral instructions. Study blueprints and diagrams 
to determine dimensions of structure or form to be 
constructed. Measure materials or distances, using 
square, measuring tape, or rule to lay out work. Cut 
or saw boards, timbers, or plywood to required size, 
using handsaw, power saw, or woodworking machine. 
Assemble and fasten material together to construct 
wood or metal framework of structure, using bolts, 
nails, or screws. Anchor and brace forms and other 
structures in place, using nails, bolts, anchor rods, 
steel cables, planks, wedges, and timbers. Mark cut-
ting lines on materials, using pencil and scriber. Erect 
forms, framework, sca! olds, hoists, roof supports, 
or chutes, using hand tools, plumb rule, and level. 
Install rough door and window frames, subfl ooring, 
fi xtures, or temporary supports in structures under-
going construction or repair. Examine structural 
timbers and supports to detect decay and replace tim-
bers as required, using hand tools, nuts, and bolts. 
Bore boltholes in timber, masonry, or concrete walls, 
using power drill. Fabricate parts, using woodwork-
ing and metalworking machines. Dig or direct dig-
ging of post holes and set poles to support structures. 
Build sleds from logs and timbers for use in haul-
ing camp buildings and machinery through wooded 
areas. Build chutes for pouring concrete.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfacing, and 
Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver Opera-
tors; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; Plas-
terers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumbers, 
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_______________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Sailors and Marine Oilers

Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying 
and Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refrac-
tory Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Rein-
forcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; 
Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers; Segmen-
tal Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; Stone Cutters and 
Carvers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; Structural 
Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers 
and Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Repairing; Installation; Management of Per-
sonnel Resources; Equipment Selection; Mathemat-
ics; Technology Design; Equipment Maintenance; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Carpentry/Car-
penter. Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and 
Construction; Design; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Mechanical Devices; Production and Process-
ing; Physics.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; very hot 
or cold; contaminants; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Sailors and Marine Oilers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,570
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,500
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,600
 ! Self-Employed: 0.1%
 ! Part-Time: 5.7%

Stand watch to look for obstructions in path of 
vessels; measure water depths; turn wheels on 
bridges; or use emergency equipment as directed 
by captains, mates, or pilots. Break out, rig, over-
haul, and store cargo-handling gear, stationary 
rigging, and running gear. Perform a variety of 
maintenance tasks to preserve the painted surface 

of ships and to maintain line and ship equipment. 
Must hold government-issued certifi cation and 
tankerman certifi cation when working aboard liq-
uid-carrying vessels. Provide engineers with assis-
tance in repairing and adjusting machinery. Attach 
hoses and operate pumps to transfer substances 
to and from liquid cargo tanks. Give directions to 
crew members engaged in cleaning wheelhouses and 
quarterdecks. Load or unload materials from ves-
sels. Lower and man lifeboats when emergencies 
occur. Participate in shore patrols. Read pressure and 
temperature gauges or displays and record data in 
engineering logs. Record in ships’ logs data such as 
weather conditions and distances traveled. Stand by 
wheels when ships are on automatic pilot and verify 
accuracy of courses, using magnetic compasses. Steer 
ships under the direction of commanders or navi-
gating o"  cers or direct helmsmen to steer, follow-
ing designated courses. Chip and clean rust spots on 
decks, superstructures, and sides of ships, using wire 
brushes and hand or air chipping machines. Relay 
specifi ed signals to other ships, using visual signal-
ing devices such as blinker lights and semaphores. 
Splice and repair ropes, wire cables, and cordage, 
using marlinespikes, wirecutters, twine, and hand 
tools. Paint or varnish decks, superstructures, life-
boats, or sides of ships. Overhaul lifeboats and life-
boat gear and lower or raise lifeboats with winches or 
falls. Operate, maintain, and repair ship equipment 
such as winches, cranes, derricks, and weapons sys-
tems. Measure depths of water in shallow or unfa-
miliar waters, using leadlines, and telephone or shout 
depth information to vessel bridges. Maintain ships’ 
engines under direction of ships’ engineering o"  cers. 
Lubricate machinery, equipment, and engine parts 
such as gears, shafts, and bearings. Handle lines to 
moor vessels to wharfs, to tie up vessels to other ves-
sels, or to rig towing lines. Examine machinery to 
verify specifi ed pressures and lubricant fl ows. Clean 
and polish wood trim, brass, and other metal parts. 
Break out, rig, and stow cargo-handling gear, sta-
tionary rigging, and running gear. Stand gangway 
watches to prevent unauthorized persons from board-
ing ships in port. Tie barges together into tow units 
for tugboats to handle, inspecting barges periodically 
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during voyages and disconnecting them when desti-
nations are reached.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.05. 
Water Vehicle Operation. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Vessels; 
Dredge Operators; Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge; 
Motorboat Operators; Pilots, Ship; Ship and Boat 
Captains.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance.

Education and Training Program: Marine Trans-
portation Services, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Mechanical Devices; Transportation; Engi-
neering and Technology; Public Safety and Security; 
Geography; Production and Processing.

Work Environment: Outdoors; minor burns, cuts, 
bites, or stings; standing; keeping or regaining bal-
ance; using hands on objects, tools, or controls; bend-
ing or twisting the body.

Security and Fire Alarm Systems 
Installers

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $35,390
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,800
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 20.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,729
 ! Self-Employed: 7.2%
 ! Part-Time: 2.7%

Install, program, maintain, and repair security 
and fi re alarm wiring and equipment. Ensure that 
work is in accordance with relevant codes. Exam-
ine systems to locate problems such as loose connec-
tions or broken insulation. Test backup batteries, 
keypad programming, sirens, and all security fea-
tures in order to ensure proper functioning, and to 
diagnose malfunctions. Mount and fasten control 

panels, door and window contacts, sensors, and video 
cameras, and attach electrical and telephone wir-
ing in order to connect components. Install, main-
tain, or repair security systems, alarm devices, and 
related equipment, following blueprints of electri-
cal layouts and building plans. Inspect installation 
sites and study work orders, building plans, and 
installation manuals in order to determine materi-
als requirements and installation procedures. Feed 
cables through access holes, roof spaces, and cavity 
walls to reach fi xture outlets; then position and ter-
minate cables, wires and strapping. Adjust sensitivity 
of units based on room structures and manufactur-
ers’ recommendations, using programming keypads. 
Test and repair circuits and sensors, following wir-
ing and system specifi cations. Drill holes for wiring 
in wall studs, joists, ceilings, and fl oors. Demonstrate 
systems for customers, and explain details such as the 
causes and consequences of false alarms. Consult 
with clients to assess risks and to determine security 
requirements. Keep informed of new products and 
developments. Mount raceways and conduits, and 
fasten wires to wood framing, using staplers. Prepare 
documents such as invoices and warranties. Provide 
customers with cost estimates for equipment installa-
tion. Order replacement parts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfacing, and 
Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver Opera-
tors; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; Plas-
terers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumbers, 
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__________________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Sheet Metal Workers

Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying 
and Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refrac-
tory Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Rein-
forcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; 
Rough Carpenters; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal 
Workers; Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufactur-
ing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron and Steel Work-
ers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and Finishers; Tile and 
Marble Setters.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Troubleshooting; 
Equipment Maintenance; Systems Evaluation; Tech-
nology Design; Operations Analysis; Programming.

Education and Training Programs: Electrician; 
Security System Installation, Repair, and Inspec-
tion Technology/Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Telecommunications; Building and Con-
struction; Mechanical Devices; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Public Safety and Security; Design.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; very hot or cold; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Sheet Metal Workers

 ! Personality Code: R
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $39,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,820
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 6.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 31,677
 ! Self-Employed: 4.7%
 ! Part-Time: 4.2%

Fabricate, assemble, install, and repair sheet 
metal products and equipment, such as ducts, 
control boxes, drainpipes, and furnace casings. 
Work may involve any of the following: setting up 
and operating fabricating machines to cut, bend, 
and straighten sheet metal; shaping metal over 
anvils, blocks, or forms, using hammer; operating 

soldering and welding equipment to join sheet 
metal parts; and inspecting, assembling, and 
smoothing seams and joints of burred surfaces. 
Determine project requirements, including scope, 
assembly sequences, and required methods and mate-
rials, according to blueprints, drawings, and written 
or verbal instructions. Lay out, measure, and mark 
dimensions and reference lines on material such as 
roofi ng panels according to drawings or templates, 
using calculators, scribes, dividers, squares, and rul-
ers. Maneuver completed units into position for 
installation and anchor the units. Convert blueprints 
into shop drawings to be followed in the construction 
and assembly of sheet metal products. Install assem-
blies such as fl ashing, pipes, tubes, heating and air 
conditioning ducts, furnace casings, rain gutters, and 
downspouts in supportive frameworks. Select gauges 
and types of sheet metal or non-metallic material 
according to product specifi cations. Drill and punch 
holes in metal for screws, bolts, and rivets. Fasten 
seams and joints together with welds, bolts, cement, 
rivets, solder, caulks, metal drive clips, and bonds to 
assemble components into products or to repair sheet 
metal items. Fabricate or alter parts at construction 
sites, using shears, hammers, punches, and drills. 
Finish parts, using hacksaws and hand, rotary, or 
squaring shears. Trim, fi le, grind, deburr, bu! , and 
smooth surfaces, seams, and joints of assembled parts, 
using hand tools and portable power tools. Maintain 
equipment, making repairs and modifi cations when 
necessary. Shape metal material over anvils, blocks, 
or other forms, using hand tools. Transport prefab-
ricated parts to construction sites for assembly and 
installation. Develop and lay out patterns that use 
materials most e"  ciently, using computerized met-
alworking equipment to experiment with di! erent 
layouts. Inspect individual parts, assemblies, and 
installations for conformance to specifi cations and 
building codes, using measuring instruments such 
as calipers, scales, and micrometers. Secure metal 
roof panels in place and interlock and fasten grooved 
panel edges. Fasten roof panel edges and machine-
made molding to structures, nailing or welding 
pieces into place.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construc-
tion Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction 
and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfac-
ing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver 
Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; 
Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumb-
ers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying 
and Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refrac-
tory Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Rein-
forcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; 
Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm Systems 
Installers; Segmental Pavers; Stone Cutters and Carv-
ers, Manufacturing; Stonemasons; Structural Iron 
and Steel Workers; Tapers; Terrazzo Workers and 
Finishers; Tile and Marble Setters.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Equipment Main-
tenance; Mathematics; Technology Design; Equip-
ment Selection; Troubleshooting; Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Sheet Metal 
Technology/Sheetworking. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Building and Construction; Mechanical 
Devices; Physics; Design; Production and Process-
ing; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; hazard-
ous equipment; minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Surgical Technologists

 ! Personality Code: RSC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,540
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 24.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,365
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 20.8%

Assist in operations under the supervision of sur-
geons, registered nurses, or other surgical person-
nel. May help set up operating rooms; prepare and 
transport patients for surgery; adjust lights and 
equipment; pass instruments and other supplies 
to surgeons and surgeons’ assistants; hold retrac-
tors; cut sutures; and help count sponges, needles, 
supplies, and instruments. Count sponges, needles, 
and instruments before and after operations. Main-
tain a proper sterile fi eld during surgical procedures. 
Hand instruments and supplies to surgeons and sur-
geons’ assistants, hold retractors and cut sutures, and 
perform other tasks as directed by surgeons during 
operations. Prepare patients for surgery, including 
positioning patients on operating tables and cover-
ing them with sterile surgical drapes to prevent expo-
sure. Scrub arms and hands and assist surgical teams 
to scrub and put on gloves, masks, and surgical cloth-
ing. Wash and sterilize equipment, using germi-
cides and sterilizers. Monitor and continually assess 
operating room conditions, including needs of  the 
patient and surgical team. Prepare dressings or ban-
dages and apply or assist with their application fol-
lowing surgeries. Clean and restock operating rooms, 
gathering and placing equipment and supplies and 
arranging instruments according to instructions 
such as those found on a preference card. Operate, 
assemble, adjust, or monitor sterilizers, lights, suc-
tion machines, and diagnostic equipment to ensure 
proper operation. Prepare, care for, and dispose of tis-
sue specimens taken for laboratory analysis. Provide 
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_________________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Surveying Technicians

technical assistance to surgeons, surgical nurses, and 
anesthesiologists. Maintain supply of fl uids such 
as plasma, saline, blood, and glucose for use dur-
ing operations. Maintain fi les and records of surgi-
cal procedures. Observe patients’ vital signs to assess 
physical condition. Order surgical supplies.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obste-
tricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; 
Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Techni-
cians; Physician Assistants; Psychiatrists; Registered 
Nurses; Surgeons.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Quality Control 
Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Pathology/
Pathologist Assistant; Surgical Technology/Technol-
ogist. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and 
Dentistry; Biology; Psychology; Chemistry; # erapy 
and Counseling; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; hazardous conditions; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Surveying Technicians

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,640
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,670
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 19.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,299
 ! Self-Employed: 4.2%
 ! Part-Time: 4.5%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Mapping 
Technicians.

Adjust and operate surveying instruments such 
as theodolite and electronic distance-measuring 
equipment and compile notes, make sketches, and 
enter data into computers. Perform calculations to 
determine Earth curvature corrections, atmospheric 
impacts on measurements, traverse closures and 
adjustments, azimuths, level runs, and placement of 
markers. Record survey measurements and descrip-
tive data using notes, drawings, sketches, and inked 
tracings. Search for section corners, property irons, 
and survey points. Position and hold the vertical rods, 
or targets, that theodolite operators use for sighting 
to measure angles, distances, and elevations. Lay out 
grids and determine horizontal and vertical controls. 
Compare survey computations with applicable stan-
dards to determine adequacy of data. Set out and 
recover stakes, marks, and other monumentation. 
Conduct surveys to ascertain the locations of natu-
ral features and man-made structures on Earth’s sur-
face, underground, and underwater, using electronic 
distance-measuring equipment and other surveying 
instruments. Direct and supervise work of subordi-
nate members of surveying parties. Compile infor-
mation necessary to stake projects for construction, 
using engineering plans. Prepare topographic and 
contour maps of land surveyed, including site fea-
tures and other relevant information, such as charts, 
drawings, and survey notes. Place and hold measur-
ing tapes when electronic distance-measuring equip-
ment is not used. Collect information needed to carry 
out new surveys using source maps, previous survey 
data, photographs, computer records, and other rel-
evant information. Operate and manage land-infor-
mation computer systems, performing tasks such as 
storing data, making inquiries, and producing plots 
and reports. Run rods for benches and cross-sec-
tion elevations. Perform manual labor, such as cut-
ting brush for lines, carrying stakes, rebar, and other 
heavy items, and stacking rods. Maintain equipment 
and vehicles used by surveying crews. Provide assis-
tance in the development of methods and procedures 
for conducting fi eld surveys.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other 
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Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engineer-
ing and Operations Technicians; Cartographers 
and Photogrammetrists; Civil Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronic Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical 
Drafters; Electrical Engineering Technicians; Elec-
tro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic Drafters; 
Electronics Engineering Technicians; Environmen-
tal Engineering Technicians; Mapping Technicians; 
Mechanical Drafters; Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nicians; Surveying and Mapping Technicians.

Skills: Mathematics; Operation and Control; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Operation Moni-
toring; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Survey-
ing Technology/Surveying; Cartography. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Geography; Design; Building 
and Construction; Mathematics; Law and Govern-
ment; Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
very bright or dim lighting; hazardous equipment; 
minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Surveyors

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,590
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 23.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,305
 ! Self-Employed: 3.7%
 ! Part-Time: 4.6%

Make exact measurements and determine prop-
erty boundaries. Provide data relevant to the 
shape, contour, gravitation, location, elevation, 
or dimension of land or land features on or near 
Earth’s surface for engineering, mapmaking, 

mining, land evaluation, construction, and other 
purposes. Verify the accuracy of survey data includ-
ing measurements and calculations conducted at sur-
vey sites. Calculate heights, depths, relative positions, 
property lines, and other characteristics of terrain. 
Search legal records, survey records, and land titles 
to obtain information about property boundaries in 
areas to be surveyed. Prepare and maintain sketches, 
maps, reports, and legal descriptions of surveys to 
describe, certify, and assume liability for work per-
formed. Direct or conduct surveys to establish legal 
boundaries for properties, based on legal deeds and 
titles. Prepare or supervise preparation of all data, 
charts, plots, maps, records, and documents related 
to surveys. Write descriptions of property boundary 
surveys for use in deeds, leases, or other legal docu-
ments. Compute geodetic measurements and inter-
pret survey data to determine positions, shapes, and 
elevations of geomorphic and topographic features. 
Determine longitudes and latitudes of important 
features and boundaries in survey areas using the-
odolites, transits, levels, and satellite-based global 
positioning systems (GPS). Record the results of sur-
veys including the shape, contour, location, elevation, 
and dimensions of land or land features. Coordinate 
fi ndings with the work of engineering and architec-
tural personnel, clients, and others concerned with 
projects. Establish fi xed points for use in making 
maps, using geodetic and engineering instruments. 
Train assistants and helpers, and direct their work 
in such activities as performing surveys or drafting 
maps. Plan and conduct ground surveys designed 
to establish baselines, elevations, and other geo-
detic measurements. Adjust surveying instruments 
to maintain their accuracy. Analyze survey objectives 
and specifi cations to prepare survey proposals or to 
direct others in survey proposal preparation. Develop 
criteria for survey methods and procedures. Survey 
bodies of water to determine navigable channels and 
to secure data for construction of breakwaters, piers, 
and other marine structures. Conduct research in 
surveying and mapping methods using knowledge 
of techniques of photogrammetric map compilation 
and electronic data processing.
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___ Realistic Occupations: Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.03. Architecture/
Construction Engineering Technologies. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Architectural and Civil Draft-
ers; Architectural Drafters; Civil Drafters.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Operation and Control; 
Repairing.

Education and Training Program: Surveying Tech-
nology/Surveying. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Geography; Design; Building and Construction; 
History and Archeology; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Mathematics.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; very hot or cold; hazardous equipment; 
minor burns, cuts, bites, or stings; standing.

Telecommunications Equipment 
Installers and Repairers, Except 
Line Installers

 ! Personality Code: RIC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,070
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,520
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 2.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 13,541
 ! Self-Employed: 4.1%
 ! Part-Time: 3.1%

Set up, rearrange, or remove switching and dial-
ing equipment used in central o"  ces. Service 
or repair telephones and other communication 
equipment on customers’ properties. May install 
equipment in new locations or install wiring and 
telephone jacks in buildings under construction. 
Note di! erences in wire and cable colors so that work 
can be performed correctly. Test circuits and compo-
nents of malfunctioning telecommunications equip-
ment to isolate sources of malfunctions, using test 

meters, circuit diagrams, polarity probes, and other 
hand tools. Test repaired, newly installed, or updated 
equipment to ensure that it functions properly and 
conforms to specifi cations, using test equipment and 
observation. Drive crew trucks to and from work 
areas. Inspect equipment on a regular basis to ensure 
proper functioning. Repair or replace faulty equip-
ment such as defective and damaged telephones, 
wires, switching system components, and associ-
ated equipment. Remove and remake connections to 
change circuit layouts, following work orders or dia-
grams. Demonstrate equipment to customers, explain 
how it is to be used, and respond to any inquiries or 
complaints. Analyze test readings, computer print-
outs, and trouble reports to determine equipment 
repair needs and required repair methods. Adjust 
or modify equipment to enhance equipment perfor-
mance or to respond to customer requests. Remove 
loose wires and other debris after work is completed. 
Request support from technical service centers when 
on-site procedures fail to solve installation or main-
tenance problems. Communicate with bases, using 
telephones or two-way radios, to receive instruc-
tions or technical advice or to report equipment sta-
tus. Assemble and install communication equipment 
such as data and telephone communication lines, 
wiring, switching equipment, wiring frames, power 
apparatus, computer systems, and networks. Col-
laborate with other workers to locate and correct 
malfunctions. Review manufacturers’ instructions, 
manuals, technical specifi cations, building permits, 
and ordinances to determine communication equip-
ment requirements and procedures. Test connections 
to ensure that power supplies are adequate and that 
communications links function. Refer to manufac-
turers’ manuals to obtain maintenance instructions 
pertaining to specifi c malfunctions. Climb poles and 
ladders, use truck-mounted booms, and enter areas 
such as manholes and cable vaults to install, main-
tain, or inspect equipment.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
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Relay; Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repair-
ers; Elevator Installers and Repairers; Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers; Main-
tenance and Repair Workers, General; Refrigeration 
Mechanics and Installers; Telecommunications Line 
Installers and Repairers.

Skills: Installation; Repairing; Troubleshooting; 
Technology Design; Equipment Selection; Systems 
Analysis; Quality Control Analysis; Equipment 
Maintenance.

Education and Training Program: Communications 
Systems Installation and Repair Technology. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Telecommunications; Mechan-
ical Devices; Computers and Electronics; Engineering 
and Technology; Design; Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; very hot or 
cold; contaminants; cramped work space, awkward 
positions; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Telecommunications Line Installers 
and Repairers

 ! Personality Code: RE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $47,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,140
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,719
 ! Self-Employed: 3.3%
 ! Part-Time: 1.9%

String and repair telephone and television cable, 
including fi ber optics and other equipment for 
transmitting messages or television program-
ming. Travel to customers’ premises to install, main-
tain, and repair audio and visual electronic reception 
equipment and accessories. Inspect and test lines and 
cables, recording and analyzing test results, to assess 
transmission characteristics and locate faults and 

malfunctions. Splice cables, using hand tools, epoxy, 
or mechanical equipment. Measure signal strength at 
utility poles, using electronic test equipment. Set up 
service for customers, installing, connecting, testing, 
and adjusting equipment. Place insulation over con-
ductors and seal splices with moisture-proof cover-
ing. Access specifi c areas to string lines and install 
terminal boxes, auxiliary equipment, and appliances, 
using bucket trucks, or by climbing poles and ladders 
or entering tunnels, trenches, or crawl spaces. String 
cables between structures and lines from poles, tow-
ers, or trenches and pull lines to proper tension. 
Install equipment such as amplifi ers and repeaters to 
maintain the strength of communications transmis-
sions. Lay underground cable directly in trenches or 
string it through conduits running through trenches. 
Pull up cable by hand from large reels mounted on 
trucks; then pull lines through ducts by hand or with 
winches. Clean and maintain tools and test equip-
ment. Explain cable service to subscribers after instal-
lation and collect any installation fees that are due. 
Compute impedance of wires from poles to houses to 
determine additional resistance needed for reducing 
signals to desired levels. Use a variety of construction 
equipment to complete installations, including dig-
ger derricks, trenchers, and cable plows. Dig trenches 
for underground wires and cables. Dig holes for 
power poles, using power augers or shovels, set poles 
in place with cranes, and hoist poles upright, using 
winches. Fill and tamp holes, using cement, earth, 
and tamping devices. Participate in the construction 
and removal of telecommunication towers and asso-
ciated support structures.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.05. Systems and 
Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Electrical and 
Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse, Substation, and 
Relay; Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repair-
ers; Elevator Installers and Repairers; Heating and 
Air Conditioning Mechanics and Installers; Main-
tenance and Repair Workers, General; Refrigera-
tion Mechanics and Installers; Telecommunications 
Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line 
Installers.
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________________________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Tile and Marble Setters

Skills: Installation; Troubleshooting; Repairing; 
Equipment Maintenance; Programming; Technol-
ogy Design; Quality Control Analysis; Equipment 
Selection.

Education and Training Program: Communica-
tions Systems Installation and Repair Technology. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Telecommunications; 
Engineering and Technology; Building and Con-
struction; Customer and Personal Service; Design; 
Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
contaminants; cramped work space, awkward posi-
tions; hazardous equipment; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls.

Tile and Marble Setters

 ! Personality Code: RCA
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,890
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,066
 ! Self-Employed: 33.8%
 ! Part-Time: 7.2%

Apply hard tile, marble, and wood tile to walls, 
fl oors, ceilings, and roof decks. Align and straighten 
tile, using levels, squares, and straightedges. Deter-
mine and implement the best layout to achieve a 
desired pattern. Cut and shape tile to fi t around obsta-
cles and into odd spaces and corners, using hand- and 
power-cutting tools. Finish and dress the joints and 
wipe excess grout from between tiles, using damp 
sponge. Apply mortar to tile back, position the tile, 
and press or tap with trowel handle to a"  x tile to 
base. Mix, apply, and spread plaster, concrete, mor-
tar, cement, mastic, glue, or other adhesives to form a 
bed for the tiles, using brush, trowel, and screed. Pre-
pare cost and labor estimates based on calculations 
of time and materials needed for project. Measure 

and mark surfaces to be tiled, following blueprints. 
Level concrete and allow to dry. Build underbeds and 
install anchor bolts, wires, and brackets. Prepare sur-
faces for tiling by attaching lath or waterproof paper 
or by applying a cement mortar coat onto a metal 
screen. Study blueprints and examine surface to be 
covered to determine amount of material needed. 
Cut, surface, polish, and install marble and granite 
or install pre-cast terrazzo, granite, or marble units. 
Install and anchor fi xtures in designated positions, 
using hand tools. Cut tile backing to required size, 
using shears. Remove any old tile, grout, and adhe-
sive, using chisels and scrapers, and clean the surface 
carefully. Lay and set mosaic tiles to create decora-
tive wall, mural, and fl oor designs. Assist custom-
ers in selection of tile and grout. Remove and replace 
cracked or damaged tile. Measure and cut metal lath 
to size for walls and ceilings, using tin snips. Select 
and order tile and other items to be installed, such 
as bathroom accessories, walls, panels, and cabinets, 
according to specifi cations. Mix and apply mortar or 
cement to edges and ends of drain tiles to seal halves 
and joints. Spread mastic or other adhesive base on 
roof deck to form base for promenade tile, using ser-
rated spreader. Apply a sealer to make grout stain- 
and water-resistant. Brush glue onto manila paper on 
which design has been drawn and position tiles, fi n-
ished side down, onto paper.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.04. Construc-
tion Crafts. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Boil-
ermakers; Brickmasons and Blockmasons; Carpet 
Installers; Cement Masons and Concrete Finish-
ers; Commercial Divers; Construction Carpenters; 
Crane and Tower Operators; Drywall and Ceiling 
Tile Installers; Electricians; Fence Erectors; Floor 
Layers, Except Carpet, Wood, and Hard Tiles; Floor 
Sanders and Finishers; Glaziers; Hazardous Mate-
rials Removal Workers; Insulation Workers, Floor, 
Ceiling, and Wall; Insulation Workers, Mechanical; 
Manufactured Building and Mobile Home Install-
ers; Operating Engineers and Other Construc-
tion Equipment Operators; Painters, Construction 
and Maintenance; Paperhangers; Paving, Surfac-
ing, and Tamping Equipment Operators; Pile-Driver 
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Operators; Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters; Pipelayers; 
Plasterers and Stucco Masons; Plumbers; Plumb-
ers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters; Rail-Track Laying 
and Maintenance Equipment Operators; Refrac-
tory Materials Repairers, Except Brickmasons; Rein-
forcing Iron and Rebar Workers; Riggers; Roofers; 
Rough Carpenters; Security and Fire Alarm Systems 
Installers; Segmental Pavers; Sheet Metal Workers; 
Stone Cutters and Carvers, Manufacturing; Stone-
masons; Structural Iron and Steel Workers; Tapers; 
Terrazzo Workers and Finishers.

Skills: Installation; Management of Financial 
Resources; Mathematics; Equipment Selection; Tech-
nology Design; Management of Material Resources; 
Social Perceptiveness; Equipment Maintenance.

Education and Training Program: Mason/
Masonry. Related Knowledge/Courses: Building 
and Construction; Design; Production and Process-
ing; Economics and Accounting; Administration 
and Management; Transportation.

Work Environment: Noisy; contaminants; cramped 
work space, awkward positions; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; bending or twist-
ing the body.

Transportation Inspectors

See Aviation Inspectors (a Realistic job), Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors (a Realistic job), and Transportation 
Vehicle, Equipment, and Systems Inspectors, Except 
Aviation (a Realistic job), described separately.

Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, 
and Systems Inspectors, Except 
Aviation

 ! Personality Code: RCI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,122
 ! Self-Employed: 5.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.7%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Aviation 
Inspectors and with Freight and Cargo Inspectors.

Inspect and monitor transportation equipment, 
vehicles, or systems to ensure compliance with 
regulations and safety standards. Conduct vehicle 
or transportation equipment tests, using diagnostic 
equipment. Investigate and make recommendations 
on carrier requests for waiver of federal standards. 
Prepare reports on investigations or inspections and 
actions taken. Issue notices and recommend correc-
tive actions when infractions or problems are found. 
Investigate incidents or violations such as delays, 
accidents, and equipment failures. Investigate com-
plaints regarding safety violations. Inspect repairs to 
transportation vehicles and equipment to ensure that 
repair work was performed properly. Examine trans-
portation vehicles, equipment, or systems to detect 
damage, wear, or malfunction. Inspect vehicles and 
other equipment for evidence of abuse, damage, or 
mechanical malfunction. Examine carrier operating 
rules, employee qualifi cation guidelines, and carrier 
training and testing programs for compliance with 
regulations or safety standards. Inspect vehicles or 
equipment to ensure compliance with rules, stan-
dards, or regulations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government 
and Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. 
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___________________________________ Realistic Occupations: Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer 

Regulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O"  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Repre-
sentatives and O"  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance; Trou-
bleshooting; Installation; Quality Control Analysis; 
Operation Monitoring; Systems Analysis; Systems 
Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: No related CIP 
programs; this job is learned through work experi-
ence in a related occupation. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Mechanical Devices; Transportation; Pub-
lic Safety and Security; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Administration and Management; Physics.

Work Environment: Outdoors; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Truck Drivers, Heavy and 
Tractor-Trailer

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,380
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 279,032
 ! Self-Employed: 8.8%
 ! Part-Time: 7.2%

Drive a tractor-trailer combination or a truck 
with a capacity of at least 26,000 GVW to trans-
port and deliver goods, livestock, or materials in 
liquid, loose, or packaged form. May be required 
to unload truck. May require use of automated 
routing equipment. Requires commercial driv-
ers’ license. Follow appropriate safety procedures 
when transporting dangerous goods. Check vehi-
cles before driving them to ensure that mechanical, 
safety, and emergency equipment is in good working 
order. Maintain logs of working hours and of vehicle 
service and repair status, following applicable state 
and federal regulations. Obtain receipts or signatures 
when loads are delivered and collect payment for ser-
vices when required. Check all load-related docu-
mentation to ensure that it is complete and accurate. 
Maneuver trucks into loading or unloading posi-
tions, following signals from loading crew as needed; 
check that vehicle position is correct and any spe-
cial loading equipment is properly positioned. Drive 
trucks with capacities greater than 3 tons, including 
tractor-trailer combinations, to transport and deliver 
products, livestock, or other materials. Secure cargo 
for transport, using ropes, blocks, chain, binders, or 
covers. Read bills of lading to determine assignment 
details. Report vehicle defects, accidents, tra"  c vio-
lations, or damage to the vehicles. Read and inter-
pret maps to determine vehicle routes. Couple and 
uncouple trailers by changing trailer jack positions, 
connecting or disconnecting air and electrical lines, 
and manipulating fi fth-wheel locks. Collect deliv-
ery instructions from appropriate sources, verifying 
instructions and routes. Drive trucks to weigh sta-
tions before and after loading and along routes to 
document weights and to comply with state regula-
tions. Operate equipment such as truck cab comput-
ers, CB radios, and telephones to exchange necessary 
information with bases, supervisors, or other driv-
ers. Check conditions of trailers after contents have 
been unloaded to ensure that there has been no 
damage. Crank trailer landing gear up and down to 
safely secure vehicles. Wrap goods, using pads, pack-
ing paper, and containers, and secure loads to trailer 
walls, using straps. Perform basic vehicle mainte-
nance tasks such as adding oil, fuel, and radiator fl uid 
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or performing minor repairs. Load and unload trucks 
or help others with loading and unloading, operat-
ing any special loading-related equipment on vehicles 
and using other equipment as necessary.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.03. 
Truck Driving. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery Services.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Repairing; Oper-
ation Monitoring; Troubleshooting; Operation and 
Control.

Education and Training Program: Truck and Bus 
Driver/Commercial Vehicle Operation. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Transportation; Geography; 
Public Safety and Security; Law and Government; 
Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
contaminants; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls; repetitive motions.

Water and Liquid Waste Treatment 
Plant and System Operators

 ! Personality Code: RC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,570
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 13.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,575
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 3.4%

Operate or control an entire process or system 
of machines, often through the use of control 
boards, to transfer or treat water or liquid waste. 
Add chemicals such as ammonia, chlorine, or lime 
to disinfect and deodorize water and other liquids. 
Operate and adjust controls on equipment to purify 
and clarify water, process or dispose of sewage, and 

generate power. Inspect equipment or monitor oper-
ating conditions, meters, and gauges to determine 
load requirements and detect malfunctions. Collect 
and test water and sewage samples, using test equip-
ment and color analysis standards. Record operational 
data, personnel attendance, or meter and gauge read-
ings on specifi ed forms. Maintain, repair, and lubri-
cate equipment, using hand tools and power tools. 
Clean and maintain tanks and fi lter beds, using hand 
tools and power tools. Direct and coordinate plant 
workers engaged in routine operations and mainte-
nance activities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 13. Manufacturing. 
Work Group: 13.16. Utility Operation and Energy 
Distribution. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Chemical Plant and System Operators; Gas Com-
pressor and Gas Pumping Station Operators; Gas 
Plant Operators; Nuclear Power Reactor Operators; 
Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refi nery Oper-
ators, and Gaugers; Power Distributors and Dis-
patchers; Power Plant Operators; Ship Engineers; 
Stationary Engineers and Boiler Operators.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Operation and Con-
trol; Installation; Troubleshooting; Operations Anal-
ysis; Management of Material Resources; Equipment 
Maintenance; Science.

Education and Training Program: Water Qual-
ity and Wastewater Treatment Management and 
Recycling Technology/Technician. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Biology; Chemistry; Physics; Public 
Safety and Security; Mechanical Devices; Law and 
Government.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; very hot or cold; contaminants; minor 
burns, cuts, bites, or stings.
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_______________________________________________Investigative Occupations: Aerospace Engineers 

Investigative 
Occupations

Aerospace Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $90,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $60,760
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 10.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,498
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 2.6%

Perform a variety of engineering work in design-
ing, constructing, and testing aircraft, missiles, 
and spacecraft. May conduct basic and applied 
research to evaluate adaptability of materials 
and equipment to aircraft design and manufac-
ture. May recommend improvements in testing 
equipment and techniques. Formulate conceptual 
design of aeronautical or aerospace products or sys-
tems to meet customer requirements. Direct and 
coordinate activities of engineering or technical per-
sonnel designing, fabricating, modifying, or testing 
aircraft or aerospace products. Develop design cri-
teria for aeronautical or aerospace products or sys-
tems, including testing methods, production costs, 
quality standards, and completion dates. Plan and 
conduct experimental, environmental, operational, 
and stress tests on models and prototypes of air-
craft and aerospace systems and equipment. Eval-
uate product data and design from inspections and 
reports for conformance to engineering principles, 
customer requirements, and quality standards. For-
mulate mathematical models or other methods of 
computer analysis to develop, evaluate, or modify 
design according to customer engineering require-
ments. Write technical reports and other documen-
tation, such as handbooks and bulletins, for use 
by engineering sta! , management, and customers. 

Analyze project requests and proposals and engineer-
ing data to determine feasibility, productibility, cost, 
and production time of aerospace or aeronautical 
product. Review performance reports and documen-
tation from customers and fi eld engineers and inspect 
malfunctioning or damaged products to determine 
problem. Direct research and development programs. 
Evaluate and approve selection of vendors by study of 
past performance and new advertisements. Plan and 
coordinate activities concerned with investigating 
and resolving customers’ reports of technical prob-
lems with aircraft or aerospace vehicles. Maintain 
records of performance reports for future reference.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biomedical Engi-
neers; Chemical Engineers; Civil Engineers; Com-
puter Hardware Engineers; Electrical Engineers; 
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer; Marine 
Architects; Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and 
Naval Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Science; Systems Evaluation; Systems Anal-
ysis; Judgment and Decision Making; Technology 
Design; Persuasion; Operations Analysis; Manage-
ment of Personnel Resources.

Education and Training Program: Aerospace, 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Engineering and Technology; 
Physics; Design; Mechanical Devices; Production 
and Processing; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.
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Anesthesiologists

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $118,320
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Family and 
General Practitioners; Internists, General; Obstetricians 
and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; Psychiatrists; 
and Surgeons.

Administer anesthetics during surgery or other 
medical procedures. Administer anesthetic or seda-
tion during medical procedures, using local, intra-
venous, spinal, or caudal methods. Monitor patient 
before, during, and after anesthesia and counter-
act adverse reactions or complications. Provide and 
maintain life support and airway management and 
help prepare patients for emergency surgery. Record 
type and amount of anesthesia and patient condi-
tion throughout procedure. Examine patient; obtain 
medical history; and use diagnostic tests to deter-
mine risk during surgical, obstetrical, and other med-
ical procedures. Position patient on operating table 
to maximize patient comfort and surgical accessibil-
ity. Decide when patients have recovered or stabilized 
enough to be sent to another room or ward or to be 
sent home following outpatient surgery. Coordinate 
administration of anesthetics with surgeons during 
operation. Confer with other medical professionals to 
determine type and method of anesthetic or sedation 
to render patient insensible to pain. Coordinate and 
direct work of nurses, medical technicians, and other 
health-care providers. Order laboratory tests, X rays, 
and other diagnostic procedures. Diagnose illnesses, 
using examinations, tests, and reports. Manage 

anesthesiological services, coordinating them with 
other medical activities and formulating plans and 
procedures. Provide medical care and consultation 
in many settings, prescribing medication and treat-
ment and referring patients for surgery. Inform stu-
dents and sta!  of types and methods of anesthesia 
administration, signs of complications, and emer-
gency methods to counteract reactions. Schedule and 
maintain use of surgical suite, including operating, 
wash-up, and waiting rooms and anesthetic and ster-
ilizing equipment. Instruct individuals and groups 
on ways to preserve health and prevent disease. Con-
duct medical research to aid in controlling and cur-
ing disease, to investigate new medications, and to 
develop and test new medical techniques.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Sci-
ence. Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Family and Gen-
eral Practitioners; Internists, General; Medical Assis-
tants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; 
Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician 
Assistants; Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Sur-
geons; Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Science; Opera-
tion and Control; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Equipment Selection; Monitoring; Equipment Main-
tenance; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Anesthesiology; 
Critical Care Anesthesiology. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; Chemis-
try; Psychology; Physics; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; radia-
tion; disease or infections; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.
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____________________________________Investigative Occupations: Anthropologists and Archeologists

Anthropologists

 ! Personality Code: IA
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,080
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,130
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 446
 ! Self-Employed: 6.1%
 ! Part-Time: 20.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Archeologists.

Research, evaluate, and establish public policy 
concerning the origins of humans; their physical, 
social, linguistic, and cultural development; and 
their behavior, as well as the cultures, organiza-
tions, and institutions they have created. Collect 
information and make judgments through observa-
tion, interviews, and the review of documents. Plan 
and direct research to characterize and compare the 
economic, demographic, health-care, social, political, 
linguistic, and religious institutions of distinct cul-
tural groups, communities, and organizations. Write 
about and present research fi ndings for a variety of 
specialized and general audiences. Advise govern-
ment agencies, private organizations, and communi-
ties regarding proposed programs, plans, and policies 
and their potential impacts on cultural institutions, 
organizations, and communities. Identify culturally-
specifi c beliefs and practices a! ecting health status 
and access to services for distinct populations and 
communities in collaboration with medical and pub-
lic health o"  cials. Build and use text-based data-
base management systems to support the analysis 
of detailed fi rst-hand observational records, or “fi eld 
notes.” Develop intervention procedures, utilizing 
techniques such as individual and focus group inter-
views, consultations, and participant observation of 
social interaction. Construct and test data collection 
methods. Explain the origins and physical, social, or 

cultural development of humans, including physi-
cal attributes, cultural traditions, beliefs, languages, 
resource management practices, and settlement pat-
terns. Conduct participatory action research in com-
munities and organizations to assess how work is 
done and to design work systems, technologies, and 
environments. Train others in the application of eth-
nographic research methods to solve problems in 
organizational e! ectiveness, communications, tech-
nology development, policy-making, and program 
planning. Formulate general rules that describe and 
predict the development and behavior of cultures and 
social institutions. Collaborate with economic devel-
opment planners to decide on the implementation 
of proposed development policies, plans, and pro-
grams based on culturally institutionalized barriers 
and facilitating circumstances. Create data records 
for use in describing and analyzing social patterns 
and processes, using photography, videography, and 
audio recordings.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists and Archeologists; 
Archeologists; Economists; Historians; Industrial-
Organizational Psychologists; Political Scientists; 
School Psychologists; Sociologists.

Skills: Writing; Science; Social Perceptiveness; Com-
plex Problem Solving; Systems Evaluation; Reading 
Comprehension; Systems Analysis; Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Anthropol-
ogy; Physical Anthropology. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sociology and Anthropology; History and 
Archeology; Foreign Language; Philosophy and # e-
ology; Geography; Biology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Anthropologists and Archeologists

See Anthropologists (an Investigative job) and 
Archeologists (an Investigative job), described separately.
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Archeologists

 ! Personality Code: IRA
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,080
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,130
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 446
 ! Self-Employed: 6.1%
 ! Part-Time: 20.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anthropologists.

Conduct research to reconstruct record of past 
human life and culture from human remains, arti-
facts, architectural features, and structures recov-
ered through excavation, underwater recovery, or 
other means of discovery. Write, present, and pub-
lish reports that record site history, methodology, and 
artifact analysis results, along with recommenda-
tions for conserving and interpreting fi ndings. Com-
pare fi ndings from one site with archeological data 
from other sites to fi nd similarities or di! erences. 
Research, survey, or assess sites of past societies and 
cultures in search of answers to specifi c research ques-
tions. Study objects and structures recovered by exca-
vation to identify, date, and authenticate them and 
to interpret their signifi cance. Develop and test the-
ories concerning the origin and development of past 
cultures. Consult site reports, existing artifacts, and 
topographic maps to identify archeological sites. Cre-
ate a grid of each site and draw and update maps of 
unit profi les, stratum surfaces, features, and fi ndings. 
Record the exact locations and conditions of artifacts 
uncovered in diggings or surveys, using drawings 
and photographs as necessary. Assess archeological 
sites for resource management, development, or con-
servation purposes and recommend methods for site 
protection. Describe artifacts’ physical properties or 
attributes, such as the materials from which artifacts 
are made and their size, shape, function, and deco-
ration. Teach archeology at colleges and universities. 

Collect artifacts made of stone, bone, metal, and 
other materials, placing them in bags and marking 
them to show where they were found. Create artifact 
typologies to organize and make sense of past mate-
rial cultures. Lead fi eld training sites and train fi eld 
sta! , students, and volunteers in excavation methods. 
Clean, restore, and preserve artifacts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists; Anthropologists and 
Archeologists; Economists; Historians; Industrial-
Organizational Psychologists; Political Scientists; 
School Psychologists; Sociologists.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Writing; Management of Personnel Resources; Read-
ing Comprehension; Active Learning; Management 
of Material Resources; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: Archeology. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: History and Archeol-
ogy; Sociology and Anthropology; Geography; Phi-
losophy and # eology; Foreign Language; Biology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Astronomers

 ! Personality Code: IAR
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $99,020
 ! Beginning Wage: $44,490
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 5.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 128
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.2%

Observe, research, and interpret celestial and 
astronomical phenomena to increase basic knowl-
edge and apply such information to practical 
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____________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Atmospheric and Space Scientists

problems. Study celestial phenomena, using a vari-
ety of ground-based and space-borne telescopes and 
scientifi c instruments. Analyze research data to 
determine its signifi cance, using computers. Pres-
ent research fi ndings at scientifi c conferences and in 
papers written for scientifi c journals. Measure radio, 
infrared, gamma, and X-ray emissions from extrater-
restrial sources. Develop theories based on personal 
observations or on observations and theories of other 
astronomers. Raise funds for scientifi c research. Col-
laborate with other astronomers to carry out research 
projects. Develop instrumentation and software for 
astronomical observation and analysis. Teach astron-
omy or astrophysics. Develop and modify astronomy-
related programs for public presentation. Calculate 
orbits and determine sizes, shapes, brightness, and 
motions of di! erent celestial bodies. Direct the oper-
ations of a planetarium.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in 
! is Work Group: Atmospheric and Space Scien-
tists; Chemists; Geographers; Geoscientists, Except 
Hydrologists and Geographers; Hydrologists; Mate-
rials Scientists; Physicists.

Skills: Science; Programming; Mathematics; 
Complex Problem Solving; Technology Design; 
Active Learning; Critical # inking; Reading 
Comprehension.

Education and Training Programs: Astron-
omy; Astrophysics; Planetary Astronomy and Sci-
ence; Astronomy and Astrophysics, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Physics; Mathematics; Engi-
neering and Technology; Chemistry; Computers and 
Electronics; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting. 

Atmospheric and Space Scientists

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $78,390
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,030
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 735
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.2%

Investigate atmospheric phenomena and interpret 
meteorological data gathered by surface and air 
stations, satellites, and radar to prepare reports 
and forecasts for public and other uses. Study and 
interpret data, reports, maps, photographs, and charts 
to predict long- and short-range weather conditions, 
using computer models and knowledge of climate 
theory, physics, and mathematics. Broadcast weather 
conditions, forecasts, and severe weather warnings to 
the public via television, radio, and the Internet or 
provide this information to the news media. Gather 
data from sources such as surface and upper air sta-
tions, satellites, weather bureaus, and radar for use in 
meteorological reports and forecasts. Prepare forecasts 
and briefi ngs to meet the needs of industry, business, 
government, and other groups. Apply meteorologi-
cal knowledge to problems in areas including agricul-
ture, pollution control, and water management and 
to issues such as global warming or ozone depletion. 
Conduct basic or applied meteorological research 
into the processes and determinants of atmospheric 
phenomena, weather, and climate. Operate com-
puter graphic equipment to produce weather reports 
and maps for analysis, distribution, or use in weather 
broadcasts. Measure wind, temperature, and humid-
ity in the upper atmosphere, using weather balloons. 
Develop and use weather forecasting tools such as 
mathematical and computer models. Direct forecast-
ing services at weather stations or at radio or tele-
vision broadcasting facilities. Research and analyze 
the impact of industrial projects and pollution on 
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climate, air quality, and weather phenomena. Collect 
air samples from planes and ships over land and sea to 
study atmospheric composition. Conduct numerical 
simulations of climate conditions to understand and 
predict global and regional weather patterns. Col-
lect and analyze historical climate information such 
as precipitation and temperature records help pre-
dict future weather and climate trends. Consult with 
agencies, professionals, or researchers regarding the 
use and interpretation of climatological information. 
Design and develop new equipment and methods 
for meteorological data collection, remote sensing, 
or related applications. Make scientifi c presentations 
and publish reports, articles, or texts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Astronomers; Chemists; Geographers; 
Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists and Geographers; 
Hydrologists; Materials Scientists; Physicists.

Skills: Science; Programming; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Operation Monitoring; Operations 
Analysis; Technology Design; Quality Control Anal-
ysis; Operation and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Atmospheric 
Sciences and Meteorology, General; Atmospheric 
Chemistry and Climatology; Atmospheric Phys-
ics and Dynamics; Meteorology; Atmospheric Sci-
ences and Meteorology, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Geography; Physics; Mathematics; Com-
puters and Electronics; Communications and Media; 
Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; repeti-
tive motions.

Biochemists and Biophysicists

 ! Personality Code: IAR
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $79,270
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,670
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,637
 ! Self-Employed: 2.5%
 ! Part-Time: 7.3%

Study the chemical composition and physical 
principles of living cells and organisms and their 
electrical and mechanical energy and related phe-
nomena. May conduct research in order to further 
understanding of the complex chemical combina-
tions and reactions involved in metabolism, repro-
duction, growth, and heredity. May determine the 
e# ects of foods, drugs, serums, hormones, and 
other substances on tissues and vital processes of 
living organisms. Design and perform experiments 
with equipment such as lasers, accelerators, and 
mass spectrometers. Analyze brain functions, such 
as learning, thinking, and memory, and analyze the 
dynamics of seeing and hearing. Share research fi nd-
ings by writing scientifi c articles and by making pre-
sentations at scientifi c conferences. Develop and test 
new drugs and medications intended for commercial 
distribution. Develop methods to process, store, and 
use foods, drugs, and chemical compounds. Develop 
new methods to study the mechanisms of biologi-
cal processes. Examine the molecular and chemical 
aspects of immune system functioning. Investigate 
the nature, composition, and expression of genes and 
research how genetic engineering can impact these 
processes. Determine the three-dimensional struc-
ture of biological macromolecules. Prepare reports 
and recommendations based upon research out-
comes. Design and build laboratory equipment 
needed for special research projects. Isolate, analyze, 
and synthesize vitamins, hormones, allergens, miner-
als, and enzymes and determine their e! ects on body 
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______________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Biomedical Engineers 

functions. Research cancer treatment, using radiation 
and nuclear particles. Research transformations of 
substances in cells, using atomic isotopes. Study how 
light is absorbed in processes such as photosynthesis 
or vision. Analyze foods to determine their nutritional 
values and the e! ects of cooking, canning, and pro-
cessing on these values. Study spatial confi gurations 
of submicroscopic molecules such as proteins, using 
X rays and electron microscopes. Teach and advise 
undergraduate and graduate students and supervise 
their research. Investigate the transmission of elec-
trical impulses along nerves and muscles. Research 
how characteristics of plants and animals are carried 
through successive generations. Investigate damage 
to cells and tissues caused by X rays and nuclear par-
ticles. Research the chemical e! ects of substances 
such as drugs, serums, hormones, and food on tis-
sues and vital processes. Develop and execute tests to 
detect diseases, genetic disorders, or other abnormal-
ities. Produce pharmaceutically and industrially use-
ful proteins, using recombinant DNA technology.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.03. Life Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Biologists; Environmental Scien-
tists and Specialists, Including Health; Epidemiol-
ogists; Medical Scientists, Except Epidemiologists; 
Microbiologists.

Skills: Science; Technology Design; Writing; Equip-
ment Selection; Operations Analysis; Reading Com-
prehension; Troubleshooting; Quality Control 
Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Soil Chemistry 
and Physics; Soil Microbiology; Biophysics; Molecu-
lar Biophysics; Biochemistry/Biophysics and Molec-
ular Biology; Cell/Cellular Biology and Anatomical 
Sciences, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: Biol-
ogy; Chemistry; Physics; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Medicine and Dentistry; Design.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Biomedical Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $75,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $45,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 21.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,804
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 3.4%

Apply knowledge of engineering, biology, and 
biomechanical principles to the design, devel-
opment, and evaluation of biological and health 
systems and products, such as artifi cial organs, 
prostheses, instrumentation, medical informa-
tion systems, and health management and care 
delivery systems. Evaluate the safety, e"  ciency, 
and e! ectiveness of biomedical equipment. Install, 
adjust, maintain, and/or repair biomedical equip-
ment. Advise hospital administrators on the plan-
ning, acquisition, and use of medical equipment. 
Advise and assist in the application of instrumen-
tation in clinical environments. Develop models or 
computer simulations of human bio-behavioral sys-
tems in order to obtain data for measuring or con-
trolling life processes. Research new materials to be 
used for products such as implanted artifi cial organs. 
Design and develop medical diagnostic and clinical 
instrumentation, equipment, and procedures, utiliz-
ing the principles of engineering and bio-behavioral 
sciences. Conduct research, along with life scientists, 
chemists, and medical scientists, on the engineering 
aspects of the biological systems of humans and ani-
mals. Teach biomedical engineering or disseminate 
knowledge about fi eld through writing or consulting. 
Design and deliver technology to assist people with 
disabilities. Diagnose and interpret bioelectric data, 
using signal-processing techniques. Adapt or design 
computer hardware or software for medical science 
uses. Analyze new medical procedures in order to 
forecast likely outcomes. Develop new applications 
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for energy sources, such as using nuclear power for 
biomedical implants.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Chemical Engineers; Civil Engineers; Com-
puter Hardware Engineers; Electrical Engineers; 
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer; Marine 
Architects; Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and 
Naval Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Technology Design; Science; Installation; 
Operations Analysis; Quality Control Analysis; Sys-
tems Evaluation; Troubleshooting; Management of 
Material Resources.

Education and Training Program: Biomedi-
cal/Medical Engineering. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Engineering and Technology; Comput-
ers and Electronics; Physics; Design; Mechanical 
Devices; Chemistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; hazardous conditions; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Chemical Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $81,500
 ! Beginning Wage: $52,060
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 7.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,111
 ! Self-Employed: 1.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.4%

Design chemical plant equipment and devise pro-
cesses for manufacturing chemicals and prod-
ucts, such as gasoline, synthetic rubber, plastics, 
detergents, cement, paper, and pulp, by applying 

principles and technology of chemistry, physics, 
and engineering. Perform tests throughout stages of 
production to determine degree of control over vari-
ables, including temperature, density, specifi c grav-
ity, and pressure. Develop safety procedures to be 
employed by workers operating equipment or work-
ing in close proximity to ongoing chemical reactions. 
Determine most e! ective arrangement of operations 
such as mixing, crushing, heat transfer, distillation, 
and drying. Prepare estimate of production costs and 
production progress reports for management. Direct 
activities of workers who operate or who are engaged 
in constructing and improving absorption, evapora-
tion, or electromagnetic equipment. Perform labora-
tory studies of steps in manufacture of new product 
and test proposed process in small-scale operation 
such as a pilot plant. Develop processes to separate 
components of liquids or gases or generate electrical 
currents by using controlled chemical processes. Con-
duct research to develop new and improved chemical 
manufacturing processes. Design measurement and 
control systems for chemical plants based on data 
collected in laboratory experiments and in pilot plant 
operations. Design and plan layout of equipment.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Civil Engineers; Com-
puter Hardware Engineers; Electrical Engineers; 
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer; Marine 
Architects; Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and 
Naval Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Science; Technology Design; Troubleshoot-
ing; Programming; Operations Analysis; Installa-
tion; Mathematics; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Chemical Engi-
neering. Related Knowledge/Courses: Engineering 
and Technology; Chemistry; Physics; Design; Pro-
duction and Processing; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; hazardous con-
ditions; sitting.
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Chemists

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $63,490
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,810
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 9.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,024
 ! Self-Employed: 1.2%
 ! Part-Time: 3.9%

Conduct qualitative and quantitative chemical 
analyses or chemical experiments in laboratories 
for quality or process control or to develop new 
products or knowledge. Analyze organic and inor-
ganic compounds to determine chemical and physi-
cal properties, composition, structure, relationships, 
and reactions, utilizing chromatography, spectros-
copy, and spectrophotometry techniques. Develop, 
improve, and customize products, equipment, for-
mulas, processes, and analytical methods. Compile 
and analyze test information to determine process or 
equipment operating e"  ciency and to diagnose mal-
functions. Confer with scientists and engineers to 
conduct analyses of research projects, interpret test 
results, or develop nonstandard tests. Direct, coor-
dinate, and advise personnel in test procedures for 
analyzing components and physical properties of 
materials. Induce changes in composition of sub-
stances by introducing heat, light, energy, and chem-
ical catalysts for quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
Write technical papers and reports and prepare stan-
dards and specifi cations for processes, facilities, prod-
ucts, or tests. Study e! ects of various methods of 
processing, preserving, and packaging on composi-
tion and properties of foods. Prepare test solutions, 
compounds, and reagents for laboratory personnel to 
conduct test.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in 

! is Work Group: Astronomers; Atmospheric and 
Space Scientists; Geographers; Geoscientists, Except 
Hydrologists and Geographers; Hydrologists; Mate-
rials Scientists; Physicists.

Skills: Science; Quality Control Analysis; Tech-
nology Design; Operation Monitoring; Equip-
ment Selection; Management of Material Resources; 
Management of Financial Resources; Operations 
Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Chemistry, 
General; Analytical Chemistry; Inorganic Chem-
istry; Organic Chemistry; Physical and # eoretical 
Chemistry; Polymer Chemistry; Chemical Physics; 
Chemistry, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Chemistry; Mathematics; Engineering and Tech-
nology; Production and Processing; Computers and 
Electronics; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; haz-
ardous conditions; standing.

Clinical Psychologists

 ! Personality Code: ISA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $62,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,300
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,309
 ! Self-Employed: 34.2%
 ! Part-Time: 24.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Counseling 
Psychologists and with School Psychologists.

Diagnose or evaluate mental and emotional dis-
orders of individuals through observation, inter-
view, and psychological tests and formulate and 
administer programs of treatment. Identify psy-
chological, emotional, or behavioral issues and diag-
nose disorders, using information obtained from 
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interviews, tests, records, and reference materials. 
Develop and implement individual treatment plans, 
specifying type, frequency, intensity, and duration of 
therapy. Interact with clients to assist them in gain-
ing insight, defi ning goals, and planning action to 
achieve e! ective personal, social, educational, and 
vocational development and adjustment. Discuss the 
treatment of problems with clients. Utilize a variety 
of treatment methods such as psychotherapy, hypno-
sis, behavior modifi cation, stress reduction therapy, 
psychodrama, and play therapy. Counsel individ-
uals and groups regarding problems such as stress, 
substance abuse, and family situations to modify 
behavior or to improve personal, social, and voca-
tional adjustment. Write reports on clients and main-
tain required paperwork. Evaluate the e! ectiveness 
of counseling or treatments and the accuracy and 
completeness of diagnoses; then modify plans and 
diagnoses as necessary. Obtain and study medical, 
psychological, social, and family histories by inter-
viewing individuals, couples, or families and by 
reviewing records. Consult reference material such as 
textbooks, manuals, and journals to identify symp-
toms, make diagnoses, and develop approaches to 
treatment. Maintain current knowledge of relevant 
research. Observe individuals at play, in group inter-
actions, or in other contexts to detect indications of 
mental defi ciency, abnormal behavior, or maladjust-
ment. Select, administer, score, and interpret psycho-
logical tests to obtain information on individuals’ 
intelligence, achievements, interests, and personali-
ties. Refer clients to other specialists, institutions, or 
support services as necessary. Develop, direct, and 
participate in training programs for sta!  and stu-
dents. Provide psychological or administrative ser-
vices and advice to private fi rms and community 
agencies regarding mental health programs or indi-
vidual cases. Provide occupational, educational, and 
other information to individuals so that they can 
make educational and vocational plans.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Child, Family, 
and School Social Workers; Clinical, Counseling, 
and School Psychologists; Counseling Psychologists; 

Marriage and Family # erapists; Medical and Public 
Health Social Workers; Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Social Workers; Mental Health Counselors; 
Probation O"  cers and Correctional Treatment Spe-
cialists; Rehabilitation Counselors; Residential Advi-
sors; Social and Human Service Assistants; Substance 
Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Service Orientation; 
Complex Problem Solving; Learning Strategies; 
Active Listening; Negotiation; Active Learning; Crit-
ical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Psychology, 
General; Clinical Psychology; Counseling Psychol-
ogy; Developmental and Child Psychology; School 
Psychology; Clinical Child Psychology; Psycho-
analysis and Psychotherapy. Related Knowledge/
Courses: # erapy and Counseling; Psychology; 
Sociology and Anthropology; Philosophy and # e-
ology; Customer and Personal Service; Medicine and 
Dentistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Clinical, Counseling, and School 
Psychologists

See Clinical Psychologists (an Investigative job), 
Counseling Psychologists (a Social job), and School 
Psychologists (an Investigative job), described separately.
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Computer and Information 
Scientists, Research

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $97,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $55,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 21.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,901
 ! Self-Employed: 5.3%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

Conduct research into fundamental computer 
and information science as theorists, designers, or 
inventors. Solve or develop solutions to problems 
in the fi eld of computer hardware and software. 
Analyze problems to develop solutions involving 
computer hardware and software. Assign or sched-
ule tasks in order to meet work priorities and goals. 
Evaluate project plans and proposals to assess feasi-
bility issues. Apply theoretical expertise and inno-
vation to create or apply new technology, such as 
adapting principles for applying computers to new 
uses. Consult with users, management, vendors, and 
technicians to determine computing needs and sys-
tem requirements. Meet with managers, vendors, 
and others to solicit cooperation and resolve prob-
lems. Conduct logical analyses of business, scientifi c, 
engineering, and other technical problems, formu-
lating mathematical models of problems for solution 
by computers. Develop and interpret organizational 
goals, policies, and procedures. Participate in sta! -
ing decisions and direct training of subordinates. 
Develop performance standards and evaluate work in 
light of established standards. Design computers and 
the software that runs them. Maintain network hard-
ware and software, direct network security measures, 
and monitor networks to ensure availability to sys-
tem users. Participate in multidisciplinary projects in 
areas such as virtual reality, human-computer inter-
action, or robotics. Approve, prepare, monitor, and 
adjust operational budgets. Direct daily operations 

of departments, coordinating project activities with 
other departments.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; Net-
work Designers; Network Systems and Data Com-
munications Analysts; Software Quality Assurance 
Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators; Web 
Developers.

Skills: Programming; Science; Systems Analysis; 
Operations Analysis; Technology Design; Active 
Learning; Complex Problem Solving; Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
and Information Sciences, General; Artifi cial Intel-
ligence and Robotics; Information Science/Studies; 
Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst; Computer Sci-
ence; Computer and Information Sciences and Sup-
port Services, Other; Medical Informatics. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Computers and Electronics; 
Telecommunications; Engineering and Technology; 
Mathematics; Design; Education and Training.

Work Environment: No data available.

Computer Hardware Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $91,860
 ! Beginning Wage: $55,880
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 4.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,572
 ! Self-Employed: 3.6%
 ! Part-Time: 2.7%
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Research, design, develop, and test computer 
or computer-related equipment for commer-
cial, industrial, military, or scientifi c use. May 
supervise the manufacturing and installation of 
computer or computer-related equipment and 
components. Update knowledge and skills to keep 
up with rapid advancements in computer technol-
ogy. Provide technical support to designers, market-
ing and sales departments, suppliers, engineers, and 
other team members throughout the product devel-
opment and implementation process. Test and ver-
ify hardware and support peripherals to ensure that 
they meet specifi cations and requirements, analyz-
ing and recording test data. Monitor functioning 
of equipment and make necessary modifi cations to 
ensure system operates in conformance with speci-
fi cations. Analyze information to determine, recom-
mend, and plan layout, including type of computers 
and peripheral equipment modifi cations. Build, test, 
and modify product prototypes, using working mod-
els or theoretical models constructed using computer 
simulation. Analyze user needs and recommend 
appropriate hardware. Direct technicians, engineer-
ing designers, or other technical support personnel 
as needed. Confer with engineering sta!  and consult 
specifi cations to evaluate interface between hard-
ware and software and operational and performance 
requirements of overall system. Select hardware and 
material, assuring compliance with specifi cations and 
product requirements. Store, retrieve, and manipulate 
data for analysis of system capabilities and require-
ments. Write detailed functional specifi cations that 
document the hardware development process and 
support hardware introduction. Specify power supply 
requirements and confi guration, drawing on system 
performance expectations and design specifi cations. 
Provide training and support to system designers and 
users. Assemble and modify existing pieces of equip-
ment to meet special needs. Evaluate factors such 
as reporting formats required, cost constraints, and 
need for security restrictions to determine hardware 
confi guration. Design and develop computer hard-
ware and support peripherals, including central pro-
cessing units (CPUs), support logic, microprocessors, 
custom integrated circuits, and printers and disk 

drives. Recommend purchase of equipment to con-
trol dust, temperature, and humidity in area of sys-
tem installation.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Chemical Engineers; 
Civil Engineers; Electrical Engineers; Electronics 
Engineers, Except Computer; Marine Architects; 
Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and Naval 
Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical Engi-
neers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Programming; Operations Analysis; Sys-
tems Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Troubleshoot-
ing; Technology Design; Science; Quality Control 
Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
Engineering, General; Computer Hardware Engi-
neering. Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers 
and Electronics; Engineering and Technology; Tele-
communications; Design; Physics; Communications 
and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Computer Security Specialists

 ! Personality Code: CIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,970
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 27.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 37,010
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 3.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Network and 
Computer Systems Administrators.
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____________________________ Investigative Occupations: Computer Software Engineers, Applications

Plan, coordinate, and implement security mea-
sures for information systems to regulate access 
to computer data fi les and prevent unauthorized 
modifi cation, destruction, or disclosure of infor-
mation. Train users and promote security aware-
ness to ensure system security and to improve server 
and network e"  ciency. Develop plans to safeguard 
computer fi les against accidental or unauthorized 
modifi cation, destruction, or disclosure and to meet 
emergency data processing needs. Confer with users 
to discuss issues such as computer data access needs, 
security violations, and programming changes. Mon-
itor current reports of computer viruses to determine 
when to update virus protection systems. Mod-
ify computer security fi les to incorporate new soft-
ware, correct errors, or change individual access 
status. Coordinate implementation of computer sys-
tem plan with establishment personnel and outside 
vendors. Monitor use of data fi les and regulate access 
to safeguard information in computer fi les. Perform 
risk assessments and execute tests of data-process-
ing system to ensure functioning of data-processing 
activities and security measures. Encrypt data trans-
missions and erect fi rewalls to conceal confi dential 
information as it is being transmitted and to keep 
out tainted digital transfers. Document computer 
security and emergency measures policies, proce-
dures, and tests. Review violations of computer secu-
rity procedures and discuss procedures with violators 
to ensure violations are not repeated. Maintain per-
manent fl eet cryptologic and carry-on direct support 
systems required in special land, sea surface, and sub-
surface operations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information 
Technology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Computer and Information Scientists, 
Research; Computer Operators; Computer Program-
mers; Computer Software Engineers, Applications; 
Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software; 
Computer Support Specialists; Computer Systems 
Analysts; Computer Systems Engineers/Architects; 
Database Administrators; Network Designers; Net-
work Systems and Data Communications Analysts; 

Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers; 
Web Administrators; Web Developers.

Skills: Systems Evaluation; Systems Analysis; Oper-
ations Analysis; Programming; Installation; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Troubleshooting; 
Management of Financial Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Information Sci-
ence/Studies; Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst; 
Computer Systems Networking and Telecommuni-
cations; System Administration/Administrator; Sys-
tem, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/
Manager; Computer and Information Systems Secu-
rity; Computer and Information Sciences and Sup-
port Services, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Computers and Electronics; Telecommunications; 
Engineering and Technology; Design; Education 
and Training; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Computer Software Engineers, 
Applications

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $83,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $52,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 44.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 58,690
 ! Self-Employed: 2.0%
 ! Part-Time: 2.6%

Develop, create, and modify general computer 
applications software or specialized utility pro-
grams. Analyze user needs and develop software 
solutions. Design software or customize software 
for client use with the aim of optimizing opera-
tional e"  ciency. May analyze and design databases 
within an application area, working individually 
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or coordinating database development as part of a 
team. Confer with systems analysts, engineers, pro-
grammers, and others to design system and to obtain 
information on project limitations and capabilities, 
performance requirements, and interfaces. Modify 
existing software to correct errors, allow it to adapt to 
new hardware, or improve its performance. Analyze 
user needs and software requirements to determine 
feasibility of design within time and cost constraints. 
Consult with customers about software system design 
and maintenance. Coordinate software system instal-
lation and monitor equipment functioning to ensure 
specifi cations are met. Design, develop, and modify 
software systems, using scientifi c analysis and math-
ematical models to predict and measure outcome and 
consequences of design. Develop and direct software 
system testing and validation procedures, program-
ming, and documentation. Analyze information to 
determine, recommend, and plan computer spec-
ifi cations and layouts and peripheral equipment 
modifi cations. Supervise the work of programmers, 
technologists, and technicians and other engineering 
and scientifi c personnel. Obtain and evaluate infor-
mation on factors such as reporting formats required, 
costs, and security needs to determine hardware con-
fi guration. Determine system performance stan-
dards. Train users to use new or modifi ed equipment. 
Store, retrieve, and manipulate data for analysis of 
system capabilities and requirements. Specify power 
supply requirements and confi guration. Recommend 
purchase of equipment to control dust, temperature, 
and humidity in area of system installation.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Systems Software; Computer Support 
Specialists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects; Database Administra-
tors; Network Designers; Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts; Software Quality Assur-
ance Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators; 
Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Troubleshooting; Technology 
Design; Systems Analysis; Quality Control Analysis; 
Operations Analysis; Installation; Complex Problem 
Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Artifi cial 
Intelligence and Robotics; Information Technology; 
Computer Science; Computer Engineering, Gen-
eral; Computer Software Engineering; Computer 
Engineering Technologies/Technicians, Other; Bio-
informatics; Medical Informatics; Medical Illustra-
tion and Informatics, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Computers and Electronics; Telecommuni-
cations; Engineering and Technology; Design; Math-
ematics; Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Computer Software Engineers, 
Systems Software

 ! Personality Code: ICR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $89,070
 ! Beginning Wage: $55,870
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 28.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 33,139
 ! Self-Employed: 2.1%
 ! Part-Time: 2.6%

Research, design, develop, and test operating 
systems-level software, compilers, and network 
distribution software for medical, industrial, mil-
itary, communications, aerospace, business, sci-
entifi c, and general computing applications. Set 
operational specifi cations and formulate and ana-
lyze software requirements. Apply principles and 
techniques of computer science, engineering, and 
mathematical analysis. Modify existing software 
to correct errors, to adapt it to new hardware, or to 
upgrade interfaces and improve performance. Design 
and develop software systems, using scientifi c analysis 
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_________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Computer Systems Analysts

and mathematical models to predict and measure 
outcome and consequences of design. Consult with 
engineering sta!  to evaluate interface between hard-
ware and software, develop specifi cations and perfor-
mance requirements, and resolve customer problems. 
Analyze information to determine, recommend, and 
plan installation of a new system or modifi cation 
of an existing system. Develop and direct software 
system testing and validation procedures. Direct 
software programming and development of docu-
mentation. Consult with customers or other depart-
ments on project status, proposals, and technical 
issues such as software system design and mainte-
nance. Advise customer about, or perform, mainte-
nance of software system. Coordinate installation 
of software system. Monitor functioning of equip-
ment to ensure system operates in conformance with 
specifi cations. Store, retrieve, and manipulate data 
for analysis of system capabilities and requirements. 
Confer with data processing and project managers 
to obtain information on limitations and capabili-
ties for data-processing projects. Prepare reports and 
correspondence concerning project specifi cations, 
activities, and status. Evaluate factors such as report-
ing formats required, cost constraints, and need for 
security restrictions to determine hardware confi gu-
ration. Supervise and assign work to programmers, 
designers, technologists and technicians, and other 
engineering and scientifi c personnel. Train users to 
use new or modifi ed equipment. Utilize microcon-
trollers to develop control signals; implement control 
algorithms; and measure process variables such as 
temperatures, pressures, and positions. Recommend 
purchase of equipment to control dust, temperature, 
and humidity in area of system installation. Specify 
power supply requirements and confi guration.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Support Spe-
cialists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Sys-
tems Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; 

Network Designers; Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts; Software Quality Assur-
ance Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators; 
Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Technology Design; Systems 
Analysis; Troubleshooting; Operations Analysis; 
Complex Problem Solving; Science; Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Artifi cial 
Intelligence and Robotics; Information Technology; 
Information Science/Studies; Computer Science; 
System, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/
Manager; Computer Engineering, General; Com-
puter Engineering Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers and Elec-
tronics; Design; Engineering and Technology; Tele-
communications; Mathematics; Communications 
and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Computer Systems Analysts

 ! Personality Code: ICR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $73,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $43,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 29.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 63,166
 ! Self-Employed: 5.8%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

Analyze science, engineering, business, and all 
other data-processing problems for application 
to electronic data processing systems. Analyze 
user requirements, procedures, and problems 
to automate or improve existing systems and 
review computer system capabilities, workfl ow, 
and scheduling limitations. May analyze or rec-
ommend commercially available software. May 
supervise computer programmers. Provide sta!  and 
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users with assistance solving computer-related prob-
lems, such as malfunctions and program problems. 
Test, maintain, and monitor computer programs and 
systems, including coordinating the installation of 
computer programs and systems. Use object-oriented 
programming languages as well as client and server 
applications development processes and multimedia 
and Internet technology. Confer with clients regard-
ing the nature of the information processing or com-
putation needs a computer program is to address. 
Coordinate and link the computer systems within an 
organization to increase compatibility and so infor-
mation can be shared. Consult with management 
to ensure agreement on system principles. Expand 
or modify system to serve new purposes or improve 
workfl ow. Interview or survey workers, observe job 
performance, or perform the job to determine what 
information is processed and how it is processed. 
Determine computer software or hardware needed to 
set up or alter system. Train sta!  and users to work 
with computer systems and programs. Analyze infor-
mation processing or computation needs and plan 
and design computer systems, using techniques such 
as structured analysis, data modeling, and informa-
tion engineering. Assess the usefulness of pre-devel-
oped application packages and adapt them to a user 
environment. Defi ne the goals of the system and 
devise fl ow charts and diagrams describing logical 
operational steps of programs. Develop, document, 
and revise system design procedures, test procedures, 
and quality standards. Review and analyze computer 
printouts and performance indicators to locate code 
problems; correct errors by correcting codes. Recom-
mend new equipment or software packages. Read 
manuals, periodicals, and technical reports to learn 
how to develop programs that meet sta!  and user 
requirements. Supervise computer programmers or 
other systems analysts or serve as project leaders for 
particular systems projects. Utilize the computer in 
the analysis and solution of business problems such 
as development of integrated production and inven-
tory control and cost analysis systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 

Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Spe-
cialists; Computer Systems Engineers/Architects; 
Database Administrators; Network Designers; Net-
work Systems and Data Communications Analysts; 
Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers; 
Web Administrators; Web Developers.

Skills: Installation; Quality Control Analysis; Tech-
nology Design; Programming; Systems Analy-
sis; Troubleshooting; Operations Analysis; Systems 
Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Information Tech-
nology; Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst; Web/
Multimedia Management and Webmaster. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Computers and Electronics; 
Telecommunications; Design; Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Law and Government; Communica-
tions and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Computer Systems Engineers/
Architects

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,374
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Network 
Designers, with Software Quality Assurance Engineers 
and Testers, with Web Administrators, and with Web 
Developers.
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________________________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Coroners

Design and develop solutions to complex appli-
cations problems, system administration issues, 
or network concerns. Perform systems manage-
ment and integration functions. Communicate 
with sta!  or clients to understand specifi c system 
requirements. Provide advice on project costs, design 
concepts, or design changes. Document design speci-
fi cations, installation instructions, and other system-
related information. Verify stability, interoperability, 
portability, security, or scalability of system architec-
ture. Collaborate with engineers or software devel-
opers to select appropriate design solutions or ensure 
the compatibility of system components. Provide 
technical guidance or support for the development 
or troubleshooting of systems. Evaluate current or 
emerging technologies to consider factors such as 
cost, portability, compatibility, or usability. Iden-
tify system data, hardware, or software components 
required to meet user needs. Provide guidelines for 
implementing secure systems to customers or instal-
lation teams. Monitor system operation to detect 
potential problems. Direct the analysis, develop-
ment, and operation of complete computer systems. 
Investigate system component suitability for speci-
fi ed purposes and make recommendations regard-
ing component use. Perform ongoing hardware and 
software maintenance operations, including install-
ing or upgrading hardware or software. Develop or 
approve project plans, schedules, or budgets. Confi g-
ure servers to meet functional specifi cations. Design 
and conduct hardware or software tests. Defi ne and 
analyze objectives, scope, issues, or organizational 
impact of information systems. Develop system engi-
neering, software engineering, system integration, or 
distributed system architectures. Establish functional 
or system standards to ensure operational require-
ments, quality requirements, and design constraints 
are addressed. Evaluate existing systems to determine 
e! ectiveness and suggest changes to meet organiza-
tional requirements. Research, test, or verify proper 
functioning of software patches and fi xes. Commu-
nicate project information through presentations, 
technical reports, or white papers. Complete models 
and simulations, using manual or automated tools, to 
analyze or predict system performance under di! er-
ent operating conditions.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; Com-
puter Security Specialists; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Applications; Computer Software Engineers, 
Systems Software; Computer Support Specialists; 
Computer Systems Analysts; Database Administra-
tors; Network Designers; Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts; Software Quality Assur-
ance Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators; 
Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Systems Evaluation; Tech-
nology Design; Systems Analysis; Troubleshooting; 
Operations Analysis; Installation; Science.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
Engineering, General; Computer Software Engi-
neering. Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers 
and Electronics; Engineering and Technology; Tele-
communications; Design; Mathematics; Sales and 
Marketing.

Work Environment: No data available.

Coroners

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,841
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors, with Equal Opportunity 
Representatives and O"  cers, with Government Property 
Inspectors and Investigators, and with Licensing 
Examiners and Inspectors.
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Direct activities such as autopsies, pathological 
and toxicological analyses, and inquests relating 
to the investigation of deaths occurring within 
a legal jurisdiction to determine cause of death 
or to fi x responsibility for accidental, violent, or 
unexplained deaths. Perform medico-legal exami-
nations and autopsies, conducting preliminary exam-
inations of the body in order to identify victims, to 
locate signs of trauma, and to identify factors that 
would indicate time of death. Inquire into the cause, 
manner, and circumstances of human deaths and 
establish the identities of deceased persons. Direct 
activities of workers who conduct autopsies, perform 
pathological and toxicological analyses, and prepare 
documents for permanent records. Complete death 
certifi cates, including the assignment of a cause and 
manner of death. Observe and record the positions 
and conditions of bodies and of related evidence. 
Collect and document any pertinent medical his-
tory information. Observe, record, and preserve any 
objects or personal property related to deaths, includ-
ing objects such as medication containers and sui-
cide notes. Complete reports and forms required to 
fi nalize cases. Remove or supervise removal of bodies 
from death scenes, using the proper equipment and 
supplies, and arrange for transportation to morgues. 
Testify at inquests, hearings, and court trials. Inter-
view persons present at death scenes to obtain infor-
mation useful in determining the manner of death. 
Provide information concerning the circumstances of 
death to relatives of the deceased. Locate and docu-
ment information regarding the next of kin, includ-
ing their relationship to the deceased and the status 
of notifi cation attempts. Confer with o"  cials of pub-
lic health and law enforcement agencies in order to 
coordinate interdepartmental activities. Inventory 
personal e! ects, such as jewelry or wallets, that are 
recovered from bodies. Coordinate the release of per-
sonal e! ects to authorized persons and facilitate the 
disposition of unclaimed corpses and personal e! ects. 
Arrange for the next of kin to be notifi ed of deaths. 
Record the disposition of minor children, as well as 
details of arrangements made for their care. Col-
lect wills, burial instructions, and other documen-
tation needed for investigations and for handling of 

the remains. Witness and certify deaths that are the 
result of a judicial order.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.01. Managerial Work in Medi-
cal and Health Services. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Medical and Health Services Managers.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Reading Comprehension; Critical # inking; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Speaking; Manage-
ment of Material Resources; Writing.

Education and Training Program: Public Admin-
istration. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine 
and Dentistry; Biology; Psychology; # erapy and 
Counseling; Chemistry; Law and Government.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; contaminants; disease or infections; hazard-
ous equipment; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Dentists, General

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $137,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $71,520
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 9.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,106
 ! Self-Employed: 36.6%
 ! Part-Time: 25.9%

Diagnose and treat diseases, injuries, and malfor-
mations of teeth and gums and related oral struc-
tures. May treat diseases of nerve, pulp, and other 
dental tissues a# ecting vitality of teeth. Use masks, 
gloves, and safety glasses to protect themselves and 
their patients from infectious diseases. Administer 
anesthetics to limit the amount of pain experienced 
by patients during procedures. Examine teeth, gums, 
and related tissues, using dental instruments, X rays, 
and other diagnostic equipment, to evaluate dental 
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____________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Diagnostic Medical Sonographers

health, diagnose diseases or abnormalities, and plan 
appropriate treatments. Formulate plan of treatment 
for patient’s teeth and mouth tissue. Use air turbine 
and hand instruments, dental appliances, and surgi-
cal implements. Advise and instruct patients regard-
ing preventive dental care, the causes and treatment 
of dental problems, and oral health-care services. 
Design, make, and fi t prosthodontic appliances such 
as space maintainers, bridges, and dentures or write 
fabrication instructions or prescriptions for dentur-
ists and dental technicians. Diagnose and treat dis-
eases, injuries, and malformations of teeth, gums, 
and related oral structures and provide preventive 
and corrective services. Fill pulp chamber and canal 
with endodontic materials. Write prescriptions for 
antibiotics and other medications. Analyze and eval-
uate dental needs to determine changes and trends in 
patterns of dental disease. Treat exposure of pulp by 
pulp capping, removal of pulp from pulp chamber, 
or root canal, using dental instruments. Eliminate 
irritating margins of fi llings and correct occlusions, 
using dental instruments. Perform oral and periodon-
tal surgery on the jaw or mouth. Remove diseased tis-
sue, using surgical instruments. Apply fl uoride and 
sealants to teeth. Manage business, employing and 
supervising sta!  and handling paperwork and insur-
ance claims. Bleach, clean, or polish teeth to restore 
natural color. Plan, organize, and maintain dental 
health programs. Produce and evaluate dental health 
educational materials.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.03. Dentistry. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Dental Assistants; Dental Hygienists; 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; Orthodontists; 
Prosthodontists.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Management of Material Resources; Equipment 
Selection; Complex Problem Solving; Reading Com-
prehension; Service Orientation; Management of 
Personnel Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Dentistry 
(DDS, DMD); Dental Clinical Sciences, General 
(MS, PhD); Advanced General Dentistry (Cert, 
MS, PhD); Oral Biology and Oral Pathology (MS, 

PhD); Dental Public Health and Education (Cert, 
MS/MPH, PhD/DPH); Dental Materials (MS, 
PhD); Pediatric Dentistry/Pedodontics (Cert, MS, 
PhD); Dental Public Health Specialty; Pedodon-
tics Specialty. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medi-
cine and Dentistry; Biology; Psychology; Chemistry; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Economics and 
Accounting.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; radi-
ation; disease or infections; sitting; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Diagnostic Medical Sonographers

 ! Personality Code: ISR
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,860
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,250
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 19.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,211
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

Produce ultrasonic recordings of internal organs 
for use by physicians. Provide sonograms and oral or 
written summaries of technical fi ndings to physicians 
for use in medical diagnosis. Decide which images to 
include, looking for di! erences between healthy and 
pathological areas. Operate ultrasound equipment 
to produce and record images of the motion, shape, 
and composition of blood, organs, tissues, and bodily 
masses such as fl uid accumulations. Select appropri-
ate equipment settings and adjust patient positions 
to obtain the best sites and angles. Observe screens 
during scans to ensure that images produced are sat-
isfactory for diagnostic purposes, making adjust-
ments to equipment as required. Prepare patients for 
exams by explaining procedures, transferring them 
to ultrasound tables, scrubbing skin and applying 
gel, and positioning them properly. Observe and 
care for patients throughout examinations to ensure 
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their safety and comfort. Obtain and record accu-
rate patient histories, including prior test results and 
information from physical examinations. Determine 
whether scope of exams should be extended, based 
on fi ndings. Maintain records that include patient 
information; sonographs and interpretations; fi les 
of correspondence; publications and regulations; or 
quality assurance records such as pathology, biopsy, 
or post-operative reports. Record and store suitable 
images, using camera unit connected to the ultra-
sound equipment. Coordinate work with physicians 
and other health-care team members, including pro-
viding assistance during invasive procedures. Perform 
clerical duties such as scheduling exams and special 
procedures, keeping records, and archiving com-
puterized images. Perform legal and ethical duties, 
including preparing safety and accident reports, 
obtaining written consent from patients to perform 
invasive procedures, and reporting symptoms of 
abuse and neglect. Clean, check, and maintain sono-
graphic equipment, submitting maintenance requests 
or performing minor repairs as necessary. Supervise 
and train students and other medical sonographers. 
Maintain stock and supplies, preparing supplies for 
special examinations and ordering supplies when 
necessary. Process and code fi lm from procedures 
and complete appropriate documentation.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; 
Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians; Med-
ical and Clinical Laboratory Technologists; Med-
ical Equipment Preparers; Medical Records and 
Health Information Technicians; Nuclear Medicine 
Technologists; Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists 
and Prosthetists; Radiologic Technicians; Radio-
logic Technologists; Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Service Orientation; 
Systems Analysis; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Diagnostic 
Medical Sonography/Sonographer and Ultrasound 
Technician; Allied Health Diagnostic, Intervention, 

and Treatment Professions, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Physics; 
Biology; Psychology; Customer and Personal Service; 
Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; cramped work space, 
awkward positions; disease or infections; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; bending or twisting the 
body; repetitive motions.

Electrical Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $79,240
 ! Beginning Wage: $51,220
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 6.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,806
 ! Self-Employed: 2.1%
 ! Part-Time: 2.0%

Design, develop, test, or supervise the manufac-
turing and installation of electrical equipment, 
components, or systems for commercial, indus-
trial, military, or scientifi c use. Confer with engi-
neers, customers, and others to discuss existing or 
potential engineering projects and products. Design, 
implement, maintain, and improve electrical instru-
ments, equipment, facilities, components, products, 
and systems for commercial, industrial, and domes-
tic purposes. Operate computer-assisted engineer-
ing and design software and equipment to perform 
engineering tasks. Direct and coordinate manufac-
turing, construction, installation, maintenance, sup-
port, documentation, and testing activities to ensure 
compliance with specifi cations, codes, and customer 
requirements. Perform detailed calculations to com-
pute and establish manufacturing, construction, and 
installation standards and specifi cations. Inspect 
completed installations and observe operations to 
ensure conformance to design and equipment speci-
fi cations and compliance with operational and safety 
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standards. Plan and implement research methodol-
ogy and procedures to apply principles of electrical 
theory to engineering projects. Prepare specifi cations 
for purchase of materials and equipment. Supervise 
and train project team members as necessary. Inves-
tigate and test vendors’ and competitors’ products. 
Oversee project production e! orts to assure projects 
are completed satisfactorily, on time, and within bud-
get. Prepare and study technical drawings, specifi ca-
tions of electrical systems, and topographical maps 
to ensure that installation and operations conform 
to standards and customer requirements. Investigate 
customer or public complaints, determine nature 
and extent of problem, and recommend remedial 
measures. Plan layout of electric-power-generating 
plants and distribution lines and stations. Assist in 
developing capital project programs for new equip-
ment and major repairs. Develop budgets, estimat-
ing labor, material, and construction costs. Compile 
data and write reports regarding existing and poten-
tial engineering studies and projects. Collect data 
relating to commercial and residential development, 
population, and power system interconnection to 
determine operating e"  ciency of electrical systems. 
Conduct fi eld surveys and study maps, graphs, dia-
grams, and other data to identify and correct power 
system problems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Chemical Engineers; 
Civil Engineers; Computer Hardware Engineers; 
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer; Marine 
Architects; Marine Engineers; Marine Engineers and 
Naval Architects; Materials Engineers; Mechanical 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Technology Design; Science; Systems Anal-
ysis; Troubleshooting; Systems Evaluation; Equip-
ment Selection; Management of Material Resources; 
Programming.

Education and Training Program: Electrical, Elec-
tronic, and Communications Engineering. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Engineering and Technology; 

Design; Physics; Telecommunications; Computers 
and Electronics; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Electronics Engineers, Except 
Computer

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $83,340
 ! Beginning Wage: $53,710
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 3.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,699
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 2.0%

Research, design, develop, and test electronic 
components and systems for commercial, indus-
trial, military, or scientifi c use, utilizing knowl-
edge of electronic theory and materials properties. 
Design electronic circuits and components for use 
in fi elds such as telecommunications, aerospace 
guidance and propulsion control, acoustics, or 
instruments and controls. Design electronic com-
ponents, software, products, or systems for com-
mercial, industrial, medical, military, or scientifi c 
applications. Provide technical support and instruc-
tion to sta!  or customers regarding equipment stan-
dards, assisting with specifi c, di"  cult in-service 
engineering. Operate computer-assisted engineer-
ing and design software and equipment to perform 
engineering tasks. Analyze system requirements, 
capacity, cost, and customer needs to determine fea-
sibility of project and develop system plan. Confer 
with engineers, customers, vendors, or others to dis-
cuss existing and potential engineering projects or 
products. Review and evaluate work of others inside 
and outside the organization to ensure e! ectiveness, 
technical adequacy, and compatibility in the resolu-
tion of complex engineering problems. Determine 
material and equipment needs and order supplies. 
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Inspect electronic equipment, instruments, products, 
and systems to ensure conformance to specifi cations, 
safety standards, and applicable codes and regula-
tions. Evaluate operational systems, prototypes, and 
proposals and recommend repair or design modifi ca-
tions based on factors such as environment, service, 
cost, and system capabilities. Prepare documentation 
containing information such as confi dential descrip-
tions and specifi cations of proprietary hardware 
and software, product development and introduc-
tion schedules, product costs, and information about 
product performance weaknesses. Direct and coor-
dinate activities concerned with manufacture, con-
struction, installation, maintenance, operation, and 
modifi cation of electronic equipment, products, and 
systems. Develop and perform operational, mainte-
nance, and testing procedures for electronic prod-
ucts, components, equipment, and systems. Plan 
and develop applications and modifi cations for elec-
tronic properties used in components, products, and 
systems to improve technical performance. Plan and 
implement research, methodology, and procedures to 
apply principles of electronic theory to engineering 
projects. Prepare engineering sketches and specifi ca-
tions for construction, relocation, and installation of 
equipment, facilities, products, and systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Chemical Engineers; 
Civil Engineers; Computer Hardware Engineers; 
Electrical Engineers; Marine Architects; Marine 
Engineers; Marine Engineers and Naval Architects; 
Materials Engineers; Mechanical Engineers; Nuclear 
Engineers.

Skills: Troubleshooting; Installation; Science; Oper-
ations Analysis; Technology Design; Equipment 
Selection; Systems Evaluation; Quality Control 
Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Electrical, Elec-
tronic, and Communications Engineering. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Engineering and Technology; 

Design; Physics; Computers and Electronics; Tele-
communications; Production and Processing.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Engineering Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $79,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $43,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,565
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to the application of 
physical laws and principles of engineering for the 
development of machines, materials, instruments, 
processes, and services. Includes teachers of sub-
jects such as chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, 
mechanical, mineral, and petroleum engineer-
ing. Includes both teachers primarily engaged 
in teaching and those who do a combination of 
both teaching and research. Prepare and deliver 
lectures to undergraduate and/or graduate students 
on topics such as mechanics, hydraulics, and robot-
ics. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld by 
reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Super-
vise undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, intern-
ship, and research work. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, laboratory work, assignments, and papers. 
Conduct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge 
and publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, 
and/or electronic media. Prepare course materials 
such as syllabi, homework assignments, and hand-
outs. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Write grant propos-
als to procure external research funding. Super-
vise students’ laboratory work. Initiate, facilitate, 
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_________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary 

and moderate class discussions. Maintain regularly 
scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist students. 
Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, 
and course materials and methods of instruction. 
Advise students on academic and vocational curricula 
and on career issues. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Collabo-
rate with colleagues to address teaching and research 
issues. Select and obtain materials and supplies such 
as textbooks and laboratory equipment. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
activities. Serve on academic or administrative com-
mittees that deal with institutional policies, depart-
mental matters, and academic issues. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as department 
head. Provide professional consulting services to gov-
ernment and/or industry. Compile bibliographies of 
specialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Act as advisers to student organizations. Participate 
in campus and community events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Environmental Science Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Farm and Home Management Advisors; 
Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; 

Graduate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties 
Teachers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Law Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Programming; Mathematics; Tech-
nology Design; Complex Problem Solving; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Critical # inking; 
Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Teacher Edu-
cation and Professional Development, Specifi c Sub-
ject Areas, Other; Engineering, General; Aerospace, 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering; Agri-
cultural/Biological Engineering and Bioengineer-
ing; Architectural Engineering; Biomedical/Medical 
Engineering; Ceramic Sciences and Engineering; 
Chemical Engineering; Civil Engineering, General; 
Geotechnical Engineering; Structural Engineering; 
others. Related Knowledge/Courses: Engineer-
ing and Technology; Physics; Design; Mathematics; 
Education and Training; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Environmental Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $72,350
 ! Beginning Wage: $44,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 25.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,003
 ! Self-Employed: 2.7%
 ! Part-Time: 3.0%

Design, plan, or perform engineering duties in the 
prevention, control, and remediation of environ-
mental health hazards, using various engineering 
disciplines. Work may include waste treatment, 
site remediation, or pollution control technology. 
Collaborate with environmental scientists, planners, 
hazardous waste technicians, engineers, and other 
specialists, and experts in law and business to address 
environmental problems. Inspect industrial and 
municipal facilities and programs to evaluate opera-
tional e! ectiveness and ensure compliance with envi-
ronmental regulations. Prepare, review, and update 
environmental investigation and recommendation 
reports. Design and supervise the development of 
systems processes or equipment for control, man-
agement, or remediation of water, air, or soil qual-
ity. Provide environmental engineering assistance in 
network analysis, regulatory analysis, and planning 
or reviewing database development. Obtain, update, 
and maintain plans, permits, and standard operat-
ing procedures. Provide technical-level support for 
environmental remediation and litigation projects, 
including remediation system design and determi-
nation of regulatory applicability. Monitor progress 
of environmental improvement programs. Inform 
company employees and other interested parties of 
environmental issues. Advise corporations and gov-
ernment agencies of procedures to follow in cleaning 
up contaminated sites to protect people and the envi-
ronment. Develop proposed project objectives and 
targets, and report to management on progress in 

attaining them. Request bids from suppliers or con-
sultants. Advise industries and government agencies 
about environmental policies and standards. Assess 
the existing or potential environmental impact of 
land use projects on air, water, and land. Assist in 
budget implementation, forecasts, and administra-
tion. Serve on teams conducting multimedia inspec-
tions at complex facilities, providing assistance with 
planning, quality assurance, safety inspection proto-
cols, and sampling. Coordinate and manage environ-
mental protection programs and projects, assigning 
and evaluating work. Maintain, write, and revise 
quality assurance documentation and procedures. 
Provide administrative support for projects by col-
lecting data, providing project documentation, train-
ing sta! , and performing other general administrative 
duties.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 01. Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. Work Group: 01.02. Resource 
Science/Engineering for Plants, Animals, and the 
Environment. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Agricultural Engineers; Animal Scientists; Conser-
vation Scientists; Foresters; Mining and Geologi-
cal Engineers, Including Mining Safety Engineers; 
Petroleum Engineers; Range Managers; Soil and 
Plant Scientists; Soil and Water Conservationists; 
Zoologists and Wildlife Biologists.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Systems 
Analysis; Mathematics; Systems Evaluation; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Writing; Operation 
Monitoring; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Program: Environmen-
tal/Environmental Health Engineering. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Engineering and Technology; 
Physics; Design; Chemistry; Building and Construc-
tion; Biology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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________ Investigative Occupations: Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including Health

Environmental Science and 
Protection Technicians, Including 
Health

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $39,370
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 28.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,404
 ! Self-Employed: 1.5%
 ! Part-Time: 19.4%

Perform laboratory and fi eld tests to monitor the 
environment and investigate sources of pollution, 
including those that a# ect health. Under direc-
tion of environmental scientists or specialists, 
may collect samples of gases, soil, water, and other 
materials for testing and take corrective actions 
as assigned. Collect samples of gases, soils, water, 
industrial wastewater, and asbestos products to con-
duct tests on pollutant levels and identify sources of 
pollution. Record test data and prepare reports, sum-
maries, and charts that interpret test results. Develop 
and implement programs for monitoring of environ-
mental pollution and radiation. Discuss test results 
and analyses with customers. Set up equipment or sta-
tions to monitor and collect pollutants from sites such 
as smokestacks, manufacturing plants, or mechanical 
equipment. Maintain fi les, such as hazardous waste 
databases, chemical usage data, personnel exposure 
information, and diagrams showing equipment loca-
tions. Develop testing procedures or direct activities 
of workers in laboratory. Prepare samples or photomi-
crographs for testing and analysis. Calibrate micro-
scopes and test instruments. Examine and analyze 
material for presence and concentration of contami-
nants such as asbestos, using variety of microscopes. 
Calculate amount of pollutant in samples or com-
pute air pollution or gas fl ow in industrial processes, 
using chemical and mathematical formulas. Make 

recommendations to control or eliminate unsafe con-
ditions at workplaces or public facilities. Weigh, ana-
lyze, and measure collected sample particles such 
as lead, coal dust, or rock to determine concentra-
tion of pollutants. Provide information and technical 
and program assistance to government representa-
tives, employers, and the general public on the issues 
of public health, environmental protection, or work-
place safety. Conduct standardized tests to ensure 
materials and supplies used throughout power sup-
ply systems meet processing and safety specifi cations. 
Perform statistical analysis of environmental data. 
Respond to and investigate hazardous conditions 
or spills or outbreaks of disease or food poisoning, 
collecting samples for analysis. Determine amounts 
and kinds of chemicals to use in destroying harm-
ful organisms and removing impurities from purifi -
cation systems. Inspect sanitary conditions at public 
facilities. Inspect workplaces to ensure the absence of 
health and safety hazards such as high noise levels, 
radiation, or lighting that is too bright or dim.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 01. Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. Work Group: 01.03. Resource 
Technologies for Plants, Animals, and the Environ-
ment. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Agricul-
tural and Food Science Technicians; Agricultural 
Technicians; Food Science Technicians; Food Sci-
entists and Technologists; Geological and Petroleum 
Technicians; Geological Sample Test Technicians; 
Geophysical Data Technicians.

Skills: Quality Control Analysis; Systems Analysis; 
Systems Evaluation; Operation Monitoring; Opera-
tion and Control; Science.

Education and Training Programs: Environmen-
tal Studies; Environmental Science; Physical Sci-
ence Technologies/Technicians, Other; Science 
Technologies/Technicians, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Biology; Chemistry; Geography; 
Physics; Computers and Electronics; Building and 
Construction.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; very hot or cold; contaminants; sitting.
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Environmental Scientists and 
Specialists, Including Health

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $58,380
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,630
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 25.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,961
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 5.3%

Conduct research or perform investigation for 
the purpose of identifying, abating, or eliminat-
ing sources of pollutants or hazards that a# ect 
either the environment or the health of the popu-
lation. Using knowledge of various scientifi c dis-
ciplines, may collect, synthesize, study, report, 
and take action based on data derived from mea-
surements or observations of air, food, soil, water, 
and other sources. Collect, synthesize, analyze, 
manage, and report environmental data such as pol-
lution emission measurements, atmospheric monitor-
ing measurements, meteorological and mineralogical 
information, and soil or water samples. Analyze data 
to determine validity, quality, and scientifi c signifi -
cance, and to interpret correlations between human 
activities and environmental e! ects. Communi-
cate scientifi c and technical information to the pub-
lic, organizations, or internal audiences through oral 
briefi ngs, written documents, workshops, confer-
ences, training sessions, or public hearings. Provide 
scientifi c and technical guidance, support, coordina-
tion, and oversight to governmental agencies, envi-
ronmental programs, industry, or the public. Process 
and review environmental permits, licenses, and 
related materials. Review and implement environ-
mental technical standards, guidelines, policies, and 
formal regulations that meet all appropriate require-
ments. Prepare charts or graphs from data samples, 
providing summary information on the environmen-
tal relevance of the data. Determine data collection 

methods to be employed in research projects and sur-
veys. Investigate and report on accidents a! ecting the 
environment. Research sources of pollution to deter-
mine their e! ects on the environment and to develop 
theories or methods of pollution abatement or control. 
Provide advice on proper standards and regulations 
or the development of policies, strategies, and codes 
of practice for environmental management. Monitor 
e! ects of pollution and land degradation, and rec-
ommend means of prevention or control. Supervise 
or train students, environmental technologists, tech-
nicians, or other related sta! . Evaluate violations or 
problems discovered during inspections to determine 
appropriate regulatory actions or to provide advice on 
the development and prosecution of regulatory cases. 
Conduct environmental audits and inspections, and 
investigations of violations. Plan and develop research 
models, using knowledge of mathematical and sta-
tistical concepts. Conduct applied research on envi-
ronmental topics such as waste control and treatment 
and pollution abatement methods.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.03. Life Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Biochemists and Biophysicists; Biol-
ogists; Epidemiologists; Medical Scientists, Except 
Epidemiologists; Microbiologists.

Skills: Science; Systems Analysis; Systems Eval-
uation; Writing; Reading Comprehension; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Management of 
Material Resources; Operation Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Environmen-
tal Studies; Environmental Science. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Biology; Geography; Chemistry; 
Physics; Law and Government; Engineering and 
Technology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; sitting.
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________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Forensic Science Technicians

Family and General Practitioners

 ! Personality Code: IS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $67,400
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Internists, General; Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; Psychiatrists; and 
Surgeons.

Diagnose, treat, and help prevent diseases and 
injuries that commonly occur in the general pop-
ulation. Prescribe or administer treatment, ther-
apy, medication, vaccination, and other specialized 
medical care to treat or prevent illness, disease, or 
injury. Order, perform, and interpret tests and ana-
lyze records, reports, and examination information 
to diagnose patients’ condition. Monitor the patients’ 
conditions and progress and re-evaluate treatments 
as necessary. Explain procedures and discuss test 
results or prescribed treatments with patients. Col-
lect, record, and maintain patient information, such 
as medical history, reports, and examination results. 
Advise patients and community members concern-
ing diet, activity, hygiene, and disease prevention. 
Refer patients to medical specialists or other prac-
titioners when necessary. Direct and coordinate 
activities of nurses, students, assistants, specialists, 
therapists, and other medical sta! . Coordinate work 
with nurses, social workers, rehabilitation thera-
pists, pharmacists, psychologists, and other health-
care providers. Deliver babies. Operate on patients to 
remove, repair, or improve functioning of diseased or 
injured body parts and systems. Plan, implement, or 
administer health programs or standards in hospital, 

business, or community for information, preven-
tion, or treatment of injury or illness. Prepare reports 
for government or management of birth, death, and 
disease statistics; workforce evaluations; or medical 
status of individuals. Conduct research to study anat-
omy and develop or test medications, treatments, or 
procedures to prevent or control disease or injury.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Inter-
nists, General; Medical Assistants; Medical Tran-
scriptionists; Obstetricians and Gynecologists; 
Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Science; Social Perceptiveness; Reading Com-
prehension; Complex Problem Solving; Persua-
sion; Service Orientation; Management of Financial 
Resources; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Medicine 
(MD); Osteopathic Medicine/Osteopathy (DO); 
Family Medicine. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; # erapy and 
Counseling; Psychology; Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy; Chemistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Forensic Science Technicians

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $47,680
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,170
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 30.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,074
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 19.4%
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Collect, identify, classify, and analyze physical 
evidence related to criminal investigations. Per-
form tests on weapons or substances such as fi ber, 
hair, and tissue to determine signifi cance to inves-
tigation. May testify as expert witnesses on evi-
dence or crime laboratory techniques. May serve 
as specialists in area of expertise, such as ballistics, 
fi ngerprinting, handwriting, or biochemistry. Tes-
tify in court about investigative and analytical meth-
ods and fi ndings. Keep records and prepare reports 
detailing fi ndings, investigative methods, and labora-
tory techniques. Interpret laboratory fi ndings and test 
results to identify and classify substances, materials, 
and other evidence collected at crime scenes. Operate 
and maintain laboratory equipment and apparatus. 
Prepare solutions, reagents, and sample formulations 
needed for laboratory work. Analyze and classify bio-
logical fl uids, using DNA typing or serological tech-
niques. Collect evidence from crime scenes, storing it 
in conditions that preserve its integrity. Identify and 
quantify drugs and poisons found in biological fl uids 
and tissues, in foods, and at crime scenes. Analyze 
handwritten and machine-produced textual evidence 
to decipher altered or obliterated text or to determine 
authorship, age, or source. Reconstruct crime scenes 
to determine relationships among pieces of evidence. 
Examine DNA samples to determine if they match 
other samples. Collect impressions of dust from sur-
faces to obtain and identify fi ngerprints. Analyze 
gunshot residue and bullet paths to determine how 
shootings occurred. Visit morgues, examine scenes of 
crimes, or contact other sources to obtain evidence 
or information to be used in investigations. Examine 
physical evidence such as hair, fi ber, wood, or soil res-
idues to obtain information about its source and com-
position. Determine types of bullets used in shooting 
and whether they were fi red from a specifi c weapon. 
Examine fi rearms to determine mechanical condi-
tion and legal status, performing restoration work 
on damaged fi rearms to obtain information such as 
serial numbers. Confer with ballistics, fi ngerprint-
ing, handwriting, document, electronics, medical, 
chemical, or metallurgical experts concerning evi-
dence and its interpretation. Interpret the pharma-
cological e! ects of a drug or a combination of drugs 

on an individual. Compare objects such as tools with 
impression marks to determine whether a specifi c 
object is responsible for a specifi c mark.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Baili! s; Correctional O"  cers and Jailers; Crimi-
nal Investigators and Special Agents; Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators; Fire Investigators; Parking 
Enforcement Workers; Police and Sheri! ’s Patrol 
O"  cers; Police Detectives; Police Identifi cation and 
Records O"  cers; Police Patrol O"  cers; Sheri! s and 
Deputy Sheri! s; Transit and Railroad Police.

Skills: Science; Quality Control Analysis; Trouble-
shooting; Speaking; Equipment Selection; Active 
Learning; Reading Comprehension; Monitoring.

Education and Training Program: Forensic Sci-
ence and Technology. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Chemistry; Law and Government; Biology; Pub-
lic Safety and Security; English Language; Clerical 
Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; hazardous conditions; sitting.

Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists 
and Geographers

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $75,800
 ! Beginning Wage: $41,020
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 21.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,471
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 5.3%

Study the composition, structure, and other phys-
ical aspects of the Earth. May use knowledge of 
geology, physics, and mathematics in explora-
tion for oil, gas, minerals, or underground water 
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or in waste disposal, land reclamation, or other 
environmental problems. May study the Earth’s 
internal composition, atmospheres, and oceans 
and its magnetic, electrical, and gravitational 
forces. Includes mineralogists, crystallographers, 
paleontologists, stratigraphers, geodesists, and 
seismologists. Analyze and interpret geological, geo-
chemical, and geophysical information from sources 
such as survey data, well logs, bore holes, and aer-
ial photos. Locate and estimate probable natural 
gas, oil, and mineral ore deposits and underground 
water resources, using aerial photographs, charts, or 
research and survey results. Plan and conduct geolog-
ical, geochemical, and geophysical fi eld studies and 
surveys, sample collection, or drilling and testing 
programs used to collect data for research or appli-
cation. Analyze and interpret geological data, using 
computer software. Search for and review research 
articles or environmental, historical, and technical 
reports. Assess ground and surface water movement 
to provide advice regarding issues such as waste man-
agement, route and site selection, and the restora-
tion of contaminated sites. Prepare geological maps, 
cross-sectional diagrams, charts, and reports con-
cerning mineral extraction, land use, and resource 
management, using results of fi eld work and labo-
ratory research. Investigate the composition, struc-
ture, and history of the Earth’s crust through the 
collection, examination, measurement, and classi-
fi cation of soils, minerals, rocks, or fossil remains. 
Conduct geological and geophysical studies to pro-
vide information for use in regional development, site 
selection, and development of public works projects. 
Measure characteristics of the Earth, such as gravity 
and magnetic fi elds, using equipment such as seis-
mographs, gravimeters, torsion balances, and mag-
netometers. Inspect construction projects to analyze 
engineering problems, applying geological knowl-
edge and using test equipment and drilling machin-
ery. Design geological mine maps, monitor mine 
structural integrity, or advise and monitor mining 
crews. Identify risks for natural disasters such as mud 
slides, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions, provid-
ing advice on mitigation of potential damage. Advise 
construction fi rms and government agencies on dam 

and road construction, foundation design, or land 
use and resource management. Test industrial dia-
monds and abrasives, soil, or rocks to determine their 
geological characteristics, using optical, X-ray, heat, 
acid, and precision instruments.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Astronomers; Atmospheric and Space 
Scientists; Chemists; Geographers; Hydrologists; 
Materials Scientists; Physicists.

Skills: Systems Analysis; Science; Systems Evalua-
tion; Mathematics; Writing; Operation Monitoring; 
Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Geology/
Earth Science, General; Geochemistry; Geophysics 
and Seismology; Paleontology; Geochemistry and 
Petrology; Oceanography, Chemical and Physical; 
Geological and Earth Sciences/Geosciences, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Geography; Engi-
neering and Technology; Physics; Chemistry; Math-
ematics; Design.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Hydrologists

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,140
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 24.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 687
 ! Self-Employed: 2.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.3%

Research the distribution, circulation, and physi-
cal properties of underground and surface waters; 
study the form and intensity of precipitation, its 
rate of infi ltration into the soil, its movement 
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through the earth, and its return to the ocean 
and atmosphere. Study and document quanti-
ties, distribution, disposition, and development of 
underground and surface waters. Draft fi nal reports 
describing research results, including illustrations, 
appendices, maps, and other attachments. Coor-
dinate and supervise the work of professional and 
technical sta! , including research assistants, technol-
ogists, and technicians. Prepare hydrogeologic evalu-
ations of known or suspected hazardous waste sites 
and land treatment and feedlot facilities. Design and 
conduct scientifi c hydrogeological investigations to 
ensure that accurate and appropriate information is 
available for use in water resource management deci-
sions. Study public water supply issues, including 
fl ood and drought risks, water quality, wastewater, 
and impacts on wetland habitats. Collect and ana-
lyze water samples as part of fi eld investigations and/
or to validate data from automatic monitors. Apply 
research fi ndings to help minimize the environ-
mental impacts of pollution, water-borne diseases, 
erosion, and sedimentation. Measure and graph phe-
nomena such as lake levels, stream fl ows, and changes 
in water volumes. Investigate complaints or confl icts 
related to the alteration of public waters, gathering 
information, recommending alternatives, informing 
participants of progress, and preparing draft orders. 
Develop or modify methods of conducting hydro-
logic studies. Answer questions and provide techni-
cal assistance and information to contractors and/or 
the public regarding issues such as well drilling, code 
requirements, hydrology, and geology. Install, main-
tain, and calibrate instruments such as those that 
monitor water levels, rainfall, and sediments. Evalu-
ate data and provide recommendations regarding the 
feasibility of municipal projects such as hydroelectric 
power plants, irrigation systems, fl ood warning sys-
tems, and waste treatment facilities. Conduct short-
term and long-term climate assessments and study 
storm occurrences. Study and analyze the physi-
cal aspects of the Earth in terms of the hydrologi-
cal components, including atmosphere, hydrosphere, 
and interior structure. Conduct research and com-
municate information to promote the conservation 
and preservation of water resources.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Astronomers; Atmospheric and Space 
Scientists; Chemists; Geographers; Geoscientists, 
Except Hydrologists and Geographers; Materials Sci-
entists; Physicists.

Skills: Science; Programming; Management of 
Financial Resources; Mathematics; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Complex Problem Solving; Sys-
tems Analysis; Management of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Geology/Earth 
Science, General; Hydrology and Water Resources 
Science; Oceanography, Chemical and Physical. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Geography; Physics; 
Engineering and Technology; Biology; Chemistry; 
Mathematics.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Industrial Engineers

 ! Personality Code: ICE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,430
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 20.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,272
 ! Self-Employed: 0.9%
 ! Part-Time: 2.0%

Design, develop, test, and evaluate integrated sys-
tems for managing industrial production pro-
cesses, including human work factors, quality 
control, inventory control, logistics and material 
fl ow, cost analysis, and production coordination. 
Analyze statistical data and product specifi cations to 
determine standards and establish quality and reli-
ability objectives of fi nished product. Develop man-
ufacturing methods, labor utilization standards, and 
cost analysis systems to promote e"  cient sta!  and 
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facility utilization. Recommend methods for improv-
ing utilization of personnel, material, and utilities. 
Plan and establish sequence of operations to fabri-
cate and assemble parts or products and to promote 
e"  cient utilization. Apply statistical methods and 
perform mathematical calculations to determine man-
ufacturing processes, sta!  requirements, and produc-
tion standards. Coordinate quality control objectives 
and activities to resolve production problems, max-
imize product reliability, and minimize cost. Con-
fer with vendors, sta! , and management personnel 
regarding purchases, procedures, product specifi ca-
tions, manufacturing capabilities, and project status. 
Draft and design layout of equipment, materials, and 
workspace to illustrate maximum e"  ciency, using 
drafting tools and computer. Review production 
schedules, engineering specifi cations, orders, and 
related information to obtain knowledge of manu-
facturing methods, procedures, and activities. Com-
municate with management and user personnel to 
develop production and design standards. Estimate 
production cost and e! ect of product design changes 
for management review, action, and control. Formu-
late sampling procedures and designs and develop 
forms and instructions for recording, evaluating, and 
reporting quality and reliability data. Record or over-
see recording of information to ensure currency of 
engineering drawings and documentation of produc-
tion problems. Study operations sequence, material 
fl ow, functional statements, organization charts, and 
project information to determine worker functions 
and responsibilities. Direct workers engaged in prod-
uct measurement, inspection, and testing activities 
to ensure quality control and reliability. Implement 
methods and procedures for disposition of discrepant 
material and defective or damaged parts and assess 
cost and responsibility.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.08. Industrial and Safety Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Fire-Prevention 
and Protection Engineers; Health and Safety Engi-
neers, Except Mining Safety Engineers and Inspec-
tors; Industrial Safety and Health Engineers; Product 
Safety Engineers.

Skills: Equipment Selection; Technology Design; 
Troubleshooting; Installation; Systems Analy-
sis; Mathematics; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Negotiation.

Education and Training Program: Industrial Engi-
neering. Related Knowledge/Courses: Engineering 
and Technology; Design; Production and Processing; 
Mechanical Devices; Physics; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contami-
nants; hazardous equipment; more often sitting than 
standing.

Industrial-Organizational 
Psychologists

 ! Personality Code: IEA
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $80,820
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 21.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 118
 ! Self-Employed: 39.3%
 ! Part-Time: 24.0%

Apply principles of psychology to personnel, 
administration, management, sales, and mar-
keting problems. Activities may include pol-
icy planning; employee screening, training, and 
development; and organizational development 
and analysis. May work with management to reor-
ganize the work setting to improve worker produc-
tivity. Develop and implement employee selection 
and placement programs. Analyze job requirements 
and content to establish criteria for classifi cation, 
selection, training, and other related personnel func-
tions. Develop interview techniques, rating scales, 
and psychological tests used to assess skills, abilities, 
and interests for the purpose of employee selection, 
placement, and promotion. Advise management con-
cerning personnel, managerial, and marketing pol-
icies and practices and their potential e! ects on 
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organizational e! ectiveness and e"  ciency. Analyze 
data, using statistical methods and applications, to 
evaluate the outcomes and e! ectiveness of workplace 
programs. Assess employee performance. Observe 
and interview workers to obtain information about 
the physical, mental, and educational requirements 
of jobs as well as information about aspects such as 
job satisfaction. Write reports on research fi ndings 
and implications to contribute to general knowledge 
and to suggest potential changes in organizational 
functioning. Facilitate organizational development 
and change. Identify training and development 
needs. Formulate and implement training programs, 
applying principles of learning and individual di! er-
ences. Study organizational e! ectiveness, productiv-
ity, and e"  ciency, including the nature of workplace 
supervision and leadership. Conduct research studies 
of physical work environments, organizational struc-
tures, communication systems, group interactions, 
morale, and motivation to assess organizational func-
tioning. Counsel workers about job and career-related 
issues. Study consumers’ reactions to new products 
and package designs, and to advertising e! orts, using 
surveys and tests. Participate in mediation and dis-
pute resolution.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists; Anthropologists 
and Archeologists; Archeologists; Economists; His-
torians; Political Scientists; School Psychologists; 
Sociologists.

Skills: Science; Systems Evaluation; Judgment and 
Decision Making; Writing; Monitoring; Time Man-
agement; Coordination; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Psychol-
ogy, General; Industrial and Organizational Psy-
chology. Related Knowledge/Courses: Personnel 
and Human Resources; Psychology; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Education and Training; # erapy 
and Counseling; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Internists, General

 ! Personality Code: ISR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $89,130
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Family and General Practitioners; 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; 
Psychiatrists; and Surgeons.

Diagnose and provide non-surgical treatment of 
diseases and injuries of internal organ systems. 
Provide care mainly for adults who have a wide 
range of problems associated with the internal 
organs. Treat internal disorders, such as hyperten-
sion; heart disease; diabetes; and problems of the lung, 
brain, kidney, and gastrointestinal tract. Analyze 
records, reports, test results, or examination informa-
tion to diagnose medical condition of patient. Pre-
scribe or administer medication, therapy, and other 
specialized medical care to treat or prevent illness, 
disease, or injury. Provide and manage long-term, 
comprehensive medical care, including diagnosis and 
non-surgical treatment of diseases, for adult patients 
in an o"  ce or hospital. Manage and treat common 
health problems, such as infections, infl uenza and 
pneumonia, as well as serious, chronic, and complex 
illnesses, in adolescents, adults, and the elderly. Mon-
itor patients’ conditions and progress and re-evaluate 
treatments as necessary. Collect, record, and maintain 
patient information, such as medical history, reports, 
and examination results. Make diagnoses when dif-
ferent illnesses occur together or in situations where 
the diagnosis may be obscure. Explain procedures 
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Biology; # erapy and Counseling; Psychology; 
Chemistry; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing.

Management Analysts

 ! Personality Code: IEC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,150
 ! Beginning Wage: $40,860
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 21.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 125,669
 ! Self-Employed: 27.0%
 ! Part-Time: 13.2%

Conduct organizational studies and evalua-
tions, design systems and procedures, conduct 
work simplifi cations and measurement stud-
ies, and prepare operations and procedures man-
uals to assist management in operating more 
e"  ciently and e# ectively. Includes program ana-
lysts and management consultants. Gather and 
organize information on problems or procedures. 
Analyze data gathered and develop solutions or alter-
native methods of proceeding. Confer with person-
nel concerned to ensure successful functioning of 
newly implemented systems or procedures. Develop 
and implement records management program for fi l-
ing, protection, and retrieval of records and assure 
compliance with program. Review forms and reports 
and confer with management and users about for-
mat, distribution, and purpose and to identify prob-
lems and improvements. Document fi ndings of study 
and prepare recommendations for implementation of 
new systems, procedures, or organizational changes. 
Interview personnel and conduct on-site observa-
tion to ascertain unit functions; work performed; 
and methods, equipment, and personnel used. Pre-
pare manuals and train workers in use of new forms, 
reports, procedures, or equipment according to 

and discuss test results or prescribed treatments with 
patients. Advise patients and community members 
concerning diet, activity, hygiene, and disease pre-
vention. Refer patient to medical specialist or other 
practitioner when necessary. Immunize patients to 
protect them from preventable diseases. Advise sur-
geon of a patient’s risk status and recommend appro-
priate intervention to minimize risk. Direct and 
coordinate activities of nurses, students, assistants, 
specialists, therapists, and other medical sta! . Pro-
vide consulting services to other doctors caring for 
patients with special or di"  cult problems. Operate 
on patients to remove, repair, or improve functioning 
of diseased or injured body parts and systems. Plan, 
implement, or administer health programs in hospi-
tals, businesses, or communities for prevention and 
treatment of injuries or illnesses. Conduct research 
to develop or test medications, treatments, or pro-
cedures to prevent or control disease or injury. Pre-
pare government or organizational reports on birth, 
death, and disease statistics; workforce evaluations; 
or the medical status of individuals.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Medical Assistants; Med-
ical Transcriptionists; Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists; Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Science; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Complex Problem Solving; Reading Comprehension; 
Social Perceptiveness; Service Orientation; Manage-
ment of Financial Resources; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Cardiol-
ogy; Critical Care Medicine; Endocrinology and 
Metabolism; Gastroenterology; Geriatric Medicine; 
Hematology; Infectious Disease; Internal Medicine; 
Nephrology; Neurology; Nuclear Medicine; Oncol-
ogy; Pulmonary Disease; Rheumatology. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; 
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Research market conditions in local, regional, 
or national areas to determine potential sales of 
a product or service. May gather information on 
competitors, prices, sales, and methods of mar-
keting and distribution. May use survey results 
to create a marketing campaign based on regional 
preferences and buying habits. Collect and analyze 
data on customer demographics, preferences, needs, 
and buying habits to identify potential markets and 
factors a! ecting product demand. Prepare reports 
of fi ndings, illustrating data graphically and trans-
lating complex fi ndings into written text. Measure 
and assess customer and employee satisfaction. Fore-
cast and track marketing and sales trends, analyzing 
collected data. Seek and provide information to help 
companies determine their position in the market-
place. Measure the e! ectiveness of marketing, adver-
tising, and communications programs and strategies. 
Conduct research on consumer opinions and mar-
keting strategies, collaborating with marketing 
professionals, statisticians, pollsters, and other pro-
fessionals. Attend sta!  conferences to provide man-
agement with information and proposals concerning 
the promotion, distribution, design, and pricing of 
company products or services. Gather data on com-
petitors and analyze their prices, sales, and method of 
marketing and distribution. Monitor industry statis-
tics and follow trends in trade literature. Devise and 
evaluate methods and procedures for collecting data, 
such as surveys, opinion polls, or questionnaires, or 
arrange to obtain existing data. Develop and imple-
ment procedures for identifying advertising needs. 
Direct trained survey interviewers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insur-
ance Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in 
! is Work Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate; Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Claims 
Examiners, Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost 
Estimators; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; 
Insurance Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; 
Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage; Insurance 
Underwriters; Loan Counselors; Loan O"  cers; Sur-
vey Researchers.

organizational policy. Design, evaluate, recommend, 
and approve changes of forms and reports. Plan study 
of work problems and procedures, such as organiza-
tional change, communications, information fl ow, 
integrated production methods, inventory control, or 
cost analysis. Recommend purchase of storage equip-
ment and design area layout to locate equipment in 
space available.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Account-
ing, Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Accountants; Accountants 
and Auditors; Auditors; Budget Analysts; Industrial 
Engineering Technicians; Logisticians; Operations 
Research Analysts.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Systems Evaluation; 
Installation; Management of Financial Resources; 
Quality Control Analysis; Operation and Control; 
Systems Analysis; Equipment Maintenance.

Education and Training Programs: Business/Com-
merce, General; Business Administration and Man-
agement, General. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Personnel and Human Resources; Clerical Practices; 
Sales and Marketing; Economics and Accounting; 
Customer and Personal Service; Administration and 
Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Market Research Analysts

 ! Personality Code: IEC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $60,300
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 20.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 45,015
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 12.5%
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or for computational simulation. Assemble sets of 
assumptions and explore the consequences of each 
set. Address the relationships of quantities, magni-
tudes, and forms through the use of numbers and 
symbols. Develop new principles and new relation-
ships between existing mathematical principles to 
advance mathematical science. Design, analyze, 
and decipher encryption systems designed to trans-
mit military, political, fi nancial, or law-enforcement-
related information in code. Conduct research to 
extend mathematical knowledge in traditional areas, 
such as algebra, geometry, probability, and logic.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.06. Mathematics and Data Analysis. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Actuaries; Math-
ematical Technicians; Social Science Research Assis-
tants; Statistical Assistants; Statisticians.

Skills: Programming; Science; Mathematics; Com-
plex Problem Solving; Operations Analysis; Read-
ing Comprehension; Critical # inking; Active 
Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Mathematics, 
General; Algebra and Number # eory; Analysis and 
Functional Analysis; Geometry/Geometric Analy-
sis; Topology and Foundations; Mathematics, Other; 
Applied Mathematics; Computational Mathemat-
ics; Applied Mathematics, Other; Mathematical Sta-
tistics and Probability; Mathematics and Statistics, 
Other; Logic. Related Knowledge/Courses: Math-
ematics; Physics; Computers and Electronics; Engi-
neering and Technology; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Skills: Writing; Negotiation; Persuasion; Judgment 
and Decision Making; Reading Comprehension; 
Management of Financial Resources; Coordination; 
Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Economics, 
General; Applied Economics; Econometrics and 
Quantitative Economics; International Econom-
ics; Business/Managerial Economics; Marketing 
Research. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and 
Marketing; Communications and Media; Adminis-
tration and Management; Economics and Account-
ing; Clerical Practices; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Mathematicians

 ! Personality Code: ICA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $90,870
 ! Beginning Wage: $51,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 473
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

Conduct research in fundamental mathematics 
or in application of mathematical techniques to 
science, management, and other fi elds. Solve or 
direct solutions to problems in various fi elds by 
mathematical methods. Apply mathematical theo-
ries and techniques to the solution of practical prob-
lems in business, engineering, the sciences, or other 
fi elds. Develop computational methods for solving 
problems that occur in areas of science and engi-
neering or that come from applications in business 
or industry. Maintain knowledge in the fi eld by read-
ing professional journals, talking with other math-
ematicians, and attending professional conferences. 
Perform computations and apply methods of numer-
ical analysis to data. Develop mathematical or sta-
tistical models of phenomena to be used for analysis 
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design, operation, and performance of equipment, 
components, and systems. Recommend design mod-
ifi cations to eliminate machine or system malfunc-
tions. Develop and test models of alternate designs 
and processing methods to assess feasibility, operat-
ing condition e! ects, possible new applications, and 
necessity of modifi cation. Develop, coordinate, and 
monitor all aspects of production, including selection 
of manufacturing methods, fabrication, and opera-
tion of product designs. Estimate costs and submit 
bids for engineering, construction, or extraction 
projects and prepare contract documents. Perform 
personnel functions such as supervision of produc-
tion workers, technicians, technologists, and other 
engineers or design of evaluation programs. Solicit 
new business and provide technical customer service. 
Establish and coordinate the maintenance and safety 
procedures, service schedule, and supply of materials 
required to maintain machines and equipment in the 
prescribed condition.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.07. Research and Design Engineering. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Aerospace Engi-
neers; Biomedical Engineers; Chemical Engineers; 
Civil Engineers; Computer Hardware Engineers; 
Electrical Engineers; Electronics Engineers, Except 
Computer; Marine Architects; Marine Engineers; 
Marine Engineers and Naval Architects; Materials 
Engineers; Nuclear Engineers.

Skills: Science; Operations Analysis; Installa-
tion; Complex Problem Solving; Mathematics; Sys-
tems Analysis; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Mechanical 
Engineering. Related Knowledge/Courses: Design; 
Engineering and Technology; Mechanical Devices; 
Production and Processing; Physics; Administration 
and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Mechanical Engineers

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $72,300
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,560
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 4.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,394
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 1.9%

Perform engineering duties in planning and 
designing tools, engines, machines, and other 
mechanically functioning equipment. Oversee 
installation, operation, maintenance, and repair 
of such equipment as centralized heat, gas, water, 
and steam systems. Read and interpret blueprints, 
technical drawings, schematics, and computer-gen-
erated reports. Confer with engineers and other per-
sonnel to implement operating procedures, resolve 
system malfunctions, and provide technical informa-
tion. Research and analyze customer design propos-
als, specifi cations, manuals, and other data to evaluate 
the feasibility, cost, and maintenance requirements 
of designs or applications. Specify system compo-
nents or direct modifi cation of products to ensure 
conformance with engineering design and perfor-
mance specifi cations. Research, design, evaluate, 
install, operate, and maintain mechanical products, 
equipment, systems, and processes to meet require-
ments, applying knowledge of engineering princi-
ples. Investigate equipment failures and di"  culties to 
diagnose faulty operation and to make recommenda-
tions to maintenance crew. Assist drafters in develop-
ing the structural design of products, using drafting 
tools or computer-assisted design (CAD) or drafting 
equipment and software. Provide feedback to design 
engineers on customer problems and needs. Over-
see installation, operation, maintenance, and repair 
to ensure that machines and equipment are installed 
and functioning according to specifi cations. Con-
duct research that tests and analyzes the feasibility, 
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procedures. Select and prepare specimen and media 
for cell culture, using aseptic technique and knowl-
edge of medium components and cell requirements. 
Develop, standardize, evaluate, and modify proce-
dures, techniques, and tests used in the analysis of 
specimens and in medical laboratory experiments. 
Harvest cell cultures at optimum time based on 
knowledge of cell cycle di! erences and culture con-
ditions. Conduct medical research under direction of 
microbiologist or biochemist.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; Diag-
nostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technicians; Medical Equipment Prepar-
ers; Medical Records and Health Information Tech-
nicians; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; Opticians, 
Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; Radiologic 
Technicians; Radiologic Technologists; Radiologic 
Technologists and Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Management of Per-
sonnel Resources; Quality Control Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Cytotechnol-
ogy/Cytotechnologist; Clinical Laboratory Science/
Medical Technology/Technologist; Histologic Tech-
nology/Histotechnologist; Cytogenetics/Genetics/
Clinical Genetics Technology/Technologist; Renal/
Dialysis Technologist/Technician; Clinical/Medical 
Laboratory Science and Allied Professions, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Chemistry; 
Medicine and Dentistry; Mechanical Devices; Cleri-
cal Practices; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; hazardous conditions; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Medical and Clinical Laboratory 
Technologists

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,460
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 12.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,457
 ! Self-Employed: 0.7%
 ! Part-Time: 14.3%

Perform complex medical laboratory tests for diag-
nosis, treatment, and prevention of disease. May 
train or supervise sta# . Conduct chemical analysis 
of bodily fl uids, including blood, urine, and spinal 
fl uid, to determine presence of normal and abnormal 
components. Analyze laboratory fi ndings to check 
the accuracy of the results. Enter data from analysis 
of medical tests and clinical results into computer for 
storage. Operate, calibrate, and maintain equipment 
used in quantitative and qualitative analysis, such 
as spectrophotometers, calorimeters, fl ame photom-
eters, and computer-controlled analyzers. Establish 
and monitor quality assurance programs and activ-
ities to ensure the accuracy of laboratory results. Set 
up, clean, and maintain laboratory equipment. Pro-
vide technical information about test results to phy-
sicians, family members, and researchers. Supervise, 
train, and direct lab assistants, medical and clinical 
laboratory technicians and technologists, and other 
medical laboratory workers engaged in laboratory 
testing. Collect and study blood samples to determine 
the number of cells, their morphology, or their blood 
group, blood type, and compatibility for transfusion 
purposes, using microscopic techniques. Analyze 
samples of biological material for chemical content 
or reaction. Cultivate, isolate, and assist in identify-
ing microbial organisms, and perform various tests 
on these microorganisms. Obtain, cut, stain, and 
mount biological material on slides for microscopic 
study and diagnosis, following standard laboratory 
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absorption spectrometers, electron microscopes, fl ow 
cytometers, and chromatography systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.03. Life Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Biochemists and Biophysicists; Biol-
ogists; Environmental Scientists and Specialists, 
Including Health; Epidemiologists; Microbiologists.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Judgment and Decision Making; Reading Com-
prehension; Writing; Time Management; Complex 
Problem Solving; Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Biomedical 
Sciences, General; Biochemistry; Biophysics; Molec-
ular Biology; Cell/Cellular Biology and Histology; 
Anatomy; Medical Microbiology and Bacteriology; 
Immunology; Human/Medical Genetics; Physiol-
ogy, General; Molecular Physiology; Cell Physiology; 
Endocrinology; Reproductive Biology; Neurobiology 
and Neurophysiology; Cardiovascular Science; oth-
ers. Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Med-
icine and Dentistry; Chemistry; Communications 
and Media; Personnel and Human Resources; Soci-
ology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Network and Computer Systems 
Administrators

 ! Personality Code: IRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,970
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 27.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 37,010
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 3.1%

Medical Scientists, Except 
Epidemiologists

 ! Personality Code: IRA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,200
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,730
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 20.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,596
 ! Self-Employed: 2.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

Conduct research dealing with the understanding 
of human diseases and the improvement of human 
health. Engage in clinical investigation or other 
research, production, technical writing, or related 
activities. Conduct research to develop methodolo-
gies, instrumentation, and procedures for medical 
application, analyzing data and presenting fi ndings. 
Plan and direct studies to investigate human or ani-
mal disease, preventive methods, and treatments for 
disease. Follow strict safety procedures when han-
dling toxic materials to avoid contamination. Eval-
uate e! ects of drugs, gases, pesticides, parasites, and 
microorganisms at various levels. Teach principles of 
medicine and medical and laboratory procedures to 
physicians, residents, students, and technicians. Pre-
pare and analyze organ, tissue, and cell samples to 
identify toxicity, bacteria, or microorganisms or to 
study cell structure. Standardize drug dosages, meth-
ods of immunization, and procedures for manufac-
ture of drugs and medicinal compounds. Investigate 
cause, progress, life cycle, or mode of transmission 
of diseases or parasites. Confer with health depart-
ment, industry personnel, physicians, and others to 
develop health safety standards and public health 
improvement programs. Study animal and human 
health and physiological processes. Consult with and 
advise physicians, educators, researchers, and oth-
ers regarding medical applications of physics, biol-
ogy, and chemistry. Use equipment such as atomic 
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hardware or software requirements related to such 
changes. Gather data pertaining to customer needs, 
and use the information to identify, predict, inter-
pret, and evaluate system and network requirements. 
Train people in computer system use. Coordinate 
with vendors and with company personnel to facili-
tate purchases. Perform routine network startup and 
shutdown procedures, and maintain control records. 
Maintain logs related to network functions, as well as 
maintenance and repair records.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.01. Managerial Work 
in Information Technology. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Computer and Information Systems 
Managers.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis; Systems 
Evaluation; Operation Monitoring; Quality Control 
Analysis; Troubleshooting; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Operation and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences and Support Services, Other; 
Computer and Information Sciences, General; Com-
puter and Information Systems Security; Computer 
Systems Analysis/Analyst; Computer Systems Net-
working and Telecommunications; Information Sci-
ence/Studies; System Administration/Administrator; 
System, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/
Manager. Related Knowledge/Courses: Telecom-
munications; Computers and Electronics; Clerical 
Practices; Administration and Management; Engi-
neering and Technology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

! e job openings listed here are shared with Computer 
Security Specialists.

Install, confi gure, and support organizations’ 
local area networks (LANs), wide area networks 
(WANs), and Internet systems or segments of net-
work systems. Maintain network hardware and 
software. Monitor networks to ensure network 
availability to all system users and perform nec-
essary maintenance to support network avail-
ability. May supervise other network support and 
client server specialists and plan, coordinate, and 
implement network security measures. Maintain 
and administer computer networks and related com-
puting environments including computer hardware, 
systems software, applications software, and all con-
fi gurations. Perform data backups and disaster recov-
ery operations. Diagnose, troubleshoot, and resolve 
hardware, software, or other network and system 
problems, and replace defective components when 
necessary. Plan, coordinate, and implement net-
work security measures to protect data, software, and 
hardware. Confi gure, monitor, and maintain e-mail 
applications or virus protection software. Operate 
master consoles to monitor the performance of com-
puter systems and networks, and to coordinate com-
puter network access and use. Load computer tapes 
and disks, and install software and printer paper or 
forms. Design, confi gure, and test computer hard-
ware, networking software, and operating system 
software. Monitor network performance to deter-
mine whether adjustments need to be made and to 
determine where changes will need to be made in the 
future. Confer with network users about how to solve 
existing system problems. Research new technol-
ogies by attending seminars, reading trade articles, 
or taking classes, and implement or recommend the 
implementation of new technologies. Analyze equip-
ment performance records to determine the need for 
repair or replacement. Implement and provide tech-
nical support for voice services and equipment such 
as private branch exchanges, voice mail systems, and 
telecom systems. Maintain inventories of parts for 
emergency repairs. Recommend changes to improve 
systems and network confi gurations, and determine 
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with other engineers, systems analysts, program-
mers, technicians, scientists, and top-level managers 
in the design, testing, and evaluation of systems. Test 
and evaluate hardware and software to determine 
e"  ciency, reliability, and compatibility with exist-
ing system and make purchase recommendations. 
Read technical manuals and brochures to determine 
which equipment meets establishment requirements. 
Consult customers, visit workplaces, or conduct sur-
veys to determine present and future user needs. 
Visit vendors, attend conferences or training, and 
study technical journals to keep up with changes in 
technology.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; 
Network Designers; Software Quality Assurance 
Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators; Web 
Developers.

Skills: Installation; Technology Design; Trouble-
shooting; Systems Analysis; Programming; Systems 
Evaluation; Management of Material Resources; 
Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Information Tech-
nology; Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst; Com-
puter Systems Networking and Telecommunications; 
System, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/
Manager; Computer and Information Systems Secu-
rity. Related Knowledge/Courses: Telecommuni-
cations; Computers and Electronics; Customer and 
Personal Service; Engineering and Technology; Edu-
cation and Training; Design.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts

 ! Personality Code: IC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $40,100
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 53.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 35,086
 ! Self-Employed: 17.5%
 ! Part-Time: 8.6%

Analyze, design, test, and evaluate network sys-
tems, such as local area networks (LAN); wide 
area networks (WAN); and Internet, intranet, 
and other data communications systems. Per-
form network modeling, analysis, and planning. 
Research and recommend network and data com-
munications hardware and software. Includes 
telecommunications specialists who deal with 
the interfacing of computer and communications 
equipment. May supervise computer program-
mers. Maintain needed fi les by adding and deleting 
fi les on the network server and backing up fi les to 
guarantee their safety in the event of problems with 
the network. Monitor system performance and pro-
vide security measures, troubleshooting, and main-
tenance as needed. Assist users to diagnose and solve 
data communication problems. Set up user accounts, 
regulating and monitoring fi le access to ensure con-
fi dentiality and proper use. Design and implement 
systems, network confi gurations, and network archi-
tecture, including hardware and software technol-
ogy, site locations, and integration of technologies. 
Maintain the peripherals, such as printers, that are 
connected to the network. Identify areas of opera-
tion that need upgraded equipment such as modems, 
fi ber-optic cables, and telephone wires. Train users 
in use of equipment. Develop and write procedures 
for installation, use, and troubleshooting of commu-
nications hardware and software. Adapt and mod-
ify existing software to meet specifi c needs. Work 
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______________________________________Investigative Occupations: Nuclear Medicine Technologists 

procedures for therapies. Measure glandular activ-
ity, blood volume, red cell survival, and radioactivity 
of patient, using scanners, Geiger counters, scintilla-
tion counters, and other laboratory equipment. Train 
and supervise student or subordinate nuclear med-
icine technologists. Position radiation fi elds, radia-
tion beams, and patients to allow for most e! ective 
treatment of patients’ diseases, using computers. Add 
radioactive substances to biological specimens such 
as blood, urine, and feces to determine therapeutic 
drug or hormone levels. Develop treatment proce-
dures for nuclear medicine treatment programs.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; 
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and 
Clinical Laboratory Technicians; Medical and Clin-
ical Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment 
Preparers; Medical Records and Health Informa-
tion Technicians; Opticians, Dispensing; Orthotists 
and Prosthetists; Radiologic Technicians; Radio-
logic Technologists; Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Equipment Mainte-
nance; Quality Control Analysis; Systems Analysis; 
Operation and Control; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Nuclear Medi-
cal Technology/Technologist; Radiation Protection/
Health Physics Technician. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; Chem-
istry; Physics; Customer and Personal Service; # er-
apy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; radia-
tion; disease or infections; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Nuclear Medicine Technologists

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,670
 ! Beginning Wage: $47,370
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 14.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,290
 ! Self-Employed: 1.0%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

Prepare, administer, and measure radioactive iso-
topes in therapeutic, diagnostic, and tracer stud-
ies, using a variety of radioisotope equipment. 
Prepare stock solutions of radioactive materials 
and calculate doses to be administered by radi-
ologists. Subject patients to radiation. Execute 
blood volume, red cell survival, and fat absorp-
tion studies, following standard laboratory tech-
niques. Detect and map radiopharmaceuticals in 
patients’ bodies, using a camera to produce photo-
graphic or computer images. Administer radiophar-
maceuticals or radiation intravenously to detect or 
treat diseases, using radioisotope equipment, under 
direction of a physician. Produce computer-gener-
ated or fi lm images for interpretation by physicians. 
Calculate, measure, and record radiation dosages or 
radiopharmaceuticals received, used, and disposed, 
using computers and following physicians’ prescrip-
tions. Perform quality control checks on laboratory 
equipment and cameras. Maintain and calibrate 
radioisotope and laboratory equipment. Dispose of 
radioactive materials and store radiopharmaceuticals, 
following radiation safety procedures. Process car-
diac function studies, using computers. Prepare stock 
radiopharmaceuticals, adhering to safety standards 
that minimize radiation exposure to workers and 
patients. Record and process results of procedures. 
Explain test procedures and safety precautions to 
patients and provide them with assistance during test 
procedures. Gather information on patients’ illnesses 
and medical histories to guide choices of diagnostic In
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hospitals, businesses, or communities for prevention 
and treatment of injuries or illnesses. Prepare govern-
ment and organizational reports on birth, death, and 
disease statistics; workforce evaluations; or the medi-
cal status of individuals. Conduct research to develop 
or test medications, treatments, or procedures to pre-
vent or control disease or injury.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Sci-
ence. Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiolo-
gists; Family and General Practitioners; Internists, 
General; Medical Assistants; Medical Transcription-
ists; Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Science; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Reading Comprehension; Complex Problem Solv-
ing; Active Learning; Social Perceptiveness; Critical 
# inking; Instructing.

Education and Training Programs: Neonatal-Peri-
natal Medicine; Obstetrics and Gynecology. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; 
# erapy and Counseling; Biology; Psychology; Soci-
ology and Anthropology; Chemistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Operations Research Analysts

 ! Personality Code: ICE
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $66,950
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,760
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,727
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

Obstetricians and Gynecologists

 ! Personality Code: ISR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $100,770
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Family and General Practitioners; 
Internists, General; Pediatricians, General; Psychiatrists; 
and Surgeons.

Diagnose, treat, and help prevent diseases of 
women, especially those a# ecting the reproduc-
tive system and the process of childbirth. Care for 
and treat women during prenatal, natal, and post-
natal periods. Explain procedures and discuss test 
results or prescribed treatments with patients. Treat 
diseases of female organs. Monitor patients’ condi-
tion and progress and re-evaluate treatments as nec-
essary. Perform cesarean sections or other surgical 
procedures as needed to preserve patients’ health and 
deliver babies safely. Prescribe or administer ther-
apy, medication, and other specialized medical care 
to treat or prevent illness, disease, or injury. Analyze 
records, reports, test results, or examination infor-
mation to diagnose medical condition of patient. 
Collect, record, and maintain patient information, 
such as medical histories, reports, and examination 
results. Advise patients and community members 
concerning diet, activity, hygiene, and disease pre-
vention. Refer patient to medical specialist or other 
practitioner when necessary. Consult with, or pro-
vide consulting services to, other physicians. Direct 
and coordinate activities of nurses, students, assis-
tants, specialists, therapists, and other medical sta! . 
Plan, implement, or administer health programs in 
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Account-
ing, Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Accountants; Accountants 
and Auditors; Auditors; Budget Analysts; Industrial 
Engineering Technicians; Logisticians; Management 
Analysts.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis; Operations 
Analysis; Science; Mathematics; Systems Evaluation; 
Complex Problem Solving; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Programs: Educational 
Evaluation and Research; Educational Statistics and 
Research Methods; Operations Research; Manage-
ment Science, General; Management Sciences and 
Quantitative Methods, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Mathematics; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Computers and Electronics; Production and 
Processing; Economics and Accounting; Adminis-
tration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Optometrists

 ! Personality Code: ISR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $93,800
 ! Beginning Wage: $47,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 11.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,789
 ! Self-Employed: 25.5%
 ! Part-Time: 20.8%

Diagnose, manage, and treat conditions and dis-
eases of the human eye and visual system. Exam-
ine eyes and visual systems, diagnose problems or 
impairments, prescribe corrective lenses, and pro-
vide treatment. May prescribe therapeutic drugs 
to treat specifi c eye conditions. Examine eyes, 
using observation, instruments, and pharmaceutical 

Formulate and apply mathematical modeling 
and other optimizing methods, using a com-
puter to develop and interpret information that 
assists management with decision making, pol-
icy formulation, or other managerial functions. 
May develop related software, service, or prod-
ucts. Frequently concentrates on collecting and 
analyzing data and developing decision support 
software. May develop and supply optimal time, 
cost, or logistics networks for program evalua-
tion, review, or implementation. Formulate math-
ematical or simulation models of problems, relating 
constants and variables, restrictions, alternatives, and 
confl icting objectives and their numerical parame-
ters. Collaborate with others in the organization to 
ensure successful implementation of chosen prob-
lem solutions. Analyze information obtained from 
management in order to conceptualize and defi ne 
operational problems. Perform validation and test-
ing of models to ensure adequacy; reformulate mod-
els as necessary. Collaborate with senior managers 
and decision-makers to identify and solve a variety 
of problems and to clarify management objectives. 
Defi ne data requirements; then gather and vali-
date information, applying judgment and statistical 
tests. Study and analyze information about alterna-
tive courses of action in order to determine which 
plan will o! er the best outcomes. Prepare manage-
ment reports defi ning and evaluating problems and 
recommending solutions. Break systems into their 
component parts, assign numerical values to each 
component, and examine the mathematical relation-
ships between them. Specify manipulative or compu-
tational methods to be applied to models. Observe 
the current system in operation and gather and ana-
lyze information about each of the parts of compo-
nent problems, using a variety of sources. Design, 
conduct, and evaluate experimental operational 
models in cases where models cannot be developed 
from existing data. Develop and apply time and cost 
networks in order to plan, control, and review large 
projects. Develop business methods and procedures, 
including accounting systems, fi le systems, o"  ce sys-
tems, logistics systems, and production schedules.
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Orthodontists

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $95,740
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 9.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 479
 ! Self-Employed: 43.3%
 ! Part-Time: 25.9%

Examine, diagnose, and treat dental malocclu-
sions and oral cavity anomalies. Design and 
fabricate appliances to realign teeth and jaws 
to produce and maintain normal function and 
to improve appearance. Fit dental appliances in 
patients’ mouths to alter the position and relation-
ship of teeth and jaws and to realign teeth. Study 
diagnostic records such as medical/dental histories, 
plaster models of the teeth, photos of a patient’s face 
and teeth, and X rays to develop patient treatment 
plans. Diagnose teeth and jaw or other dental-facial 
abnormalities. Examine patients to assess abnormal-
ities of jaw development, tooth position, and other 
dental-facial structures. Prepare diagnostic and treat-
ment records. Adjust dental appliances periodically 
to produce and maintain normal function. Provide 
patients with proposed treatment plans and cost esti-
mates. Instruct dental o"  cers and technical assistants 
in orthodontic procedures and techniques. Coordi-
nate orthodontic services with other dental and med-
ical services. Design and fabricate appliances, such as 
space maintainers, retainers, and labial and lingual 
arch wires.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.03. Dentistry. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Dental Assistants; Dental Hygienists; 
Dentists, General; Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; 
Prosthodontists.

agents, to determine visual acuity and perception, 
focus, and coordination and to diagnose diseases 
and other abnormalities such as glaucoma or color 
blindness. Prescribe medications to treat eye diseases 
if state laws permit. Analyze test results and develop 
treatment plans. Prescribe, supply, fi t, and adjust eye-
glasses, contact lenses, and other vision aids. Edu-
cate and counsel patients on contact lens care, visual 
hygiene, lighting arrangements, and safety factors. 
Remove foreign bodies from eyes. Consult with and 
refer patients to ophthalmologist or other health care 
practitioners if additional medical treatment is deter-
mined necessary. Provide patients undergoing eye 
surgeries such as cataract and laser vision correction, 
with pre- and post-operative care. Prescribe thera-
peutic procedures to correct or conserve vision. Pro-
vide vision therapy and low vision rehabilitation.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.04. Health Specialties. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Chiropractors; Podiatrists.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Systems 
Evaluation; Writing; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Optometry 
(OD). Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and 
Dentistry; Biology; # erapy and Counseling; Physics; 
Sales and Marketing; Economics and Accounting.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or controls; 
repetitive motions.
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as medical history, reports, and examination results. 
Advise patients, parents or guardians, and commu-
nity members concerning diet, activity, hygiene, and 
disease prevention. Treat children who have minor 
illnesses, acute and chronic health problems, and 
growth and development concerns. Explain pro-
cedures and discuss test results or prescribed treat-
ments with patients and parents or guardians. 
Monitor patients’ condition and progress and re-eval-
uate treatments as necessary. Plan and execute medi-
cal care programs to aid in the mental and physical 
growth and development of children and adolescents. 
Refer patient to medical specialist or other practitio-
ner when necessary. Direct and coordinate activities 
of nurses, students, assistants, specialists, therapists, 
and other medical sta! . Provide consulting services 
to other physicians. Plan, implement, or adminis-
ter health programs or standards in hospital, busi-
ness, or community for information, prevention, or 
treatment of injury or illness. Operate on patients to 
remove, repair, or improve functioning of diseased or 
injured body parts and systems. Conduct research to 
study anatomy and develop or test medications, treat-
ments, or procedures to prevent or control disease or 
injury. Prepare reports for government or manage-
ment of birth, death, and disease statistics; workforce 
evaluations; or medical status of individuals.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obstetri-
cians and Gynecologists; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Science; Social Perceptiveness; Active Learn-
ing; Reading Comprehension; Persuasion; Criti-
cal # inking; Management of Financial Resources; 
Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Child/Pediat-
ric Neurology; Family Medicine; Neonatal-Perinatal 
Medicine; Pediatric Cardiology; Pediatric Endo-
crinology; Pediatric Hemato-Oncology; Pediatric 

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Equip-
ment Selection; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Management of Material Resources; Technology 
Design; Judgment and Decision Making; Operations 
Analysis; Service Orientation.

Education and Training Programs: Orthodontics/
Orthodontology (Cert, MS, PhD); Orthodontics 
Specialty. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine 
and Dentistry; Biology; Sales and Marketing; Eco-
nomics and Accounting; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or controls; 
bending or twisting the body; repetitive motions.

Pediatricians, General

 ! Personality Code: IS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $140,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $67,430
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Family and General Practitioners; 
Internists, General; Obstetricians and Gynecologists; 
Psychiatrists; and Surgeons.

Diagnose, treat, and help prevent children’s dis-
eases and injuries. Examine patients or order, 
perform, and interpret diagnostic tests to obtain 
information on medical condition and determine 
diagnosis. Examine children regularly to assess their 
growth and development. Prescribe or administer 
treatment, therapy, medication, vaccination, and 
other specialized medical care to treat or prevent ill-
ness, disease, or injury in infants and children. Col-
lect, record, and maintain patient information, such 
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the quality and e! ectiveness of drugs and drug reg-
imens, providing advice on drug applications and 
characteristics. Compound and dispense medica-
tions as prescribed by doctors and dentists by calcu-
lating, weighing, measuring, and mixing ingredients 
or oversee these activities. O! er health promotion 
and prevention activities—for example, training peo-
ple to use devices such as blood-pressure or diabetes 
monitors. Refer patients to other health professionals 
and agencies when appropriate. Prepare sterile solu-
tions and infusions for use in surgical procedures, 
emergency rooms, or patients’ homes. Plan, imple-
ment, and maintain procedures for mixing, packag-
ing, and labeling pharmaceuticals according to policy 
and legal requirements to ensure quality, security, 
and proper disposal. Assay radiopharmaceuticals, 
verify rates of disintegration, and calculate the vol-
ume required to produce the desired results to ensure 
proper dosages. Manage pharmacy operations, hir-
ing and supervising sta! , performing administrative 
duties, and buying and selling nonpharmaceutical 
merchandise. Work in hospitals, clinics, or for health 
maintenance organizations (HMOs), dispensing pre-
scriptions, serving as a medical team consultant, or 
specializing in specifi c drug therapy areas such as 
oncology or nuclear pharmacotherapy.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Sci-
ence. Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. 
Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; 
Family and General Practitioners; Internists, Gen-
eral; Medical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, Gen-
eral; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Phy-
sician Assistants; Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; 
Surgeons; Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Science; Reading Comprehension; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Active Listening; Instructing; Mathe-
matics; Speaking; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Pharmacy 
(PharmD [USA] PharmD, BS/BPharm [Canada]); 
Pharmacy Administration and Pharmacy Policy and 
Regulatory A! airs (MS, PhD); Pharmaceutics and 
Drug Design (MS, PhD); Medicinal and Pharma-
ceutical Chemistry (MS, PhD); Natural Products 

Nephrology; Pediatric Orthopedics; Pediatric Sur-
gery; Pediatrics. Related Knowledge/Courses: Med-
icine and Dentistry; # erapy and Counseling; 
Biology; Psychology; Chemistry; Sociology and 
Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Pharmacists

 ! Personality Code: ICS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $100,480
 ! Beginning Wage: $73,010
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 21.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,358
 ! Self-Employed: 0.5%
 ! Part-Time: 18.1%

Compound and dispense medications, follow-
ing prescriptions issued by physicians, dentists, 
or other authorized medical practitioners. Review 
prescriptions to assure accuracy, to ascertain the 
needed ingredients, and to evaluate their suitabil-
ity. Provide information and advice regarding drug 
interactions, side e! ects, dosage, and proper medica-
tion storage. Analyze prescribing trends to monitor 
patient compliance and to prevent excessive usage or 
harmful interactions. Order and purchase pharma-
ceutical supplies, medical supplies, and drugs, main-
taining stock and storing and handling it properly. 
Maintain records, such as pharmacy fi les; patient 
profi les; charge system fi les; inventories; control 
records for radioactive nuclei; and registries of poi-
sons, narcotics, and controlled drugs. Provide spe-
cialized services to help patients manage conditions 
such as diabetes, asthma, smoking cessation, or high 
blood pressure. Advise customers on the selection of 
medication brands, medical equipment, and health-
care supplies. Collaborate with other health-care 
professionals to plan, monitor, review, and evaluate 
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________________________________________________________Investigative Occupations: Physicists

Observe the structure and properties of matter, and 
the transformation and propagation of energy, using 
equipment such as masers, lasers, and telescopes, in 
order to explore and identify the basic principles gov-
erning these phenomena. Develop theories and laws 
on the basis of observation and experiments, and 
apply these theories and laws to problems in areas 
such as nuclear energy, optics, and aerospace tech-
nology. Teach physics to students. Develop manufac-
turing, assembly, and fabrication processes of lasers, 
masers, infrared, and other light-emitting and light-
sensitive devices. Conduct application evaluations 
and analyze results in order to determine commer-
cial, industrial, scientifi c, medical, military, or other 
uses for electro-optical devices. Develop standards of 
permissible concentrations of radioisotopes in liquids 
and gases. Conduct research pertaining to poten-
tial environmental impacts of atomic energy-related 
industrial development in order to determine licens-
ing qualifi cations. Advise authorities of procedures 
to be followed in radiation incidents or hazards, and 
assist in civil defense planning.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.02. Physical Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Astronomers; Atmospheric and Space 
Scientists; Chemists; Geographers; Geoscientists, 
Except Hydrologists and Geographers; Hydrologists; 
Materials Scientists.

Skills: Programming; Science; Mathematics; Com-
plex Problem Solving; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Systems Analysis; Writing; Critical 
# inking.

Education and Training Programs: Astrophysics; 
Physics, General; Atomic/Molecular Physics; Ele-
mentary Particle Physics; Plasma and High-Tem-
perature Physics; Nuclear Physics; Optics/Optical 
Sciences; Solid State and Low-Temperature Phys-
ics; Acoustics; # eoretical and Mathematical Phys-
ics; Physics, Other; Health/Medical Physics. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Physics; Mathematics; Engi-
neering and Technology; Computers and Electron-
ics; English Language; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Chemistry and Pharmacognosy (MS, PhD); Clin-
ical and Industrial Drug Development (MS, PhD); 
Pharmacoeconomics/Pharmaceutical Economics 
(MS, PhD); Clinical, Hospital, and Managed Care 
Pharmacy (MS, PhD); others. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Chemis-
try; # erapy and Counseling; Biology; Psychology; 
Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; repetitive motions.

Physicists

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $96,850
 ! Beginning Wage: $51,870
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 6.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,302
 ! Self-Employed: 0.8%
 ! Part-Time: 5.2%

Conduct research into phases of physical phe-
nomena, develop theories and laws on basis of 
observation and experiments, and devise methods 
to apply laws and theories to industry and other 
fi elds. Perform complex calculations as part of the 
analysis and evaluation of data, using computers. 
Describe and express observations and conclusions 
in mathematical terms. Analyze data from research 
conducted to detect and measure physical phenom-
ena. Report experimental results by writing papers 
for scientifi c journals or by presenting information at 
scientifi c conferences. Design computer simulations 
to model physical data so that it can be better under-
stood. Collaborate with other scientists in the design, 
development, and testing of experimental, industrial, 
or medical equipment, instrumentation, and pro-
cedures. Direct testing and monitoring of contam-
ination of radioactive equipment, and recording of 
personnel and plant area radiation exposure data. 
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Education and Training Program: Podiatric 
Medicine/Podiatry (DPM). Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; # erapy 
and Counseling; Sales and Marketing; Chemistry; 
Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls; repetitive motions.

Political Scientists

 ! Personality Code: IAS
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $91,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,960
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 5.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 318
 ! Self-Employed: 7.5%
 ! Part-Time: 20.1%

Study the origin, development, and operation of 
political systems. Research a wide range of sub-
jects, such as relations between the United States 
and foreign countries, the beliefs and institutions 
of foreign nations, or the politics of small towns or a 
major metropolis. May study topics such as public 
opinion, political decision making, and ideology. 
May analyze the structure and operation of gov-
ernments, as well as various political entities. May 
conduct public opinion surveys, analyze election 
results, or analyze public documents. Teach polit-
ical science. Disseminate research results through 
academic publications, written reports, or public pre-
sentations. Identify issues for research and analysis. 
Develop and test theories, using information from 
interviews, newspapers, periodicals, case law, histori-
cal papers, polls, and/or statistical sources. Maintain 
current knowledge of government policy decisions. 
Collect, analyze, and interpret data such as election 
results and public opinion surveys; report on fi nd-
ings, recommendations, and conclusions. Interpret 

Podiatrists

 ! Personality Code: ISR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $110,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $45,260
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 9.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 648
 ! Self-Employed: 23.9%
 ! Part-Time: 23.6%

Diagnose and treat diseases and deformities of 
the human foot. Treat bone, muscle, and joint disor-
ders a! ecting the feet. Diagnose diseases and defor-
mities of the foot, using medical histories, physical 
examinations, X rays, and laboratory test results. 
Prescribe medications, corrective devices, physical 
therapy, or surgery. Treat conditions such as corns, 
calluses, ingrown nails, tumors, shortened tendons, 
bunions, cysts, and abscesses by surgical methods. 
Advise patients about treatments and foot care tech-
niques necessary for prevention of future problems. 
Refer patients to physicians when symptoms indica-
tive of systemic disorders, such as arthritis or diabe-
tes, are observed in feet and legs. Correct deformities 
by means of plaster casts and strapping. Make and fi t 
prosthetic appliances. Perform administrative duties 
such as hiring employees, ordering supplies, and 
keeping records. Educate the public about the ben-
efi ts of foot care through techniques such as speak-
ing engagements, advertising, and other forums. 
Treat deformities, using mechanical methods, such 
as whirlpool or para"  n baths, and electrical meth-
ods, such as shortwave and low-voltage currents.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.04. Health Specialties. Other Jobs 
in ! is Work Group: Chiropractors; Optometrists.

Skills: Science; Active Listening; Complex Problem 
Solving; Management of Financial Resources; Read-
ing Comprehension; Equipment Selection; Active 
Learning; Judgment and Decision Making.
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___________________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Prosthodontists 

Prosthodontists

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $75,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 10.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 54
 ! Self-Employed: 51.3%
 ! Part-Time: 25.9%

Construct oral prostheses to replace missing 
teeth and other oral structures to correct natural 
and acquired deformation of mouth and jaws; to 
restore and maintain oral function, such as chew-
ing and speaking; and to improve appearance. 
Replace missing teeth and associated oral struc-
tures with permanent fi xtures, such as crowns and 
bridges, or removable fi xtures, such as dentures. Fit 
prostheses to patients, making any necessary adjust-
ments and modifi cations. Design and fabricate den-
tal prostheses or supervise dental technicians and 
laboratory bench workers who construct the devices. 
Measure and take impressions of patients’ jaws and 
teeth to determine the shape and size of dental pros-
theses, using face bows, dental articulators, recording 
devices, and other materials. Collaborate with general 
dentists, specialists, and other health professionals to 
develop solutions to dental and oral health concerns. 
Repair, reline, and/or rebase dentures. Restore func-
tion and aesthetics to traumatic injury victims or to 
individuals with diseases or birth defects. Use bond-
ing technology on the surface of the teeth to change 
tooth shape or to close gaps. Treat facial pain and 
jaw joint problems. Place veneers onto teeth to con-
ceal defects. Bleach discolored teeth to brighten and 
whiten them.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.03. Dentistry. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Dental Assistants; Dental Hygienists; 

and analyze policies; public issues; legislation; and 
the operations of governments, businesses, and orga-
nizations. Evaluate programs and policies and make 
related recommendations to institutions and organi-
zations. Write drafts of legislative proposals and pre-
pare speeches, correspondence, and policy papers for 
governmental use. Forecast political, economic, and 
social trends. Consult with and advise government 
o"  cials, civic bodies, research agencies, the media, 
political parties, and others concerned with politi-
cal issues. Provide media commentary and/or criti-
cism related to public policy and political issues and 
events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists; Anthropologists and 
Archeologists; Archeologists; Economists; Histori-
ans; Industrial-Organizational Psychologists; School 
Psychologists; Sociologists.

Skills: Writing; Reading Comprehension; Critical 
# inking; Speaking; Active Learning; Instructing; 
Complex Problem Solving; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: International/
Global Studies; Political Science and Government, 
General; American Government and Politics (United 
States); Canadian Government and Politics; Political 
Science and Government, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: History and Archeology; Law and 
Government; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology 
and Anthropology; Foreign Language; Geography.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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psychiatric nurses, or other professionals to discuss 
treatment plans and progress. Gather and maintain 
patient information and records, including social 
and medical histories obtained from patients, rela-
tives, and other professionals. Design individualized 
care plans, using a variety of treatments. Coun-
sel outpatients and other patients during o"  ce vis-
its. Examine or conduct laboratory or diagnostic 
tests on patients to provide information on general 
physical conditions and mental disorders. Advise and 
inform guardians, relatives, and signifi cant others 
of patients’ conditions and treatments. Teach, take 
continuing education classes, attend conferences and 
seminars, and conduct research and publish fi ndings 
to increase understanding of mental, emotional, and 
behavioral states and disorders. Review and evaluate 
treatment procedures and outcomes of other psychia-
trists and medical professionals. Prepare and submit 
case reports and summaries to government and men-
tal health agencies. Serve on committees to promote 
and maintain community mental health services and 
delivery systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obste-
tricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; 
Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Techni-
cians; Physician Assistants; Registered Nurses; Sur-
geons; Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Systems Evaluation; 
Systems Analysis; Active Listening; Writing; Speak-
ing; Reading Comprehension; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making.

Education and Training Programs: Child Psychia-
try; Psychiatry; Physical Medical and Rehabilitation/
Psychiatry. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy 
and Counseling; Medicine and Dentistry; Psychol-
ogy; Biology; Sociology and Anthropology; Philoso-
phy and # eology.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting.

Dentists, General; Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; 
Orthodontists.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Social Perceptiveness; Equipment Selection; Reading 
Comprehension; Active Learning; Complex Problem 
Solving; Technology Design.

Education and Training Programs: Prosthodon-
tics/Prosthodontology (Cert, MS, PhD); Prostho-
dontics Specialty. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; Chemistry; Psy-
chology; Engineering and Technology; Sales and 
Marketing.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
disease or infections; hazardous equipment; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Psychiatrists

 ! Personality Code: ISA
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $59,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Family and General Practitioners; 
Internists, General; Obstetricians and Gynecologists; 
Pediatricians, General; and Surgeons.

Diagnose, treat, and help prevent disorders of 
the mind. Prescribe, direct, and administer psy-
chotherapeutic treatments or medications to treat 
mental, emotional, or behavioral disorders. Analyze 
and evaluate patient data and test fi ndings to diag-
nose nature and extent of mental disorders. Collab-
orate with physicians, psychologists, social workers, 
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_______________________________________________Investigative Occupations: School Psychologists 
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of new developments in school psychology. Design 
classes and programs to meet the needs of special stu-
dents. Refer students and their families to appropri-
ate community agencies for medical, vocational, or 
social services. Initiate and direct e! orts to foster tol-
erance, understanding, and appreciation of diversity 
in school communities. Collect and analyze data to 
evaluate the e! ectiveness of academic programs and 
other services, such as behavioral management sys-
tems. Provide educational programs on topics such 
as classroom management, teaching strategies, or 
parenting skills. Conduct research to generate new 
knowledge that can be used to address learning and 
behavior issues.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists; Anthropologists and 
Archeologists; Archeologists; Economists; Histori-
ans; Industrial-Organizational Psychologists; Politi-
cal Scientists; Sociologists.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Learn-
ing Strategies; Persuasion; Writing; Active Listening; 
Service Orientation; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Educational 
Assessment, Testing, and Measurement; Psychology, 
General; Clinical Psychology; Counseling Psychol-
ogy; Developmental and Child Psychology; School 
Psychology; Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and Coun-
seling; Psychology; Sociology and Anthropology; 
Philosophy and # eology; Education and Training; 
Medicine and Dentistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

School Psychologists

 ! Personality Code: IS
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $62,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,300
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,309
 ! Self-Employed: 34.2%
 ! Part-Time: 24.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Clinical 
Psychologists and with Counseling Psychologists.

Investigate processes of learning and teaching and 
develop psychological principles and techniques 
applicable to educational problems. Compile and 
interpret students’ test results, along with information 
from teachers and parents, to diagnose conditions and 
to help assess eligibility for special services. Report 
any pertinent information to the proper authorities 
in cases of child endangerment, neglect, or abuse. 
Assess an individual child’s needs, limitations, and 
potential, using observation, review of school records, 
and consultation with parents and school person-
nel. Select, administer, and score psychological tests. 
Provide consultation to parents, teachers, adminis-
trators, and others on topics such as learning styles 
and behavior modifi cation techniques. Promote an 
understanding of child development and its relation-
ship to learning and behavior. Collaborate with other 
educational professionals to develop teaching strate-
gies and school programs. Counsel children and fam-
ilies to help solve confl icts and problems in learning 
and adjustment. Develop individualized educational 
plans in collaboration with teachers and other sta!  
members. Maintain student records, including spe-
cial education reports, confi dential records, records 
of services provided, and behavioral data. Serve as a 
resource to help families and schools deal with crises, 
such as separation and loss. Attend workshops, sem-
inars, or professional meetings to remain informed 
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consultations, role-playing, and participant observa-
tion of group interactions.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.04. Social Sciences. Other Jobs in ! is 
Work Group: Anthropologists; Anthropologists and 
Archeologists; Archeologists; Economists; Histori-
ans; Industrial-Organizational Psychologists; Politi-
cal Scientists; School Psychologists.

Skills: Science; Writing; Management of Financial 
Resources; Reading Comprehension; Critical # ink-
ing; Complex Problem Solving; Mathematics; Active 
Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Criminol-
ogy; Demography and Population Studies; Sociol-
ogy; Urban Studies/A! airs. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sociology and Anthropology; Philosophy 
and # eology; History and Archeology; Psychology; 
English Language; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Software Quality Assurance 
Engineers and Testers

 ! Personality Code: ICR
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,374
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects, with Network Designers, 
with Web Administrators, and with Web Developers.

Develop and execute software test plans in order 
to identify software problems and their causes. 
Design test plans, scenarios, scripts, or procedures. 

Sociologists

 ! Personality Code: IAS
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,140
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,740
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 10.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 403
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 24.0%

Study human society and social behavior by 
examining the groups and social institutions that 
people form, as well as various social, religious, 
political, and business organizations. May study 
the behavior and interaction of groups, trace their 
origin and growth, and analyze the infl uence of 
group activities on individual members. Analyze 
and interpret data in order to increase the understand-
ing of human social behavior. Prepare publications 
and reports containing research fi ndings. Plan and 
conduct research to develop and test theories about 
societal issues such as crime, group relations, poverty, 
and aging. Collect data about the attitudes, values, 
and behaviors of people in groups, using observa-
tion, interviews, and review of documents. Develop, 
implement, and evaluate methods of data collection, 
such as questionnaires or interviews. Teach sociology. 
Direct work of statistical clerks, statisticians, and oth-
ers who compile and evaluate research data. Consult 
with and advise individuals such as administrators, 
social workers, and legislators regarding social issues 
and policies, as well as the implications of research 
fi ndings. Collaborate with research workers in other 
disciplines. Develop approaches to the solution of 
groups’ problems based on research fi ndings in soci-
ology and related disciplines. Observe group inter-
actions and role a"  liations to collect data, identify 
problems, evaluate progress, and determine the need 
for additional change. Develop problem intervention 
procedures, utilizing techniques such as interviews, 
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________________________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Surgeons

Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; Net-
work Designers; Network Systems and Data Com-
munications Analysts; Web Administrators; Web 
Developers.

Skills: Quality Control Analysis; Programming; Sys-
tems Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Troubleshooting; 
Technology Design; Operations Analysis; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Information Tech-
nology; Information Science/Studies; Computer 
Science; Computer and Information Sciences and 
Support Services, Other; Computer Engineering, 
General; Computer Software Engineering; Com-
puter Engineering Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers and Elec-
tronics; Engineering and Technology; Design; Eng-
lish Language; Mathematics; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: No data available.

Surgeons

 ! Personality Code: IRS
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $104,410
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,027
 ! Self-Employed: 14.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Anesthesiologists; Family and General Practitioners; 
Internists, General; Obstetricians and Gynecologists; 
Pediatricians, General; and Psychiatrists.

Test system modifi cations to prepare for implementa-
tion. Document software defects, using a bug track-
ing system, and report defects to software developers. 
Develop testing programs that address areas such as 
database impacts, software scenarios, regression test-
ing, negative testing, error or bug retests, or usabil-
ity. Identify, analyze, and document problems with 
program function, output, online screens, or con-
tent. Monitor bug resolution e! orts and track suc-
cesses. Create or maintain databases of known test 
defects. Plan test schedules or strategies in accor-
dance with project scope or delivery dates. Partici-
pate in product design reviews to provide input on 
functional requirements, product designs, sched-
ules, or potential problems. Review software docu-
mentation to ensure technical accuracy, compliance, 
or completeness, or to mitigate risks. Document 
test procedures to ensure replicability and compli-
ance with standards. Develop or specify standards, 
methods, or procedures to determine product qual-
ity or release readiness. Update automated test scripts 
to ensure currency. Investigate customer problems 
referred by technical support. Install, maintain, or 
use software testing programs. Provide feedback 
and recommendations to developers on software 
usability and functionality. Monitor program per-
formance to ensure e"  cient and problem-free oper-
ations. Install and confi gure recreations of software 
production environments to allow testing of soft-
ware performance. Collaborate with fi eld sta!  or 
customers to evaluate or diagnose problems and rec-
ommend possible solutions. Conduct software com-
patibility tests with programs, hardware, operating 
systems, or network environments. Identify program 
deviance from standards, and suggest modifi cations 
to ensure compliance. Design or develop automated 
testing tools. Coordinate user or third party testing. 
Perform initial debugging procedures by reviewing 
confi guration fi les, logs, or code pieces to determine 
breakdown sources. Visit beta testing sites to evaluate 
software performance. Evaluate or recommend soft-
ware for testing or bug tracking.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in ! is Work Group: 
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Education and Training Programs: Colon and Rec-
tal Surgery; Critical Care Surgery; General Surgery; 
Hand Surgery; Neurological Surgery/Neurosurgery; 
Orthopedics/Orthopedic Surgery; Otolaryngology; 
Pediatric Orthopedics; Pediatric Surgery; Plastic 
Surgery; Sports Medicine; # oracic Surgery; Urol-
ogy; Vascular Surgery; Adult Reconstructive Ortho-
pedics (Orthopedic Surgery); Orthopedic Surgery 
of the Spine. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medi-
cine and Dentistry; Biology; # erapy and Counsel-
ing; Psychology; Chemistry; Customer and Personal 
Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; radia-
tion; disease or infections; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Survey Researchers

 ! Personality Code: ICE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,820
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 15.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,959
 ! Self-Employed: 6.8%
 ! Part-Time: 12.5%

Design or conduct surveys. May supervise inter-
viewers who conduct the survey in person or over 
the telephone. May present survey results to cli-
ent. Prepare and present summaries and analyses of 
survey data, including tables, graphs, and fact sheets 
that describe survey techniques and results. Con-
sult with clients in order to identify survey needs 
and any specifi c requirements, such as special sam-
ples. Analyze data from surveys, old records, and/
or case studies, using statistical software programs. 
Review, classify, and record survey data in prepara-
tion for computer analysis. Conduct research in order 

Treat diseases, injuries, and deformities by inva-
sive methods, such as manual manipulation, or 
by using instruments and appliances. Analyze 
patient’s medical history, medication allergies, physi-
cal condition, and examination results to verify oper-
ation’s necessity and to determine best procedure. 
Operate on patients to correct deformities, repair 
injuries, prevent and treat diseases, or improve or 
restore patients’ functions. Follow established surgi-
cal techniques during the operation. Prescribe preop-
erative and postoperative treatments and procedures, 
such as sedatives, diets, antibiotics, and preparation 
and treatment of the patient’s operative area. Exam-
ine patient to provide information on medical condi-
tion and surgical risk. Diagnose bodily disorders and 
orthopedic conditions and provide treatments, such 
as medicines and surgeries, in clinics, hospital wards, 
and operating rooms. Direct and coordinate activ-
ities of nurses, assistants, specialists, residents, and 
other medical sta! . Provide consultation and surgi-
cal assistance to other physicians and surgeons. Refer 
patient to medical specialist or other practitioners 
when necessary. Examine instruments, equipment, 
and operating room to ensure sterility. Prepare case 
histories. Manage surgery services, including plan-
ning, scheduling and coordination, determination of 
procedures, and procurement of supplies and equip-
ment. Conduct research to develop and test surgical 
techniques that can improve operating procedures 
and outcomes.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in ! is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obste-
tricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; 
Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Techni-
cians; Physician Assistants; Psychiatrists; Registered 
Nurses; Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Science; Reading Comprehension; Judgment 
and Decision Making; Complex Problem Solving; 
Management of Financial Resources; Critical # ink-
ing; Equipment Selection; Technology Design.
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_____________________________________________________ Investigative Occupations: Veterinarians 
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Economics and Accounting; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Veterinarians

 ! Personality Code: IR
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $75,230
 ! Beginning Wage: $44,150
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 35.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,301
 ! Self-Employed: 17.1%
 ! Part-Time: 13.4%

Diagnose and treat diseases and dysfunctions of 
animals. May engage in a particular function, 
such as research and development, consultation, 
administration, technical writing, sale or pro-
duction of commercial products, or rendering of 
technical services to commercial fi rms or other 
organizations. Includes veterinarians who inspect 
livestock. Examine animals to detect and determine 
the nature of diseases or injuries. Treat sick or injured 
animals by prescribing medication, setting bones, 
dressing wounds, or performing surgery. Inoculate 
animals against various diseases such as rabies and 
distemper. Collect body tissue, feces, blood, urine, 
or other body fl uids for examination and analysis. 
Operate diagnostic equipment such as radiographic 
and ultrasound equipment and interpret the result-
ing images. Advise animal owners regarding sani-
tary measures, feeding, and general care necessary to 
promote health of animals. Educate the public about 
diseases that can be spread from animals to humans. 
Train and supervise workers who handle and care for 
animals. Provide care to a wide range of animals or 
specialize in a particular species, such as horses or 
exotic birds. Euthanize animals. Establish and con-
duct quarantine and testing procedures that prevent 
the spread of diseases to other animals or to humans 

to gather information about survey topics. Conduct 
surveys and collect data, using methods such as inter-
views, questionnaires, focus groups, market analy-
sis surveys, public opinion polls, literature reviews, 
and fi le reviews. Collaborate with other researchers 
in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of 
surveys. Direct and review the work of sta!  mem-
bers, including survey support sta!  and interviewers 
who gather survey data. Monitor and evaluate survey 
progress and performance, using sample disposition 
reports and response rate calculations. Produce docu-
mentation of the questionnaire development process, 
data collection methods, sampling designs, and deci-
sions related to sample statistical weighting. Deter-
mine and specify details of survey projects, including 
sources of information, procedures to be used, and 
the design of survey instruments and materials. Sup-
port, plan, and coordinate operations for single or 
multiple surveys. Direct updates and changes in sur-
vey implementation and methods. Hire and train 
recruiters and data collectors. Write training manu-
als to be used by survey interviewers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in ! is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, 
Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost Estima-
tors; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance 
Appraisers, Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; 
Loan Counselors; Loan O"  cers; Market Research 
Analysts.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Time Management; 
Writing; Persuasion; Mathematics; Complex Prob-
lem Solving; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Econom-
ics, General; Applied Economics; Business/Man-
agerial Economics; Marketing Research. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Administration and Manage-
ment; Sociology and Anthropology; Mathematics; 
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Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
disease or infections; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

and that comply with applicable government regu-
lations. Conduct postmortem studies and analyses 
to determine the causes of animals’ deaths. Perform 
administrative duties such as scheduling appoint-
ments, accepting payments from clients, and main-
taining business records. Drive mobile clinic vans to 
farms so that health problems can be treated or pre-
vented. Direct the overall operations of animal hos-
pitals, clinics, or mobile services to farms. Specialize 
in a particular type of treatment such as dentistry, 
pathology, nutrition, surgery, microbiology, or inter-
nal medicine. Inspect and test horses, sheep, poultry, 
and other animals to detect the presence of com-
municable diseases. Research diseases to which ani-
mals could be susceptible. Plan and execute animal 
nutrition and reproduction programs. Inspect ani-
mal housing facilities to determine their cleanliness 
and adequacy. Determine the e! ects of drug thera-
pies, antibiotics, or new surgical techniques by test-
ing them on animals.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.05. Animal Care. Other Jobs in 
! is Work Group: Animal Breeders; Animal Train-
ers; Nonfarm Animal Caretakers; Veterinary Assis-
tants and Laboratory Animal Caretakers; Veterinary 
Technologists and Technicians.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Reading Comprehension; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Complex Problem Solving; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Equipment Selection; Manage-
ment of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Veterinary 
Medicine (DVM); Veterinary Sciences/Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences, General (Cert, MS, PhD); Veter-
inary Anatomy (Cert, MS, PhD); Veterinary Phys-
iology (Cert, MS, PhD); Veterinary Microbiology 
and Immunobiology (Cert, MS, PhD); Veterinary 
Pathology and Pathobiology (Cert, MS, PhD); Vet-
erinary Toxicology and Pharmacology (Cert, MS, 
PhD); Large Animal/Food Animal and Equine Sur-
gery and Medicine (Cert, MS, PhD); others. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Medicine and Den-
tistry; Chemistry; # erapy and Counseling; Sales 
and Marketing; Customer and Personal Service.
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___________________________________ Artistic Occupations: Architects, Except Landscape and Naval

Artistic 
Occupations

Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Advertising and Promotions 
Managers

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Enterprising. Look for the description among the 
Enterprising jobs.

Anthropologists and Archeologists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. See Anthropologists (an Investigative 
job) and Archeologists (an Investigative job), described 
separately.

Architects, Except Landscape and 
Naval

 ! Personality Code: AI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $67,620
 ! Beginning Wage: $40,250
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,324
 ! Self-Employed: 20.3%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

Plan and design structures, such as private resi-
dences, o!  ce buildings, theaters, factories, and 

other structural property. Prepare information 
regarding design, structure specifi cations, materials, 
color, equipment, estimated costs, or construction 
time. Consult with client to determine functional 
and spatial requirements of structure. Direct activi-
ties of workers engaged in preparing drawings and 
specifi cation documents. Plan layout of project. Pre-
pare contract documents for building contractors. 
Prepare scale drawings. Integrate engineering ele-
ment into unifi ed design. Conduct periodic on-site 
observation of work during construction to mon-
itor compliance with plans. Administer construc-
tion contracts. Represent client in obtaining bids and 
awarding construction contracts. Prepare operating 
and maintenance manuals, studies, and reports.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.02. Architectural 
Design. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Land-
scape Architects.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Complex Problem Solving; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Coordination; 
Negotiation; Persuasion; Science.

Education and Training Programs: Architecture 
(BArch, BA/BS, MArch, MA/MS, PhD); Environ-
mental Design/Architecture; Architectural History 
and Criticism, General; Architecture and Related 
Services, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Building and Construction; Design; Engineering 
and Technology; Fine Arts; Law and Government; 
Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Architectural Drafters

 ! Personality Code: ARI
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,310
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,680
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 6.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,238
 ! Self-Employed: 5.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Civil 
Drafters.

Prepare detailed drawings of architectural designs 
and plans for buildings and structures according 
to specifi cations provided by architect. Analyze 
building codes, by-laws, space and site requirements, 
and other technical documents and reports to deter-
mine their e! ect on architectural designs. Operate 
computer-aided drafting (CAD) equipment or con-
ventional drafting station to produce designs, work-
ing drawings, charts, forms, and records. Coordinate 
structural, electrical, and mechanical designs and 
determine a method of presentation to graphically 
represent building plans. Obtain and assemble data 
to complete architectural designs, visiting job sites 
to compile measurements as necessary. Lay out and 
plan interior room arrangements for commercial 
buildings, using computer-assisted drafting (CAD) 
equipment and software. Draw rough and detailed 
scale plans for foundations, buildings, and struc-
tures based on preliminary concepts, sketches, engi-
neering calculations, specifi cation sheets, and other 
data. Supervise, coordinate, and inspect the work of 
draftspersons, technicians, and technologists on con-
struction projects. Represent architect on construc-
tion site, ensuring builder compliance with design 
specifi cations and advising on design corrections 
under architect’s supervision. Check dimensions of 
materials to be used and assign numbers to lists of 
materials. Determine procedures and instructions to 

be followed according to design specifi cations and 
quantity of required materials. Analyze technical 
implications of architect’s design concept, calculat-
ing weights, volumes, and stress factors. Create free-
hand drawings and lettering to accompany drawings. 
Prepare colored drawings of landscape and interior 
designs for presentation to client. Reproduce draw-
ings on copy machines or trace copies of plans and 
drawings, using transparent paper or cloth, ink, pen-
cil, and standard drafting instruments. Prepare cost 
estimates, contracts, bidding documents, and tech-
nical reports for specifi c projects under an architect’s 
supervision. Calculate heat loss and gain of build-
ings and structures to determine required equipment 
specifi cations, following standard procedures. Build 
landscape, architectural, and display models.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.03. Architecture/
Construction Engineering Technologies. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Architectural and Civil Draft-
ers; Civil Drafters; Surveyors.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Coordination; Active 
Learning; Technology Design; Mathematics; Com-
plex Problem Solving; Science; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Architectural 
Technology/Technician; Drafting and Design Tech-
nology/Technician, General; CAD/CADD Drafting 
and/or Design Technology/Technician; Architec-
tural Drafting and Architectural CAD/CADD; 
Civil Drafting and Civil Engineering CAD/CADD. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Design; Building and 
Construction; Engineering and Technology; Com-
puters and Electronics; Mathematics; Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Architecture Teachers, 
Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.
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___________________________________________ Artistic Occupations: Biochemists and Biophysicists

Art Directors

 ! Personality Code: AE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $72,320
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 9.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,719
 ! Self-Employed: 59.0%
 ! Part-Time: 22.5%

Formulate design concepts and presentation 
approaches and direct workers engaged in art 
work, layout design, and copy writing for visual 
communications media, such as magazines, 
books, newspapers, and packaging. Formulate 
basic layout design or presentation approach and 
specify material details, such as style and size of type, 
photographs, graphics, animation, video, and sound. 
Review and approve proofs of printed copy and art 
and copy materials developed by sta!  members. 
Manage own accounts and projects, working within 
budget and scheduling requirements. Confer with 
creative, art, copy-writing, or production department 
heads to discuss client requirements and presentation 
concepts and to coordinate creative activities. Pres-
ent fi nal layouts to clients for approval. Confer with 
clients to determine objectives; budget; background 
information; and presentation approaches, styles, 
and techniques. Hire, train, and direct sta!  mem-
bers who develop design concepts into art layouts or 
who prepare layouts for printing. Work with creative 
directors to develop design solutions. Review illustra-
tive material to determine if it conforms to standards 
and specifi cations. Attend photo shoots and print-
ing sessions to ensure that the products needed are 
obtained. Create custom illustrations or other graphic 
elements. Mark up, paste, and complete layouts and 
write typography instructions to prepare materi-
als for typesetting or printing. Negotiate with print-
ers and estimators to determine what services will be 
performed. Conceptualize and help design interfaces 

for multimedia games, products, and devices. Pre-
pare detailed storyboards showing sequence and tim-
ing of story development for television production.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.01. Managerial Work 
in Arts and Communication. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agents and Business Managers of Art-
ists, Performers, and Athletes; Producers; Producers 
and Directors; Program Directors; Public Relations 
Managers; Technical Directors/Managers.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Coordination; Negotiation; Per-
suasion; Service Orientation; Systems Evaluation; 
Management of Personnel Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Graphic 
Design; Intermedia/Multimedia. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; Communications 
and Media; Production and Processing; Computers 
and Electronics; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, 
Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Astronomers

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. Look for the description among the 
Investigative jobs.

Biochemists and Biophysicists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. Look for the description among the 
Investigative jobs.
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Broadcast News Analysts

 ! Personality Code: ASE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,060
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 6.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,444
 ! Self-Employed: 11.1%
 ! Part-Time: 17.3%

Analyze, interpret, and broadcast news received 
from various sources. Analyze and interpret news 
and information received from various sources in 
order to be able to broadcast the information. Write 
commentaries, columns, or scripts, using comput-
ers. Examine news items of local, national, and inter-
national signifi cance to determine topics to address 
or obtain assignments from editorial sta!  members. 
Coordinate and serve as an anchor on news broad-
cast programs. Edit news material to ensure that it 
fi ts within available time or space. Select material 
most pertinent to presentation and organize this 
material into appropriate formats. Gather informa-
tion and develop perspectives about news subjects 
through research, interviews, observation, and expe-
rience. Present news stories and introduce in-depth 
videotaped segments or live transmissions from on-
the-scene reporters.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.03. News, Broadcast-
ing, and Public Relations. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Interpreters and Translators; Public Rela-
tions Specialists; Reporters and Correspondents.

Skills: Writing; Time Management; Management 
of Personnel Resources; Speaking; Social Perceptive-
ness; Reading Comprehension; Operation and Con-
trol; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Journal-
ism; Broadcast Journalism; Radio and Television; 

Political Communication. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Communications and Media; Telecommu-
nications; English Language; Geography; Sociology 
and Anthropology; History and Archeology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; repeti-
tive motions.

Camera Operators, Television, 
Video, and Motion Picture

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Realistic. Look for the description among the Realistic 
jobs.

Commercial and Industrial 
Designers

 ! Personality Code: AER
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $56,550
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,400
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 7.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,777
 ! Self-Employed: 29.8%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%

Develop and design manufactured products, such 
as cars, home appliances, and children’s toys. 
Combine artistic talent with research on prod-
uct use, marketing, and materials to create the 
most functional and appealing product design. 
Prepare sketches of ideas, detailed drawings, illustra-
tions, artwork, or blueprints, using drafting instru-
ments, paints and brushes, or computer-aided design 
equipment. Direct and coordinate the fabrication of 
models or samples and the drafting of working draw-
ings and specifi cation sheets from sketches. Modify 
and refi ne designs, using working models, to con-
form with customer specifi cations, production lim-
itations, or changes in design trends. Coordinate 
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_______________________________________________________________Artistic Occupations: Editors

the look and function of product lines. Confer with 
engineering, marketing, production, or sales depart-
ments, or with customers, to establish and evaluate 
design concepts for manufactured products. Present 
designs and reports to customers or design commit-
tees for approval and discuss need for modifi cation. 
Evaluate feasibility of design ideas based on factors 
such as appearance, safety, function, serviceabil-
ity, budget, production costs/methods, and market 
characteristics. Read publications, attend showings, 
and study competing products and design styles and 
motifs to obtain perspective and generate design 
concepts. Research production specifi cations, costs, 
production materials, and manufacturing methods 
and provide cost estimates and itemized produc-
tion requirements. Design graphic material for use as 
ornamentation, illustration, or advertising on man-
ufactured materials and packaging or containers. 
Develop manufacturing procedures and monitor the 
manufacture of their designs in a factory to improve 
operations and product quality. Supervise assistants’ 
work throughout the design process. Fabricate mod-
els or samples in paper, wood, glass, fabric, plastic, 
metal, or other materials, using hand or power tools. 
Investigate product characteristics such as the prod-
uct’s safety and handling qualities; its market appeal; 
how e"  ciently it can be produced; and ways of dis-
tributing, using, and maintaining it. Develop indus-
trial standards and regulatory guidelines. Participate 
in new product planning or market research, includ-
ing studying the potential need for new products. 
Advise corporations on issues involving corporate 
image projects or problems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Fashion Designers; Flo-
ral Designers; Graphic Designers; Interior Designers; 
Merchandise Displayers and Window Trimmers; Set 
and Exhibit Designers.

Skills: Technology Design; Operations Analysis; 
Quality Control Analysis; Troubleshooting; Equip-
ment Selection; Installation; Mathematics; Systems 
Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Design and 
Visual Communications, General; Commercial 
and Advertising Art; Industrial Design; Design and 
Applied Arts, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Design; Engineering and Technology; Mathemat-
ics; Physics; Mechanical Devices; Production and 
Processing.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Editors

 ! Personality Code: AEC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,320
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,360
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 2.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 20,193
 ! Self-Employed: 13.4%
 ! Part-Time: 14.6%

Perform variety of editorial duties, such as lay-
ing out, indexing, and revising content of written 
materials, in preparation for fi nal publication. 
Prepare, rewrite, and edit copy to improve readability 
or supervise others who do this work. Read copy or 
proof to detect and correct errors in spelling, punctu-
ation, and syntax. Allocate print space for story text, 
photos, and illustrations according to space parame-
ters and copy signifi cance, using knowledge of layout 
principles. Plan the contents of publications accord-
ing to the publication’s style, editorial policy, and 
publishing requirements. Verify facts, dates, and sta-
tistics, using standard reference sources. Review and 
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approve proofs submitted by composing room prior 
to publication production. Develop story or content 
ideas, considering reader or audience appeal. Oversee 
publication production, including artwork, layout, 
computer typesetting, and printing, ensuring adher-
ence to deadlines and budget requirements. Confer 
with management and editorial sta!  members regard-
ing placement and emphasis of developing news sto-
ries. Assign topics, events, and stories to individual 
writers or reporters for coverage. Read, evaluate, and 
edit manuscripts or other materials submitted for pub-
lication and confer with authors regarding changes in 
content, style or organization, or publication. Mon-
itor news-gathering operations to ensure utilization 
of all news sources, such as press releases, telephone 
contacts, radio, television, wire services, and other 
reporters. Meet frequently with artists, typesetters, 
layout personnel, marketing directors, and produc-
tion managers to discuss projects and resolve prob-
lems. Supervise and coordinate work of reporters and 
other editors. Make manuscript acceptance or revi-
sion recommendations to the publisher. Select local, 
state, national, and international news items received 
from wire services based on assessment of items’ sig-
nifi cance and interest value. Interview and hire writ-
ers and reporters or negotiate contracts, royalties, and 
payments for authors or freelancers. Direct the poli-
cies and departments of newspapers, magazines, and 
other publishing establishments. Arrange for copy-
right permissions. Read material to determine index 
items and arrange them alphabetically or topically, 
indicating page or chapter location.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.02. Writing and Edit-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Copy Writers; 
Poets, Lyricists, and Creative Writers; Technical 
Writers; Writers and Authors.

Skills: Writing; Reading Comprehension; Active 
Listening; Judgment and Decision Making; Time 
Management; Critical # inking; Persuasion; Active 
Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Mass Commu-
nication/Media Studies; Journalism; Broadcast Jour-
nalism; Publishing; Communication, Journalism, 

and Related Programs, Other; Family and Consumer 
Sciences/Human Sciences Communication; Creative 
Writing; Technical and Business Writing; Business/
Corporate Communications. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Communications and Media; History and 
Archeology; Geography; English Language; Sales 
and Marketing; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Education Teachers, Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Elementary School Teachers, 
Except Special Education

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

English Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Fashion Designers

 ! Personality Code: AER
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $62,810
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 5.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,968
 ! Self-Employed: 23.6%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%
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__________________________________________________ Artistic Occupations: Film and Video Editors

Design clothing and accessories. Create original 
garments or design garments that follow well-
established fashion trends. May develop the line 
of color and kinds of materials. Examine sample 
garments on and o!  models, then modify designs to 
achieve desired e! ects. Determine prices for styles. 
Select materials and production techniques to be used 
for products. Draw patterns for articles designed, 
then cut patterns and cut material according to pat-
terns, using measuring instruments and scissors. 
Design custom clothing and accessories for individ-
uals, retailers, or theatrical, television, or fi lm pro-
ductions. Attend fashion shows and review garment 
magazines and manuals to gather information about 
fashion trends and consumer preferences. Develop 
a group of products and/or accessories and market 
them through venues such as boutiques or mail-order 
catalogs. Test fabrics or oversee testing so that gar-
ment-care labels can be created. Visit textile show-
rooms to keep up to date on the latest fabrics. Sew 
together sections of material to form mockups or sam-
ples of garments or articles, using sewing equipment. 
Research the styles and periods of clothing needed 
for fi lm or theatrical productions. Direct and coor-
dinate workers involved in drawing and cutting pat-
terns and constructing samples or fi nished garments. 
Purchase new or used clothing and accessory items 
as needed to complete designs. Provide sample gar-
ments to agents and sales representatives and arrange 
for showings of sample garments at sales meetings or 
fashion shows. Identify target markets for designs, 
looking at factors such as age, gender, and socioeco-
nomic status. Read scripts and consult directors and 
other production sta!  to develop design concepts 
and plan productions. Confer with sales and man-
agement executives or with clients to discuss design 
ideas. Collaborate with other designers to coordi-
nate special products and designs. Sketch rough and 
detailed drawings of apparel or accessories and write 
specifi cations such as color schemes, construction, 
material types, and accessory requirements. Adapt 
other designers’ ideas for the mass market.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Commercial and Industrial 

Designers; Floral Designers; Graphic Designers; Inte-
rior Designers; Merchandise Displayers and Window 
Trimmers; Set and Exhibit Designers.

Skills: Technology Design; Operations Analysis; 
Quality Control Analysis; Negotiation; Time Man-
agement; Systems Evaluation; Mathematics; Active 
Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Apparel and 
Textile Manufacture; Textile Science; Fashion and 
Fabric Consultant; Fashion/Apparel Design. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; Sales and 
Marketing; Production and Processing; Communica-
tions and Media; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Film and Video Editors

 ! Personality Code: AEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $47,870
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,270
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,707
 ! Self-Employed: 15.9%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Edit motion picture soundtracks, fi lm, and video. 
Cut shot sequences to di! erent angles at specifi c 
points in scenes, making each individual cut as fl uid 
and seamless as possible. Study scripts to become 
familiar with production concepts and requirements. 
Edit fi lms and videotapes to insert music, dialogue, 
and sound e! ects; to arrange fi lms into sequences; 
and to correct errors, using editing equipment. Select 
and combine the most e! ective shots of each scene 
to form a logical and smoothly running story. Mark 
frames where a particular shot or piece of sound is 
to begin or end. Determine the specifi c audio and 
visual e! ects and music necessary to complete fi lms. 
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Verify key numbers and time codes on materials. 
Organize and string together raw footage into a con-
tinuous whole according to scripts or the instructions 
of directors and producers. Review assembled fi lms 
or edited videotapes on screens or monitors to deter-
mine if corrections are necessary. Program comput-
erized graphic e! ects. Review footage sequence by 
sequence to become familiar with it before assem-
bling it into a fi nal product. Set up and operate com-
puter editing systems, electronic titling systems, video 
switching equipment, and digital video e! ects units 
to produce a fi nal product. Record needed sounds 
or obtain them from sound e! ects libraries. Con-
fer with producers and directors concerning layout 
or editing approaches needed to increase dramatic 
or entertainment value of productions. Manipulate 
plot, score, sound, and graphics to make the parts 
into a continuous whole, working closely with peo-
ple in audio, visual, music, optical, or special e! ects 
departments. Supervise and coordinate activities of 
workers engaged in fi lm editing, assembling, and 
recording activities. Trim fi lm segments to specifi ed 
lengths and reassemble segments in sequences that 
present stories with maximum e! ect. Develop post-
production models for fi lms. Piece sounds together to 
develop fi lm soundtracks. Conduct fi lm screenings 
for directors and members of production sta! s. Col-
laborate with music editors to select appropriate pas-
sages of music and develop production scores. Discuss 
the sound requirements of pictures with sound e! ects 
editors.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.09. Media Technol-
ogy. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Audio and 
Video Equipment Technicians; Broadcast Techni-
cians; Camera Operators, Television, Video, and 
Motion Picture; Multi-Media Artists and Anima-
tors; Photographers; Radio Operators; Sound Engi-
neering Technicians.

Skills: Equipment Selection; Operation and Con-
trol; Operations Analysis; Equipment Maintenance; 
Installation; Troubleshooting; Operation Monitor-
ing; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Photojour-
nalism; Radio and Television; Communications 
Technology/Technician; Radio and Television 
Broadcasting Technology/Technician; Audiovisual 
Communications Technologies/Technicians, Other; 
Cinematography and Film/Video Production. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Commu-
nications and Media; Design; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Telecommunications; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Fine Artists, Including Painters, 
Sculptors, and Illustrators

 ! Personality Code: AR
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,070
 ! Beginning Wage: $18,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 9.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,830
 ! Self-Employed: 62.6%
 ! Part-Time: 22.5%

Create original artwork, using any of a wide vari-
ety of mediums and techniques such as painting 
and sculpture. Use materials such as pens and ink, 
watercolors, charcoal, oil, or computer software to 
create artwork. Integrate and develop visual elements 
such as line, space, mass, color, and perspective to 
produce desired e! ects, such as the illustration of 
ideas, emotions, or moods. Confer with clients, edi-
tors, writers, art directors, and other interested par-
ties regarding the nature and content of artwork to 
be produced. Submit preliminary or fi nished artwork 
or project plans to clients for approval, incorporating 
changes as necessary. Maintain portfolios of artistic 
work to demonstrate styles, interests, and abilities. 
Create fi nished artwork as decoration or to elucidate 
or substitute for spoken or written messages. Cut, 
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_____________________________________________________ Artistic Occupations: Graphic Designers

bend, laminate, arrange, and fasten individual or 
mixed raw and manufactured materials and products 
to form works of art. Monitor events, trends, and 
other circumstances, research specifi c subject areas, 
attend art exhibitions, and read art publications to 
develop ideas and keep current on art-world activi-
ties. Study di! erent techniques to learn how to apply 
them to artistic endeavors. Render drawings, illus-
trations, and sketches of buildings, manufactured 
products, or models, working from sketches, blue-
prints, memory, models, or reference materials. Cre-
ate sculptures, statues, and other three-dimensional 
artwork, using abrasives and tools to shape, carve, 
and fabricate materials such as clay, stone, wood, 
or metal. Create sketches, profi les, or likenesses of 
posed subjects or photographs, using any combina-
tion of freehand drawing, mechanical assembly kits, 
and computer imaging. Develop project budgets for 
approval, estimating time lines and material costs. 
Study styles, techniques, colors, textures, and mate-
rials used in works undergoing restoration to ensure 
consistency during the restoration process. Shade 
and fi ll in sketch outlines and backgrounds, using a 
variety of media such as water colors, markers, and 
transparent washes, labeling designated colors when 
necessary. Collaborate with engineers, mechanics, 
and other technical experts as necessary to build and 
install creations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.04. Studio Art. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Craft Artists; Potters, 
Manufacturing.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Equip-
ment Selection; Operations Analysis; Repairing; 
Equipment Maintenance; Installation; Complex 
Problem Solving; Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Visual and 
Performing Arts, General; Art/Art Studies, Gen-
eral; Fine/Studio Arts, General; Drawing; Painting; 
Fine Arts and Art Studies, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; Sales and Mar-
keting; Production and Processing; Economics and 
Accounting; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; stand-
ing; using hands on objects, tools, or controls; repet-
itive motions.

Foreign Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Graphic Designers

 ! Personality Code: ARE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $41,280
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 9.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 26,968
 ! Self-Employed: 25.3%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%

Design or create graphics to meet specifi c com-
mercial or promotional needs such as packaging, 
displays, or logos. May use a variety of media to 
achieve artistic or decorative e# ects. Create designs, 
concepts, and sample layouts based on knowledge of 
layout principles and esthetic design concepts. Deter-
mine size and arrangement of illustrative material and 
copy and select style and size of type. Confer with cli-
ents to discuss and determine layout designs. Develop 
graphics and layouts for product illustrations, com-
pany logos, and Internet Web sites. Review fi nal lay-
outs and suggest improvements as needed. Prepare 
illustrations or rough sketches of material, discussing 
them with clients or supervisors and making neces-
sary changes. Use computer software to generate new 
images. Key information into computer equipment 
to create layouts for client or supervisor. Maintain 
archive of images, photos, or previous work prod-
ucts. Prepare notes and instructions for workers who A
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assemble and prepare fi nal layouts for printing. Draw 
and print charts, graphs, illustrations, and other art-
work, using computer. Study illustrations and photo-
graphs to plan presentations of materials, products, or 
services. Research new software or design concepts. 
Mark up, paste, and assemble fi nal layouts to prepare 
layouts for printer. Produce still and animated graph-
ics for on-air and taped portions of television news 
broadcasts, using electronic video equipment. Photo-
graph layouts, using cameras, to make layout prints 
for supervisors or clients. Develop negatives and 
prints to produce layout photographs, using negative 
and print developing equipment and tools.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Commercial and Indus-
trial Designers; Fashion Designers; Floral Design-
ers; Interior Designers; Merchandise Displayers and 
Window Trimmers; Set and Exhibit Designers.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Agricul-
tural Communication/Journalism; Web Page, Dig-
ital/Multimedia and Information Resources Design; 
Computer Graphics; Design and Visual Communi-
cations, General; Commercial and Advertising Art; 
Industrial Design; Graphic Design. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; Communications 
and Media; Sales and Marketing; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and 
Cosmetologists

 ! Personality Code: AES
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $22,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $14,790
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 12.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 73,030
 ! Self-Employed: 44.5%
 ! Part-Time: 31.1%

Provide beauty services, such as shampooing, cut-
ting, coloring, and styling hair and massaging 
and treating scalp. May also apply makeup, dress 
wigs, perform hair removal, and provide nail and 
skin care services. Keep work stations clean and san-
itize tools such as scissors and combs. Cut, trim, and 
shape hair or hairpieces based on customers’ instruc-
tions, hair type, and facial features, using clippers, 
scissors, trimmers, and razors. Analyze patrons’ hair 
and other physical features to determine and recom-
mend beauty treatment or suggest hairstyles. Sched-
ule client appointments. Bleach, dye, or tint hair, 
using applicator or brush. Update and maintain 
customer information records, such as beauty ser-
vices provided. Shampoo, rinse, condition, and dry 
hair and scalp or hairpieces with water, liquid soap, 
or other solutions. Operate cash registers to receive 
payments from patrons. Demonstrate and sell hair 
care products and cosmetics. Apply water, setting, 
straightening, or waving solutions to hair and use 
curlers, rollers, hot combs, and curling irons to press 
and curl hair. Develop new styles and techniques. 
Comb, brush, and spray hair or wigs to set style. 
Shape eyebrows and remove facial hair, using depil-
atory cream, tweezers, electrolysis, or wax. Adminis-
ter therapeutic medication and advise patron to seek 
medical treatment for chronic or contagious scalp 
conditions. Massage and treat scalp for hygienic and 
remedial purposes, using hands, fi ngers, or vibrat-
ing equipment. Shave, trim, and shape beards and 
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______________________________________________________Artistic Occupations: Interior Designers

moustaches. Train or supervise other hairstylists, 
hairdressers, and assistants. Recommend and explain 
the use of cosmetics, lotions, and creams to soften 
and lubricate skin and enhance and restore natu-
ral appearance. Give facials to patrons, using special 
compounds such as lotions and creams. Clean, shape, 
and polish fi ngernails and toenails, using fi les and 
nail polish. Apply artifi cial fi ngernails. Attach wigs 
or hairpieces to model heads and dress wigs and hair-
pieces according to instructions, samples, sketches, 
or photographs.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.07. Bar-
ber and Beauty Services. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Barbers; Manicurists and Pedicurists; Sham-
pooers; Skin Care Specialists.

Skills: Science; Operations Analysis; Equipment 
Selection; Management of Financial Resources; 
Equipment Maintenance; Learning Strategies; Social 
Perceptiveness; Management of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Cosmetology/
Cosmetologist, General; Electrolysis/Electrology and 
Electrolysis Technician; Make-Up Artist/Special-
ist; Hair Styling/Stylist and Hair Design; Permanent 
Cosmetics/Makeup and Tattooing; Salon/Beauty 
Salon Management/Manager; Cosmetology, Bar-
ber/Styling, and Nail Instructor; Cosmetology and 
Related Personal Grooming Arts, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Chemistry; Sales and Market-
ing; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; minor 
burns, cuts, bites, or stings; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Interior Designers

 ! Personality Code: AE
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,920
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 19.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,434
 ! Self-Employed: 26.3%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%

Plan, design, and furnish interiors of residential, 
commercial, or industrial buildings. Formulate 
design that is practical, aesthetic, and conducive 
to intended purposes, such as raising productivity, 
selling merchandise, or improving lifestyle. May 
specialize in a particular fi eld, style, or phase of 
interior design. Estimate material requirements and 
costs and present design to client for approval. Con-
fer with client to determine factors a! ecting planning 
interior environments, such as budget, architectural 
preferences, and purpose and function. Advise cli-
ent on interior design factors such as space planning, 
layout, and utilization of furnishings or equipment 
and color coordination. Select or design and pur-
chase furnishings, artwork, and accessories. Formu-
late environmental plan to be practical, esthetic, and 
conducive to intended purposes such as raising pro-
ductivity or selling merchandise. Subcontract fabri-
cation, installation, and arrangement of carpeting, 
fi xtures, accessories, draperies, paint and wall cover-
ings, artwork, furniture, and related items. Render 
design ideas in form of paste-ups or drawings. Plan 
and design interior environments for boats, planes, 
buses, trains, and other enclosed spaces.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Commercial and Indus-
trial Designers; Fashion Designers; Floral Design-
ers; Graphic Designers; Merchandise Displayers and 
Window Trimmers; Set and Exhibit Designers.
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Skills: Installation; Management of Financial 
Resources; Persuasion; Operations Analysis; Negoti-
ation; Active Learning; Mathematics; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Interior Archi-
tecture; Facilities Planning and Management; Tex-
tile Science; Interior Design. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Design; Sales and Marketing; Building and 
Construction; Clerical Practices; Fine Arts; Admin-
istration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Interpreters and Translators

 ! Personality Code: AS
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,490
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,500
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 23.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,630
 ! Self-Employed: 21.6%
 ! Part-Time: 28.5%

Translate or interpret written, oral, or sign lan-
guage text into another language for others. Fol-
low ethical codes that protect the confi dentiality of 
information. Identify and resolve confl icts related to 
the meanings of words, concepts, practices, or behav-
iors. Proofread, edit, and revise translated materials. 
Translate messages simultaneously or consecutively 
into specifi ed languages orally or by using hand signs, 
maintaining message content, context, and style as 
much as possible. Check translations of technical 
terms and terminology to ensure that they are accu-
rate and remain consistent throughout translation 
revisions. Read written materials such as legal docu-
ments, scientifi c works, or news reports and rewrite 
material into specifi ed languages. Refer to reference 
materials such as dictionaries, lexicons, encyclope-
dias, and computerized terminology banks as needed 
to ensure translation accuracy. Compile terminology 
and information to be used in translations, including 

technical terms such as those for legal or medical 
material. Adapt translations to students’ cognitive 
and grade levels, collaborating with educational team 
members as necessary. Listen to speakers’ statements 
to determine meanings and to prepare translations, 
using electronic listening systems as necessary. Check 
original texts or confer with authors to ensure that 
translations retain the content, meaning, and feeling 
of the original material. Compile information about 
the content and context of information to be trans-
lated, as well as details of the groups for whom trans-
lation or interpretation is being performed. Discuss 
translation requirements with clients and determine 
any fees to be charged for services provided. Adapt 
software and accompanying technical documents to 
another language and culture. Educate students, par-
ents, sta! , and teachers about the roles and functions 
of educational interpreters. Train and supervise other 
translators/interpreters. Travel with or guide tourists 
who speak another language.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.03. News, Broadcast-
ing, and Public Relations. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Broadcast News Analysts; Public Relations 
Specialists; Reporters and Correspondents.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Speaking; Active Lis-
tening; Writing; Reading Comprehension.

Education and Training Programs: Education/
Teaching of Individuals with Hearing Impairments, 
Including Deafness; Foreign Languages and Litera-
tures, General; Linguistics; Language Interpretation 
and Translation; African Languages, Literatures, and 
Linguistics; East Asian Languages, Literatures, and 
Linguistics, General; Chinese Language and Lit-
erature; Japanese Language and Literature; Korean 
Language and Literature; Tibetan Language and 
Literature; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Foreign Language; English Language; Geography; 
Sociology and Anthropology; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.
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________________________________ Artistic Occupations: Makeup Artists, Theatrical and Performance

Kindergarten Teachers, Except 
Special Education

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Landscape Architects

 ! Personality Code: AIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,250
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,342
 ! Self-Employed: 18.5%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

Plan and design land areas for such projects as 
parks and other recreational facilities; airports; 
highways; hospitals; schools; land subdivisions; 
and commercial, industrial, and residential sites. 
Prepare site plans, specifi cations, and cost estimates 
for land development, coordinating arrangement of 
existing and proposed land features and structures. 
Confer with clients, engineering personnel, and 
architects on overall program. Compile and analyze 
data on conditions such as location, drainage, and 
location of structures for environmental reports and 
landscaping plans. Inspect landscape work to ensure 
compliance with specifi cations, approve quality of 
materials and work, and advise client and construc-
tion personnel.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture and 
Construction. Work Group: 02.02. Architectural 
Design. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Archi-
tects, Except Landscape and Naval.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Coordination; Mathematics; Complex 
Problem Solving; Social Perceptiveness; Persuasion; 
Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Environmental 
Design/Architecture; Landscape Architecture (BS, 
BSLA, BLA, MSLA, MLA, PhD). Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Design; Building and Construction; 
Geography; Biology; Engineering and Technology; 
Fine Arts.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; very hot or cold; hazardous equipment; minor 
burns, cuts, bites, or stings; sitting.

Makeup Artists, Theatrical and 
Performance

 ! Personality Code: AR
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $35,250
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,920
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 39.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 392
 ! Self-Employed: 39.7%
 ! Part-Time: 26.3%

Apply makeup to performers to refl ect period, set-
ting, and situation of their role. Confer with stage 
or motion picture o"  cials and performers in order to 
determine desired e! ects. Duplicate work precisely in 
order to replicate characters’ appearances on a daily 
basis. Establish budgets, and work within budget-
ary limits. Apply makeup to enhance and/or alter 
the appearance of people appearing in productions 
such as movies. Alter or maintain makeup during 
productions as necessary to compensate for light-
ing changes or to achieve continuity of e! ect. Select 
desired makeup shades from stock, or mix oil, grease, 
and coloring in order to achieve specifi c color e! ects. 
Cleanse and tone the skin in order to prepare it for 
makeup application. Assess performers’ skin type in 
order to ensure that makeup will not cause break-
outs or skin irritations. Analyze a script, noting events 
that a! ect each character’s appearance, so that plans 
can be made for each scene. Requisition or acquire 
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needed materials for special e! ects, including wigs, 
beards, and special cosmetics. Write makeup sheets 
and take photos in order to document specifi c looks 
and the products that were used to achieve the looks. 
Examine sketches, photographs, and plaster models 
in order to obtain desired character image depiction. 
Attach prostheses to performers and apply makeup in 
order to create special features or e! ects such as scars, 
aging, or illness. Evaluate environmental character-
istics such as venue size and lighting plans in order 
to determine makeup requirements. Design rubber 
or plastic prostheses that can be used to change per-
formers’ appearances. Create character drawings or 
models, based upon independent research, in order to 
augment period production fi les. Advise hairdressers 
on the hairstyles required for character parts. Study 
production information such as character descrip-
tions, period settings, and situations in order to 
determine makeup requirements. Provide performers 
with makeup removal assistance after performances 
have been completed. Wash and reset wigs. Demon-
strate products to clients, and provide instruction in 
makeup application.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.06. Drama. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Actors; Costume Atten-
dants; Directors—Stage, Motion Pictures, Televi-
sion, and Radio; Public Address System and Other 
Announcers; Radio and Television Announcers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Equip-
ment Selection; Time Management; Operations 
Analysis; Management of Material Resources; 
Management of Personnel Resources; Negotiation; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Programs: Cosmetology/
Cosmetologist, General; Make-Up Artist/Special-
ist; Permanent Cosmetics/Makeup and Tattooing. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Chem-
istry; Design; Sales and Marketing; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often stand-
ing than sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Marriage and Family Therapists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Merchandise Displayers and 
Window Trimmers

 ! Personality Code: AER
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $24,830
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,300
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 10.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,103
 ! Self-Employed: 28.6%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%

Plan and erect commercial displays, such as those 
in windows and interiors of retail stores and at 
trade exhibitions. Take photographs of displays and 
signage. Plan and erect commercial displays to entice 
and appeal to customers. Place prices and descriptive 
signs on backdrops, fi xtures, merchandise, or fl oor. 
Change or rotate window displays, interior display 
areas, and signage to refl ect changes in inventory or 
promotion. Obtain plans from display designers or 
display managers and discuss their implementation 
with clients or supervisors. Develop ideas or plans for 
merchandise displays or window decorations. Con-
sult with advertising and sales sta!  to determine type 
of merchandise to be featured and time and place 
for each display. Arrange properties, furniture, mer-
chandise, backdrops, and other accessories as shown 
in prepared sketches. Construct or assemble displays 
and display components from fabric, glass, paper, and 
plastic according to specifi cations, using hand tools 
and woodworking power tools. Collaborate with oth-
ers to obtain products and other display items. Use 
computers to produce signage. Dress mannequins for 
displays. Maintain props and mannequins, inspect-
ing them for imperfections and applying preservative 
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coatings as necessary. Select themes, lighting, col-
ors, and props to be used. Attend training sessions 
and corporate planning meetings to obtain new ideas 
for product launches. Instruct sales sta!  in color-
coordination of clothing racks and counter displays. 
Store, pack, and maintain records of props and dis-
play items. Prepare sketches, fl oor plans, or models 
of proposed displays. Cut out designs on cardboard, 
hardboard, and plywood according to motif of event. 
Install booths, exhibits, displays, carpets, and drapes 
as guided by fl oor plan of building and specifi cations. 
Install decorations such as fl ags, banners, festive 
lights, and bunting on or in building, street, exhibit 
hall, or booth. Create and enhance mannequin faces 
by mixing and applying paint and attaching mea-
sured eyelash strips, using artist’s brush, airbrush, 
pins, ruler, and scissors.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Commercial and Indus-
trial Designers; Fashion Designers; Floral Design-
ers; Graphic Designers; Interior Designers; Set and 
Exhibit Designers.

Skills: Persuasion; Negotiation; Management of Per-
sonnel Resources.

Education and Training Program: Commercial 
and Advertising Art. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Sales and Marketing; Design; Administration and 
Management; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; walk-
ing and running; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls; bending or twisting the body; repetitive 
motions.

Middle School Teachers, Except 
Special and Vocational Education

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Multi-Media Artists and Animators

 ! Personality Code: AI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,550
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,620
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 25.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 13,182
 ! Self-Employed: 69.7%
 ! Part-Time: 22.5%

Create special e# ects, animation, or other visual 
images, using fi lm, video, computers, or other 
electronic tools and media, for use in products or 
creations such as computer games, movies, music 
videos, and commercials. Design complex graph-
ics and animation, using independent judgment, 
creativity, and computer equipment. Create two-
dimensional and three-dimensional images depict-
ing objects in motion or illustrating a process, using 
computer animation or modeling programs. Make 
objects or characters appear lifelike by manipulat-
ing light, color, texture, shadow, and transparency 
or manipulating static images to give the illusion of 
motion. Apply story development, directing, cinema-
tography, and editing to animation to create story-
boards that show the fl ow of the animation and map 
out key scenes and characters. Assemble, typeset, 
scan, and produce digital camera-ready art or fi lm 
negatives and printer’s proofs. Script, plan, and cre-
ate animated narrative sequences under tight dead-
lines, using computer software and hand-drawing 
techniques. Create basic designs, drawings, and illus-
trations for product labels, cartons, direct mail, or tele-
vision. Create pen-and-paper images to be scanned, 
edited, colored, textured, or animated by computer. 
Develop briefi ngs, brochures, multimedia presenta-
tions, Web pages, promotional products, technical 
illustrations, and computer artwork for use in prod-
ucts, technical manuals, literature, newsletters, and 
slide shows. Use models to simulate the behavior of 
animated objects in the fi nished sequence. Create 
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and install special e! ects as required by the script, 
mixing chemicals and fabricating needed parts from 
wood, metal, plaster, and clay. Participate in design 
and production of multimedia campaigns, handling 
budgeting and scheduling and assisting with such 
responsibilities as production coordination, back-
ground design, and progress tracking. Convert real 
objects to animated objects through modeling, using 
techniques such as optical scanning. Implement and 
maintain confi guration control systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.09. Media Technol-
ogy. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Audio and 
Video Equipment Technicians; Broadcast Techni-
cians; Camera Operators, Television, Video, and 
Motion Picture; Film and Video Editors; Pho-
tographers; Radio Operators; Sound Engineering 
Technicians.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Technology Design; 
Time Management; Judgment and Decision Mak-
ing; Science; Reading Comprehension; Active Lis-
tening; Programming.

Education and Training Programs: Animation, 
Interactive Technology, Video Graphics and Special 
E! ects; Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and Infor-
mation Resources Design; Graphic Design; Draw-
ing; Intermedia/Multimedia; Painting; Printmaking. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; 
Computers and Electronics; Communications and 
Media; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Music Composers and Arrangers

 ! Personality Code: AE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $40,150
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,110
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 12.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,597
 ! Self-Employed: 44.7%
 ! Part-Time: 37.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Music 
Directors.

Write and transcribe musical scores. Copy parts 
from scores for individual performers. Transpose 
music from one voice or instrument to another to 
accommodate particular musicians. Use comput-
ers and synthesizers to compose, orchestrate, and 
arrange music. Write changes directly into compo-
sitions, or use computer software to make changes. 
Confer with producers and directors to defi ne the 
nature and placement of fi lm or television music. 
Guide musicians during rehearsals, performances, 
or recording sessions. Study original pieces of music 
to become familiar with them prior to making any 
changes. Study fi lms or scripts to determine how 
musical scores can be used to create desired e! ects 
or moods. Write music for commercial mediums, 
including advertising jingles or fi lm soundtracks. 
Accept commissions to create music for special occa-
sions. Arrange music composed by others, changing 
the music to achieve desired e! ects. Write musical 
scores for orchestras, bands, choral groups, or indi-
vidual instrumentalists or vocalists, using knowledge 
of music theory and of instrumental and vocal capa-
bilities. Score compositions so that they are consis-
tent with instrumental and vocal capabilities such as 
ranges and keys, using knowledge of music theory. 
Apply elements of music theory to create musical and 
tonal structures, including harmonies and melodies. 
Collaborate with other colleagues such as copyists 
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to complete fi nal scores. Determine voices, instru-
ments, harmonic structures, rhythms, tempos, and 
tone balances required to achieve the e! ects desired 
in musical compositions. Experiment with di! erent 
sounds and types and pieces of music, using synthe-
sizers and computers as necessary to test and evalu-
ate ideas. Explore and develop musical ideas based on 
sources such as imagination or sounds in the envi-
ronment. Rewrite original musical scores in di! er-
ent musical styles by changing rhythms, harmonies, 
or tempos. Transcribe ideas for musical compositions 
into musical notation, using instruments, pen and 
paper, or computers. Create original musical forms, 
or write within circumscribed musical forms such as 
sonatas, symphonies, or operas.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.07. Music. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Music Directors; Music 
Directors and Composers; Musicians and Singers; 
Musicians, Instrumental; Singers; Talent Directors.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Installa-
tion; Equipment Maintenance; Operation and Con-
trol; Management of Material Resources; Writing; 
Technology Design; Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Religious/
Sacred Music; Music Performance, General; Music 
# eory and Composition; Musicology and Ethnomu-
sicology; Conducting; Voice and Opera; Music Man-
agement and Merchandising; Music, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Communications 
and Media; Computers and Electronics; Sales and 
Marketing; Production and Processing; Design.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Music Directors

 ! Personality Code: AES
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $40,150
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,110
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 12.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,597
 ! Self-Employed: 44.7%
 ! Part-Time: 37.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Music 
Composers and Arrangers.

Direct and conduct instrumental or vocal per-
formances by musical groups such as orchestras 
or choirs. Study scores to learn the music in detail, 
and to develop interpretations. Consider such factors 
as ensemble size and abilities, availability of scores, 
and the need for musical variety in order to select 
music to be performed. Use gestures to shape the 
music being played, communicating desired tempo, 
phrasing, tone, color, pitch, volume, and other per-
formance aspects. Engage services of composers to 
write scores. Plan and implement fund-raising and 
promotional activities. Coordinate and organize 
tours, or hire touring companies to arrange con-
cert dates, venues, accommodations, and transpor-
tation for longer tours. Confer with clergy to select 
music for church services. Transcribe musical com-
positions and melodic lines to adapt them to a par-
ticular group, or to create a particular musical style. 
Audition and select performers for musical presenta-
tions. Meet with composers to discuss interpretations 
of their works. Conduct guest soloists in addition to 
ensemble members. Collaborate with music librari-
ans to ensure availability of scores. Assign and review 
sta!  work in such areas as scoring, arranging, copy-
ing music, and vocal coaching. Position members 
within groups to obtain balance among instrumental 
or vocal sections. Plan and schedule rehearsals and 
performances, and arrange details such as locations, 
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accompanists, and instrumentalists. Meet with solo-
ists and concertmasters to discuss and prepare for 
performances. Direct groups at rehearsals and live 
or recorded performances in order to achieve desired 
e! ects such as tonal and harmonic balance, dynam-
ics, rhythm, and tempo. Perform administrative 
tasks such as applying for grants, developing bud-
gets, negotiating contracts, and designing and print-
ing programs and other promotional materials.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.07. Music. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Music Composers and 
Arrangers; Music Directors and Composers; Musi-
cians and Singers; Musicians, Instrumental; Singers; 
Talent Directors.

Skills: Coordination; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Social Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Mon-
itoring; Learning Strategies; Persuasion; Instructing.

Education and Training Programs: Religious/
Sacred Music; Music Performance, General; Music 
# eory and Composition; Musicology and Ethno-
musicology; Conducting; Voice and Opera; Music 
Management and Merchandising; Music, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Philoso-
phy and # eology; Education and Training; History 
and Archeology; Communications and Media; Per-
sonnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting.

Music Directors and Composers

See Music Composers and Arrangers (an Artistic job) and 
Music Directors (an Artistic job), described separately.

Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Photographers

 ! Personality Code: AR
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $27,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,170
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,100
 ! Self-Employed: 54.3%
 ! Part-Time: 22.1%

Photograph persons, subjects, merchandise, or 
other commercial products. May develop nega-
tives and produce fi nished prints. Take pictures of 
individuals, families, and small groups, either in stu-
dio or on location. Adjust apertures, shutter speeds, 
and camera focus based on a combination of factors 
such as lighting, fi eld depth, subject motion, fi lm 
type, and fi lm speed. Use traditional or digital cam-
eras, along with a variety of equipment such as tri-
pods, fi lters, and fl ash attachments. Create artifi cial 
light, using fl ashes and refl ectors. Determine desired 
images and picture composition; select and adjust 
subjects, equipment, and lighting to achieve desired 
e! ects. Scan photographs into computers for editing, 
storage, and electronic transmission. Test equipment 
prior to use to ensure that it is in good working order. 
Review sets of photographs to select the best work. 
Estimate or measure light levels, distances, and num-
bers of exposures needed, using measuring devices 
and formulas. Manipulate and enhance scanned or 
digital images to create desired e! ects, using comput-
ers and specialized software. Perform maintenance 
tasks necessary to keep equipment working prop-
erly. Perform general o"  ce duties such as scheduling 
appointments, keeping books, and ordering supplies. 
Consult with clients or advertising sta!  and study 
assignments to determine project goals, locations, 
and equipment needs. Select and assemble equip-
ment and required background properties accord-
ing to subjects, materials, and conditions. Enhance, 
retouch, and resize photographs and negatives, using 
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airbrushing and other techniques. Set up, mount, or 
install photographic equipment and cameras. Pro-
duce computer-readable digital images from fi lm, 
using fl atbed scanners and photofi nishing laborato-
ries. Develop and print exposed fi lm, using chemi-
cals, touchup tools, and developing and printing 
equipment, or send fi lm to photofi nishing laborato-
ries for processing. Direct activities of workers who 
are setting up photographic equipment. Employ a 
variety of specialized photographic materials and 
techniques, including infrared and ultraviolet fi lms, 
macro-photography, photogrammetry, and sensitom-
etry. Engage in research to develop new photographic 
procedures and materials.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.09. Media Technology. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Audio and Video 
Equipment Technicians; Broadcast Technicians; 
Camera Operators, Television, Video, and Motion 
Picture; Film and Video Editors; Multi-Media Art-
ists and Animators; Radio Operators; Sound Engi-
neering Technicians.

Skills: Persuasion; Equipment Maintenance; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Operation Moni-
toring; Service Orientation; Equipment Selection; 
Technology Design; Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Photojournal-
ism; Visual and Performing Arts, General; Com-
mercial Photography; Photography; Film/Video and 
Photographic Arts, Other; Art/Art Studies, General. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; 
Fine Arts; Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal 
Service; Communications and Media; Production 
and Processing.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls.

Poets, Lyricists, and Creative 
Writers

 ! Personality Code: AI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 24,023
 ! Self-Employed: 65.9%
 ! Part-Time: 21.8%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Copy 
Writers.

Create original written works, such as scripts, 
essays, prose, poetry, or song lyrics, for publica-
tion or performance. Revise written material to 
meet personal standards and to satisfy needs of cli-
ents, publishers, directors, or producers. Choose sub-
ject matter and suitable form to express personal 
feelings and experiences or ideas, or to narrate sto-
ries or events. Plan project arrangements or outlines, 
and organize material accordingly. Prepare works in 
appropriate format for publication, and send them 
to publishers or producers. Follow appropriate pro-
cedures to get copyrights for completed work. Write 
fi ction or nonfi ction prose such as short stories, nov-
els, biographies, articles, descriptive or critical anal-
yses, and essays. Develop factors such as themes, 
plots, characterizations, psychological analyses, his-
torical environments, action, and dialogue, to create 
material. Confer with clients, editors, publishers, or 
producers to discuss changes or revisions to written 
material. Conduct research to obtain factual infor-
mation and authentic detail, using sources such as 
newspaper accounts, diaries, and interviews. Write 
narrative, dramatic, lyric, or other types of poetry 
for publication. Attend book launches and public-
ity events, or conduct public readings. Write words 
to fi t musical compositions, including lyrics for 
operas, musical plays, and choral works. Adapt text 
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to accommodate musical requirements of composers 
and singers. Teach writing classes. Write humorous 
material for publication, or for performances such as 
comedy routines, gags, and comedy shows. Collabo-
rate with other writers on specifi c projects.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.02. Writing and Edit-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Copy Writers; 
Editors; Technical Writers; Writers and Authors.

Skills: Writing; Social Perceptiveness; Management 
of Financial Resources; Persuasion; Active Listen-
ing; Reading Comprehension; Speaking; Critical 
# inking.

Education and Training Programs: Communica-
tion Studies/Speech Communication and Rhetoric; 
Mass Communication/Media Studies; Family and 
Consumer Sciences/Human Sciences Communica-
tion; English Composition; Creative Writing; Play-
writing and Screenwriting. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Fine Arts; Communications and Media; 
Philosophy and # eology; Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy; Sales and Marketing; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Political Scientists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. Look for the description among the 
Investigative jobs.

Preschool Teachers, Except Special 
Education

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Producers and Directors

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. Look for the description among the 
Investigative jobs.

Public Relations Managers

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Enterprising. Look for the description among the 
Enterprising jobs.

Public Relations Specialists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Enterprising. Look for the description among the 
Enterprising jobs.

Secondary School Teachers, Except 
Special and Vocational Education

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Self-Enrichment Education 
Teachers

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Set and Exhibit Designers

 ! Personality Code: AR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,402
 ! Self-Employed: 29.8%
 ! Part-Time: 16.7%

Design special exhibits and movie, television, 
and theater sets. May study scripts, confer with 
directors, and conduct research to determine 
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appropriate architectural styles. Examine objects 
to be included in exhibits to plan where and how to 
display them. Acquire, or arrange for acquisition of, 
specimens or graphics required to complete exhibits. 
Prepare rough drafts and scale working drawings of 
sets, including fl oor plans, scenery, and properties to 
be constructed. Confer with clients and sta!  to gather 
information about exhibit space, proposed themes 
and content, timelines, budgets, materials, and pro-
motion requirements. Estimate set- or exhibit-related 
costs, including materials, construction, and rental of 
props or locations. Develop set designs based on eval-
uation of scripts, budgets, research information, and 
available locations. Direct and coordinate construc-
tion, erection, or decoration activities to ensure that 
sets or exhibits meet design, budget, and schedule 
requirements. Inspect installed exhibits for confor-
mance to specifi cations and satisfactory operation of 
special e! ects components. Plan for location-specifi c 
issues such as space limitations, tra"  c fl ow patterns, 
and safety concerns. Submit plans for approval and 
adapt plans to serve intended purposes or to conform 
to budget or fabrication restrictions. Prepare pre-
liminary renderings of proposed exhibits, including 
detailed construction, layout, and material specifi ca-
tions and diagrams relating to aspects such as special 
e! ects and lighting. Select and purchase lumber and 
hardware necessary for set construction. Collaborate 
with those in charge of lighting and sound so that 
those production aspects can be coordinated with set 
designs or exhibit layouts. Research architectural and 
stylistic elements appropriate to the time period to be 
depicted, consulting experts for information as neces-
sary. Design and produce displays and materials that 
can be used to decorate windows, interior displays, 
or event locations such as streets and fairgrounds. 
Coordinate the removal of sets, props, and exhibits 
after productions or events are complete. Select set 
props such as furniture, pictures, lamps, and rugs. 
Confer with conservators to determine how to han-
dle an exhibit’s environmental aspects, such as light-
ing, temperature, and humidity, so that objects will 
be protected and exhibits will be enhanced.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.05. Design. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Commercial and Indus-
trial Designers; Fashion Designers; Floral Designers; 
Graphic Designers; Interior Designers; Merchandise 
Displayers and Window Trimmers.

Skills: Installation; Operations Analysis; Persuasion; 
Management of Material Resources; Equipment 
Selection; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Management of Financial Resources; Complex Prob-
lem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Design and 
Visual Communications, General; Illustration; 
Design and Applied Arts, Other; Technical # eatre/
# eatre Design and Technology. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Fine Arts; Design; History and 
Archeology; Communications and Media; Sociology 
and Anthropology; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls. 

Sociologists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is 
Investigative. Look for the description among the 
Investigative jobs.

Special Education Teachers, Middle 
School

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and 
Elementary School

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.
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Substance Abuse and Behavioral 
Disorder Counselors

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Technical Writers

 ! Personality Code: AIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $60,390
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,490
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 19.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,498
 ! Self-Employed: 6.0%
 ! Part-Time: 6.5%

Write technical materials, such as equipment 
manuals, appendices, or operating and mainte-
nance instructions. May assist in layout work. 
Organize material and complete writing assign-
ment according to set standards regarding order, 
clarity, conciseness, style, and terminology. Main-
tain records and fi les of work and revisions. Edit, 
standardize, or make changes to material prepared 
by other writers or establishment personnel. Confer 
with customer representatives, vendors, plant execu-
tives, or publisher to establish technical specifi cations 
and to determine subject material to be developed for 
publication. Review published materials and recom-
mend revisions or changes in scope, format, content, 
and methods of reproduction and binding. Select 
photographs, drawings, sketches, diagrams, and 
charts to illustrate material. Study drawings, speci-
fi cations, mockups, and product samples to integrate 
and delineate technology, operating procedure, and 
production sequence and detail. Interview produc-
tion and engineering personnel and read journals 
and other material to become familiar with prod-
uct technologies and production methods. Observe 

production, developmental, and experimental activ-
ities to determine operating procedure and detail. 
Arrange for typing, duplication, and distribution of 
material. Assist in laying out material for publication. 
Analyze developments in specifi c fi eld to determine 
need for revisions in previously published materi-
als and development of new material. Review man-
ufacturer’s and trade catalogs, drawings, and other 
data relative to operation, maintenance, and service 
of equipment. Draw sketches to illustrate specifi ed 
materials or assembly sequence.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.02. Writing and Edit-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Copy Writers; 
Editors; Poets, Lyricists, and Creative Writers; Writ-
ers and Authors.

Skills: Writing; Technology Design; Quality Con-
trol Analysis; Active Listening; Operations Analy-
sis; Reading Comprehension; Coordination; Active 
Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Communica-
tion Studies/Speech Communication and Rhetoric; 
Technical and Business Writing; Business/Corporate 
Communications. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Communications and Media; Clerical Practices; 
English Language; Computers and Electronics; Edu-
cation and Training; Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Training and Development 
Specialists

! e primary personality type for this occupation is Social. 
Look for the description among the Social jobs.

Writers and Authors

See Copy Writers (an Enterprising job) and Poets, 
Lyricists, and Creative Writers (an Artistic job), described 
separately.
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Social Occupations
Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors

 ! Personality Code: SAE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,710
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,340
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 41.3%

Teach or instruct out-of-school youths and adults 
in remedial education classes, preparatory classes 
for the General Educational Development test, 
literacy, or English as a Second Language. Teach-
ing may or may not take place in a traditional 
educational institution. Adapt teaching methods 
and instructional materials to meet students’ vary-
ing needs, abilities, and interests. Observe and eval-
uate students’ work to determine progress and make 
suggestions for improvement. Instruct students 
individually and in groups, using various teaching 
methods such as lectures, discussions, and demon-
strations. Plan and conduct activities for a balanced 
program of instruction, demonstration, and work 
time that provides students with opportunities to 
observe, question, and investigate. Maintain accurate 
and complete student records as required by laws or 
administrative policies. Prepare materials and class-
rooms for class activities. Establish clear objectives 
for all lessons, units, and projects and communicate 
those objectives to students. Conduct classes, work-
shops, and demonstrations to teach principles, tech-
niques, or methods in subjects such as basic English 
language skills, life skills, and workforce entry skills. 
Prepare students for further education by encour-
aging them to explore learning opportunities and 
to persevere with challenging tasks. Establish and 

enforce rules for behavior and procedures for main-
taining order among the students for whom they 
are responsible. Provide information, guidance, and 
preparation for the General Equivalency Diploma 
(GED) examination. Assign and grade classwork and 
homework. Observe students to determine qualifi ca-
tions, limitations, abilities, interests, and other indi-
vidual characteristics. Register, orient, and assess new 
students according to standards and procedures. Pre-
pare and implement remedial programs for students 
requiring extra help. Prepare and administer written, 
oral, and performance tests and issue grades in accor-
dance with performance. Use computers, audiovisual 
aids, and other equipment and materials to supple-
ment presentations. Prepare objectives and outlines 
for courses of study, following curriculum guidelines 
or requirements of states and schools. Guide and 
counsel students with adjustment or academic prob-
lems or special academic interests. Enforce adminis-
tration policies and rules governing students.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agricultural Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Architecture Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural Studies Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and 
Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; Biological 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Crim-
inal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, Post-
secondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineering 
Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and Lit-
erature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
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History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Service Orientation; Monitoring; Speak-
ing; Persuasion; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Bilingual and 
Multilingual Education; Multicultural Education; 
Adult and Continuing Education and Teaching; 
Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language/
ESL Language Instructor; Teaching French as a Sec-
ond or Foreign Language; Adult Literacy Tutor/
Instructor; Linguistics of ASL and Other Sign Lan-
guages. Related Knowledge/Courses: History and 
Archeology; Sociology and Anthropology; # erapy 
and Counseling; Geography; Education and Train-
ing; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting.

Agricultural Sciences Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $78,460
 ! Beginning Wage: $43,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,840
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in the agricultural sciences, includ-
ing agronomy, dairy sciences, fi sheries manage-
ment, horticultural sciences, poultry sciences, 
range management, and agricultural soil con-
servation. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, 
homework assignments, and handouts. Evaluate and 
grade students’ classwork, laboratory work, assign-
ments, and papers. Keep abreast of developments in 
agriculture by reading current literature, talking with 
colleagues, and participating in professional confer-
ences. Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate 
and/or graduate students on topics such as crop pro-
duction, plant genetics, and soil chemistry. Initiate, 
facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. Con-
duct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and 
publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, and/
or electronic media. Supervise laboratory sessions 
and fi eldwork and coordinate laboratory operations. 
Supervise undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, 
internship, and research work. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to oth-
ers. Advise students on academic and vocational cur-
ricula and on career issues. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Write 
grant proposals to procure external research fund-
ing. Collaborate with colleagues to address teaching 
and research issues. Maintain regularly scheduled 
o"  ce hours in order to advise and assist students. 
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________________________ Social Occupations: Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary

Participate in student recruitment, registration, and 
placement activities. Select and obtain materials and 
supplies such as textbooks and laboratory equipment. 
Act as advisers to student organizations. Participate 
in campus and community events. Serve on aca-
demic or administrative committees that deal with 
institutional policies, departmental matters, and aca-
demic issues. Provide professional consulting services 
to government and/or industry. Perform administra-
tive duties such as serving as department head. Com-
pile bibliographies of specialized materials for outside 
reading assignments.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Anthropology 
and Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architec-
ture Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, Post-
secondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Post-
secondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engi-
neering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmen-
tal Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 

Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Management of Financial Resources; 
Writing; Reading Comprehension; Instruct-
ing; Complex Problem Solving; Active Learning; 
Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Agriculture, 
General; Agricultural Business and Management, 
General; Agribusiness/Agricultural Business Oper-
ations; Agricultural Economics; Farm/Farm and 
Ranch Management; Agricultural/Farm Supplies 
Retailing and Wholesaling; Agricultural Business 
and Management, Other; Agricultural Mechaniza-
tion, General; Agricultural Power Machinery Oper-
ation; Agricultural Mechanization, Other; others. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Food Pro-
duction; Education and Training; Geography; 
Chemistry; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Anthropology and Archeology 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,530
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,840
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 910
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in anthropology or archeology. 
Conduct research in a particular fi eld of knowl-
edge and publish fi ndings in professional journals, 
books, and electronic media. Keep abreast of devel-
opments in their fi eld by reading current literature, 
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talking with colleagues, and participating in pro-
fessional conferences. Prepare and deliver lectures 
to undergraduate and graduate students on top-
ics such as research methods, urban anthropology, 
and language and culture. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, assignments, and papers. Initiate, 
facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. Write 
grant proposals to procure external research funding. 
Supervise undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, 
internship, and research work. Prepare course materi-
als such as syllabi, homework assignments, and hand-
outs. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Supervise students’ lab-
oratory work or fi eldwork. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Advise students on academic 
and vocational curricula, career issues, and labora-
tory and fi eld research. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Maintain 
regularly scheduled o"  ce hours in order to advise 
and assist students. Collaborate with colleagues to 
address teaching and research issues. Compile bib-
liographies of specialized materials for outside read-
ing assignments. Perform administrative duties such 
as serving as department head. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks and labo-
ratory equipment. Serve on academic or administra-
tive committees that deal with institutional policies, 
departmental matters, and academic issues. Par-
ticipate in student recruitment, registration, and 
placement activities. Participate in campus and com-
munity events. Provide professional consulting ser-
vices to government and industry. Act as advisers to 
student organizations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Edu-
cation, and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricul-
tural Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 

Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Writing; Critical # inking; Reading 
Comprehension; Active Learning; Instructing; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Social Science 
Teacher Education; Anthropology; Physical Anthro-
pology; Archeology. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Sociology and Anthropology; History and Archeol-
ogy; Geography; Foreign Language; Philosophy and 
# eology; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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______________________________________ Social Occupations: Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary

Architecture Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,540
 ! Beginning Wage: $41,080
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,044
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in architecture and architectural 
design, such as architectural environmental 
design, interior architecture/design, and land-
scape architecture. Evaluate and grade students’ 
work, including work performed in design studios. 
Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate and/
or graduate students on topics such as architectural 
design methods, aesthetics and design, and struc-
tures and materials. Prepare course materials such as 
syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. Ini-
tiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. 
Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, 
and course materials and methods of instruction. 
Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld by reading 
current literature, talking with colleagues, and par-
ticipating in professional conferences. Maintain stu-
dent attendance records, grades, and other required 
records. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours 
to advise and assist students. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to others. 
Conduct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge 
and publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, 
and/or electronic media. Supervise undergraduate 
and/or graduate teaching, internship, and research 
work. Advise students on academic and vocational 
curricula and on career issues. Collaborate with col-
leagues to address teaching and research issues. Com-
pile bibliographies of specialized materials for outside 
reading assignments. Serve on academic or admin-
istrative committees that deal with institutional 

policies, departmental matters, and academic issues. 
Participate in student recruitment, registration, and 
placement activities. Select and obtain materials and 
supplies such as textbooks and laboratory equipment. 
Write grant proposals to procure external research 
funding. Provide professional consulting services to 
government and/or industry. Perform administra-
tive duties such as serving as department head. Act as 
advisers to student organizations. Participate in cam-
pus and community events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, 
and Cultural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, 
Drama, and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmo-
spheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Biological Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary; Communica-
tions Teachers, Postsecondary; Computer Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law 
Enforcement Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Post-
secondary; Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; 
English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Environmental Science Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Farm and Home Management Advisors; 
Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Graduate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties 
Teachers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Law Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
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Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Technology Design; Operations Analysis; 
Instructing; Writing; Science; Complex Problem 
Solving; Speaking; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Architec-
ture (BArch, BA/BS, MArch, MA/MS, PhD); City/
Urban, Community and Regional Planning; Envi-
ronmental Design/Architecture; Interior Architec-
ture; Landscape Architecture (BS, BSLA, BLA, 
MSLA, MLA, PhD); Teacher Education and Profes-
sional Development, Specifi c Subject Areas, Other; 
Architectural Engineering. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Fine Arts; Design; Building and Construc-
tion; History and Archeology; Philosophy and # e-
ology; Geography.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $55,190
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,707
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in drama; music; and the arts, 
including fi ne and applied art, such as painting 
and sculpture, or design and crafts. Evaluate and 
grade students’ classwork, performances, projects, 
assignments, and papers. Explain and demonstrate 
artistic techniques. Prepare students for perfor-
mances, exams, or assessments. Prepare and deliver 
lectures to undergraduate or graduate students on 
topics such as acting techniques, fundamentals of 

music, and art history. Organize performance groups 
and direct their rehearsals. Prepare course materials 
such as syllabi, homework assignments, and hand-
outs. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom dis-
cussions. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld 
by reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and on 
career issues. Maintain student attendance records, 
grades, and other required records. Conduct research 
in a particular fi eld of knowledge and publish fi nd-
ings in professional journals, books, or electronic 
media. Supervise undergraduate and/or graduate 
teaching, internship, and research work. Plan, evalu-
ate, and revise curricula, course content, and course 
materials and methods of instruction. Maintain reg-
ularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist stu-
dents. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Participate in student 
recruitment, registration, and placement activities. 
Select and obtain materials and supplies such as text-
books and performance pieces. Collaborate with col-
leagues to address teaching and research issues. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, and 
academic issues. Participate in campus and commu-
nity events. Keep students informed of community 
events such as plays and concerts. Compile bibliog-
raphies of specialized materials for outside reading 
assignments. Display students’ work in schools, gal-
leries, and exhibitions. Perform administrative duties 
such as serving as department head. Act as advisers to 
student organizations. Write grant proposals to pro-
cure external research funding. Provide professional 
consulting services to government or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
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________ Social Occupations: Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary

Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Social Perceptiveness; Speaking; 
Active Listening; Persuasion; Learning Strategies; 
Critical # inking; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Visual and Per-
forming Arts, General; Crafts/Craft Design, Folk Art 
and Artisanry; Dance, General; Design and Visual 
Communications, General; Industrial Design; Com-
mercial Photography; Fashion/Apparel Design; Inte-
rior Design; Graphic Design; Design and Applied 
Arts, Other; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, 
General; Technical # eatre/# eatre Design and 
Technology; Playwriting and Screenwriting; others. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; History 
and Archeology; Philosophy and # eology; Edu-
cation and Training; Communications and Media; 
Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, 
and Space Sciences Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $73,280
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,840
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,553
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in the physical sciences, except 
chemistry and physics. Conduct research in a par-
ticular fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in 
professional journals, books, and/or electronic media. 
Write grant proposals to procure external research 
funding. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld 
by reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Super-
vise undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, intern-
ships, and research work. Prepare and deliver lectures 
to undergraduate and/or graduate students on top-
ics such as structural geology, micrometeorology, and 
atmospheric thermodynamics. Supervise laboratory 
work and fi eldwork. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, assignments, and papers. Prepare course 
materials such as syllabi, homework assignments, 
and handouts. Collaborate with colleagues to address 
teaching and research issues. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to oth-
ers. Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course con-
tent, course materials, and methods of instruction. 
Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discus-
sions. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to 
advise and assist students. Advise students on aca-
demic and vocational curricula and on career issues. 
Maintain student attendance records, grades, and 
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other required records. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as department 
head. Select and obtain materials and supplies such 
as textbooks and laboratory equipment. Serve on aca-
demic or administrative committees that deal with 
institutional policies, departmental matters, and aca-
demic issues. Compile bibliographies of specialized 
materials for outside reading assignments. Provide 
professional consulting services to government and/
or industry. Act as adviser to student organizations. 
Participate in campus and community events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Biological Sci-
ence Teachers, Postsecondary; Business Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Communications Teachers, Postsecondary; Com-
puter Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Criminal 
Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Educa-
tion Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineering Teachers, 
Postsecondary; English Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home Man-
agement Advisors; Foreign Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conserva-
tion Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 

Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Programming; Mathematics; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Complex Prob-
lem Solving; Writing; Active Learning; Reading 
Comprehension.

Education and Training Programs: Science Teacher 
Education/General Science Teacher Education; 
Physics Teacher Education; Astronomy; Astrophys-
ics; Planetary Astronomy and Science; Atmospheric 
Sciences and Meteorology, General; Atmospheric 
Chemistry and Climatology; Atmospheric Physics 
and Dynamics; Meteorology; Atmospheric Sciences 
and Meteorology, Other; Geology/Earth Science, 
General; Geochemistry; Geophysics and Seismol-
ogy; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: Physics; 
Geography; Chemistry; Biology; Mathematics; Edu-
cation and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Biological Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,780
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,100
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,039
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in biological sciences. Prepare and 
deliver lectures to undergraduate and/or graduate 
students on topics such as molecular biology, marine 
biology, and botany. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, laboratory work, assignments, and papers. 
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_________________________________ Social Occupations: Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary

Prepare course materials such as syllabi, homework 
assignments, and handouts. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to others. 
Supervise students’ laboratory work. Keep abreast of 
developments in their fi eld by reading current liter-
ature, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional conferences. Maintain student atten-
dance records, grades, and other required records. Ini-
tiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. 
Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, 
course materials, and methods of instruction. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and 
on career issues. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce 
hours to advise and assist students. Supervise under-
graduate and/or graduate teaching, internships, and 
research work. Select and obtain materials and sup-
plies such as textbooks and laboratory equipment. 
Collaborate with colleagues to address teaching and 
research issues. Conduct research in a particular fi eld 
of knowledge and publish fi ndings in professional 
journals, books, and/or electronic media. Serve on 
academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, 
and academic issues. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Write 
grant proposals to procure external research fund-
ing. Perform administrative duties such as serving as 
department head. Act as advisers to student organi-
zations. Compile bibliographies of specialized mate-
rials for outside reading assignments. Participate in 
campus and community events. Provide professional 
consulting services to government and/or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, Post-
secondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Post-
secondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engi-
neering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmen-
tal Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Instructing; Writing; Reading Com-
prehension; Learning Strategies; Speaking; Active 
Learning; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Biology/Bio-
logical Sciences, General; Biochemistry; Biophysics; 
Molecular Biology; Radiation Biology/Radiobiology; 
Botany/Plant Biology; Plant Pathology/Phytopathol-
ogy; Plant Physiology; Cell/Cellular Biology and 
Histology; Anatomy; Microbiology, General; Virol-
ogy; Parasitology; Immunology; Zoology/Animal 
Biology; Entomology; Animal Physiology; others. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Chemistry; 
Education and Training; Medicine and Dentistry; 
Physics; Geography.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often sitting 
than standing.
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Business Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,900
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,770
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,643
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in business administration and 
management, such as accounting, fi nance, human 
resources, labor relations, marketing, and opera-
tions research. Prepare and deliver lectures to under-
graduate and/or graduate students on topics such as 
fi nancial accounting, principles of marketing, and 
operations management. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, assignments, and papers. Compile, 
administer, and grade examinations or assign this 
work to others. Prepare course materials such as syl-
labi, homework assignments, and handouts. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate 
classroom discussions. Plan, evaluate, and revise cur-
ricula, course content, and course materials and meth-
ods of instruction. Keep abreast of developments in 
their fi eld by reading current literature, talking with 
colleagues, and participating in professional organi-
zations and conferences. Maintain regularly sched-
uled o"  ce hours to advise and assist students. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and 
on career issues. Select and obtain materials and sup-
plies such as textbooks. Collaborate with colleagues 
to address teaching and research issues. Collaborate 
with members of the business community to improve 
programs, to develop new programs, and to pro-
vide student access to learning opportunities such as 
internships. Participate in student recruitment, regis-
tration, and placement activities. Serve on academic 
or administrative committees that deal with institu-
tional policies, departmental matters, and academic 

issues. Participate in campus and community events. 
Compile bibliographies of specialized materials for 
outside reading assignments. Perform administrative 
duties such as serving as department head. Supervise 
undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, internship, 
and research work. Conduct research in a particu-
lar fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in pro-
fessional journals, books, and/or electronic media. 
Act as advisers to student organizations. Provide pro-
fessional consulting services to government and/or 
industry. Write grant proposals to procure external 
research funding.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary; Communica-
tions Teachers, Postsecondary; Computer Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law 
Enforcement Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Post-
secondary; Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; 
English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Environmental Science Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Farm and Home Management Advisors; 
Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Geography Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Graduate Teaching Assistants; Health Special-
ties Teachers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Law Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Sci-
ence Teachers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
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Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and 
Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrich-
ment Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Writing; 
Monitoring; Speaking; Active Learning; Reading 
Comprehension; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Business 
Teacher Education; Business/Commerce, General; 
Business Administration and Management, General; 
Purchasing, Procurement/Acquisitions and Con-
tracts Management; Logistics and Materials Man-
agement; Operations Management and Supervision; 
Accounting; Business/Corporate Communications; 
Entrepreneurship/Entrepreneurial Studies; Fran-
chising and Franchise Operations; Finance, General; 
others. Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics 
and Accounting; Education and Training; Sociology 
and Anthropology; Sales and Marketing; Philosophy 
and # eology; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $63,870
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,810
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,405
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to the chemical and 
physical properties and compositional changes of 
substances. Work may include instruction in the 
methods of qualitative and quantitative chemical 
analysis. Includes both teachers primarily engaged 
in teaching and those who do a combination of 

both teaching and research. Prepare and deliver 
lectures to undergraduate and/or graduate students 
on topics such as organic chemistry, analytical chem-
istry, and chemical separation. Supervise students’ 
laboratory work. Evaluate and grade students’ class-
work, laboratory performance, assignments, and 
papers. Compile, administer, and grade examina-
tions or assign this work to others. Maintain stu-
dent attendance records, grades, and other required 
records. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, 
homework assignments, and handouts. Maintain 
regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist 
students. Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course 
content, course materials, and methods of instruc-
tion. Supervise undergraduate and/or graduate teach-
ing, internships, and research work. Keep abreast of 
developments in the fi eld by reading current litera-
ture, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional conferences. Initiate, facilitate, and mod-
erate classroom discussions. Select and obtain mate-
rials and supplies such as textbooks and laboratory 
equipment. Conduct research in a particular fi eld of 
knowledge and publish fi ndings in professional jour-
nals, books, and/or electronic media. Advise students 
on academic and vocational curricula and on career 
issues. Collaborate with colleagues to address teach-
ing and research issues. Serve on academic or admin-
istrative committees that deal with institutional 
policies, departmental matters, and academic issues. 
Write grant proposals to procure external research 
funding. Participate in student recruitment, regis-
tration, and placement activities. Prepare and sub-
mit required reports related to instruction. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as a department 
head. Act as advisers to student organizations. Com-
pile bibliographies of specialized materials for outside 
reading assignments. Participate in campus and com-
munity events. Provide professional consulting ser-
vices to government and/or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
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Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Lan-
guage and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Envi-
ronmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm 
and Home Management Advisors; Foreign Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry 
and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; Gradu-
ate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Mathematics; Instructing; Writing; 
Reading Comprehension; Active Learning; Technol-
ogy Design; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Chemistry, 
General; Analytical Chemistry; Inorganic Chem-
istry; Organic Chemistry; Physical and # eoretical 
Chemistry; Polymer Chemistry; Chemical Physics; 
Chemistry, Other; Geochemistry. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Chemistry; Biology; Physics; Educa-
tion and Training; Mathematics; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; haz-
ardous conditions; sitting.

Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,700
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,074
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in communications, such as orga-
nizational communications, public relations, 
radio/television broadcasting, and journalism. 
Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, assignments, 
and papers. Prepare course materials such as syl-
labi, homework assignments, and handouts. Initiate, 
facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. Pre-
pare and deliver lectures to undergraduate or gradu-
ate students on topics such as public speaking, media 
criticism, and oral traditions. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to oth-
ers. Maintain student attendance records, grades, 
and other required records. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Maintain regularly sched-
uled o"  ce hours to advise and assist students. Keep 
abreast of developments in their fi eld by reading cur-
rent literature, talking with colleagues, and partic-
ipating in professional conferences. Advise students 
on academic and vocational curricula and on career 
issues. Supervise undergraduate or graduate teaching, 
internship, and research work. Select and obtain mate-
rials and supplies such as textbooks. Collaborate with 
colleagues to address teaching and research issues. 
Conduct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge 
and publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, 
or electronic media. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, 
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and academic issues. Compile bibliographies of spe-
cialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Act as advisers to student organizations. Participate 
in campus and community events. Perform admin-
istrative duties such as serving as department head. 
Write grant proposals to procure external research 
funding. Provide professional consulting services to 
government or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Writing; Persuasion; Learning 
Strategies; Monitoring; Speaking; Social Perceptive-
ness; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Communica-
tion Studies/Speech Communication and Rhetoric; 
Mass Communication/Media Studies; Journalism; 
Broadcast Journalism; Journalism, Other; Radio 
and Television; Digital Communication and Media/
Multimedia; Public Relations/Image Management; 
Advertising; Political Communication; Health 
Communication; Communication, Journalism, and 
Related Programs, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Communications and Media; Education 
and Training; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology 
and Anthropology; English Language; History and 
Archeology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $62,020
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,720
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,820
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in computer science. May special-
ize in a fi eld of computer science, such as the 
design and function of computers or operations 
and research analysis. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, laboratory work, assignments, and papers. 
Maintain student attendance records, grades, and 
other required records. Prepare and deliver lectures 
to undergraduate and/or graduate students on topics 
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such as programming, data structures, and software 
design. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, home-
work assignments, and handouts. Compile, adminis-
ter, and grade examinations or assign this work to 
others. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld 
by reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Initi-
ate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. 
Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, 
and course materials and methods of instruction. 
Supervise students’ laboratory work. Maintain reg-
ularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist stu-
dents. Select and obtain materials and supplies such 
as textbooks and laboratory equipment. Advise stu-
dents on academic and vocational curricula and on 
career issues. Participate in student recruitment, reg-
istration, and placement activities. Collaborate with 
colleagues to address teaching and research issues. 
Serve on academic or administrative committees that 
deal with institutional policies, departmental mat-
ters, and academic issues. Act as advisers to student 
organizations. Supervise undergraduate and/or grad-
uate teaching, internship, and research work. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as depart-
ment head. Conduct research in a particular fi eld of 
knowledge and publish fi ndings in professional jour-
nals, books, and/or electronic media. Direct research 
of other teachers or of graduate students working 
for advanced academic degrees. Provide professional 
consulting services to government and/or industry. 
Participate in campus and community events. Com-
pile bibliographies of specialized materials for outside 
reading assignments. Write grant proposals to pro-
cure external research funding.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 

Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Programming; Instructing; Operations Anal-
ysis; Technology Design; Science; Mathematics; 
Learning Strategies; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
and Information Sciences, General; Computer Pro-
gramming/Programmer, General; Information Sci-
ence/Studies; Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst; 
Computer Science. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Computers and Electronics; Education and Train-
ing; Telecommunications; Mathematics; Engineer-
ing and Technology; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Counseling Psychologists

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $62,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,300
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,309
 ! Self-Employed: 34.2%
 ! Part-Time: 24.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Clinical 
Psychologists and with School Psychologists.

Assess and evaluate individuals’ problems through 
the use of case history, interview, and observation 
and provide individual or group counseling ser-
vices to assist individuals in achieving more e# ec-
tive personal, social, educational, and vocational 
development and adjustment. Collect information 
about individuals or clients, using interviews, case 
histories, observational techniques, and other assess-
ment methods. Counsel individuals, groups, or fam-
ilies to help them understand problems, defi ne goals, 
and develop realistic action plans. Develop therapeu-
tic and treatment plans based on clients’ interests, 
abilities, and needs. Consult with other professionals 
to discuss therapies, treatments, counseling resources, 
or techniques and to share occupational information. 
Analyze data such as interview notes, test results, and 
reference manuals in order to identify symptoms and 
to diagnose the nature of clients’ problems. Advise 
clients on how they could be helped by counseling. 
Evaluate the results of counseling methods to deter-
mine the reliability and validity of treatments. Pro-
vide consulting services to schools, social service 
agencies, and businesses. Refer clients to specialists 
or to other institutions for non-counseling treatment 
of problems. Select, administer, and interpret psycho-
logical tests to assess intelligence, aptitudes, abilities, 
or interests. Conduct research to develop or improve 
diagnostic or therapeutic counseling techniques.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Marriage 
and Family # erapists; Medical and Public Health 
Social Workers; Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Social Workers; Mental Health Counselors; Proba-
tion O"  cers and Correctional Treatment Special-
ists; Rehabilitation Counselors; Residential Advisors; 
Social and Human Service Assistants; Substance 
Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Active Listening; Per-
suasion; Service Orientation; Coordination; Moni-
toring; Negotiation; Learning Strategies.

Education and Training Programs: Psychology, 
General; Clinical Psychology; Counseling Psychol-
ogy; Developmental and Child Psychology; School 
Psychology; Clinical Child Psychology; Psycho-
analysis and Psychotherapy. Related Knowledge/
Courses: # erapy and Counseling; Philosophy and 
# eology; Sociology and Anthropology; Psychology; 
English Language; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Dental Hygienists

 ! Personality Code: SRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,740
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 30.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,433
 ! Self-Employed: 0.1%
 ! Part-Time: 58.7%

Clean teeth and examine oral areas, head, and 
neck for signs of oral disease. May educate patients 
on oral hygiene, take and develop X rays, or apply 
fl uoride or sealants. Clean calcareous deposits, 
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accretions, and stains from teeth and beneath mar-
gins of gums, using dental instruments. Feel and 
visually examine gums for sores and signs of disease. 
Chart conditions of decay and disease for diagnosis 
and treatment by dentist. Feel lymph nodes under 
patient’s chin to detect swelling or tenderness that 
could indicate presence of oral cancer. Apply fl uo-
rides and other cavity-preventing agents to arrest 
dental decay. Examine gums, using probes, to locate 
periodontal recessed gums and signs of gum disease. 
Expose and develop X-ray fi lm. Provide clinical ser-
vices and health education to improve and maintain 
oral health of schoolchildren. Remove excess cement 
from coronal surfaces of teeth. Make impressions for 
study casts. Place, carve, and fi nish amalgam resto-
rations. Administer local anesthetic agents. Conduct 
dental health clinics for community groups to aug-
ment services of dentist. Remove sutures and dress-
ings. Place and remove rubber dams, matrices, and 
temporary restorations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.03. Dentistry. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Dental Assistants; Dentists, General; 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; Orthodontists; 
Prosthodontists.

Skills: Science; Active Learning; Reading Compre-
hension; Time Management; Equipment Selection; 
Persuasion; Social Perceptiveness; Writing.

Education and Training Program: Dental Hygiene/
Hygienist. Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; 
Medicine and Dentistry; Chemistry; Psychology; 
# erapy and Counseling; Sales and Marketing.

Work Environment: Indoors; radiation; disease or 
infections; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls; repetitive motions.

Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $75,300
 ! Beginning Wage: $41,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,208
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in economics. Prepare and deliver 
lectures to undergraduate and/or graduate students 
on topics such as econometrics, price theory, and 
macroeconomics. Prepare course materials such as 
syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. Eval-
uate and grade students’ classwork, assignments, and 
papers. Compile, administer, and grade examina-
tions or assign this work to others. Keep abreast of 
developments in their fi eld by reading current liter-
ature, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional conferences. Maintain student atten-
dance records, grades, and other required records. 
Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discus-
sions. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours in 
order to advise and assist students. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks. Plan, evalu-
ate, and revise curricula, course content, and course 
materials and methods of instruction. Conduct 
research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and pub-
lish fi ndings in professional journals, books, and/
or electronic media. Supervise undergraduate and/
or graduate teaching, internship, and research work. 
Advise students on academic and vocational curricula 
and on career issues. Serve on academic or adminis-
trative committees that deal with institutional pol-
icies, departmental matters, and academic issues. 
Collaborate with colleagues to address teaching and 
research issues. Compile bibliographies of specialized 
materials for outside reading assignments. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
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activities. Perform administrative duties such as serv-
ing as department head. Write grant proposals to pro-
cure external research funding. Participate in campus 
and community events. Provide professional consult-
ing services to government and/or industry. Act as 
advisers to student organizations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, Post-
secondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Post-
secondary; Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; 
English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Environmental Science Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Farm and Home Management Advisors; 
Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Graduate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties 
Teachers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Law Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Mathematics; Writing; Instructing; Speak-
ing; Reading Comprehension; Critical # inking; 
Learning Strategies; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Social Science 
Teacher Education; Economics, General; Applied 
Economics; Econometrics and Quantitative Eco-
nomics; Development Economics and International 
Development; International Economics; Economics, 
Other; Business/Managerial Economics. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Account-
ing; History and Archeology; Mathematics; Philoso-
phy and # eology; Education and Training; English 
Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Education Administrators, 
Preschool and Child Care Center/
Program

 ! Personality Code: SEC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 23.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,113
 ! Self-Employed: 3.4%
 ! Part-Time: 8.3%

Plan, direct, or coordinate the academic and non-
academic activities of preschool and child care 
centers or programs. Confer with parents and sta!  
to discuss educational activities and policies and stu-
dents’ behavioral or learning problems. Prepare and 
maintain attendance, activity, planning, account-
ing, or personnel reports and records for o"  cials and 
agencies or direct preparation and maintenance activ-
ities. Set educational standards and goals and help 
establish policies, procedures, and programs to carry 
them out. Monitor students’ progress and provide 
students and teachers with assistance in resolving any 
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problems. Determine allocations of funds for sta! , 
supplies, materials, and equipment and authorize 
purchases. Recruit, hire, train, and evaluate primary 
and supplemental sta!  and recommend personnel 
actions for programs and services. Direct and coor-
dinate activities of teachers or administrators at day-
care centers, schools, public agencies, or institutions. 
Plan, direct, and monitor instructional methods and 
content of educational, vocational, or student activity 
programs. Review and interpret government codes 
and develop procedures to meet codes and to ensure 
facility safety, security, and maintenance. Determine 
the scope of educational program o! erings and pre-
pare drafts of program schedules and descriptions to 
estimate sta"  ng and facility requirements. Review 
and evaluate new and current programs to determine 
their e"  ciency; e! ectiveness; and compliance with 
state, local, and federal regulations, and recommend 
any necessary modifi cations. Teach classes or courses 
or provide direct care to children. Prepare and sub-
mit budget requests or grant proposals to solicit pro-
gram funding. Write articles, manuals, and other 
publications and assist in the distribution of promo-
tional literature about programs and facilities. Col-
lect and analyze survey data, regulatory information, 
and demographic and employment trends to fore-
cast enrollment patterns and the need for curricu-
lum changes. Inform businesses, community groups, 
and governmental agencies about educational needs, 
available programs, and program policies. Organize 
and direct committees of specialists, volunteers, and 
sta!  to provide technical and advisory assistance for 
programs.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.01. Managerial Work in 
Education. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Edu-
cation Administrators, Elementary and Secondary 
School; Education Administrators, Postsecondary; 
Instructional Coordinators.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Management of 
Material Resources; Learning Strategies; Monitor-
ing; Social Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Educational 
Leadership and Administration, General; Educa-
tional, Instructional, and Curriculum Supervision; 
Elementary and Middle School Administration/Prin-
cipalship; Educational Administration and Supervi-
sion, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: Personnel 
and Human Resources; Education and Training; 
Clerical Practices; Philosophy and # eology; # er-
apy and Counseling; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing.

Education Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,060
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,359
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to education, such as 
counseling, curriculum, guidance, instruction, 
teacher education, and teaching English as a sec-
ond language. Prepare course materials such as syl-
labi, homework assignments, and handouts. Prepare 
and deliver lectures to undergraduate and/or grad-
uate students on topics such as children’s literature, 
learning and development, and reading instruc-
tion. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom dis-
cussions. Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, 
assignments, and papers. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Supervise students’ fi eld-
work, internship, and research work. Keep abreast 
of developments in their fi eld by reading current lit-
erature, talking with colleagues, and participating 
in professional conferences. Advise students on aca-
demic and vocational curricula and on career issues. 
Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise 
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and assist students. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Collabo-
rate with colleagues to address teaching and research 
issues. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Conduct research in 
a particular fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings 
in professional journals, books, or electronic media. 
Select and obtain materials and supplies such as text-
books. Participate in student recruitment, registra-
tion, and placement activities. Advise and instruct 
teachers employed in school systems by providing 
activities such as in-service seminars. Serve on aca-
demic or administrative committees that deal with 
institutional policies, departmental matters, and 
academic issues. Compile bibliographies of special-
ized materials for outside reading assignments. Write 
grant proposals to procure external research funding. 
Participate in campus and community events. Per-
form administrative duties such as serving as depart-
ment head. Act as advisers to student organizations. 
Provide professional consulting services to govern-
ment and/or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, Post-
secondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Post-
secondary; Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; 
English Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Environmental Science Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Farm and Home Management Advisors; 
Foreign Language and Literature Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Graduate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties 
Teachers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Law Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Writing; 
Social Perceptiveness; Speaking; Persuasion; Science; 
Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Education, 
General; Indian/Native American Education; Social 
and Philosophical Foundations of Education; Agri-
cultural Teacher Education; Art Teacher Educa-
tion; Business Teacher Education; Driver and Safety 
Teacher Education; English/Language Arts Teacher 
Education; Foreign Language Teacher Education; 
Health Teacher Education; Family and Consumer 
Sciences/Home Economics Teacher Education; oth-
ers. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and 
Counseling; Education and Training; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Philosophy and # eology; Psychol-
ogy; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Elementary School Teachers, 
Except Special Education

 ! Personality Code: SAC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $47,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 13.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 181,612
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 9.5%

Teach pupils in public or private schools at the 
elementary level basic academic, social, and 
other formative skills. Establish and enforce rules 
for behavior and procedures for maintaining order 
among the students for whom they are responsible. 
Observe and evaluate students’ performance, behav-
ior, social development, and physical health. Pre-
pare materials and classrooms for class activities. 
Adapt teaching methods and instructional mate-
rials to meet students’ varying needs and interests. 
Plan and conduct activities for a balanced program of 
instruction, demonstration, and work time that pro-
vides students with opportunities to observe, ques-
tion, and investigate. Instruct students individually 
and in groups, using various teaching methods such 
as lectures, discussions, and demonstrations. Estab-
lish clear objectives for all lessons, units, and proj-
ects and communicate those objectives to students. 
Assign and grade classwork and homework. Read 
books to entire classes or small groups. Prepare, 
administer, and grade tests and assignments in order 
to evaluate students’ progress. Confer with parents or 
guardians, teachers, counselors, and administrators 
to resolve students’ behavioral and academic prob-
lems. Meet with parents and guardians to discuss 
their children’s progress and to determine their prior-
ities for their children and their resource needs. Pre-
pare students for later grades by encouraging them to 
explore learning opportunities and to persevere with 

challenging tasks. Maintain accurate and complete 
student records as required by laws, district policies, 
and administrative regulations. Guide and counsel 
students with adjustment or academic problems or 
special academic interests. Prepare and implement 
remedial programs for students requiring extra help. 
Prepare objectives and outlines for courses of study, 
following curriculum guidelines or requirements of 
states and schools. Provide a variety of materials and 
resources for children to explore, manipulate, and 
use, both in learning activities and in imaginative 
play. Enforce administration policies and rules gov-
erning students. Confer with other sta!  members to 
plan and schedule lessons promoting learning, fol-
lowing approved curricula.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instructing. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Kindergarten 
Teachers, Except Special Education; Middle School 
Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education; 
Preschool Teachers, Except Special Education; Sec-
ondary School Teachers, Except Special and Voca-
tional Education; Special Education Teachers, 
Middle School; Special Education Teachers, Pre-
school, Kindergarten, and Elementary School; Spe-
cial Education Teachers, Secondary School; Teacher 
Assistants; Vocational Education Teachers, Middle 
School; Vocational Education Teachers, Secondary 
School.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Monitoring; 
Social Perceptiveness; Speaking; Persuasion; Writ-
ing; Service Orientation.

Education and Training Programs: Elementary 
Education and Teaching; Teacher Education, Mul-
tiple Levels; Montessori Teacher Education. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Geography; History and 
Archeology; Sociology and Anthropology; # erapy 
and Counseling; Philosophy and # eology; Educa-
tion and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; disease or infec-
tions; standing.
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English Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,000
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,680
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,475
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in English language and litera-
ture, including linguistics and comparative lit-
erature. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom 
discussions. Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, 
assignments, and papers. Prepare course materials 
such as syllabi, homework assignments, and hand-
outs. Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate 
and graduate students on topics such as poetry, novel 
structure, and translation and adaptation. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, 
course content, and course materials and methods of 
instruction. Compile, administer, and grade exami-
nations or assign this work to others. Maintain reg-
ularly scheduled o"  ce hours in order to advise and 
assist students. Keep abreast of developments in 
their fi eld by reading current literature, talking with 
colleagues, and participating in professional con-
ferences. Select and obtain materials and supplies 
such as textbooks. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Conduct 
research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and pub-
lish fi ndings in professional journals, books, or elec-
tronic media. Collaborate with colleagues to address 
teaching and research issues. Serve on academic or 
administrative committees that deal with institu-
tional policies, departmental matters, and academic 
issues. Participate in campus and community events. 
Participate in student recruitment, registration, 
and placement activities. Compile bibliographies of 

specialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Supervise undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, 
internship, and research work. Provide assistance to 
students in college writing centers. Perform admin-
istrative duties such as serving as department head. 
Recruit, train, and supervise student writing instruc-
tors. Act as advisers to student organizations. Write 
grant proposals to procure external research funding. 
Provide professional consulting services to govern-
ment or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmen-
tal Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
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Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Writing; Learning Strategies; 
Social Perceptiveness; Reading Comprehension; Per-
suasion; Critical # inking; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Compara-
tive Literature; English Language and Literature, 
General; English Composition; Creative Writing; 
American Literature (United States); American Lit-
erature (Canadian); English Literature (British and 
Commonwealth); Technical and Business Writing; 
English Language and Literature/Letters, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Philosophy and # e-
ology; English Language; History and Archeology; 
Education and Training; Fine Arts; Sociology and 
Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Environmental Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,850
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,120
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 769
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in environmental science. Supervise 
undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, internship, 
and research work. Conduct research in a particu-
lar fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in profes-
sional journals, books, and/or electronic media. Keep 
abreast of developments in their fi eld by reading cur-
rent literature, talking with colleagues, and partici-
pating in professional conferences. Evaluate and grade 
students’ classwork, laboratory work, assignments, 

and papers. Write grant proposals to procure exter-
nal research funding. Supervise students’ laboratory 
work and fi eldwork. Prepare course materials such as 
syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. Plan, 
evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, and 
course materials and methods of instruction. Com-
pile, administer, and grade examinations or assign 
this work to others. Initiate, facilitate, and moder-
ate classroom discussions. Advise students on aca-
demic and vocational curricula and on career issues. 
Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate and/or 
graduate students on topics such as hazardous waste 
management, industrial safety, and environmen-
tal toxicology. Maintain student attendance records, 
grades, and other required records. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks and labora-
tory equipment. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce 
hours in order to advise and assist students. Collabo-
rate with colleagues to address teaching and research 
issues. Perform administrative duties such as serving 
as department head. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Pro-
vide professional consulting services to government 
and/or industry. Serve on academic or administra-
tive committees that deal with institutional poli-
cies, departmental matters, and academic issues. 
Compile bibliographies of specialized materials for 
outside reading assignments. Participate in campus 
and community events. Act as advisers to student 
organizations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
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Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Writing; Reading Comprehension; 
Instructing; Mathematics; Management of Financial 
Resources; Programming; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Environmen-
tal Studies; Environmental Science; Science Teacher 
Education/General Science Teacher Education. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Geography; 
Chemistry; Education and Training; Physics; His-
tory and Archeology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Equal Opportunity Representatives 
and Of! cers

 ! Personality Code: SEC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,841
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Coroners, 
with Environmental Compliance Inspectors, with 
Government Property Inspectors and Investigators, and 
with  Licensing Examiners and Inspectors.

Monitor and evaluate compliance with equal 
opportunity laws, guidelines, and policies to 
ensure that employment practices and contract-
ing arrangements give equal opportunity with-
out regard to race, religion, color, national origin, 
sex, age, or disability. Investigate employment prac-
tices and alleged violations of laws to document and 
correct discriminatory factors. Interpret civil rights 
laws and equal opportunity regulations for individ-
uals and employers. Study equal opportunity com-
plaints to clarify issues. Meet with persons involved in 
equal opportunity complaints to verify case informa-
tion and to arbitrate and settle disputes. Coordinate, 
monitor, and revise complaint procedures to ensure 
timely processing and review of complaints. Prepare 
reports of selection, survey, and other statistics, and 
recommendations for corrective action. Conduct sur-
veys and evaluate fi ndings to determine whether sys-
tematic discrimination exists. Develop guidelines for 
nondiscriminatory employment practices and moni-
tor their implementation and impact. Review com-
pany contracts to determine actions required to meet 
governmental equal opportunity provisions. Counsel 
newly hired members of minority and disadvantaged 
groups, informing them about details of civil rights 
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laws. Provide information, technical assistance, and 
training to supervisors, managers, and employees on 
topics such as employee supervision, hiring, grievance 
procedures, and sta!  development. Verify that all job 
descriptions are submitted for review and approval 
and that descriptions meet regulatory standards. 
Act as liaisons between minority placement agen-
cies and employers or between job search committees 
and other equal opportunity administrators. Consult 
with community representatives to develop techni-
cal assistance agreements in accordance with govern-
mental regulations. Meet with job search committees 
or coordinators to explain the role of the equal oppor-
tunity coordinator, to provide resources for advertis-
ing, and to explain expectations for future contacts. 
Participate in the recruitment of employees through 
job fairs, career days, and advertising plans.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Reg-
ulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O"  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Negotiation; Persuasion; Social Perceptive-
ness; Service Orientation; Complex Problem Solving; 
Judgment and Decision Making; Active Listening; 
Writing.

Education and Training Program: Public Admin-
istration and Social Service Professions, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Law and Govern-
ment; Personnel and Human Resources; Clerical 

Practices; English Language; Customer and Personal 
Service; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Fitness Trainers and Aerobics 
Instructors

 ! Personality Code: SRE
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $27,680
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,550
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 26.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 51,235
 ! Self-Employed: 7.6%
 ! Part-Time: 38.2%

Instruct or coach groups or individuals in exercise 
activities and the fundamentals of sports. Dem-
onstrate techniques and methods of participation. 
Observe participants and inform them of correc-
tive measures necessary to improve their skills. 
Explain and enforce safety rules and regulations gov-
erning sports, recreational activities, and the use of 
exercise equipment. O! er alternatives during classes 
to accommodate di! erent levels of fi tness. Plan rou-
tines, choose appropriate music, and choose di! er-
ent movements for each set of muscles, depending 
on participants’ capabilities and limitations. Observe 
participants and inform them of corrective mea-
sures necessary for skill improvement. Teach proper 
breathing techniques used during physical exertion. 
Teach and demonstrate use of gymnastic and train-
ing equipment such as trampolines and weights. 
Instruct participants in maintaining exertion levels 
to maximize benefi ts from exercise routines. Main-
tain fi tness equipment. Conduct therapeutic, recre-
ational, or athletic activities. Monitor participants’ 
progress and adapt programs as needed. Evaluate 
individuals’ abilities, needs, and physical conditions 
and develop suitable training programs to meet any 
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special requirements. Plan physical education pro-
grams to promote development of participants’ phys-
ical attributes and social skills. Provide students 
with information and resources regarding nutrition, 
weight control, and lifestyle issues. Administer emer-
gency fi rst aid, wrap injuries, treat minor chronic 
disabilities, or refer injured persons to physicians. 
Advise clients about proper clothing and shoes. Wrap 
ankles, fi ngers, wrists, or other body parts with syn-
thetic skin, gauze, or adhesive tape to support mus-
cles and ligaments. Teach individual and team sports 
to participants through instruction and demonstra-
tion, utilizing knowledge of sports techniques and 
of participants’ physical capabilities. Promote health 
clubs through membership sales and record member 
information. Organize, lead, and referee indoor and 
outdoor games such as volleyball, baseball, and bas-
ketball. Maintain equipment inventories and select, 
store, or issue equipment as needed. Organize and 
conduct competitions and tournaments. Advise par-
ticipants in use of heat or ultraviolet treatments and 
hot baths. Massage body parts to relieve soreness, 
strains, and bruises.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.06. Counseling, Health, 
and Fitness Education. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Educational, Vocational, and School Coun-
selors; Health Educators.

Skills: Instructing; Equipment Selection; Moni-
toring; Service Orientation; Coordination; Science; 
Social Perceptiveness; Time Management.

Education and Training Programs: Physical Edu-
cation Teaching and Coaching; Health and Physical 
Education, General; Sport and Fitness Administra-
tion/Management. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Customer and Personal Service; Psychology; Soci-
ology and Anthropology; Education and Train-
ing; Sales and Marketing; Personnel and Human 
Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; walking 
and running; repetitive motions.

Foreign Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,610
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,590
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,317
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in foreign (i.e., other than English) 
languages and literature. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, assignments, and papers. Prepare 
course materials such as syllabi, homework assign-
ments, and handouts. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate 
classroom discussions. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Com-
pile, administer, and grade examinations or assign 
this work to others. Plan, evaluate, and revise curri-
cula, course content, and course materials and meth-
ods of instruction. Prepare and deliver lectures to 
undergraduate and graduate students on topics such 
as how to speak and write a foreign language and the 
cultural aspects of areas where a particular language 
is used. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to 
advise and assist students. Select and obtain materi-
als and supplies such as textbooks. Keep abreast of 
developments in their fi eld by reading current liter-
ature, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional organizations and activities. Advise stu-
dents on academic and vocational curricula and on 
career issues. Conduct research in a particular fi eld of 
knowledge and publish fi ndings in scholarly journals, 
books, and/or electronic media. Collaborate with col-
leagues to address teaching and research issues. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, and 
academic issues. Participate in student recruitment, 
registration, and placement activities. Compile bibli-
ographies of specialized materials for outside reading 
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assignments. Participate in campus and community 
events. Act as advisers to student organizations. Per-
form administrative duties such as serving as depart-
ment head. Supervise undergraduate and graduate 
teaching, internship, and research work. Write grant 
proposals to procure external research funding. Pro-
vide professional consulting services to government 
or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environ-
mental Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and 
Home Management Advisors; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Writing; 
Reading Comprehension; Speaking; Persuasion; 
Social Perceptiveness; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Latin Teacher 
Education; Foreign Languages and Literatures, 
General; Linguistics; Language Interpretation and 
Translation; African Languages, Literatures, and 
Linguistics; East Asian Languages, Literatures, and 
Linguistics, General; Chinese Language and Lit-
erature; Japanese Language and Literature; Korean 
Language and Literature; Tibetan Language and 
Literature; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Foreign Language; Philosophy and # eology; His-
tory and Archeology; Sociology and Anthropology; 
Geography; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Graduate Teaching Assistants

 ! Personality Code: SC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $28,060
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,660
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 20,601
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Assist department chairperson, faculty members, 
or other professional sta#  members in colleges 
or universities by performing teaching or teach-
ing-related duties such as teaching lower-level 
courses, developing teaching materials, prepar-
ing and giving examinations, and grading exam-
inations or papers. Graduate assistants must be 
enrolled in graduate school programs. Gradu-
ate assistants who primarily perform non-teach-
ing duties such as laboratory research, should be 
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reported in the occupational category related to 
the work performed. Lead discussion sections, tuto-
rials, and laboratory sections. Evaluate and grade 
examinations, assignments, and papers, and record 
grades. Return assignments to students in accor-
dance with established deadlines. Schedule and 
maintain regular o"  ce hours to meet with students. 
Inform students of the procedures for completing 
and submitting class work such as lab reports. Pre-
pare and proctor examinations. Notify instructors 
of errors or problems with assignments. Meet with 
supervisors to discuss students’ grades, and to com-
plete required grade-related paperwork. Copy and 
distribute classroom materials. Demonstrate use of 
laboratory equipment, and enforce laboratory rules. 
Teach undergraduate level courses. Complete labo-
ratory projects prior to assigning them to students so 
that any needed modifi cations can be made. Develop 
teaching materials such as syllabi, visual aids, answer 
keys, supplementary notes, and course websites. Pro-
vide assistance to faculty members or sta!  with lab-
oratory or fi eld research. Arrange for supervisors to 
conduct teaching observations; meet with supervi-
sors to receive feedback about teaching performance. 
Attend lectures given by the instructors whom they 
are assisting. Order or obtain materials needed for 
classes. Provide instructors with assistance in the use 
of audiovisual equipment. Assist faculty members or 
sta!  with student conferences.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Health Specialties Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Reading Comprehension; Writing; 
Speaking; Time Management; Active Learning.

Education and Training Program: Education, 
General. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sociology 
and Anthropology; Education and Training; English 
Language; Philosophy and # eology; Communica-
tions and Media; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Health Educators

 ! Personality Code: SE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,920
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 26.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 13,707
 ! Self-Employed: 0.1%
 ! Part-Time: 12.0%

Promote, maintain, and improve individual and 
community health by assisting individuals and 
communities to adopt healthy behaviors. Collect 
and analyze data to identify community needs 
prior to planning, implementing, monitoring, 
and evaluating programs designed to encourage 
healthy lifestyles, policies, and environments. 
May also serve as a resource to assist individu-
als, other professionals, or the community and 
may administer fi scal resources for health edu-
cation programs. Document activities, recording 
information such as the numbers of applications 
completed, presentations conducted, and persons 
assisted. Develop and present health education and 
promotion programs such as training workshops, 
conferences, and school or community presentations. 
Develop and maintain cooperative working relation-
ships with agencies and organizations interested in 
public health care. Prepare and distribute health edu-
cation materials, including reports; bulletins; and 
visual aids such as fi lms, videotapes, photographs, 
and posters. Develop operational plans and poli-
cies necessary to achieve health education objectives 
and services. Collaborate with health specialists and 
civic groups to determine community health needs 
and the availability of services and to develop goals 
for meeting needs. Maintain databases, mailing lists, 
telephone networks, and other information to facil-
itate the functioning of health education programs. 
Supervise professional and technical sta!  in imple-
menting health programs, objectives, and goals. 

Design and conduct evaluations and diagnostic stud-
ies to assess the quality and performance of health 
education programs. Provide program informa-
tion to the public by preparing and presenting press 
releases, conducting media campaigns, and/or main-
taining program-related Web sites. Develop, prepare, 
and coordinate grant applications and grant-related 
activities to obtain funding for health education pro-
grams and related work. Provide guidance to agen-
cies and organizations in the assessment of health 
education needs and in the development and delivery 
of health education programs. Develop and maintain 
health education libraries to provide resources for 
sta!  and community agencies. Develop, conduct, or 
coordinate health needs assessments and other pub-
lic health surveys.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.06. Counseling, Health, 
and Fitness Education. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Educational, Vocational, and School Coun-
selors; Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors.

Skills: Service Orientation; Social Perceptiveness; 
Monitoring; Learning Strategies; Instructing; Speak-
ing; Coordination; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Health Com-
munication; Community Health Services/Liaison/
Counseling; Public Health Education and Promo-
tion; Maternal and Child Health; International Pub-
lic Health/International Health; Bioethics/Medical 
Ethics. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sociology 
and Anthropology; Customer and Personal Service; 
Education and Training; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Psychology; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.
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__________________________________Social Occupations: Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary

Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $80,700
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,890
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 19,617
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in health specialties, such as vet-
erinary medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, therapy, 
laboratory technology, and public health. Initiate, 
facilitate, and moderate classroom discussions. Keep 
abreast of developments in their fi eld by reading cur-
rent literature, talking with colleagues, and participat-
ing in professional conferences. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to others. 
Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, assignments, 
and papers. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, 
homework assignments, and handouts. Prepare and 
deliver lectures to undergraduate or graduate students 
on topics such as public health, stress management, 
and worksite health promotion. Plan, evaluate, and 
revise curricula, course content, and course materials 
and methods of instruction. Supervise undergraduate 
or graduate teaching, internship, and research work. 
Conduct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge 
and publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, 
or electronic media. Collaborate with colleagues to 
address teaching and research issues. Supervise labo-
ratory sessions. Maintain student attendance records, 
grades, and other required records. Maintain regu-
larly scheduled o"  ce hours in order to advise and 
assist students. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
activities. Write grant proposals to procure external 
research funding. Serve on academic or administra-
tive committees that deal with institutional policies, 

departmental matters, and academic issues. Select 
and obtain materials and supplies such as textbooks 
and laboratory equipment. Act as advisers to student 
organizations. Perform administrative duties such as 
serving as department head. Compile bibliographies 
of specialized materials for outside reading assign-
ments. Provide professional consulting services to 
government and industry. Participate in campus and 
community events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Eco-
nomics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Post-
secondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teach-
ers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology 
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Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Instructing; Writing; Reading Com-
prehension; Learning Strategies; Complex Problem 
Solving; Critical # inking; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Health Occu-
pations Teacher Education; Biostatistics; Epidemiol-
ogy; Chiropractic (DC); Communication Disorders, 
General; Audiology/Audiologist and Hearing Sci-
ences; Speech-Language Pathology/Pathologist; Audi-
ology/Audiologist and Speech-Language Pathology/
Pathologist; Dentistry (DDS, DMD); Dental Clini-
cal Sciences, General (MS, PhD); Dental Assisting/
Assistant; Dental Hygiene/Hygienist; others. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Medicine and Den-
tistry; Education and Training; # erapy and Coun-
seling; Sociology and Anthropology; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

History Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,160
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,540
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,570
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in human history and historiogra-
phy. Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate 
and/or graduate students on topics such as ancient 
history, postwar civilizations, and the history of 
third-world countries. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, assignments, and papers. Prepare course 
materials such as syllabi, homework assignments, and 
handouts. Compile, administer, and grade examina-
tions or assign this work to others. Initiate, facilitate, 
and moderate classroom discussions. Keep abreast of 

developments in their fi eld by reading current liter-
ature, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional conferences. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Maintain 
regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist 
students. Conduct research in a particular fi eld of 
knowledge and publish fi ndings in professional jour-
nals, books, or electronic media. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks. Advise stu-
dents on academic and vocational curricula and on 
career issues. Collaborate with colleagues to address 
teaching and research issues. Serve on academic or 
administrative committees that deal with institu-
tional policies, departmental matters, and academic 
issues. Participate in campus and community events. 
Act as advisers to student organizations. Partici-
pate in student recruitment, registration, and place-
ment activities. Compile bibliographies of specialized 
materials for outside reading assignments. Supervise 
undergraduate and graduate teaching, internship, 
and research work. Perform administrative duties 
such as serving as department head. Write grant pro-
posals to procure external research funding. Provide 
professional consulting services to government, edu-
cational institutions, and industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineering 
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Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and Lit-
erature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Voca-
tional Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Writing; Instructing; Learning Strategies; 
Reading Comprehension; Speaking; Persuasion; 
Critical # inking; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: History, Gen-
eral; American History (United States); European 
History; History and Philosophy of Science and 
Technology; Public/Applied History and Archi-
val Administration; Asian History; Canadian His-
tory; History, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
History and Archeology; Philosophy and # eology; 
Geography; Sociology and Anthropology; Education 
and Training; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Instructional Coordinators

 ! Personality Code: SIE
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $55,270
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,580
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 21,294
 ! Self-Employed: 3.1%
 ! Part-Time: 19.7%

Develop instructional material, coordinate educa-
tional content, and incorporate current technol-
ogy in specialized fi elds that provide guidelines to 
educators and instructors for developing curricula 
and conducting courses. Conduct or participate in 
workshops, committees, and conferences designed to 
promote the intellectual, social, and physical welfare 
of students. Plan and conduct teacher training pro-
grams and conferences dealing with new classroom 
procedures, instructional materials and equipment, 
and teaching aids. Advise teaching and administra-
tive sta!  in curriculum development, use of materials 
and equipment, and implementation of state and fed-
eral programs and procedures. Recommend, order, 
or authorize purchase of instructional materials, sup-
plies, equipment, and visual aids designed to meet 
student educational needs and district standards. 
Interpret and enforce provisions of state education 
codes and rules and regulations of state education 
boards. Confer with members of educational com-
mittees and advisory groups to obtain knowledge of 
subject areas and to relate curriculum materials to 
specifi c subjects, individual student needs, and occu-
pational areas. Organize production and design of 
curriculum materials. Research, evaluate, and pre-
pare recommendations on curricula, instructional 
methods, and materials for school systems. Observe 
work of teaching sta!  to evaluate performance and to 
recommend changes that could strengthen teaching 
skills. Develop instructional materials to be used by 
educators and instructors. Prepare grant proposals, 
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budgets, and program policies and goals or assist in 
their preparation. Develop tests, questionnaires, and 
procedures that measure the e! ectiveness of curri-
cula and use these tools to determine whether pro-
gram objectives are being met. Update the content 
of educational programs to ensure that students are 
being trained with equipment and processes that are 
technologically current. Address public audiences 
to explain program objectives and to elicit support. 
Advise and teach students. Prepare or approve man-
uals, guidelines, and reports on state educational 
policies and practices for distribution to school dis-
tricts. Develop classroom-based and distance-learn-
ing training courses, using needs assessments and 
skill level analyses. Inspect instructional equipment 
to determine if repairs are needed and authorize nec-
essary repairs.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.01. Managerial Work in 
Education. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Edu-
cation Administrators, Elementary and Secondary 
School; Education Administrators, Postsecondary; 
Education Administrators, Preschool and Child Care 
Center/Program.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Learn-
ing Strategies; Monitoring; Social Perceptiveness; 
Coordination; Time Management; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Curriculum 
and Instruction; Educational/Instructional Media 
Design; International and Comparative Education. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Education and Train-
ing; Sociology and Anthropology; English Language; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Communications 
and Media; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Kindergarten Teachers, Except 
Special Education

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $45,120
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,300
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 27,603
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 25.1%

Teach elemental natural and social science, per-
sonal hygiene, music, art, and literature to chil-
dren from 4 to 6 years old. Promote physical, 
mental, and social development. May be required 
to hold state certifi cation. Teach basic skills such as 
color, shape, number, and letter recognition; personal 
hygiene; and social skills. Establish and enforce rules 
for behavior and policies and procedures to maintain 
order among students. Observe and evaluate chil-
dren’s performance, behavior, social development, and 
physical health. Instruct students individually and in 
groups, adapting teaching methods to meet students’ 
varying needs and interests. Read books to entire 
classes or to small groups. Demonstrate activities to 
children. Provide a variety of materials and resources 
for children to explore, manipulate, and use, both in 
learning activities and in imaginative play. Plan and 
conduct activities for a balanced program of instruc-
tion, demonstration, and work time that provides 
students with opportunities to observe, question, and 
investigate. Confer with parents or guardians, other 
teachers, counselors, and administrators to resolve 
students’ behavioral and academic problems. Pre-
pare children for later grades by encouraging them to 
explore learning opportunities and to persevere with 
challenging tasks. Establish clear objectives for all 
lessons, units, and projects and communicate those 
objectives to children. Prepare and implement reme-
dial programs for students requiring extra help. Meet 
with parents and guardians to discuss their children’s 
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progress and to determine their priorities for their 
children and their resource needs. Prepare objectives 
and outlines for courses of study, following curricu-
lum guidelines or requirements of states and schools. 
Organize and lead activities designed to promote 
physical, mental, and social development such as 
games, arts and crafts, music, and storytelling. Guide 
and counsel students with adjustment or academic 
problems or special academic interests. Identify chil-
dren showing signs of emotional, developmental, or 
health-related problems and discuss them with super-
visors, parents or guardians, and child development 
specialists. Instruct and monitor students in the use 
and care of equipment and materials to prevent inju-
ries and damage. Assimilate arriving children to the 
school environment by greeting them, helping them 
remove outerwear, and selecting activities of interest 
to them.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instruct-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary 
School Teachers, Except Special Education; Mid-
dle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational 
Education; Preschool Teachers, Except Special Edu-
cation; Secondary School Teachers, Except Special 
and Vocational Education; Special Education Teach-
ers, Middle School; Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School; 
Special Education Teachers, Secondary School; 
Teacher Assistants; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Middle School; Vocational Education Teachers, Sec-
ondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Monitoring; 
Social Perceptiveness; Writing; Time Management; 
Coordination; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Montessori 
Teacher Education; Waldorf/Steiner Teacher Educa-
tion; Kindergarten/Preschool Education and Teach-
ing; Early Childhood Education and Teaching. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: History and Archeol-
ogy; Geography; Sociology and Anthropology; Phi-
losophy and # eology; Psychology; Education and 
Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing.

Law Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIE
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $87,730
 ! Beginning Wage: $39,670
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,169
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in law. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, assignments, papers, and oral presenta-
tions. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Prepare and deliver 
lectures to undergraduate or graduate students on 
topics such as civil procedure, contracts, and torts. 
Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discus-
sions. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, home-
work assignments, and handouts. Keep abreast of 
developments in their fi eld by reading current liter-
ature, talking with colleagues, and participating in 
professional conferences. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Maintain regularly sched-
uled o"  ce hours to advise and assist students. Con-
duct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and 
publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, or 
electronic media. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Supervise 
undergraduate and/or graduate teaching, internship, 
and research work. Select and obtain materials and 
supplies such as textbooks. Maintain student atten-
dance records, grades, and other required records. 
Serve on academic or administrative committees that 
deal with institutional policies, departmental matters, 
and academic issues. Perform administrative duties 
such as serving as department head. Collaborate with 
colleagues to address teaching and research issues. 
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Participate in student recruitment, registration, and 
placement activities. Compile bibliographies of spe-
cialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Participate in campus and community events. Act as 
advisers to student organizations. Assign cases for stu-
dents to hear and try. Provide professional consulting 
services to government or industry. Write grant pro-
posals to procure external research funding.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Lan-
guage and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Envi-
ronmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm 
and Home Management Advisors; Foreign Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry 
and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; Gradu-
ate Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Library 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Sci-
ence Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors 
and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philosophy and Reli-
gion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Post-
secondary; Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and 
Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrich-
ment Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Critical # inking; Writing; 
Reading Comprehension; Persuasion; Speaking; 
Active Listening; Learning Strategies.

Education and Training Programs: Legal Studies, 
General; Law (LL.B., J.D.). Related Knowledge/
Courses: Law and Government; English Language; 
History and Archeology; Education and Training; 
Philosophy and # eology; Communications and 
Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Marriage and Family Therapists

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,080
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 29.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,953
 ! Self-Employed: 6.2%
 ! Part-Time: 15.4%

Diagnose and treat mental and emotional disor-
ders, whether cognitive, a# ective, or behavioral, 
within the context of marriage and family systems. 
Apply psychotherapeutic and family systems theo-
ries and techniques in the delivery of professional 
services to individuals, couples, and families for 
the purpose of treating such diagnosed nervous 
and mental disorders. Ask questions that will help 
clients identify their feelings and behaviors. Counsel 
clients on concerns such as unsatisfactory relation-
ships, divorce and separation, child rearing, home 
management, and fi nancial di"  culties. Encourage 
individuals and family members to develop and use 
skills and strategies for confronting their problems 
in a constructive manner. Maintain case fi les that 
include activities, progress notes, evaluations, and 
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______________________________ Social Occupations: Mathematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary 

recommendations. Collect information about cli-
ents, using techniques such as testing, interviewing, 
discussion, and observation. Develop and implement 
individualized treatment plans addressing family rela-
tionship problems. Determine whether clients should 
be counseled or referred to other specialists in such 
fi elds as medicine, psychiatry, and legal aid. Confer 
with clients in order to develop plans for post-treat-
ment activities. Confer with other counselors to ana-
lyze individual cases and to coordinate counseling 
services. Follow up on results of counseling programs 
and clients’ adjustments to determine e! ectiveness 
of programs. Provide instructions to clients on how 
to obtain help with legal, fi nancial, and other per-
sonal issues. Contact doctors, schools, social workers, 
juvenile counselors, law enforcement personnel, and 
others to gather information in order to make rec-
ommendations to courts for the resolution of child 
custody or visitation disputes. Provide public educa-
tion and consultation to other professionals or groups 
regarding counseling services, issues, and methods. 
Supervise other counselors, social service sta! , and 
assistants. Provide family counseling and treatment 
services to inmates participating in substance abuse 
programs. Write evaluations of parents and children 
for use by courts deciding divorce and custody cases, 
testifying in court if necessary.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Counsel-
ing Psychologists; Medical and Public Health Social 
Workers; Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social 
Workers; Mental Health Counselors; Probation O"  -
cers and Correctional Treatment Specialists; Reha-
bilitation Counselors; Residential Advisors; Social 
and Human Service Assistants; Substance Abuse and 
Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Active 
Listening; Persuasion; Service Orientation; Monitor-
ing; Judgment and Decision Making; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Social Work; 
Marriage and Family # erapy/Counseling; Clinical 

Pastoral Counseling/Patient Counseling. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and Counseling; Psy-
chology; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Medicine and Dentistry; Customer 
and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $58,560
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,690
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,663
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to mathematical con-
cepts, statistics, and actuarial science and to the 
application of original and standardized mathe-
matical techniques in solving specifi c problems 
and situations. Evaluate and grade students’ class-
work, assignments, and papers. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to others. 
Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate and/
or graduate students on topics such as linear alge-
bra, di! erential equations, and discrete mathematics. 
Prepare course materials such as syllabi, homework 
assignments, and handouts. Maintain student atten-
dance records, grades, and other required records. 
Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise 
and assist students. Plan, evaluate, and revise curri-
cula, course content, and course materials and meth-
ods of instruction. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate 
classroom discussions. Select and obtain materials 
and supplies such as textbooks. Keep abreast of devel-
opments in their fi eld by reading current literature, 
talking with colleagues, and participating in pro-
fessional conferences. Advise students on academic 
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and vocational curricula and on career issues. Col-
laborate with colleagues to address teaching and 
research issues. Serve on academic or administra-
tive committees that deal with institutional policies, 
departmental matters, and academic issues. Partici-
pate in student recruitment, registration, and place-
ment activities. Perform administrative duties such 
as serving as department head. Conduct research in 
a particular fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings 
in books, professional journals, and/or electronic 
media. Supervise undergraduate and/or gradu-
ate teaching, internship, and research work. Act as 
advisers to student organizations. Participate in cam-
pus and community events. Write grant proposals to 
procure external research funding. Compile bibliog-
raphies of specialized materials for outside reading 
assignments. Provide professional consulting services 
to government and/or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 

History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Econom-
ics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Post-
secondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teach-
ers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Mathematics; Instructing; Science; Learn-
ing Strategies; Critical # inking; Complex Problem 
Solving; Speaking; Reading Comprehension.

Education and Training Programs: Mathematics, 
General; Algebra and Number # eory; Analysis and 
Functional Analysis; Geometry/Geometric Analy-
sis; Topology and Foundations; Mathematics, Other; 
Applied Mathematics; Statistics, General; Mathe-
matical Statistics and Probability; Mathematics and 
Statistics, Other; Logic; Business Statistics. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Mathematics; Education and 
Training; Physics; Computers and Electronics; Eng-
lish Language; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting.

Medical and Public Health Social 
Workers

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,670
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,160
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 24.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,429
 ! Self-Employed: 2.6%
 ! Part-Time: 9.4%
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______________________________________________________ Social Occupations: Medical Assistants 

Provide persons, families, or vulnerable popu-
lations with the psychosocial support needed to 
cope with chronic, acute, or terminal illnesses 
such as Alzheimer’s, cancer, or AIDS. Services 
include advising family caregivers, providing 
patient education and counseling, and making 
necessary referrals for other social services. Advo-
cate for clients or patients to resolve crises. Collab-
orate with other professionals to evaluate patients’ 
medical or physical condition and to assess client 
needs. Refer patients, clients, or families to com-
munity resources to assist in recovery from mental 
or physical illnesses and to provide access to ser-
vices such as fi nancial assistance, legal aid, hous-
ing, job placement, or education. Counsel clients 
and patients in individual and group sessions to 
help them overcome dependencies, recover from ill-
nesses, and adjust to life. Use consultation data and 
social work experience to plan and coordinate client 
or patient care and rehabilitation, following through 
to ensure service e"  cacy. Plan discharge from care 
facility to home or other care facility. Organize sup-
port groups or counsel family members to assist them 
in understanding, dealing with, and supporting cli-
ents or patients. Modify treatment plans to comply 
with changes in clients’ statuses. Monitor, evaluate, 
and record client progress according to measurable 
goals described in treatment and care plans. Identify 
environmental impediments to client or patient prog-
ress through interviews and review of patient records. 
Supervise and direct other workers providing services 
to clients or patients. Develop or advise on social pol-
icy and assist in community development. Investi-
gate child abuse or neglect cases and take authorized 
protective action when necessary. Oversee Medicaid- 
and Medicare-related paperwork and recordkeeping 
in hospitals. Plan and conduct programs to combat 
social problems, prevent substance abuse, or improve 
community health and counseling services. Conduct 
social research to advance knowledge in the social 
work fi eld.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, 
and School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; 

Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists; 
Counseling Psychologists; Marriage and Fam-
ily # erapists; Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Social Workers; Mental Health Counselors; Proba-
tion O"  cers and Correctional Treatment Special-
ists; Rehabilitation Counselors; Residential Advisors; 
Social and Human Service Assistants; Substance 
Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Systems Evaluation; 
Service Orientation; Systems Analysis; Negotiation; 
Speaking; Writing.

Education and Training Program: Clinical/
Medical Social Work. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
# erapy and Counseling; Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy; Psychology; Philosophy and # eology; Customer 
and Personal Service; Medicine and Dentistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; disease or infec-
tions; sitting.

Medical Assistants

 ! Personality Code: SCR
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $27,430
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,850
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 35.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 92,977
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 23.2%

Perform administrative and certain clinical duties 
under the direction of physicians. Administra-
tive duties may include scheduling appointments, 
maintaining medical records, billing, and cod-
ing for insurance purposes. Clinical duties may 
include taking and recording vital signs and med-
ical histories, preparing patients for examination, 
drawing blood, and administering medications 
as directed by physician. Record patients’ medical 
history, vital statistics, and information such as test 
results in medical records. Prepare treatment rooms 
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for patient examinations, keeping the rooms neat and 
clean. Interview patients to obtain medical infor-
mation and measure their vital signs, weights, and 
heights. Authorize drug refi lls and provide prescrip-
tion information to pharmacies. Clean and sterilize 
instruments and dispose of contaminated supplies. 
Prepare and administer medications as directed by 
a physician. Show patients to examination rooms 
and prepare them for the physician. Explain treat-
ment procedures, medications, diets, and physicians’ 
instructions to patients. Help physicians examine 
and treat patients, handing them instruments and 
materials or performing such tasks as giving injec-
tions or removing sutures. Collect blood, tissue, or 
other laboratory specimens, log the specimens, and 
prepare them for testing. Perform routine laboratory 
tests and sample analyses. Contact medical facili-
ties or departments to schedule patients for tests or 
admission. Operate X-ray, electrocardiogram (EKG), 
and other equipment to administer routine diagnos-
tic tests. Change dressings on wounds. Set up med-
ical laboratory equipment. Perform general o"  ce 
duties such as answering telephones, taking dicta-
tion, or completing insurance forms. Greet and log in 
patients arriving at o"  ce or clinic. Schedule appoint-
ments for patients. Inventory and order medical, 
lab, or o"  ce supplies and equipment. Keep fi nan-
cial records and perform other bookkeeping duties, 
such as handling credit and collections and mailing 
monthly statements to patients.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Transcriptionists; Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists; Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skill: Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Medical O"  ce 
Management/Administration; Medical O"  ce Assis-
tant/Specialist; Medical Reception/Reception-
ist; Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder; 

Medical Administrative/Executive Assistant and 
Medical Secretary; Medical/Clinical Assistant; Anes-
thesiologist Assistant; Chiropractic Assistant/Tech-
nician; Allied Health and Medical Assisting Services, 
Other; Optomeric Technician/Assistant; others. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and Den-
tistry; Clerical Practices; Psychology; # erapy and 
Counseling; Customer and Personal Service; Public 
Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Social Workers

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,640
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,820
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 29.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,289
 ! Self-Employed: 2.8%
 ! Part-Time: 9.4%

Assess and treat individuals with mental, emo-
tional, or substance abuse problems, including 
abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and/or other drugs. 
Activities may include individual and group ther-
apy, crisis intervention, case management, client 
advocacy, prevention, and education. Counsel cli-
ents in individual and group sessions to assist them 
in dealing with substance abuse, mental and phys-
ical illness, poverty, unemployment, or physical 
abuse. Interview clients, review records, and confer 
with other professionals to evaluate mental or phys-
ical condition of client or patient. Collaborate with 
counselors, physicians, and nurses to plan and coor-
dinate treatment, drawing on social work experience 
and patient needs. Monitor, evaluate, and record cli-
ent progress with respect to treatment goals. Refer 
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________________________________________________ Social Occupations: Mental Health Counselors

patient, client, or family to community resources for 
housing or treatment to assist in recovery from men-
tal or physical illness, following through to ensure 
service e"  cacy. Counsel and aid family members to 
assist them in understanding, dealing with, and sup-
porting the client or patient. Modify treatment plans 
according to changes in client status. Plan and con-
duct programs to prevent substance abuse, to combat 
social problems, or to improve health and counseling 
services in community. Supervise and direct other 
workers who provide services to clients or patients. 
Develop or advise on social policy and assist in com-
munity development. Conduct social research to 
advance knowledge in the social work fi eld.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Counsel-
ing Psychologists; Marriage and Family # erapists; 
Medical and Public Health Social Workers; Mental 
Health Counselors; Probation O"  cers and Correc-
tional Treatment Specialists; Rehabilitation Counsel-
ors; Residential Advisors; Social and Human Service 
Assistants; Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Service Orientation; 
Negotiation; Judgment and Decision Making; Active 
Listening; Persuasion; Complex Problem Solving; 
Writing.

Education and Training Program: Clinical/Medi-
cal Social Work. Related Knowledge/Courses: Psy-
chology; # erapy and Counseling; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Mental Health Counselors

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $36,000
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,900
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 30.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 24,103
 ! Self-Employed: 6.1%
 ! Part-Time: 15.4%

Counsel with emphasis on prevention. Work with 
individuals and groups to promote optimum men-
tal health. May help individuals deal with addic-
tions and substance abuse; family, parenting, and 
marital problems; suicide; stress management; 
problems with self-esteem; and issues associated 
with aging and mental and emotional health. 
Maintain confi dentiality of records relating to cli-
ents’ treatment. Guide clients in the development of 
skills and strategies for dealing with their problems. 
Encourage clients to express their feelings and dis-
cuss what is happening in their lives and help them 
to develop insight into themselves and their relation-
ships. Prepare and maintain all required treatment 
records and reports. Counsel clients and patients, 
individually and in group sessions, to assist in over-
coming dependencies, adjusting to life, and making 
changes. Collect information about clients through 
interviews, observation, and tests. Act as client advo-
cates to coordinate required services or to resolve 
emergency problems in crisis situations. Develop and 
implement treatment plans based on clinical expe-
rience and knowledge. Collaborate with other sta!  
members to perform clinical assessments and develop 
treatment plans. Evaluate clients’ physical or mental 
condition based on review of client information. Meet 
with families, probation o"  cers, police, and other 
interested parties to exchange necessary information 
during the treatment process. Refer patients, clients, 
or family members to community resources or to 
specialists as necessary. Evaluate the e! ectiveness of 
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counseling programs and clients’ progress in resolv-
ing identifi ed problems and moving towards defi ned 
objectives. Counsel family members to assist them 
in understanding, dealing with, and supporting cli-
ents or patients. Plan, organize, and lead structured 
programs of counseling, work, study, recreation, 
and social activities for clients. Modify treatment 
activities and approaches as needed to comply with 
changes in clients’ status. Learn about new develop-
ments in their fi eld by reading professional literature, 
attending courses and seminars, and establishing and 
maintaining contact with other social service agen-
cies. Discuss with individual patients their plans for 
life after leaving therapy. Gather information about 
community mental health needs and resources that 
could be used in conjunction with therapy. Monitor 
clients’ use of medications. Supervise other counsel-
ors, social service sta! , and assistants.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Counsel-
ing Psychologists; Marriage and Family # erapists; 
Medical and Public Health Social Workers; Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers; Pro-
bation O"  cers and Correctional Treatment Special-
ists; Rehabilitation Counselors; Residential Advisors; 
Social and Human Service Assistants; Substance 
Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Service Orientation; 
Negotiation; Active Listening; Persuasion; Learning 
Strategies; Speaking; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Substance 
Abuse/Addiction Counseling; Clinical/Medical 
Social Work; Mental Health Counseling/Counselor; 
Mental and Social Health Services and Allied Profes-
sions, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy 
and Counseling; Psychology; Sociology and Anthro-
pology; Philosophy and # eology; Medicine and 
Dentistry; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Middle School Teachers, Except 
Special and Vocational Education

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $47,900
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,630
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 11.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 75,270
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 9.5%

Teach students in public or private schools in one 
or more subjects at the middle, intermediate, or 
junior high level, which falls between elemen-
tary and senior high school as defi ned by appli-
cable state laws and regulations. Establish and 
enforce rules for behavior and procedures for main-
taining order among the students for whom they are 
responsible. Adapt teaching methods and instruc-
tional materials to meet students’ varying needs and 
interests. Instruct through lectures, discussions, and 
demonstrations in one or more subjects such as Eng-
lish, mathematics, or social studies. Prepare, admin-
ister, and grade tests and assignments to evaluate 
students’ progress. Establish clear objectives for all 
lessons, units, and projects and communicate these 
objectives to students. Plan and conduct activities for 
a balanced program of instruction, demonstration, 
and work time that provides students with oppor-
tunities to observe, question, and investigate. Main-
tain accurate, complete, and correct student records 
as required by laws, district policies, and administra-
tive regulations. Observe and evaluate students’ per-
formance, behavior, social development, and physical 
health. Assign lessons and correct homework. Pre-
pare materials and classrooms for class activities. 
Enforce all administration policies and rules govern-
ing students. Confer with parents or guardians, other 
teachers, counselors, and administrators to resolve 
students’ behavioral and academic problems. Pre-
pare students for later grades by encouraging them to 
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_____________________________ Social Occupations: Nursing Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary

explore learning opportunities and to persevere with 
challenging tasks. Prepare objectives and outlines for 
courses of study, following curriculum guidelines or 
requirements of states and schools. Guide and coun-
sel students with adjustment or academic problems 
or special academic interests. Meet with parents and 
guardians to discuss their children’s progress and to 
determine their priorities for their children and their 
resource needs. Meet with other professionals to dis-
cuss individual students’ needs and progress. Pre-
pare and implement remedial programs for students 
requiring extra help. Prepare for assigned classes and 
show written evidence of preparation upon request 
of immediate supervisors. Instruct and monitor stu-
dents in the use and care of equipment and materials 
to prevent injury and damage.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Elemen-
tary, and Secondary Teaching and Instructing. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary School Teach-
ers, Except Special Education; Kindergarten Teach-
ers, Except Special Education; Preschool Teachers, 
Except Special Education; Secondary School Teach-
ers, Except Special and Vocational Education; Special 
Education Teachers, Middle School; Special Educa-
tion Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elemen-
tary School; Special Education Teachers, Secondary 
School; Teacher Assistants; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Middle School; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Secondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Monitoring; 
Social Perceptiveness; Time Management; Persua-
sion; Negotiation; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Junior High/
Intermediate/Middle School Education and Teach-
ing; Montessori Teacher Education; Waldorf/Steiner 
Teacher Education; Art Teacher Education; Eng-
lish/Language Arts Teacher Education; Foreign Lan-
guage Teacher Education; Health Teacher Education; 
Family and Consumer Sciences/Home Economics 
Teacher Education; Technology Teacher Education/
Industrial Arts Teacher Education; Mathematics 
Teacher Education; others. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sociology and Anthropology; History and 

Archeology; Philosophy and # eology; Education 
and Training; Geography; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing.

Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,500
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,020
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,337
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Demonstrate and teach patient care in classroom 
and clinical units to nursing students. Includes 
both teachers primarily engaged in teaching and 
those who do a combination of both teaching and 
research. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom 
discussions. Prepare and deliver lectures to under-
graduate or graduate students on topics such as phar-
macology, mental health nursing, and community 
health-care practices. Keep abreast of developments in 
their fi eld by reading current literature, talking with 
colleagues, and participating in professional confer-
ences. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, home-
work assignments, and handouts. Supervise students’ 
laboratory and clinical work. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, laboratory and clinic work, assign-
ments, and papers. Collaborate with colleagues to 
address teaching and research issues. Plan, evaluate, 
and revise curricula, course content, and course mate-
rials and methods of instruction. Assess clinical edu-
cation needs and patient and client teaching needs, 
utilizing a variety of methods. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to others. 
Advise students on academic and vocational curri-
cula and on career issues. Maintain student atten-
dance records, grades, and other required records. 
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Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise 
and assist students. Supervise undergraduate or grad-
uate teaching, internship, and research work. Con-
duct research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and 
publish fi ndings in professional journals, books, and/
or electronic media. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, and 
academic issues. Coordinate training programs with 
area universities, clinics, hospitals, health agencies, 
and/or vocational schools. Compile bibliographies of 
specialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Select and obtain materials and supplies such as text-
books and laboratory equipment. Participate in cam-
pus and community events. Write grant proposals to 
procure external research funding. Act as advisers to 
student organizations. Demonstrate patient care in 
clinical units of hospitals. Perform administrative 
duties such as serving as department head.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Lan-
guage and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Envi-
ronmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm 
and Home Management Advisors; Foreign Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry 
and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate 

Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, Post-
secondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, Post-
secondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; Political 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Educa-
tion Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Edu-
cation Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Instructing; Writing; Social Percep-
tiveness; Reading Comprehension; Learning Strate-
gies; Service Orientation; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Pre-Nurs-
ing Studies; Nursing—Registered Nurse Train-
ing (RN, ASN, BSN, MSN); Adult Health Nurse/
Nursing; Nurse Anesthetist; Family Practice Nurse/
Nurse Practitioner; Maternal/Child Health and 
Neonatal Nurse/Nursing; Nurse Midwife/Nursing 
Midwifery; Nursing Science (MS, PhD); Pediatric 
Nurse/Nursing; Psychiatric/Mental Health Nurse/
Nursing; Public Health/Community Nurse/Nurs-
ing; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy 
and Counseling; Biology; Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy; Medicine and Dentistry; Philosophy and # eol-
ogy; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting.
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__________________________________________________Social Occupations: Occupational Therapists 

Occupational Therapists

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $63,790
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,330
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 23.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,338
 ! Self-Employed: 8.6%
 ! Part-Time: 29.8%

Assess, plan, organize, and participate in reha-
bilitative programs that help restore vocational, 
homemaking, and daily living skills, as well as 
general independence, to disabled persons. Plan, 
organize, and conduct occupational therapy pro-
grams in hospital, institutional, or community set-
tings to help rehabilitate those impaired because of 
illness, injury, or psychological or developmental 
problems. Test and evaluate patients’ physical and 
mental abilities and analyze medical data to deter-
mine realistic rehabilitation goals for patients. Select 
activities that will help individuals learn work and 
life-management skills within limits of their mental 
and physical capabilities. Evaluate patients’ progress 
and prepare reports that detail progress. Complete 
and maintain necessary records. Train caregivers to 
provide for the needs of patients during and after 
therapies. Recommend changes in patients’ work or 
living environments, consistent with their needs and 
capabilities. Develop and participate in health pro-
motion programs, group activities, or discussions to 
promote client health, facilitate social adjustment, 
alleviate stress, and prevent physical or mental dis-
ability. Consult with rehabilitation team to select 
activity programs and coordinate occupational ther-
apy with other therapeutic activities. Plan and imple-
ment programs and social activities to help patients 
learn work and school skills and adjust to handicaps. 
Design and create, or requisition, special supplies 
and equipment such as splints, braces and com-
puter-aided adaptive equipment. Conduct research 

in occupational therapy. Provide training and super-
vision in therapy techniques and objectives for stu-
dents and nurses and other medical sta! . Help clients 
improve decision making, abstract reasoning, mem-
ory, sequencing, coordination, and perceptual skills, 
using computer programs. Advise on health risks in 
the workplace and on health-related transition to 
retirement. Lay out materials such as puzzles, scis-
sors, and eating utensils for use in therapy, and clean 
and repair these tools after therapy sessions. Provide 
patients with assistance in locating and holding jobs.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.07. Medical # erapy. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Audiologists; Massage # er-
apists; Occupational # erapist Aides; Occupational 
# erapist Assistants; Physical # erapist Aides; Phys-
ical # erapist Assistants; Physical # erapists; Radia-
tion # erapists; Recreational # erapists; Respiratory 
# erapists; Respiratory # erapy Technicians; Speech-
Language Pathologists.

Skills: Systems Evaluation; Systems Analysis; Social 
Perceptiveness; Judgment and Decision Making; Ser-
vice Orientation; Persuasion; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Program: Occupational 
# erapy/# erapist. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
# erapy and Counseling; Psychology; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Medicine and Dentistry; Biology; 
Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing.
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Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $56,380
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,640
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,120
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in philosophy, religion, and theol-
ogy. Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, assign-
ments, and papers. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate 
classroom discussions. Prepare and deliver lectures to 
undergraduate and graduate students on topics such 
as ethics, logic, and contemporary religious thought. 
Prepare course materials such as syllabi, homework 
assignments, and handouts. Compile, administer, 
and grade examinations or assign this work to oth-
ers. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld by 
reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Plan, evaluate, and revise curricula, 
course content, and course materials and methods 
of instruction. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce 
hours to advise and assist students. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and 
on career issues. Conduct research in a particular 
fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in profes-
sional journals, books, or electronic media. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as department 
head. Serve on academic or administrative commit-
tees that deal with institutional policies, departmen-
tal matters, and academic issues. Collaborate with 
colleagues to address teaching and research issues. 
Participate in campus and community events. Partic-
ipate in student recruitment, registration, and place-
ment activities. Compile bibliographies of specialized 

materials for outside reading assignments. Supervise 
undergraduate and graduate teaching, internship, 
and research work. Act as advisers to student orga-
nizations. Write grant proposals to procure external 
research funding. Provide professional consulting 
services to government or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.
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_____________________________________________ Social Occupations: Physical Therapist Assistants 

Skills: Writing; Instructing; Reading Comprehen-
sion; Critical # inking; Speaking; Learning Strate-
gies; Social Perceptiveness; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Philosophy; 
Ethics; Philosophy, Other; Religion/Religious Stud-
ies; Buddhist Studies; Christian Studies; Hindu 
Studies; Philosophy and Religious Studies, Other; 
Bible/Biblical Studies; Missions/Missionary Stud-
ies and Missiology; Religious Education; Religious/
Sacred Music; # eology/# eological Studies; Divin-
ity/Ministry (BD, MDiv.); Pre-# eology/Pre-Minis-
terial Studies; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Philosophy and # eology; History and Archeology; 
Sociology and Anthropology; Foreign Language; 
English Language; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Physical Therapist Assistants

 ! Personality Code: SRI
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,800
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 32.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,957
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 27.1%

Assist physical therapists in providing physical 
therapy treatments and procedures. May, in accor-
dance with state laws, assist in the development 
of treatment plans, carry out routine functions, 
document the progress of treatment, and modify 
specifi c treatments in accordance with patient sta-
tus and within the scope of treatment plans estab-
lished by physical therapists. Generally requires 
formal training. Instruct, motivate, safeguard, and 
assist patients as they practice exercises and func-
tional activities. Observe patients during treatments 
to compile and evaluate data on their responses and 
progress, and provide results to physical therapists 

in person or through progress notes. Confer with 
physical therapy sta! s or others to discuss and eval-
uate patient information for planning, modifying, 
and coordinating treatment. Transport patients to 
and from treatment areas, lifting and transferring 
them according to positioning requirements. Secure 
patients into or onto therapy equipment. Adminis-
ter active and passive manual therapeutic exercises, 
therapeutic massages, aquatic physical therapy, and 
heat, light, sound, and electrical modality treatments 
such as ultrasound. Communicate with or instruct 
caregivers and family members on patient therapeu-
tic activities and treatment plans. Measure patients’ 
ranges-of-joint motion, body parts, and vital signs to 
determine e! ects of treatments or for patient evalu-
ations. Monitor operation of equipment and record 
use of equipment and administration of treatment. 
Fit patients for orthopedic braces, prostheses, and 
supportive devices such as crutches. Train patients in 
the use of orthopedic braces, prostheses, or support-
ive devices. Clean work areas and check and store 
equipment after treatments. Assist patients to dress, 
undress, or put on and remove supportive devices 
such as braces, splints, and slings. Attend or conduct 
continuing education courses, seminars, or in-ser-
vice activities. Perform clerical duties such as taking 
inventory, ordering supplies, answering telephones, 
taking messages, and fi lling out forms. Prepare treat-
ment areas and electrotherapy equipment for use by 
physiotherapists. Administer traction to relieve neck 
and back pain, using intermittent and static traction 
equipment. Perform postural drainage, percussions 
and vibrations, and teach deep breathing exercises to 
treat respiratory conditions.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.07. Medical # erapy. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Audiologists; Massage # er-
apists; Occupational # erapist Aides; Occupational 
# erapist Assistants; Occupational # erapists; Phys-
ical # erapist Aides; Physical # erapists; Radia-
tion # erapists; Recreational # erapists; Respiratory 
# erapists; Respiratory # erapy Technicians; Speech-
Language Pathologists.

Skill: Service Orientation.
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Education and Training Program: Physical # er-
apist Assistant. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
# erapy and Counseling; Medicine and Dentistry; 
Psychology; Biology; Customer and Personal Service; 
Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; bending or twisting the 
body.

Physical Therapists

 ! Personality Code: SIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $69,760
 ! Beginning Wage: $48,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 27.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 12,072
 ! Self-Employed: 8.4%
 ! Part-Time: 22.7%

Assess, plan, organize, and participate in reha-
bilitative programs that improve mobility, relieve 
pain, increase strength, and decrease or prevent 
deformity of patients su# ering from disease or 
injury. Perform and document initial exams, evaluat-
ing data to identify problems and determine diagno-
ses prior to interventions. Plan, prepare, and carry out 
individually designed programs of physical treatment 
to maintain, improve, or restore physical function-
ing, alleviate pain, and prevent physical dysfunction 
in patients. Record prognoses, treatments, responses, 
and progresses in patients’ charts or enter information 
into computers. Identify and document goals, antic-
ipated progresses, and plans for reevaluation. Evalu-
ate e! ects of treatments at various stages and adjust 
treatments to achieve maximum benefi ts. Administer 
manual exercises, massages, or traction to help relieve 
pain, increase patient strength, or decrease or prevent 
deformity or crippling. Test and measure patients’ 
strength, motor development and function, sen-
sory perception, functional capacity, and respiratory 

and circulatory e"  ciency and record data. Instruct 
patients and families in treatment procedures to be 
continued at home. Confer with patients, medical 
practitioners, and appropriate others to plan, imple-
ment, and assess intervention programs. Review phy-
sicians’ referrals and patients’ medical records to help 
determine diagnoses and physical therapy treatments 
required. Obtain patients’ informed consent to pro-
posed interventions. Discharge patients from physi-
cal therapy when goals or projected outcomes have 
been attained, and provide for appropriate follow-
up care or referrals. Provide information to patients 
about proposed interventions, material risks, and 
expected benefi ts and any reasonable alternatives. 
Inform patients when diagnoses reveal fi ndings out-
side the scope of physical therapy to treat and refer 
to appropriate practitioners. Direct, supervise, assess, 
and communicate with supportive personnel. Pro-
vide educational information about physical therapy 
and physical therapists, injury prevention, ergonom-
ics, and ways to promote health. Refer clients to com-
munity resources and services. Administer treatment 
involving application of physical agents, using equip-
ment, moist packs, ultraviolet and infrared lamps, 
and ultrasound machines.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.07. Medical # erapy. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Audiologists; Massage # er-
apists; Occupational # erapist Aides; Occupational 
# erapist Assistants; Occupational # erapists; Phys-
ical # erapist Aides; Physical # erapist Assistants; 
Radiation # erapists; Recreational # erapists; Respi-
ratory # erapists; Respiratory # erapy Technicians; 
Speech-Language Pathologists.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Systems 
Analysis; Social Perceptiveness; Complex Problem 
Solving; Systems Evaluation; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Monitoring; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Physical 
# erapy/# erapist; Kinesiotherapy/Kinesiotherapist. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and Coun-
seling; Medicine and Dentistry; Psychology; Educa-
tion and Training; Biology; Customer and Personal 
Service.
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__________________________________________ Social Occupations: Physics Teachers, Postsecondary 

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; standing; walking and running; bend-
ing or twisting the body.

Physician Assistants

 ! Personality Code: SIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $78,450
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,750
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 27.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,147
 ! Self-Employed: 1.8%
 ! Part-Time: 15.6%

Under the supervision of physicians, provide 
health-care services typically performed by a 
physician. Conduct complete physicals, provide 
treatment, and counsel patients. May, in some 
cases, prescribe medication. Must graduate from 
an accredited educational program for physician 
assistants. Examine patients to obtain informa-
tion about their physical conditions. Obtain, com-
pile, and record patient medical data, including 
health history, progress notes, and results of physi-
cal examinations. Interpret diagnostic test results for 
deviations from normal. Make tentative diagnoses 
and decisions about management and treatment of 
patients. Prescribe therapy or medication with phy-
sician approval. Administer or order diagnostic tests, 
such as X-ray, electrocardiogram, and laboratory tests. 
Instruct and counsel patients about prescribed ther-
apeutic regimens, normal growth and development, 
family planning, emotional problems of daily living, 
and health maintenance. Perform therapeutic pro-
cedures such as injections, immunizations, suturing 
and wound care, and infection management. Provide 
physicians with assistance during surgery or compli-
cated medical procedures. Visit and observe patients 
on hospital rounds or house calls, updating charts, 
ordering therapy, and reporting back to physicians. 
Supervise and coordinate activities of technicians 

and technical assistants. Order medical and labora-
tory supplies and equipment.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Sci-
ence. Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; 
Family and General Practitioners; Internists, Gen-
eral; Medical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, Gen-
eral; Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Tech-
nicians; Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; 
Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Systems Analysis; Sys-
tems Evaluation; Persuasion; Complex Problem Solv-
ing; Reading Comprehension; Service Orientation; 
Speaking.

Education and Training Program: Physician Assis-
tant. Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and 
Dentistry; Biology; # erapy and Counseling; Psy-
chology; Chemistry; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing.

Physics Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $70,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $40,580
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,155
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to the laws of matter and 
energy. Includes both teachers primarily engaged 
in teaching and those who do a combination of 
both teaching and research. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, laboratory work, assignments, and 
papers. Prepare and deliver lectures to undergraduate 
and/or graduate students on topics such as quantum 
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mechanics, particle physics, and optics. Compile, 
administer, and grade examinations or assign this 
work to others. Maintain student attendance records, 
grades, and other required records. Supervise stu-
dents’ laboratory work. Prepare course materials such 
as syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. 
Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise 
and assist students. Supervise undergraduate and/
or graduate teaching, internship, and research work. 
Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld by read-
ing current literature, talking with colleagues, and 
participating in professional conferences. Plan, eval-
uate, and revise curricula, course content, and course 
materials and methods of instruction. Initiate, facil-
itate, and moderate classroom discussions. Conduct 
research in a particular fi eld of knowledge and pub-
lish fi ndings in professional journals, books, and/or 
electronic media. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Select and 
obtain materials and supplies such as textbooks and 
laboratory equipment. Collaborate with colleagues 
to address teaching and research issues. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
activities. Serve on academic or administrative com-
mittees that deal with institutional policies, depart-
mental matters, and academic issues. Write grant 
proposals to procure external research funding. Per-
form administrative duties such as serving as depart-
ment head. Act as advisers to student organizations. 
Provide professional consulting services to govern-
ment and/or industry. Compile bibliographies of spe-
cialized materials for outside reading assignments. 
Participate in campus and community events.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 

Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Political 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Educa-
tion Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Edu-
cation Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Programming; Mathematics; 
Instructing; Writing; Reading Comprehension; 
Learning Strategies; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Physics, Gen-
eral; Atomic/Molecular Physics; Elementary Parti-
cle Physics; Plasma and High-Temperature Physics; 
Nuclear Physics; Optics/Optical Sciences; Solid State 
and Low-Temperature Physics; Acoustics; # eoretical 
and Mathematical Physics; Physics, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Physics; Mathematics; Chem-
istry; Engineering and Technology; Education and 
Training; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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___________________________________Social Occupations: Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary 

Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SEA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $63,100
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,435
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in political science, international 
a# airs, and international relations. Initiate, facili-
tate, and moderate classroom discussions. Prepare and 
deliver lectures to undergraduate or graduate students 
on topics such as classical political thought, inter-
national relations, and democracy and citizenship. 
Evaluate and grade students’ classwork, assignments, 
and papers. Compile, administer, and grade exami-
nations or assign this work to others. Prepare course 
materials such as syllabi, homework assignments, and 
handouts. Keep abreast of developments in their fi eld 
by reading current literature, talking with colleagues, 
and participating in professional conferences. Plan, 
evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, and 
course materials and methods of instruction. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce 
hours in order to advise and assist students. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and 
on career issues. Select and obtain materials and sup-
plies such as textbooks. Conduct research in a par-
ticular fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in 
professional journals, books, and electronic media. 
Supervise undergraduate and graduate teaching, 
internship, and research work. Collaborate with col-
leagues to address teaching and research issues. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, and 
academic issues. Participate in student recruitment, 
registration, and placement activities. Participate in 

campus and community events. Compile bibliog-
raphies of specialized materials for outside reading 
assignments. Act as advisers to student organiza-
tions. Perform administrative duties such as serving 
as department head. Write grant proposals to procure 
external research funding. Provide professional con-
sulting services to government and industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Post-
secondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teach-
ers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Postsecondary.
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Skills: Writing; Instructing; Reading Comprehen-
sion; Learning Strategies; Persuasion; Critical # ink-
ing; Speaking; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Social Science 
Teacher Education; Political Science and Govern-
ment, General; American Government and Politics 
(United States); Political Science and Government, 
Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: History and 
Archeology; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology 
and Anthropology; Geography; Law and Govern-
ment; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Preschool Teachers, Except Special 
Education

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $23,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,380
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 26.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 78,172
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 25.1%

Instruct children (normally up to 5 years of age) 
in activities designed to promote social, physi-
cal, and intellectual growth needed for primary 
school in preschool, day care center, or other 
child development facility. May be required to 
hold state certifi cation. Provide a variety of materi-
als and resources for children to explore, manipulate, 
and use, both in learning activities and in imagina-
tive play. Attend to children’s basic needs by feed-
ing them, dressing them, and changing their diapers. 
Establish and enforce rules for behavior and proce-
dures for maintaining order. Read books to entire 
classes or to small groups. Teach basic skills such 
as color, shape, number, and letter recognition; per-
sonal hygiene; and social skills. Organize and lead 

activities designed to promote physical, mental, and 
social development, such as games, arts and crafts, 
music, storytelling, and fi eld trips. Observe and eval-
uate children’s performance, behavior, social devel-
opment, and physical health. Meet with parents and 
guardians to discuss their children’s progress and 
needs, determine their priorities for their children, 
and suggest ways that they can promote learning 
and development. Identify children showing signs of 
emotional, developmental, or health-related problems 
and discuss them with supervisors, parents or guard-
ians, and child development specialists. Enforce all 
administration policies and rules governing students. 
Prepare materials and classrooms for class activities. 
Serve meals and snacks in accordance with nutri-
tional guidelines. Teach proper eating habits and 
personal hygiene. Assimilate arriving children to the 
school environment by greeting them, helping them 
remove outerwear, and selecting activities of interest 
to them. Adapt teaching methods and instructional 
materials to meet students’ varying needs and inter-
ests. Establish clear objectives for all lessons, units, 
and projects and communicate those objectives to 
children. Demonstrate activities to children. Arrange 
indoor and outdoor space to facilitate creative play, 
motor-skill activities, and safety. Plan and conduct 
activities for a balanced program of instruction, dem-
onstration, and work time that provides students with 
opportunities to observe, question, and investigate. 
Maintain accurate and complete student records as 
required by laws, district policies, and administrative 
regulations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instruct-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary 
School Teachers, Except Special Education; Kinder-
garten Teachers, Except Special Education; Middle 
School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Edu-
cation; Secondary School Teachers, Except Special 
and Vocational Education; Special Education Teach-
ers, Middle School; Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School; 
Special Education Teachers, Secondary School; 
Teacher Assistants; Vocational Education Teachers, 
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Middle School; Vocational Education Teachers, Sec-
ondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Social Perceptiveness; 
Writing; Negotiation.

Education and Training Programs: Montessori 
Teacher Education; Early Childhood Education and 
Teaching; Child Care and Support Services Man-
agement. Related Knowledge/Courses: Philosophy 
and # eology; Sociology and Anthropology; Psy-
chology; Customer and Personal Service; Education 
and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; walking 
and running; bending or twisting the body.

Psychology Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $60,610
 ! Beginning Wage: $34,030
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,261
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in psychology, such as child, clini-
cal, and developmental psychology, and psycho-
logical counseling. Prepare and deliver lectures to 
undergraduate and/or graduate students on topics 
such as abnormal psychology, cognitive processes, 
and work motivation. Evaluate and grade students’ 
classwork, laboratory work, assignments, and papers. 
Initiate, facilitate, and moderate classroom discus-
sions. Compile, administer, and grade examinations 
or assign this work to others. Keep abreast of devel-
opments in their fi eld by reading current literature, 
talking with colleagues, and participating in profes-
sional conferences. Prepare course materials such as 
syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. Plan, 

evaluate, and revise curricula, course content, and 
course materials and methods of instruction. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Supervise undergraduate and/or 
graduate teaching, internship, and research work. 
Maintain regularly scheduled o"  ce hours to advise 
and assist students. Conduct research in a particu-
lar fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in profes-
sional journals, books, and electronic media. Advise 
students on academic and vocational curricula and 
on career issues. Select and obtain materials and sup-
plies such as textbooks. Collaborate with colleagues 
to address teaching and research issues. Serve on aca-
demic or administrative committees that deal with 
institutional policies, departmental matters, and aca-
demic issues. Compile bibliographies of specialized 
materials for outside reading assignments. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
activities. Supervise students’ laboratory work. Per-
form administrative duties such as serving as depart-
ment head. Act as advisers to student organizations. 
Write grant proposals to procure external research 
funding. Participate in campus and community 
events. Provide professional consulting services to 
government and industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
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Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness Studies 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment Educa-
tion Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Edu-
cation Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Learning Strategies; Instructing; 
Social Perceptiveness; Writing; Reading Comprehen-
sion; Critical # inking; Active Learning.

Education and Training Programs: Social Science 
Teacher Education; Psychology Teacher Education; 
Psychology, General; Clinical Psychology; Cogni-
tive Psychology and Psycholinguistics; Community 
Psychology; Comparative Psychology; Counseling 
Psychology; Developmental and Child Psychology; 
Experimental Psychology; Industrial and Organiza-
tional Psychology; Personality Psychology; Physio-
logical Psychology/Psychobiology; others. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and Counseling; 
Psychology; Sociology and Anthropology; Philoso-
phy and # eology; Education and Training; English 
Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Radiation Therapists

 ! Personality Code: SRC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $70,010
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,580
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 24.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,461
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 10.3%

Provide radiation therapy to patients as prescribed 
by radiologists according to established practices 
and standards. Duties may include reviewing pre-
scriptions and diagnoses; acting as liaisons with 
physicians and supportive care personnel; pre-
paring equipment such as immobilization, treat-
ment, and protection devices; and maintaining 
records, reports, and fi les. May assist in dosim-
etry procedures and tumor localization. Position 
patients for treatment with accuracy according to 
prescription. Administer prescribed doses of radia-
tion to specifi c body parts, using radiation therapy 
equipment according to established practices and 
standards. Check radiation therapy equipment to 
ensure proper operation. Review prescriptions, diag-
noses, patient charts, and identifi cation. Follow prin-
ciples of radiation protection for patients, radiation 
therapists, and others. Maintain records, reports, 
and fi les as required, including such information as 
radiation dosages, equipment settings, and patients’ 
reactions. Conduct most treatment sessions inde-
pendently, in accordance with long-term treatment 
plans and under general direction of patients’ physi-
cians. Enter data into computers and set controls to 
operate and adjust equipment and regulate dosages. 
Observe and reassure patients during treatments and 
report unusual reactions to physicians or turn equip-
ment o!  if unexpected adverse reactions occur. Cal-
culate actual treatment dosages delivered during each 
session. Check for side e! ects such as skin irritation, 
nausea, and hair loss to assess patients’ reaction to 
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treatment. Prepare and construct equipment such as 
immobilization, treatment, and protection devices. 
Educate, prepare, and reassure patients and their 
families by answering questions, providing physical 
assistance, and reinforcing physicians’ advice regard-
ing treatment reactions and post-treatment care. Pro-
vide assistance to other health care personnel during 
dosimetry procedures and tumor localization. Help 
physicians, radiation oncologists, and clinical phys-
icists to prepare physical and technical aspects of 
radiation treatment plans, using information about 
patient conditions and anatomies. Photograph treated 
areas of patients and process fi lm. Act as liaisons with 
medical physicists and supportive care personnel. 
Train and supervise student or subordinate radio-
therapy technologists. Implement appropriate fol-
low-up care plans. Assist in the preparation of sealed 
radioactive materials such as cobalt, radium, cesium, 
and isotopes for use in radiation treatments. Store, 
sterilize, or prepare the special applicators containing 
the radioactive substances implanted by physicians.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.07. Medical # erapy. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Audiologists; Massage # er-
apists; Occupational # erapist Aides; Occupational 
# erapist Assistants; Occupational # erapists; Phys-
ical # erapist Aides; Physical # erapist Assistants; 
Physical # erapists; Recreational # erapists; Respi-
ratory # erapists; Respiratory # erapy Technicians; 
Speech-Language Pathologists.

Skills: Operation Monitoring; Operation and Con-
trol; Quality Control Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Medical Radio-
logic Technology/Science—Radiation # erapist. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Medicine and Den-
tistry; Biology; Physics; Psychology; Philosophy and 
# eology; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Recreation and Fitness Studies 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: S
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,170
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,790
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,010
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses pertaining to recreation, leisure, 
and fi tness studies, including exercise physiol-
ogy and facilities management. Evaluate and grade 
students’ classwork, assignments, and papers. Main-
tain student attendance records, grades, and other 
required records. Prepare and deliver lectures to 
undergraduate and graduate students on topics such 
as anatomy, therapeutic recreation, and conditioning 
theory. Prepare course materials such as syllabi, home-
work assignments, and handouts. Maintain regularly 
scheduled o"  ce hours to advise and assist students. 
Compile, administer, and grade examinations or 
assign this work to others. Plan, evaluate, and revise 
curricula, course content, and course materials and 
methods of instruction. Initiate, facilitate, and mod-
erate classroom discussions. Keep abreast of devel-
opments in their fi eld by reading current literature, 
talking with colleagues, and participating in profes-
sional conferences. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Participate 
in student recruitment, registration, and placement 
activities. Collaborate with colleagues to address 
teaching and research issues. Select and obtain mate-
rials and supplies such as textbooks. Participate in 
campus and community events. Serve on academic 
or administrative committees that deal with insti-
tutional policies, departmental matters, and aca-
demic issues. Compile bibliographies of specialized 
materials for outside reading assignments. Supervise 
undergraduate or graduate teaching, internship, and 
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research work. Perform administrative duties such 
as serving as department heads. Prepare students to 
act as sports coaches. Conduct research in a particu-
lar fi eld of knowledge and publish fi ndings in pro-
fessional journals, books, or electronic media. Act as 
advisers to student organizations. Write grant pro-
posals to procure external research funding. Pro-
vide professional consulting services to government 
or industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociology Teachers, 

Postsecondary; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Science; 
Social Perceptiveness; Persuasion; Time Manage-
ment; Management of Financial Resources; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Parks, Recre-
ation and Leisure Studies; Health and Physical Edu-
cation, General; Sport and Fitness Administration/
Management. Related Knowledge/Courses: Edu-
cation and Training; Philosophy and # eology; Psy-
chology; # erapy and Counseling; Medicine and 
Dentistry; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; standing.

Registered Nurses

 ! Personality Code: SIC
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $60,010
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,020
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 23.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 233,499
 ! Self-Employed: 0.8%
 ! Part-Time: 21.8%

Assess patient health problems and needs, develop 
and implement nursing care plans, and maintain 
medical records. Administer nursing care to ill, 
injured, convalescent, or disabled patients. May 
advise patients on health maintenance and disease 
prevention or provide case management. Licens-
ing or registration required. Includes advance 
practice nurses such as nurse practitioners, clini-
cal nurse specialists, certifi ed nurse midwives, and 
certifi ed registered nurse anesthetists. Advanced 
practice nursing is practiced by RNs who have 
specialized formal, post-basic education and who 
function in highly autonomous and specialized 
roles. Monitor, record, and report symptoms and 
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changes in patients’ conditions. Maintain accurate, 
detailed reports and records. Record patients’ med-
ical information and vital signs. Order, interpret, 
and evaluate diagnostic tests to identify and assess 
patients’ conditions. Modify patient treatment plans 
as indicated by patients’ responses and conditions. 
Direct and supervise less skilled nursing or health-
care personnel or supervise particular units. Con-
sult and coordinate with health care team members 
to assess, plan, implement and evaluate patient care 
plans. Monitor all aspects of patient care, including 
diet and physical activity. Instruct individuals, fami-
lies, and other groups on topics such as health educa-
tion, disease prevention, and childbirth, and develop 
health improvement programs. Prepare patients for, 
and assist with, examinations and treatments. Assess 
the needs of individuals, families, or communities, 
including assessment of individuals’ home or work 
environments to identify potential health or safety 
problems. Provide health care, fi rst aid, immuniza-
tions, and assistance in convalescence and rehabili-
tation in locations such as schools, hospitals, and 
industry. Prepare rooms, sterile instruments, equip-
ment, and supplies, and ensure that stock of supplies 
is maintained. Inform physicians of patients’ con-
ditions during anesthesia. Administer local, inha-
lation, intravenous, and other anesthetics. Perform 
physical examinations, make tentative diagnoses, 
and treat patients en route to hospitals or at disaster 
site triage centers. Observe nurses and visit patients 
to ensure proper nursing care. Conduct specifi ed lab-
oratory tests. Direct and coordinate infection con-
trol programs, advising and consulting with specifi ed 
personnel about necessary precautions. Prescribe or 
recommend drugs, medical devices, or other forms 
of treatment such as physical therapy, inhalation 
therapy, or related therapeutic procedures. Perform 
administrative and managerial functions such as tak-
ing responsibility for a unit’s sta! , budget, planning, 
and long-range goals. Hand items to surgeons dur-
ing operations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Fam-
ily and General Practitioners; Internists, General; 

Medical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, Gen-
eral; Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Pharmacy Tech-
nicians; Physician Assistants; Psychiatrists; Surgeons; 
Surgical Technologists.

Skills: Negotiation; Systems Analysis; Opera-
tion Monitoring; Service Orientation; Systems 
Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Nursing—
Registered Nurse Training (RN, ASN, BSN, MSN); 
Adult Health Nurse/Nursing; Nurse Anesthetist; 
Family Practice Nurse/Nurse Practitioner; Maternal/
Child Health and Neonatal Nurse/Nursing; Nurse 
Midwife/Nursing Midwifery; Nursing Science (MS, 
PhD); Pediatric Nurse/Nursing; Psychiatric/Men-
tal Health Nurse/Nursing; Public Health/Commu-
nity Nurse/Nursing; others. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Medicine and Dentistry; Psychology; # er-
apy and Counseling; Biology; Philosophy and # eol-
ogy; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
disease or infections; standing; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.

Rehabilitation Counselors

 ! Personality Code: SI
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,610
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 23.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 32,081
 ! Self-Employed: 5.9%
 ! Part-Time: 15.4%

Counsel individuals to maximize the indepen-
dence and employability of persons coping with 
personal, social, and vocational di!  culties that 
result from birth defects, illness, disease, acci-
dents, or the stress of daily life. Coordinate 
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activities for residents of care and treatment facil-
ities. Assess client needs and design and imple-
ment rehabilitation programs that may include 
personal and vocational counseling, training, and 
job placement. Monitor and record clients’ progress 
in order to ensure that goals and objectives are met. 
Confer with clients to discuss their options and goals 
so that rehabilitation programs and plans for access-
ing needed services can be developed. Prepare and 
maintain records and case fi les, including documen-
tation such as clients’ personal and eligibility informa-
tion, services provided, narratives of client contacts, 
and relevant correspondence. Arrange for physical, 
mental, academic, vocational, and other evaluations 
to obtain information for assessing clients’ needs and 
developing rehabilitation plans. Analyze information 
from interviews, educational and medical records, 
consultation with other professionals, and diagnostic 
evaluations to assess clients’ abilities, needs, and eli-
gibility for services. Develop rehabilitation plans that 
fi t clients’ aptitudes, education levels, physical abil-
ities, and career goals. Maintain close contact with 
clients during job training and placements to resolve 
problems and evaluate placement adequacy. Locate 
barriers to client employment, such as inaccessible 
work sites, infl exible schedules, and transportation 
problems, and work with clients to develop strategies 
for overcoming these barriers. Develop and maintain 
relationships with community referral sources such 
as schools and community groups. Arrange for on-
site job coaching or assistive devices such as specially 
equipped wheelchairs in order to help clients adapt 
to work or school environments. Confer with phy-
sicians, psychologists, occupational therapists, and 
other professionals to develop and implement client 
rehabilitation programs. Develop diagnostic proce-
dures for determining clients’ needs. Participate in 
job development and placement programs, contact-
ing prospective employers, placing clients in jobs, 
and evaluating the success of placements. Collabo-
rate with clients’ families to implement rehabilitation 
plans that include behavioral, residential, social, and/
or employment goals. Collaborate with community 
agencies to establish facilities and programs to assist 
persons with disabilities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Counsel-
ing Psychologists; Marriage and Family # erapists; 
Medical and Public Health Social Workers; Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers; Men-
tal Health Counselors; Probation O"  cers and Cor-
rectional Treatment Specialists; Residential Advisors; 
Social and Human Service Assistants; Substance 
Abuse and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Social 
Perceptiveness; Writing; Service Orientation; Moni-
toring; Coordination; Speaking; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making.

Education and Training Programs: Vocational 
Rehabilitation Counseling/Counselor; Assistive/
Augmentative Technology and Rehabiliation Engi-
neering. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy 
and Counseling; Psychology; Philosophy and # eol-
ogy; Education and Training; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting; walking and running.

Secondary School Teachers, Except 
Special and Vocational Education

 ! Personality Code: SAE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,420
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,920
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 5.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 93,166
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 7.8%

Instruct students in secondary public or private 
schools in one or more subjects at the secondary 
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level, such as English, mathematics, or social 
studies. May be designated according to subject 
matter specialty, such as typing instructors, com-
mercial teachers, or English teachers. Establish and 
enforce rules for behavior and procedures for main-
taining order among the students for whom they are 
responsible. Instruct through lectures, discussions, 
and demonstrations in one or more subjects such as 
English, mathematics, or social studies. Establish 
clear objectives for all lessons, units, and projects and 
communicate those objectives to students. Prepare, 
administer, and grade tests and assignments to eval-
uate students’ progress. Prepare materials and class-
rooms for class activities. Adapt teaching methods 
and instructional materials to meet students’ vary-
ing needs and interests. Assign and grade classwork 
and homework. Maintain accurate and complete stu-
dent records as required by laws, district policies, and 
administrative regulations. Enforce all administra-
tion policies and rules governing students. Observe 
and evaluate students’ performance, behavior, social 
development, and physical health. Plan and con-
duct activities for a balanced program of instruction, 
demonstration, and work time that provides students 
with opportunities to observe, question, and inves-
tigate. Prepare students for later grades by encour-
aging them to explore learning opportunities and to 
persevere with challenging tasks. Guide and coun-
sel students with adjustment and/or academic prob-
lems or special academic interests. Instruct and 
monitor students in the use and care of equipment 
and materials to prevent injuries and damage. Pre-
pare for assigned classes and show written evidence of 
preparation upon request of immediate supervisors. 
Meet with parents and guardians to discuss their 
children’s progress and to determine their priorities 
for their children and their resource needs. Confer 
with parents or guardians, other teachers, counsel-
ors, and administrators in order to resolve students’ 
behavioral and academic problems. Use computers, 
audiovisual aids, and other equipment and materi-
als to supplement presentations. Prepare objectives 
and outlines for courses of study, following curricu-
lum guidelines or requirements of states and schools. 
Meet with other professionals to discuss individual 
students’ needs and progress.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instruct-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary 
School Teachers, Except Special Education; Kinder-
garten Teachers, Except Special Education; Mid-
dle School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational 
Education; Preschool Teachers, Except Special Edu-
cation; Special Education Teachers, Middle School; 
Special Education Teachers, Preschool, Kindergarten, 
and Elementary School; Special Education Teachers, 
Secondary School; Teacher Assistants; Vocational 
Education Teachers, Middle School; Vocational Edu-
cation Teachers, Secondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Social Perceptiveness; 
Persuasion; Monitoring; Instructing; Time Manage-
ment; Negotiation; Service Orientation.

Education and Training Programs: Junior High/
Intermediate/Middle School Education and Teach-
ing; Secondary Education and Teaching; Teacher 
Education, Multiple Levels; Waldorf/Steiner Teacher 
Education; Agricultural Teacher Education; Art 
Teacher Education; Business Teacher Education; 
Driver and Safety Teacher Education; English/Lan-
guage Arts Teacher Education; Foreign Language 
Teacher Education; Health Teacher Education; oth-
ers. Related Knowledge/Courses: History and 
Archeology; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology 
and Anthropology; Education and Training; Geog-
raphy; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing.
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Self-Enrichment Education 
Teachers

 ! Personality Code: SAE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $34,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $18,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 23.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 64,449
 ! Self-Employed: 21.5%
 ! Part-Time: 41.3%

Teach or instruct courses other than those that 
normally lead to an occupational objective or 
degree. Courses may include self-improvement, 
nonvocational, and nonacademic subjects. Teach-
ing may or may not take place in a traditional 
educational institution. Adapt teaching methods 
and instructional materials to meet students’ varying 
needs and interests. Conduct classes, workshops, and 
demonstrations and provide individual instruction to 
teach topics and skills such as cooking, dancing, writ-
ing, physical fi tness, photography, personal fi nance, 
and fl ying. Monitor students’ performance to make 
suggestions for improvement and to ensure that they 
satisfy course standards, training requirements, and 
objectives. Observe students to determine qualifi ca-
tions, limitations, abilities, interests, and other indi-
vidual characteristics. Instruct students individually 
and in groups, using various teaching methods such 
as lectures, discussions, and demonstrations. Estab-
lish clear objectives for all lessons, units, and proj-
ects and communicate those objectives to students. 
Instruct and monitor students in use and care of 
equipment and materials to prevent injury and dam-
age. Prepare students for further development by 
encouraging them to explore learning opportuni-
ties and to persevere with challenging tasks. Prepare 
materials and classrooms for class activities. Enforce 
policies and rules governing students. Plan and con-
duct activities for a balanced program of instruction, 
demonstration, and work time that provides students 

with opportunities to observe, question, and inves-
tigate. Prepare instructional program objectives, 
outlines, and lesson plans. Maintain accurate and 
complete student records as required by administra-
tive policy. Participate in publicity planning and stu-
dent recruitment. Plan and supervise class projects, 
fi eld trips, visits by guest speakers, contests, or other 
experiential activities and guide students in learning 
from those activities. Attend professional meetings, 
conferences, and workshops in order to maintain and 
improve professional competence. Meet with other 
instructors to discuss individual students and their 
progress. Confer with other teachers and profession-
als to plan and schedule lessons promoting learning 
and development. Attend sta!  meetings and serve on 
committees as required. Prepare and administer writ-
ten, oral, and performance tests and issue grades in 
accordance with performance.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
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Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Social Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Sociol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Service Orientation; Monitoring; Speak-
ing; Persuasion; Time Management.

Education and Training Program: Adult and Con-
tinuing Education and Teaching. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Fine Arts; Education and Training; 
Psychology; Customer and Personal Service; Sales 
and Marketing; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing.

Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SIA
 ! Education/Training Required: Doctoral 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $58,160
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,774
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach courses in sociology. Evaluate and grade stu-
dents’ classwork, assignments, and papers. Prepare 
and deliver lectures to undergraduate and graduate 
students on topics such as race and ethnic relations, 
measurement and data collection, and workplace 
social relations. Initiate, facilitate, and moderate 
classroom discussions. Prepare course materials such 
as syllabi, homework assignments, and handouts. 

Compile, administer, and grade examinations or 
assign this work to others. Keep abreast of devel-
opments in their fi eld by reading current literature, 
talking with colleagues, and participating in pro-
fessional conferences. Maintain student attendance 
records, grades, and other required records. Maintain 
regularly scheduled o"  ce hours in order to advise 
and assist students. Plan, evaluate, and revise curri-
cula, course content, and course materials and meth-
ods of instruction. Advise students on academic and 
vocational curricula and on career issues. Collabo-
rate with colleagues to address teaching and research 
issues. Conduct research in a particular fi eld of 
knowledge and publish fi ndings in professional jour-
nals, books, or electronic media. Select and obtain 
materials and supplies such as textbooks and labora-
tory equipment. Supervise undergraduate and grad-
uate teaching, internship, and research work. Serve 
on academic or administrative committees that deal 
with institutional policies, departmental matters, 
and academic issues. Participate in student recruit-
ment, registration, and placement activities. Perform 
administrative duties such as serving as department 
head. Supervise students’ laboratory work and fi eld-
work. Write grant proposals to procure external 
research funding. Act as advisers to student organi-
zations. Compile bibliographies of specialized mate-
rials for outside reading assignments. Participate in 
campus and community events. Provide professional 
consulting services to government and industry.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cultural 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, and 
Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, Earth, 
Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Biological Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Business 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry Teachers, Post-
secondary; Communications Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Computer Science Teachers, Postsecondary; 
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Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; Engineer-
ing Teachers, Postsecondary; English Language and 
Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm and Home 
Management Advisors; Foreign Language and Liter-
ature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry and Conser-
vation Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Geography 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate Teaching Assis-
tants; Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary; 
History Teachers, Postsecondary; Home Economics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Law Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Library Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Math-
ematical Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Nursing 
Instructors and Teachers, Postsecondary; Philoso-
phy and Religion Teachers, Postsecondary; Physics 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Political Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Self-Enrichment Education Teachers; Social 
Work Teachers, Postsecondary; Vocational Educa-
tion Teachers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Science; Instructing; Writing; Learning Strat-
egies; Social Perceptiveness; Critical # inking; Read-
ing Comprehension; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Social Science 
Teacher Education; Sociology. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sociology and Anthropology; Philosophy 
and # eology; History and Archeology; Education 
and Training; English Language; Geography.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Special Education Teachers, Middle 
School

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,940
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,690
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 15.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,846
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 9.6%

Teach middle school subjects to educationally 
and physically handicapped students. Includes 
teachers who specialize and work with audibly 
and visually handicapped students and those who 
teach basic academic and life processes skills to 
the mentally impaired. Establish and enforce rules 
for behavior and policies and procedures to main-
tain order among students. Maintain accurate and 
complete student records and prepare reports on 
children and activities as required by laws, district 
policies, and administrative regulations. Prepare 
materials and classrooms for class activities. Con-
fer with parents, administrators, testing specialists, 
social workers, and professionals to develop indi-
vidual educational plans designed to promote stu-
dents’ educational, physical, and social development. 
Develop and implement strategies to meet the needs 
of students with a variety of handicapping condi-
tions. Teach socially acceptable behavior, employing 
techniques such as behavior modifi cation and pos-
itive reinforcement. Modify the general education 
curriculum for special-needs students based upon a 
variety of instructional techniques and instructional 
technology. Employ special educational strategies and 
techniques during instruction to improve the devel-
opment of sensory- and perceptual-motor skills, lan-
guage, cognition, and memory. Confer with parents 
or guardians, other teachers, counselors, and admin-
istrators to resolve students’ behavioral and academic 
problems. Instruct through lectures, discussions, 
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and demonstrations in one or more subjects such as 
English, mathematics, or social studies. Coordinate 
placement of students with special needs into main-
stream classes. Meet with parents and guardians to 
discuss their children’s progress and to determine 
their priorities for their children and their resource 
needs. Guide and counsel students with adjustment 
or academic problems or special academic interests. 
Prepare, administer, and grade tests and assignments 
to evaluate students’ progress. Observe and evaluate 
students’ performance, behavior, social development, 
and physical health. Establish clear objectives for all 
lessons, units, and projects and communicate those 
objectives to students. Teach students personal devel-
opment skills such as goal setting, independence, and 
self-advocacy. Plan and conduct activities for a bal-
anced program of instruction, demonstration, and 
work time that provides students with opportunities 
to observe, question, and investigate.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instruct-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary 
School Teachers, Except Special Education; Kinder-
garten Teachers, Except Special Education; Middle 
School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Edu-
cation; Preschool Teachers, Except Special Educa-
tion; Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and 
Vocational Education; Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and Elementary School; 
Special Education Teachers, Secondary School; 
Teacher Assistants; Vocational Education Teachers, 
Middle School; Vocational Education Teachers, Sec-
ondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Social Perceptiveness; 
Instructing; Monitoring; Persuasion; Writing; Nego-
tiation; Time Management.

Education and Training Programs: Special Edu-
cation and Teaching, General; Education/Teach-
ing of the Gifted and Talented; Education/Teaching 
of Individuals Who are Developmentally Delayed; 
Education/Teaching of Individuals in Early Child-
hood Special Education Programs. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Geography; History and Archeology; 

Psychology; # erapy and Counseling; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing.

Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and 
Elementary School

 ! Personality Code: SA
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,350
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,700
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 19.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 20,049
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 9.6%

Teach elementary and preschool school subjects 
to educationally and physically handicapped stu-
dents. Includes teachers who specialize and work 
with audibly and visually handicapped students 
and those who teach basic academic and life pro-
cesses skills to the mentally impaired. Instruct 
students in academic subjects, using a variety of tech-
niques such as phonetics, multisensory learning, and 
repetition to reinforce learning and to meet students’ 
varying needs and interests. Employ special educa-
tional strategies and techniques during instruction 
to improve the development of sensory- and percep-
tual-motor skills, language, cognition, and memory. 
Teach socially acceptable behavior, employing tech-
niques such as behavior modifi cation and positive 
reinforcement. Modify the general education curric-
ulum for special-needs students based upon a variety 
of instructional techniques and technologies. Meet 
with parents and guardians to discuss their children’s 
progress and to determine their priorities for their 
children and their resource needs. Plan and conduct 
activities for a balanced program of instruction, dem-
onstration, and work time that provides students with 
opportunities to observe, question, and investigate. 
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Establish and enforce rules for behavior and policies 
and procedures to maintain order among the students 
for whom they are responsible. Confer with parents, 
administrators, testing specialists, social workers, and 
professionals to develop individual educational plans 
designed to promote students’ educational, physical, 
and social development. Maintain accurate and com-
plete student records and prepare reports on children 
and activities as required by laws, district policies, and 
administrative regulations. Establish clear objectives 
for all lessons, units, and projects and communicate 
those objectives to students. Develop and implement 
strategies to meet the needs of students with a variety 
of handicapping conditions. Prepare classrooms for 
class activities and provide a variety of materials and 
resources for children to explore, manipulate, and 
use, both in learning activities and imaginative play. 
Confer with parents or guardians, teachers, counsel-
ors, and administrators to resolve students’ behav-
ioral and academic problems. Observe and evaluate 
students’ performance, behavior, social development, 
and physical health. Teach students personal devel-
opment skills such as goal setting, independence, and 
self-advocacy.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.02. Preschool, Ele-
mentary, and Secondary Teaching and Instruct-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Elementary 
School Teachers, Except Special Education; Kinder-
garten Teachers, Except Special Education; Middle 
School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Edu-
cation; Preschool Teachers, Except Special Educa-
tion; Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and 
Vocational Education; Special Education Teachers, 
Middle School; Special Education Teachers, Second-
ary School; Teacher Assistants; Vocational Educa-
tion Teachers, Middle School; Vocational Education 
Teachers, Secondary School.

Skills: Learning Strategies; Instructing; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Monitoring; Negotiation; Time Man-
agement; Coordination; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Special Edu-
cation and Teaching, General; Education/Teaching 
of Individuals with Hearing Impairments, Including 

Deafness; Education/Teaching of the Gifted and 
Talented; Education/Teaching of Individuals with 
Emotional Disturbances; Education/Teaching of 
Individuals with Mental Retardation; Education/
Teaching of Individuals with Multiple Disabilities; 
Education/Teaching of Individuals with Orthope-
dic and Other Physical Health Impairments; others. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Psychology; History 
and Archeology; # erapy and Counseling; Geog-
raphy; Philosophy and # eology; Sociology and 
Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing.

Substance Abuse and Behavioral 
Disorder Counselors

 ! Personality Code: SAI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $35,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,780
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 34.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 20,821
 ! Self-Employed: 5.8%
 ! Part-Time: 15.4%

Counsel and advise individuals with alcohol; 
tobacco; drug; or other problems, such as gam-
bling and eating disorders. May counsel individ-
uals, families, or groups or engage in prevention 
programs. Counsel clients and patients individ-
ually and in group sessions to assist in overcoming 
dependencies, adjusting to life, and making changes. 
Complete and maintain accurate records and reports 
regarding the patients’ histories and progress, ser-
vices provided, and other required information. 
Develop client treatment plans based on research, 
clinical experience, and client histories. Review and 
evaluate clients’ progress in relation to measurable 
goals described in treatment and care plans. Inter-
view clients, review records, and confer with other 
professionals to evaluate individuals’ mental and 
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physical condition and to determine their suitability 
for participation in a specifi c program. Intervene as 
advocate for clients or patients to resolve emergency 
problems in crisis situations. Provide clients or fam-
ily members with information about addiction issues 
and about available services and programs, making 
appropriate referrals when necessary. Modify treat-
ment plans to comply with changes in client status. 
Coordinate counseling e! orts with mental health 
professionals and other health professionals such as 
doctors, nurses, and social workers. Attend train-
ing sessions to increase knowledge and skills. Plan 
and implement follow-up and aftercare programs for 
clients to be discharged from treatment programs. 
Conduct chemical dependency program orientation 
sessions. Counsel family members to assist them in 
understanding, dealing with, and supporting clients 
or patients. Participate in case conferences and sta!  
meetings. Act as liaisons between clients and medi-
cal sta! . Coordinate activities with courts, probation 
o"  cers, community services, and other post-treat-
ment agencies. Confer with family members or others 
close to clients to keep them informed of treatment 
planning and progress. Instruct others in program 
methods, procedures, and functions. Follow progress 
of discharged patients to determine e! ectiveness of 
treatments. Develop, implement, and evaluate pub-
lic education, prevention, and health promotion pro-
grams, working in collaboration with organizations, 
institutions, and communities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, and 
School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; Clini-
cal, Counseling, and School Psychologists; Counsel-
ing Psychologists; Marriage and Family # erapists; 
Medical and Public Health Social Workers; Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers; Mental 
Health Counselors; Probation O"  cers and Correc-
tional Treatment Specialists; Rehabilitation Counsel-
ors; Residential Advisors; Social and Human Service 
Assistants.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Persuasion; Service 
Orientation; Negotiation; Active Listening; Learn-
ing Strategies; Writing; Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Substance 
Abuse/Addiction Counseling; Clinical/Medical 
Social Work; Mental and Social Health Services 
and Allied Professions, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: # erapy and Counseling; Psychology; 
Sociology and Anthropology; Philosophy and # eol-
ogy; Customer and Personal Service; Education and 
Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; disease or infections; 
sitting.

Training and Development 
Specialists

 ! Personality Code: SAC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 18.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 35,862
 ! Self-Employed: 2.3%
 ! Part-Time: 7.6%

Conduct training and development programs 
for employees. Monitor, evaluate and record train-
ing activities and program e! ectiveness. O! er spe-
cifi c training programs to help workers maintain or 
improve job skills. Assess training needs through 
surveys, interviews with employees, focus groups, or 
consultation with managers, instructors, or customer 
representatives. Develop alternative training methods 
if expected improvements are not seen. Organize and 
develop, or obtain, training procedure manuals and 
guides and course materials such as handouts and 
visual materials. Present information, using a variety 
of instructional techniques and formats such as role 
playing, simulations, team exercises, group discus-
sions, videos, and lectures. Evaluate training mate-
rials prepared by instructors, such as outlines, text, 
and handouts. Design, plan, organize, and direct ori-
entation and training for employees or customers of 
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industrial or commercial establishments. Monitor 
training costs to ensure budget is not exceeded, and 
prepare budget reports to justify expenditures. Select 
and assign instructors to conduct training. Sched-
ule classes based on availability of classrooms, equip-
ment, and instructors. Keep up with developments 
in their individual areas of expertise by reading cur-
rent journals, books, and magazine articles. Super-
vise instructors, evaluate instructor performances, 
and refer instructors to classes for skill development. 
Coordinate recruitment and placement of training 
program participants. Attend meetings and seminars 
to obtain information for use in training programs, or 
to inform management of training program statuses. 
Negotiate contracts with clients, including desired 
training outcomes, fees, and expenses. Devise pro-
grams to develop executive potential among employ-
ees in lower-level positions. Screen, hire, and assign 
workers to positions based on qualifi cations. Refer 
trainees to employer relations representatives, to loca-
tions o! ering job placement assistance, or to appro-
priate social services agencies if warranted.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.03. Human 
Resources Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Compensation, Benefi ts, and Job Analysis 
Specialists; Employment Interviewers; Employment, 
Recruitment, and Placement Specialists; Personnel 
Recruiters.

Skills: Systems Evaluation; Systems Analysis; Learn-
ing Strategies; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Management of Financial Resources; Instructing; 
Negotiation; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Organizational Behavior Studies. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Education and Training; 
Sociology and Anthropology; Sales and Marketing; 
Clerical Practices; Personnel and Human Resources; 
Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing; repet-
itive motions.

Vocational Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: SR
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $45,850
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,380
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 19,313
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 27.8%

Teach or instruct vocational or occupational sub-
jects at the postsecondary level (but at less than 
the baccalaureate) to students who have gradu-
ated or left high school. Includes correspondence 
school instructors; industrial, commercial, and 
government training instructors; and adult educa-
tion teachers and instructors who prepare persons 
to operate industrial machinery and equipment 
and transportation and communications equip-
ment. Teaching may take place in public or pri-
vate schools whose primary business is education 
or in a school associated with an organization 
whose primary business is other than education. 
Supervise and monitor students’ use of tools and 
equipment. Observe and evaluate students’ work to 
determine progress, provide feedback, and make sug-
gestions for improvement. Present lectures and con-
duct discussions to increase students’ knowledge and 
competence, using visual aids such as graphs, charts, 
videotapes, and slides. Administer oral, written, or 
performance tests to measure progress and to evalu-
ate training e! ectiveness. Prepare reports and main-
tain records such as student grades, attendance rolls, 
and training activity details. Supervise independent 
or group projects, fi eld placements, laboratory work, 
or other training. Determine training needs of stu-
dents or workers. Provide individualized instruction 
and tutorial or remedial instruction. Conduct on-
the-job training, classes, or training sessions to teach 
and demonstrate principles, techniques, procedures, 
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and methods of designated subjects. Develop curri-
cula and plan course content and methods of instruc-
tion. Prepare outlines of instructional programs and 
training schedules and establish course goals. Inte-
grate academic and vocational curricula so that stu-
dents can obtain a variety of skills. Develop teaching 
aids such as instructional software, multimedia visual 
aids, or study materials. Select and assemble books, 
materials, supplies, and equipment for training, 
courses, or projects. Advise students on course selec-
tion, career decisions, and other academic and voca-
tional concerns. Participate in conferences, seminars, 
and training sessions to keep abreast of developments 
in the fi eld and integrate relevant information into 
training programs. Serve on faculty and school com-
mittees concerned with budgeting, curriculum revi-
sion, and course and diploma requirements. Review 
enrollment applications and correspond with appli-
cants to obtain additional information. Arrange for 
lectures by experts in designated fi elds.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.03. Postsecondary and 
Adult Teaching and Instructing. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Adult Literacy, Remedial Education, 
and GED Teachers and Instructors; Agricultural Sci-
ences Teachers, Postsecondary; Anthropology and 
Archeology Teachers, Postsecondary; Architecture 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Area, Ethnic, and Cul-
tural Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Art, Drama, 
and Music Teachers, Postsecondary; Atmospheric, 
Earth, Marine, and Space Sciences Teachers, Post-
secondary; Biological Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Business Teachers, Postsecondary; Chemistry 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Communications Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Criminal Justice and Law Enforce-
ment Teachers, Postsecondary; Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Education Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary; English Lan-
guage and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Envi-
ronmental Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Farm 
and Home Management Advisors; Foreign Language 
and Literature Teachers, Postsecondary; Forestry 
and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecond-
ary; Geography Teachers, Postsecondary; Graduate 

Teaching Assistants; Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary; History Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Home Economics Teachers, Postsecondary; Law 
Teachers, Postsecondary; Library Science Teach-
ers, Postsecondary; Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary; Physics Teachers, Postsecondary; 
Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary; Psychol-
ogy Teachers, Postsecondary; Recreation and Fitness 
Studies Teachers, Postsecondary; Self-Enrichment 
Education Teachers; Social Work Teachers, Postsec-
ondary; Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary; Teach-
ers, Postsecondary.

Skills: Instructing; Learning Strategies; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Service Orientation; Speaking; Time 
Management; Science; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Agricul-
tural Teacher Education; Business Teacher Edu-
cation; Technology Teacher Education/Industrial 
Arts Teacher Education; Sales and Marketing Oper-
ations/Marketing and Distribution Teacher Edu-
cation; Technical Teacher Education; Trade and 
Industrial Teacher Education; Health Occupations 
Teacher Education; Teacher Education and Profes-
sional Development, Specifi c Subject Areas, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Education and Train-
ing; Psychology; # erapy and Counseling; Comput-
ers and Electronics; Sales and Marketing; Design.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.
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Enterprising 
Occupations

Administrative Services Managers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $70,990
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,000
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 11.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 19,513
 ! Self-Employed: 0.6%
 ! Part-Time: 4.7%

Plan, direct, or coordinate supportive services of 
an organization, such as recordkeeping, mail dis-
tribution, telephone operator/receptionist, and 
other o!  ce support services. May oversee facil-
ities planning and maintenance and custodial 
operations. Monitor the facility to ensure that it 
remains safe, secure, and well-maintained. Direct or 
coordinate the supportive services department of a 
business, agency, or organization. Set goals and dead-
lines for the department. Prepare and review opera-
tional reports and schedules to ensure accuracy and 
e!  ciency. Analyze internal processes and recom-
mend and implement procedural or policy changes 
to improve operations such as supply changes or 
the disposal of records. Acquire, distribute, and 
store supplies. Plan, administer, and control bud-
gets for contracts, equipment, and supplies. Over-
see construction and renovation projects to improve 
e!  ciency and to ensure that facilities meet environ-
mental, health, and security standards and comply 
with government regulations. Hire and terminate 
clerical and administrative personnel. Oversee the 
maintenance and repair of machinery, equipment, 
and electrical and mechanical systems. Manage leas-
ing of facility space. Participate in architectural and 
engineering planning and design, including space 

and installation management. Conduct classes to 
teach procedures to sta" . Dispose of, or oversee the 
disposal of, surplus or unclaimed property.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.02. Managerial 
Work in Business Detail. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: First-Line Supervisors/Managers of House-
keeping and Janitorial Workers; First-Line Supervi-
sors/Managers of O!  ce and Administrative Support 
Workers; Meeting and Convention Planners.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Programming; 
Service Orientation; Coordination; Monitoring; 
Writing; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Public Admin-
istration; Medical/Health Management and Clinical 
Assistant/Specialist; Business/Commerce, General; 
Business Administration and Management, General; 
Purchasing, Procurement/Acquisitions and Con-
tracts Management; Transportation/Transportation 
Management. Related Knowledge/Courses: Per-
sonnel and Human Resources; Clerical Practices; 
Economics and Accounting; Administration and 
Management; Customer and Personal Service; Law 
and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting.

Advertising and Promotions 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: EAC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $78,250
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,400
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 6.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,955
 ! Self-Employed: 13.4%
 ! Part-Time: 4.8%
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____________________________________________ Enterprising Occupations: Advertising Sales Agents

Plan and direct advertising policies and pro-
grams or produce collateral materials, such as 
posters, contests, coupons, or giveaways, to cre-
ate extra interest in the purchase of a product or 
service for a department, for an entire organiza-
tion, or on an account basis. Prepare budgets and 
submit estimates for program costs as part of cam-
paign plan development. Plan and prepare adver-
tising and promotional material to increase sales of 
products or services, working with customers, com-
pany o!  cials, sales departments, and advertising 
agencies. Assist with annual budget development. 
Inspect layouts and advertising copy and edit scripts, 
audiotapes and videotapes, and other promotional 
material for adherence to specifi cations. Coordinate 
activities of departments, such as sales, graphic arts, 
media, fi nance, and research. Prepare and negotiate 
advertising and sales contracts. Identify and develop 
contacts for promotional campaigns and industry 
programs that meet identifi ed buyer targets, such 
as dealers, distributors, or consumers. Gather and 
organize information to plan advertising campaigns. 
Confer with department heads or sta"  to discuss top-
ics such as contracts, selection of advertising media, 
or product to be advertised. Confer with clients to 
provide marketing or technical advice. Monitor and 
analyze sales promotion results to determine cost-
e" ectiveness of promotion campaigns. Read trade 
journals and professional literature to stay informed 
on trends, innovations, and changes that a" ect 
media planning. Formulate plans to extend business 
with established accounts and to transact business as 
agent for advertising accounts. Provide presentation 
and product demonstration support during the intro-
duction of new products and services to fi eld sta"  
and customers. Direct, motivate, and monitor the 
mobilization of a campaign team to advance cam-
paign goals. Plan and execute advertising policies and 
strategies for organizations. Track program budgets 
and expenses and campaign response rates to evalu-
ate each campaign based on program objectives and 
industry norms. Assemble and communicate with 
a strong, diverse coalition of organizations or pub-
lic fi gures, securing their cooperation, support, and 
action to further campaign goals. Train and direct 

workers engaged in developing and producing adver-
tisements. Coordinate with the media to disseminate 
advertising.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.01. 
Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Ser-
vice. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Work-
ers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales 
Workers; Funeral Directors; Marketing Managers; 
Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
Managers; Purchasing Managers; Sales Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Service 
Orientation; Persuasion; Negotiation; Time Man-
agement; Coordination; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Judgment and Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: Public Rela-
tions/Image Management; Advertising; Marketing/
Marketing Management, General. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; Fine Arts; 
Design; Production and Processing; Communica-
tions and Media; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Sitting; repetitive motions.

Advertising Sales Agents

 ! Personality Code: ECA
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,820
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,390
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 20.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,233
 ! Self-Employed: 5.6%
 ! Part-Time: 10.2%

Sell or solicit advertising, including graphic art, 
advertising space in publications, custom-made 
signs, or TV and radio advertising time. May 
obtain leases for outdoor advertising sites or per-
suade retailer to use sales promotion display items. 
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Prepare and deliver sales presentations to new and 
existing customers to sell new advertising programs 
and to protect and increase existing advertising. 
Explain to customers how specifi c types of advertis-
ing will help promote their products or services in 
the most e" ective way possible. Maintain assigned 
account bases while developing new accounts. Pro-
cess all correspondence and paperwork related to 
accounts. Deliver advertising or illustration proofs 
to customers for approval. Draw up contracts for 
advertising work and collect payments due. Locate 
and contact potential clients to o" er advertising ser-
vices. Provide clients with estimates of the costs of 
advertising products or services. Recommend appro-
priate sizes and formats for advertising, depending 
on medium being used. Inform customers of avail-
able options for advertisement artwork and provide 
samples. Obtain and study information about cli-
ents’ products, needs, problems, advertising history, 
and business practices to o" er e" ective sales presenta-
tions and appropriate product assistance. Determine 
advertising medium to be used and prepare sample 
advertisements within the selected medium for pre-
sentation to customers. Consult with company o!  -
cials, sales departments, and advertising agencies 
to develop promotional plans. Prepare promotional 
plans, sales literature, media kits, and sales contracts, 
using computer. Identify new advertising markets 
and propose products to serve them. Write copy as 
part of layout. Attend sales meetings, industry trade 
shows, and training seminars to gather information, 
promote products, expand network of contacts, and 
increase knowledge. Gather all relevant material for 
bid processes and coordinate bidding and contract 
approval. Arrange for commercial taping sessions 
and accompany clients to sessions. Write sales out-
lines for use by sta" .

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.03. 
General Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Insurance Sales Agents; Personal Financial Advisors; 
Sales Agents, Financial Services; Sales Agents, Secu-
rities and Commodities.

Skills: Negotiation; Management of Financial 
Resources; Persuasion; Speaking; Social Perceptive-
ness; Complex Problem Solving; Writing; Service 
Orientation.

Education and Training Program: Advertising. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; 
Economics and Accounting; Communications and 
Media; Customer and Personal Service; English Lan-
guage; Transportation.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; standing.

Air Traf! c Controllers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $112,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $47,290
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 10.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,213
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 2.1%

Control air tra!  c on and within vicinity of air-
port and movement of air tra!  c between alti-
tude sectors and control centers according to 
established procedures and policies. Authorize, 
regulate, and control commercial airline fl ights 
according to government or company regulations 
to expedite and ensure fl ight safety. Issue landing 
and take-o"  authorizations and instructions. Mon-
itor and direct the movement of aircraft within an 
assigned airspace and on the ground at airports to 
minimize delays and maximize safety. Monitor air-
craft within a specifi c airspace, using radar, com-
puter equipment, and visual references. Inform pilots 
about nearby planes as well as potentially hazard-
ous conditions such as weather, speed and direction 
of wind, and visibility problems. Provide fl ight path 
changes or directions to emergency landing fi elds for 
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_____________________________________________ Enterprising Occupations: Appraisers, Real Estate 

pilots traveling in bad weather or in emergency situ-
ations. Alert airport emergency services in cases of 
emergency and when aircraft experience di!  culties. 
Direct pilots to runways when space is available or 
direct them to maintain a tra!  c pattern until there 
is space for them to land. Transfer control of depart-
ing fl ights to tra!  c control centers and accept control 
of arriving fl ights. Direct ground tra!  c, including 
taxiing aircraft, maintenance and baggage vehicles, 
and airport workers. Determine the timing and pro-
cedures for fl ight vector changes. Maintain radio and 
telephone contact with adjacent control towers, ter-
minal control units, and other area control centers in 
order to coordinate aircraft movement. Contact pilots 
by radio to provide meteorological, navigational, and 
other information. Initiate and coordinate searches 
for missing aircraft. Check conditions and tra!  c at 
di" erent altitudes in response to pilots’ requests for 
altitude changes. Relay to control centers air tra!  c 
information such as courses, altitudes, and expected 
arrival times. Compile information about fl ights 
from fl ight plans, pilot reports, radar, and observa-
tions. Inspect, adjust, and control radio equipment 
and airport lights. Conduct prefl ight briefi ngs on 
weather conditions, suggested routes, altitudes, indi-
cations of turbulence, and other fl ight safety infor-
mation. Analyze factors such as weather reports, fuel 
requirements, and maps in order to determine air 
routes. Organize fl ight plans and tra!  c management 
plans to prepare for planes about to enter assigned 
airspace.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.10. Communications 
Technology. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Air-
fi eld Operations Specialists; Dispatchers, Except 
Police, Fire, and Ambulance; Police, Fire, and Ambu-
lance Dispatchers; Telephone Operators.

Skills: Operation and Control; Operation Monitor-
ing; Coordination; Complex Problem Solving; Active 
Listening; Instructing; Judgment and Decision Mak-
ing; Monitoring.

Education and Training Program: Air Tra!  c 
Controller Training. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Transportation; Geography; Telecommunications; 

Public Safety and Security; Physics; Education and 
Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Appraisers, Real Estate

 ! Personality Code: ECR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $46,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,110
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,493
 ! Self-Employed: 32.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.4%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Assessors.

Appraise real property to determine its value for 
purchase, sales, investment, mortgage, or loan 
purposes. Prepare written reports that estimate 
property values, outline methods by which the esti-
mations were made, and meet appraisal standards. 
Compute fi nal estimation of property values, taking 
into account such factors as depreciation, replace-
ment costs, value comparisons of similar proper-
ties, and income potential. Search public records for 
transactions such as sales, leases, and assessments. 
Inspect properties to evaluate construction, condi-
tion, special features, and functional design and to 
take property measurements. Photograph interiors 
and exteriors of properties in order to assist in esti-
mating property value, substantiate fi ndings, and 
complete appraisal reports. Evaluate land and neigh-
borhoods where properties are situated, consider-
ing locations and trends or impending changes that 
could infl uence future values. Obtain county land 
values and sales information about nearby properties 
in order to aid in establishment of property values. 
Verify legal descriptions of properties by comparing 
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them to county records. Check building codes and 
zoning bylaws in order to determine any e" ects on 
the properties being appraised. Estimate building 
replacement costs, using building valuation manu-
als and professional cost estimators. Examine income 
records and operating costs of income properties. 
Interview persons familiar with properties and imme-
diate surroundings, such as contractors, homeowners, 
and realtors, in order to obtain pertinent informa-
tion. Examine the type and location of nearby ser-
vices such as shopping centers, schools, parks, and 
other neighborhood features in order to evaluate 
their impact on property values. Draw land diagrams 
that will be used in appraisal reports to support fi nd-
ings. Testify in court as to the value of a piece of real 
estate property.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insur-
ance Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, Examiners, 
and Investigators; Claims Examiners, Property and 
Casualty Insurance; Cost Estimators; Credit Ana-
lysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance Adjusters, Exam-
iners, and Investigators; Insurance Appraisers, Auto 
Damage; Insurance Underwriters; Loan Counsel-
ors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research Analysts; Sur-
vey Researchers.

Skills: Mathematics; Writing; Critical # inking; 
Management of Financial Resources; Equipment 
Selection; Complex Problem Solving; Speaking; 
Technology Design.

Education and Training Program: Real Estate. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and Con-
struction; Economics and Accounting; Geography; 
Clerical Practices; Law and Government; Sales and 
Marketing.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; sitting.

Chief Executives

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: More than $145,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $64,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Cannot be 

calculated
 ! Growth: 2.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 21,209
 ! Self-Employed: 22.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.5%

Determine and formulate policies and provide 
the overall direction of companies or private and 
public sector organizations within the guidelines 
set up by a board of directors or similar govern-
ing body. Plan, direct, or coordinate operational 
activities at the highest level of management with 
the help of subordinate executives and sta#  man-
agers. Direct and coordinate an organization’s fi nan-
cial and budget activities in order to fund operations, 
maximize investments, and increase e!  ciency. Con-
fer with board members, organization o!  cials, and 
sta"  members to discuss issues, coordinate activities, 
and resolve problems. Analyze operations to evaluate 
performance of a company and its sta"  in meeting 
objectives and to determine areas of potential cost 
reduction, program improvement, or policy change. 
Direct, plan, and implement policies, objectives, and 
activities of organizations or businesses in order to 
ensure continuing operations, to maximize returns 
on investments, and to increase productivity. Prepare 
budgets for approval, including those for funding and 
implementation of programs. Direct and coordinate 
activities of businesses or departments concerned 
with production, pricing, sales, and/or distribution of 
products. Negotiate or approve contracts and agree-
ments with suppliers, distributors, federal and state 
agencies, and other organizational entities. Review 
reports submitted by sta"  members in order to rec-
ommend approval or to suggest changes. Appoint 
department heads or managers and assign or delegate 
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responsibilities to them. Direct human resources 
activities, including the approval of human resource 
plans and activities, the selection of directors and 
other high-level sta" , and establishment and orga-
nization of major departments. Preside over or serve 
on boards of directors, management committees, or 
other governing boards. Prepare and present reports 
concerning activities, expenses, budgets, government 
statutes and rulings, and other items a" ecting busi-
nesses or program services. Establish departmen-
tal responsibilities and coordinate functions among 
departments and sites. Implement corrective action 
plans to solve organizational or departmental prob-
lems. Coordinate the development and implemen-
tation of budgetary control systems, recordkeeping 
systems, and other administrative control processes. 
Direct non-merchandising departments such as 
advertising, purchasing, credit, and accounting. 
Deliver speeches, write articles, and present informa-
tion at meetings or conventions in order to promote 
services, exchange ideas, and accomplish objectives.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.01. Managerial 
Work in General Business. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Compensation and Benefi ts Managers; Gen-
eral and Operations Managers; Human Resources 
Managers; Training and Development Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Negotiation; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Systems Evaluation; Coordination; Oper-
ations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Business 
Administration/Management; Business/Commerce, 
General; Entrepreneurship/Entrepreneurial Studies; 
International Business/Trade/Commerce; Interna-
tional Relations and A" airs; Public Administration; 
Public Administration and Services, Other; Pub-
lic Policy Analysis; Transportation/Transporta-
tion Management. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Economics and Accounting; Administration and 
Management; Sales and Marketing; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Law and Government; Medicine 
and Dentistry.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Compensation and Bene! ts 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $81,410
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,121
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 2.7%

Plan, direct, or coordinate compensation and ben-
efi ts activities and sta#  of an organization. Design, 
evaluate, and modify benefi ts policies to ensure that 
programs are current, competitive, and in compli-
ance with legal requirements. Analyze compensa-
tion policies, government regulations, and prevailing 
wage rates to develop competitive compensation 
plans. Fulfi ll all reporting requirements of all rele-
vant government rules and regulations, including the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). 
Direct preparation and distribution of written and 
verbal information to inform employees of bene-
fi ts, compensation, and personnel policies. Admin-
ister, direct, and review employee benefi t programs, 
including the integration of benefi t programs fol-
lowing mergers and acquisitions. Plan, direct, super-
vise, and coordinate work activities of subordinates 
and sta"  relating to employment, compensation, 
labor relations, and employee relations. Identify and 
implement benefi ts to increase the quality of life for 
employees by working with brokers and researching 
benefi ts issues. Manage the design and development 
of tools to assist employees in benefi ts selection and 
to guide managers through compensation decisions. 
Prepare detailed job descriptions and classifi cation 
systems and defi ne job levels and families in partner-
ship with other managers. Prepare budgets for per-
sonnel operations. Formulate policies, procedures, 
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and programs for recruitment, testing, placement, 
classifi cation, orientation, benefi ts and compensation, 
and labor and industrial relations. Mediate between 
benefi ts providers and employees, such as by assist-
ing in handling employees’ benefi ts-related questions 
or taking suggestions. Develop methods to improve 
employment policies, processes, and practices and 
recommend changes to management. Study legisla-
tion, arbitration decisions, and collective bargaining 
contracts to assess industry trends. Maintain records 
and compile statistical reports concerning person-
nel-related data such as hires, transfers, performance 
appraisals, and absenteeism rates. Negotiate bargain-
ing agreements. Conduct exit interviews to identify 
reasons for employee termination. Plan and conduct 
new employee orientations to foster positive attitude 
toward organizational objectives.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.01. Managerial 
Work in General Business. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Chief Executives; General and Operations 
Managers; Human Resources Managers; Training 
and Development Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Systems Analysis; 
Systems Evaluation; Negotiation; Writing; Persua-
sion; Judgment and Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Labor and Industrial Relations. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Personnel and Human 
Resources; Economics and Accounting; Administra-
tion and Management; Mathematics; Law and Gov-
ernment; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Computer and Information Systems 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: ECI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $108,070
 ! Beginning Wage: $65,760
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 30,887
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 2.1%

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in such fi elds 
as electronic data processing, information sys-
tems, systems analysis, and computer program-
ming. Review project plans to plan and coordinate 
project activity. Manage backup, security, and user 
help systems. Develop and interpret organizational 
goals, policies, and procedures. Develop computer 
information resources, providing for data security 
and control, strategic computing, and disaster recov-
ery. Consult with users, management, vendors, and 
technicians to assess computing needs and system 
requirements. Stay abreast of advances in technology. 
Meet with department heads, managers, supervisors, 
vendors, and others to solicit cooperation and resolve 
problems. Provide users with technical support for 
computer problems. Recruit, hire, train, and super-
vise sta"  or participate in sta!  ng decisions. Evaluate 
data processing proposals to assess project feasibility 
and requirements. Review and approve all systems 
charts and programs prior to their implementation. 
Control operational budget and expenditures. Direct 
daily operations of department, analyzing workfl ow, 
establishing priorities, developing standards, and set-
ting deadlines. Assign and review the work of systems 
analysts, programmers, and other computer-related 
workers. Evaluate the organization’s technology use 
and needs and recommend improvements such as 
hardware and software upgrades. Prepare and review 
operational reports or project progress reports. Pur-
chase necessary equipment.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.01. Managerial Work 
in Information Technology. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Network and Computer Systems 
Administrators.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis; Manage-
ment of Financial Resources; Systems Evaluation; 
Management of Material Resources; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Operation Monitoring; Qual-
ity Control Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Information Science/
Studies; Computer Science; System Administration/
Administrator; Operations Management and Super-
vision; Management Information Systems, General; 
Information Resources Management/CIO Train-
ing; Knowledge Management. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Telecommunications; Computers and 
Electronics; Economics and Accounting; Personnel 
and Human Resources; Production and Processing; 
Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Construction Managers

 ! Personality Code: ERC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $76,230
 ! Beginning Wage: $44,630
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 44,158
 ! Self-Employed: 56.3%
 ! Part-Time: 4.9%

Plan, direct, coordinate, or budget, usually 
through subordinate supervisory personnel, 
activities concerned with the construction and 
maintenance of structures, facilities, and systems. 

Participate in the conceptual development of a 
construction project and oversee its organiza-
tion, scheduling, and implementation. Schedule 
the project in logical steps and budget time required 
to meet deadlines. Confer with supervisory person-
nel, owners, contractors, and design professionals 
to discuss and resolve matters such as work proce-
dures, complaints, and construction problems. Pre-
pare contracts and negotiate revisions, changes, and 
additions to contractual agreements with architects, 
consultants, clients, suppliers, and subcontractors. 
Prepare and submit budget estimates and progress 
and cost tracking reports. Interpret and explain plans 
and contract terms to administrative sta" , work-
ers, and clients, representing the owner or devel-
oper. Plan, organize, and direct activities concerned 
with the construction and maintenance of structures, 
facilities, and systems. Take actions to deal with the 
results of delays, bad weather, or emergencies at con-
struction sites. Inspect and review projects to moni-
tor compliance with building and safety codes and 
other regulations. Study job specifi cations to deter-
mine appropriate construction methods. Select, con-
tract, and oversee workers who complete specifi c 
pieces of the project such as painting or plumbing. 
Obtain all necessary permits and licenses. Direct 
and supervise workers. Develop and implement qual-
ity control programs. Investigate damage, accidents, 
or delays at construction sites to ensure that proper 
procedures are being carried out. Determine labor 
requirements and dispatch workers to construction 
sites. Evaluate construction methods and determine 
cost-e" ectiveness of plans, using computers. Requisi-
tion supplies and materials to complete construction 
projects. Direct acquisition of land for construction 
projects.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 02. Architecture 
and Construction. Work Group: 02.01. Managerial 
Work in Architecture and Construction. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: No other jobs in this group.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Manage-
ment of Material Resources; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Systems Analysis; Systems Evaluation; 
Negotiation; Persuasion; Monitoring.
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Education and Training Programs: Construc-
tion Engineering Technology/Technician; Business/
Commerce, General; Business Administration and 
Management, General; Operations Management and 
Supervision; Construction Management. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Building and Construction; 
Design; Engineering and Technology; Mechanical 
Devices; Administration and Management; Person-
nel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Copy Writers

 ! Personality Code: EA
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 24,023
 ! Self-Employed: 65.9%
 ! Part-Time: 21.8%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Poets, 
Lyricists, and Creative Writers.

Write advertising copy for use by publication or 
broadcast media to promote sale of goods and ser-
vices. Write advertising copy for use by publication, 
broadcast, or Internet media to promote the sale of 
goods and services. Present drafts and ideas to cli-
ents. Discuss with the client the product, advertising 
themes and methods, and any changes that should be 
made in advertising copy. Consult with sales, media, 
and marketing representatives to obtain information 
on product or service and discuss style and length of 
advertising copy. Vary language and tone of messages 
based on product and medium. Edit or rewrite exist-
ing copy as necessary and submit copy for approval 
by supervisor. Write to customers in their terms and 
on their level so that the advertiser’s sales message is 
more readily received. Write articles; bulletins; sales 

letters; speeches; and other related informative, mar-
keting, and promotional material. Invent names for 
products and write the slogans that appear on pack-
aging, brochures, and other promotional material. 
Review advertising trends, consumer surveys, and 
other data regarding marketing of goods and ser-
vices to determine the best way to promote products. 
Develop advertising campaigns for a wide range of 
clients, working with an advertising agency’s creative 
director and art director to determine the best way 
to present advertising information. Conduct research 
and interviews to determine which of a product’s sell-
ing features should be promoted.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.02. Writing and Edit-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Editors; Poets, 
Lyricists, and Creative Writers; Technical Writers; 
Writers and Authors.

Skills: Persuasion; Technology Design; Equipment 
Selection; Quality Control Analysis; Time Manage-
ment; Writing; Active Listening; Negotiation.

Education and Training Programs: Communica-
tion Studies/Speech Communication and Rhetoric; 
Mass Communication/Media Studies; Journalism; 
Broadcast Journalism; Communication, Journalism, 
and Related Programs, Other; English Composition. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Communications and 
Media; Sales and Marketing; Sociology and Anthro-
pology; English Language; Computers and Electron-
ics; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.
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Criminal Investigators and Special 
Agents

 ! Personality Code: EI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,746
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 2.2%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Immigration 
and Customs Inspectors, with Police Detectives, and with 
Police Identifi cation and Records O"  cers.

Investigate alleged or suspected criminal viola-
tions of federal, state, or local laws to determine if 
evidence is su!  cient to recommend prosecution. 
Record evidence and documents, using equipment 
such as cameras and photocopy machines. Obtain 
and verify evidence by interviewing and observ-
ing suspects and witnesses or by analyzing records. 
Examine records to locate links in chains of evidence 
or information. Prepare reports that detail investiga-
tion fi ndings. Determine scope, timing, and direc-
tion of investigations. Collaborate with other o!  ces 
and agencies to exchange information and coordi-
nate activities. Testify before grand juries concerning 
criminal activity investigations. Analyze evidence 
in laboratories or in the fi eld. Investigate organized 
crime, public corruption, fi nancial crime, copy-
right infringement, civil rights violations, bank rob-
bery, extortion, kidnapping, and other violations 
of federal or state statutes. Identify case issues and 
evidence needed, based on analysis of charges, com-
plaints, or allegations of law violations. Obtain and 
use search and arrest warrants. Serve subpoenas or 
other o!  cial papers. Collaborate with other author-
ities on activities such as surveillance, transcription, 
and research. Develop relationships with informants 
to obtain information related to cases. Search for and 

collect evidence such as fi ngerprints, using investiga-
tive equipment. Collect and record physical informa-
tion about arrested suspects, including fi ngerprints, 
height and weight measurements, and photographs. 
Compare crime scene fi ngerprints with those from 
suspects or fi ngerprint fi les to identify perpetrators, 
using computers. Administer counter-terrorism and 
counter-narcotics reward programs. Provide pro-
tection for individuals such as government leaders, 
political candidates, and visiting foreign dignitar-
ies. Perform undercover assignments and maintain 
surveillance, including monitoring authorized wire-
taps. Manage security programs designed to protect 
personnel, facilities, and information. Issue security 
clearances.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Public 
Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement and 
Public Safety. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Bai-
li" s; Correctional O!  cers and Jailers; Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators; Fire Investigators; Forensic 
Science Technicians; Parking Enforcement Workers; 
Police and Sheri" ’s Patrol O!  cers; Police Detectives; 
Police Identifi cation and Records O!  cers; Police 
Patrol O!  cers; Sheri" s and Deputy Sheri" s; Transit 
and Railroad Police.

Skills: Negotiation; Operations Analysis; Program-
ming; Judgment and Decision Making; Service Ori-
entation; Complex Problem Solving; Equipment 
Selection; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Criminal Jus-
tice/Police Science; Criminalistics and Criminal 
Science. Related Knowledge/Courses: Law and Gov-
ernment; Psychology; Geography; Public Safety and 
Security; Clerical Practices; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; very hot or cold; standing.
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Customer Service Representatives

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,040
 ! Beginning Wage: $18,490
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 24.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 600,937
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 16.5%

Interact with customers to provide information in 
response to inquiries about products and services 
and to handle and resolve complaints. Confer with 
customers by telephone or in person to provide infor-
mation about products and services, to take orders or 
cancel accounts, or to obtain details of complaints. 
Keep records of customer interactions and transac-
tions, recording details of inquiries, complaints, and 
comments, as well as actions taken. Resolve cus-
tomers’ service or billing complaints by performing 
activities such as exchanging merchandise, refund-
ing money, and adjusting bills. Check to ensure that 
appropriate changes were made to resolve customers’ 
problems. Contact customers to respond to inqui-
ries or to notify them of claim investigation results 
and any planned adjustments. Refer unresolved cus-
tomer grievances to designated departments for fur-
ther investigation. Determine charges for services 
requested, collect deposits or payments, or arrange 
for billing. Complete contract forms, prepare change 
of address records, and issue service discontinuance 
orders, using computers. Obtain and examine all rel-
evant information to assess validity of complaints and 
to determine possible causes, such as extreme weather 
conditions, that could increase utility bills. Solicit 
sale of new or additional services or products. Review 
insurance policy terms to determine whether a par-
ticular loss is covered by insurance. Review claims 
adjustments with dealers, examining parts claimed to 
be defective and approving or disapproving dealers’ 
claims. Compare disputed merchandise with original 

requisitions and information from invoices and pre-
pare invoices for returned goods. Order tests that 
could determine the causes of product malfunctions. 
Recommend improvements in products, packaging, 
shipping, service, or billing methods and procedures 
to prevent future problems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.06. 
Customer Service. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Cashiers; Counter and Rental Clerks; Gaming 
Cage Workers; Gaming Change Persons and Booth 
Cashiers; Order Clerks; Receptionists and Informa-
tion Clerks.

Skills: Service Orientation; Monitoring; Read-
ing Comprehension; Active Listening; Social 
Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Programs: Customer Ser-
vice Support/Call Center/Teleservice Operation; 
Receptionist. Related Knowledge/Courses: Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Clerical Practices; Sales 
and Marketing.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Demonstrators and Product 
Promoters

 ! Personality Code: ECR
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $22,570
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,440
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 18.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 32,779
 ! Self-Employed: 20.8%
 ! Part-Time: 56.1%

Demonstrate merchandise and answer questions 
for the purpose of creating public interest in buy-
ing the product. May sell demonstrated merchan-
dise. Demonstrate and explain products, methods, 
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or services in order to persuade customers to purchase 
products or utilize services. Learn about competitors’ 
products and consumers’ interests and concerns in 
order to answer questions and provide more com-
plete information. Recommend product or service 
improvements to employers. Train demonstrators to 
present a company’s products or services. Give tours 
of plants where specifi c products are made. Develop 
lists of prospective clients from sources such as news-
paper items, company records, local merchants, and 
customers. Contact businesses and civic establish-
ments to arrange to exhibit and sell merchandise. 
Visit trade shows, stores, community organizations, 
and other venues to demonstrate products or ser-
vices and to answer questions from potential cus-
tomers. Write articles and pamphlets about products. 
Transport, assemble, and disassemble materials used 
in presentations. Instruct customers in alteration of 
products. Collect fees or accept donations. Identify 
interested and qualifi ed customers in order to pro-
vide them with additional information. Work as part 
of a team of demonstrators to accommodate large 
crowds. Wear costumes or sign boards and walk in 
public to promote merchandise, services, or events. 
Provide product information, using lectures, fi lms, 
charts, and/or slide shows. Prepare and alter presenta-
tion contents to target specifi c audiences. Keep areas 
neat while working and return items to correct loca-
tions following demonstrations. Record and report 
demonstration-related information such as the num-
ber of questions asked by the audience and the num-
ber of coupons distributed. Research and investigate 
products to be presented to prepare for demonstra-
tions. Sell products being promoted and keep records 
of sales. Set up and arrange displays and demonstra-
tion areas to attract the attention of prospective cus-
tomers. Stock shelves with products. Suggest specifi c 
product purchases to meet customers’ needs. Provide 
product samples, coupons, informational brochures, 
and other incentives to persuade people to buy prod-
ucts. Practice demonstrations to ensure that they will 
run smoothly.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and Whole-
sale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.04. Personal 
Soliciting. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Door-

To-Door Sales Workers, News and Street Vendors, 
and Related Workers; Models; Telemarketers.

Skill: Persuasion.

Education and Training Program: Retailing and 
Retail Operations. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Sales and Marketing; Customer and Personal 
Service.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; standing; walking and running; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Detectives and Criminal 
Investigators

See Criminal Investigators and Special Agents (an 
Enterprising job), Immigration and Customs Inspectors 
(a Conventional job), Police Detectives (an Enterprising 
job), and Police Identifi cation and Records O"  cers (a 
Conventional job), described separately.

Directors, Religious Activities and 
Education

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $35,370
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,850
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 19.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 11,463
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 25.2%

Direct and coordinate activities of their chosen 
denominational groups to meet religious needs 
of students. Plan, direct, or coordinate church 
school programs designed to promote religious 
education among church membership. May pro-
vide counseling and guidance relative to marital, 
health, fi nancial, and religious problems. Analyze 
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member participation and changes in congregation 
emphasis to determine needs for religious education. 
Collaborate with other ministry members to estab-
lish goals and objectives for religious education pro-
grams and to develop ways to encourage program 
participation. Interpret religious education activities 
to the public through speaking, leading discussions, 
and writing articles for local and national publica-
tions. Implement program plans by ordering needed 
materials, scheduling speakers, reserving spaces, and 
handling other administrative details. Confer with 
clergy members, congregation o!  cials, and congre-
gation organizations to encourage support of and par-
ticipation in religious education activities. Develop 
and direct study courses and religious education pro-
grams within congregations. Locate and distribute 
resources such as periodicals and curricula in order 
to enhance the e" ectiveness of educational programs. 
Visit congregation members’ homes, or arrange for 
pastoral visits, in order to provide information and 
resources regarding religious education programs. 
Identify and recruit potential volunteer workers. Par-
ticipate in denominational activities aimed at goals 
such as promoting interfaith understanding or pro-
viding aid to new or small congregations. Publicize 
programs through sources such as newsletters, bul-
letins, and mailings. Counsel individuals regarding 
interpersonal, health, fi nancial, and religious prob-
lems. Attend workshops, seminars, and conferences 
to obtain program ideas, information, and resources. 
Analyze revenue and program cost data to determine 
budget priorities. Train and supervise religious edu-
cation instructional sta" s. Select appropriate curri-
cula and class structures for educational programs. 
Schedule special events such as camps, conferences, 
meetings, seminars, and retreats. Plan and conduct 
conferences dealing with the interpretation of reli-
gious ideas and convictions.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.02. Religious Work. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Clergy.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Social 
Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Speaking; Management 

of Financial Resources; Service Orientation; Coordi-
nation; Management of Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Bible/Biblical 
Studies; Missions/Missionary Studies and Missiol-
ogy; Religious Education; Youth Ministry. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Philosophy and # eology; 
Education and Training; # erapy and Counseling; 
Sales and Marketing; History and Archeology; Eco-
nomics and Accounting.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Directors—Stage, Motion Pictures, 
Television, and Radio

 ! Personality Code: EA
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,992
 ! Self-Employed: 29.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Producers, 
with Program Directors, with Talent Directors, and with 
Technical Directors/Managers.

Interpret script, conduct rehearsals, and direct 
activities of cast and technical crew for stage, 
motion pictures, television, or radio programs. 
Direct live broadcasts, fi lms and recordings, or non-
broadcast programming for public entertainment or 
education. Supervise and coordinate the work of cam-
era, lighting, design, and sound crew members. Study 
and research scripts to determine how they should 
be directed. Cut and edit fi lm or tape to integrate 
component parts into desired sequences. Collaborate 
with fi lm and sound editors during the post-produc-
tion process as fi lms are edited and soundtracks are 
added. Confer with technical directors, managers, 
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crew members, and writers to discuss details of pro-
duction, such as photography, script, music, sets, and 
costumes. Plan details such as framing, composi-
tion, camera movement, sound, and actor movement 
for each shot or scene. Communicate to actors the 
approach, characterization, and movement needed 
for each scene in such a way that rehearsals and 
takes are minimized. Establish pace of programs 
and sequences of scenes according to time require-
ments and cast and set accessibility. Choose settings 
and locations for fi lms and determine how scenes will 
be shot in these settings. Identify and approve equip-
ment and elements required for productions, such as 
scenery, lights, props, costumes, choreography, and 
music. Compile scripts, program notes, and other 
material related to productions. Perform producers’ 
duties such as securing fi nancial backing, establish-
ing and administering budgets, and recruiting cast 
and crew. Select plays or scripts for production and 
determine how material should be interpreted and 
performed. Compile cue words and phrases; cue 
announcers, cast members, and technicians during 
performances. Consult with writers, producers, or 
actors about script changes or “workshop” scripts, 
through rehearsal with writers and actors, to create 
fi nal drafts. Collaborate with producers to hire crew 
members such as art directors, cinematographers, 
and costumer designers. Review fi lm daily to check 
on work in progress and to plan for future fi lming. 
Interpret stage-set diagrams to determine stage lay-
outs and supervise placement of equipment and scen-
ery. Hold auditions for parts or negotiate contracts 
with actors determined suitable for specifi c roles, 
working in conjunction with producers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.06. Drama. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Actors; Costume Atten-
dants; Makeup Artists, # eatrical and Performance; 
Public Address System and Other Announcers; Radio 
and Television Announcers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Time 
Management; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Operations Analysis; Equipment Selection; Active 
Listening; Speaking; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and 
Television; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, Gen-
eral; Directing and # eatrical Production; # eatre/
# eatre Arts Management; Dramatic/# eatre Arts 
and Stagecraft, Other; Film/Cinema Studies; Cin-
ematography and Film/Video Production. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Communications and Media; 
Telecommunications; Fine Arts; Geography; Com-
puters and Electronics; Education and Training.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, 
or controls.

Education Administrators, 
Elementary and Secondary School

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $80,580
 ! Beginning Wage: $52,940
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 7.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 27,143
 ! Self-Employed: 3.3%
 ! Part-Time: 8.3%

Plan, direct, or coordinate the academic, cleri-
cal, or auxiliary activities of public or private ele-
mentary or secondary-level schools. Review and 
approve new programs or recommend modifi cations 
to existing programs, submitting program propos-
als for school board approval as necessary. Prepare, 
maintain, or oversee the preparation and mainte-
nance of attendance, activity, planning, or person-
nel reports and records. Confer with parents and sta"  
to discuss educational activities, policies, and student 
behavioral or learning problems. Prepare and submit 
budget requests and recommendations or grant pro-
posals to solicit program funding. Direct and coor-
dinate school maintenance services and the use of 
school facilities. Counsel and provide guidance to 
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students regarding personal, academic, vocational, or 
behavioral issues. Organize and direct committees of 
specialists, volunteers, and sta"  to provide technical 
and advisory assistance for programs. Teach classes 
or courses to students. Advocate for new schools to be 
built or for existing facilities to be repaired or remod-
eled. Plan and develop instructional methods and 
content for educational, vocational, or student activ-
ity programs. Develop partnerships with businesses, 
communities, and other organizations to help meet 
identifi ed educational needs and to provide school-
to-work programs. Direct and coordinate activities of 
teachers, administrators, and support sta"  at schools, 
public agencies, and institutions. Evaluate curricula, 
teaching methods, and programs to determine their 
e" ectiveness, e!  ciency, and utilization and to ensure 
that school activities comply with federal, state, and 
local regulations. Set educational standards and goals 
and help establish policies and procedures to carry 
them out. Recruit, hire, train, and evaluate primary 
and supplemental sta" . Enforce discipline and atten-
dance rules. Observe teaching methods and examine 
learning materials to evaluate and standardize curri-
cula and teaching techniques and to determine areas 
where improvement is needed. Establish, coordinate, 
and oversee particular programs across school dis-
tricts, such as programs to evaluate student academic 
achievement. Review and interpret government codes 
and develop programs to ensure adherence to codes 
and facility safety, security, and maintenance.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.01. Managerial Work in 
Education. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Edu-
cation Administrators, Postsecondary; Education 
Administrators, Preschool and Child Care Center/
Program; Instructional Coordinators.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Negotiation; 
Learning Strategies; Monitoring; Management of 
Material Resources; Systems Evaluation; Social 
Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Programs: Educational 
Leadership and Administration, General; Educa-
tional, Instructional, and Curriculum Supervision; 

Elementary and Middle School Administration/
Principalship; Secondary School Administration/
Principalship; Educational Administration and 
Supervision, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
# erapy and Counseling; Education and Training; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Psychology; Soci-
ology and Anthropology; History and Archeology.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing.

Education Administrators, 
Postsecondary

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $75,780
 ! Beginning Wage: $41,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,121
 ! Self-Employed: 3.3%
 ! Part-Time: 8.3%

Plan, direct, or coordinate research, instructional, 
student administration and services, and other 
educational activities at postsecondary institu-
tions, including universities, colleges, and junior 
and community colleges. Recruit, hire, train, and 
terminate departmental personnel. Plan, adminis-
ter, and control budgets; maintain fi nancial records; 
and produce fi nancial reports. Represent institutions 
at community and campus events, in meetings with 
other institution personnel, and during accreditation 
processes. Participate in faculty and college commit-
tee activities. Provide assistance to faculty and sta"  
in duties such as teaching classes, conducting orien-
tation programs, issuing transcripts, and scheduling 
events. Establish operational policies and proce-
dures and make any necessary modifi cations, based 
on analysis of operations, demographics, and other 
research information. Confer with other academic 
sta"  to explain and formulate admission require-
ments and course credit policies. Appoint individuals 
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to faculty positions and evaluate their performance. 
Direct activities of administrative departments 
such as admissions, registration, and career ser-
vices. Develop curricula and recommend curricula 
revisions and additions. Determine course sched-
ules and coordinate teaching assignments and room 
assignments to ensure optimum use of buildings and 
equipment. Consult with government regulatory and 
licensing agencies to ensure the institution’s confor-
mance with applicable standards. Direct, coordinate, 
and evaluate the activities of personnel engaged in 
administering academic institutions, departments, 
and/or alumni organizations. Teach courses within 
their department. Participate in student recruitment, 
selection, and admission, making admissions recom-
mendations when required to do so. Review student 
misconduct reports requiring disciplinary action and 
counsel students regarding such reports. Supervise 
coaches. Assess and collect tuition and fees. Direct 
scholarship, fellowship, and loan programs, per-
forming activities such as selecting recipients and 
distributing aid. Coordinate the production and dis-
semination of university publications such as course 
catalogs and class schedules. Review registration sta-
tistics and consult with faculty o!  cials to develop 
registration policies. Audit the fi nancial status of stu-
dent organizations and facility accounts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.01. Managerial Work in 
Education. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Edu-
cation Administrators, Elementary and Second-
ary School; Education Administrators, Preschool 
and Child Care Center/Program; Instructional 
Coordinators.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Systems Evaluation; 
Persuasion; Monitoring; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Management of Material Resources; Oper-
ations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Educational 
Leadership and Administration, General; Educa-
tional, Instructional, and Curriculum Supervision; 
Higher Education/Higher Education Administra-
tion; Community College Education; Educational 

Administration and Supervision, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Personnel and Human 
Resources; Education and Training; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Administration and Management; 
Philosophy and # eology; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Employment Interviewers

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,380
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 18.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 33,588
 ! Self-Employed: 2.1%
 ! Part-Time: 7.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Personnel 
Recruiters.

Interview job applicants in employment o!  ce and 
refer them to prospective employers for consid-
eration. Search application fi les, notify selected 
applicants of job openings, and refer qualifi ed 
applicants to prospective employers. Contact 
employers to verify referral results. Record and 
evaluate various pertinent data. Inform applicants 
of job openings and details such as duties and respon-
sibilities, compensation, benefi ts, schedules, working 
conditions, and promotion opportunities. Interview 
job applicants to match their qualifi cations with 
employers’ needs, recording and evaluating applicant 
experience, education, training, and skills. Review 
employment applications and job orders to match 
applicants with job requirements, using manual or 
computerized fi le searches. Select qualifi ed appli-
cants or refer them to employers according to orga-
nization policy. Perform reference and background 
checks on applicants. Maintain records of applicants 
not selected for employment. Instruct job applicants 
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in presenting a positive image by providing help with 
resume writing, personal appearance, and inter-
view techniques. Refer applicants to services such as 
vocational counseling, literacy or language instruc-
tion, transportation assistance, vocational training, 
and child care. Contact employers to solicit orders 
for job vacancies, determining their requirements 
and recording relevant data such as job descriptions. 
Conduct workshops and demonstrate the use of job 
listings to assist applicants with skill building. Search 
for and recruit applicants for open positions through 
campus job fairs and advertisements. Provide back-
ground information on organizations with which 
interviews are scheduled. Administer assessment tests 
to identify skill-building needs. Conduct or arrange 
for skill, intelligence, or psychological testing of appli-
cants and current employees. Hire workers and place 
them with employers needing temporary help. Eval-
uate selection and testing techniques by conducting 
research or follow-up activities and conferring with 
management and supervisory personnel.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.03. Human 
Resources Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Compensation, Benefi ts, and Job Analysis 
Specialists; Employment, Recruitment, and Place-
ment Specialists; Personnel Recruiters; Training and 
Development Specialists.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Ser-
vice Orientation; Social Perceptiveness; Persuasion; 
Negotiation; Writing; Speaking; Instructing.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Labor and Industrial Relations. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Foreign Language; Clerical 
Practices; Personnel and Human Resources; Sales 
and Marketing; Customer and Personal Service; 
English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Employment, Recruitment, and 
Placement Specialists

See Employment Interviewers (an Enterprising job) and 
Personnel Recruiters (an Enterprising job), described 
separately.

Engineering Managers

 ! Personality Code: ERI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $111,020
 ! Beginning Wage: $70,640
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 7.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,404
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 2.0%

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities or research 
and development in such fi elds as architecture and 
engineering. Coordinate and direct projects, making 
detailed plans to accomplish goals and directing the 
integration of technical activities. Consult or negoti-
ate with clients to prepare project specifi cations. Pres-
ent and explain proposals, reports, and fi ndings to 
clients. Direct, review, and approve product design 
and changes. Recruit employees, assign, direct, and 
evaluate their work, and oversee the development and 
maintenance of sta"  competence. Perform admin-
istrative functions such as reviewing and writing 
reports, approving expenditures, enforcing rules, and 
making decisions about the purchase of materials or 
services. Prepare budgets, bids, and contracts, and 
direct the negotiation of research contracts. Analyze 
technology, resource needs, and market demand, to 
plan and assess the feasibility of projects. Confer with 
management, production, and marketing sta"  to dis-
cuss project specifi cations and procedures. Review 
and recommend or approve contracts and cost esti-
mates. Develop and implement policies, standards, 
and procedures for the engineering and technical 
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work performed in the department, service, labora-
tory, or fi rm. Plan and direct the installation, test-
ing, operation, maintenance, and repair of facilities 
and equipment. Administer highway planning, con-
struction, and maintenance. Confer with and report 
to o!  cials and the public to provide information and 
solicit support for projects. Set scientifi c and techni-
cal goals within broad outlines provided by top man-
agement. Direct the engineering of water control, 
treatment, and distribution projects. Plan, direct, 
and coordinate survey work with other sta"  activi-
ties, certifying survey work, and writing land legal 
descriptions.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.01. Managerial Work in Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Natural Sciences Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Systems Analysis; 
Management of Material Resources; Systems Evalua-
tion; Negotiation; Mathematics; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Architec-
ture (BArch, BA/BS, MArch, MA/MS, PhD); City/
Urban, Community and Regional Planning; Envi-
ronmental Design/Architecture; Interior Architec-
ture; Landscape Architecture (BS, BSLA, BLA, 
MSLA, MLA, PhD); Engineering, General; Aero-
space, Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering; 
Agricultural/Biological Engineering and Bioengi-
neering; Architectural Engineering; Biomedical/
Medical Engineering; others. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Engineering and Technology; Design; 
Physics; Building and Construction; Computers and 
Electronics; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Financial Managers

See Financial Managers, Branch or Department (an 
Enterprising job) and Treasurers and Controllers (a 
Conventional job), described separately.

Financial Managers, Branch or 
Department

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $95,310
 ! Beginning Wage: $51,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 57,589
 ! Self-Employed: 4.6%
 ! Part-Time: 4.2%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Treasurers 
and Controllers.

Direct and coordinate fi nancial activities of work-
ers in a branch, o!  ce, or department of an estab-
lishment, such as branch bank, brokerage fi rm, 
risk and insurance department, or credit depart-
ment. Establish and maintain relationships with 
individual and business customers and provide assis-
tance with problems these customers may encounter. 
Examine, evaluate, and process loan applications. 
Plan, direct, and coordinate the activities of work-
ers in branches, o!  ces, or departments of such estab-
lishments as branch banks, brokerage fi rms, risk 
and insurance departments, or credit departments. 
Oversee the fl ow of cash and fi nancial instruments. 
Recruit sta"  members and oversee training programs. 
Network within communities to fi nd and attract 
new business. Approve or reject, or coordinate the 
approval and rejection of, lines of credit and commer-
cial, real estate, and personal loans. Prepare fi nancial 
and regulatory reports required by laws, regulations, 
and boards of directors. Establish procedures for cus-
tody and control of assets, records, loan collateral, and 
securities in order to ensure safekeeping. Review col-
lection reports to determine the status of collections 
and the amounts of outstanding balances. Prepare 
operational and risk reports for management analysis. 
Evaluate fi nancial reporting systems, accounting and 
collection procedures, and investment activities and 
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make recommendations for changes to procedures, 
operating systems, budgets, and other fi nancial con-
trol functions. Plan, direct, and coordinate risk and 
insurance programs of establishments to control risks 
and losses. Submit delinquent accounts to attorneys 
or outside agencies for collection. Communicate with 
stockholders and other investors to provide informa-
tion and to raise capital. Evaluate data pertaining to 
costs in order to plan budgets. Analyze and classify 
risks and investments to determine their potential 
impacts on companies. Review reports of securities 
transactions and price lists in order to analyze mar-
ket conditions. Develop and analyze information to 
assess the current and future fi nancial status of fi rms. 
Direct insurance negotiations, select insurance bro-
kers and carriers, and place insurance.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.01. Managerial Work 
in Finance and Insurance. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Financial Managers; Treasurers and 
Controllers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Service Orienta-
tion; Time Management; Persuasion; Negotiation; 
Instructing; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Accounting and 
Finance; Finance, General; International Finance; 
Public Finance; Credit Management; Finance and 
Financial Management Services, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Account-
ing; Sales and Marketing; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal 
Service; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Construction Trades and Extraction 
Workers

 ! Personality Code: ERC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $55,950
 ! Beginning Wage: $34,870
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 9.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 82,923
 ! Self-Employed: 24.4%
 ! Part-Time: 3.0%

Directly supervise and coordinate activities of 
construction or extraction workers. Examine and 
inspect work progress, equipment, and construction 
sites to verify safety and to ensure that specifi cations 
are met. Read specifi cations such as blueprints to 
determine construction requirements and to plan pro-
cedures. Estimate material and worker requirements 
to complete jobs. Supervise, coordinate, and sched-
ule the activities of construction or extractive work-
ers. Confer with managerial and technical personnel, 
other departments, and contractors in order to resolve 
problems and to coordinate activities. Coordinate 
work activities with other construction project activ-
ities. Locate, measure, and mark site locations and 
placement of structures and equipment, using mea-
suring and marking equipment. Order or requisition 
materials and supplies. Record information such as 
personnel, production, and operational data on spec-
ifi ed forms and reports. Assign work to employees, 
based on material and worker requirements of spe-
cifi c jobs. Provide assistance to workers engaged in 
construction or extraction activities, using hand tools 
and equipment. Train workers in construction meth-
ods, operation of equipment, safety procedures, and 
company policies. Analyze worker and production 
problems and recommend solutions such as improv-
ing production methods or implementing motiva-
tional plans. Arrange for repairs of equipment and 
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machinery. Suggest or initiate personnel actions such 
as promotions, transfers, and hires.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 01. Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. Work Group: 01.01. Managerial 
Work in Agriculture and Natural Resources. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Aquacultural Man-
agers; Crop and Livestock Managers; Farm Labor 
Contractors; Farm, Ranch, and Other Agricultural 
Managers; Farmers and Ranchers; First-Line Super-
visors/Managers of Agricultural Crop and Horti-
cultural Workers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Animal Husbandry and Animal Care Workers; 
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Aquacultural 
Workers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Farm-
ing, Fishing, and Forestry Workers; First-Line Super-
visors/Managers of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
Groundskeeping Workers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Logging Workers; Nursery and Green-
house Managers; Park Naturalists; Purchasing Agents 
and Buyers, Farm Products.

Skills: Management of Material Resources; Instal-
lation; Equipment Maintenance; Repairing; Coor-
dination; Equipment Selection; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Blasting/
Blaster; Building/Construction Finishing, Man-
agement, and Inspection, Other; Building/Con-
struction Site Management/Manager; Building/
Construction Trades, Other; Building/Home/Con-
struction Inspection/Inspector; Building/property 
Maintenance and Management; Carpentry/Carpen-
ter; Concrete Finishing/Concrete Finisher; Drywall 
Installation/Drywaller; others. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Building and Construction; Mechani-
cal Devices; Design; Engineering and Technology; 
Production and Processing; Administration and 
Management.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; very hot or 
cold; contaminants; hazardous equipment; standing.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Food Preparation and Serving 
Workers

 ! Personality Code: ECR
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $28,040
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,920
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 11.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 154,175
 ! Self-Employed: 4.1%
 ! Part-Time: 14.5%

Supervise workers engaged in preparing and serv-
ing food. Compile and balance cash receipts at the 
end of the day or shift. Resolve customer complaints 
regarding food service. Inspect supplies, equipment, 
and work areas to ensure e!  cient service and confor-
mance to standards. Train workers in food prepara-
tion and in service, sanitation, and safety procedures. 
Control inventories of food, equipment, smallware, 
and liquor and report shortages to designated person-
nel. Observe and evaluate workers and work proce-
dures to ensure quality standards and service. Assign 
duties, responsibilities, and workstations to employ-
ees in accordance with work requirements. Estimate 
ingredients and supplies required to prepare a rec-
ipe. Perform personnel actions such as hiring and 
fi ring sta" , consulting with other managers as nec-
essary. Analyze operational problems, such as theft 
and wastage, and establish procedures to alleviate 
these problems. Specify food portions and courses, 
production and time sequences, and workstation and 
equipment arrangements. Recommend measures for 
improving work procedures and worker performance 
to increase service quality and enhance job safety. 
Greet and seat guests and present menus and wine 
lists. Present bills and accept payments. Forecast 
sta" , equipment, and supply requirements based on 
a master menu. Record production and operational 
data on specifi ed forms. Perform serving duties such E
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as carving meat, preparing fl ambé dishes, or serv-
ing wine and liquor. Purchase or requisition supplies 
and equipment needed to ensure quality and timely 
delivery of services. Collaborate with other person-
nel to plan menus, serving arrangements, and related 
details. Supervise and check the assembly of regular 
and special diet trays and the delivery of food trolleys 
to hospital patients. Schedule parties and take res-
ervations. Develop departmental objectives, budgets, 
policies, procedures, and strategies. Develop equip-
ment maintenance schedules and arrange for repairs. 
Evaluate new products for usefulness and suitability.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.01. Man-
agerial Work in Hospitality and Tourism. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Personal Service Workers; Food Service 
Managers; Gaming Managers; Gaming Supervisors; 
Lodging Managers.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Management of 
Financial Resources; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Operation Monitoring; Management of 
Material Resources; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Cooking and 
Related Culinary Arts, General; Restaurant, Culi-
nary, and Catering Management/Manager; Foodser-
vice Systems Administration/Management. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Food Production; Adminis-
tration and Management; Customer and Personal 
Service; Economics and Accounting; Sales and Mar-
keting; Production and Processing.

Work Environment: Indoors; minor burns, cuts, 
bites, or stings; standing; walking and running; 
using hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Housekeeping and Janitorial 
Workers

 ! Personality Code: ECR
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,850
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,650
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 12.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 30,613
 ! Self-Employed: 30.7%
 ! Part-Time: 10.8%

Supervise work activities of cleaning personnel 
in hotels, hospitals, o!  ces, and other establish-
ments. Direct activities for stopping the spread of 
infections in facilities such as hospitals. Inspect work 
performed to ensure that it meets specifi cations and 
established standards. Plan and prepare employee 
work schedules. Perform or assist with cleaning duties 
as necessary. Investigate complaints about service 
and equipment and take corrective action. Coordi-
nate activities with other departments to ensure that 
services are provided in an e!  cient and timely man-
ner. Check equipment to ensure that it is in work-
ing order. Inspect and evaluate the physical condition 
of facilities to determine the type of work required. 
Select the most suitable cleaning materials for di" er-
ent types of linens, furniture, fl ooring, and surfaces. 
Instruct sta"  in work policies and procedures and the 
use and maintenance of equipment. Issue supplies 
and equipment to workers. Forecast necessary levels 
of sta!  ng and stock at di" erent times to facilitate 
e" ective scheduling and ordering. Inventory stock to 
ensure that supplies and equipment are available in 
adequate amounts. Evaluate employee performance 
and recommend personnel actions such as promo-
tions, transfers, and dismissals. Confer with sta"  
to resolve performance and personnel problems and 
to discuss company policies. Establish and imple-
ment operational standards and procedures for the 
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_________________ Enterprising Occupations: First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Landscaping Workers

departments they supervise. Recommend or arrange 
for additional services such as painting, repair work, 
renovations, and the replacement of furnishings 
and equipment. Select and order or purchase new 
equipment, supplies, and furnishings. Recommend 
changes that could improve service and increase 
operational e!  ciency. Maintain required records of 
work hours, budgets, payrolls, and other informa-
tion. Screen job applicants and hire new employees. 
Supervise in-house services such as laundries, main-
tenance and repair, dry cleaning, and valet services. 
Advise managers, desk clerks, or admitting person-
nel of rooms ready for occupancy. Perform fi nan-
cial tasks such as estimating costs and preparing and 
managing budgets. Prepare activity and personnel 
reports and reports containing information such as 
occupancy, hours worked, facility usage, work per-
formed, and departmental expenses.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.02. Managerial 
Work in Business Detail. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Administrative Services Managers; First-
Line Supervisors/Managers of O!  ce and Adminis-
trative Support Workers; Meeting and Convention 
Planners.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Mon-
itoring; Equipment Maintenance; Equipment 
Selection; Service Orientation; Writing; Systems 
Evaluation; Science.

Education and Training Programs: No related CIP 
programs; this job is learned through work experi-
ence in a related occupation. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Chemistry; Building and Construction; 
Public Safety and Security; Physics; Mechanical 
Devices; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; disease 
or infections; standing; walking and running.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
Groundskeeping Workers

 ! Personality Code: ERC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,270
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 17.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,956
 ! Self-Employed: 44.1%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

Plan, organize, direct, or coordinate activities of 
workers engaged in landscaping or groundskee-
ping activities such as planting and maintaining 
ornamental trees, shrubs, fl owers, and lawns and 
applying fertilizers, pesticides, and other chem-
icals, according to contract specifi cations. May 
also coordinate activities of workers engaged in 
terracing hillsides, building retaining walls, con-
structing pathways, installing patios, and simi-
lar activities in following a landscape design plan. 
Work may involve reviewing contracts to ascer-
tain service, machine, and work force require-
ments; answering inquiries from potential 
customers regarding methods, material, and price 
ranges; and preparing estimates according to 
labor, material, and machine costs. Establish and 
enforce operating procedures and work standards 
that will ensure adequate performance and person-
nel safety. Inspect completed work to ensure con-
formance to specifi cations, standards, and contract 
requirements. Direct activities of workers who per-
form duties such as landscaping, cultivating lawns, 
or pruning trees and shrubs. Schedule work for crews 
depending on work priorities, crew and equipment 
availability, and weather conditions. Plant and main-
tain vegetation through activities such as mulching, 
fertilizing, watering, mowing, and pruning. Moni-
tor project activities to ensure that instructions are E
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followed, deadlines are met, and schedules are main-
tained. Train workers in tasks such as transplant-
ing and pruning trees and shrubs, fi nishing cement, 
using equipment, and caring for turf. Provide work-
ers with assistance in performing duties as necessary 
to meet deadlines. Inventory supplies of tools, equip-
ment, and materials to ensure that su!  cient supplies 
are available and items are in usable condition. Con-
fer with other supervisors to coordinate work activi-
ties with those of other departments or units. Perform 
personnel-related activities such as hiring workers, 
evaluating sta"  performance, and taking disciplinary 
actions when performance problems occur. Direct or 
perform mixing and application of fertilizers, insecti-
cides, herbicides, and fungicides. Review contracts or 
work assignments to determine service, machine, and 
workforce requirements for jobs. Maintain required 
records such as personnel information and proj-
ect records. Prepare and maintain required records 
such as work activity and personnel reports. Order 
the performance of corrective work when problems 
occur, and recommend procedural changes to avoid 
such problems. Identify diseases and pests a" ect-
ing landscaping, and order appropriate treatments. 
Investigate work-related complaints in order to ver-
ify problems, and to determine responses. Direct and 
assist workers engaged in the maintenance and repair 
of equipment such as power tools and motorized 
equipment. Install and maintain landscaped areas, 
performing tasks such as removing snow, pouring 
cement curbs, and repairing sidewalks.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 01. Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. Work Group: 01.01. Managerial 
Work in Agriculture and Natural Resources. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Aquacultural Managers; 
Crop and Livestock Managers; Farm Labor Contrac-
tors; Farm, Ranch, and Other Agricultural Manag-
ers; Farmers and Ranchers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Agricultural Crop and Horticultural 
Workers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Animal 
Husbandry and Animal Care Workers; First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Aquacultural Workers; 
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction 
Trades and Extraction Workers; First-Line Super-
visors/Managers of Farming, Fishing, and Forestry 

Workers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Log-
ging Workers; Nursery and Greenhouse Managers; 
Park Naturalists; Purchasing Agents and Buyers, 
Farm Products.

Skills: Repairing; Equipment Maintenance; Systems 
Analysis; Operations Analysis; Management of Per-
sonnel Resources; Equipment Selection; Monitoring; 
Operation and Control.

Education and Training Programs: Ornamental 
Horticulture; Landscaping and Groundskeeping; 
Turf and Turfgrass Management. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Mechanical Devices; Building and 
Construction; Biology; Design; Chemistry; Educa-
tion and Training.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; very hot 
or cold; contaminants; minor burns, cuts, bites, or 
stings; standing.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Non-Retail Sales Workers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $67,020
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,120
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 3.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 48,883
 ! Self-Employed: 45.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.3%

Directly supervise and coordinate activities of 
sales workers other than retail sales workers. May 
perform duties such as budgeting, accounting, and 
personnel work in addition to supervisory duties. 
Listen to and resolve customer complaints regarding 
services, products, or personnel. Monitor sales sta"  
performance to ensure that goals are met. Hire, train, 
and evaluate personnel. Confer with company o!  -
cials to develop methods and procedures to increase 
sales, expand markets, and promote business. Direct 
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_______________________Enterprising Occupations: First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Of! ce Workers 

and supervise employees engaged in sales, inventory-
taking, reconciling cash receipts, or performing spe-
cifi c services such as pumping gasoline for customers. 
Provide sta"  with assistance in performing di!  cult 
or complicated duties. Plan and prepare work sched-
ules and assign employees to specifi c duties. Attend 
company meetings to exchange product information 
and coordinate work activities with other depart-
ments. Prepare sales and inventory reports for man-
agement and budget departments. Formulate pricing 
policies on merchandise according to profi tability 
requirements. Examine merchandise to ensure cor-
rect pricing and display and ensure that it functions 
as advertised. Analyze details of sales territories to 
assess their growth potential and to set quotas. Visit 
retailers and sales representatives to promote prod-
ucts and gather information. Keep records pertain-
ing to purchases, sales, and requisitions. Coordinate 
sales promotion activities and prepare merchandise 
displays and advertising copy. Prepare rental or lease 
agreements, specifying charges and payment pro-
cedures for use of machinery, tools, or other items. 
Inventory stock and reorder when inventories drop 
to specifi ed levels. Examine products purchased for 
resale or received for storage to determine product 
condition.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.01. 
Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Ser-
vice. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Advertising 
and Promotions Managers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Retail Sales Workers; Funeral Direc-
tors; Marketing Managers; Property, Real Estate, 
and Community Association Managers; Purchasing 
Managers; Sales Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Negoti-
ation; Persuasion; Time Management; Social Percep-
tiveness; Operations Analysis; Monitoring; Judgment 
and Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: General Mer-
chandising, Sales, and Related Marketing Opera-
tions, Other; Special Products Marketing Operations; 
Specialized Merchandising, Sales, and Related Mar-
keting Operations, Other; Business, Management, 

Marketing, and Related Support Services, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; 
Economics and Accounting; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Administration and Management; Math-
ematics; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Of! ce and Administrative Support 
Workers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,650
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,190
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 5.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 138,420
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 7.9%

Supervise and coordinate the activities of clerical 
and administrative support workers. Resolve cus-
tomer complaints and answer customers’ questions 
regarding policies and procedures. Supervise the 
work of o!  ce, administrative, or customer service 
employees to ensure adherence to quality standards, 
deadlines, and proper procedures, correcting errors 
or problems. Provide employees with guidance in 
handling di!  cult or complex problems and in resolv-
ing escalated complaints or disputes. Implement cor-
porate and departmental policies, procedures, and 
service standards in conjunction with management. 
Discuss job performance problems with employees to 
identify causes and issues and to work on resolving 
problems. Train and instruct employees in job duties 
and company policies or arrange for training to be 
provided. Evaluate employees’ job performance and 
conformance to regulations and recommend appro-
priate personnel action. Recruit, interview, and select 
employees. Review records and reports pertaining to 
activities such as production, payroll, and shipping to E
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verify details, monitor work activities, and evaluate 
performance. Interpret and communicate work pro-
cedures and company policies to sta" . Prepare and 
issue work schedules, deadlines, and duty assignments 
of o!  ce or administrative sta" . Maintain records per-
taining to inventory, personnel, orders, supplies, and 
machine maintenance. Compute fi gures such as bal-
ances, totals, and commissions. Research, compile, 
and prepare reports, manuals, correspondence, and 
other information required by management or gov-
ernmental agencies. Coordinate activities with other 
supervisory personnel and with other work units or 
departments. Analyze fi nancial activities of establish-
ments or departments and provide input into bud-
get planning and preparation processes. Develop or 
update procedures, policies, and standards. Make 
recommendations to management concerning such 
issues as sta!  ng decisions and procedural changes. 
Consult with managers and other personnel to resolve 
problems in areas such as equipment performance, 
output quality, and work schedules. Participate in the 
work of subordinates to facilitate productivity or to 
overcome di!  cult aspects of work.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.02. Managerial 
Work in Business Detail. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Administrative Services Managers; First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and Janito-
rial Workers; Meeting and Convention Planners.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Negotiation; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Monitoring; Service 
Orientation; Persuasion; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Programs: No related 
CIP programs; this job is learned through work 
experience in a related occupation. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Economics and 
Accounting; Administration and Management; Per-
sonnel and Human Resources; Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Personal Service Workers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,900
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,820
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 15.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 37,555
 ! Self-Employed: 38.6%
 ! Part-Time: 15.8%

Supervise and coordinate activities of personal 
service workers such as fl ight attendants, hair-
dressers, or caddies. Requisition necessary supplies, 
equipment, and services. Inform workers about inter-
ests and special needs of specifi c groups. Participate 
in continuing education to stay abreast of industry 
trends and developments. Meet with managers and 
other supervisors to stay informed of changes a" ect-
ing operations. Collaborate with sta"  members to 
plan and develop programs of events, schedules of 
activities, or menus. Train workers in proper oper-
ational procedures and functions, and explain com-
pany policies. Furnish customers with information 
on events and activities. Resolve customer complaints 
regarding worker performance and services rendered. 
Analyze and record personnel and operational data, 
and write related activity reports. Observe and eval-
uate workers’ appearance and performance to ensure 
quality service and compliance with specifi cations. 
Inspect work areas and operating equipment to ensure 
conformance to established standards in areas such as 
cleanliness and maintenance. Direct and coordinate 
the activities of workers such as fl ight attendants, 
hotel sta" , or hair stylists. Assign work schedules, 
following work requirements, to ensure quality and 
timely delivery of service. Apply customer/guest feed-
back to service improvement e" orts. Direct market-
ing, advertising, and other customer recruitment 
e" orts. Take disciplinary action to address perfor-
mance problems. Recruit and hire sta"  members.
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_________________ Enterprising Occupations: First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police and Detectives

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, Tour-
ism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.01. Manage-
rial Work in Hospitality and Tourism. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Food Preparation and Serving Workers; Food Ser-
vice Managers; Gaming Managers; Gaming Supervi-
sors; Lodging Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Social 
Perceptiveness; Service Orientation; Learning Strate-
gies; Coordination; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Writing; Time Management.

Education and Training Program: Personal and 
Culinary Services, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Psychology; # erapy and Counseling; 
Education and Training; Philosophy and # eology; 
Medicine and Dentistry; Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting.

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Police and Detectives

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $72,620
 ! Beginning Wage: $43,720
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 9.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,373
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 0.8%

Supervise and coordinate activities of members of 
police force. Supervise and coordinate the investiga-
tion of criminal cases, o" ering guidance and exper-
tise to investigators, and ensuring that procedures 
are conducted in accordance with laws and regula-
tions. Maintain logs, prepare reports, and direct the 
preparation, handling, and maintenance of depart-
mental records. Explain police operations to subor-
dinates to assist them in performing their job duties. 

Cooperate with court personnel and o!  cials from 
other law enforcement agencies and testify in court 
as necessary. Review contents of written orders to 
ensure adherence to legal requirements. Investigate 
and resolve personnel problems within organization 
and charges of misconduct against sta" . Direct col-
lection, preparation, and handling of evidence and 
personal property of prisoners. Inform personnel of 
changes in regulations and policies, implications of 
new or amended laws, and new techniques of police 
work. Train sta"  in proper police work procedures. 
Monitor and evaluate the job performance of sub-
ordinates, and authorize promotions and transfers. 
Prepare work schedules and assign duties to subor-
dinates. Conduct raids and order detention of wit-
nesses and suspects for questioning. Discipline sta"  
for violation of departmental rules and regulations. 
Develop, implement, and revise departmental policies 
and procedures. Inspect facilities, supplies, vehicles, 
and equipment to ensure conformance to standards. 
Requisition and issue equipment and supplies. Meet 
with civic, educational, and community groups to 
develop community programs and events, and to dis-
cuss law enforcement subjects. Prepare news releases 
and respond to police correspondence. Prepare bud-
gets and manage expenditures of department funds. 
Direct release or transfer of prisoners.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.01. Managerial Work in 
Law and Public Safety. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Emergency Management Specialists; First-
Line Supervisors/Managers of Correctional O!  cers; 
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Fire Fighting and 
Prevention Workers; Forest Fire Fighting and Preven-
tion Supervisors; Municipal Fire Fighting and Pre-
vention Supervisors.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Sys-
tems Analysis; Negotiation; Systems Evaluation; 
Operation Monitoring; Writing; Social Perceptive-
ness; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Corrections; 
Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement Administration; 
Criminal Justice/Safety Studies. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Public Safety and Security; Law and E
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Government; Psychology; Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy; # erapy and Counseling; Personnel and Human 
Resources.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; very hot or cold; very bright or dim lighting; 
hazardous equipment; sitting.

Flight Attendants

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,120
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,880
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,773
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 24.9%

Provide personal services to ensure the safety and 
comfort of airline passengers during fl ight. Greet 
passengers, verify tickets, explain use of safety 
equipment, and serve food or beverages. Direct 
and assist passengers in the event of an emergency, 
such as directing passengers to evacuate a plane fol-
lowing an emergency landing. Announce and dem-
onstrate safety and emergency procedures such as the 
use of oxygen masks, seat belts, and life jackets. Walk 
aisles of planes to verify that passengers have complied 
with federal regulations prior to takeo" s and land-
ings. Verify that fi rst aid kits and other emergency 
equipment, including fi re extinguishers and oxygen 
bottles, are in working order. Administer fi rst aid to 
passengers in distress. Attend prefl ight briefi ngs con-
cerning weather, altitudes, routes, emergency proce-
dures, crew coordination, lengths of fl ights, food and 
beverage services o" ered, and numbers of passengers. 
Prepare passengers and aircraft for landing, follow-
ing procedures. Determine special assistance needs of 
passengers such as small children, the elderly, or dis-
abled persons. Check to ensure that food, beverages, 
blankets, reading material, emergency equipment, 

and other supplies are aboard and are in adequate 
supply. Reassure passengers when situations such as 
turbulence are encountered. Announce fl ight delays 
and descent preparations. Inspect passenger tickets to 
verify information and to obtain destination infor-
mation. Answer passengers’ questions about fl ights, 
aircraft, weather, travel routes and services, arrival 
times, and schedules. Assist passengers while enter-
ing or disembarking the aircraft. Inspect and clean 
cabins, checking for any problems and making sure 
that cabins are in order. Greet passengers boarding 
aircraft and direct them to assigned seats. Conduct 
periodic trips through the cabin to ensure passen-
ger comfort and to distribute reading material, head-
phones, pillows, playing cards, and blankets. Take 
inventory of headsets, alcoholic beverages, and 
money collected. Operate audio and video systems. 
Assist passengers in placing carry-on luggage in over-
head, garment, or under-seat storage. Prepare reports 
showing places of departure and destination, passen-
ger ticket numbers, meal and beverage inventories, 
the conditions of cabin equipment, and any problems 
encountered by passengers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.03. Hos-
pitality and Travel Services. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Baggage Porters and Bellhops; Con-
cierges; Hotel, Motel, and Resort Desk Clerks; Jani-
tors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping 
Cleaners; Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners; Reser-
vation and Transportation Ticket Agents and Travel 
Clerks; Tour Guides and Escorts; Transportation 
Attendants, Except Flight Attendants and Baggage 
Porters; Travel Agents; Travel Guides.

Skills: Service Orientation; Social Perceptiveness; 
Reading Comprehension; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: Airline Flight 
Attendant. Related Knowledge/Courses: Customer 
and Personal Service; Psychology; Geography; Trans-
portation; Philosophy and # eology; Public Safety 
and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
disease or infections; high places; standing.
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Food Service Managers

 ! Personality Code: ECR
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,570
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,240
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 5.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 59,302
 ! Self-Employed: 44.8%
 ! Part-Time: 8.0%

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities of an organiza-
tion or department that serves food and beverages. 
Monitor compliance with health and fi re regulations 
regarding food preparation and serving and building 
maintenance for lodging and dining facilities. Moni-
tor food preparation methods, portion sizes, and gar-
nishing and presentation of food to ensure that food 
is prepared and presented in an acceptable manner. 
Count money and make bank deposits. Investigate 
and resolve complaints regarding food quality, ser-
vice, or accommodations. Coordinate assignments of 
cooking personnel to ensure economical use of food 
and timely preparation. Schedule and receive food 
and beverage deliveries, checking delivery contents 
to verify product quality and quantity. Monitor bud-
gets and payroll records and review fi nancial trans-
actions to ensure that expenditures are authorized 
and budgeted. Schedule sta"  hours and assign duties. 
Maintain food and equipment inventories and keep 
inventory records. Establish standards for person-
nel performance and customer service. Perform some 
food preparation or service tasks such as cooking, 
clearing tables, and serving food and drinks, when 
necessary. Plan menus and food utilization based on 
anticipated number of guests, nutritional value, pal-
atability, popularity, and costs. Keep records required 
by government agencies regarding sanitation and, 
when appropriate, food subsidies. Test cooked food 
by tasting and smelling it to ensure palatability and 
fl avor conformity. Organize and direct worker train-
ing programs, resolve personnel problems, hire new 

sta" , and evaluate employee performance in dining 
and lodging facilities. Order and purchase equip-
ment and supplies. Review work procedures and 
operational problems to determine ways to improve 
service, performance, or safety. Assess sta!  ng needs 
and recruit sta" , using methods such as newspaper 
advertisements or attendance at job fairs. Arrange for 
equipment maintenance and repairs and coordinate 
a variety of services such as waste removal and pest 
control. Record the number, type, and cost of items 
sold to determine which items may be unpopular or 
less profi table. Review menus and analyze recipes to 
determine labor and overhead costs and assign prices 
to menu items.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.01. Man-
agerial Work in Hospitality and Tourism. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers; 
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service 
Workers; Gaming Managers; Gaming Supervisors; 
Lodging Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Systems Evaluation; 
Management of Material Resources; Systems Analy-
sis; Negotiation; Service Orientation; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Restaurant, 
Culinary, and Catering Management/Manager; 
Hospitality Administration/Management, Gen-
eral; Hotel/Motel Administration/Management; 
Restaurant/Food Services Management. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Food Production; Sales and 
Marketing; Personnel and Human Resources; Pro-
duction and Processing; Education and Training; 
Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; very hot or cold; 
standing; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.
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Gaming Managers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,410
 ! Beginning Wage: $36,740
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 24.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 549
 ! Self-Employed: 16.3%
 ! Part-Time: 4.5%

Plan, organize, direct, control, or coordinate 
gaming operations in a casino. Formulate gaming 
policies for their area of responsibility. Resolve cus-
tomer complaints regarding problems such as payout 
errors. Remove suspected cheaters, such as card coun-
ters and other players who may have systems that shift 
the odds of winning to their favor. Maintain famil-
iarity with all games used at a facility, as well as strat-
egies and tricks employed in those games. Train new 
workers and evaluate their performance. Circulate 
among gaming tables to ensure that operations are 
conducted properly, that dealers follow house rules, 
and that players are not cheating. Explain and inter-
pret house rules, such as game rules and betting lim-
its. Monitor sta!  ng levels to ensure that games and 
tables are adequately sta" ed for each shift, arranging 
for sta"  rotations and breaks and locating substitute 
employees as necessary. Interview and hire workers. 
Prepare work schedules and station assignments and 
keep attendance records. Direct the distribution of 
complimentary hotel rooms, meals, and other dis-
counts or free items given to players based on their 
length of play and betting totals. Establish policies 
on issues such as the type of gambling o" ered and the 
odds, the extension of credit, and the serving of food 
and beverages. Track supplies of money to tables and 
perform any required paperwork. Set and maintain 
a bank and table limit for each game. Monitor credit 
extended to players. Review operational expenses, 
budget estimates, betting accounts, and collection 
reports for accuracy. Record, collect, and pay o"  bets, 

issuing receipts as necessary. Direct workers compil-
ing summary sheets that show wager amounts and 
payo" s for races and events. Notify board attendants 
of table vacancies so that waiting patrons can play.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.01. Man-
agerial Work in Hospitality and Tourism. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers; 
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service 
Workers; Food Service Managers; Gaming Supervi-
sors; Lodging Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Systems Evaluation; 
Service Orientation; Negotiation; Operations Analy-
sis; Social Perceptiveness; Mathematics.

Education and Training Program: Personal and 
Culinary Services, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sales and Marketing; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Customer and Personal Service; 
Administration and Management; Economics and 
Accounting; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
standing; walking and running.

Gaming Supervisors

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $42,980
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 23.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 4,602
 ! Self-Employed: 29.2%
 ! Part-Time: 12.8%

Supervise gaming operations and personnel in an 
assigned area. Circulate among tables and observe 
operations. Ensure that stations and games are 
covered for each shift. May explain and interpret 
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operating rules of house to patrons. May plan and 
organize activities and create friendly atmosphere 
for guests in hotels/casinos. May adjust service 
complaints. Monitor game operations to ensure that 
house rules are followed, that tribal, state, and fed-
eral regulations are adhered to, and that employees 
provide prompt and courteous service. Observe gam-
blers’ behavior for signs of cheating such as mark-
ing, switching, or counting cards; notify security 
sta"  of suspected cheating. Maintain familiarity 
with the games at a facility and with strategies and 
tricks used by cheaters at such games. Perform paper-
work required for monetary transactions. Resolve 
customer and employee complaints. Greet customers 
and ask about the quality of service they are receiv-
ing. Establish and maintain banks and table limits for 
each game. Report customer-related incidents occur-
ring in gaming areas to supervisors. Monitor stations 
and games and move dealers from game to game 
to ensure adequate sta!  ng. Explain and interpret 
house rules, such as game rules and betting limits, 
for patrons. Supervise the distribution of complimen-
tary meals, hotel rooms, discounts, and other items 
given to players based on length of play and amount 
bet. Evaluate workers’ performance and prepare writ-
ten performance evaluations. Monitor patrons for 
signs of compulsive gambling, o" ering assistance if 
necessary. Record, issue receipts for, and pay o"  bets. 
Monitor and verify the counting, wrapping, weigh-
ing, and distribution of currency and coins. Direct 
workers compiling summary sheets for each race or 
event to record amounts wagered and amounts to be 
paid to winners. Determine how many gaming tables 
to open each day and schedule sta"  accordingly. 
Establish policies on types of gambling o" ered, odds, 
and extension of credit. Interview, hire, and train 
workers. Provide fi re protection and fi rst-aid assis-
tance when necessary. Review operational expenses, 
budget estimates, betting accounts, and collection 
reports for accuracy.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 09. Hospitality, 
Tourism, and Recreation. Work Group: 09.01. Man-
agerial Work in Hospitality and Tourism. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Food Preparation and Serving Workers; 

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Personal Service 
Workers; Food Service Managers; Gaming Manag-
ers; Lodging Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Instruct-
ing; Service Orientation; Monitoring; Social Percep-
tiveness; Mathematics; Critical # inking; Judgment 
and Decision Making.

Education and Training Program: Personal and 
Culinary Services, Other. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Customer and Personal Service; Psychol-
ogy; Mathematics; Law and Government; Sales and 
Marketing; Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
standing; walking and running.

General and Operations Managers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $88,700
 ! Beginning Wage: $43,990
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 1.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 112,072
 ! Self-Employed: 0.9%
 ! Part-Time: 3.2%

Plan, direct, or coordinate the operations of com-
panies or public and private sector organizations. 
Duties and responsibilities include formulating 
policies, managing daily operations, and plan-
ning the use of materials and human resources, 
but are too diverse and general in nature to be 
classifi ed in any one functional area of manage-
ment or administration, such as personnel, pur-
chasing, or administrative services. Includes 
owners and managers who head small business 
establishments whose duties are primarily mana-
gerial. Oversee activities directly related to making 
products or providing services. Direct and coordinate 
activities of businesses or departments concerned 
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with the production, pricing, sales, or distribution 
of products. Review fi nancial statements, sales and 
activity reports, and other performance data to mea-
sure productivity and goal achievement and to deter-
mine areas needing cost reduction and program 
improvement. Manage sta" , preparing work sched-
ules and assigning specifi c duties. Direct and coordi-
nate organization’s fi nancial and budget activities to 
fund operations, maximize investments, and increase 
e!  ciency. Establish and implement departmental 
policies, goals, objectives, and procedures, conferring 
with board members, organization o!  cials, and sta"  
members as necessary. Determine sta!  ng require-
ments, and interview, hire, and train new employ-
ees, or oversee those personnel processes. Plan and 
direct activities such as sales promotions, coordinat-
ing with other department heads as required. Deter-
mine goods and services to be sold, and set prices and 
credit terms based on forecasts of customer demand. 
Monitor businesses and agencies to ensure that they 
e!  ciently and e" ectively provide needed services 
while staying within budgetary limits. Locate, select, 
and procure merchandise for resale, representing 
management in purchase negotiations. Perform sales 
fl oor work such as greeting and assisting customers, 
stocking shelves, and taking inventory. Manage the 
movement of goods into and out of production facil-
ities. Develop and implement product marketing 
strategies including advertising campaigns and sales 
promotions. Recommend locations for new facilities 
or oversee the remodeling of current facilities. Direct 
non-merchandising departments of businesses such 
as advertising and purchasing. Plan store layouts, and 
design displays.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.01. Managerial 
Work in General Business. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Chief Executives; Compensation and Bene-
fi ts Managers; Human Resources Managers; Train-
ing and Development Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Systems Analy-
sis; Management of Personnel Resources; Systems 

Evaluation; Negotiation; Persuasion; Operation 
Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Public Admin-
istration; Business/Commerce, General; Business 
Administration and Management, General; Entre-
preneurship/Entrepreneurial Studies; International 
Business/Trade/Commerce. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Economics and Accounting; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Administration and Manage-
ment; Sales and Marketing; Clerical Practices; Build-
ing and Construction.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; standing; walk-
ing and running.

Insurance Sales Agents

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,110
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,230
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 64,162
 ! Self-Employed: 25.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.8%

Sell life, property, casualty, health, automotive, 
or other types of insurance. May refer clients to 
independent brokers, work as independent bro-
ker, or be employed by an insurance company. 
Call on policyholders to deliver and explain policy, 
to analyze insurance program and suggest additions 
or changes, or to change benefi ciaries. Calculate pre-
miums and establish payment method. Customize 
insurance programs to suit individual customers, 
often covering a variety of risks. Sell various types of 
insurance policies to businesses and individuals on 
behalf of insurance companies, including automo-
bile, fi re, life, property, medical, and dental insur-
ance or specialized policies such as marine, farm/
crop, and medical malpractice. Interview prospective 
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clients to obtain data about their fi nancial resources 
and needs and the physical condition of the person 
or property to be insured and to discuss any existing 
coverage. Seek out new clients and develop clientele 
by networking to fi nd new customers and generate 
lists of prospective clients. Explain features, advan-
tages, and disadvantages of various policies to pro-
mote sale of insurance plans. Contact underwriter 
and submit forms to obtain binder coverage. Ensure 
that policy requirements are fulfi lled, including any 
necessary medical examinations and the completion 
of appropriate forms. Confer with clients to obtain 
and provide information when claims are made on a 
policy. Perform administrative tasks, such as main-
taining records and handling policy renewals. Select 
company that o" ers type of coverage requested by 
client to underwrite policy. Monitor insurance claims 
to ensure that they are settled equitably for both the 
client and the insurer. Develop marketing strategies 
to compete with other individuals or companies who 
sell insurance. Attend meetings, seminars, and pro-
grams to learn about new products and services, learn 
new skills, and receive technical assistance in devel-
oping new accounts. Inspect property, examining 
its general condition, type of construction, age, and 
other characteristics, to decide if it is a good insur-
ance risk. Install bookkeeping systems and resolve 
system problems. Plan and oversee incorporation of 
insurance program into bookkeeping system of com-
pany. Explain necessary bookkeeping requirements 
for customer to implement and provide group insur-
ance program.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.05. Finance/Insurance 
Sales and Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Advertising Sales Agents; Personal Financial Advi-
sors; Sales Agents, Financial Services; Sales Agents, 
Securities and Commodities; Securities, Commodi-
ties, and Financial Services Sales Agents.

Skills: Persuasion; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Time Management; Negotiation; Service Orientation; 
Speaking; Active Listening; Social Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Program: Insurance. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; 
Economics and Accounting; Customer and Personal 
Service; Computers and Electronics; Clerical Prac-
tices; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Lawyers

 ! Personality Code: EI
 ! Education/Training Required: First 

professional degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $106,120
 ! Beginning Wage: $52,280
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 49,445
 ! Self-Employed: 26.7%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

Represent clients in criminal and civil litigation 
and other legal proceedings, draw up legal doc-
uments, and manage or advise clients on legal 
transactions. May specialize in a single area or 
may practice broadly in many areas of law. Advise 
clients concerning business transactions, claim liabil-
ity, advisability of prosecuting or defending lawsuits, 
or legal rights and obligations. Interpret laws, rulings, 
and regulations for individuals and businesses. Ana-
lyze the probable outcomes of cases, using knowl-
edge of legal precedents. Present and summarize 
cases to judges and juries. Gather evidence to formu-
late defense or to initiate legal actions by such means 
as interviewing clients and witnesses to ascertain the 
facts of a case. Evaluate fi ndings and develop strate-
gies and arguments in preparation for presentation of 
cases. Represent clients in court or before government 
agencies. Examine legal data to determine advisabil-
ity of defending or prosecuting lawsuit. Select jurors, 
argue motions, meet with judges, and question wit-
nesses during the course of a trial. Present evidence 
to defend clients or prosecute defendants in crimi-
nal or civil litigation. Study Constitution, statutes, 
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decisions, regulations, and ordinances of quasi-judi-
cial bodies to determine ramifi cations for cases. Pre-
pare and draft legal documents, such as wills, deeds, 
patent applications, mortgages, leases, and contracts. 
Prepare legal briefs and opinions and fi le appeals in 
state and federal courts of appeal. Negotiate settle-
ments of civil disputes. Confer with colleagues with 
specialties in appropriate areas of legal issue to estab-
lish and verify bases for legal proceedings. Search 
for and examine public and other legal records to 
write opinions or establish ownership. Supervise 
legal assistants. Perform administrative and man-
agement functions related to the practice of law. 
Act as agent, trustee, guardian, or executor for busi-
nesses or individuals. Probate wills and represent and 
advise executors and administrators of estates. Help 
develop federal and state programs, draft and inter-
pret laws and legislation, and establish enforcement 
procedures. Work in environmental law, represent-
ing public interest groups, waste disposal companies, 
or construction fi rms in their dealings with state and 
federal agencies.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.02. Legal Practice and 
Justice Administration. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Administrative Law Judges, Adjudica-
tors, and Hearing O!  cers; Arbitrators, Mediators, 
and Conciliators; Judges, Magistrate Judges, and 
Magistrates.

Skills: Persuasion; Negotiation; Writing; Judgment 
and Decision Making; Critical # inking; Reading 
Comprehension; Speaking; Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Law (LL.B., 
J.D.); Advanced Legal Research/Studies, General 
(LL.M., M.C.L., M.L.I., M.S.L., J.S.D./S.J.D.); 
Programs for Foreign Lawyers (LL.M., M.C.L.); 
American/U.S. Law/Legal Studies/Jurisprudence 
(LL.M., M.C.J., J.S.D./S.J.D.); Canadian Law/
Legal Studies/Jurisprudence (LL.M., M.C.J., J.S.D./
S.J.D.); Banking, Corporate, Finance, and Securi-
ties Law (LL.M., J.S.D./S.J.D.); Comparative Law 
(LL.M., M.C.L., J.S.D./S.J.D.); others. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Law and Government; Eng-
lish Language; Personnel and Human Resources; 

Economics and Accounting; Psychology; Adminis-
tration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Logisticians

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $64,250
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,280
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,671
 ! Self-Employed: 1.5%
 ! Part-Time: 3.6%

Analyze and coordinate the logistical functions of 
a fi rm or organization. Responsible for the entire 
life cycle of a product, including acquisition, dis-
tribution, internal allocation, delivery, and fi nal 
disposal of resources. Maintain and develop positive 
business relationships with a customer’s key person-
nel involved in or directly relevant to a logistics activ-
ity. Develop an understanding of customers’ needs 
and take actions to ensure that such needs are met. 
Direct availability and allocation of materials, sup-
plies, and fi nished products. Collaborate with other 
departments as necessary to meet customer require-
ments, to take advantage of sales opportunities, or, in 
the case of shortages, to minimize negative impacts 
on a business. Protect and control proprietary mate-
rials. Review logistics performance with customers 
against targets, benchmarks, and service agreements. 
Develop and implement technical project manage-
ment tools such as plans, schedules, and responsibil-
ity and compliance matrices. Direct team activities, 
establishing task priorities, scheduling and tracking 
work assignments, providing guidance, and ensur-
ing the availability of resources. Report project plans, 
progress, and results. Direct and support the compi-
lation and analysis of technical source data necessary 
for product development. Explain proposed solutions 
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to customers, management, or other interested par-
ties through written proposals and oral presentations. 
Provide project management services, including the 
provision and analysis of technical data. Develop 
proposals that include documentation for estimates. 
Plan, organize, and execute logistics support activi-
ties such as maintenance planning, repair analysis, 
and test equipment recommendations. Participate in 
the assessment and review of design alternatives and 
design change proposal impacts. Support the devel-
opment of training materials and technical manu-
als. Stay informed of logistics technology advances 
and apply appropriate technology in order to improve 
logistics processes. Redesign the movement of goods 
in order to maximize value and minimize costs. 
Manage subcontractor activities, reviewing pro-
posals, developing performance specifi cations, and 
serving as liaisons between subcontractors and orga-
nizations. Manage the logistical aspects of product 
life cycles, including coordination or provisioning of 
samples and the minimization of obsolescence.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Accounting, 
Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Accountants; Accountants and 
Auditors; Auditors; Budget Analysts; Industrial Engi-
neering Technicians; Management Analysts; Opera-
tions Research Analysts.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Systems Analy-
sis; Operations Analysis; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Service Orientation; Persuasion; Technol-
ogy Design.

Education and Training Programs: Logistics 
and Materials Management; Operations Manage-
ment and Supervision; Transportation/Transporta-
tion Management. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Telecommunications; Geography; Computers and 
Electronics; Administration and Management; Eco-
nomics and Accounting; Public Safety and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Marketing Managers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $104,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $53,520
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 20,189
 ! Self-Employed: 2.3%
 ! Part-Time: 4.1%

Determine the demand for products and services 
o# ered by fi rms and their competitors, and iden-
tify potential customers. Develop pricing strat-
egies with the goal of maximizing fi rms’ profi ts 
or shares of the market while ensuring that fi rms’ 
customers are satisfi ed. Oversee product devel-
opment or monitor trends that indicate the need 
for new products and services. Formulate, direct, 
and coordinate marketing activities and policies to 
promote products and services, working with adver-
tising and promotion managers. Identify, develop, 
and evaluate marketing strategies, based on knowl-
edge of establishment objectives, market characteris-
tics, and cost and markup factors. Direct the hiring, 
training, and performance evaluations of marketing 
and sales sta"  and oversee their daily activities. Eval-
uate the fi nancial aspects of product development, 
such as budgets, expenditures, research and devel-
opment appropriations, and return-on-investment 
and profi t-loss projections. Develop pricing strate-
gies, balancing fi rm objectives and customer satis-
faction. Compile lists describing product or service 
o" erings. Initiate market research studies and ana-
lyze their fi ndings. Use sales forecasting and strate-
gic planning to ensure the sale and profi tability of 
products, lines, or services, analyzing business devel-
opments and monitoring market trends. Coordinate 
and participate in promotional activities and trade 
shows, working with developers, advertisers, and 
production managers, to market products and ser-
vices. Consult with buying personnel to gain advice 
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regarding the types of products or services expected 
to be in demand. Conduct economic and commer-
cial surveys to identify potential markets for prod-
ucts and services. Select products and accessories to 
be displayed at trade or special production shows. 
Negotiate contracts with vendors and distributors 
to manage product distribution, establishing distri-
bution networks and developing distribution strat-
egies. Consult with product development personnel 
on product specifi cations such as design, color, and 
packaging. Advise businesses and other groups on 
local, national, and international factors a" ecting the 
buying and selling of products and services. Confer 
with legal sta"  to resolve problems such as copyright 
infringement and royalty sharing with outside pro-
ducers and distributors.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.01. 
Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Ser-
vice. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Advertising 
and Promotions Managers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers; First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales Workers; 
Funeral Directors; Property, Real Estate, and Com-
munity Association Managers; Purchasing Manag-
ers; Sales Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Systems 
Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Persuasion; Negotia-
tion; Management of Financial Resources; Writing; 
Social Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Programs: Consumer 
Merchandising/Retailing Management; Apparel and 
Textile Marketing Management; Marketing/Mar-
keting Management, General; Marketing Research; 
International Marketing; Marketing, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; Person-
nel and Human Resources; Customer and Personal 
Service; Communications and Media; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Economics and Accounting.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Medical and Health Services 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $76,990
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,860
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 31,877
 ! Self-Employed: 8.2%
 ! Part-Time: 5.5%

Plan, direct, or coordinate medicine and health 
services in hospitals, clinics, managed care orga-
nizations, public health agencies, or similar orga-
nizations. Conduct and administer fi scal operations, 
including accounting, planning budgets, authoriz-
ing expenditures, establishing rates for services, and 
coordinating fi nancial reporting. Direct, supervise, 
and evaluate work activities of medical, nursing, 
technical, clerical, service, maintenance, and other 
personnel. Maintain communication between gov-
erning boards, medical sta" , and department heads 
by attending board meetings and coordinating inter-
departmental functioning. Review and analyze facil-
ity activities and data to aid planning and cash and 
risk management and to improve service utilization. 
Plan, implement, and administer programs and ser-
vices in a health-care or medical facility, including 
personnel administration, training, and coordination 
of medical, nursing, and physical plant sta" . Direct 
or conduct recruitment, hiring, and training of per-
sonnel. Establish work schedules and assignments 
for sta" , according to workload, space, and equip-
ment availability. Maintain awareness of advances 
in medicine, computerized diagnostic and treatment 
equipment, data processing technology, government 
regulations, health insurance changes, and fi nanc-
ing options. Monitor the use of diagnostic services, 
inpatient beds, facilities, and sta"  to ensure e" ective 
use of resources and assess the need for additional 
sta" , equipment, and services. Develop and maintain 
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computerized record management systems to store 
and process data such as personnel activities and 
information and to produce reports. Establish and 
evaluative objectives and evaluative operational cri-
teria for units they manage. Prepare activity reports 
to inform management of the status and implemen-
tation plans of programs, services, and quality initia-
tives. Inspect facilities and recommend building or 
equipment modifi cations to ensure emergency readi-
ness and compliance to access, safety, and sanitation 
regulations. Develop and implement organizational 
policies and procedures for the facility or medical 
unit. Manage change in integrated health care deliv-
ery systems such as work restructuring, technological 
innovations, and shifts in the focus of care.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.01. Managerial Work in Medi-
cal and Health Services. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Coroners.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Systems Analy-
sis; Systems Evaluation; Management of Material 
Resources; Negotiation; Persuasion; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Health/
Health Care Administration/Management; Hospi-
tal and Health Care Facilities Administration/Man-
agement; Health Unit Manager/Ward Supervisor; 
Health Information/Medical Records Administra-
tion/Administrator; Medical Sta"  Services Technol-
ogy/Technician; Health and Medical Administrative 
Services, Other; Nursing Administration (MSN, 
MS, PhD); Public Health, General (MPH, DPH); 
Community Health and Preventive Medicine; oth-
ers. Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics and 
Accounting; Personnel and Human Resources; 
Administration and Management; Sales and Market-
ing; Medicine and Dentistry; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; disease or infec-
tions; sitting.

Meeting and Convention Planners

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,530
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,880
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 19.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,318
 ! Self-Employed: 5.6%
 ! Part-Time: 13.8%

Coordinate activities of sta#  and convention per-
sonnel to make arrangements for group meetings 
and conventions. Monitor event activities to ensure 
compliance with applicable regulations and laws, sat-
isfaction of participants, and resolution of any prob-
lems that arise. Confer with sta" s at chosen event 
sites to coordinate details. Inspect event facilities to 
ensure that they conform to customer requirements. 
Coordinate services for events, such as accommoda-
tion and transportation for participants, facilities, 
catering, signage, displays, special needs require-
ments, printing, and event security. Consult with 
customers to determine objectives and requirements 
for events such as meetings, conferences, and conven-
tions. Meet with sponsors and organizing commit-
tees to plan scope and format of events, to establish 
and monitor budgets, or to review administrative 
procedures and event progress. Review event bills for 
accuracy, and approve payments. Evaluate and select 
providers of services according to customer require-
ments. Arrange the availability of audio-visual equip-
ment, transportation, displays, and other event needs. 
Plan and develop programs, agendas, budgets, and 
services according to customer requirements. Negoti-
ate contracts with such service providers and suppliers 
as hotels, convention centers, and speakers. Maintain 
records of event aspects, including fi nancial details. 
Conduct post-event evaluations to determine how 
future events could be improved. Organize registra-
tion of event participants. Hire, train, and supervise 
volunteers and support sta"  required for events. Read 
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trade publications, attend seminars, and consult with 
other meeting professionals to keep abreast of meeting 
management standards and trends. Direct adminis-
trative details such as fi nancial operations, dissem-
ination of promotional materials, and responses to 
inquiries. Promote conference, convention, and trade 
show services by performing tasks such as meeting 
with professional and trade associations and produc-
ing brochures and other publications. Develop event 
topics and choose featured speakers. Obtain per-
mits from fi re and health departments to erect dis-
plays and exhibits and serve food at events. Design 
and implement e" orts to publicize events and pro-
mote sponsorships.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.02. Managerial 
Work in Business Detail. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Administrative Services Managers; First-
Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and 
Janitorial Workers; First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of O!  ce and Administrative Support Workers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Systems 
Evaluation; Management of Material Resources; Sys-
tems Analysis; Negotiation; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Service Orientation; Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Selling Skills 
and Sales Operations. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Sales and Marketing; Clerical Practices; Customer 
and Personal Service; English Language; Economics 
and Accounting; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Natural Sciences Managers

 ! Personality Code: EI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $104,040
 ! Beginning Wage: $62,880
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 11.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,661
 ! Self-Employed: 0.6%
 ! Part-Time: 4.4%

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in such fi elds 
as life sciences, physical sciences, mathematics, 
and statistics and research and development in 
these fi elds. Confer with scientists, engineers, reg-
ulators, and others to plan and review projects and 
to provide technical assistance. Develop client rela-
tionships and communicate with clients to explain 
proposals, present research fi ndings, establish spec-
ifi cations, or discuss project status. Plan and direct 
research, development, and production activities. 
Prepare project proposals. Design and coordinate 
successive phases of problem analysis, solution pro-
posals, and testing. Review project activities and pre-
pare and review research, testing, and operational 
reports. Hire, supervise, and evaluate engineers, 
technicians, researchers, and other sta" . Determine 
scientifi c and technical goals within broad outlines 
provided by top management and make detailed 
plans to accomplish these goals. Develop and imple-
ment policies, standards, and procedures for the 
architectural, scientifi c, and technical work per-
formed to ensure regulatory compliance and opera-
tions enhancement. Develop innovative technology 
and train sta"  for its implementation. Provide for 
stewardship of plant and animal resources and hab-
itats, studying land use; monitoring animal popula-
tions; and providing shelter, resources, and medical 
treatment for animals. Conduct own research in fi eld 
of expertise. Recruit personnel and oversee the devel-
opment and maintenance of sta"  competence. Advise 
and assist in obtaining patents or meeting other 
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legal requirements. Prepare and administer budget, 
approve and review expenditures, and prepare fi nan-
cial reports. Make presentations at professional meet-
ings to further knowledge in the fi eld.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.01. Managerial Work in Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Engineering Managers.

Skills: Science; Mathematics; Active Learning; 
Reading Comprehension; Writing; Management 
of Personnel Resources; Complex Problem Solving; 
Critical # inking.

Education and Training Programs: Operations 
Research; Biology/Biological Sciences, General; Bio-
chemistry; Biophysics; Molecular Biology; Radia-
tion Biology/Radiobiology; Botany/Plant Biology; 
Plant Pathology/Phytopathology; Plant Physiology; 
Botany/Plant Biology, Other; Cell/Cellular Biol-
ogy and Histology; Anatomy; Cell/Cellular Biol-
ogy and Anatomical Sciences, Other; Microbiology, 
General; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: Biol-
ogy; Chemistry; Engineering and Technology; Law 
and Government; Administration and Management; 
Physics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Personal Financial Advisors

 ! Personality Code: ECS
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $67,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,100
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 41.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,114
 ! Self-Employed: 30.9%
 ! Part-Time: 7.7%

Advise clients on fi nancial plans, using knowl-
edge of tax and investment strategies, securities, 

insurance, pension plans, and real estate. Duties 
include assessing clients’ assets, liabilities, cash 
fl ows, insurance coverages, tax statuses, and 
fi nancial objectives to establish investment strat-
egies. Prepare and interpret for clients information 
such as investment performance reports, fi nancial 
document summaries, and income projections. Rec-
ommend strategies clients can use to achieve their 
fi nancial goals and objectives, including specifi c 
recommendations in such areas as cash manage-
ment, insurance coverage, and investment planning. 
Build and maintain client bases, keeping current cli-
ent plans up-to-date and recruiting new clients on 
an ongoing basis. Devise debt liquidation plans that 
include payo"  priorities and timelines. Implement 
fi nancial planning recommendations, or refer clients 
to someone who can assist them with plan implemen-
tation. Interview clients to determine their current 
incomes, expenses, insurance coverages, tax statuses, 
fi nancial objectives, risk tolerances, and other infor-
mation needed to develop fi nancial plans. Monitor 
fi nancial market trends to ensure that plans are e" ec-
tive, and to identify any necessary updates. Explain 
and document for clients the types of services that are 
to be provided, and the responsibilities to be taken 
by personal fi nancial advisors. Explain to individuals 
and groups the details of fi nancial assistance avail-
able to college and university students, such as loans, 
grants, and scholarships. Guide clients in the gath-
ering of information such as bank account records, 
income tax returns, life and disability insurance 
records, pension plan information, and wills. Ana-
lyze fi nancial information obtained from clients to 
determine strategies for meeting clients’ fi nancial 
objectives. Meet with clients’ other advisors, includ-
ing attorneys, accountants, trust o!  cers, and invest-
ment bankers, to fully understand clients’ fi nancial 
goals and circumstances. Answer clients’ questions 
about the purposes and details of fi nancial plans and 
strategies. Open accounts for clients, and disburse 
funds from account to creditors as agents for clients. 
Authorize release of fi nancial aid funds to students. 
Participate in the selection of candidates for specifi c 
fi nancial aid awards. Research and investigate avail-
able investment opportunities to determine whether 
they fi t into fi nancial plans.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.05. Finance/Insurance 
Sales and Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Advertising Sales Agents; Insurance Sales Agents; 
Sales Agents, Financial Services; Sales Agents, Secu-
rities and Commodities; Securities, Commodities, 
and Financial Services Sales Agents.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Per-
suasion; Mathematics; Speaking; Complex Problem 
Solving; Active Listening; Service Orientation; Judg-
ment and Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: Finance, 
General; Financial Planning and Services. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Accounting; 
Sales and Marketing; Law and Government; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Mathematics; Comput-
ers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Personnel Recruiters

 ! Personality Code: ESC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,380
 ! Beginning Wage: $27,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 18.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 33,588
 ! Self-Employed: 2.1%
 ! Part-Time: 7.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Employment 
Interviewers.

Seek out, interview, and screen applicants to fi ll 
existing and future job openings and promote 
career opportunities within an organization. 
Establish and maintain relationships with hiring 
managers to stay abreast of current and future hiring 
and business needs. Interview applicants to obtain 
information on work history, training, education, 

and job skills. Maintain current knowledge of Equal 
Employment Opportunity (EEO) and a!  rmative 
action guidelines and laws, such as the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA). Perform searches for 
qualifi ed candidates according to relevant job cri-
teria, using computer databases, networking, Inter-
net recruiting resources, cold calls, media, recruiting 
fi rms, and employee referrals. Prepare and maintain 
employment records. Contact applicants to inform 
them of employment possibilities, consideration, and 
selection. Inform potential applicants about facil-
ities, operations, benefi ts, and job or career oppor-
tunities in organizations. Screen and refer applicants 
to hiring personnel in the organization, making hir-
ing recommendations when appropriate. Arrange for 
interviews and provide travel arrangements as nec-
essary. Advise managers and employees on sta!  ng 
policies and procedures. Review and evaluate appli-
cant qualifi cations or eligibility for specifi ed licensing 
according to established guidelines and designated 
licensing codes. Hire applicants and authorize paper-
work assigning them to positions. Conduct refer-
ence and background checks on applicants. Evaluate 
recruitment and selection criteria to ensure confor-
mance to professional, statistical, and testing stan-
dards, recommending revision as needed. Recruit 
applicants for open positions, arranging job fairs 
with college campus representatives. Advise manage-
ment on organizing, preparing, and implementing 
recruiting and retention programs. Supervise person-
nel clerks performing fi ling, typing, and recordkeep-
ing duties. Project yearly recruitment expenditures 
for budgetary consideration and control. Serve on 
selection and examination boards to evaluate appli-
cants according to test scores, contacting promising 
candidates for interviews. Address civic and social 
groups and attend conferences to disseminate infor-
mation concerning possible job openings and career 
opportunities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.03. Human 
Resources Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Compensation, Benefi ts, and Job Analysis 
Specialists; Employment Interviewers; Employment, 
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Recruitment, and Placement Specialists; Training 
and Development Specialists.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Nego-
tiation; Persuasion; Management of Financial 
Resources; Service Orientation; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Monitoring; Active Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Labor and Industrial Relations. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Personnel and Human 
Resources; Clerical Practices; Sales and Marketing; 
Education and Training; Administration and Man-
agement; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers

See Police Patrol O"  cers (a Realistic job) and Sheri# s 
and Deputy Sheri# s (a Enterprising job), described 
separately.

Police Detectives

 ! Personality Code: EI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,746
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 2.2%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Criminal 
Investigators and Special Agents, with Immigration and 
Customs Inspectors, and with Police Identifi cation and 
Records O"  cers.

Conduct investigations to prevent crimes or solve 
criminal cases. Provide testimony as witnesses in 
court. Secure deceased bodies and obtain evidence 

from them, preventing bystanders from tamper-
ing with bodies prior to medical examiners’ arrival. 
Examine crime scenes to obtain clues and evidence 
such as loose hairs, fi bers, clothing, or weapons. 
Obtain evidence from suspects. Record progress of 
investigations, maintain informational fi les on sus-
pects, and submit reports to commanding o!  cers 
or magistrates to authorize warrants. Check victims 
for signs of life such as breathing and pulse. Prepare 
charges or responses to charges, or information for 
court cases, according to formalized procedures. 
Obtain facts or statements from complainants, wit-
nesses, and accused persons and record interviews, 
using recording devices. Prepare and serve search and 
arrest warrants. Note, mark, and photograph loca-
tions of objects found such as footprints, tire tracks, 
bullets, and bloodstains, and take measurements of 
each scene. Question individuals or observe persons 
and establishments to confi rm information given to 
patrol o!  cers. Preserve, process, and analyze items 
of evidence obtained from crime scenes and suspects, 
placing them in proper containers and destroying 
evidence no longer needed. Secure persons at scenes, 
keeping witnesses from conversing or leaving scenes 
before investigators arrive. Take photographs from 
all angles of relevant parts of crime scenes, includ-
ing entrance and exit routes and streets and intersec-
tions. Analyze completed police reports to determine 
what additional information and investigative work 
is needed. Obtain summary of incidents from o!  -
cers in charge at crime scenes, taking care to avoid 
disturbing evidence. Provide information to lab per-
sonnel concerning the source of each item of evi-
dence and tests to be performed. Examine records 
and governmental agency fi les to fi nd identifying 
data about suspects. Block or rope o"  scenes and 
check perimeters to ensure that scenes are completely 
secured. Summon medical help for injured individ-
uals and alert medical personnel to take statements 
from them. Observe and photograph narcotic pur-
chase transactions to compile evidence and protect 
undercover investigators.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
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Baili" s; Correctional O!  cers and Jailers; Crimi-
nal Investigators and Special Agents; Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators; Fire Investigators; Forensic 
Science Technicians; Parking Enforcement Work-
ers; Police and Sheri" ’s Patrol O!  cers; Police Identi-
fi cation and Records O!  cers; Police Patrol O!  cers; 
Sheri" s and Deputy Sheri" s; Transit and Railroad 
Police.

Skills: Persuasion; Systems Analysis; Social Per-
ceptiveness; Systems Evaluation; Complex Prob-
lem Solving; Critical # inking; Negotiation; Active 
Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Criminal Jus-
tice/Police Science; Criminalistics and Criminal Sci-
ence. Related Knowledge/Courses: Public Safety 
and Security; Law and Government; Psychology; 
# erapy and Counseling; Customer and Personal 
Service; Philosophy and # eology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; very hot or cold; sitting.

Producers

 ! Personality Code: EA
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,992
 ! Self-Employed: 29.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Directors—
Stage, Motion Pictures, Television, and Radio; Program 
Directors; Talent Directors; and Technical Directors/
Managers.

Plan and coordinate various aspects of radio, 
television, stage, or motion picture production, 
such as selecting script; coordinating writing, 

directing, and editing; and arranging fi nancing. 
Coordinate the activities of writers, directors, man-
agers, and other personnel throughout the produc-
tion process. Monitor post-production processes to 
ensure accurate completion of all details. Perform 
management activities such as budgeting, schedul-
ing, planning, and marketing. Determine produc-
tion size, content, and budget, establishing details 
such as production schedules and management pol-
icies. Compose and edit scripts or provide screen-
writers with story outlines from which scripts can be 
written. Conduct meetings with sta"  to discuss pro-
duction progress and to ensure production objectives 
are attained. Resolve personnel problems that arise 
during the production process by acting as liaisons 
between dissenting parties when necessary. Produce 
shows for special occasions, such as holidays or testi-
monials. Edit and write news stories from information 
collected by reporters. Write and submit proposals to 
bid on contracts for projects. Hire directors, prin-
cipal cast members, and key production sta"  mem-
bers. Arrange fi nancing for productions. Select plays, 
scripts, books, or ideas to be produced. Review fi lm, 
recordings, or rehearsals to ensure conformance to 
production and broadcast standards. Perform admin-
istrative duties such as preparing operational reports, 
distributing rehearsal call sheets and script copies, 
and arranging for rehearsal quarters. Obtain and dis-
tribute costumes, props, music, and studio equip-
ment needed to complete productions. Negotiate 
contracts with artistic personnel, often in accordance 
with collective bargaining agreements. Maintain 
knowledge of minimum wages and working condi-
tions established by unions or associations of actors 
and technicians. Plan and coordinate the production 
of musical recordings, selecting music and directing 
performers. Negotiate with parties, including inde-
pendent producers and the distributors and broad-
casters who will be handling completed productions. 
Develop marketing plans for fi nished products, col-
laborating with sales associates to supervise product 
distribution. Determine and direct the content of 
radio programming.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.01. Managerial Work 
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in Arts and Communication. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agents and Business Managers of Art-
ists, Performers, and Athletes; Art Directors; Pro-
ducers and Directors; Program Directors; Public 
Relations Managers; Technical Directors/Managers.

Skills: Monitoring; Writing; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Negotiation; Coordination; Equipment Selection; 
Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and 
Television; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, Gen-
eral; Directing and # eatrical Production; # eatre/
# eatre Arts Management; Dramatic/# eatre Arts 
and Stagecraft, Other; Film/Cinema Studies; Cin-
ematography and Film/Video Production. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Communications and Media; 
Fine Arts; Clerical Practices; Sales and Marketing; 
Telecommunications; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Producers and Directors

See Directors—Stage, Motion Pictures, Television, and 
Radio (an Enterprising job), Producers (an Enterprising 
job), Program Directors (an Enterprising job), Talent 
Directors (an Enterprising job), and Technical Directors/
Managers (an Enterprising job), described separately.

Program Directors

 ! Personality Code: ECA
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,992
 ! Self-Employed: 29.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Directors—
Stage, Motion Pictures, Television, and Radio; Producers; 
Talent Directors; and Technical Directors/Managers.

Direct and coordinate activities of personnel 
engaged in preparation of radio or television sta-
tion program schedules and programs such as 
sports or news. Plan and schedule programming 
and event coverage based on broadcast length; time 
availability; and other factors such as community 
needs, ratings data, and viewer demographics. Moni-
tor and review programming to ensure that schedules 
are met, guidelines are adhered to, and performances 
are of adequate quality. Direct and coordinate activi-
ties of personnel engaged in broadcast news, sports, 
or programming. Check completed program logs for 
accuracy and conformance with FCC rules and reg-
ulations and resolve program log inaccuracies. Estab-
lish work schedules and assign work to sta"  members. 
Coordinate activities between departments such as 
news and programming. Perform personnel duties 
such as hiring sta"  and evaluating work performance. 
Evaluate new and existing programming for suitabil-
ity and to assess the need for changes, using informa-
tion such as audience surveys and feedback. Develop 
budgets for programming and broadcasting activities 
and monitor expenditures to ensure that they remain 
within budgetary limits. Confer with directors and 
production sta"  to discuss issues such as production 
and casting problems, budgets, policies, and news 
coverage. Select, acquire, and maintain programs, 
music, fi lms, and other needed materials and obtain 
legal clearances for their use as necessary. Monitor 
network transmissions for advisories concerning daily 
program schedules, program content, special feeds, 
or program changes. Develop promotions for current 
programs and specials. Prepare copy and edit tape so 
that material is ready for broadcasting. Develop ideas 
for programs and features that a station could pro-
duce. Participate in the planning and execution of 
fundraising activities. Review information about pro-
grams and schedules to ensure accuracy and provide 
such information to local media outlets as necessary. 
Read news, read or record public service and promo-
tional announcements, and otherwise participate as a 
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member of an on-air shift as required. Operate and 
maintain on-air and production audio equipment. 
Direct setup of remote facilities and install or cancel 
programs at remote stations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.01. Managerial Work 
in Arts and Communication. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agents and Business Managers of Art-
ists, Performers, and Athletes; Art Directors; Pro-
ducers; Producers and Directors; Public Relations 
Managers; Technical Directors/Managers.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Coordination; Writing; Time Management; Equip-
ment Selection; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and 
Television; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, Gen-
eral; Directing and # eatrical Production; # eatre/
# eatre Arts Management; Dramatic/# eatre Arts 
and Stagecraft, Other; Film/Cinema Studies; Cin-
ematography and Film/Video Production. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Telecommunications; Com-
munications and Media; Computers and Electronics; 
Clerical Practices; Personnel and Human Resources; 
Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Property, Real Estate, and 
Community Association Managers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,670
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,800
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 49,916
 ! Self-Employed: 50.9%
 ! Part-Time: 16.1%

Plan, direct, or coordinate selling, buying, leas-
ing, or governance activities of commercial, 
industrial, or residential real estate properties. 
Meet with prospective tenants to show properties, 
explain terms of occupancy, and provide informa-
tion about local areas. Direct collection of monthly 
assessments; rental fees; and deposits and payment of 
insurance premiums, mortgage, taxes, and incurred 
operating expenses. Inspect grounds, facilities, and 
equipment routinely to determine necessity of repairs 
or maintenance. Investigate complaints, distur-
bances, and violations and resolve problems, follow-
ing management rules and regulations. Manage and 
oversee operations, maintenance, administration, 
and improvement of commercial, industrial, or res-
idential properties. Plan, schedule, and coordinate 
general maintenance, major repairs, and remodeling 
or construction projects for commercial or residen-
tial properties. Negotiate the sale, lease, or develop-
ment of property and complete or review appropriate 
documents and forms. Maintain records of sales, 
rental or usage activity, special permits issued, main-
tenance and operating costs, or property availability. 
Determine and certify the eligibility of prospective 
tenants, following government regulations. Prepare 
detailed budgets and fi nancial reports for proper-
ties. Direct and coordinate the activities of sta"  and 
contract personnel and evaluate their performance. 
Maintain contact with insurance carriers, fi re and 
police departments, and other agencies to ensure pro-
tection and compliance with codes and regulations. 
Market vacant space to prospective tenants through 
leasing agents, advertising, or other methods. Solicit 
and analyze bids from contractors for repairs, ren-
ovations, and maintenance. Review rents to ensure 
that they are in line with rental markets. Prepare and 
administer contracts for provision of property ser-
vices such as cleaning, maintenance, and security ser-
vices. Purchase building and maintenance supplies, 
equipment, or furniture. Act as liaisons between on-
site managers or tenants and owners. Confer regu-
larly with community association members to ensure 
their needs are being met. Meet with boards of direc-
tors and committees to discuss and resolve legal and 
environmental issues or disputes between neighbors.
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___________________________________________Enterprising Occupations: Public Relations Managers 

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.01. 
Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Ser-
vice. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Advertising 
and Promotions Managers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers; First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales Workers; 
Funeral Directors; Marketing Managers; Purchasing 
Managers; Sales Managers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Management of 
Material Resources; Time Management; Repair-
ing; Judgment and Decision Making; Installation; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Program: Real Estate. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Market-
ing; Clerical Practices; Economics and Accounting; 
Administration and Management; Customer and 
Personal Service; Building and Construction.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Public Relations Managers

 ! Personality Code: EA
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $86,470
 ! Beginning Wage: $44,870
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 5,781
 ! Self-Employed: 1.7%
 ! Part-Time: 5.4%

Plan and direct public relations programs 
designed to create and maintain a favorable pub-
lic image for employer or client or, if engaged in 
fundraising, plan and direct activities to solicit 
and maintain funds for special projects and non-
profi t organizations. Identify main client groups 
and audiences and determine the best way to 

communicate publicity information to them. Write 
interesting and e" ective press releases, prepare infor-
mation for media kits, and develop and maintain 
company Internet or intranet Web pages. Develop 
and maintain the company’s corporate image and 
identity, which includes the use of logos and signage. 
Manage communications budgets. Manage special 
events such as sponsorship of races, parties introduc-
ing new products, or other activities the fi rm supports 
to gain public attention through the media without 
advertising directly. Draft speeches for company 
executives and arrange interviews and other forms of 
contact for them. Assign, supervise, and review the 
activities of public relations sta" . Evaluate advertis-
ing and promotion programs for compatibility with 
public relations e" orts. Establish and maintain e" ec-
tive working relationships with local and municipal 
government o!  cials and media representatives. Con-
fer with labor relations managers to develop internal 
communications that keep employees informed of 
company activities. Direct activities of external agen-
cies, establishments, and departments that develop 
and implement communication strategies and infor-
mation programs. Formulate policies and procedures 
related to public information programs, working 
with public relations executives. Respond to requests 
for information about employers’ activities or status. 
Establish goals for soliciting funds, develop policies 
for collection and safeguarding of contributions, and 
coordinate disbursement of funds. Facilitate con-
sumer relations or the relationship between parts of 
the company such as the managers and employees or 
di" erent branch o!  ces. Maintain company archives. 
Manage in-house communication courses. Produce 
fi lms and other video products, regulate their distri-
bution, and operate fi lm library. Observe and report 
on social, economic, and political trends that might 
a" ect employers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.01. Managerial Work 
in Arts and Communication. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agents and Business Managers of Art-
ists, Performers, and Athletes; Art Directors; Pro-
ducers; Producers and Directors; Program Directors; 
Technical Directors/Managers.
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Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Moni-
toring; Social Perceptiveness; Writing; Service Orien-
tation; Operations Analysis; Speaking; Persuasion.

Education and Training Program: Public Rela-
tions/Image Management. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Sales and Marketing; Economics and 
Accounting; Foreign Language; Law and Govern-
ment; Education and Training; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Public Relations Specialists

 ! Personality Code: EAS
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,800
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,580
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 51,216
 ! Self-Employed: 4.9%
 ! Part-Time: 13.9%

Engage in promoting or creating good will for 
individuals, groups, or organizations by writ-
ing or selecting favorable publicity material and 
releasing it through various communications 
media. May prepare and arrange displays and 
make speeches. Prepare or edit organizational pub-
lications for internal and external audiences, includ-
ing employee newsletters and stockholders’ reports. 
Respond to requests for information from the media 
or designate another appropriate spokesperson or 
information source. Establish and maintain coop-
erative relationships with representatives of commu-
nity, consumer, employee, and public interest groups. 
Plan and direct development and communication of 
informational programs to maintain favorable pub-
lic and stockholder perceptions of an organization’s 
accomplishments and agenda. Confer with produc-
tion and support personnel to produce or coordi-
nate production of advertisements and promotions. 
Arrange public appearances, lectures, contests, or 

exhibits for clients to increase product and service 
awareness and to promote goodwill. Study the objec-
tives, promotional policies, and needs of organiza-
tions to develop public relations strategies that will 
infl uence public opinion or promote ideas, products, 
and services. Consult with advertising agencies or 
sta"  to arrange promotional campaigns in all types 
of media for products, organizations, or individu-
als. Confer with other managers to identify trends 
and key group interests and concerns or to provide 
advice on business decisions. Coach client represen-
tatives in e" ective communication with the public 
and with employees. Prepare and deliver speeches to 
further public relations objectives. Purchase adver-
tising space and time as required to promote client’s 
product or agenda. Plan and conduct market and 
public opinion research to test products or determine 
potential for product success, communicating results 
to client or management.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.03. News, Broadcast-
ing, and Public Relations. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Broadcast News Analysts; Interpreters and 
Translators; Reporters and Correspondents.

Skills: Service Orientation; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Persuasion; Writing; Negotiation; 
Social Perceptiveness; Judgment and Decision Mak-
ing; Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Communica-
tion Studies/Speech Communication and Rhetoric; 
Public Relations/Image Management; Political Com-
munication; Health Communication; Family and 
Consumer Sciences/Human Sciences Communica-
tion. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Mar-
keting; Communications and Media; Customer and 
Personal Service; Sociology and Anthropology; Cler-
ical Practices; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Real Estate Brokers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $58,860
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,990
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,689
 ! Self-Employed: 63.5%
 ! Part-Time: 15.5%

Operate real estate o!  ce or work for commer-
cial real estate fi rm, overseeing real estate trans-
actions. Other duties usually include selling real 
estate or renting properties and arranging loans. 
Sell, for a fee, real estate owned by others. Obtain 
agreements from property owners to place properties 
for sale with real estate fi rms. Monitor fulfi llment of 
purchase contract terms to ensure that they are han-
dled in a timely manner. Compare a property with 
similar properties that have recently sold to deter-
mine its competitive market price. Act as an interme-
diary in negotiations between buyers and sellers over 
property prices and settlement details and during the 
closing of sales. Generate lists of properties for sale, 
their locations and descriptions, and available fi nanc-
ing options, using computers. Maintain knowledge 
of real estate law; local economies; fair housing laws; 
and types of available mortgages, fi nancing options, 
and government programs. Check work completed 
by loan o!  cers, attorneys, and other profession-
als to ensure that it is performed properly. Arrange 
for fi nancing of property purchases. Appraise prop-
erty values, assessing income potential when rel-
evant. Maintain awareness of current income tax 
regulations, local zoning, building and tax laws, and 
growth possibilities of the area where a property is 
located. Manage and operate real estate o!  ces, han-
dling associated business details. Supervise agents 
who handle real estate transactions. Rent proper-
ties or manage rental properties. Arrange for title 
searches of properties being sold. Give buyers virtual 

tours of properties in which they are interested, using 
computers. Review property details to ensure that 
environmental regulations are met. Develop, sell, or 
lease property used for industry or manufacturing. 
Maintain working knowledge of various factors that 
determine a farm’s capacity to produce, including 
agricultural variables and proximity to market cen-
ters and transportation facilities.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.03. 
General Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Parts Salespersons; Real Estate Sales Agents; Retail 
Salespersons; Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientifi c 
Products; Service Station Attendants.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Negoti-
ation; Mathematics; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Active Listening; Persuasion; Service Orientation; 
Complex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Program: Real Estate. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Market-
ing; Law and Government; Building and Construc-
tion; Customer and Personal Service; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Economics and Accounting.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Real Estate Sales Agents

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $40,600
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 61,232
 ! Self-Employed: 60.2%
 ! Part-Time: 15.5%

Rent, buy, or sell property for clients. Per-
form duties such as studying property listings, 
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interviewing prospective clients, accompany-
ing clients to property site, discussing conditions 
of sale, and drawing up real estate contracts. 
Includes agents who represent buyer. Present pur-
chase o" ers to sellers for consideration. Confer with 
escrow companies, lenders, home inspectors, and pest 
control operators to ensure that terms and conditions 
of purchase agreements are met before closing dates. 
Interview clients to determine what kinds of prop-
erties they are seeking. Prepare documents such as 
representation contracts, purchase agreements, clos-
ing statements, deeds, and leases. Coordinate prop-
erty closings, overseeing signing of documents and 
disbursement of funds. Act as an intermediary in 
negotiations between buyers and sellers, generally rep-
resenting one or the other. Promote sales of properties 
through advertisements, open houses, and participa-
tion in multiple listing services. Compare a prop-
erty with similar properties that have recently sold to 
determine its competitive market price. Coordinate 
appointments to show homes to prospective buyers. 
Generate lists of properties that are compatible with 
buyers’ needs and fi nancial resources. Display com-
mercial, industrial, agricultural, and residential prop-
erties to clients and explain their features. Arrange 
for title searches to determine whether clients have 
clear property titles. Review plans for new construc-
tion with clients, enumerating and recommending 
available options and features. Answer clients’ ques-
tions regarding construction work, fi nancing, main-
tenance, repairs, and appraisals. Accompany buyers 
during visits to and inspections of property, advis-
ing them on the suitability and value of the homes 
they are visiting. Inspect condition of premises and 
arrange for necessary maintenance or notify own-
ers of maintenance needs. Advise sellers on how to 
make homes more appealing to potential buyers. 
Arrange meetings between buyers and sellers when 
details of transactions need to be negotiated. Advise 
clients on market conditions, prices, mortgages, legal 
requirements, and related matters. Evaluate mort-
gage options to help clients obtain fi nancing at the 
best prevailing rates and terms. Review property 
listings, trade journals, and relevant literature and 
attend conventions, seminars, and sta"  and associ-
ation meetings to remain knowledgeable about real 
estate markets.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.03. 
General Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Parts Salespersons; Real Estate Brokers; Retail Sales-
persons; Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manu-
facturing, Except Technical and Scientifi c Products; 
Service Station Attendants.

Skills: Negotiation; Service Orientation; Coordina-
tion; Speaking; Management of Financial Resources; 
Writing; Time Management; Mathematics.

Education and Training Program: Real Estate. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; 
Clerical Practices; Law and Government; Customer 
and Personal Service; Economics and Accounting; 
Building and Construction.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting.

Sales Agents, Financial Services

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,430
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,890
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 24.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 47,750
 ! Self-Employed: 17.7%
 ! Part-Time: 6.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Sales Agents, 
Securities and Commodities.

Sell fi nancial services such as loan, tax, and secu-
rities counseling to customers of fi nancial insti-
tutions and business establishments. Determine 
customers’ fi nancial services needs and prepare pro-
posals to sell services that address these needs. Con-
tact prospective customers to present information 
and explain available services. Sell services and 
equipment, such as trusts, investments, and check 
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processing services. Prepare forms or agreements to 
complete sales. Develop prospects from current com-
mercial customers, referral leads, and sales and trade 
meetings. Review business trends in order to advise 
customers regarding expected fl uctuations. Make 
presentations on fi nancial services to groups to attract 
new clients. Evaluate costs and revenue of agreements 
to determine continued profi tability.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.05. Finance/Insur-
ance Sales and Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Advertising Sales Agents; Insurance Sales 
Agents; Personal Financial Advisors; Sales Agents, 
Securities and Commodities; Securities, Commodi-
ties, and Financial Services Sales Agents.

Skills: Persuasion; Management of Financial 
Resources; Service Orientation; Negotiation; Opera-
tions Analysis; Monitoring; Speaking; Judgment and 
Decision Making.

Education and Training Programs: Financial 
Planning and Services; Investments and Securities; 
Business and Personal/Financial Services Market-
ing Operations. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales 
and Marketing; Economics and Accounting; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Law and Government; 
Mathematics; Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Sales Agents, Securities and 
Commodities

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,430
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,890
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 24.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 47,750
 ! Self-Employed: 17.7%
 ! Part-Time: 6.9%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Sales Agents, 
Financial Services.

Buy and sell securities in investment and trad-
ing fi rms and develop and implement fi nancial 
plans for individuals, businesses, and organiza-
tions. Complete sales order tickets and submit for 
processing of client requested transactions. Interview 
clients to determine clients’ assets, liabilities, cash 
fl ow, insurance coverage, tax status, and fi nancial 
objectives. Record transactions accurately and keep 
clients informed about transactions. Develop fi nan-
cial plans based on analysis of clients’ fi nancial sta-
tus and discuss fi nancial options with clients. Review 
all securities transactions to ensure accuracy of infor-
mation and ensure that trades conform to regu-
lations of governing agencies. O" er advice on the 
purchase or sale of particular securities. Relay buy or 
sell orders to securities exchanges or to fi rm trading 
departments. Identify potential clients, using adver-
tising campaigns, mailing lists, and personal con-
tacts. Review fi nancial periodicals, stock and bond 
reports, business publications, and other material to 
identify potential investments for clients and to keep 
abreast of trends a" ecting market conditions. Con-
tact prospective customers to determine customer 
needs, present information, and explain available 
services. Prepare documents needed to implement 
plans selected by clients. Analyze market conditions 
to determine optimum times to execute securities 
transactions. Explain stock market terms and trad-
ing practices to clients. Inform and advise concerned 
parties regarding fl uctuations and securities transac-
tions a" ecting plans or accounts. Calculate costs for 
billings and commissions purposes. Supply the lat-
est price quotes on any security, as well as informa-
tion on the activities and fi nancial positions of the 
corporations issuing these securities. Prepare fi nan-
cial reports to monitor client or corporate fi nances. 
Read corporate reports and calculate ratios to deter-
mine best prospects for profi t on stock purchases and 
to monitor client accounts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.05. Finance/Insur-
ance Sales and Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
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Group: Advertising Sales Agents; Insurance Sales 
Agents; Personal Financial Advisors; Sales Agents, 
Financial Services; Securities, Commodities, and 
Financial Services Sales Agents.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Persua-
sion; Social Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Judgment 
and Decision Making; Service Orientation; Speak-
ing; Time Management.

Education and Training Programs: Financial 
Planning and Services; Investments and Securi-
ties. Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics and 
Accounting; Customer and Personal Service; Sales 
and Marketing; Clerical Practices; Law and Govern-
ment; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Sales Engineers

 ! Personality Code: ERI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $80,270
 ! Beginning Wage: $48,290
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 8.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 7,371
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 2.0%

Sell business goods or services, the selling of 
which requires a technical background equiv-
alent to a baccalaureate degree in engineering. 
Plan and modify product confi gurations to meet cus-
tomer needs. Confer with customers and engineers 
to assess equipment needs and to determine sys-
tem requirements. Collaborate with sales teams to 
understand customer requirements, to promote the 
sale of company products, and to provide sales sup-
port. Secure and renew orders and arrange delivery. 
Develop, present, or respond to proposals for specifi c 
customer requirements, including request for pro-
posal responses and industry-specifi c solutions. Sell 

products requiring extensive technical expertise and 
support for installation and use, such as material han-
dling equipment, numerical-control machinery, and 
computer systems. Diagnose problems with installed 
equipment. Prepare and deliver technical presenta-
tions that explain products or services to customers 
and prospective customers. Recommend improved 
materials or machinery to customers, documenting 
how such changes will lower costs or increase pro-
duction. Provide technical and non-technical support 
and services to clients or other sta"  members regard-
ing the use, operation, and maintenance of equip-
ment. Research and identify potential customers for 
products or services. Visit prospective buyers at com-
mercial, industrial, or other establishments to show 
samples or catalogs and to inform them about prod-
uct pricing, availability, and advantages. Create sales 
or service contracts for products or services. Arrange 
for demonstrations or trial installations of equip-
ment. Keep informed on industry news and trends; 
products; services; competitors; relevant information 
about legacy, existing, and emerging technologies; 
and the latest product-line developments. Attend 
company training seminars to become familiar with 
product lines. Provide information needed for the 
development of custom-made machinery. Develop 
sales plans to introduce products in new markets. 
Write technical documentation for products. Iden-
tify resale opportunities and support them to achieve 
sales plans. Document account activities, generate 
reports, and keep records of business transactions 
with customers and suppliers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.02. 
Technical Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufactur-
ing, Technical and Scientifi c Products.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Science; Systems Eval-
uation; Technology Design; Programming; Installa-
tion; Equipment Selection; Mathematics.

Education and Training Programs: Aerospace 
Engineering; Agricultural Engineering; Chemi-
cal Engineering; Computer Engineering; Con-
struction Engineering; Electrical, Electronic, and 
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Communications Engineering; Environmental Engi-
neering; Forest Engineering; Industrial Engineering; 
Manufacturing Engineering; Materials Engineering; 
Mechanical Engineering; Metallurgical Engineering; 
Mining and Mineral Engineering; Nuclear Engi-
neering; Petroleum Engineering; Transportation and 
Highway Engineering; Water Resources Engineer-
ing; others. Related Knowledge/Courses: Sales and 
Marketing; Engineering and Technology; Design; 
Physics; Computers and Electronics; Customer and 
Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Sales Managers

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $94,910
 ! Beginning Wage: $45,860
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 10.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 36,392
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 4.1%

Direct the actual distribution or movement of 
products or services to customers. Coordinate 
sales distribution by establishing sales territo-
ries, quotas, and goals, and establish training 
programs for sales representatives. Analyze sales 
statistics gathered by sta#  to determine sales 
potential and inventory requirements and moni-
tor the preferences of customers. Resolve customer 
complaints regarding sales and service. Oversee 
regional and local sales managers and their sta" s. 
Plan and direct sta!  ng, training, and performance 
evaluations to develop and control sales and service 
programs. Determine price schedules and discount 
rates. Review operational records and reports to proj-
ect sales and determine profi tability. Monitor cus-
tomer preferences to determine focus of sales e" orts. 

Prepare budgets and approve budget expenditures. 
Confer or consult with department heads to plan 
advertising services and to secure information on 
equipment and customer specifi cations. Direct and 
coordinate activities involving sales of manufactured 
products, services, commodities, real estate, or other 
subjects of sale. Confer with potential customers 
regarding equipment needs and advise customers on 
types of equipment to purchase. Direct foreign sales 
and service outlets of an organization. Advise dealers 
and distributors on policies and operating procedures 
to ensure functional e" ectiveness of businesses. Visit 
franchised dealers to stimulate interest in establish-
ment or expansion of leasing programs. Direct cleri-
cal sta"  to keep records of export correspondence, bid 
requests, and credit collections, and to maintain cur-
rent information on tari" s, licenses, and restrictions. 
Direct, coordinate, and review activities in sales and 
service accounting and recordkeeping, and in receiv-
ing and shipping operations. Assess marketing poten-
tial of new and existing store locations, considering 
statistics and expenditures. Represent company at 
trade association meetings to promote products.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.01. 
Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Ser-
vice. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Advertising 
and Promotions Managers; First-Line Supervisors/
Managers of Non-Retail Sales Workers; First-Line 
Supervisors/Managers of Retail Sales Workers; 
Funeral Directors; Marketing Managers; Property, 
Real Estate, and Community Association Managers; 
Purchasing Managers.

Skills: Management of Personnel Resources; Sys-
tems Analysis; Management of Financial Resources; 
Persuasion; Negotiation; Systems Evaluation; Social 
Perceptiveness; Speaking.

Education and Training Programs: Consumer 
Merchandising/Retailing Management; Business/
Commerce, General; Business Administration and 
Management, General; Marketing/Marketing Man-
agement, General; Marketing, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; Per-
sonnel and Human Resources; Economics and 
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Accounting; Administration and Management; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Sales Representatives, Wholesale 
and Manufacturing, Technical and 
Scienti! c Products

 ! Personality Code: EC
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $68,270
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,090
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 43,469
 ! Self-Employed: 4.2%
 ! Part-Time: 6.7%

Sell goods for wholesalers or manufacturers where 
technical or scientifi c knowledge is required in 
such areas as biology, engineering, chemistry, 
and electronics, normally obtained from at least 
2 years of postsecondary education. Contact new 
and existing customers to discuss their needs, and 
to explain how these needs could be met by specifi c 
products and services. Answer customers’ questions 
about products, prices, availability, product uses, 
and credit terms. Quote prices, credit terms, and 
other bid specifi cations. Emphasize product features 
based on analyses of customers’ needs, and on tech-
nical knowledge of product capabilities and limita-
tions. Negotiate prices and terms of sales and service 
agreements. Maintain customer records, using auto-
mated systems. Identify prospective customers by 
using business directories, following leads from exist-
ing clients, participating in organizations and clubs, 
and attending trade shows and conferences. Prepare 
sales contracts for orders obtained, and submit orders 
for processing. Select the correct products or assist 
customers in making product selections, based on 
customers’ needs, product specifi cations, and appli-
cable regulations. Collaborate with colleagues to 

exchange information such as selling strategies and 
marketing information. Prepare sales presentations 
and proposals that explain product specifi cations 
and applications. Provide customers with ongo-
ing technical support. Demonstrate and explain the 
operation and use of products. Inform customers of 
estimated delivery schedules, service contracts, war-
ranties, or other information pertaining to purchased 
products. Attend sales and trade meetings, and read 
related publications in order to obtain information 
about market conditions, business trends, and indus-
try developments. Visit establishments to evaluate 
needs and to promote product or service sales. Com-
plete expense reports, sales reports, and other paper-
work. Initiate sales campaigns and follow marketing 
plan guidelines in order to meet sales and produc-
tion expectations. Recommend ways for customers 
to alter product usage in order to improve produc-
tion. Complete product and development training 
as required. Provide feedback to companys’ product 
design teams so that products can be tailored to cli-
ents’ needs. Arrange for installation and test-opera-
tion of machinery.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.02. 
Technical Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Sales Engineers.

Skills: Persuasion; Negotiation; Science; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Service Orienta-
tion; Coordination; Operations Analysis; Social 
Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Programs: Selling Skills 
and Sales Operations; Business, Management, Mar-
keting, and Related Support Services. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Production and Process-
ing; Administration and Management; Computers 
and Electronics; Transportation.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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_________________________________________ Enterprising Occupations: Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs 

Securities, Commodities, and 
Financial Services Sales Agents

See Sales Agents, Financial Services (an Enterprising 
job) and Sales Agents, Securities and Commodities (an 
Enterprising job), described separately.

Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs

 ! Personality Code: ERS
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $49,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,820
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 10.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 37,842
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 1.1%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Police Patrol 
O"  cers.

Enforce law and order in rural or unincorporated 
districts or serve legal processes of courts. May 
patrol courthouse, guard court or grand jury, 
or escort defendants. Drive vehicles or patrol spe-
cifi c areas to detect law violators, issue citations, and 
make arrests. Investigate illegal or suspicious activi-
ties. Verify that the proper legal charges have been 
made against law o" enders. Execute arrest warrants, 
locating and taking persons into custody. Record 
daily activities and submit logs and other related 
reports and paperwork to appropriate authorities. 
Patrol and guard courthouses, grand jury rooms, or 
assigned areas to provide security, enforce laws, main-
tain order, and arrest violators. Notify patrol units 
to take violators into custody or to provide needed 
assistance or medical aid. Place people in protective 
custody. Serve statements of claims, subpoenas, sum-
monses, jury summonses, orders to pay alimony, and 
other court orders. Take control of accident scenes to 
maintain tra!  c fl ow, to assist accident victims, and 

to investigate causes. Question individuals entering 
secured areas to determine their business, directing 
and rerouting individuals as necessary. Transport or 
escort prisoners and defendants en route to court-
rooms, prisons or jails, attorneys’ o!  ces, or medical 
facilities. Locate and confi scate real or personal prop-
erty, as directed by court order. Manage jail opera-
tions and tend to jail inmates.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Baili" s; Correctional O!  cers and Jailers; Crimi-
nal Investigators and Special Agents; Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators; Fire Investigators; Forensic 
Science Technicians; Parking Enforcement Workers; 
Police and Sheri" ’s Patrol O!  cers; Police Detectives; 
Police Identifi cation and Records O!  cers; Police 
Patrol O!  cers; Transit and Railroad Police.

Skills: Negotiation; Persuasion; Social Perceptive-
ness; Service Orientation; Equipment Selection; 
Complex Problem Solving; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Coordination.

Education and Training Programs: Criminal Jus-
tice/Police Science; Criminalistics and Criminal Sci-
ence. Related Knowledge/Courses: Public Safety 
and Security; Law and Government; Telecommuni-
cations; Psychology; # erapy and Counseling; Phi-
losophy and # eology.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; very hot or cold; contaminants; disease or 
infections; sitting.
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Ship and Boat Captains

 ! Personality Code: ER
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,210
 ! Beginning Wage: $29,530
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,665
 ! Self-Employed: 6.8%
 ! Part-Time: 4.8%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Mates—
Ship, Boat, and Barge, and with Pilots, Ship.

Command vessels in oceans, bays, lakes, rivers, 
and coastal waters. Assign watches and living quar-
ters to crew members. Sort logs, form log booms, and 
salvage lost logs. Perform various marine duties such 
as checking for oil spills or other pollutants around 
ports and harbors, and patrolling beaches. Contact 
buyers to sell cargo such as fi sh. Tow and maneu-
ver barges, or signal for tugboats to tow barges to 
destinations. Signal passing vessels, using whistles, 
fl ashing lights, fl ags, and radios. Resolve questions 
or problems with customs o!  cials. Read gauges to 
verify su!  cient levels of hydraulic fl uid, air pressure, 
and oxygen. Purchase supplies and equipment. Mea-
sure depths of water, using depth-measuring equip-
ment. Maintain boats and equipment on board, such 
as engines, winches, navigational systems, fi re extin-
guishers, and life preservers. Collect fares from cus-
tomers, or signal ferryboat helpers to collect fares. 
Arrange for ships to be fueled, restocked with sup-
plies, and/or repaired. Signal crew members or deck-
hands to rig tow lines, open or close gates and ramps, 
and pull guard chains across entries. Maintain records 
of daily activities, personnel reports, ship positions 
and movements, ports of call, weather and sea condi-
tions, pollution control e" orts, and/or cargo and pas-
senger statuses. Inspect vessels to ensure e!  cient and 
safe operation of vessels and equipment, and confor-
mance to regulations. Direct and coordinate crew 

members or workers performing activities such as 
loading and unloading cargo, steering vessels, operat-
ing engines, and operating, maintaining, and repair-
ing ship equipment. Compute positions, set courses, 
and determine speeds by using charts, area plotting 
sheets, compasses, sextants, and knowledge of local 
conditions. Calculate sightings of land, using elec-
tronic sounding devices, and following contour lines 
on charts. Monitor the loading and discharging of 
cargo or passengers. Interview and hire crew mem-
bers. Steer and operate vessels, using radios, depth 
fi nders, radars, lights, buoys, and lighthouses.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.05. 
Water Vehicle Operation. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water Ves-
sels; Dredge Operators; Mates—Ship, Boat, and 
Barge; Motorboat Operators; Pilots, Ship; Sailors 
and Marine Oilers.

Skills: Operation and Control; Operation Monitor-
ing; Equipment Maintenance; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Troubleshooting; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Repairing; Management of 
Material Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Commercial 
Fishing; Marine Science/Merchant Marine O!  -
cer; Marine Transportation, Other. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Transportation; Geography; Public 
Safety and Security; Telecommunications; Psychol-
ogy; Mechanical Devices.

Work Environment: Outdoors; standing; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.
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____________________________________________________Enterprising Occupations: Talent Directors 
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Social and Community Service 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: ES
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,530
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,480
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 24.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 23,788
 ! Self-Employed: 5.9%
 ! Part-Time: 11.6%

Plan, organize, or coordinate the activities of a 
social service program or community outreach 
organization. Oversee the program or organiza-
tion’s budget and policies regarding participant 
involvement, program requirements, and bene-
fi ts. Work may involve directing social workers, 
counselors, or probation o!  cers. Establish and 
maintain relationships with other agencies and orga-
nizations in community to meet community needs 
and to ensure that services are not duplicated. Pre-
pare and maintain records and reports, such as bud-
gets, personnel records, or training manuals. Direct 
activities of professional and technical sta"  members 
and volunteers. Evaluate the work of sta"  and volun-
teers to ensure that programs are of appropriate qual-
ity and that resources are used e" ectively. Establish 
and oversee administrative procedures to meet objec-
tives set by boards of directors or senior management. 
Participate in the determination of organizational 
policies regarding such issues as participant eligibil-
ity, program requirements, and program benefi ts. 
Research and analyze member or community needs 
to determine program directions and goals. Speak to 
community groups to explain and interpret agency 
purposes, programs, and policies. Recruit, interview, 
and hire or sign up volunteers and sta" . Represent 
organizations in relations with governmental and 
media institutions. Plan and administer budgets for 
programs, equipment, and support services. Analyze 
proposed legislation, regulations, or rule changes to 

determine how agency services could be impacted. 
Act as consultants to agency sta"  and other commu-
nity programs regarding the interpretation of pro-
gram-related federal, state, and county regulations 
and policies. Implement and evaluate sta"  training 
programs. Direct fundraising activities and the prep-
aration of public relations materials.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.01. Mana-
gerial Work in Government and Public Administra-
tion. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: No other 
jobs in this group.

Skills: Social Perceptiveness; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Service Orientation; Systems Evalua-
tion; Negotiation; Persuasion; Monitoring; Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Human Ser-
vices, General; Community Organization and Advo-
cacy; Public Administration; Business/Commerce, 
General; Business Administration and Management, 
General; Non-Profi t/Public/Organizational Man-
agement; Entrepreneurship/Entrepreneurial Studies; 
Business, Management, Marketing, and Related Sup-
port Services, Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Sociology and Anthropology; # erapy and Counsel-
ing; Psychology; Philosophy and # eology; Clerical 
Practices; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Talent Directors

 ! Personality Code: EA
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,992
 ! Self-Employed: 29.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.0%
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! e job openings listed here are shared with Directors—
Stage, Motion Pictures, Television, and Radio; Producers; 
Program Directors; and Technical Directors/Managers.

Audition and interview performers to select most 
appropriate talent for parts in stage, television, 
radio, or motion picture productions. Review per-
former information such as photos, resumes, voice 
tapes, videos, and union membership, in order to 
decide whom to audition for parts. Read scripts and 
confer with producers in order to determine the types 
and numbers of performers required for a given pro-
duction. Select performers for roles or submit lists 
of suitable performers to producers or directors for 
fi nal selection. Audition and interview performers in 
order to match their attributes to specifi c roles or to 
increase the pool of available acting talent. Maintain 
talent fi les that include information such as perform-
ers’ specialties, past performances, and availabil-
ity. Prepare actors for auditions by providing scripts 
and information about roles and casting require-
ments. Serve as liaisons between directors, actors, 
and agents. Attend or view productions in order to 
maintain knowledge of available actors. Negotiate 
contract agreements with performers, with agents, or 
between performers and agents or production com-
panies. Contact agents and actors in order to provide 
notifi cation of audition and performance opportuni-
ties and to set up audition times. Hire and supervise 
workers who help locate people with specifi ed attri-
butes and talents. Arrange for and/or design screen 
tests or auditions for prospective performers. Locate 
performers or extras for crowd and background 
scenes, and stand-ins or photo doubles for actors, by 
direct contact or through agents.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.07. Music. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Music Composers and Arrang-
ers; Music Directors; Music Directors and Compos-
ers; Musicians and Singers; Musicians, Instrumental; 
Singers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Personnel Resources; Persuasion; Social 

Perceptiveness; Negotiation; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Time Management; Management of Mate-
rial Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and 
Television; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, Gen-
eral; Directing and # eatrical Production; # eatre/
# eatre Arts Management; Dramatic/# eatre Arts 
and Stagecraft, Other; Film/Cinema Studies; Cin-
ematography and Film/Video Production. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Fine Arts; Communications 
and Media; Clerical Practices; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Sales and Marketing; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Technical Directors/Managers

 ! Personality Code: ERC
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $61,090
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very high
 ! Growth: 11.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,992
 ! Self-Employed: 29.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Directors—
Stage, Motion Pictures, Television, and Radio; Producers; 
Program Directors; and Talent Directors.

Coordinate activities of technical departments, 
such as taping, editing, engineering, and mainte-
nance, to produce radio or television programs. 
Direct technical aspects of newscasts and other pro-
ductions, checking and switching between video 
sources and taking responsibility for the on-air prod-
uct, including camera shots and graphics. Test equip-
ment to ensure proper operation. Monitor broadcasts 
to ensure that programs conform to station or net-
work policies and regulations. Observe pictures 
through monitors and direct camera and video sta"  
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___________________________________Enterprising Occupations: Training and Development Managers

concerning shading and composition. Act as liaisons 
between engineering and production departments. 
Supervise and assign duties to workers engaged in 
technical control and production of radio and tele-
vision programs. Schedule use of studio and editing 
facilities for producers and engineering and mainte-
nance sta" . Confer with operations directors to for-
mulate and maintain fair and attainable technical 
policies for programs. Operate equipment to produce 
programs or broadcast live programs from remote 
locations. Train workers in use of equipment such 
as switchers, cameras, monitors, microphones, and 
lights. Switch between video sources in a studio or 
on multi-camera remotes, using equipment such as 
switchers, video slide projectors, and video e" ects 
generators. Set up and execute video transitions and 
special e" ects such as fades, dissolves, cuts, keys, 
and supers, using computers to manipulate pictures 
as necessary. Collaborate with promotions directors 
to produce on-air station promotions. Discuss fi lter 
options, lens choices, and the visual e" ects of objects 
being fi lmed with photography directors and video 
operators. Follow instructions from production man-
agers and directors during productions, such as com-
mands for camera cuts, e" ects, graphics, and takes.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.01. Managerial Work 
in Arts and Communication. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Agents and Business Managers of Art-
ists, Performers, and Athletes; Art Directors; Pro-
ducers; Producers and Directors; Program Directors; 
Public Relations Managers.

Skills: Operation and Control; Operation Moni-
toring; Monitoring; Systems Analysis; Equipment 
Selection; Troubleshooting; Installation; Time 
Management.

Education and Training Programs: Radio and 
Television; Drama and Dramatics/# eatre Arts, Gen-
eral; Directing and # eatrical Production; # eatre/
# eatre Arts Management; Dramatic/# eatre Arts 
and Stagecraft, Other; Film/Cinema Studies; Cin-
ematography and Film/Video Production. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Communications and Media; 
Telecommunications; Computers and Electronics; 

Philosophy and # eology; Engineering and Technol-
ogy; Sales and Marketing.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Training and Development 
Managers

 ! Personality Code: ES
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $84,340
 ! Beginning Wage: $46,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,759
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 2.7%

Plan, direct, or coordinate the training and devel-
opment activities and sta#  of organizations. 
Prepare training budgets for departments or orga-
nizations. Evaluate instructor performances and the 
e" ectiveness of training programs, providing rec-
ommendations for improvements. Analyze training 
needs to develop new training programs or modify 
and improve existing programs. Conduct or arrange 
for ongoing technical training and personal develop-
ment classes for sta"  members. Plan, develop, and 
provide training and sta"  development programs, 
using knowledge of the e" ectiveness of methods 
such as classroom training, demonstrations, on-the-
job training, meetings, conferences, and workshops. 
Conduct orientation sessions and arrange on-the-
job training for new hires. Confer with manage-
ment and conduct surveys to identify training needs 
based on projected production processes, changes, 
and other factors. Train instructors and supervisors 
in techniques and skills for training and dealing with 
employees. Develop and organize training manuals, 
multimedia visual aids, and other educational mate-
rials. Develop testing and evaluation procedures. 
Review and evaluate training and apprenticeship 
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programs for compliance with government stan-
dards. Coordinate established courses with techni-
cal and professional courses provided by community 
schools and designate training procedures.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.01. Managerial 
Work in General Business. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Chief Executives; Compensation and Ben-
efi ts Managers; General and Operations Managers; 
Human Resources Managers.

Skills: Systems Evaluation; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Systems Analysis; Management of 
Personnel Resources; Negotiation; Persuasion; Learn-
ing Strategies; Service Orientation.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Human Resources Development. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Education and Training; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Sales and Marketing; # erapy and 
Counseling; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.
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__________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Accountants and Auditors 
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Occupations
Accountants

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,060
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,570
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 17.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 134,463
 ! Self-Employed: 9.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Auditors.

Analyze fi nancial information and prepare fi nan-
cial reports to determine or maintain record of 
assets, liabilities, profi t and loss, tax liability, or 
other fi nancial activities within an organization. 
Prepare, examine, or analyze accounting records, 
fi nancial statements, or other fi nancial reports to 
assess accuracy, completeness, and conformance to 
reporting and procedural standards. Compute taxes 
owed and prepare tax returns, ensuring compliance 
with payment, reporting, or other tax requirements. 
Analyze business operations, trends, costs, revenues, 
fi nancial commitments, and obligations to project 
future revenues and expenses or to provide advice. 
Report to management regarding the fi nances of 
establishment. Establish tables of accounts and assign 
entries to proper accounts. Develop, maintain, and 
analyze budgets, preparing periodic reports that com-
pare budgeted costs to actual costs. Develop, imple-
ment, modify, and document recordkeeping and 
accounting systems, making use of current computer 
technology. Prepare forms and manuals for account-
ing and bookkeeping personnel and direct their work 
activities. Survey operations to ascertain accounting 
needs and to recommend, develop, or maintain solu-
tions to business and fi nancial problems. Work as 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) agents. Advise man-
agement about issues such as resource utilization, 
tax strategies, and the assumptions underlying bud-
get forecasts. Provide internal and external auditing 
services for businesses or individuals. Advise clients 
in areas such as compensation, employee health-
care benefi ts, the design of accounting or data pro-
cessing systems, or long-range tax or estate plans. 
Investigate bankruptcies and other complex fi nan-
cial transactions and prepare reports summarizing 
the fi ndings. Represent clients before taxing author-
ities and provide support during litigation involving 
fi nancial issues. Appraise, evaluate, and inventory 
real property and equipment, recording information 
such as the description, value, and location of prop-
erty. Maintain or examine the records of government 
agencies. Serve as bankruptcy trustees or business 
valuators.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Account-
ing, Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs 
in " is Work Group: Accountants and Auditors; 
Auditors; Budget Analysts; Industrial Engineering 
Technicians; Logisticians; Management Analysts; 
Operations Research Analysts.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Sys-
tems Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Operations Anal-
ysis; Judgment and Decision Making; Programming; 
Mathematics; Time Management.

Education and Training Programs: Accounting 
and Computer Science; Accounting; Accounting 
and Finance; Accounting and Business/Manage-
ment. Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics 
and Accounting; Clerical Practices; Mathematics; 
Law and Government; Computers and Electronics; 
Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Accountants and Auditors

See Accountants (a Conventional job) and Auditors (a 
Conventional job), described separately.
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Actuaries

 ! Personality Code: CIE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $85,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $48,750
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 23.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,245
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 5.9%

Analyze statistical data, such as mortality, acci-
dent, sickness, disability, and retirement rates, 
and construct probability tables to forecast risk 
and liability for payment of future benefi ts. 
May ascertain premium rates required and cash 
reserves necessary to ensure payment of future 
benefi ts. Ascertain premium rates required and cash 
reserves and liabilities necessary to ensure payment 
of future benefi ts. Analyze statistical information to 
estimate mortality, accident, sickness, disability, and 
retirement rates. Design, review, and help administer 
insurance, annuity, and pension plans, determining 
fi nancial soundness and calculating premiums. Col-
laborate with programmers, underwriters, accoun-
tants, claims experts, and senior management to 
help companies develop plans for new lines of busi-
ness or for improving existing business. Determine 
or help determine company policy and explain com-
plex technical matters to company executives, gov-
ernment o!  cials, shareholders, policyholders, or 
the public. Testify before public agencies on pro-
posed legislation a" ecting businesses. Provide advice 
to clients on a contract basis, working as a consul-
tant. Testify in court as expert witness or to provide 
legal evidence on matters such as the value of poten-
tial lifetime earnings of a person who is disabled or 
killed in an accident. Construct probability tables for 
events such as fi res, natural disasters, and unemploy-
ment, based on analysis of statistical data and other 
pertinent information. Determine policy contract 

provisions for each type of insurance. Manage credit 
and help price corporate security o" erings. Provide 
expertise to help fi nancial institutions manage risks 
and maximize returns associated with investment 
products or credit o" erings. Determine equitable 
basis for distributing surplus earnings under partic-
ipating insurance and annuity contracts in mutual 
companies. Explain changes in contract provisions to 
customers.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.06. Mathematics and Data Analysis. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Mathematical Tech-
nicians; Mathematicians; Social Science Research 
Assistants; Statistical Assistants; Statisticians.

Skills: Programming; Mathematics; Operations 
Analysis; Complex Problem Solving; Active Learn-
ing; Quality Control Analysis; Troubleshooting; 
Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: Actuarial Sci-
ence. Related Knowledge/Courses: Mathematics; 
Economics and Accounting; Sales and Marketing; 
Computers and Electronics; Personnel and Human 
Resources; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate

See Appraisers, Real Estate (an Enterprising job) and 
Assessors (a Conventional job), described separately.
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_______________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Assessors

Archivists

 ! Personality Code: CI
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $43,110
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,330
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 14.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 795
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 18.4%

Appraise, edit, and direct safekeeping of per-
manent records and historically valuable docu-
ments. Participate in research activities based 
on archival materials. Create and maintain acces-
sible, retrievable computer archives and databases, 
incorporating current advances in electric informa-
tion storage technology. Organize archival records 
and develop classifi cation systems to facilitate access 
to archival materials. Authenticate and appraise his-
torical documents and archival materials. Provide 
reference services and assistance for users needing 
archival materials. Direct activities of workers who 
assist in arranging, cataloguing, exhibiting, and 
maintaining collections of valuable materials. Pre-
pare archival records, such as document descrip-
tions, to allow easy access to information. Preserve 
records, documents, and objects, copying records to 
fi lm, videotape, audiotape, disk, or computer formats 
as necessary. Establish and administer policy guide-
lines concerning public access and use of materials. 
Locate new materials and direct their acquisition and 
display. Research and record the origins and histor-
ical signifi cance of archival materials. Specialize in 
an area of history or technology, researching topics 
or items relevant to collections to determine what 
should be retained or acquired. Coordinate educa-
tional and public outreach programs such as tours, 
workshops, lectures, and classes. Select and edit doc-
uments for publication and display, applying knowl-
edge of subject, literary expression, and presentation 
techniques.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.05. Archival and Museum 
Services. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Audio-
Visual Collections Specialists; Curators; Museum 
Technicians and Conservators.

Skills: Programming; Writing; Operations Analysis; 
Reading Comprehension; Quality Control Analysis; 
Persuasion; Judgment and Decision Making; Active 
Listening.

Education and Training Programs: Historic Pres-
ervation and Conservation; Cultural Resource Man-
agement and Policy Analysis; Historic Preservation 
and Conservation, Other; Museology/Museum Stud-
ies; Art History, Criticism and Conservation; Pub-
lic/Applied History and Archival Administration; 
Historic Preservation and Conservation; Cultural 
Resource Management and Policy Analysis; His-
toric Preservation and Conservation, Other; Muse-
ology/Museum Studies; Art History, Criticism and 
Conservation; Public/Applied History and Archi-
val Administration; Library Science/Librarianship. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; 
History and Archeology; Computers and Electron-
ics; English Language; Administration and Manage-
ment; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Assessors

 ! Personality Code: CEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $46,130
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,110
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 16.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,493
 ! Self-Employed: 32.7%
 ! Part-Time: 8.4%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Appraisers, 
Real Estate.
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Appraise real and personal property to deter-
mine its fair value. May assess taxes in accordance 
with prescribed schedules. Determine taxability 
and value of properties, using methods such as fi eld 
inspection, structural measurement, calculation, 
sales analysis, market trend studies, and income and 
expense analysis. Inspect new construction and major 
improvements to existing structures to determine 
values. Explain assessed values to property owners 
and defend appealed assessments at public hearings. 
Inspect properties, considering factors such as mar-
ket value, location, and building or replacement costs 
to determine appraisal value. Prepare and maintain 
current data on each parcel assessed, including maps 
of boundaries, inventories of land and structures, 
property characteristics, and any applicable exemp-
tions. Identify the ownership of each piece of tax-
able property. Conduct regular reviews of property 
within jurisdictions to determine changes in prop-
erty due to construction or demolition. Complete 
and maintain assessment rolls that show the assessed 
values and status of all property in a municipality. 
Issue notices of assessments and taxes. Review infor-
mation about transfers of property to ensure its accu-
racy, checking basic information on buyers, sellers, 
and sales prices and making corrections as necessary. 
Maintain familiarity with aspects of local real estate 
markets. Analyze trends in sales prices, construction 
costs, and rents to assess property values or deter-
mine the accuracy of assessments. Approve appli-
cations for property tax exemptions or deductions. 
Establish uniform and equitable systems for assess-
ing all classes and kinds of property. Write and sub-
mit appraisal and tax reports for public record. Serve 
on assessment review boards. Hire sta"  members. 
Provide sales analyses to be used for equalization of 
school aid. Calculate tax bills for properties by multi-
plying assessed values by jurisdiction tax rates.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Claims Adjusters, Examin-
ers, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, Property 
and Casualty Insurance; Cost Estimators; Credit 

Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance Appraisers, 
Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; Loan Coun-
selors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research Analysts; Sur-
vey Researchers.

Skills: Mathematics; Systems Analysis; Speaking; 
Negotiation; Systems Evaluation; Active Listening; 
Management of Financial Resources; Persuasion.

Education and Training Program: Real Estate. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Building and Con-
struction; Clerical Practices; Law and Govern-
ment; Mathematics; Geography; Economics and 
Accounting.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or con-
trols; repetitive motions.

Auditors

 ! Personality Code: CEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $57,060
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,570
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 17.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 134,463
 ! Self-Employed: 9.5%
 ! Part-Time: 9.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with 
Accountants.

Examine and analyze accounting records to 
determine fi nancial status of establishment and 
prepare fi nancial reports concerning operating 
procedures. Collect and analyze data to detect defi -
cient controls; duplicated e" ort; extravagance; fraud; 
or non-compliance with laws, regulations, and man-
agement policies. Prepare detailed reports on audit 
fi ndings. Supervise auditing of establishments and 
determine scope of investigation required. Report to 
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management about asset utilization and audit results 
and recommend changes in operations and fi nancial 
activities. Inspect account books and accounting sys-
tems for e!  ciency, e" ectiveness, and use of accepted 
accounting procedures to record transactions. Exam-
ine records and interview workers to ensure record-
ing of transactions and compliance with laws and 
regulations. Examine and evaluate fi nancial and 
information systems, recommending controls to 
ensure system reliability and data integrity. Review 
data about material assets, net worth, liabilities, capi-
tal stock, surplus, income, and expenditures. Confer 
with company o!  cials about fi nancial and regula-
tory matters. Examine whether the organization’s 
objectives are refl ected in its management activities 
and whether employees understand the objectives. 
Prepare, analyze, and verify annual reports, fi nan-
cial statements, and other records, using accepted 
accounting and statistical procedures to assess fi nan-
cial condition and facilitate fi nancial planning. 
Inspect cash on hand, notes receivable and payable, 
negotiable securities, and canceled checks to confi rm 
records are accurate. Examine inventory to verify 
journal and ledger entries. Direct activities of per-
sonnel engaged in fi ling, recording, compiling, and 
transmitting fi nancial records. Conduct pre-imple-
mentation audits to determine whether systems and 
programs under development will work as planned. 
Audit payroll and personnel records to determine 
unemployment insurance premiums, workers’ com-
pensation coverage, liabilities, and compliance with 
tax laws. Evaluate taxpayer fi nances to determine tax 
liability, using knowledge of interest and discount 
rates, annuities, valuation of stocks and bonds, and 
amortization valuation of depletable assets. Review 
taxpayer accounts and conduct audits on-site, by cor-
respondence, or by summoning taxpayers to o!  ce.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Accounting, 
Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Accountants; Accountants and 
Auditors; Budget Analysts; Industrial Engineering 
Technicians; Logisticians; Management Analysts; 
Operations Research Analysts.

Skills: Systems Analysis; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Accounting and 
Computer Science; Accounting; Auditing; Account-
ing and Finance; Accounting and Business/Manage-
ment. Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics and 
Accounting; Administration and Management; Per-
sonnel and Human Resources; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Law and Government; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Bill and Account Collectors

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,990
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,630
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 22.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 118,709
 ! Self-Employed: 1.0%
 ! Part-Time: 10.7%

Locate and notify customers of delinquent accounts 
by mail, telephone, or personal visit to solicit pay-
ment. Duties include receiving payment and post-
ing amount to customer’s account, preparing 
statements to credit department if customer fails 
to respond, initiating repossession proceedings or 
service disconnection, and keeping records of col-
lection and status of accounts. Receive payments 
and post amounts paid to customer accounts. Locate 
and monitor overdue accounts, using computers and 
a variety of automated systems. Record information 
about fi nancial status of customers and status of col-
lection e" orts. Locate and notify customers of delin-
quent accounts by mail, telephone, or personal visits 
to solicit payment. Confer with customers by tele-
phone or in person to determine reasons for overdue 
payments and to review the terms of sales, service, 
or credit contracts. Advise customers of necessary 
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actions and strategies for debt repayment. Persuade 
customers to pay amounts due on credit accounts, 
damage claims, or nonpayable checks or to return 
merchandise. Sort and fi le correspondence and per-
form miscellaneous clerical duties such as answering 
correspondence and writing reports. Perform various 
administrative functions for assigned accounts, such 
as recording address changes and purging the records 
of deceased customers. Arrange for debt repayment 
or establish repayment schedules based on custom-
ers’ fi nancial situations. Negotiate credit extensions 
when necessary. Trace delinquent customers to new 
addresses by inquiring at post o!  ces, telephone com-
panies, or credit bureaus or through the questioning 
of neighbors. Notify credit departments, order mer-
chandise repossession or service disconnection, and 
turn over account records to attorneys when cus-
tomers fail to respond to collection attempts. Drive 
vehicles to visit customers, return merchandise to 
creditors, or deliver bills.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.04. Finance/Insurance 
Customer Service. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Loan Interviewers and Clerks; New Accounts Clerks; 
Tellers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Speak-
ing; Management of Personnel Resources; Social 
Perceptiveness; Operations Analysis; Time Manage-
ment; Service Orientation; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Program: Banking and 
Financial Support Services. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; Economics and Account-
ing; Law and Government; Customer and Personal 
Service; Computers and Electronics; Personnel and 
Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Billing and Posting Clerks and 
Machine Operators

See Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks (a Conventional job), 
Billing, Posting, and Calculating Machine Operators (a 
Conventional job), and Statement Clerks (a Conventional 
job), described separately.

Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 4.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 81,885
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 14.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Billing, 
Posting, and Calculating Machine Operators and with 
Statement Clerks.

Compile data, compute fees and charges, and pre-
pare invoices for billing purposes. Duties include 
computing costs and calculating rates for goods, 
services, and shipment of goods; posting data; 
and keeping other relevant records. May involve 
use of computer or typewriter, calculator, and 
adding and bookkeeping machines. Verify accu-
racy of billing data and revise any errors. Operate 
typing, adding, calculating, and billing machines. 
Prepare itemized statements, bills, or invoices and 
record amounts due for items purchased or ser-
vices rendered. Review documents such as purchase 
orders, sales tickets, charge slips, or hospital records 
to compute fees and charges due. Perform book-
keeping work, including posting data and keeping 
other records concerning costs of goods and services 
and the shipment of goods. Keep records of invoices 
and support documents. Resolve discrepancies in 
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accounting records. Type billing documents, ship-
ping labels, credit memorandums, and credit forms, 
using typewriters or computers. Contact customers 
to obtain or relay account information. Compute 
credit terms, discounts, shipment charges, and rates 
for goods and services to complete billing documents. 
Answer mail and telephone inquiries regarding rates, 
routing, and procedures. Track accumulated hours 
and dollar amounts charged to each client job to 
calculate client fees for professional services such as 
legal and accounting services. Review compiled data 
on operating costs and revenues to set rates. Com-
pile reports of cost factors, such as labor, production, 
storage, and equipment. Consult sources such as rate 
books, manuals, and insurance company representa-
tives to determine specifi c charges and information 
such as rules, regulations, and government tax and 
tari"  information. Update manuals when rates, rules, 
or regulations are amended. Estimate market value of 
products or services.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.06. Mathematical 
Clerical Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators; 
Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks; 
Brokerage Clerks; Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks; 
Statement Clerks; Tax Preparers.

Skills: Writing; Active Listening; Service Orienta-
tion; Reading Comprehension; Instructing; Speak-
ing; Social Perceptiveness.

Education and Training Program: Accounting 
Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Econom-
ics and Accounting; Computers and Electronics; 
Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Billing, Posting, and Calculating 
Machine Operators

 ! Personality Code: CRE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 4.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 81,885
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 14.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Billing, Cost, 
and Rate Clerks and with Statement Clerks.

Operate machines that automatically perform 
mathematical processes, such as addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division, to calculate 
and record billing, accounting, statistical, and 
other numerical data. Duties include operating 
special billing machines to prepare statements, 
bills, and invoices and operating bookkeeping 
machines to copy and post data, make computa-
tions, and compile records of transactions. Enter 
into machines all information needed for bill genera-
tion. Train other calculating machine operators and 
review their work. Operate special billing machines 
to prepare statements, bills, and invoices. Oper-
ate bookkeeping machines to copy and post data, 
make computations, and compile records of transac-
tions. Reconcile and post receipts for cash received 
by various departments. Prepare transmittal reports 
for changes to assessment and tax rolls; redemption 
fi le changes; and warrants, deposits, and invoices. 
Encode and add amounts of transaction documents, 
such as checks or money orders, using encoding 
machines. Balance and reconcile batch control totals 
with source documents or computer listings to locate 
errors, encode correct amounts, or prepare correction 
records. Compute payroll and retirement amounts, 
applying knowledge of payroll deductions, actuar-
ial tables, disability factors, and survivor allowances. 
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Maintain ledgers and registers, posting charges and 
refunds to individual funds and computing and ver-
ifying balances. Compute monies due on personal 
and real property, inventories, redemption payments, 
and other amounts, applying specialized knowledge 
of tax rates, formulas, interest rates, and other rel-
evant information. Verify and post to ledgers pur-
chase orders, reports of goods received, invoices, paid 
vouchers, and other information. Assign purchase 
order numbers to invoices, requisitions, and formal 
and informal bids. Verify completeness and accuracy 
of original documents such as business property state-
ments, tax rolls, invoices, bonds and coupons, and 
redemption certifi cates. Bundle sorted documents to 
prepare those drawn on other banks for collection. 
Transcribe data from o!  ce records, using specifi ed 
forms, billing machines, and transcribing machines. 
Sort and list items for proof or collection. Send com-
pleted bills to billing clerks for information verifi ca-
tion. Transfer data from machines, such as encoding 
machines, to computers. Sort and microfi lm trans-
action documents, such as checks, using sorting 
machines. Observe operation of sorters to locate doc-
uments that machines cannot read and manually 
record amounts of these documents.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.08. Clerical 
Machine Operation. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Data Entry Keyers; Mail Clerks and Mail 
Machine Operators, Except Postal Service; O!  ce 
Machine Operators, Except Computer; Switchboard 
Operators, Including Answering Service; Word Pro-
cessors and Typists.

Skills: Speaking; Active Listening; Writing.

Education and Training Program: Accounting 
Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Accounting; 
Clerical Practices; Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or controls; 
repetitive motions.

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and 
Auditing Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $31,560
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,310
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 12.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 286,854
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 24.8%

Compute, classify, and record numerical data 
to keep fi nancial records complete. Perform any 
combination of routine calculating, posting, and 
verifying duties to obtain primary fi nancial data 
for use in maintaining accounting records. May 
also check the accuracy of fi gures, calculations, 
and postings pertaining to business transactions 
recorded by other workers. Operate computers pro-
grammed with accounting software to record, store, 
and analyze information. Check fi gures, postings, 
and documents for correct entry, mathematical accu-
racy, and proper codes. Comply with federal, state, 
and company policies, procedures, and regulations. 
Debit, credit, and total accounts on computer spread-
sheets and databases, using specialized accounting 
software. Classify, record, and summarize numer-
ical and fi nancial data to compile and keep fi nan-
cial records, using journals and ledgers or computers. 
Calculate, prepare, and issue bills, invoices, account 
statements, and other fi nancial statements according 
to established procedures. Code documents accord-
ing to company procedures. Compile statistical, 
fi nancial, accounting, or auditing reports and tables 
pertaining to such matters as cash receipts, expen-
ditures, accounts payable and receivable, and profi ts 
and losses. Operate 10-key calculators, typewrit-
ers, and copy machines to perform calculations and 
produce documents. Access computerized fi nancial 
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information to answer general questions as well as 
those related to specifi c accounts. Reconcile or note 
and report discrepancies found in records. Perform 
fi nancial calculations such as amounts due, inter-
est charges, balances, discounts, equity, and prin-
cipal. Perform general o!  ce duties such as fi ling, 
answering telephones, and handling routine corre-
spondence. Prepare bank deposits by compiling data 
from cashiers; verifying and balancing receipts; and 
sending cash, checks, or other forms of payment to 
banks. Receive, record, and bank cash, checks, and 
vouchers. Calculate and prepare checks for utilities, 
taxes, and other payments. Compare computer print-
outs to manually maintained journals to determine if 
they match. Reconcile records of bank transactions. 
Prepare trial balances of books. Monitor status of 
loans and accounts to ensure that payments are up to 
date. Transfer details from separate journals to gen-
eral ledgers or data-processing sheets. Compile bud-
get data and documents based on estimated revenues 
and expenses and previous budgets. Calculate costs 
of materials, overhead, and other expenses, based on 
estimates, quotations, and price lists.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.06. Mathematical 
Clerical Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Operators; 
Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks; Brokerage Clerks; 
Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks; Statement Clerks; 
Tax Preparers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Mathe-
matics; Time Management.

Education and Training Programs: Account-
ing Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping; 
Accounting and Related Services, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Econom-
ics and Accounting; Mathematics; Computers and 
Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Brokerage Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,360
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,710
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 20.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 10,826
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 19.4%

Perform clerical duties involving the purchase or 
sale of securities. Duties include writing orders 
for stock purchases and sales, computing trans-
fer taxes, verifying stock transactions, accept-
ing and delivering securities, tracking stock price 
fl uctuations, computing equity, distributing divi-
dends, and keeping records of daily transactions 
and holdings. Correspond with customers and con-
fer with co-workers to answer inquiries, discuss 
market fl uctuations, and resolve account problems. 
Record and document security transactions, such as 
purchases, sales, conversions, redemptions, and pay-
ments, using computers, accounting ledgers, and cer-
tifi cate records. Schedule and coordinate transfer and 
delivery of security certifi cates between companies, 
departments, and customers. Prepare forms, such as 
receipts, withdrawal orders, transmittal papers, and 
transfer confi rmations, based on transaction requests 
from stockholders. File, type, and operate standard 
o!  ce machines. Monitor daily stock prices and com-
pute fl uctuations to determine the need for additional 
collateral to secure loans. Prepare reports summariz-
ing daily transactions and earnings for individual cus-
tomer accounts. Compute total holdings, dividends, 
interest, transfer taxes, brokerage fees, and commis-
sions and allocate appropriate payments to custom-
ers. Verify ownership and transaction information 
and dividend distribution instructions to ensure con-
formance with governmental regulations, using stock 
records and reports.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.06. Mathematical 
Clerical Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Opera-
tors; Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks; Bookkeeping, 
Accounting, and Auditing Clerks; Payroll and Time-
keeping Clerks; Statement Clerks; Tax Preparers.

Skills: Service Orientation; Mathematics; Speaking; 
Active Listening; Systems Evaluation.

Education and Training Program: Accounting 
Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Accounting; 
Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal Service; 
Sales and Marketing; Computers and Electronics; 
Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Budget Analysts

 ! Personality Code: CEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $63,440
 ! Beginning Wage: $41,440
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 7.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,423
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 3.2%

Examine budget estimates for completeness, 
accuracy, and conformance with procedures and 
regulations. Analyze budgeting and accounting 
reports for the purpose of maintaining expendi-
ture controls. Direct the preparation of regular and 
special budget reports. Consult with managers to 
ensure that budget adjustments are made in accor-
dance with program changes. Match appropriations 
for specifi c programs with appropriations for broader 
programs, including items for emergency funds. 
Provide advice and technical assistance with cost 

analysis, fi scal allocation, and budget preparation. 
Summarize budgets and submit recommendations 
for the approval or disapproval of funds requests. Seek 
new ways to improve e!  ciency and increase profi ts. 
Review operating budgets to analyze trends a" ecting 
budget needs. Perform cost-benefi t analyses to com-
pare operating programs, review fi nancial requests, or 
explore alternative fi nancing methods. Interpret bud-
get directives and establish policies for carrying out 
directives. Compile and analyze accounting records 
and other data to determine the fi nancial resources 
required to implement a program. Testify before 
examining and fund-granting authorities, clarifying 
and promoting the proposed budgets.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.05. Accounting, 
Auditing, and Analytical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Accountants; Accountants and 
Auditors; Auditors; Industrial Engineering Techni-
cians; Logisticians; Management Analysts; Opera-
tions Research Analysts.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Systems 
Analysis; Systems Evaluation; Mathematics; Judg-
ment and Decision Making; Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Accounting; 
Finance, General. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Economics and Accounting; Clerical Practices; 
Administration and Management; Mathematics; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Computers and 
Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Cargo and Freight Agents

 ! Personality Code: CER
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $37,060
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,720
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 16.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 9,967
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 6.1%

Expedite and route movement of incoming and 
outgoing cargo and freight shipments in airline, 
train, and trucking terminals and shipping docks. 
Take orders from customers and arrange pickup of 
freight and cargo for delivery to loading platform. 
Prepare and examine bills of lading to determine 
shipping charges and tari# s. Negotiate and arrange 
transport of goods with shipping or freight compa-
nies. Notify consignees, passengers, or customers 
of the arrival of freight or baggage and arrange for 
delivery. Advise clients on transportation and pay-
ment methods. Prepare manifests showing baggage, 
mail, and freight weights and number of passen-
gers on airplanes and transmit data to destinations. 
Determine method of shipment and prepare bills 
of lading, invoices, and other shipping documents. 
Check import/export documentation to determine 
cargo contents and classify goods into di" erent fee or 
tari"  groups, using a tari"  coding system. Estimate 
freight or postal rates and record shipment costs and 
weights. Enter shipping information into a computer 
by hand or by using a hand-held scanner that reads 
bar codes on goods. Retrieve stored items and trace 
lost shipments as necessary. Pack goods for shipping, 
using tools such as staplers, strapping machines, and 
hammers. Direct delivery trucks to shipping doors 
or designated marshalling areas and help load and 
unload goods safely. Inspect and count items received 
and check them against invoices or other documents, 
recording shortages and rejecting damaged goods. 
Install straps, braces, and padding to loads to prevent 

shifting or damage during shipment. Keep records 
of all goods shipped, received, and stored. Coordi-
nate and supervise activities of workers engaged in 
packing and shipping merchandise. Arrange insur-
ance coverage for goods. Direct or participate in 
cargo loading to ensure completeness of load and 
even distribution of weight. Open cargo containers 
and unwrap contents, using steel cutters, crowbars, 
or other hand tools. Attach address labels, identifi ca-
tion codes, and shipping instructions to containers. 
Contact vendors or claims adjustment departments 
to resolve problems with shipments or contact service 
depots to arrange for repairs. Route received goods 
to fi rst available fl ight or to appropriate storage areas 
or departments, using forklifts, handtrucks, or other 
equipment. Maintain a supply of packing materials.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.07. 
Transportation Support Work. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Bridge and Lock Tenders; Cleaners 
of Vehicles and Equipment; Laborers and Freight, 
Stock, and Material Movers, Hand; Railroad Brake, 
Signal, and Switch Operators; Tra!  c Technicians.

Skills: Negotiation; Instructing; Writing; Ser-
vice Orientation; Monitoring; Speaking; Learning 
Strategies.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Transportation; Geography; Cus-
tomer and Personal Service; Clerical Practices; 
Computers and Electronics; Administration and 
Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and 
Investigators

See Claims Examiners, Property and Casualty 
Insurance (a Conventional job) and Insurance Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators (a Conventional job), 
described separately.
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Claims Examiners, Property and 
Casualty Insurance

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,560
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,010
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 8.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 22,024
 ! Self-Employed: 3.5%
 ! Part-Time: 4.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Insurance 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators.

Review settled insurance claims to determine 
that payments and settlements have been made 
in accordance with company practices and proce-
dures. Report overpayments, underpayments, and 
other irregularities. Confer with legal counsel on 
claims requiring litigation. Investigate, evaluate, 
and settle claims, applying technical knowledge and 
human relations skills to e" ect fair and prompt dis-
posal of cases and to contribute to a reduced loss ratio. 
Pay and process claims within designated authority 
level. Adjust reserves or provide reserve recommen-
dations to ensure that reserve activities are consis-
tent with corporate policies. Enter claim payments, 
reserves, and new claims on computer system, input-
ting concise yet su!  cient fi le documentation. Resolve 
complex severe exposure claims, using high-service-
oriented fi le handling. Maintain claim fi les such as 
records of settled claims and an inventory of claims 
requiring detailed analysis. Verify and analyze data 
used in settling claims to ensure that claims are valid 
and that settlements are made according to company 
practices and procedures. Examine claims investi-
gated by insurance adjusters, further investigating 
questionable claims to determine whether to autho-
rize payments. Present cases and participate in their 
discussion at claim committee meetings. Contact or 

interview claimants, doctors, medical specialists, or 
employers to get additional information. Confer with 
legal counsel on claims requiring litigation. Report 
overpayments, underpayments, and other irregu-
larities. Communicate with reinsurance brokers to 
obtain information necessary for processing claims. 
Supervise claims adjusters to ensure that adjusters 
have followed proper methods. Conduct detailed bill 
reviews to implement sound litigation management 
and expense control. Prepare reports to be submitted 
to company’s data-processing department.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjust-
ers, Examiners, and Investigators; Cost Estima-
tors; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance 
Appraisers, Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; 
Loan Counselors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research 
Analysts; Survey Researchers.

Skills: Judgment and Decision Making; Writing; 
Persuasion; Negotiation; Reading Comprehension; 
Critical # inking; Instructing; Active Listening.

Education and Training Program: Health/Medi-
cal Claims Examiner. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Customer and Personal Service; Medicine and Den-
tistry; Clerical Practices; Law and Government; 
Computers and Electronics; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.
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Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job 
Analysis Specialists

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,180
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,450
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 18.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,761
 ! Self-Employed: 2.1%
 ! Part-Time: 7.6%

Conduct programs of compensation and benefi ts 
and job analysis for employer. May specialize in 
specifi c areas, such as position classifi cation and 
pension programs. Evaluate job positions, deter-
mining classifi cation, exempt or non-exempt status, 
and salary. Ensure company compliance with federal 
and state laws, including reporting requirements. 
Advise managers and employees on state and federal 
employment regulations, collective agreements, ben-
efi t and compensation policies, personnel procedures, 
and classifi cation programs. Plan, develop, evaluate, 
improve, and communicate methods and techniques 
for selecting, promoting, compensating, evaluating, 
and training workers. Provide advice on the resolution 
of classifi cation and salary complaints. Prepare occu-
pational classifi cations, job descriptions, and salary 
scales. Assist in preparing and maintaining personnel 
records and handbooks. Prepare reports such as orga-
nization and fl ow charts and career path reports to 
summarize job analysis and evaluation and compen-
sation analysis information. Administer employee 
insurance, pension, and savings plans, working with 
insurance brokers and plan carriers. Negotiate col-
lective agreements on behalf of employers or workers 
and mediate labor disputes and grievances. Develop, 
implement, administer, and evaluate personnel and 
labor relations programs, including performance 
appraisal, a!  rmative action, and employment equity 
programs. Perform multifactor data and cost analyses 

that may be used in areas such as support of collec-
tive bargaining agreements. Research employee ben-
efi t and health and safety practices and recommend 
changes or modifi cations to existing policies. Ana-
lyze organizational, occupational, and industrial data 
to facilitate organizational functions and provide 
technical information to business, industry, and gov-
ernment. Advise sta"  of individuals’ qualifi cations. 
Assess need for and develop job analysis instruments 
and materials. Review occupational data on Alien 
Employment Certifi cation Applications to determine 
the appropriate occupational title and code; provide 
local o!  ces with information about immigration 
and occupations. Research job and worker require-
ments, structural and functional relationships among 
jobs and occupations, and occupational trends.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.03. Human 
Resources Support. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Employment Interviewers; Employment, 
Recruitment, and Placement Specialists; Personnel 
Recruiters; Training and Development Specialists.

Skills: Service Orientation; Judgment and Decision 
Making; Management of Financial Resources; Per-
suasion; Active Listening; Negotiation; Monitoring; 
Coordination.

Education and Training Programs: Human 
Resources Management/Personnel Administration, 
General; Labor and Industrial Relations. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Personnel and Human 
Resources; Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal 
Service; English Language; Administration and 
Management; Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.
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Compliance Of! cers, Except 
Agriculture, Construction, Health 
and Safety, and Transportation

See Coroners (an Investigative job), Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors (a Conventional job), Equal 
Opportunity Representatives and O"  cers (a Social 
job), Government Property Inspectors and Investigators 
(a Conventional job), and Licensing Examiners and 
Inspectors (a Conventional job), described separately.

Computer Specialists, All Other

See Computer Systems Engineers/Architects (an 
Investigative job), Network Designers (a Conventional 
job), Software Quality Assurance Engineers and 
Testers (an Investigative job), Web Administrators (a 
Conventional job), and Web Developers (a Conventional 
job), described separately.

Cost Estimators

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,920
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,470
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 18.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,379
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 5.8%

Prepare cost estimates for product manufactur-
ing, construction projects, or services to aid man-
agement in bidding on or determining prices of 
products or services. May specialize according to 
particular service performed or type of product 
manufactured. Consult with clients, vendors, per-
sonnel in other departments, or construction fore-
men to discuss and formulate estimates and resolve 
issues. Analyze blueprints and other documentation 

to prepare time, cost, materials, and labor estimates. 
Prepare estimates for use in selecting vendors or sub-
contractors. Confer with engineers, architects, own-
ers, contractors, and subcontractors on changes and 
adjustments to cost estimates. Prepare estimates 
used by management for purposes such as planning, 
organizing, and scheduling work. Prepare cost and 
expenditure statements and other necessary docu-
mentation at regular intervals for the duration of the 
project. Assess cost-e" ectiveness of products, proj-
ects, or services, tracking actual costs relative to bids 
as projects develop. Set up cost-monitoring and cost-
reporting systems and procedures. Conduct special 
studies to develop and establish standard hour and 
related cost data or to e" ect cost reductions. Review 
material and labor requirements to decide whether it 
is more cost-e" ective to produce or purchase com-
ponents. Prepare and maintain a directory of suppli-
ers, contractors, and subcontractors. Establish and 
maintain tendering processes and conduct negotia-
tions. Visit sites and record information about access, 
drainage and topography, and availability of services 
such as water and electricity.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, 
Property and Casualty Insurance; Credit Analysts; 
Financial Analysts; Insurance Adjusters, Examin-
ers, and Investigators; Insurance Appraisers, Auto 
Damage; Insurance Underwriters; Loan Counsel-
ors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research Analysts; Sur-
vey Researchers.

Skills: Systems Analysis; Management of Financial 
Resources; Mathematics; Systems Evaluation; Writ-
ing; Negotiation.

Education and Training Programs: Materials 
Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; Construction 
Engineering; Manufacturing Engineering; Construc-
tion Engineering Technology/Technician; Busi-
ness/Commerce, General; Business Administration 
and Management, General. Related Knowledge/
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Courses: Engineering and Technology; Mathemat-
ics; Economics and Accounting; Building and Con-
struction; Design; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; 
sitting.

Court Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CER
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 8.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,163
 ! Self-Employed: 2.7%
 ! Part-Time: 9.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with License 
Clerks and with Municipal Clerks.

Perform clerical duties in court of law; prepare 
docket of cases to be called; secure information 
for judges; and contact witnesses, attorneys, and 
litigants to obtain information for court. Pre-
pare dockets or calendars of cases to be called, using 
typewriters or computers. Record case dispositions, 
court orders, and arrangements made for payment of 
court fees. Answer inquiries from the general pub-
lic regarding judicial procedures, court appearances, 
trial dates, adjournments, outstanding warrants, 
summonses, subpoenas, witness fees, and payment of 
fi nes. Prepare and issue orders of the court, including 
probation orders, release documentation, sentenc-
ing information, and summonses. Prepare docu-
ments recording the outcomes of court proceedings. 
Instruct parties about timing of court appearances. 
Explain procedures or forms to parties in cases or to 
the general public. Search fi les and contact witnesses, 
attorneys, and litigants to obtain information for the 
court. Follow procedures to secure courtrooms and 
exhibits such as money, drugs, and weapons. Amend 

indictments when necessary and endorse indictments 
with pertinent information. Read charges and related 
information to the court and, if necessary, record 
defendants’ pleas. Swear in jury members, interpret-
ers, witnesses, and defendants. Collect court fees 
or fi nes and record amounts collected. Direct sup-
port sta"  in handling of paperwork processed by 
clerks’ o!  ces. Examine legal documents submitted 
to courts for adherence to laws or court procedures. 
Prepare and mark all applicable court exhibits and 
evidence. Record court proceedings, using recording 
equipment, or record minutes of court proceedings, 
using stenotype machines or shorthand. Prepare 
courtrooms with paper, pens, water, easels, and elec-
tronic equipment and ensure that recording equip-
ment is working. Conduct roll calls and poll jurors. 
Meet with judges, lawyers, parole o!  cers, police, and 
social agency o!  cials to coordinate the functions of 
the court. Open courts, calling them to order and 
announcing judges.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.04. Pub-
lic Administration Clerical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Court Reporters; Court, Munic-
ipal, and License Clerks; License Clerks; Municipal 
Clerks.

Skills: Active Listening; Writing; Instructing; Ser-
vice Orientation; Coordination.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Law and Govern-
ment; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.
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Court Reporters

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $45,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,810
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 24.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 2,620
 ! Self-Employed: 7.9%
 ! Part-Time: 13.6%

Use verbatim methods and equipment to cap-
ture, store, retrieve, and transcribe pretrial and 
trial proceedings or other information. Includes 
stenocaptioners who operate computerized steno-
graphic captioning equipment to provide captions 
of live or prerecorded broadcasts for hearing-
impaired viewers. Take notes in shorthand or use a 
stenotype or shorthand machine that prints letters on 
a paper tape. Provide transcripts of proceedings upon 
request of judges, lawyers, or the public. Record ver-
batim proceedings of courts, legislative assemblies, 
committee meetings, and other proceedings, using 
computerized recording equipment, electronic steno-
graph machines, or stenomasks. Transcribe recorded 
proceedings in accordance with established formats. 
Ask speakers to clarify inaudible statements. File a 
legible transcript of records of a court case with the 
court clerk’s o!  ce. File and store shorthand notes 
of court session. Respond to requests during court 
sessions to read portions of the proceedings already 
recorded. Record depositions and other proceedings 
for attorneys. Verify accuracy of transcripts by check-
ing copies against original records of proceedings and 
accuracy of rulings by checking with judges. Record 
symbols on computer disks or CD-ROM; then trans-
late and display them as text in computer-aided tran-
scription process.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.04. Public 
Administration Clerical Support. Other Jobs in " is 

Work Group: Court Clerks; Court, Municipal, and 
License Clerks; License Clerks; Municipal Clerks.

Skills: Reading Comprehension; Active Listen-
ing; Equipment Selection; Operation and Control; 
Equipment Maintenance; Operation Monitoring; 
Operations Analysis; Installation.

Education and Training Program: Court Report-
ing/Court Reporter Training. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; English Language; Law 
and Government; Computers and Electronics; Pro-
duction and Processing; Customer and Personal 
Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Court, Municipal, and License 
Clerks

See Court Clerks (a Conventional job), License 
Clerks (a Conventional job), and Municipal Clerks (a 
Conventional job), described separately.

Database Administrators

 ! Personality Code: CI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $67,250
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,890
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 28.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,258
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 5.3%

Coordinate changes to computer databases. Test 
and implement the databases, applying knowl-
edge of database management systems. May plan, 
coordinate, and implement security measures to 
safeguard computer databases. Test programs or 
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databases, correct errors, and make necessary modifi -
cations. Modify existing databases and database man-
agement systems or direct programmers and analysts 
to make changes. Plan, coordinate, and implement 
security measures to safeguard information in com-
puter fi les against accidental or unauthorized damage, 
modifi cation, or disclosure. Work as part of project 
teams to coordinate database development and deter-
mine project scope and limitations. Write and code 
logical and physical database descriptions and spec-
ify identifi ers of database to management system or 
direct others in coding descriptions. Train users and 
answer questions. Specify users and user access lev-
els for each segment of databases. Approve, sched-
ule, plan, and supervise the installation and testing 
of new products and improvements to computer sys-
tems such as the installation of new databases. Review 
project requests describing database user needs to 
estimate time and cost required to accomplish proj-
ect. Develop standards and guidelines to guide the 
use and acquisition of software and to protect vul-
nerable information. Review procedures in database 
management system manuals for making changes to 
database. Develop methods for integrating di" erent 
products so they work properly together such as cus-
tomizing commercial databases to fi t specifi c needs. 
Develop data models describing data elements and 
how they are used, following procedures and using 
pen, template, or computer software. Select and enter 
codes to monitor database performances and to cre-
ate production databases. Establish and calculate 
optimum values for database parameters, using man-
uals and calculators. Revise company defi nition of 
data as defi ned in data dictionary. Review workfl ow 
charts developed by programmer analysts to under-
stand tasks computer will perform, such as updat-
ing records. Identify and evaluate industry trends in 
database systems to serve as a source of information 
and advice for upper management.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 

Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Network Designers; Network 
Systems and Data Communications Analysts; Soft-
ware Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers; Web 
Administrators; Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Systems Analysis; Systems 
Evaluation.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
and Information Sciences, General; Computer Sys-
tems Analysis/Analyst; Data Modeling/Warehousing 
and Database Administration; Computer and Infor-
mation Systems Security; Management Information 
Systems, General. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Computers and Electronics; Telecommunications; 
Clerical Practices; Communications and Media; 
Engineering and Technology; Mathematics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Dental Assistants

 ! Personality Code: CRS
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $31,550
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,550
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 29.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,482
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 35.7%

Assist dentist, set up patient and equipment, and 
keep records. Prepare patient, sterilize and disinfect 
instruments, set up instrument trays, prepare mate-
rials, and assist dentist during dental procedures. 
Expose dental diagnostic X rays. Record treatment 
information in patient records. Take and record med-
ical and dental histories and vital signs of patients. 
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Provide postoperative instructions prescribed by den-
tist. Assist dentist in management of medical and 
dental emergencies. Pour, trim, and polish study 
casts. Instruct patients in oral hygiene and plaque 
control programs. Make preliminary impressions for 
study casts and occlusal registrations for mounting 
study casts. Clean and polish removable appliances. 
Clean teeth, using dental instruments. Apply protec-
tive coating of fl uoride to teeth. Fabricate temporary 
restorations and custom impressions from prelimi-
nary impressions. Schedule appointments, prepare 
bills, and receive payment for dental services; com-
plete insurance forms; and maintain records, manu-
ally or using computer.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.03. Dentistry. Other Jobs in " is 
Work Group: Dental Hygienists; Dentists, General; 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons; Orthodontists; 
Prosthodontists.

Skills: Equipment Maintenance; Operation and 
Control; Social Perceptiveness; Management of 
Material Resources; Operation Monitoring; Equip-
ment Selection; Installation; Repairing.

Education and Training Program: Dental Assist-
ing/Assistant. Related Knowledge/Courses: Med-
icine and Dentistry; Chemistry; Clerical Practices; 
Customer and Personal Service; Psychology.

Work Environment: Indoors; contaminants; dis-
ease or infections; using hands on objects, tools, or 
controls; bending or twisting the body; repetitive 
motions.

Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, 
and Ambulance

 ! Personality Code: CRE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,140
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,410
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 1.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,793
 ! Self-Employed: 1.1%
 ! Part-Time: 6.3%

Schedule and dispatch workers, work crews, 
equipment, or service vehicles for conveyance of 
materials, freight, or passengers or for normal 
installation, service, or emergency repairs ren-
dered outside the place of business. Duties may 
include using radio, telephone, or computer to 
transmit assignments and compiling statistics and 
reports on work progress. Schedule and dispatch 
workers, work crews, equipment, or service vehi-
cles to appropriate locations according to customer 
requests, specifi cations, or needs, using radios or tele-
phones. Arrange for necessary repairs to restore ser-
vice and schedules. Relay work orders, messages, and 
information to or from work crews, supervisors, and 
fi eld inspectors, using telephones or two-way radios. 
Confer with customers or supervising personnel to 
address questions, problems, and requests for service 
or equipment. Prepare daily work and run schedules. 
Receive or prepare work orders. Oversee all com-
munications within specifi cally assigned territories. 
Monitor personnel or equipment locations and uti-
lization to coordinate service and schedules. Record 
and maintain fi les and records of customer requests, 
work or services performed, charges, expenses, inven-
tory, and other dispatch information. Determine 
types or amounts of equipment, vehicles, materials, 
or personnel required according to work orders or 
specifi cations. Advise personnel about tra!  c prob-
lems such as construction areas, accidents, conges-
tion, weather conditions, and other hazards. Ensure 
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timely and e!  cient movement of trains according to 
train orders and schedules. Order supplies and equip-
ment and issue them to personnel.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.10. Communications 
Technology. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Air 
Tra!  c Controllers; Airfi eld Operations Specialists; 
Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers; Telephone 
Operators.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Service Orientation; 
Systems Evaluation; Management of Personnel 
Resources; Troubleshooting; Systems Analysis; Judg-
ment and Decision Making; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: Logistics and 
Materials Management. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Transportation; Clerical Practices; Public 
Safety and Security; Communications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Environmental Compliance 
Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: CIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,841
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Coroners, 
with Equal Opportunity Representatives and O"  cers, 
with Government Property Inspectors and Investigators, 
and with Licensing Examiners and Inspectors.

Inspect and investigate sources of pollution to 
protect the public and environment and ensure 
conformance with federal, state, and local regula-
tions and ordinances. Determine the nature of code 
violations and actions to be taken, and issue writ-
ten notices of violation; participate in enforcement 
hearings as necessary. Examine permits, licenses, 
applications, and records to ensure compliance with 
licensing requirements. Prepare, organize, and main-
tain inspection records. Interview individuals to 
determine the nature of suspected violations and to 
obtain evidence of violations. Prepare written, oral, 
tabular, and graphic reports summarizing require-
ments and regulations, including enforcement and 
chain of custody documentation. Monitor follow-
up actions in cases where violations were found, and 
review compliance monitoring reports. Investigate 
complaints and suspected violations regarding illegal 
dumping, pollution, pesticides, product quality, or 
labeling laws. Inspect waste pretreatment, treatment, 
and disposal facilities and systems for conformance 
to federal, state, or local regulations. Inform indi-
viduals and groups of pollution control regulations 
and inspection fi ndings, and explain how problems 
can be corrected. Determine sampling locations and 
methods, and collect water or wastewater samples for 
analysis, preserving samples with appropriate con-
tainers and preservation methods. Verify that haz-
ardous chemicals are handled, stored, and disposed 
of in accordance with regulations. Research and keep 
informed of pertinent information and developments 
in areas such as EPA laws and regulations. Determine 
which sites and violation reports to investigate, and 
coordinate compliance and enforcement activities 
with other government agencies. Observe and record 
fi eld conditions, gathering, interpreting, and report-
ing data such as fl ow meter readings and chemical 
levels. Learn and observe proper safety precautions, 
rules, regulations, and practices so that unsafe condi-
tions can be recognized and proper safety protocols 
implemented. Evaluate label information for accuracy 
and conformance to regulatory requirements. Inform 
health professionals, property owners, and the pub-
lic about harmful properties and related problems of 
water pollution and contaminated wastewater.
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GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Regula-
tions Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; Com-
pliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, Construction, 
Health and Safety, and Transportation; Construc-
tion and Building Inspectors; Equal Opportunity 
Representatives and O!  cers; Financial Examiners; 
Fire Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Science; Negotiation; Writing; Reading Com-
prehension; Mathematics; Active Listening; Persua-
sion; Operation Monitoring.

Education and Training Program: Natural 
Resources Management and Policy, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Biology; Chemistry; Law and 
Government; Geography; Physics; Engineering and 
Technology.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; contaminants; sitting.

Executive Secretaries and 
Administrative Assistants

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,640
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,060
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 14.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 235,314
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Provide high-level administrative support by con-
ducting research; preparing statistical reports; 
handling information requests; and performing 
clerical functions such as preparing correspon-
dence, receiving visitors, arranging conference 
calls, and scheduling meetings. May also train 
and supervise lower-level clerical sta# . Manage 
and maintain executives’ schedules. Prepare invoices, 
reports, memos, letters, fi nancial statements, and 
other documents, using word-processing, spread-
sheet, database, or presentation software. Open, sort, 
and distribute incoming correspondence, includ-
ing faxes and e-mail. Read and analyze incoming 
memos, submissions, and reports to determine their 
signifi cance and plan their distribution. File and 
retrieve corporate documents, records, and reports. 
Greet visitors and determine whether they should be 
given access to specifi c individuals. Prepare responses 
to correspondence containing routine inquiries. Per-
form general o!  ce duties such as ordering supplies, 
maintaining records management systems, and per-
forming basic bookkeeping work. Prepare agendas 
and make arrangements for committee, board, and 
other meetings. Make travel arrangements for exec-
utives. Conduct research, compile data, and prepare 
papers for consideration and presentation by exec-
utives, committees, and boards of directors. Com-
pile, transcribe, and distribute minutes of meetings. 
Attend meetings to record minutes. Coordinate and 
direct o!  ce services, such as records and budget prep-
aration, personnel, and housekeeping, to aid execu-
tives. Meet with individuals, special-interest groups, 
and others on behalf of executives, committees, and 
boards of directors. Set up and oversee administrative 
policies and procedures for o!  ces or organizations. 
Supervise and train other clerical sta" . Review oper-
ating practices and procedures to determine whether 
improvements can be made in areas such as work-
fl ow, reporting procedures, or expenditures. Interpret 
administrative and operating policies and procedures 
for employees.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.04. Secretarial 
Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Legal 
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Secretaries; Medical Secretaries; Secretaries, Except 
Legal, Medical, and Executive.

Skills: Writing; Active Listening; Speaking; Man-
agement of Financial Resources.

Education and Training Programs: Medical 
Administrative/Executive Assistant and Medical 
Secretary; Administrative Assistant and Secretarial 
Science, General; Executive Assistant/Executive 
Secretary. Related Knowledge/Courses: Clerical 
Practices; Customer and Personal Service; English 
Language; Computers and Electronics; Communica-
tions and Media; Personnel and Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Financial Analysts

 ! Personality Code: CIE
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $70,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $42,280
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 33.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 29,317
 ! Self-Employed: 8.3%
 ! Part-Time: 7.1%

Conduct quantitative analyses of information 
a# ecting investment programs of public or private 
institutions. Assemble spreadsheets and draw charts 
and graphs used to illustrate technical reports, using 
computer. Analyze fi nancial information to produce 
forecasts of business, industry, and economic condi-
tions for use in making investment decisions. Main-
tain knowledge and stay abreast of developments in 
the fi elds of industrial technology, business, fi nance, 
and economic theory. Interpret data a" ecting invest-
ment programs, such as price, yield, stability, future 
trends in investment risks, and economic infl u-
ences. Monitor fundamental economic, industrial, 
and corporate developments through the analysis 

of information obtained from fi nancial publications 
and services, investment banking fi rms, government 
agencies, trade publications, company sources, and 
personal interviews. Recommend investments and 
investment timing to companies, investment fi rm 
sta" , or the investing public. Determine the prices 
at which securities should be syndicated and o" ered 
to the public. Prepare plans of action for investment 
based on fi nancial analyses. Evaluate and compare 
the relative quality of various securities in a given 
industry. Present oral and written reports on general 
economic trends, individual corporations, and entire 
industries. Contact brokers and purchase investments 
for companies according to company policy. Collab-
orate with investment bankers to attract new corpo-
rate clients to securities fi rms.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insur-
ance Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate; Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Claims 
Examiners, Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost 
Estimators; Credit Analysts; Insurance Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance Appraisers, 
Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; Loan Coun-
selors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research Analysts; Sur-
vey Researchers.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Judg-
ment and Decision Making; Mathematics; Systems 
Evaluation; Programming; Complex Problem Solv-
ing; Operations Analysis; Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Account-
ing and Finance; Accounting and Business/Man-
agement; Finance, General. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Economics and Accounting; Mathemat-
ics; Law and Government; Clerical Practices; English 
Language; Administration and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.
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Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators

 ! Personality Code: CER
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,841
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Coroners, 
with Environmental Compliance Inspectors, with Equal 
Opportunity Representatives and O"  cers, and with  
Licensing Examiners and Inspectors.

Investigate or inspect government property to 
ensure compliance with contract agreements and 
government regulations. Prepare correspondence, 
reports of inspections or investigations, and recom-
mendations for action. Inspect government-owned 
equipment and materials in the possession of private 
contractors to ensure compliance with contracts and 
regulations and to prevent misuse. Examine records, 
reports, and documents to establish facts and detect 
discrepancies. Inspect manufactured or processed 
products to ensure compliance with contract specifi -
cations and legal requirements. Locate and interview 
plainti" s, witnesses, or representatives of business or 
government to gather facts relevant to inspections or 
alleged violations. Recommend legal or administra-
tive action to protect government property. Submit 
samples of products to government laboratories for 
testing as required. Coordinate with and assist law 
enforcement agencies in matters of mutual concern. 
Testify in court or at administrative proceedings con-
cerning fi ndings of investigations. Collect, identify, 
evaluate, and preserve case evidence. Monitor inves-
tigations of suspected o" enders to ensure that they 
are conducted in accordance with constitutional 

requirements. Investigate applications for special 
licenses or permits, as well as alleged violations of 
licenses or permits.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Reg-
ulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Repre-
sentatives and O!  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and Reve-
nue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Quality Control Analysis; Technology 
Design; Science; Troubleshooting; Equipment Selec-
tion; Coordination; Operation and Control; Service 
Orientation.

Education and Training Program: Building/
Home/Construction Inspection/Inspector. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Building and Construction; 
Engineering and Technology; Public Safety and 
Security; Mechanical Devices; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Transportation.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting; walking and running; using hands on 
objects, tools, or controls.
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Human Resources Assistants, 
Except Payroll and Timekeeping

 ! Personality Code: CES
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $34,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $23,750
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 11.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,647
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 9.3%

Compile and keep personnel records. Record 
data for each employee, such as address, weekly 
earnings, absences, amount of sales or produc-
tion, supervisory reports on ability, and date of 
and reason for termination. Compile and type 
reports from employment records. File employ-
ment records. Search employee fi les and furnish 
information to authorized persons. Explain com-
pany personnel policies, benefi ts, and procedures 
to employees or job applicants. Process, verify, and 
maintain documentation relating to personnel activ-
ities such as sta!  ng, recruitment, training, griev-
ances, performance evaluations, and classifi cations. 
Record data for each employee, including such infor-
mation as addresses, weekly earnings, absences, 
amount of sales or production, supervisory reports 
on performance, and dates of and reasons for termi-
nations. Process and review employment applications 
to evaluate qualifi cations or eligibility of applicants. 
Answer questions regarding examinations, eligibil-
ity, salaries, benefi ts, and other pertinent informa-
tion. Examine employee fi les to answer inquiries and 
provide information for personnel actions. Gather 
personnel records from other departments or employ-
ees. Search employee fi les to obtain information for 
authorized persons and organizations such as credit 
bureaus and fi nance companies. Interview job appli-
cants to obtain and verify information used to screen 
and evaluate them. Request information from law 
enforcement o!  cials, previous employers, and other 

references to determine applicants’ employment 
acceptability. Compile and prepare reports and doc-
uments pertaining to personnel activities. Inform job 
applicants of their acceptance or rejection of employ-
ment. Select applicants meeting specifi ed job require-
ments and refer them to hiring personnel. Arrange 
for in-house and external training activities. Arrange 
for advertising or posting of job vacancies and notify 
eligible workers of position availability. Provide assis-
tance in administering employee benefi t programs 
and worker’s compensation plans. Prepare badges, 
passes, and identifi cation cards and perform other 
security-related duties. Administer and score appli-
cant and employee aptitude, personality, and interest 
assessment instruments.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.07. Records and 
Materials Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Correspondence Clerks; File Clerks; Mark-
ing Clerks; Meter Readers, Utilities; O!  ce Clerks, 
General; Order Fillers, Wholesale and Retail Sales; 
Postal Service Clerks; Postal Service Mail Sorters, 
Processors, and Processing Machine Operators; Pro-
curement Clerks; Production, Planning, and Expe-
diting Clerks; Shipping, Receiving, and Tra!  c 
Clerks; Stock Clerks and Order Fillers; Stock Clerks, 
Sales Floor; Stock Clerks—Stockroom, Warehouse, 
or Storage Yard; Weighers, Measurers, Checkers, and 
Samplers, Recordkeeping.

Skills: Writing; Active Listening; Management of 
Personnel Resources.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Customer and Personal Ser-
vice; Computers and Electronics; Economics and 
Accounting; Sociology and Anthropology.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.
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Immigration and Customs 
Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: CER
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,746
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 2.2%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Criminal 
Investigators and Special Agents, with Police Detectives, 
and with Police Identifi cation and Records O"  cers.

Investigate and inspect persons, common carriers, 
goods, and merchandise arriving in or departing 
from the United States or moving between states 
to detect violations of immigration and customs 
laws and regulations. Examine immigration appli-
cations, visas, and passports and interview persons 
to determine eligibility for admission, residence, and 
travel in U.S. Detain persons found to be in viola-
tion of customs or immigration laws and arrange for 
legal action such as deportation. Locate and seize 
contraband or undeclared merchandise and vehicles, 
aircraft, or boats that contain such merchandise. 
Interpret and explain laws and regulations to travel-
ers, prospective immigrants, shippers, and manufac-
turers. Inspect cargo, baggage, and personal articles 
entering or leaving U.S. for compliance with revenue 
laws and U.S. Customs Service regulations. Record 
and report job-related activities, fi ndings, transac-
tions, violations, discrepancies, and decisions. Insti-
tute civil and criminal prosecutions and cooperate 
with other law enforcement agencies in the investi-
gation and prosecution of those in violation of immi-
gration or customs laws. Testify regarding decisions 
at immigration appeals or in federal court. Deter-
mine duty and taxes to be paid on goods. Collect 

samples of merchandise for examination, appraisal, 
or testing. Investigate applications for duty refunds 
and petition for remission or mitigation of penalties 
when warranted.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Reg-
ulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Repre-
sentatives and O!  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Licensing Examiners and Inspec-
tors; Nuclear Monitoring Technicians; Occupational 
Health and Safety Specialists; Occupational Health 
and Safety Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, 
and Revenue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equip-
ment, and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Persuasion; Operations Analysis; Equipment 
Selection; Negotiation; Speaking; Social Percep-
tiveness; Active Listening; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Programs: Criminal Jus-
tice/Police Science; Criminalistics and Criminal Sci-
ence. Related Knowledge/Courses: Public Safety 
and Security; Law and Government; Foreign Lan-
guage; Geography; Customer and Personal Service; 
Philosophy and # eology.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; contaminants; radiation; hazardous 
equipment.
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__________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage 

Insurance Adjusters, Examiners, 
and Investigators

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,560
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,010
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 8.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 22,024
 ! Self-Employed: 3.5%
 ! Part-Time: 4.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Claims 
Examiners, Property and Casualty Insurance.

Investigate, analyze, and determine the extent 
of insurance company’s liability concerning per-
sonal, casualty, or property loss or damages and 
attempt to e# ect settlement with claimants. Cor-
respond with or interview medical specialists, 
agents, witnesses, or claimants to compile infor-
mation. Calculate benefi t payments and approve 
payment of claims within a certain monetary limit. 
Interview or correspond with claimant and witnesses, 
consult police and hospital records, and inspect prop-
erty damage to determine extent of liability. Investi-
gate and assess damage to property. Examine claims 
forms and other records to determine insurance cov-
erage. Analyze information gathered by investigation 
and report fi ndings and recommendations. Negotiate 
claim settlements and recommend litigation when 
settlement cannot be negotiated. Collect evidence 
to support contested claims in court. Prepare report 
of fi ndings of investigation. Interview or correspond 
with agents and claimants to correct errors or omis-
sions and to investigate questionable claims. Refer 
questionable claims to investigator or claims adjuster 
for investigation or settlement. Examine titles to 
property to determine validity and act as company 
agent in transactions with property owners. Obtain 
credit information from banks and other credit ser-
vices. Communicate with former associates to verify 

employment record and to obtain background infor-
mation regarding persons or businesses applying for 
credit.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, 
Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost Estima-
tors; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance 
Appraisers, Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; 
Loan Counselors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research 
Analysts; Survey Researchers.

Skills: Negotiation; Persuasion; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Time Management; Management of 
Financial Resources; Reading Comprehension; Writ-
ing; Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: Insurance. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Clerical Practices; Computers and 
Electronics; Law and Government; Medicine and 
Dentistry; # erapy and Counseling.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage

 ! Personality Code: CRE
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $51,500
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,750
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 12.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 1,030
 ! Self-Employed: 4.1%
 ! Part-Time: 4.0%

Appraise automobile or other vehicle damage 
to determine cost of repair for insurance claim 
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settlement and seek agreement with automotive 
repair shop on cost of repair. Prepare insurance 
forms to indicate repair cost or cost estimates and 
recommendations. Estimate parts and labor to repair 
damage, using standard automotive labor and parts-
cost manuals and knowledge of automotive repair. 
Review repair-cost estimates with automobile-repair 
shop to secure agreement on cost of repairs. Examine 
damaged vehicle to determine extent of structural, 
body, mechanical, electrical, or interior damage. 
Evaluate practicality of repair as opposed to payment 
of market value of vehicle before accident. Determine 
salvage value on total-loss vehicle. Prepare insurance 
forms to indicate repair-cost estimates and recom-
mendations. Arrange to have damage appraised by 
another appraiser to resolve disagreement with shop 
on repair cost.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, 
Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost Estima-
tors; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance 
Underwriters; Loan Counselors; Loan O!  cers; Mar-
ket Research Analysts; Survey Researchers.

Skills: Negotiation; Service Orientation; Persuasion; 
Judgment and Decision Making; Active Listening; 
Time Management; Equipment Selection; Speaking.

Education and Training Program: Insurance. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Law and Government; Medicine and 
Dentistry; Computers and Electronics; Transporta-
tion; Telecommunications.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; noisy; very hot or cold; contaminants; sitting.

Insurance Claims and Policy 
Processing Clerks

See Insurance Claims Clerks (a Conventional job) and 
Insurance Policy Processing Clerks (a Conventional job), 
described separately.

Insurance Claims Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,040
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,950
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: –1.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 42,246
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 9.7%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Insurance 
Policy Processing Clerks.

Obtain information from insured or designated 
persons for purpose of settling claim with insur-
ance carrier. Review insurance policy to determine 
coverage. Prepare and review insurance-claim forms 
and related documents for completeness. Provide 
customer service, such as giving limited instructions 
on how to proceed with claims or providing referrals 
to auto repair facilities or local contractors. Organize 
and work with detailed o!  ce or warehouse records, 
using computers to enter, access, search, and retrieve 
data. Post or attach information to claim fi le. Pay 
small claims. Transmit claims for payment or fur-
ther investigation. Contact insured or other involved 
persons to obtain missing information. Calculate 
amount of claim. Apply insurance rating systems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.03. Finance/Insur-
ance Records Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Credit Authorizers; Credit Authorizers, 
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___________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Insurance Policy Processing Clerks

Checkers, and Clerks; Credit Checkers; Insurance 
Claims and Policy Processing Clerks; Insurance 
Policy Processing Clerks; Proofreaders and Copy 
Markers.

Skill: Service Orientation.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Customer and 
Personal Service; Computers and Electronics; Eco-
nomics and Accounting.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Insurance Policy Processing Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,040
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,950
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: –1.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 42,246
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 9.7%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Insurance 
Claims Clerks.

Process applications for, changes to, reinstate-
ment of, and cancellation of insurance policies. 
Modify, update, and process existing policies and 
claims to refl ect any change in benefi ciary, amount 
of coverage, or type of insurance. Process and record 
new insurance policies and claims. Review and ver-
ify data, such as age, name, address, and principal 
sum and value of property, on insurance applications 
and policies. Organize and work with detailed o!  ce 
or warehouse records, maintaining fi les for each pol-
icyholder, including policies that are to be reinstated 
or cancelled. Examine letters from policyholders or 
agents, original insurance applications, and other 

company documents to determine whether changes 
are needed and e" ects of changes. Correspond with 
insured or agent to obtain information or inform 
them of account status or changes. Transcribe data 
to worksheets and enter data into computer for use in 
preparing documents and adjusting accounts. Notify 
insurance agent and accounting department of pol-
icy cancellation. Interview clients and take their calls 
to provide customer service and obtain information 
on claims. Compare information from application 
to criteria for policy reinstatement and approve rein-
statement when criteria are met. Process, prepare, 
and submit business or government forms, such as 
submitting applications for coverage to insurance 
carriers. Collect initial premiums and issue receipts. 
Calculate premiums, refunds, commissions, adjust-
ments, and new reserve requirements, using insurance 
rate standards. Obtain computer printout of policy 
cancellations or retrieve cancellation cards from fi le. 
Compose business correspondence for supervisors, 
managers, and professionals. Check computations of 
interest accrued, premiums due, and settlement sur-
render on loan values.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.03. Finance/Insur-
ance Records Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Credit Authorizers; Credit Authorizers, 
Checkers, and Clerks; Credit Checkers; Insurance 
Claims and Policy Processing Clerks; Insurance 
Claims Clerks; Proofreaders and Copy Markers.

Skill: Critical # inking.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Customer and 
Personal Service; Computers and Electronics; Eco-
nomics and Accounting; Sales and Marketing; Pro-
duction and Processing.

Work Environment: Sitting; repetitive motions.
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Insurance Underwriters

 ! Personality Code: CEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $54,530
 ! Beginning Wage: $33,550
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 6.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 6,880
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 3.6%

Review individual applications for insurance to 
evaluate degree of risk involved and determine 
acceptance of applications. Examine documents to 
determine degree of risk from such factors as appli-
cant fi nancial standing and value and condition of 
property. Decline excessive risks. Write to fi eld rep-
resentatives, medical personnel, and others to obtain 
further information, quote rates, or explain company 
underwriting policies. Evaluate possibility of losses 
due to catastrophe or excessive insurance. Decrease 
value of policy when risk is substandard and spec-
ify applicable endorsements or apply rating to ensure 
safe profi table distribution of risks, using reference 
materials. Review company records to determine 
amount of insurance in force on single risk or group 
of closely related risks. Authorize reinsurance of pol-
icy when risk is high.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insur-
ance Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate; Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Claims 
Examiners, Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost 
Estimators; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; 
Insurance Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; 
Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage; Loan Counsel-
ors; Loan O!  cers; Market Research Analysts; Sur-
vey Researchers.

Skills: Writing; Service Orientation; Speaking; 
Active Listening; Learning Strategies; Active Learn-
ing; Monitoring; Persuasion.

Education and Training Program: Insurance. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; 
Customer and Personal Service; Sales and Market-
ing; Economics and Accounting; Law and Govern-
ment; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Interviewers, Except Eligibility and 
Loan

 ! Personality Code: CES
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $27,320
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,960
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 9.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 54,060
 ! Self-Employed: 0.8%
 ! Part-Time: 23.4%

Interview persons by telephone, by mail, in per-
son, or by other means for the purpose of com-
pleting forms, applications, or questionnaires. 
Ask specifi c questions, record answers, and assist 
persons with completing form. May sort, classify, 
and fi le forms. Ask questions in accordance with 
instructions to obtain various specifi ed information 
such as person’s name, address, age, religious pref-
erence, and state of residency. Identify and resolve 
inconsistencies in interviewees’ responses by means 
of appropriate questioning or explanation. Com-
pile, record, and code results and data from inter-
view or survey, using computer or specifi ed form. 
Review data obtained from interview for complete-
ness and accuracy. Contact individuals to be inter-
viewed at home, place of business, or fi eld location by 
telephone, by mail, or in person. Assist individuals 
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_________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Legal Secretaries

in fi lling out applications or questionnaires. Ensure 
payment for services by verifying benefi ts with the 
person’s insurance provider or working out fi nancing 
options. Identify and report problems in obtaining 
valid data. Explain survey objectives and procedures 
to interviewees and interpret survey questions to help 
interviewees’ comprehension. Perform patient ser-
vices, such as answering the telephone and assisting 
patients with fi nancial and medical questions. Pre-
pare reports to provide answers in response to specifi c 
problems. Locate and list addresses and households. 
Perform other o!  ce duties as needed, such as tele-
marketing and customer service inquiries, billing 
patients, and receiving payments. Meet with super-
visor daily to submit completed assignments and 
discuss progress. Collect and analyze data, such as 
studying old records; tallying the number of outpa-
tients entering each day or week; or participating in 
federal, state, or local population surveys as a census 
enumerator.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.04. Client Interviewing. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Eligibility Interviewers, 
Government Programs.

Skills: Service Orientation; Speaking.

Education and Training Program: Receptionist. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and Coun-
seling; Sales and Marketing; Customer and Personal 
Service; Psychology; Medicine and Dentistry; Edu-
cation and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Legal Secretaries

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $38,810
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,380
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 11.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 38,682
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Perform secretarial duties, utilizing legal termi-
nology, procedures, and documents. Prepare legal 
papers and correspondence, such as summonses, 
complaints, motions, and subpoenas. May also 
assist with legal research. Prepare and process legal 
documents and papers, such as summonses, sub-
poenas, complaints, appeals, motions, and pretrial 
agreements. Mail, fax, or arrange for delivery of legal 
correspondence to clients, witnesses, and court o!  -
cials. Receive and place telephone calls. Schedule and 
make appointments. Make photocopies of correspon-
dence, documents, and other printed matter. Orga-
nize and maintain law libraries, documents, and case 
fi les. Assist attorneys in collecting information such 
as employment, medical, and other records. Attend 
legal meetings, such as client interviews, hearings, 
or depositions, and take notes. Draft and type o!  ce 
memos. Review legal publications and perform data-
base searches to identify laws and court decisions 
relevant to pending cases. Submit articles and infor-
mation from searches to attorneys for review and 
approval for use. Complete various forms such as 
accident reports, trial and courtroom requests, and 
applications for clients.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.04. Secretarial 
Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Execu-
tive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants; Med-
ical Secretaries; Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, 
and Executive.
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Skills: Writing; Reading Comprehension; Time 
Management; Social Perceptiveness; Judgment and 
Decision Making; Operation and Control; Active 
Listening; Speaking.

Education and Training Program: Legal Admin-
istrative Assistant/Secretary. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; Law and Government; 
Economics and Accounting; Computers and Elec-
tronics; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Librarians

 ! Personality Code: CSE
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $31,960
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 3.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,945
 ! Self-Employed: 0.6%
 ! Part-Time: 21.2%

Administer libraries and perform related library 
services. Work in a variety of settings, including 
public libraries, schools, colleges and universities, 
museums, corporations, government agencies, 
law fi rms, non-profi t organizations, and health-
care providers. Tasks may include selecting, 
acquiring, cataloguing, classifying, circulating, 
and maintaining library materials and furnish-
ing reference, bibliographical, and readers’ advi-
sory services. May perform in-depth, strategic 
research and synthesize, analyze, edit, and fi l-
ter information. May set up or work with data-
bases and information systems to catalogue and 
access information. Search standard reference mate-
rials, including online sources and the Internet, to 
answer patrons’ reference questions. Analyze patrons’ 
requests to determine needed information and assist 
in furnishing or locating that information. Teach 

library patrons to search for information by using 
databases. Keep records of circulation and materials. 
Supervise budgeting, planning, and personnel activ-
ities. Check books in and out of the library. Explain 
use of library facilities, resources, equipment, and ser-
vices and provide information about library policies. 
Review and evaluate resource material, such as book 
reviews and catalogs, to select and order print, audio-
visual, and electronic resources. Code, classify, and 
catalog books, publications, fi lms, audiovisual aids, 
and other library materials based on subject mat-
ter or standard library classifi cation systems. Locate 
unusual or unique information in response to specifi c 
requests. Direct and train library sta"  in duties such 
as receiving, shelving, researching, cataloging, and 
equipment use. Respond to customer complaints, 
taking action as necessary. Organize collections of 
books, publications, documents, audiovisual aids, 
and other reference materials for convenient access. 
Develop library policies and procedures. Evaluate 
materials to determine outdated or unused items to 
be discarded. Develop information access aids such 
as indexes and annotated bibliographies, Web pages, 
electronic pathfi nders, and online tutorials. Plan and 
deliver client-centered programs and services such as 
special services for corporate clients, storytelling for 
children, newsletters, or programs for special groups. 
Compile lists of books, periodicals, articles, and 
audiovisual materials on particular subjects. Arrange 
for interlibrary loans of materials not available in 
a particular library. Assemble and arrange display 
materials. Confer with teachers, parents, and com-
munity organizations to develop, plan, and conduct 
programs in reading, viewing, and communication 
skills. Compile lists of overdue materials and notify 
borrowers that their materials are overdue.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 05. Education and 
Training. Work Group: 05.04. Library Services. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Library Assis-
tants, Clerical; Library Technicians.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Learning Strategies; 
Equipment Selection; Service Orientation; Systems 
Evaluation; Persuasion; Monitoring.
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____________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: License Clerks

Education and Training Programs: School Lib-
rarian/School Library Media Specialist; Library 
Science/Librarianship; Library Science, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Communications 
and Media; Clerical Practices; Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Personnel and Human Resources; 
English Language; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

License Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 8.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,163
 ! Self-Employed: 2.7%
 ! Part-Time: 9.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Court Clerks 
and with Municipal Clerks.

Issue licenses or permits to qualifi ed applicants. 
Obtain necessary information, record data, advise 
applicants on requirements, collect fees, and issue 
licenses. May conduct oral, written, visual, or 
performance testing. Collect prescribed fees for 
licenses. Code information on license applications 
for entry into computers. Evaluate information on 
applications to verify completeness and accuracy 
and to determine whether applicants are qualifi ed to 
obtain desired licenses. Answer questions and pro-
vide advice to the public regarding licensing policies, 
procedures, and regulations. Maintain records of 
applications made and licensing fees collected. Ques-
tion applicants to obtain required information, such 
as name, address, and age, and record data on pre-
scribed forms. Update operational records and licens-
ing information, using computer terminals. Inform 

customers by mail or telephone of additional steps 
they need to take to obtain licenses. Perform routine 
data entry and other o!  ce support activities, includ-
ing creating, sorting, photocopying, distributing, 
and fi ling documents. Stock counters with adequate 
supplies of forms, fi lm, licenses, and other required 
materials. Enforce canine licensing regulations, con-
tacting non-compliant owners in person or by mail to 
inform them of the required regulations and poten-
tial enforcement actions. Assemble photographs with 
printed license information to produce completed 
documents. Prepare bank deposits and take them 
to banks. Operate specialized photographic equip-
ment to obtain photographs for drivers’ licenses and 
photo identifi cation cards. Instruct customers in the 
completion of drivers’ license application forms and 
other forms such as voter registration cards and organ 
donor forms. Conduct and score oral, visual, written, 
or performance tests to determine applicant qualifi -
cations and notify applicants of their scores. Send by 
mail drivers’ licenses to out-of-county or out-of-state 
applicants. Perform record checks on past and cur-
rent licensees as required by investigations. Respond 
to correspondence from insurance companies regard-
ing the licensure of agents, brokers, and adjusters. 
Prepare lists of overdue accounts and license suspen-
sions and issuances. Train other workers and coordi-
nate their work as necessary.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.04. Pub-
lic Administration Clerical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Court Clerks; Court Report-
ers; Court, Municipal, and License Clerks; Munic-
ipal Clerks.

Skills: Reading Comprehension; Service Orienta-
tion; Instructing; Active Listening.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Customer and Per-
sonal Service; Law and Government; Computers and 
Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.
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Licensing Examiners and 
Inspectors

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $48,400
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,980
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 4.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 15,841
 ! Self-Employed: 0.4%
 ! Part-Time: 5.0%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Coroners, 
with Environmental Compliance Inspectors, with Equal 
Opportunity Representatives and O"  cers, and with  
Government Property Inspectors and Investigators.

Examine, evaluate, and investigate eligibility 
for, conformity with, or liability under licenses 
or permits. Issue licenses to individuals meeting 
standards. Evaluate applications, records, and doc-
uments in order to gather information about eligibil-
ity or liability issues. Administer oral, written, road, 
or fl ight tests to license applicants. Score tests and 
observe equipment operation and control in order to 
rate ability of applicants. Advise licensees and other 
individuals or groups concerning licensing, permit, 
or passport regulations. Warn violators of infractions 
or penalties. Prepare reports of activities, evalua-
tions, recommendations, and decisions. Prepare cor-
respondence to inform concerned parties of licensing 
decisions and of appeals processes. Confer with and 
interview o!  cials, technical or professional special-
ists, and applicants, in order to obtain information or 
to clarify facts relevant to licensing decisions. Report 
law or regulation violations to appropriate boards 
and agencies. Visit establishments to verify that valid 
licenses and permits are displayed, and that licensing 
standards are being upheld.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government 
and Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. 

Regulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Repre-
sentatives and O!  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Nuclear Monitoring Technicians; Occupational 
Health and Safety Specialists; Occupational Health 
and Safety Technicians; Tax Examiners, Collectors, 
and Revenue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equip-
ment, and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Skills: Speaking; Service Orientation; Judgment 
and Decision Making; Active Listening; Reading 
Comprehension.

Education and Training Program: Public Admin-
istration and Social Service Professions, Other. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; 
Customer and Personal Service; Law and Govern-
ment; Foreign Language; Psychology; Public Safety 
and Security.

Work Environment: More often indoors than out-
doors; contaminants; sitting; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Loan Interviewers and Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $31,680
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,070
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: –0.9%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 40,217
 ! Self-Employed: 2.5%
 ! Part-Time: 6.3%
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_____________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Loan Of! cers

Interview loan applicants to elicit information, 
investigate applicants’ backgrounds and verify ref-
erences, prepare loan request papers, and forward 
fi ndings, reports, and documents to appraisal 
department. Review loan papers to ensure com-
pleteness and complete transactions between 
loan establishment, borrowers, and sellers upon 
approval of loan. Verify and examine information 
and accuracy of loan application and closing docu-
ments. Interview loan applicants in order to obtain 
personal and fi nancial data, and to assist in complet-
ing applications. Assemble and compile documents 
for loan closings, such as title abstracts, insurance 
forms, loan forms, and tax receipts. Answer questions 
and advise customers regarding loans and transac-
tions. Contact customers by mail, telephone, or in 
person concerning acceptance or rejection of appli-
cations. Record applications for loan and credit, loan 
information, and disbursements of funds, using com-
puters. Prepare and type loan applications, closing 
documents, legal documents, letters, forms, govern-
ment notices, and checks, using computers. Present 
loan and repayment schedules to customers. Cal-
culate, review, and correct errors on interest, prin-
cipal, payment, and closing costs, using computers 
or calculators. Check value of customer collateral 
to be held as loan security. Contact credit bureaus, 
employers, and other sources in order to check appli-
cants’ credit and personal references. File and main-
tain loan records. Schedule and conduct closings of 
mortgage transactions. Accept payment on accounts. 
Submit loan applications with recommendation for 
underwriting approval. Order property insurance or 
mortgage insurance policies in order to ensure pro-
tection against loss on mortgaged property. Review 
customer accounts in order to determine whether 
payments are made on time and that other loan terms 
are being followed. Establish credit limits and grant 
extensions of credit on overdue accounts.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.04. Finance/Insurance 
Customer Service. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Bill and Account Collectors; New Accounts Clerks; 
Tellers.

Skills: Service Orientation; Learning Strategies; 
Mathematics; Time Management; Speaking; Writ-
ing; Persuasion; Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Program: Banking and 
Financial Support Services. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Economics and Accounting; Clerical Prac-
tices; Mathematics; Customer and Personal Service; 
Law and Government.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Loan Of! cers

 ! Personality Code: CES
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $53,000
 ! Beginning Wage: $30,340
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 11.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 54,237
 ! Self-Employed: 2.9%
 ! Part-Time: 6.6%

Evaluate, authorize, or recommend approval of 
commercial, real estate, or credit loans. Advise 
borrowers on fi nancial status and methods of 
payments. Includes mortgage loan o!  cers and 
agents, collection analysts, loan servicing o!  -
cers, and loan underwriters. Meet with applicants 
to obtain information for loan applications and to 
answer questions about the process. Approve loans 
within specifi ed limits and refer loan applications out-
side those limits to management for approval. Ana-
lyze applicants’ fi nancial status, credit, and property 
evaluations to determine feasibility of granting loans. 
Explain to customers the di" erent types of loans and 
credit options that are available, as well as the terms 
of those services. Obtain and compile copies of loan 
applicants’ credit histories, corporate fi nancial state-
ments, and other fi nancial information. Review and 
update credit and loan fi les. Review loan agreements 
to ensure that they are complete and accurate accord-
ing to policy. Compute payment schedules. Stay 
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abreast of new types of loans and other fi nancial ser-
vices and products to better meet customers’ needs. 
Submit applications to credit analysts for verifi ca-
tion and recommendation. Handle customer com-
plaints and take appropriate action to resolve them. 
Work with clients to identify their fi nancial goals 
and to fi nd ways of reaching those goals. Confer with 
underwriters to aid in resolving mortgage application 
problems. Negotiate payment arrangements with 
customers who have delinquent loans. Market bank 
products to individuals and fi rms, promoting bank 
services that may meet customers’ needs. Supervise 
loan personnel. Set credit policies, credit lines, pro-
cedures, and standards in conjunction with senior 
managers. Provide special services such as investment 
banking for clients with more specialized needs. Ana-
lyze potential loan markets and develop referral net-
works to locate prospects for loans. Prepare reports 
to send to customers whose accounts are delinquent 
and forward irreconcilable accounts for collector 
action. Arrange for maintenance and liquidation of 
delinquent properties. Interview, hire, and train new 
employees. Petition courts to transfer titles and deeds 
of collateral to banks.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.02. Finance/Insurance 
Investigation and Analysis. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate; 
Appraisers, Real Estate; Assessors; Claims Adjusters, 
Examiners, and Investigators; Claims Examiners, 
Property and Casualty Insurance; Cost Estima-
tors; Credit Analysts; Financial Analysts; Insurance 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators; Insurance 
Appraisers, Auto Damage; Insurance Underwriters; 
Loan Counselors; Market Research Analysts; Survey 
Researchers.

Skills: Persuasion; Social Perceptiveness; Service 
Orientation; Complex Problem Solving; Negotia-
tion; Instructing; Speaking; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Programs: Finance, Gen-
eral; Credit Management. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Economics and Accounting; Sales and 

Marketing; Law and Government; English Language; 
Mathematics; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Mapping Technicians

 ! Personality Code: CR
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $33,640
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,670
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 19.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 8,299
 ! Self-Employed: 4.2%
 ! Part-Time: 4.5%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Surveying 
Technicians.

Calculate mapmaking information from fi eld 
notes and draw and verify accuracy of topograph-
ical maps. Check all layers of maps to ensure accu-
racy, identifying and marking errors and making 
corrections. Determine scales, line sizes, and colors to 
be used for hard copies of computerized maps, using 
plotters. Monitor mapping work and the updating of 
maps to ensure accuracy, the inclusion of new and/
or changed information, and compliance with rules 
and regulations. Identify and compile database infor-
mation to create maps in response to requests. Pro-
duce and update overlay maps to show information 
boundaries, water locations, and topographic fea-
tures on various base maps and at di" erent scales. 
Trace contours and topographic details to generate 
maps that denote specifi c land and property loca-
tions and geographic attributes. Lay out and match 
aerial photographs in sequences in which they were 
taken and identify any areas missing from photo-
graphs. Compare topographical features and contour 
lines with images from aerial photographs, old maps, 
and other reference materials to verify the accuracy 
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_____________________ Conventional Occupations: Medical Records and Health Information Technicians

of their identifi cation. Compute and measure scaled 
distances between reference points to establish rela-
tive positions of adjoining prints and enable the cre-
ation of photographic mosaics. Research resources 
such as survey maps and legal descriptions to ver-
ify property lines and to obtain information needed 
for mapping. Form three-dimensional images of 
aerial photographs taken from di" erent locations, 
using mathematical techniques and plotting instru-
ments. Enter GPS data, legal deeds, fi eld notes, and 
land survey reports into GIS workstations so that 
information can be transformed into graphic land 
descriptions such as maps and drawings. Analyze 
aerial photographs to detect and interpret signifi -
cant military, industrial, resource, or topographical 
data. Redraw and correct maps, such as revising par-
cel maps to refl ect tax code area changes, using infor-
mation from o!  cial records and surveys. Train sta"  
members in duties such as tax mapping, the use of 
computerized mapping equipment, and the interpre-
tation of source documents.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.09. Engineering Technology. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Aerospace Engineer-
ing and Operations Technicians; Cartographers 
and Photogrammetrists; Civil Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronic Engineering Techni-
cians; Electrical and Electronics Drafters; Electrical 
Drafters; Electrical Engineering Technicians; Elec-
tro-Mechanical Technicians; Electronic Drafters; 
Electronics Engineering Technicians; Environmen-
tal Engineering Technicians; Mechanical Drafters; 
Mechanical Engineering Technicians; Surveying and 
Mapping Technicians; Surveying Technicians.

Skills: Technology Design; Operations Analysis; 
Programming; Quality Control Analysis; Science; 
Troubleshooting; Mathematics; Complex Problem 
Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Survey-
ing Technology/Surveying; Cartography. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Geography; Design; Comput-
ers and Electronics; Engineering and Technology; 
Mathematics; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Medical Records and Health 
Information Technicians

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,290
 ! Beginning Wage: $19,690
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 17.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 39,048
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 12.5%

Compile, process, and maintain medical records 
of hospital and clinic patients in a manner consis-
tent with medical, administrative, ethical, legal, 
and regulatory requirements of the health-care 
system. Process, maintain, compile, and report 
patient information for health requirements and 
standards. Protect the security of medical records 
to ensure that confi dentiality is maintained. Review 
records for completeness, accuracy, and compliance 
with regulations. Retrieve patient medical records 
for physicians, technicians, or other medical per-
sonnel. Release information to persons and agencies 
according to regulations. Plan, develop, maintain, 
and operate a variety of health record indexes and 
storage and retrieval systems to collect, classify, store, 
and analyze information. Enter data such as demo-
graphic characteristics, history and extent of disease, 
diagnostic procedures, and treatment into computer. 
Process and prepare business and government forms. 
Compile and maintain patients’ medical records to 
document condition and treatment and to provide 
data for research or cost control and care improve-
ment e" orts. Process patient admission and discharge 
documents. Assign the patient to diagnosis-related 
groups (DRGs), using appropriate computer soft-
ware. Transcribe medical reports. Identify, com-
pile, abstract, and code patient data, using standard C
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classifi cation systems. Resolve or clarify codes and 
diagnoses with confl icting, missing, or unclear infor-
mation by consulting with doctors or others or by 
participating in the coding team’s regular meetings. 
Compile medical care and census data for statisti-
cal reports on diseases treated, surgeries performed, 
or use of hospital beds. Post medical insurance bill-
ings. Train medical records sta" . Prepare statistical 
reports, narrative reports, and graphic presentations 
of information such as tumor registry data for use by 
hospital sta" , researchers, or other users. Manage the 
department and supervise clerical workers, directing 
and controlling activities of personnel in the medical 
records department. Develop in-service educational 
materials. Consult classifi cation manuals to locate 
information about disease processes.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.06. Medical Technology. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Biological Technicians; 
Cardiovascular Technologists and Technicians; Diag-
nostic Medical Sonographers; Medical and Clini-
cal Laboratory Technicians; Medical and Clinical 
Laboratory Technologists; Medical Equipment Pre-
parers; Nuclear Medicine Technologists; Opticians, 
Dispensing; Orthotists and Prosthetists; Radiologic 
Technicians; Radiologic Technologists; Radiologic 
Technologists and Technicians.

Skill: Systems Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Health Infor-
mation/Medical Records Technology/Technician; 
Medical Insurance Coding Specialist/Coder. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Law and 
Government; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Medical Secretaries

 ! Personality Code: CS
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $28,950
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,260
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 16.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 60,659
 ! Self-Employed: 1.3%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Perform secretarial duties, using specifi c knowl-
edge of medical terminology and hospital, clini-
cal, or laboratory procedures. Answer telephones 
and direct calls to appropriate sta" . Schedule and 
confi rm patient diagnostic appointments, surgeries, 
and medical consultations. Greet visitors, ascertain 
purpose of visit, and direct them to appropriate sta" . 
Operate o!  ce equipment, such as voice mail messag-
ing systems, and use word processing, spreadsheet, 
and other software applications to prepare reports, 
invoices, fi nancial statements, letters, case histo-
ries, and medical records. Complete insurance and 
other claim forms. Interview patients to complete 
documents, case histories, and forms such as intake 
and insurance forms. Receive and route messages 
and documents such as laboratory results to appro-
priate sta" . Compile and record medical charts, 
reports, and correspondence, using typewriter or 
personal computer. Transmit correspondence and 
medical records by mail, e-mail, or fax. Maintain 
medical records, technical library documents, and 
correspondence fi les. Perform various clerical and 
administrative functions, such as ordering and main-
taining an inventory of supplies. Perform bookkeep-
ing duties, such as credits and collections, preparing 
and sending fi nancial statements and bills, and keep-
ing fi nancial records. Transcribe recorded messages 
and practitioners’ diagnoses and recommenda-
tions into patients’ medical records. Arrange hospi-
tal admissions for patients. Prepare correspondence 
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___________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Medical Transcriptionists

and assist physicians or medical scientists with prep-
aration of reports, speeches, articles, and conference 
proceedings.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.04. Secretarial 
Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Execu-
tive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants; Legal 
Secretaries; Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and 
Executive.

Skills: None met the criteria.

Education and Training Programs: Medical O!  ce 
Assistant/Specialist; Medical Insurance Specialist/
Medical Biller; Medical Administrative/Executive 
Assistant and Medical Secretary. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Medicine and 
Dentistry; Customer and Personal Service; Comput-
ers and Electronics; Economics and Accounting.

Work Environment: Noisy; disease or infections; 
sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Medical Transcriptionists

 ! Personality Code: CR
 ! Education/Training Required: 

Postsecondary vocational training
 ! Annual Earnings: $31,250
 ! Beginning Wage: $22,160
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 13.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 18,080
 ! Self-Employed: 9.7%
 ! Part-Time: 23.2%

Use transcribing machines with headset and foot 
pedal to listen to recordings by physicians and 
other health-care professionals dictating a vari-
ety of medical reports, such as emergency room 
visits, diagnostic imaging studies, operations, 
chart reviews, and fi nal summaries. Transcribe 
dictated reports and translate medical jargon and 
abbreviations into their expanded forms. Edit as 
necessary and return reports in either printed 

or electronic form to the dictator for review and 
signature or correction. Transcribe dictation for 
a variety of medical reports such as patient histo-
ries, physical examinations, emergency room visits, 
operations, chart reviews, consultation, or discharge 
summaries. Review and edit transcribed reports or 
dictated material for spelling, grammar, clarity, 
consistency, and proper medical terminology. Dis-
tinguish between homonyms and recognize incon-
sistencies and mistakes in medical terms, referring to 
dictionaries; drug references; and other sources on 
anatomy, physiology, and medicine. Return dictated 
reports in printed or electronic form for physicians’ 
review, signature, and corrections and for inclusion 
in patients’ medical records. Translate medical jar-
gon and abbreviations into their expanded forms to 
ensure the accuracy of patient and health-care facil-
ity records. Take dictation, using either shorthand 
or a stenotype machine or using headsets and tran-
scribing machines; then convert dictated materials 
or rough notes to written form. Identify mistakes in 
reports and check with doctors to obtain the correct 
information. Perform data entry and data retrieval 
services, providing data for inclusion in medical 
records and for transmission to physicians. Produce 
medical reports, correspondence, records, patient-
care information, statistics, medical research, and 
administrative material. Answer inquiries concern-
ing the progress of medical cases within the limits 
of confi dentiality laws. Set up and maintain medical 
fi les and databases, including records such as X-ray, 
lab, and procedure reports; medical histories; diag-
nostic workups; admission and discharge summaries; 
and clinical resumes. Perform a variety of clerical and 
o!  ce tasks, such as handling incoming and outgoing 
mail, completing and submitting insurance claims, 
typing, fi ling, and operating o!  ce machines. Decide 
which information should be included or excluded 
in reports. Receive patients, schedule appointments, 
and maintain patient records. Receive and screen 
telephone calls and visitors.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Fam-
ily and General Practitioners; Internists, General; C
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notifi cation of all o!  cial activities and meetings. 
Maintain and update documents such as munici-
pal codes and city charters. Prepare meeting agendas 
and packets of related information. Prepare ordi-
nances, resolutions, and proclamations so that they 
can be executed, recorded, archived, and distributed. 
Respond to requests for information from the pub-
lic, other municipalities, state o!  cials, and state and 
federal legislative o!  ces. Maintain fi scal records and 
accounts. Perform budgeting duties, including assist-
ing in budget preparation, expenditure review, and 
budget administration. Perform general o!  ce duties 
such as taking and transcribing dictation, typing 
and proofreading correspondence, distributing and 
fi ling o!  cial forms, and scheduling appointments. 
Coordinate and maintain o!  ce-tracking systems 
for correspondence and follow-up actions. Research 
information in the municipal archives upon request 
of public o!  cials and private citizens. Perform con-
tract administration duties, assisting with bid open-
ings and the awarding of contracts. Collaborate with 
other sta"  to assist in the development and imple-
mentation of goals, objectives, policies, and priori-
ties. Represent municipalities at community events 
and serve as liaisons on community committees. 
Serve as a notary of the public. Issue various permits 
and licenses, including marriage, fi shing, hunting, 
and dog licenses, and collect appropriate fees. Pro-
vide assistance to persons with disabilities in reaching 
less-accessible areas of municipal facilities. Process 
claims against the municipality, maintaining fi les 
and log of claims, and coordinate claim response and 
handling with municipal claims administrators.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.04. Pub-
lic Administration Clerical Support. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Court Clerks; Court Report-
ers; Court, Municipal, and License Clerks; License 
Clerks.

Skills: Service Orientation; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Writing; Social Perceptiveness; Active 
Listening; Operations Analysis; Persuasion; Manage-
ment of Personnel Resources.

Medical Assistants; Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists; Pediatricians, General; Pharmacists; Pharmacy 
Aides; Pharmacy Technicians; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Active Listening; Reading Comprehension; 
Time Management.

Education and Training Program: Medical Tran-
scription/Transcriptionist. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; English Language; Med-
icine and Dentistry; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Municipal Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,330
 ! Beginning Wage: $21,050
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 8.8%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,163
 ! Self-Employed: 2.7%
 ! Part-Time: 9.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Court Clerks 
and with License Clerks.

Draft agendas and bylaws for town or city coun-
cil, record minutes of council meetings, answer 
o!  cial correspondence, keep fi scal records and 
accounts, and prepare reports on civic needs. Par-
ticipate in the administration of municipal elections, 
including preparation and distribution of ballots, 
appointment and training of election o!  cers, and 
tabulation and certifi cation of results. Record and 
edit the minutes of meetings; then distribute them 
to appropriate o!  cials and sta"  members. Plan and 
direct the maintenance, fi ling, safekeeping, and com-
puterization of all municipal documents. Issue public 
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________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Network Designers

software requirements, such as platforms, interfaces, 
bandwidths, or routine schemas. Develop disas-
ter recovery plans. Communicate with customers, 
sales sta" , or marketing sta"  to determine customer 
needs. Explain design specifi cations to integration or 
test engineers. Develop plans or budgets for network 
equipment replacement. Prepare design presentations 
and proposals for sta"  or customers. Supervise engi-
neers and other sta"  in the design or implementation 
of network solutions. Use network computer-aided 
design (CAD) software packages to optimize net-
work designs. Develop or maintain project reporting 
systems. Participate in network technology upgrade 
or expansion projects, including installation of hard-
ware and software and integration testing. Research 
and test new or modifi ed hardware or software prod-
ucts to determine performance and interoperability. 
Develop and implement solutions for network prob-
lems. Prepare or monitor project schedules, bud-
gets, or cost control systems. Monitor and analyze 
network performance and data input/output reports 
to detect problems, identify ine!  cient use of com-
puter resources, or perform capacity planning. Eval-
uate network designs to determine whether customer 
requirements are met e!  ciently and e" ectively. Esti-
mate time and materials needed to complete projects. 
Develop or recommend network security measures, 
such as fi rewalls, network security audits, or auto-
mated security probes.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; Net-
work Systems and Data Communications Analysts; 
Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers; 
Web Administrators; Web Developers.

Skills: No data available.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Law and Govern-
ment; Economics and Accounting; English Language; 
Personnel and Human Resources; Administration 
and Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Network Designers

 ! Personality Code: CIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,374
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects, with Software Quality 
Assurance Engineers and Testers, with Web Admini-
strators, and with Web Developers.

Determine user requirements and design specifi ca-
tions for computer networks. Plan and implement 
network upgrades. Develop network-related docu-
mentation. Design, build, or operate equipment con-
fi guration prototypes, including network hardware, 
software, servers, or server operation systems. Coor-
dinate network operations, maintenance, repairs, or 
upgrades. Adjust network sizes to meet volume or 
capacity demands. Communicate with vendors to 
gather information about products, to alert them to 
future needs, to resolve problems, or to address sys-
tem maintenance issues. Coordinate installation of 
new equipment. Coordinate network or design activ-
ities with designers of associated networks. Design, 
organize, and deliver product awareness, skills trans-
fer, and product education sessions for sta"  and 
suppliers. Determine specifi c network hardware or 
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of environmental contaminant analyses, and rec-
ommend corrective measures to be applied. Review 
physicians’ reports, and conduct worker studies in 
order to determine whether specifi c instances of dis-
ease or illness are job-related. Examine credentials, 
licenses, or permits to ensure compliance with licens-
ing requirements. Conduct fi re drills, and inspect 
fi re suppression systems and portable fi re systems to 
ensure that they are in working order. Educate the 
public about health issues, and enforce health legisla-
tion in order to prevent diseases, to promote health, 
and to help people understand health protection pro-
cedures and regulations. Provide consultation to 
organizations or agencies on the application of safety 
principles, practices, and techniques in the work-
place. Conduct interviews to obtain information and 
evidence regarding communicable diseases or viola-
tions of health and sanitation regulations. Review 
records and reports concerning laboratory results, 
sta!  ng, fl oor plans, fi re inspections, and sanitation 
in order to gather information for the development 
and enforcement of safety activities. Prepare docu-
ments to be used in legal proceedings, testifying in 
such proceedings when necessary. Plan emergency 
response drills. Maintain logbooks of daily activities, 
including areas visited and activities performed.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 07. Government and 
Public Administration. Work Group: 07.03. Reg-
ulations Enforcement. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Agricultural Inspectors; Aviation Inspectors; 
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, Construc-
tion, Health and Safety, and Transportation; Con-
struction and Building Inspectors; Environmental 
Compliance Inspectors; Equal Opportunity Repre-
sentatives and O!  cers; Financial Examiners; Fire 
Inspectors; Fish and Game Wardens; Forest Fire 
Inspectors and Prevention Specialists; Freight and 
Cargo Inspectors; Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators; Immigration and Customs Inspec-
tors; Licensing Examiners and Inspectors; Nuclear 
Monitoring Technicians; Occupational Health and 
Safety Specialists; Tax Examiners, Collectors, and 
Revenue Agents; Transportation Vehicle, Equip-
ment, and Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation.

Education and Training Programs: Computer and 
Information Sciences, General; Computer Science; 
Computer Systems Networking and Telecommu-
nications; Computer Engineering, General; Com-
puter Software Engineering. Related Knowledge/
Courses: No data available.

Work Environment: No data available.

Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians

 ! Personality Code: CR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,020
 ! Beginning Wage: $25,280
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 14.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 886
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 8.0%

Collect data on work environments for analy-
sis by occupational health and safety specialists. 
Implement and conduct evaluation of programs 
designed to limit chemical, physical, biologi-
cal, and ergonomic risks to workers. Maintain all 
required records and documentation. Supply, oper-
ate, and maintain personal protective equipment. 
Verify that safety equipment such as hearing pro-
tection and respirators is available to employees, and 
monitor their use of such equipment to ensure proper 
fi t and use. Evaluate situations where a worker has 
refused to work on the grounds that danger or poten-
tial harm exists, and determine how such situations 
should be handled. Prepare and calibrate equipment 
used to collect and analyze samples. Test workplaces 
for environmental hazards such as exposure to radia-
tion, chemical and biological hazards, and excessive 
noise. Prepare and review specifi cations and orders 
for the purchase of safety equipment, ensuring that 
proper features are present and that items conform 
to health and safety standards. Report the results 
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______________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Of! ce Clerks, General

transactions, and other activities. Complete and mail 
bills, contracts, policies, invoices, or checks. Operate 
o!  ce machines such as photocopiers and scanners, 
facsimile machines, voice mail systems, and personal 
computers. Compute, record, and proofread data and 
other information, such as records or reports. Main-
tain and update fi ling, inventory, mailing, and data-
base systems, either manually or using a computer. 
Open, sort, and route incoming mail; answer corre-
spondence; and prepare outgoing mail. Review fi les, 
records, and other documents to obtain information 
to respond to requests. Deliver messages and run 
errands. Inventory and order materials, supplies, and 
services. Complete work schedules, manage calen-
dars, and arrange appointments. Process and prepare 
documents such as business or government forms 
and expense reports. Monitor and direct the work of 
lower-level clerks. Type, format, proofread, and edit 
correspondence and other documents from notes or 
dictating machines, using computers or typewriters. 
Count, weigh, measure, or organize materials. Train 
other sta"  members to perform work activities, such 
as using computer applications. Prepare meeting 
agendas, attend meetings, and record and transcribe 
minutes. Troubleshoot problems involving o!  ce 
equipment, such as computer hardware and software. 
Make travel arrangements for o!  ce personnel.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.07. Records and 
Materials Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Correspondence Clerks; File Clerks; Human 
Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeep-
ing; Marking Clerks; Meter Readers, Utilities; Order 
Fillers, Wholesale and Retail Sales; Postal Service 
Clerks; Postal Service Mail Sorters, Processors, and 
Processing Machine Operators; Procurement Clerks; 
Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks; Ship-
ping, Receiving, and Tra!  c Clerks; Stock Clerks 
and Order Fillers; Stock Clerks, Sales Floor; Stock 
Clerks—Stockroom, Warehouse, or Storage Yard; 
Weighers, Measurers, Checkers, and Samplers, 
Recordkeeping.

Skills: None met the criteria.

Skills: Science; Persuasion; Operations Analy-
sis; Technology Design; Negotiation; Mathematics; 
Equipment Selection; Operation Monitoring.

Education and Training Programs: Radiation Pro-
tection/Health Physics Technician; Environmen-
tal Health; Occupational Health and Industrial 
Hygiene. Related Knowledge/Courses: Building 
and Construction; Chemistry; Public Safety and 
Security; Engineering and Technology; Physics; Edu-
cation and Training.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; hazardous conditions; hazardous 
equipment; standing.

Of! ce Clerks, General

 ! Personality Code: CER
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $24,460
 ! Beginning Wage: $15,490
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 12.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 765,803
 ! Self-Employed: 0.7%
 ! Part-Time: 26.0%

Perform duties too varied and diverse to be clas-
sifi ed in any specifi c o!  ce clerical occupation 
requiring limited knowledge of o!  ce management 
systems and procedures. Clerical duties may be 
assigned in accordance with the o!  ce procedures 
of individual establishments and may include 
a combination of answering telephones, book-
keeping, typing or word processing, stenogra-
phy, o!  ce machine operation, and fi ling. Collect, 
count, and disburse money; do basic bookkeeping; 
and complete banking transactions. Communicate 
with customers, employees, and other individuals to 
answer questions, disseminate or explain informa-
tion, take orders, and address complaints. Answer 
telephones, direct calls, and take messages. Compile, 
copy, sort, and fi le records of o!  ce activities, business 
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Jobs in " is Work Group: Law Clerks; Title Exam-
iners, Abstractors, and Searchers.

Skills: Writing; Active Listening; Speaking; 
Time Management; Reading Comprehension; 
Monitoring.

Education and Training Program: Legal Assistant/
Paralegal Training. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Clerical Practices; Law and Government; Computers 
and Electronics; Personnel and Human Resources; 
English Language; Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Pharmacy Technicians

 ! Personality Code: CR
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $26,720
 ! Beginning Wage: $18,520
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 32.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 54,453
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 20.8%

Prepare medications under the direction of a 
pharmacist. May measure, mix, count out, label, 
and record amounts and dosages of medications. 
Receive written prescription or refi ll requests and 
verify that information is complete and accurate. 
Maintain proper storage and security conditions 
for drugs. Answer telephones, responding to ques-
tions or requests. Fill bottles with prescribed medi-
cations and type and a!  x labels. Assist customers by 
answering simple questions, locating items, or refer-
ring them to the pharmacist for medication informa-
tion. Price and fi le prescriptions that have been fi lled. 
Clean and help maintain equipment and work areas 
and sterilize glassware according to prescribed meth-
ods. Establish and maintain patient profi les, includ-
ing lists of medications taken by individual patients. 

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Economics and 
Accounting; Customer and Personal Service; Person-
nel and Human Resources; Mathematics; Comput-
ers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls.

Paralegals and Legal Assistants

 ! Personality Code: CIE
 ! Education/Training Required: Associate 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,990
 ! Beginning Wage: $28,360
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 22.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 22,756
 ! Self-Employed: 2.2%
 ! Part-Time: 11.0%

Assist lawyers by researching legal precedent, 
investigating facts, or preparing legal documents. 
Conduct research to support a legal proceeding, 
to formulate a defense, or to initiate legal action. 
Prepare legal documents, including briefs, pleadings, 
appeals, wills, contracts, and real estate closing state-
ments. Prepare a!  davits or other documents, main-
tain document fi le, and fi le pleadings with court 
clerk. Gather and analyze research data, such as stat-
utes; decisions; and legal articles, codes, and docu-
ments. Investigate facts and law of cases to determine 
causes of action and to prepare cases. Call upon wit-
nesses to testify at hearing. Direct and coordinate 
law o!  ce activity, including delivery of subpoenas. 
Arbitrate disputes between parties and assist in real 
estate closing process. Keep and monitor legal vol-
umes to ensure that law library is up to date. Appraise 
and inventory real and personal property for estate 
planning.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Public 
Safety. Work Group: 12.03. Legal Support. Other 
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______________________________ Conventional Occupations: Police Identi! cation and Records Of! cers

Police Identi! cation and Records 
Of! cers

 ! Personality Code: CRI
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $59,930
 ! Beginning Wage: $35,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 17.3%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,746
 ! Self-Employed: 0.3%
 ! Part-Time: 2.2%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Criminal 
Investigators and Special Agents, with Immigration and 
Customs Inspectors, and with Police Detectives.

Collect evidence at crime scene, classify and iden-
tify fi ngerprints, and photograph evidence for 
use in criminal and civil cases. Photograph crime 
or accident scenes for evidence records. Analyze and 
process evidence at crime scenes and in the labora-
tory, wearing protective equipment and using pow-
ders and chemicals. Look for trace evidence, such 
as fi ngerprints, hairs, fi bers, or shoe impressions, 
using alternative light sources when necessary. Dust 
selected areas of crime scene and lift latent fi nger-
prints, adhering to proper preservation procedures. 
Testify in court and present evidence. Package, store, 
and retrieve evidence. Serve as technical advisor 
and coordinate with other law enforcement workers 
to exchange information on crime scene collection 
activities. Perform emergency work during o" -hours. 
Submit evidence to supervisors. Process fi lm and 
prints from crime or accident scenes. Identify, clas-
sify, and fi le fi ngerprints, using systems such as the 
Henry Classifi cation system.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 12. Law and Pub-
lic Safety. Work Group: 12.04. Law Enforcement 
and Public Safety. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Baili" s; Correctional O!  cers and Jailers; Crimi-
nal Investigators and Special Agents; Detectives and 

Order, label, and count stock of medications, chemi-
cals, and supplies and enter inventory data into com-
puter. Receive and store incoming supplies, verify 
quantities against invoices, and inform supervisors of 
stock needs and shortages. Transfer medication from 
vials to the appropriate number of sterile disposable 
syringes, using aseptic techniques. Under pharma-
cist supervision, add measured drugs or nutrients 
to intravenous solutions under sterile conditions to 
prepare intravenous (IV) packs. Supply and monitor 
robotic machines that dispense medicine into con-
tainers and label the containers. Prepare and pro-
cess medical insurance claim forms and records. Mix 
pharmaceutical preparations according to written 
prescriptions. Operate cash registers to accept pay-
ment from customers. Compute charges for medi-
cation and equipment dispensed to hospital patients 
and enter data in computer. Deliver medications and 
pharmaceutical supplies to patients, nursing stations, 
or surgery. Price stock and mark items for sale. Main-
tain and merchandise home health-care products and 
services.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 08. Health Science. 
Work Group: 08.02. Medicine and Surgery. Other 
Jobs in " is Work Group: Anesthesiologists; Family 
and General Practitioners; Internists, General; Med-
ical Assistants; Medical Transcriptionists; Obste-
tricians and Gynecologists; Pediatricians, General; 
Pharmacists; Pharmacy Aides; Physician Assistants; 
Psychiatrists; Registered Nurses; Surgeons; Surgical 
Technologists.

Skills: Service Orientation; Active Listening; 
Instructing; Mathematics; Speaking; Active Learn-
ing; Troubleshooting; Writing.

Education and Training Program: Pharmacy Tech-
nician/Assistant. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Medicine and Dentistry; Chemistry; Customer and 
Personal Service; Mathematics; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; standing; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.
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and nonemergency police and fi re service, emer-
gency ambulance service, information, and after-
hours calls for departments within a city. Determine 
response requirements and relative priorities of situ-
ations and dispatch units in accordance with estab-
lished procedures. Record details of calls, dispatches, 
and messages. Enter, update, and retrieve informa-
tion from teletype networks and computerized data 
systems regarding such things as wanted persons, 
stolen property, vehicle registration, and stolen vehi-
cles. Maintain access to and security of highly sen-
sitive materials. Relay information and messages to 
and from emergency sites, to law enforcement agen-
cies, and to all other individuals or groups requiring 
notifi cation. Scan status charts and computer screens 
and contact emergency response fi eld units to deter-
mine emergency units available for dispatch. Observe 
alarm registers and scan maps to determine whether 
a specifi c emergency is in the dispatch service area. 
Maintain fi les of information relating to emergency 
calls such as personnel rosters, and emergency call-
out and pager fi les. Monitor various radio frequen-
cies such as those used by public works departments, 
school security, and civil defense to keep apprised 
of developing situations. Learn material and pass 
required tests for certifi cation. Read and e" ectively 
interpret small-scale maps and information from a 
computer screen to determine locations and provide 
directions. Answer routine inquiries and refer calls 
not requiring dispatches to appropriate departments 
and agencies. Test and adjust communication and 
alarm systems and report malfunctions to mainte-
nance units. Provide emergency medical instructions 
to callers. Monitor alarm systems to detect emergen-
cies such as fi res and illegal entry into establishments. 
Operate and maintain mobile dispatch vehicles and 
equipment.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 03. Arts and Com-
munication. Work Group: 03.10. Communications 
Technology. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Air 
Tra!  c Controllers; Airfi eld Operations Specialists; 
Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance; 
Telephone Operators.

Skills: Negotiation; Operation Monitoring.

Criminal Investigators; Fire Investigators; Forensic 
Science Technicians; Parking Enforcement Workers; 
Police and Sheri" ’s Patrol O!  cers; Police Detectives; 
Police Patrol O!  cers; Sheri" s and Deputy Sheri" s; 
Transit and Railroad Police.

Skills: Persuasion; Judgment and Decision Making; 
Negotiation; Service Orientation; Social Perceptive-
ness; Critical # inking; Speaking; Science.

Education and Training Programs: Criminal Jus-
tice/Police Science; Criminalistics and Criminal 
Science. Related Knowledge/Courses: Law and 
Government; Public Safety and Security; Telecom-
munications; Customer and Personal Service; Psy-
chology; Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: More often outdoors than 
indoors; noisy; very hot or cold; contaminants; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls.

Police, Fire, and Ambulance 
Dispatchers

 ! Personality Code: CRE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $32,660
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 13.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 17,628
 ! Self-Employed: 1.2%
 ! Part-Time: 6.3%

Receive complaints from public concerning 
crimes and police emergencies. Broadcast orders 
to police patrol units in vicinity of complaint to 
investigate. Operate radio, telephone, or computer 
equipment to receive reports of fi res and medical 
emergencies and relay information or orders to 
proper o!  cials. Question callers about their loca-
tions and the nature of their problems to determine 
types of response needed. Receive incoming tele-
phone or alarm system calls regarding emergency 
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____________________________ Conventional Occupations: Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks

and regulations. Provide customers with change of 
address cards and other forms. Report any unusual 
circumstances concerning mail delivery, including 
the condition of street letter boxes. Register, certify, 
and insure parcels and letters. Travel to post o!  ces to 
pick up the mail for routes and/or pick up mail from 
postal relay boxes. Enter change of address orders 
into computers that process forwarding address stick-
ers. Complete forms that notify publishers of address 
changes. Sell stamps and money orders.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 16. Transportation, 
Distribution, and Logistics. Work Group: 16.06. 
Other Services Requiring Driving. Other Jobs in 
" is Work Group: Ambulance Drivers and Atten-
dants, Except Emergency Medical Technicians; Bus 
Drivers, School; Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity; 
Couriers and Messengers; Driver/Sales Workers; Park-
ing Lot Attendants; Taxi Drivers and Chau" eurs.

Skills: None met the criteria.

Education and Training Program: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services. Related Knowl-
edge/Courses: Transportation; Public Safety and 
Security.

Work Environment: Outdoors; very hot or cold; 
contaminants; standing; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Production, Planning, and 
Expediting Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $39,690
 ! Beginning Wage: $24,520
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 4.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 52,735
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 6.7%

Related Knowledge/Courses: Telecommunications; 
Customer and Personal Service; Clerical Practices; 
Law and Government; Psychology; Public Safety and 
Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting; using 
hands on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive 
motions.

Postal Service Mail Carriers

 ! Personality Code: CR
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $44,500
 ! Beginning Wage: $34,990
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very low
 ! Growth: 1.0%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 16,710
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 7.1%

Sort mail for delivery. Deliver mail on estab-
lished routes by vehicle or on foot. Obtain signed 
receipts for registered, certifi ed, and insured mail; 
collect associated charges; and complete any neces-
sary paperwork. Sort mail for delivery, arranging it 
in delivery sequence. Deliver mail to residences and 
business establishments along specifi ed routes by 
walking and/or driving, using a combination of satch-
els, carts, cars, and small trucks. Return to the post 
o!  ce with mail collected from homes, businesses, 
and public mailboxes. Turn in money and receipts 
collected along mail routes. Sign for cash-on-deliv-
ery and registered mail before leaving post o!  ces. 
Record address changes and redirect mail for those 
addresses. Hold mail for customers who are away 
from delivery locations. Bundle mail in preparation 
for delivery or transportation to relay boxes. Leave 
notices telling patrons where to collect mail that 
could not be delivered. Meet schedules for the collec-
tion and return of mail. Return incorrectly addressed 
mail to senders. Maintain accurate records of deliver-
ies. Answer customers’ questions about postal services 
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Provide documentation and information to account 
for delays, di!  culties, and changes to cost estimates.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.07. Records and 
Materials Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Correspondence Clerks; File Clerks; Human 
Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeep-
ing; Marking Clerks; Meter Readers, Utilities; O!  ce 
Clerks, General; Order Fillers, Wholesale and Retail 
Sales; Postal Service Clerks; Postal Service Mail Sort-
ers, Processors, and Processing Machine Operators; 
Procurement Clerks; Shipping, Receiving, and Tra!  c 
Clerks; Stock Clerks and Order Fillers; Stock Clerks, 
Sales Floor; Stock Clerks—Stockroom, Warehouse, 
or Storage Yard; Weighers, Measurers, Checkers, and 
Samplers, Recordkeeping.

Skills: Management of Material Resources; Opera-
tions Analysis; Management of Financial Resources; 
Systems Evaluation; Negotiation; Mathematics; 
Coordination; Persuasion.

Education and Training Program: Parts, Ware-
housing, and Inventory Management Operations. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Production and Pro-
cessing; Clerical Practices; Computers and Electron-
ics; Administration and Management; Mathematics; 
Customer and Personal Service.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
sitting.

Coordinate and expedite the fl ow of work and 
materials within or between departments of an 
establishment according to production sched-
ules.inventory levels, costs, and production prob-
lems. Examine documents, materials, and products, 
and monitor work processes to assess completeness, 
accuracy, and conformance to standards and specifi -
cations. Review documents such as production sched-
ules, work orders, and sta!  ng tables to determine 
personnel and materials requirements, and material 
priorities. Revise production schedules when required 
due to design changes, labor or material shortages, 
backlogs, or other interruptions, collaborating with 
management, marketing, sales, production, and 
engineering. Confer with department supervisors 
and other personnel to assess progress and discuss 
needed changes. Confer with establishment person-
nel, vendors, and customers to coordinate production 
and shipping activities, and to resolve complaints or 
eliminate delays. Record production data, includ-
ing volume produced, consumption of raw materials, 
and quality control measures. Requisition and main-
tain inventories of materials and supplies necessary 
to meet production demands. Calculate fi gures such 
as required amounts of labor and materials, manu-
facturing costs, and wages, using pricing schedules, 
adding machines, calculators, or computers. Distrib-
ute production schedules and work orders to depart-
ments. Compile information such as production rates 
and progress, materials inventories, materials used, 
and customer information, so that status reports can 
be completed. Arrange for delivery, assembly, and 
distribution of supplies and parts to expedite fl ow 
of materials and meet production schedules. Con-
tact suppliers to verify shipment details. Maintain 
fi les such as maintenance records, bills of lading, 
and cost reports. Plan production commitments and 
timetables for business units, specifi c programs, and/
or jobs, using sales forecasts. Establish and prepare 
product construction directions and locations; infor-
mation on required tools, materials, and equipment; 
numbers of workers needed; and cost projections. 
Compile and prepare documentation related to pro-
duction sequences, transportation, personnel sched-
ules, and purchase, maintenance, and repair orders. 
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___________ Conventional Occupations: Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and Farm Products

personnel to locate necessary goods and services. 
Study sales records and inventory levels of cur-
rent stock to develop strategic purchasing programs 
that facilitate employee access to supplies. Interview 
vendors and visit suppliers’ plants and distribution 
centers to examine and learn about products, ser-
vices, and prices. Arrange the payment of duty and 
freight charges. Hire, train, and/or supervise pur-
chasing clerks, buyers, and expediters. Write and 
review product specifi cations, maintaining a work-
ing technical knowledge of the goods or services to 
be purchased. Monitor changes a" ecting supply and 
demand, tracking market conditions, price trends, or 
futures markets. Formulate policies and procedures 
for bid proposals and procurement of goods and ser-
vices. Attend meetings, trade shows, conferences, 
conventions, and seminars to network with people in 
other purchasing departments.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and Whole-
sale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.05. Purchas-
ing. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Wholesale 
and Retail Buyers, Except Farm Products.

Skills: Operations Analysis; Management of Finan-
cial Resources; Management of Material Resources; 
Mathematics; Writing; Management of Person-
nel Resources; Speaking; Judgment and Decision 
Making.

Education and Training Programs: Sales, Distribu-
tion, and Marketing Operations, General; Merchan-
dising and Buying Operations. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; Economics and Account-
ing; Production and Processing; Administration and 
Management; Computers and Electronics; Commu-
nications and Media.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Purchasing Agents, Except 
Wholesale, Retail, and Farm 
Products

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Long-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $52,460
 ! Beginning Wage: $32,580
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 0.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 22,349
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 3.8%

Purchase machinery, equipment, tools, parts, 
supplies, or services necessary for the operation of 
an establishment. Purchase raw or semi-fi nished 
materials for manufacturing. Purchase the highest-
quality merchandise at the lowest possible price and 
in correct amounts. Prepare purchase orders, solicit 
bid proposals, and review requisitions for goods and 
services. Research and evaluate suppliers based on 
price, quality, selection, service, support, availability, 
reliability, production and distribution capabilities, 
and the supplier’s reputation and history. Analyze 
price proposals, fi nancial reports, and other data and 
information to determine reasonable prices. Moni-
tor and follow applicable laws and regulations. Nego-
tiate, or renegotiate, and administer contracts with 
suppliers, vendors, and other representatives. Moni-
tor shipments to ensure that goods come in on time 
and trace shipments and follow up undelivered goods 
in the event of problems. Confer with sta" , users, and 
vendors to discuss defective or unacceptable goods or 
services and determine corrective action. Evaluate 
and monitor contract performance to ensure compli-
ance with contractual obligations and to determine 
need for changes. Maintain and review computerized 
or manual records of items purchased, costs, delivery, 
product performance, and inventories. Review cata-
logs, industry periodicals, directories, trade journals, 
and Internet sites and consult with other department 
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for merchandise or materials and send them to the 
proper departments to be fi lled. Process and prepare 
memos, correspondence, travel vouchers, or other 
documents. Schedule space and equipment for spe-
cial programs and prepare lists of participants. Enroll 
individuals to participate in programs and notify 
them of their acceptance. Conduct tours or deliver 
talks describing features of public facility such as a 
historic site or national park. Perform duties such as 
taking care of plants and straightening magazines to 
maintain lobby or reception area.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.06. 
Customer Service. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Cashiers; Counter and Rental Clerks; Customer Ser-
vice Representatives; Gaming Cage Workers; Gam-
ing Change Persons and Booth Cashiers; Order 
Clerks.

Skills: Active Listening; Service Orientation; Writ-
ing; Social Perceptiveness; Reading Comprehension.

Education and Training Programs: Health Unit 
Coordinator/Ward Clerk; Medical Reception/Recep-
tionist; Receptionist; General O!  ce Occupations 
and Clerical Services. Related Knowledge/Courses: 
Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal Service; 
Computers and Electronics.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Receptionists and Information 
Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CES
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $23,710
 ! Beginning Wage: $16,290
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 17.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 334,124
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 31.7%

Answer inquiries and obtain information for gen-
eral public, customers, visitors, and other inter-
ested parties. Provide information regarding 
activities conducted at establishment and location 
of departments, o!  ces, and employees within 
organization. Operate telephone switchboard to 
answer, screen, and forward calls, providing informa-
tion, taking messages, and scheduling appointments. 
Receive payment and record receipts for services. 
Perform administrative support tasks such as proof-
reading, transcribing handwritten information, and 
operating calculators or computers to work with pay 
records, invoices, balance sheets, and other docu-
ments. Greet persons entering establishment, deter-
mine nature and purpose of visit, and direct or escort 
them to specifi c destinations. Hear and resolve com-
plaints from customers and public. File and maintain 
records. Transmit information or documents to cus-
tomers, using computer, mail, or facsimile machine. 
Schedule appointments and maintain and update 
appointment calendars. Analyze data to determine 
answers to questions from customers or members 
of the public. Provide information about establish-
ment such as location of departments or o!  ces, 
employees within the organization, or services pro-
vided. Keep a current record of sta"  members’ where-
abouts and availability. Collect, sort, distribute, and 
prepare mail, messages, and courier deliveries. Cal-
culate and quote rates for tours, stocks, insurance 
policies, or other products and services. Take orders 
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____________________ Conventional Occupations: Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing

necessary. Plan, assemble, and stock product displays 
in retail stores or make recommendations to retailers 
regarding product displays, promotional programs, 
and advertising. Negotiate with retail merchants to 
improve product exposure such as shelf position-
ing and advertising. Train customers’ employees to 
operate and maintain new equipment. Buy products 
from manufacturers or brokerage fi rms and distrib-
ute them to wholesale and retail clients.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 14. Retail and 
Wholesale Sales and Service. Work Group: 14.03. 
General Sales. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Parts Salespersons; Real Estate Brokers; Real Estate 
Sales Agents; Retail Salespersons; Service Station 
Attendants.

Skills: Negotiation; Persuasion; Service Orienta-
tion; Management of Financial Resources; Oper-
ations Analysis; Time Management; Speaking; 
Installation.

Education and Training Programs: Insurance; 
Sales, Distribution, and Marketing Operations, 
General; General Merchandising, Sales, and Related 
Marketing Operations, Other; Fashion Merchandis-
ing; Apparel and Accessories Marketing Operations; 
Special Products Marketing Operations; Special-
ized Merchandising, Sales, and Related Marketing 
Operations, Other; Business, Management, Market-
ing, and Related Support Services, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Sales and Marketing; Eco-
nomics and Accounting; Customer and Personal Ser-
vice; Transportation; Mathematics; Administration 
and Management.

Work Environment: Outdoors; noisy; contami-
nants; more often standing than sitting; walking and 
running.

Sales Representatives, Wholesale 
and Manufacturing, Except 
Technical and Scienti! c Products

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience in a related occupation
 ! Annual Earnings: $50,750
 ! Beginning Wage: $26,490
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 8.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 156,215
 ! Self-Employed: 4.0%
 ! Part-Time: 6.7%

Sell goods for wholesalers or manufacturers to 
businesses or groups of individuals. Work requires 
substantial knowledge of items sold. Answer cus-
tomers’ questions about products, prices, availability, 
product uses, and credit terms. Recommend products 
to customers based on customers’ needs and inter-
ests. Contact regular and prospective customers to 
demonstrate products, explain product features, and 
solicit orders. Estimate or quote prices, credit or con-
tract terms, warranties, and delivery dates. Consult 
with clients after sales or contract signings to resolve 
problems and to provide ongoing support. Prepare 
drawings, estimates, and bids that meet specifi c cus-
tomer needs. Provide customers with product sam-
ples and catalogs. Identify prospective customers by 
using business directories, following leads from exist-
ing clients, participating in organizations and clubs, 
and attending trade shows and conferences. Arrange 
and direct delivery and installation of products and 
equipment. Monitor market conditions; product 
innovations; and competitors’ products, prices, and 
sales. Negotiate details of contracts and payments 
and prepare sales contracts and order forms. Perform 
administrative duties, such as preparing sales budgets 
and reports, keeping sales records, and fi ling expense 
account reports. Obtain credit information about 
prospective customers. Forward orders to manufac-
turers. Check stock levels and reorder merchandise as 
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Mail newsletters, promotional material, and other 
information. Order and dispense supplies. Con-
duct searches to fi nd needed information, using such 
sources as the Internet. Provide services to custom-
ers, such as order placement and account informa-
tion. Collect and disburse funds from cash accounts 
and keep records of collections and disbursements. 
Prepare and mail checks. Establish work procedures 
and schedules and keep track of the daily work of 
clerical sta" . Coordinate conferences and meetings. 
Take dictation in shorthand or by machine and tran-
scribe information. Arrange conferences, meetings, 
and travel reservations for o!  ce personnel. Operate 
electronic mail systems and coordinate the fl ow of 
information both internally and with other organiza-
tions. Supervise other clerical sta"  and provide train-
ing and orientation to new sta" .

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.04. Secretarial 
Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Execu-
tive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants; Legal 
Secretaries; Medical Secretaries.

Skill: Writing.

Education and Training Programs: Administrative 
Assistant and Secretarial Science, General; Executive 
Assistant/Executive Secretary. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Clerical Practices; Customer and Personal 
Service; Computers and Electronics; Economics 
and Accounting; English Language; Personnel and 
Human Resources.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.

Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, 
and Executive

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $28,220
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,920
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 1.2%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 239,630
 ! Self-Employed: 1.4%
 ! Part-Time: 18.9%

Perform routine clerical and administrative func-
tions such as drafting correspondence, schedul-
ing appointments, organizing and maintaining 
paper and electronic fi les, or providing informa-
tion to callers. Operate o!  ce equipment such as fax 
machines, copiers, and phone systems and use com-
puters for spreadsheet, word-processing, database 
management, and other applications. Answer tele-
phones and give information to callers, take mes-
sages, or transfer calls to appropriate individuals. 
Greet visitors and callers, handle their inquiries, 
and direct them to the appropriate persons accord-
ing to their needs. Set up and maintain paper and 
electronic fi ling systems for records, correspon-
dence, and other material. Locate and attach appro-
priate fi les to incoming correspondence requiring 
replies. Open, read, route, and distribute incoming 
mail and other material and prepare answers to rou-
tine letters. Complete forms in accordance with com-
pany procedures. Make copies of correspondence and 
other printed material. Review work done by others 
to check for correct spelling and grammar, ensure 
that company format policies are followed, and rec-
ommend revisions. Compose, type, and distribute 
meeting notes, routine correspondence, and reports. 
Learn to operate new o!  ce technologies as they are 
developed and implemented. Maintain scheduling 
and event calendars. Schedule and confi rm appoint-
ments for clients, customers, or supervisors. Manage 
projects and contribute to committee and team work. 
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_________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Social and Human Service Assistants

Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeep-
ing; Marking Clerks; Meter Readers, Utilities; O!  ce 
Clerks, General; Order Fillers, Wholesale and Retail 
Sales; Postal Service Clerks; Postal Service Mail Sort-
ers, Processors, and Processing Machine Operators; 
Procurement Clerks; Production, Planning, and 
Expediting Clerks; Stock Clerks and Order Fillers; 
Stock Clerks, Sales Floor; Stock Clerks—Stockroom, 
Warehouse, or Storage Yard; Weighers, Measurers, 
Checkers, and Samplers, Recordkeeping.

Skills: Mathematics; Learning Strategies; Man-
agement of Financial Resources; Writing; Speak-
ing; Negotiation; Social Perceptiveness; Time 
Management.

Education and Training Programs: General O!  ce 
Occupations and Clerical Services; Tra!  c, Customs, 
and Transportation Clerk/Technician. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Clerical Practices; Produc-
tion and Processing; Transportation; Computers and 
Electronics; Education and Training; Public Safety 
and Security.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; contaminants; 
sitting; walking and running; using hands on objects, 
tools, or controls.

Social and Human Service 
Assistants

 ! Personality Code: CSE
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $26,630
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,350
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 33.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 80,142
 ! Self-Employed: 0.1%
 ! Part-Time: 12.0%

Assist professionals from a wide variety of fi elds 
such as psychology, rehabilitation, or social work 
to provide client services, as well as support for 

Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c 
Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CRE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $26,990
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,390
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Medium
 ! Growth: 3.7%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 138,967
 ! Self-Employed: 0.2%
 ! Part-Time: 8.9%

Verify and keep records on incoming and outgoing 
shipments. Prepare items for shipment. Examine 
contents and compare with records such as manifests, 
invoices, or orders to verify accuracy of incoming or 
outgoing shipment. Prepare documents such as work 
orders, bills of lading, and shipping orders to route 
materials. Determine shipping method for materials, 
using knowledge of shipping procedures, routes, and 
rates. Record shipment data such as weight, charges, 
space availability, and damages and discrepancies for 
reporting, accounting, and recordkeeping purposes. 
Contact carrier representative to make arrangements 
and to issue instructions for shipping and deliv-
ery of materials. Confer and correspond with estab-
lishment representatives to rectify problems such as 
damages, shortages, and nonconformance to specifi -
cations. Requisition and store shipping materials and 
supplies to maintain inventory of stock. Deliver or 
route materials to departments, using work devices 
such as handtruck, conveyor, or sorting bins. Com-
pute amounts such as space available and shipping, 
storage, and demurrage charges, using calculator or 
price list. Pack, seal, label, and a!  x postage to pre-
pare materials for shipping, using work devices such 
as hand tools, power tools, and postage meter.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.07. Records and 
Materials Processing. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Correspondence Clerks; File Clerks; Human 
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Clinical, Counseling, and School Psychologists; 
Counseling Psychologists; Marriage and Family # er-
apists; Medical and Public Health Social Workers; 
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers; 
Mental Health Counselors; Probation O!  cers and 
Correctional Treatment Specialists; Rehabilitation 
Counselors; Residential Advisors; Substance Abuse 
and Behavioral Disorder Counselors.

Skill: Negotiation.

Education and Training Program: Mental and 
Social Health Services and Allied Professions, 
Other. Related Knowledge/Courses: # erapy and 
Counseling; Philosophy and # eology; Psychol-
ogy; Customer and Personal Service; Sociology and 
Anthropology; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; noisy; sitting.

Statement Clerks

 ! Personality Code: CES
 ! Education/Training Required: Moderate-

term on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $29,970
 ! Beginning Wage: $20,930
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Low
 ! Growth: 4.4%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 81,885
 ! Self-Employed: 1.6%
 ! Part-Time: 14.3%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Billing, 
Cost, and Rate Clerks and with Billing, Posting, and 
Calculating Machine Operators.

Prepare and distribute bank statements to cus-
tomers, answer inquiries, and reconcile dis-
crepancies in records and accounts. Encode and 
cancel checks, using bank machines. Take orders 
for imprinted checks. Compare previously prepared 
bank statements with canceled checks and recon-
cile discrepancies. Verify signatures and required 
information on checks. Post stop-payment notices 

families. May assist clients in identifying avail-
able benefi ts and social and community services 
and help clients obtain them. May assist social 
workers with developing, organizing, and con-
ducting programs to prevent and resolve problems 
relevant to substance abuse, human relationships, 
rehabilitation, or adult daycare. Keep records and 
prepare reports for owner or management concern-
ing visits with clients. Submit reports and review 
reports or problems with superior. Interview indi-
viduals and family members to compile informa-
tion on social, educational, criminal, institutional, 
or drug histories. Provide information and refer indi-
viduals to public or private agencies or community 
services for assistance. Consult with supervisors con-
cerning programs for individual families. Advise cli-
ents regarding food stamps, child care, food, money 
management, sanitation, or housekeeping. Over-
see day-to-day group activities of residents in insti-
tution. Visit individuals in homes or attend group 
meetings to provide information on agency services, 
requirements, and procedures. Monitor free, supple-
mentary meal program to ensure cleanliness of facil-
ity and that eligibility guidelines are met for persons 
receiving meals. Meet with youth groups to acquaint 
them with consequences of delinquent acts. Assist in 
planning of food budgets, using charts and sample 
budgets. Transport and accompany clients to shop-
ping areas or to appointments, using automobiles. 
Assist in locating housing for displaced individuals. 
Observe and discuss meal preparation and suggest 
alternate methods of food preparation. Observe cli-
ents’ food selections and recommend alternative eco-
nomical and nutritional food choices. Explain rules 
established by owner or management, such as sanita-
tion and maintenance requirements or parking reg-
ulations. Care for children in clients’ homes during 
clients’ appointments. Inform tenants of facilities 
such as laundries and playgrounds. Assist clients with 
preparation of forms such as tax or rent forms. Dem-
onstrate use and care of equipment for tenants’ use.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 10. Human Service. 
Work Group: 10.01. Counseling and Social Work. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Child, Family, 
and School Social Workers; Clinical Psychologists; 
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______________________________________________________Conventional Occupations: Statisticians

Statisticians

 ! Personality Code: CI
 ! Education/Training Required: Master’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $69,900
 ! Beginning Wage: $38,140
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 8.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 3,433
 ! Self-Employed: 6.0%
 ! Part-Time: 13.1%

Engage in the development of mathematical the-
ory or apply statistical theory and methods to col-
lect, organize, interpret, and summarize numerical 
data to provide usable information. May special-
ize in fi elds such as bio-statistics, agricultural sta-
tistics, business statistics, economic statistics, or 
other fi elds. Report results of statistical analyses, 
including information in the form of graphs, charts, 
and tables. Process large amounts of data for statis-
tical modeling and graphic analysis, using comput-
ers. Identify relationships and trends in data, as well 
as any factors that could a" ect the results of research. 
Analyze and interpret statistical data in order to iden-
tify signifi cant di" erences in relationships among 
sources of information. Prepare data for processing 
by organizing information, checking for any inac-
curacies, and adjusting and weighting the raw data. 
Evaluate the statistical methods and procedures used 
to obtain data in order to ensure validity, applica-
bility, e!  ciency, and accuracy. Evaluate sources of 
information in order to determine any limitations 
in terms of reliability or usability. Plan data collec-
tion methods for specifi c projects and determine the 
types and sizes of sample groups to be used. Design 
research projects that apply valid scientifi c techniques 
and utilize information obtained from baselines or 
historical data in order to structure uncompromised 
and e!  cient analyses. Develop an understanding of 
fi elds to which statistical methods are to be applied 
in order to determine whether methods and results 
are appropriate. Supervise and provide instructions 

to prevent payment of protested checks. Maintain 
fi les of canceled checks and customers’ signatures. 
Match statements with batches of canceled checks by 
account numbers. Weigh envelopes containing state-
ments to determine correct postage and a!  x postage, 
using stamps or metering equipment. Load machines 
with statements, cancelled checks, and envelopes to 
prepare statements for distribution to customers or 
stu"  envelopes by hand. Retrieve checks returned to 
customers in error, adjusting customer accounts and 
answering inquiries about errors as necessary. Route 
statements for mailing or over-the-counter delivery 
to customers. Monitor equipment to ensure proper 
operation. Fix minor problems, such as equipment 
jams, and notify repair personnel of major equip-
ment problems.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 04. Business and 
Administration. Work Group: 04.06. Mathematical 
Clerical Support. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine Opera-
tors; Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks; Bookkeeping, 
Accounting, and Auditing Clerks; Brokerage Clerks; 
Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks; Tax Preparers.

Skills: None met the criteria.

Education and Training Program: Account-
ing Technology/Technician and Bookkeeping. 
Related Knowledge/Courses: Economics and 
Accounting; Clerical Practices; Administration and 
Management.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; repetitive 
motions.
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Tellers

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Short-term 

on-the-job training
 ! Annual Earnings: $22,920
 ! Beginning Wage: $17,360
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: Very low
 ! Growth: 13.5%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 146,077
 ! Self-Employed: 0.0%
 ! Part-Time: 27.1%

Receive and pay out money. Keep records of 
money and negotiable instruments involved in a 
fi nancial institution’s various transactions. Bal-
ance currency, coin, and checks in cash drawers at 
ends of shifts and calculate daily transactions, using 
computers, calculators, or adding machines. Cash 
checks and pay out money after verifying that sig-
natures are correct, that written and numerical 
amounts agree, and that accounts have su!  cient 
funds. Receive checks and cash for deposit, verify 
amounts, and check accuracy of deposit slips. Exam-
ine checks for endorsements and to verify other infor-
mation such as dates, bank names, identifi cation of 
the persons receiving payments, and the legality of 
the documents. Enter customers’ transactions into 
computers to record transactions and issue com-
puter-generated receipts. Count currency, coins, and 
checks received, by hand or using currency-counting 
machine, to prepare them for deposit or shipment to 
branch banks or the Federal Reserve Bank. Identify 
transaction mistakes when debits and credits do not 
balance. Prepare and verify cashier’s checks. Arrange 
monies received in cash boxes and coin dispens-
ers according to denomination. Process transactions 
such as term deposits, retirement savings plan contri-
butions, automated teller transactions, night depos-
its, and mail deposits. Receive mortgage, loan, or 
public utility bill payments, verifying payment dates 
and amounts due. Resolve problems or discrepancies 
concerning customers’ accounts. Explain, promote, 
or sell products or services such as travelers’ checks, 

for workers collecting and tabulating data. Apply 
sampling techniques or utilize complete enumeration 
bases in order to determine and defi ne groups to be 
surveyed. Adapt statistical methods in order to solve 
specifi c problems in many fi elds, such as economics, 
biology, and engineering. Develop and test experi-
mental designs, sampling techniques, and analytical 
methods. Examine theories, such as those of proba-
bility and inference, in order to discover mathemati-
cal bases for new or improved methods of obtaining 
and evaluating numerical data.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 15. Scientifi c 
Research, Engineering, and Mathematics. Work 
Group: 15.06. Mathematics and Data Analysis. 
Other Jobs in " is Work Group: Actuaries; Mathe-
matical Technicians; Mathematicians; Social Science 
Research Assistants; Statistical Assistants.

Skills: Programming; Science; Mathematics; Writ-
ing; Active Learning; Negotiation; Complex Prob-
lem Solving; Operations Analysis.

Education and Training Programs: Biostatistics; 
Mathematics, General; Applied Mathematics; Sta-
tistics, General; Mathematical Statistics and Proba-
bility; Statistics, Other; Business Statistics. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Mathematics; Computers and 
Electronics; English Language; Law and Govern-
ment; Education and Training.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting; using hands 
on objects, tools, or controls; repetitive motions.

Surveying and Mapping 
Technicians

See Mapping Technicians (a Conventional job) and 
Surveying Technicians (a Realistic job), described 
separately.
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! e job openings listed here are shared with Financial 
Managers, Branch or Department.

Direct fi nancial activities, such as planning, pro-
curement, and investments, for all or part of an 
organization. Prepare and fi le annual tax returns or 
prepare fi nancial information so that outside accoun-
tants can complete tax returns. Prepare or direct 
preparation of fi nancial statements, business activ-
ity reports, fi nancial position forecasts, annual bud-
gets, and/or reports required by regulatory agencies. 
Supervise employees performing fi nancial report-
ing, accounting, billing, collections, payroll, and 
budgeting duties. Delegate authority for the receipt, 
disbursement, banking, protection, and custody of 
funds, securities, and fi nancial instruments. Main-
tain current knowledge of organizational policies 
and procedures, federal and state policies and direc-
tives, and current accounting standards. Conduct or 
coordinate audits of company accounts and fi nancial 
transactions to ensure compliance with state and fed-
eral requirements and statutes. Receive and record 
requests for disbursements; authorize disbursements 
in accordance with policies and procedures. Monitor 
fi nancial activities and details such as reserve levels 
to ensure that all legal and regulatory requirements 
are met. Monitor and evaluate the performance of 
accounting and other fi nancial sta" ; recommend and 
implement personnel actions such as promotions and 
dismissals. Develop and maintain relationships with 
banking, insurance, and non-organizational account-
ing personnel in order to facilitate fi nancial activities. 
Coordinate and direct the fi nancial planning, bud-
geting, procurement, or investment activities of all or 
part of an organization. Develop internal control pol-
icies, guidelines, and procedures for activities such as 
budget administration, cash and credit management, 
and accounting. Analyze the fi nancial details of past, 
present, and expected operations in order to identify 
development opportunities and areas where improve-
ment is needed. Advise management on short-term 
and long-term fi nancial objectives, policies, and 
actions. Provide direction and assistance to other 
organizational units regarding accounting and bud-
geting policies and procedures and e!  cient control 

savings bonds, money orders, and cashier’s checks, 
using computerized information about customers to 
tailor recommendations. Perform clerical tasks such 
as typing, fi ling, and microfi lm photography. Mon-
itor bank vaults to ensure cash balances are correct. 
Order a supply of cash to meet daily needs. Sort and 
fi le deposit slips and checks. Receive and count daily 
inventories of cash, drafts, and travelers’ checks. Pro-
cess and maintain records of customer loans. Count, 
verify, and post armored car deposits. Carry out spe-
cial services for customers, such as ordering bank 
cards and checks. Compute fi nancial fees, interest, 
and service charges. Obtain and process information 
required for the provision of services, such as opening 
accounts, savings plans, and purchasing bonds.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.04. Finance/Insurance 
Customer Service. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Bill and Account Collectors; Loan Interviewers and 
Clerks; New Accounts Clerks.

Skills: Service Orientation; Mathematics.

Education and Training Program: Banking and 
Financial Support Services. Related Knowledge/
Courses: Customer and Personal Service; Sales and 
Marketing; English Language; Clerical Practices.

Work Environment: Indoors; more often standing 
than sitting; using hands on objects, tools, or con-
trols; repetitive motions.

Treasurers and Controllers

 ! Personality Code: CE
 ! Education/Training Required: Work 

experience plus degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $95,310
 ! Beginning Wage: $51,910
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 12.6%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 57,589
 ! Self-Employed: 4.6%
 ! Part-Time: 4.2%
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Manage Web environment design, deployment, 
development, and maintenance activities. Per-
form testing and quality assurance of Web sites 
and Web applications. Back up or modify applica-
tions and related data to provide for disaster recovery. 
Determine sources of Web page or server problems, 
and take action to correct such problems. Review or 
update Web page content or links in a timely manner, 
using appropriate tools. Monitor systems for intru-
sions or denial of service attacks, and report security 
breaches to appropriate personnel. Implement Web 
site security measures, such as fi rewalls or message 
encryption. Administer Internet/intranet infrastruc-
ture, including components such as Web, fi le transfer 
protocol (FTP), news, and mail servers. Collaborate 
with development teams to discuss, analyze, or resolve 
usability issues. Test backup or recovery plans regu-
larly and resolve any problems. Monitor Web devel-
opments through continuing education, reading, or 
participation in professional conferences, workshops, 
or groups. Implement updates, upgrades, and patches 
in a timely manner to limit loss of service. Identify 
or document backup or recovery plans. Collaborate 
with Web developers to create and operate internal 
and external Web sites, or to manage projects, such 
as e-marketing campaigns. Install or confi gure Web 
server software or hardware to ensure that directory 
structure is well-defi ned, logical, secure, and that 
fi les are named properly. Gather, analyze, or doc-
ument user feedback to locate or resolve sources of 
problems. Develop Web site performance metrics. 
Identify or address interoperability requirements. 
Document installation or confi guration procedures 
to allow maintenance and repetition. Identify, stan-
dardize, and communicate levels of access and secu-
rity. Track, compile, and analyze Web site usage data. 
Test issues such as system integration, performance, 
and system security on a regular schedule or after any 
major program modifi cations. Recommend Web site 
improvements, and develop budgets to support rec-
ommendations. Inform Web site users of problems, 
problem resolutions, or application changes and 
updates. Document application and Web site changes 
or change procedures. Develop or implement proce-
dures for ongoing Web site revision.

and utilization of fi nancial resources. Evaluate needs 
for procurement of funds and investment of surpluses 
and make appropriate recommendations.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 06. Finance and 
Insurance. Work Group: 06.01. Managerial Work 
in Finance and Insurance. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Financial Managers; Financial Managers, 
Branch or Department.

Skills: Management of Financial Resources; Man-
agement of Material Resources; Judgment and Deci-
sion Making; Management of Personnel Resources; 
Mathematics; Negotiation; Time Management; 
Persuasion.

Education and Training Programs: Account-
ing and Finance; Accounting and Business/Man-
agement; Finance, General; International Finance; 
Public Finance; Credit Management; Finance and 
Financial Management Services, Other. Related 
Knowledge/Courses: Economics and Accounting; 
Administration and Management; Personnel and 
Human Resources; Law and Government; Mathe-
matics; English Language.

Work Environment: Indoors; sitting.

Web Administrators

 ! Personality Code: CEI
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,374
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects, with Network Designers, 
with Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers, 
and with Web Developers.
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__________________________________________________ Conventional Occupations: Web Developers 

Web Developers

 ! Personality Code: CIR
 ! Education/Training Required: Bachelor’s 

degree
 ! Annual Earnings: $71,510
 ! Beginning Wage: $37,600
 ! Earnings Growth Potential: High
 ! Growth: 15.1%
 ! Annual Job Openings: 14,374
 ! Self-Employed: 6.6%
 ! Part-Time: 5.6%

! e job openings listed here are shared with Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects, with Network Designers, 
with Software Quality Assurance Engineers and Testers, 
and with Web Administrators.

Develop and design Web applications and Web 
sites. Create and specify architectural and techni-
cal parameters. Direct Web site content creation, 
enhancement, and maintenance. Design, build, 
or maintain Web sites, using authoring or script-
ing languages, content creation tools, management 
tools, and digital media. Perform or direct Web site 
updates. Write, design, or edit Web page content, or 
direct others producing content. Confer with man-
agement or development teams to prioritize needs, 
resolve confl icts, develop content criteria, or choose 
solutions. Back up fi les from Web sites to local direc-
tories for instant recovery in case of problems. Iden-
tify problems uncovered by testing or customer 
feedback, and correct problems or refer problems to 
appropriate personnel for correction. Evaluate code 
to ensure that it is valid, is properly structured, meets 
industry standards and is compatible with browsers, 
devices, or operating systems. Maintain understand-
ing of current Web technologies or programming 
practices through continuing education, reading, 
or participation in professional conferences, work-
shops, or groups. Analyze user needs to determine 
technical requirements. Develop or validate test rou-
tines and schedules to ensure that test cases mimic 
external interfaces and address all browser and device 

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information Tech-
nology Specialties. Other Jobs in " is Work Group: 
Computer and Information Scientists, Research; 
Computer Operators; Computer Programmers; 
Computer Security Specialists; Computer Software 
Engineers, Applications; Computer Software Engi-
neers, Systems Software; Computer Support Special-
ists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer Systems 
Engineers/Architects; Database Administrators; Net-
work Designers; Network Systems and Data Com-
munications Analysts; Software Quality Assurance 
Engineers and Testers; Web Developers.

Skills: Programming; Systems Evaluation; Sys-
tems Analysis; Troubleshooting; Operations Anal-
ysis; Technology Design; Installation; Equipment 
Selection.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
and Information Sciences, General; Information 
Technology; Information Science/Studies; Com-
puter Science; Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and 
Information Resources Design; Computer Systems 
Networking and Telecommunications; System, Net-
working, and LAN/WAN Management/Manager; 
Web/Multimedia Management and Webmaster; 
Computer and Information Sciences and Support 
Services, Other; E-Commerce/Electronic Com-
merce. Related Knowledge/Courses: Comput-
ers and Electronics; Telecommunications; Design; 
Communications and Media; Sales and Marketing; 
Engineering and Technology.

Work Environment: No data available.
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Engineers, Systems Software; Computer Support 
Specialists; Computer Systems Analysts; Computer 
Systems Engineers/Architects; Database Administra-
tors; Network Designers; Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts; Software Quality Assur-
ance Engineers and Testers; Web Administrators.

Skills: Programming; Troubleshooting; Operations 
Analysis; Technology Design; Systems Evaluation; 
Quality Control Analysis; Systems Analysis; Com-
plex Problem Solving.

Education and Training Programs: Computer 
and Information Sciences, General; Information 
Technology; Information Science/Studies; Com-
puter Science; Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and 
Information Resources Design; Computer Systems 
Networking and Telecommunications; System, Net-
working, and LAN/WAN Management/Manager; 
Web/Multimedia Management and Webmaster; 
Computer and Information Sciences and Support 
Services, Other; E-Commerce/Electronic Com-
merce. Related Knowledge/Courses: Computers 
and Electronics; Design; Sales and Marketing; Com-
munications and Media; Telecommunications; Cler-
ical Practices.

Work Environment: No data available.

types. Develop databases that support Web appli-
cations and Web sites. Renew domain name regis-
trations. Collaborate with management or users to 
develop e-commerce strategies and to integrate these 
strategies with Web sites. Write supporting code for 
Web applications or Web sites. Communicate with 
network personnel or Web site hosting agencies to 
address hardware or software issues a" ecting Web 
sites. Design and implement Web site security mea-
sures such as fi rewalls or message encryption. Per-
form Web site tests according to planned schedules, 
or after any Web site or product revisions. Select pro-
gramming languages, design tools, or applications. 
Incorporate technical considerations into Web site 
design plans, such as budgets, equipment, perfor-
mance requirements, or legal issues including acces-
sibility and privacy. Respond to user e-mail inquiries, 
or set up automated systems to send responses. 
Develop or implement procedures for ongoing Web 
site revision.

GOE—Interest Area/Cluster: 11. Information 
Technology. Work Group: 11.02. Information 
Technology Specialties. Other Jobs in " is Work 
Group: Computer and Information Scientists, 
Research; Computer Operators; Computer Program-
mers; Computer Security Specialists; Computer Soft-
ware Engineers, Applications; Computer Software 
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 RC Pipe Fitters and Steam! tters
 RC Plumbers, Pipe! tters, and 

Steam! tters
 RC Radiologic Technicians
 RC Roofers
 RC Sailors and Marine Oilers
 RC Security and Fire Alarm Systems 

Installers
 RC Surveying Technicians
 RC Truck Drivers, Heavy and 

Tractor-Trailer
 RC Water and Liquid Waste Treatment 

Plant and System Operators
 RCA Architectural and Civil Drafters
 RCA Tile and Marble Setters
 RCE Refrigeration Mechanics and 

Installers
 RCI Aircraft Mechanics and Service 

Technicians

Realistic
 Personality
 Code Job

 R Automotive Body and Related 
Repairers

 R Sheet Metal Workers
 RA Camera Operators, Television, 

Video, and Motion Picture
 RC Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, 

Rigging, and Systems Assemblers
 RC Boilermakers
 RC Bus and Truck Mechanics and 

Diesel Engine Specialists
 RC Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers
 RC Freight and Cargo Inspectors
 RC Heating, Air Conditioning, and 

Refrigeration Mechanics and 
Installers

 RC Mobile Heavy Equipment 
Mechanics, Except Engines

 RC Painters, Construction and 
Maintenance

APPENDIX A

Occupations Ordered 
by Two-Letter 
Personality Codes

This listing is based on the coding used by the O*NET database of the U.S. Department 
of Labor. It also includes some SOC titles that are not included in the O*NET database; 

we determined their RIASEC codes by taking the average of the ratings for the equivalent 
O*NET jobs. Other publishers may not create the exact same set of linkages between 
personality codes and occupations. For example, some sales jobs that are coded as Social by 
Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc., the publisher of the Self-Directed Search, are coded 
as Enterprising by O*NET.

 Personality
 Code Job
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 RIC Biological Technicians
 RIC Cartographers and 

Photogrammetrists
 RIC Civil Engineers
 RIC Computer Support Specialists
 RIC Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering Technicians
 RIC Electrical Engineering Technicians
 RIC Electrical Power-Line Installers 

and Repairers
 RIC Electricians
 RIC Industrial Machinery Mechanics
 RIC Medical and Clinical Laboratory 

Technicians
 RIC Telecommunications Equipment 

Installers and Repairers, Except 
Line Installers

 RIS Cardiovascular Technologists and 
Technicians

 RS Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity
 RS Fire Fighters
 RS Radiologic Technologists
 RS Radiologic Technologists and 

Technicians
 RSC Surgical Technologists
 RSE Municipal Fire Fighters

Investigative
 Personality
 Code Job

 IA Anthropologists
 IA Anthropologists and Archeologists
 IAR Astronomers
 IAR Biochemists and Biophysicists
 IAS Political Scientists
 IAS Sociologists
 IC Network Systems and Data 

Communications Analysts
 ICA Mathematicians

 RCI Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight 
Engineers

 RCI Aviation Inspectors
 RCI Brickmasons and Blockmasons
 RCI Carpenters
 RCI Civil Drafters
 RCI Civil Engineering Technicians
 RCI Construction and Building 

Inspectors
 RCI Construction Carpenters
 RCI Heating and Air Conditioning 

Mechanics and Installers
 RCI Maintenance and Repair Workers, 

General
 RCI Mechanical Drafters
 RCI Operating Engineers and 

Other Construction Equipment 
Operators

 RCI Pilots, Ship
 RCI Plumbers
 RCI Rough Carpenters
 RCI Surveyors
 RCI Transportation Inspectors
 RCI Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, 

and Systems Inspectors, Except 
Aviation

 RE Athletes and Sports Competitors
 RE Cement Masons and Concrete 

Finishers
 RE Telecommunications Line 

Installers and Repairers
 REC Captains, Mates, and Pilots of 

Water Vessels
 REC Correctional Of! cers and Jailers
 RI Automotive Master Mechanics
 RI Automotive Service Technicians 

and Mechanics
 RI Electronics Engineering 

Technicians
 RIC Audio and Video Equipment 

Technicians
 RIC Automotive Specialty Technicians

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 IRC Environmental Scientists and 
Specialists, Including Health

 IRC Forensic Science Technicians
 IRC Mechanical Engineers
 IRC Medical and Clinical Laboratory 

Technologists
 IRC Network and Computer Systems 

Administrators
 IRS Anesthesiologists
 IRS Dentists, General
 IRS Engineering Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 IRS Nuclear Medicine Technologists
 IRS Orthodontists
 IRS Surgeons
 IS Family and General Practitioners
 IS Pediatricians, General
 IS School Psychologists
 ISA Clinical Psychologists
 ISA Clinical, Counseling, and School 

Psychologists
 ISA Psychiatrists
 ISR Diagnostic Medical Sonographers
 ISR Internists, General
 ISR Obstetricians and Gynecologists
 ISR Optometrists
 ISR Podiatrists

Artistic
 Personality
 Code Job

 AE Art Directors
 AE Interior Designers
 AE Music Composers and Arrangers
 AE Music Directors and Composers
 AEC Editors
 AEI Film and Video Editors
 AEI Writers and Authors
 AER Commercial and Industrial 

Designers

 ICE Industrial Engineers
 ICE Operations Research Analysts
 ICE Survey Researchers
 ICR Computer Software Engineers, 

Systems Software
 ICR Computer Systems Analysts
 ICR Software Quality Assurance 

Engineers and Testers
 ICS Pharmacists
 IEA Industrial-Organizational 

Psychologists
 IEC Management Analysts
 IEC Market Research Analysts
 IR Aerospace Engineers
 IR Atmospheric and Space Scientists
 IR Biomedical Engineers
 IR Chemical Engineers
 IR Electrical Engineers
 IR Electronics Engineers, Except 

Computer
 IR Geoscientists, Except 

Hydrologists and Geographers
 IR Hydrologists
 IR Physicists
 IR Prosthodontists
 IR Veterinarians
 IRA Archeologists
 IRA Medical Scientists, Except 

Epidemiologists
 IRC Chemists
 IRC Computer and Information 

Scientists, Research
 IRC Computer Hardware Engineers
 IRC Computer Software Engineers, 

Applications
 IRC Computer Systems Engineers/

Architects
 IRC Coroners
 IRC Environmental Engineers
 IRC Environmental Science and 

Protection Technicians, Including 
Health

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 SA Special Education Teachers, 
Middle School

 SA Special Education Teachers, 
Preschool, Kindergarten, and 
Elementary School

 SAC Elementary School Teachers, 
Except Special Education

 SAC Training and Development 
Specialists

 SAE Adult Literacy, Remedial 
Education, and GED Teachers and 
Instructors

 SAE Secondary School Teachers, 
Except Special and Vocational 
Education

 SAE Self-Enrichment Education 
Teachers

 SAI Education Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SAI English Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 SAI Foreign Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 SAI Marriage and Family Therapists
 SAI Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SAI Substance Abuse and Behavioral 

Disorder Counselors
 SC Graduate Teaching Assistants
 SCR Medical Assistants
 SE Health Educators
 SEA Political Science Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SEC Education Administrators, 

Preschool and Child Care Center/
Program

 SEC Equal Opportunity 
Representatives and Of! cers

 SEI Business Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Anthropology and Archeology 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 AER Fashion Designers
 AER Merchandise Displayers and 

Window Trimmers
 AES Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and 

Cosmetologists
 AES Music Directors
 AI Architects, Except Landscape and 

Naval
 AI Multi-Media Artists and Animators
 AI Poets, Lyricists, and Creative 

Writers
 AIC Technical Writers
 AIR Landscape Architects
 AR Fine Artists, Including Painters, 

Sculptors, and Illustrators
 AR Makeup Artists, Theatrical and 

Performance
 AR Photographers
 AR Set and Exhibit Designers
 ARE Graphic Designers
 ARI Architectural Drafters
 AS Interpreters and Translators
 ASE Broadcast News Analysts

Social
 Personality
 Code Job

 S Recreation and Fitness Studies 
Teachers, Postsecondary

 SA Architecture Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SA Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SA Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SA Kindergarten Teachers, Except 
Special Education

 SA Middle School Teachers, Except 
Special and Vocational Education

 SA Preschool Teachers, Except 
Special Education

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 SRC Dental Hygienists
 SRC Radiation Therapists
 SRE Fitness Trainers and Aerobics 

Instructors
 SRI Physical Therapist Assistants

Enterprising
 Personality
 Code Job

 EA Copy Writers
 EA Directors—Stage, Motion Pictures, 

Television, and Radio
 EA Producers
 EA Public Relations Managers
 EA Talent Directors
 EAC Advertising and Promotions 

Managers
 EAC Producers and Directors
 EAS Public Relations Specialists
 EC Administrative Services Managers
 EC Air Traf! c Controllers
 EC Chief Executives
 EC Financial Managers
 EC Financial Managers, Branch or 

Department
 EC Gaming Managers
 EC Gaming Supervisors
 EC Logisticians
 EC Marketing Managers
 EC Property, Real Estate, and 

Community Association Managers
 EC Real Estate Brokers
 EC Real Estate Sales Agents
 EC Sales Agents, Financial Services
 EC Sales Agents, Securities and 

Commodities
 EC Sales Managers
 EC Securities, Commodities, and 

Financial Services Sales Agents
 ECA Advertising Sales Agents

 SI Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, 
and Space Sciences Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Biological Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Economics Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Health Specialties Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Medical and Public Health Social 
Workers

 SI Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary

 SI Occupational Therapists
 SI Physics Teachers, Postsecondary
 SI Rehabilitation Counselors
 SIA Counseling Psychologists
 SIA Environmental Science Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIA History Teachers, Postsecondary
 SIA Mathematical Science Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIA Mental Health and Substance 

Abuse Social Workers
 SIA Mental Health Counselors
 SIA Psychology Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIA Sociology Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIC Computer Science Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIC Registered Nurses
 SIE Instructional Coordinators
 SIE Law Teachers, Postsecondary
 SIR Agricultural Sciences Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIR Chemistry Teachers, 

Postsecondary
 SIR Physical Therapists
 SIR Physician Assistants
 SR Vocational Education Teachers, 

Postsecondary

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 ERC First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Landscaping, Lawn Service, 
and Groundskeeping Workers

 ERC Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge
 ERC Technical Directors/Managers
 ERI Engineering Managers
 ERI Sales Engineers
 ERS Police and Sheriff’s Patrol Of! cers
 ERS Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs
 ES Social and Community Service 

Managers
 ES Training and Development 

Managers
 ESC Customer Service Representatives
 ESC Directors, Religious Activities and 

Education
 ESC Education Administrators, 

Elementary and Secondary 
School

 ESC Employment Interviewers
 ESC Employment, Recruitment, and 

Placement Specialists
 ESC First-Line Supervisors/Managers 

of Police and Detectives
 ESC Flight Attendants
 ESC Personnel Recruiters

Conventional
 Personality
 Code Job

 CE Accountants
 CE Appraisers and Assessors of Real 

Estate
 CE Bill and Account Collectors
 CE Billing and Posting Clerks and 

Machine Operators
 CE Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks
 CE Bookkeeping, Accounting, and 

Auditing Clerks
 CE Brokerage Clerks

 ECA Program Directors
 ECI Computer and Information 

Systems Managers
 ECR Appraisers, Real Estate
 ECR Demonstrators and Product 

Promoters
 ECR Detectives and Criminal 

Investigators
 ECR First-Line Supervisors/Managers 

of Food Preparation and Serving 
Workers

 ECR First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Housekeeping and Janitorial 
Workers

 ECR Food Service Managers
 ECS Compensation and Bene! ts 

Managers
 ECS Education Administrators, 

Postsecondary
 ECS First-Line Supervisors/Managers 

of Non-Retail Sales Workers
 ECS First-Line Supervisors/Managers 

of Of! ce and Administrative 
Support Workers

 ECS First-Line Supervisors/Managers 
of Personal Service Workers

 ECS General and Operations Managers
 ECS Insurance Sales Agents
 ECS Medical and Health Services 

Managers
 ECS Meeting and Convention Planners
 ECS Personal Financial Advisors
 EI Criminal Investigators and Special 

Agents
 EI Lawyers
 EI Natural Sciences Managers
 EI Police Detectives
 ER Ship and Boat Captains
 ERC Construction Managers
 ERC First-Line Supervisors/Managers 

of Construction Trades and 
Extraction Workers

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 CEI Budget Analysts
 CEI Compliance Of! cers, Except 

Agriculture, Construction, Health 
and Safety, and Transportation

 CEI Insurance Underwriters
 CEI Web Administrators
 CER Cargo and Freight Agents
 CER Court Clerks
 CER Government Property Inspectors 

and Investigators
 CER Immigration and Customs 

Inspectors
 CER Of! ce Clerks, General
 CES Human Resources Assistants, 

Except Payroll and Timekeeping
 CES Interviewers, Except Eligibility and 

Loan
 CES Loan Of! cers
 CES Receptionists and Information 

Clerks
 CES Statement Clerks
 CI Archivists
 CI Database Administrators
 CI Statisticians
 CIE Actuaries
 CIE Financial Analysts
 CIE Paralegals and Legal Assistants
 CIR Computer Security Specialists
 CIR Computer Specialists, All Other
 CIR Environmental Compliance 

Inspectors
 CIR Network Designers
 CIR Web Developers
 CR Mapping Technicians
 CR Medical Transcriptionists
 CR Occupational Health and Safety 

Technicians
 CR Pharmacy Technicians
 CR Postal Service Mail Carriers
 CR Surveying and Mapping 

Technicians

 CE Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and 
Investigators

 CE Claims Examiners, Property and 
Casualty Insurance

 CE Compensation, Bene! ts, and Job 
Analysis Specialists

 CE Cost Estimators
 CE Court Reporters
 CE Court, Municipal, and License 

Clerks
 CE Executive Secretaries and 

Administrative Assistants
 CE Insurance Adjusters, Examiners, 

and Investigators
 CE Insurance Claims and Policy 

Processing Clerks
 CE Insurance Claims Clerks
 CE Insurance Policy Processing 

Clerks
 CE Legal Secretaries
 CE License Clerks
 CE Licensing Examiners and 

Inspectors
 CE Loan Interviewers and Clerks
 CE Medical Records and Health 

Information Technicians
 CE Municipal Clerks
 CE Production, Planning, and 

Expediting Clerks
 CE Purchasing Agents, Except 

Wholesale, Retail, and Farm 
Products

 CE Sales Representatives, Wholesale 
and Manufacturing, Except 
Technical and Scienti! c Products

 CE Secretaries, Except Legal, 
Medical, and Executive

 CE Tellers
 CE Treasurers and Controllers
 CEI Accountants and Auditors
 CEI Assessors
 CEI Auditors

 Personality
 Code Job

 Personality
 Code Job
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 CRE Billing, Posting, and Calculating 
Machine Operators

 CRE Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, 
and Ambulance

 CRE Insurance Appraisers, Auto 
Damage

 CRE Police, Fire, and Ambulance 
Dispatchers

 CRE Shipping, Receiving, and Traf! c 
Clerks

 CRI Police Identi! cation and Records 
Of! cers

 CRS Dental Assistants
 CS Medical Secretaries
 CSE Librarians
 CSE Social and Human Service 

Assistants

 Personality
 Code Job
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APPENDIX B

The Guide for 
Occupational 
Exploration (GOE) 
Interest Areas and 
Work Groups

The RIASEC classifi cation that this book uses to organizes occupations was originally 
developed as a way of interpreting the results of an interest inventory. However, it is not 

the only interest-based way of classifying jobs. ! e Guide for Occupational Exploration 
(GOE) was developed by the U.S. Department of Labor as an intuitive way to assist in career 
exploration. In the New Guide for Occupational Exploration, Fourth Edition, JIST revised 
the GOE scheme to match the 16 career clusters that the U.S. Department of Education’s 
O"  ce of Vocational and Adult Education developed around 1999 and that many states now 
use to organize their career-oriented programs and career information.

! e GOE structure organizes the world of work into large interest areas (or clusters) and 
more specifi c work groups containing jobs that have a lot in common. ! is appendix defi nes 
the 16 GOE interest areas and lists the work groups included in each interest area. We 
thought you would want to see the complete GOE taxonomy so you would understand how 
any job that interests you fi ts into this structure.

Interest areas have two-digit code numbers; work groups have four-digit code numbers 
beginning with the code number for the interest area in which they are classifi ed. ! ese are 
the 16 GOE interest areas and their work groups:

 01 Agriculture and Natural Resources: An interest in working with plants, animals, forests, or mineral 
resources for agriculture, horticulture, conservation, extraction, and other purposes. You can 
satisfy this interest by working in farming, landscaping, forestry, fi shing, mining, and 
related fi elds. You may like doing physical work outdoors, such as on a farm or ranch, 
in a forest, or on a drilling rig. If you have a scientifi c curiosity, you could study plants 
and animals or analyze biological or rock samples in a lab. If you have management 
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ability, you could own, operate, or manage a fi sh hatchery, a landscaping business, or a 
greenhouse.

  01.01 Managerial Work in Agriculture and Natural Resources
  01.02 Resource Science/Engineering for Plants, Animals, and the Environment
  01.03 Resource Technologies for Plants, Animals, and the Environment
  01.04 General Farming
  01.05 Nursery, Groundskeeping, and Pest Control
  01.06 Forestry and Logging
  01.07 Hunting and Fishing
  01.08 Mining and Drilling
 02 Architecture and Construction: An interest in designing, assembling, and maintaining components of 

buildings and other structures. You may want to be part of the team of architects, drafters, 
and others who design buildings and render the plans. If construction interests you, you 
might fi nd fulfi llment in the many building projects being undertaken at all times. If 
you like to organize and plan, you can fi nd careers in managing these projects. Or you 
can play a more direct role in putting up and fi nishing buildings by doing jobs such as 
plumbing, carpentry, masonry, painting, or roofi ng, either as a skilled craftsworker or as 
a helper. You can prepare the building site by operating heavy equipment or installing, 
maintaining, and repairing vital building equipment and systems such as electricity and 
heating.

  02.01 Managerial Work in Architecture and Construction
  02.02 Architectural Design
  02.03 Architecture/Construction Engineering Technologies
  02.04 Construction Crafts
  02.05 Systems and Equipment Installation, Maintenance, and Repair
  02.06 Construction Support/Labor
 03 Arts and Communication: An interest in creatively expressing feelings or ideas, in communicating news 

or information, or in performing. You can satisfy this interest in creative, verbal, or 
performing activities. For example, if you enjoy literature, perhaps writing or editing 
would appeal to you. Journalism and public relations are other fi elds for people who like 
to use their writing or speaking skills. Do you prefer to work in the performing arts? If 
so, you could direct or perform in drama, music, or dance. If you especially enjoy the 
visual arts, you could create paintings, sculpture, or ceramics or design products or visual 
displays. A fl air for technology might lead you to specialize in photography, broadcast 
production, or dispatching.

  03.01 Managerial Work in Arts and Communication
  03.02 Writing and Editing
  03.03 News, Broadcasting, and Public Relations
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  03.04 Studio Art
  03.05 Design
  03.06 Drama
  03.07 Music
  03.08 Dance
  03.09 Media Technology
  03.10 Communications Technology
  03.11 Musical Instrument Repair
 04 Business and Administration: An interest in making a business organization or function run smoothly. 

You can satisfy this interest by working in a position of leadership or by specializing in 
a function that contributes to the overall e# ort in a business, a nonprofi t organization, 
or a government agency. If you especially enjoy working with people, you may fi nd 
fulfi llment from working in human resources. An interest in numbers may lead you 
to consider accounting, fi nance, budgeting, billing, or fi nancial record-keeping. A job 
as an administrative assistant may interest you if you like a variety of tasks in a busy 
environment. If you are good with details and word processing, you may enjoy a job as a 
secretary or data-entry clerk. Or perhaps you would do well as the manager of a business.

  04.01 Managerial Work in General Business
  04.02 Managerial Work in Business Detail
  04.03 Human Resources Support
  04.04 Secretarial Support
  04.05 Accounting, Auditing, and Analytical Support
  04.06 Mathematical Clerical Support
  04.07 Records and Materials Processing
  04.08 Clerical Machine Operation
 05 Education and Training: An interest in helping people learn. You can satisfy this interest by teaching 

students, who may be preschoolers, retirees, or any age in between. You may specialize 
in a particular academic fi eld or work with learners of a particular age, with a particular 
interest, or with a particular learning problem. Working in a library or museum may give 
you an opportunity to expand people’s understanding of the world.

  05.01 Managerial Work in Education
  05.02 Preschool, Elementary, and Secondary Teaching and Instructing
  05.03 Postsecondary and Adult Teaching and Instructing
  05.04 Library Services
  05.05 Archival and Museum Services
  05.06 Counseling, Health, and Fitness Education
 06 Finance and Insurance: An interest in helping businesses and people be assured of a fi nancially secure future. 

You can satisfy this interest by working in a fi nancial or insurance business in a leadership 
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or support role. If you like gathering and analyzing information, you may fi nd fulfi llment 
as an insurance adjuster or fi nancial analyst. Or you may deal with information at the 
clerical level as a banking or insurance clerk or in person-to-person situations providing 
customer service. Another way to interact with people is to sell fi nancial or insurance 
services that will meet their needs.

  06.01 Managerial Work in Finance and Insurance
  06.02 Finance/Insurance Investigation and Analysis
  06.03 Finance/Insurance Records Processing
  06.04 Finance/Insurance Customer Service
  06.05 Finance/Insurance Sales and Support
 07 Government and Public Administration: An interest in helping a government agency serve the needs 

of the public. You can satisfy this interest by working in a position of leadership or by 
specializing in a function that contributes to the role of government. You may help 
protect the public by working as an inspector or examiner to enforce standards. If you 
enjoy using clerical skills, you could work as a clerk in a law court or government o"  ce. 
Or perhaps you prefer the top-down perspective of a government executive or urban 
planner.

  07.01 Managerial Work in Government and Public Administration
  07.02 Public Planning
  07.03 Regulations Enforcement
  07.04 Public Administration Clerical Support
 08 Health Science: An interest in helping people and animals be healthy. You can satisfy this interest by 

working on a health-care team as a doctor, therapist, or nurse. You might specialize in 
one of the many di# erent parts of the body (such as the teeth or eyes) or in one of the 
many di# erent types of care. Or you may want to be a generalist who deals with the 
whole patient. If you like technology, you might fi nd satisfaction working with X rays or 
new diagnostic methods. You might work with healthy people, helping them eat right. If 
you enjoy working with animals, you might care for them and keep them healthy.

  08.01 Managerial Work in Medical and Health Services
  08.02 Medicine and Surgery
  08.03 Dentistry
  08.04 Health Specialties
  08.05 Animal Care
  08.06 Medical Technology
  08.07 Medical ! erapy
  08.08 Patient Care and Assistance
  08.09 Health Protection and Promotion
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 09 Hospitality, Tourism, and Recreation: An interest in catering to the personal wishes and needs of others 
so that they can enjoy a clean environment, good food and drink, comfortable lodging away 
from home, and recreation. You can satisfy this interest by providing services for the 
convenience, care, and pampering of others in hotels, restaurants, airplanes, beauty 
parlors, and so on. You may want to use your love of cooking as a chef. If you like 
working with people, you may want to provide personal services by being a travel 
guide, a fl ight attendant, a concierge, a hairdresser, or a waiter. You may want to work 
in cleaning and building services if you like a clean environment. If you enjoy sports or 
games, you could work for an athletic team or casino.

  09.01 Managerial Work in Hospitality and Tourism
  09.02 Recreational Services
  09.03 Hospitality and Travel Services
  09.04 Food and Beverage Preparation
  09.05 Food and Beverage Service
  09.06 Sports
  09.07 Barber and Beauty Services
 10 Human Service: An interest in improving people’s social, mental, emotional, or spiritual well-being. You 

can satisfy this interest as a counselor, social worker, or religious worker who helps people 
sort out their complicated lives or solve personal problems. You may work as a caretaker 
for very young people or the elderly. Or you may interview people to help identify the 
social services they need.

  10.01 Counseling and Social Work
  10.02 Religious Work
  10.03 Child/Personal Care and Services
  10.04 Client Interviewing
 11 Information Technology: An interest in designing, developing, managing, and supporting information 

systems. You can satisfy this interest by working with hardware, software, multimedia, 
or integrated systems. If you like to use your organizational skills, you might work as 
a systems or database administrator. Or you can solve complex problems as a software 
engineer or systems analyst. If you enjoy getting your hands on hardware, you might fi nd 
work servicing computers, peripherals, and information-intense machines such as cash 
registers and ATMs.

  11.01 Managerial Work in Information Technology
  11.02 Information Technology Specialties
  11.03 Digital Equipment Repair
 12 Law and Public Safety: An interest in upholding people’s rights or in protecting people and property by 

using authority, inspecting, or investigating. You can satisfy this interest by working in law, 
law enforcement, fi re fi ghting, the military, and related fi elds. For example, if you enjoy 
mental challenge and intrigue, you could investigate crimes or fi res for a living. If you 
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enjoy working with verbal skills and research skills, you may want to defend citizens in 
court or research deeds, wills, and other legal documents. If you want to help people 
in critical situations, you may want to fi ght fi res, work as a police o"  cer, or become a 
paramedic. Or, if you want more routine work in public safety, perhaps a job in guarding, 
patrolling, or inspecting would appeal to you. If you have management ability, you 
could seek a leadership position in law enforcement and the protective services. Work in 
the military gives you a chance to use technical and leadership skills while serving your 
country.

  12.01 Managerial Work in Law and Public Safety
  12.02 Legal Practice and Justice Administration
  12.03 Legal Support
  12.04 Law Enforcement and Public Safety
  12.05 Safety and Security
  12.06 Emergency Responding
  12.07 Military
 13 Manufacturing: An interest in processing materials into intermediate or fi nal products or maintaining 

and repairing products by using machines or hand tools. You can satisfy this interest by 
working in one of many industries that mass-produce goods or by working for a utility 
that distributes electric power or other resources. You might enjoy manual work, using 
your hands or hand tools in highly skilled jobs such as assembling engines or electronic 
equipment. If you enjoy making machines run e"  ciently or fi xing them when they break 
down, you could seek a job installing or repairing such devices as copiers, aircraft engines, 
cars, or watches. Perhaps you prefer to set up or operate machines used to manufacture 
products made of food, glass, or paper. You could enjoy cutting and grinding metal 
and plastic parts to desired shapes and measurements. Or you may want to operate 
equipment in systems that provide water and process wastewater. You may like inspecting, 
sorting, counting, or weighing products. Another option is to work with your hands and 
machinery to move boxes and freight in a warehouse. If leadership appeals to you, you 
could manage people engaged in production and repair.

  13.01 Managerial Work in Manufacturing
  13.02 Machine Setup and Operation
  13.03 Production Work, Assorted Materials Processing
  13.04 Welding, Brazing, and Soldering
  13.05 Production Machining Technology
  13.06 Production Precision Work
  13.07 Production Quality Control
  13.08 Graphic Arts Production
  13.09 Hands-On Work, Assorted Materials
  13.10 Woodworking Technology
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  13.11 Apparel, Shoes, Leather, and Fabric Care
  13.12 Electrical and Electronic Repair
  13.13 Machinery Repair
  13.14 Vehicle and Facility Mechanical Work
  13.15 Medical and Technical Equipment Repair
  13.16 Utility Operation and Energy Distribution
  13.17 Loading, Moving, Hoisting, and Conveying
 14 Retail and Wholesale Sales and Service: An interest in bringing others to a particular point of view by 

personal persuasion and by sales and promotional techniques. You can satisfy this interest in 
various jobs that involve persuasion and selling. If you like using knowledge of science, 
you may enjoy selling pharmaceutical, medical, or electronic products or services. Real 
estate o# ers several kinds of sales jobs as well. If you like speaking on the phone, you 
could work as a telemarketer. Or you may enjoy selling apparel and other merchandise in 
a retail setting. If you prefer to help people, you may want a job in customer service.

  14.01 Managerial Work in Retail/Wholesale Sales and Service
  14.02 Technical Sales
  14.03 General Sales
  14.04 Personal Soliciting
  14.05 Purchasing
  14.06 Customer Service
 15 Scientifi c Research, Engineering, and Mathematics: An interest in discovering, collecting, and analyzing 

information about the natural world; in applying scientifi c research fi ndings to problems 
in medicine, the life sciences, human behavior, and the natural sciences; in imagining and 
manipulating quantitative data; and in applying technology to manufacturing, transportation, 
and other economic activities. You can satisfy this interest by working with the knowledge 
and processes of the sciences. You may enjoy researching and developing new knowledge 
in mathematics, or perhaps solving problems in the physical, life, or social sciences 
would appeal to you. You may want to study engineering and help create new machines, 
processes, and structures. If you want to work with scientifi c equipment and procedures, 
you could seek a job in a research or testing laboratory.

  15.01 Managerial Work in Scientifi c Research, Engineering, and Mathematics
  15.02 Physical Sciences
  15.03 Life Sciences
  15.04 Social Sciences
  15.05 Physical Science Laboratory Technology
  15.06 Mathematics and Data Analysis
  15.07 Research and Design Engineering
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  15.08 Industrial and Safety Engineering
  15.09 Engineering Technology
16 Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics: An interest in operations that move people or materials. You 

can satisfy this interest by managing a transportation service, by helping vehicles keep 
on their assigned schedules and routes, or by driving or piloting a vehicle. If you enjoy 
taking responsibility, perhaps managing a rail line would appeal to you. If you work well 
with details and can take pressure on the job, you might consider being an air tra"  c 
controller. Or would you rather get out on the highway, on the water, or up in the air? If 
so, you could drive a truck from state to state, be employed on a ship, or fl y a crop duster 
over a cornfi eld. If you prefer to stay closer to home, you could drive a delivery van, taxi, 
or school bus. You can use your physical strength to load freight and arrange it so that it 
gets to its destination in one piece.

  16.01 Managerial Work in Transportation
  16.02 Air Vehicle Operation
  16.03 Truck Driving
  16.04 Rail Vehicle Operation
  16.05 Water Vehicle Operation
  16.06 Other Services Requiring Driving
  16.07 Transportation Support Work
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APPENDIX C

De! nitions of 
Skills and 
Knowledge/Courses

In the Part IV job descriptions, you can see the top skills and types of knowledge required 
by each job.

De! nitions of Skills
Because some of the skill names may not be completely familiar to you, we present here the 
defi nitions of all the skills referred to in this book.

 Skill Name De! nition

 Active Learning Understanding the implications of new information for both 
current and future problem-solving and decision-making.

 Active Listening Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking 
time to understand the points being made, asking questions as 
appropriate, and not interrupting at inappropriate times.

 Complex Problem Solving Identifying complex problems and reviewing related information 
to develop and evaluate options and implement solutions.

 Coordination Adjusting actions in relation to others’ actions.

 Critical Thinking Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and 
weaknesses of alternative solutions, conclusions, or approaches 
to problems.

 Installation Installing equipment, machines, wiring, or programs to meet 
speci! cations.

 Instructing Teaching others how to do something.

 Judgment and Decision Making Considering the relative costs and bene! ts of potential actions 
to choose the most appropriate one.

 Learning Strategies Selecting and using training/instructional methods and 
procedures appropriate for the situation when learning or 
teaching new things.
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 Management of Financial Resources Determining how money will be spent to get the work done and 
accounting for these expenditures.

 Management of Material Resources Obtaining and seeing to the appropriate use of equipment, 
facilities, and materials needed to do certain work.

 Management of Personnel Resources Motivating, developing, and directing people as they work; 
identifying the best people for the job.

 Mathematics Using mathematics to solve problems.

 Monitoring Monitoring/assessing your performance and that of other 
individuals or organizations to make improvements or take 
corrective action.

 Negotiation Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences.

 Operations Analysis Analyzing needs and product requirements to create a design.

 Persuasion Persuading others to change their minds or behavior.

 Programming Writing computer programs for various purposes.

 Quality Control Analysis Conducting tests and inspections of products, services, or 
processes to evaluate quality or performance.

 Reading Comprehension Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work-
related documents.

 Science Using scienti! c rules and methods to solve problems.

 Service Orientation Actively looking for ways to help people.

 Social Perceptiveness Being aware of others’ reactions and understanding why they 
react as they do.

 Speaking Talking to others to convey information effectively.

 Systems Analysis Determining how a system should work and how changes 
in conditions, operations, and the environment will affect 
outcomes.

 Systems Evaluation Identifying measures or indicators of system performance and 
the actions needed to improve or correct performance relative to 
the goals of the system.

 Technology Design Generating or adapting equipment and technology to serve user 
needs.

 Time Management Managing one’s own time and the time of others.

 Troubleshooting Determining causes of operating errors and deciding what to do 
about them.

 Writing Communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the 
needs of the audience.

 Skill Name De! nition
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De! nitions of Knowledge/Courses
Each job description lists certain kinds of knowledge that are used on the job. ! ese may 
also be thought of as the content of the courses that you take as part of your education or 
training for the job. Here is how the terms are defi ned.

 Knowledge/Course Name De! nition

 Administration and Management Knowledge of principles and processes involved in business 
and organizational planning, coordination, and execution. This 
includes strategic planning, resource allocation, manpower 
modeling, leadership techniques, and production methods.

 Biology Knowledge of plant and animal living tissue, cells, organisms, 
and entities, including their functions, interdependencies, and 
interactions with each other and the environment.

 Building and Construction Knowledge of the materials, methods, and appropriate tools to 
construct objects, structures, and buildings.

 Chemistry Knowledge of the composition, structure, and properties of 
substances and of the chemical processes and transformations 
that they undergo. This includes uses of chemicals and their 
interactions, danger signs, production techniques, and disposal 
methods.

 Clerical Studies Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and 
systems such as word-processing systems, ! ling and records 
management systems, stenography and transcription, forms, 
design principles, and other of! ce procedures and terminology.

 Communications and Media Knowledge of media production, communication, and 
dissemination techniques and methods, including alternative 
ways to inform and entertain via written, oral, and visual media.

 Computers and Electronics Knowledge of electric circuit boards, processors, chips, and 
computer hardware and software, including applications and 
programming.

 Customer and Personal Service Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
and personal services, including needs assessment techniques, 
quality service standards, alternative delivery systems, and 
customer satisfaction evaluation techniques.

 Design Knowledge of design techniques, principles, tools, and 
instruments involved in the production and use of precision 
technical plans, blueprints, drawings, and models.

 Economics and Accounting Knowledge of economic and accounting principles and 
practices, the ! nancial markets, banking, and the analysis and 
reporting of ! nancial data.
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 Education and Training Knowledge of instructional methods and training techniques, 
including curriculum design principles, learning theory, group 
and individual teaching techniques, design of individual 
development plans, and test design principles.

 Engineering and Technology Knowledge of equipment, tools, and mechanical devices and 
their uses to produce motion, light, power, technology, and other 
applications.

 English Language Knowledge of the structure and content of the English 
language, including the meaning and spelling of words, rules of 
composition, and grammar.

 Fine Arts Knowledge of theory and techniques required to produce, 
compose, and perform works of music, dance, visual arts, 
drama, and sculpture.

 Food Production Knowledge of techniques and equipment for planting, growing, 
and harvesting of food for consumption, including crop rotation 
methods, animal husbandry, and food storage/handling 
techhniques.

 Foreign Language Knowledge of the structure and content of a foreign (non-
English) language, including the meaning and spelling of words, 
rules of composition and grammar, and pronunciation.

 Geography Knowledge of various methods for describing the location and 
distribution of land, sea, and air masses, including their physical 
locations, relationships, and characteristics.

 History and Archeology Knowledge of past historical events and their causes, indicators, 
and impact on particular civilizations and cultures.

 Law and Government Knowledge of laws, legal codes, court procedures, precedents, 
government regulations, executive orders, agency rules, and the 
democratic political process.

 Mathematics Knowledge of numbers and their operations and 
interrelationships, including arithmetic, algebra, geometry, 
calculus, and statistics and their applications.

 Mechanical Devices Knowledge of machines and tools, including their designs, uses, 
bene! ts, repair, and maintenance.

 Medicine and Dentistry Knowledge of the information and techniques needed to 
diagnose and treat injuries, diseases, and deformities. This 
includes symptoms, treatment alternatives, drug properties and 
interactions, and preventive health-care measures.

 Skill Name De! nition
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 Personnel and Human Resources Knowledge of policies and practices involved in personnel/
human resource functions. This includes recruitment, 
selection, training, and promotion regulations and procedures; 
compensation and bene! ts packages; labor relations and 
negotiation strategies; and personnel information systems.

 Philosophy and Theology Knowledge of different philosophical systems and religions, 
including their basic principles, values, ethics, ways of thinking, 
customs, and practices and their impact on human culture.

 Physics Knowledge and prediction of physical principles, laws, and 
applications, including air, water, material dynamics, light, 
atomic principles, heat, electric theory, earth formations, and 
meteorological and related natural phenomena.

 Production and Processing Knowledge of inputs, outputs, raw materials, waste, quality 
control, costs, and techniques for maximizing the manufacture 
and distribution of goods.

 Psychology Knowledge of human behavior and performance, mental 
processes, psychological research methods, and the 
assessment and treatment of behavioral and affective disorders.

 Public Safety and Security Knowledge of weaponry; public safety; security operations, 
rules, regulations, precautions, and prevention; and the 
protection of people, data, and property.

 Sales and Marketing Knowledge of principles and methods involved in showing, 
promoting, and selling products or services. This includes 
marketing strategies and tactics, product demonstration and 
sales techniques, and sales control systems.

 Sociology and Anthropology Knowledge of group behavior and dynamics; societal trends and 
in" uences; and cultures and their history, migrations, ethnicity, 
and origins.

 Telecommunications Knowledge of transmission, broadcasting, switching, control, 
and operation of telecommunications systems.

 Therapy and Counseling Knowledge of information and techniques needed to rehabilitate 
physical and mental ailments and to provide career guidance, 
including alternative treatments, rehabilitation equipment and its 
proper use, and methods to evaluate treatment effects.

 Transportation Knowledge of principles and methods for moving people or 
goods by air, rail, sea, or road, including their relative costs, 
advantages, and limitations.

 Skill Name De! nition
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APPENDIX D

Resources for 
Further 
Exploration

The facts and pointers in this book provide a good beginning to the subject of jobs for 
your personality type. If you want additional details, we suggest you consult some of the 

resources listed here.

Facts About Careers
! e Occupational Outlook Handbook (or the OOH) (JIST): Updated every two years by the 
U.S. Department of Labor, this book provides descriptions for 270 major jobs covering more 
than 85 percent of the workforce.

! e Enhanced Occupational Outlook Handbook (JIST): ! is book includes all descriptions in 
the OOH plus descriptions of more than 6,000 more-specialized jobs related to them.

! e O*NET Dictionary of Occupational Titles (JIST): ! e only printed source of the 950 jobs 
described in the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network database. It 
covers all the jobs in the book you’re now reading, but it o" ers more topics than we were able 
to fi t here.

! e New Guide for Occupational Exploration (JIST): An important career reference that 
allows you to explore all major O*NET jobs based on your interests. (An outline of the 
interest areas and work groups included appears in Appendix B.)

Career Decision Making and Planning
Overnight Career Choice, by Michael Farr (JIST): ! is book can help you choose a career 
goal based on a variety of criteria, including skills, interests, and values. It is part of the Help 
in a Hurry series, so it is designed to produce quick results.
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10 Best College Majors for Your Personality, by Laurence Shatkin, Ph.D., and ! e Editors 
at JIST (JIST): Built around the six Holland personality types, this book includes an 
assessment to help you identify your dominant and secondary personality types, plus lists 
and descriptions of college majors linked to jobs with high pay, high growth, and many 
openings.

Job Hunting
Same-Day Resume, by Michael Farr (JIST): Learn in an hour how to write an e" ective 
resume. ! is book includes dozens of sample resumes from professional writers and even 
o" ers advice on cover letters, online resumes, and more.

Job Banks by Occupation. ! is is a set of links o" ered by America’s Career InfoNet. At 
www.acinet.org, fi nd the Career Tools box, click Career Resource Library, then Job & 
Resume Banks. ! e Job Banks by Occupation link leads you to groups of jobs such as 
“Construction and Extraction Occupations” and “Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports and 
Media Occupations,” which in turn lead you to more specifi c job titles and occupation-
specifi c job-listing sites maintained by various organizations.
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Advertising and Promotions Managers, 
39, 47, 92, 93, 118, 249, 336–337, 455

Advertising Sales Agents, 42, 52, 63, 74, 
75, 122, 337–338, 455

Aerospace Engineers, 37, 46, 68, 69, 101, 
102, 115, 193, 453

Agricultural Sciences Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 40, 47, 52, 84, 85, 121, 
272–273, 455

Agriculture and Natural Resources 
interest area, 459–460

Air Tra!  c Controllers, 43, 48, 105, 106, 
122, 338–339, 455

Aircraft Mechanics and Service 
Technicians, 35, 46, 98, 100, 113, 
131–132, 451

Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, 
and Systems Assemblers, 35, 46, 112, 
132–133, 451

Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engi-
neers, 35, 45, 66, 99, 114, 133–134, 452

America’s Career InfoNet Web site, 474
Anesthesiologists, 36, 46, 55, 68, 69, 90, 

91, 116, 194, 453
Anthropologists, 195, 452. See also 

Anthropologists and Archeologists
Anthropologists and Archeologists, 39, 

70, 71, 82, 83, 119, 195, 249, 452
Anthropology and Archeology Teachers, 

Postsecondary, 41, 48, 84, 86, 121, 
273–274, 454

Appraisers and Assessors of Real Estate, 
44, 49, 53, 76, 78, 96, 127, 394, 456

Appraisers, Real Estate, 339–340, 456. 
See also Appraisers and Assessors of Real 
Estate

Archeologists, 196, 453. See also 
Anthropologists and Archeologists

Architects, Except Landscape and Naval, 
38, 47, 51, 56, 70, 71, 92, 103, 117, 249, 
454

Architectural and Civil Drafters, 36, 66, 
67, 99, 100, 113, 134, 451

Architectural Drafters, 250, 454. See also 
Architectural and Civil Drafters

Architecture and Construction interest 
area, 460

Architecture Teachers, Postsecondary, 39, 
41, 47, 48, 51, 81, 83, 84, 86, 119, 121, 
250, 275–276, 454

Archivists, 45, 76, 79, 88, 107, 108, 127, 
394, 457

Art Directors, 39, 47, 70, 71, 82, 83, 92, 
118, 251, 453

Art, Drama, and Music Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 38, 40, 47, 51, 56, 57, 81, 
82, 84, 85, 119, 121, 251, 276–277, 454

Artistic personality type
application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 38–39
best-paying jobs for, 47
educational levels for best jobs, 

116–119
fastest-growing jobs for, 51
job descriptions for, 249–270
men, best jobs for, 103
most openings, jobs with, 56
number of occupations/workers with, 

21
older workers, best jobs for, 70–72
part-time workers, best jobs for, 81–83
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

453–454
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 

92–93
women, best jobs for, 102–103
young workers, best jobs for, 61–62

Arts and Communication interest area, 
460–461

assessments
Personality Type Inventory, 23–32
Web sites for, 22

Assessors, 395, 457. See also Appraisers 
and Assessors of Real Estate

associate degree
Artistic jobs, 117
Conventional jobs, 126
defi ned, 110
Investigative jobs, 114
Realistic jobs, 113–114
Social jobs, 120

Astronomers, 39, 47, 70, 71, 119, 196–197, 
251, 452

Athletes and Sports Competitors, 36, 50, 
59, 60, 80, 89, 90, 112, 134, 452

Atmospheric and Space Scientists, 38, 115, 
197–198, 453

Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and Space 
Sciences Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 
47, 84, 86, 121, 277–278, 455

Audio and Video Equipment Technicians, 
36, 50, 59, 60, 89, 90, 99, 100, 113, 
134–135, 452

Auditors, 396, 457. See also Accountants 
and Auditors

Automotive Body and Related Repairers, 
35, 54, 59, 60, 66, 67, 89, 90, 98, 100, 
112, 135–136, 451

Automotive Master Mechanics, 136–137, 
452. See also Automotive Service 
Technicians and Mechanics

Automotive Service Technicians and 
Mechanics, 35, 50, 54, 59, 60, 89, 90, 
98, 99, 113, 137, 452

Automotive Specialty Technicians, 
137–138, 452. See also Automotive 
Service Technicians and Mechanics

Aviation Inspectors, 138–139, 452. See 
also Transportation Inspectors

B

bachelor’s degree
Artistic jobs, 117–118
Conventional jobs, 127
defi ned, 111
Enterprising jobs, 123–124
Investigative jobs, 114–115

475

Index
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Realistic jobs, 114
Social jobs, 120

Bill and Account Collectors, 43, 53, 58, 
64, 125, 397, 456

Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine 
Operators, 44, 58, 77, 78, 107, 108, 125, 
397, 456

Billing, Cost, and Rate Clerks, 398, 456. 
See also Billing and Posting Clerks and 
Machine Operators

Billing, Posting, and Calculating Machine 
Operators, 398–399, 458. See also 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine 
Operators

Biochemists and Biophysicists, 37, 39, 47, 
116, 119, 198–199, 251, 452

Biological Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 40, 47, 84, 85, 121, 
278–279, 455

Biological Technicians, 35, 50, 59, 60, 
114, 139–140, 452

Biology knowledge area, 469
Biomedical Engineers, 37, 51, 101, 102, 

115, 199–200, 453
Boilermakers, 36, 45, 50, 59, 60, 98, 99, 

112, 140–141, 451
Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing 

Clerks, 44, 58, 76, 78, 87, 88, 107, 108, 
125, 399–400, 456

Brickmasons and Blockmasons, 35, 46, 
59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 100, 112, 141–142, 
452

Broadcast News Analysts, 39, 61, 62, 70, 
72, 82, 83, 92, 93, 118, 252, 454

Brokerage Clerks, 44, 53, 77, 78, 88, 107, 
108, 125, 400–401, 456

Budget Analysts, 44, 49, 76, 78, 127, 
401–402, 457

Building and Construction knowledge 
area, 469

Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel 
Engine Specialists, 35, 55, 59, 60, 66, 
67, 98, 100, 113, 142–143, 451

Bus Drivers, Transit and Intercity, 36, 55, 
66, 67, 80, 112, 143–144, 452

Business and Administration interest 
area, 461

Business Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 48, 
57, 84, 85, 121, 280–281, 454

C

Camera Operators, Television, Video, and 
Motion Picture, 39, 61, 62, 82, 83, 92, 
93, 103, 117, 144–145, 252, 451

Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water 
Vessels, 35, 45, 50, 66, 99, 113, 145, 452

Cardiovascular Technologists and 
Technicians, 35, 46, 50, 80, 97, 98, 113, 
145–146, 452

career choice, relationship with 
personality types, 17–18

Cargo and Freight Agents, 44, 53, 64, 77, 
78, 107, 108, 125, 402–403, 457

Carpenters, 35, 54, 59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 99, 
112, 146, 452

Cartographers and Photogrammetrists, 
35, 45, 50, 66, 67, 98, 99, 114, 146–147, 
452

Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers, 
36, 54, 59, 60, 98, 100, 112, 147–148, 
452

Chemical Engineers, 37, 68, 69, 101, 102, 
115, 200, 453

Chemistry knowledge area, 469
Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 

48, 84, 86, 121, 281–282, 455
Chemists, 37, 55, 115, 201, 453
Chief Executives, 42, 48, 73, 75, 94, 95, 

105, 106, 124, 340–341, 455
Civil Drafters, 148–149, 452. See also 

Architectural and Civil Drafters
Civil Engineering Technicians, 36, 66, 67, 

99, 100, 114, 149–150, 452
Civil Engineers, 35, 45, 50, 66, 99, 114, 

150–151, 452
Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and Inves-

tigators, 44, 49, 77, 78, 126, 403, 457
Claims Examiners, Property and Casualty 

Insurance, 403–404, 457. See also 
Claims Adjusters, Examiners, and 
Investigators

Clerical Studies knowledge area, 469
Clinical, Counseling, and School 

Psychologists, 37, 67, 69, 80, 81, 90, 91, 
116, 202, 453

Clinical Psychologists, 201–202, 453. See 
also Clinical, Counseling, and School 
Psychologists

Commercial and Industrial Designers, 39, 
47, 61, 62, 70, 71, 82, 83, 92, 93, 118, 
252–253, 453

Communications and Media knowledge 
area, 469

Communications Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 38, 41, 47, 51, 81, 82, 84, 
86, 119, 121, 253, 282–283, 454

Compensation and Benefi ts Managers, 
42, 48, 74, 75, 124, 341–342, 456

Compensation, Benefi ts, and Job Analysis 
Specialists, 43, 49, 53, 77, 78, 107, 108, 
127, 404, 457

Complex Problem Solving skill, 467
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, 

Construction, Health and Safety, and 
Transportation, 44, 49, 76, 78, 126, 
405, 457

Computer and Information Scientists, 
Research, 37, 46, 51, 116, 203, 453

Computer and Information Systems 
Managers, 41, 48, 53, 105, 106, 124, 
342–343, 456

Computer Hardware Engineers, 37, 46, 
68, 69, 101, 102, 115, 203–204, 453

Computer Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 40, 48, 84, 85, 121, 
283–284, 455

Computer Security Specialists, 204–205, 
457

Computer Software Engineers, 
Applications, 36, 50, 55, 101, 102, 114, 
205–206, 453

Computer Software Engineers, Systems 
Software, 36, 46, 50, 55, 101, 102, 114, 
206–207, 453

Computer Specialists, All Other, 43, 49, 
53, 109, 126, 405, 457

Computer Support Specialists, 35, 54, 59, 
60, 99, 114, 151–152, 452

Computer Systems Analysts, 36, 50, 55, 
114, 207–208, 453

Computer Systems Engineers/Architects, 
208–209, 453. See also Computer 
Specialists, All Other

Computers and Electronics knowledge 
area, 469

Construction and Building Inspectors, 35, 
46, 50, 66, 89, 90, 98, 99, 113, 152–153, 
452

Construction Carpenters, 153–154, 452. 
See also Carpenters

Construction Managers, 41, 48, 53, 57, 
74, 75, 94, 95, 105, 106, 123, 343–344, 
456

Conventional personality type
application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 43–45
best-paying jobs for, 49
educational levels for best jobs, 

125–127
fastest-growing jobs for, 53
job descriptions for, 392–449
men, best jobs for, 109
most openings, jobs with, 58
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number of occupations/workers with, 
21

older workers, best jobs for, 76–79
part-time workers, best jobs for, 87–88
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

456–458
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 96
women, best jobs for, 107–108
young workers, best jobs for, 64–65

Coordination skill, 467
Copy Writers, 344, 455. See also Writers 

and Authors
Coroners, 209–210, 453. See also 

Compliance O!  cers, Except 
Agriculture, Construction, Health and 
Safety, and Transportation

Correctional O!  cers and Jailers, 35, 50, 
54, 99, 112, 154–155, 452

Cost Estimators, 43, 49, 53, 76, 77, 109, 
127, 405–406, 457

Counseling Psychologists, 285, 455. See 
also Clinical, Counseling, and School 
Psychologists

courses, list of defi nitions, 469–471
Court Clerks, 406, 457. See also Court, 

Municipal, and License Clerks
Court, Municipal, and License Clerks, 45, 

76, 79, 107, 108, 125, 407, 457
Court Reporters, 44, 49, 53, 64, 77, 78, 

107, 108, 126, 407, 457
Criminal Investigators and Special 

Agents, 345, 456. See also Detectives 
and Criminal Investigators

Critical " inking skill, 467
Customer and Personal Service knowledge 

area, 469
Customer Service Representatives, 42, 52, 

57, 63, 87, 105, 122, 346, 456

D

Database Administrators, 43, 49, 53, 77, 
127, 407–408, 457

Demonstrators and Product Promoters, 
43, 53, 63, 73, 75, 86, 87, 94, 95, 122, 
346–347, 456

Dental Assistants, 44, 53, 64, 87, 88, 107, 
108, 125, 408–409, 458

Dental Hygienists, 40, 48, 52, 84, 85, 
104, 120, 285–286, 455

Dentists, General, 37, 46, 68, 69, 80, 81, 
90, 91, 101, 102, 116, 210–211, 453

Design knowledge area, 469
Detectives and Criminal Investigators, 

42, 53, 105, 106, 123, 347, 456

Diagnostic Medical Sonographers, 37, 80, 
81, 101, 114, 211–212, 453

Directors, Religious Activities and 
Education, 43, 52, 74, 76, 86, 87, 105, 
124, 347–348, 456

Directors—Stage, Motion Pictures, 
Television, and Radio, 348–349, 455. 
See also Producers and Directors

Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and 
Ambulance, 44, 64, 65, 125, 409–410, 
458

doctoral degree
Artistic jobs, 119
defi ned, 111
Investigative jobs, 116
Social jobs, 121–122

Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers, 
36, 55, 59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 100, 112, 
155–156, 451

E

Economics and Accounting knowledge 
area, 469

Economics Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 
47, 84, 85, 121, 286–287, 455

Editors, 39, 56, 70, 71, 92, 93, 118, 
253–254, 453

Education Administrators, Elementary 
and Secondary School, 42, 48, 73, 75, 
124, 349–350, 456

Education Administrators, Postsecondary, 
42, 48, 73, 75, 124, 350–351, 456

Education Administrators, Preschool and 
Child Care Center/Program, 41, 52, 72, 
73, 120, 287–288, 454

Education and Training interest area, 461
Education and Training knowledge area, 

470
education levels, list of, 110–111
Education Teachers, Postsecondary, 38, 

40, 47, 51, 81, 82, 84, 86, 119, 121, 254, 
288–289, 454

Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
Technicians, 36, 45, 66, 67, 99, 100, 
114, 156, 452

Electrical Engineering Technicians, 
156–157, 452. See also Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering Technicians

Electrical Engineers, 37, 68, 69, 101, 102, 
115, 212–213, 453

Electrical Power-Line Installers and 
Repairers, 36, 45, 98, 100, 112, 
157–158, 452

Electricians, 35, 46, 54, 59, 60, 66, 67, 89, 
90, 98, 99, 112, 158–159, 452

Electronics Engineering Technicians, 
159–160, 452. See also Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering Technicians

Electronics Engineers, Except Computer, 
37, 46, 68, 69, 101, 102, 115, 213–214, 
453

Elementary School Teachers, Except 
Special Education, 38, 41, 56, 70, 71, 
72, 73, 102, 103, 104, 118, 120, 254, 
290, 454

Employment Interviewers, 351–352, 456. 
See also Employment, Recruitment, and 
Placement Specialists

Employment, Recruitment, and 
Placement Specialists, 42, 52, 57, 74, 75, 
105, 124, 352, 456

Engineering and Technology knowledge 
area, 470

Engineering Managers, 42, 48, 74, 76, 
105, 106, 124, 352–353, 456

Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary, 37, 
51, 80, 81, 116, 214–215, 453

English Language and Literature 
Teachers, Postsecondary, 38, 40, 47, 
51, 56, 81, 82, 84, 86, 119, 121, 254, 
291–292, 454

English Language knowledge area, 470
Enhanced Occupational Outlook 

Handbook, 473
Enterprising personality type

application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 41–43
best-paying jobs for, 48
educational levels for best jobs, 

122–125
fastest-growing jobs for, 52–53
job descriptions for, 336–392
men, best jobs for, 105–106
most openings, jobs with, 57
number of occupations/workers with, 

21
older workers, best jobs for, 73–76
part-time workers, best jobs for, 86–87
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

455–456
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 

94–95
women, best jobs for, 105
young workers, best jobs for, 63

Environmental Compliance Inspectors, 
410–411, 457. See also Compliance 
O!  cers, Except Agriculture, 
Construction, Health and Safety, and 
Transportation
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Environmental Engineers, 37, 50, 68, 69, 
101, 102, 115, 216, 453

Environmental Science and Protection 
Technicians, Including Health, 37, 50, 
60, 61, 80, 81, 114, 217, 453

Environmental Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 41, 48, 84, 86, 121, 
292–293, 455

Environmental Scientists and Specialists, 
Including Health, 37, 50, 68, 69, 101, 
102, 115, 218, 453

Equal Opportunity Representatives 
and O!  cers, 293–294, 454. See 
also Compliance O!  cers, Except 
Agriculture, Construction, Health and 
Safety, and Transportation

Executive Secretaries and Administrative 
Assistants, 43, 58, 76, 78, 88, 107, 126, 
411–412, 457

F

Family and General Practitioners, 36, 46, 
55, 68, 69, 90, 91, 116, 219, 453

Fashion Designers, 39, 47, 61, 62, 70, 72, 
82, 83, 92, 93, 117, 254–255, 454

Film and Video Editors, 39, 61, 62, 82, 
83, 92, 93, 103, 118, 255–256, 453

Finance and Insurance interest area, 
461–462

Financial Analysts, 43, 49, 53, 77, 96, 
127, 412, 457

Financial Managers, 41, 48, 57, 74, 75, 
124, 353, 455

Financial Managers, Branch or 
Department, 353–354, 455. See also 
Financial Managers

Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, 
and Illustrators, 39, 70, 72, 82, 83, 92, 
93, 117, 256–257, 454

Fine Arts knowledge area, 470
Fire Fighters, 35, 55, 98, 99, 112, 160, 452
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 

Construction Trades and Extraction 
Workers, 42, 57, 74, 75, 94, 95, 105, 
106, 123, 354–355, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food 
Preparation and Serving Workers, 43, 
57, 63, 123, 355–356, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Housekeeping and Janitorial Workers, 
43, 74, 76, 94, 95, 123, 356–357, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Landscaping, Lawn Service, and 
Groundskeeping Workers, 42, 53, 94, 
95, 105, 106, 123, 357–358, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-
Retail Sales Workers, 42, 57, 74, 75, 94, 
95, 105, 106, 123, 358–359, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of O!  ce 
and Administrative Support Workers, 
43, 57, 74, 75, 105, 123, 359–360, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of 
Personal Service Workers, 42, 57, 74, 75, 
87, 94, 95, 123, 360–361, 456

First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Police 
and Detectives, 43, 48, 105, 106, 123, 
361–362, 456

fi rst professional degree
defi ned, 111
Enterprising jobs, 125
Investigative jobs, 116
Social jobs, 122

Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors, 
40, 52, 56, 62, 63, 72, 73, 84, 85, 120, 
294–295, 455

Flight Attendants, 43, 74, 76, 86, 87, 105, 
122, 362, 456

Food Production knowledge area, 470
Food Service Managers, 43, 57, 63, 94, 

95, 123, 363, 456
Foreign Language and Literature 

Teachers, Postsecondary, 38, 41, 51, 81, 
83, 84, 86, 119, 122, 257, 295–296, 454

Foreign Language knowledge area, 470
Forensic Science Technicians, 37, 50, 60, 

61, 80, 81, 115, 219–220, 453
Forest Fire Fighters, 161. See also Fire 

Fighters
Freight and Cargo Inspectors, 161–162, 

451. See also Transportation Inspectors

G

Gaming Managers, 42, 52, 63, 74, 75, 94, 
95, 123, 364, 455

Gaming Supervisors, 43, 52, 74, 76, 94, 
95, 123, 364–365, 455

General and Operations Managers, 42, 
48, 57, 74, 75, 106, 124, 365–366, 456

Geography knowledge area, 470
Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists 

and Geographers, 37, 51, 68, 69, 115, 
220–221, 453

GOE interest areas and work groups, list 
of, 459–466

Government and Public Administration 
interest area, 462

Government Property Inspectors 
and Investigators, 413, 457. See also 
Compliance O!  cers, Except Agriculture, 
Construction, Health and Safety, and 
Transportation

Graduate Teaching Assistants, 41, 57, 84, 
86, 120, 296–297, 454

Graphic Designers, 39, 56, 61, 62, 70, 71, 
82, 83, 92, 93, 118, 257–258, 454

H

Hairdressers, Hairstylists, and Cosme-
tologists, 39, 56, 61, 62, 70, 71, 81, 83, 
92, 93, 102, 103, 117, 258–259, 454

Health Educators, 40, 52, 57, 62, 63, 72, 
73, 104, 120, 298, 454

Health Science interest area, 462
Health Specialties Teachers, 

Postsecondary, 40, 47, 57, 84, 85, 121, 
299–300, 455

Heating, Air Conditioning, and 
Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers, 
35, 55, 59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 100, 113, 
164, 451

Heating and Air Conditioning Mechanics 
and Installers, 163–164, 452. See 
also Heating, Air Conditioning, and 
Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers

History and Archeology knowledge area, 
470

History Teachers, Postsecondary, 41, 84, 
86, 121, 300–301, 455

Holland, John L., 18–22, 32
Hospitality, Tourism, and Recreation 

interest area, 463
Human Resources Assistants, Except 

Payroll and Timekeeping, 44, 64, 65, 
77, 79, 107, 108, 125, 414, 457

Human Service interest area, 463
Hydrologists, 37, 51, 68, 69, 115, 

221–222, 453

I

Immigration and Customs Inspectors, 
415, 457. See also Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators

Industrial Engineers, 37, 51, 55, 68, 69, 
101, 102, 115, 222–223, 453

Industrial Machinery Mechanics, 35, 55, 
66, 67, 98, 100, 112, 164, 452

Industrial-Organizational Psychologists, 
37, 51, 67, 69, 80, 81, 90, 91, 115, 
223–224, 453

Information Technology interest area, 463
Installation skill, 467
Instructing skill, 467
Instructional Coordinators, 40, 56, 72, 

73, 85, 86, 121, 301–302, 455
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Insurance Adjusters, Examiners, and 
Investigators, 416, 457. See also Claims 
Adjusters, Examiners, and Investigators

Insurance Appraisers, Auto Damage, 44, 
49, 77, 78, 126, 416–417, 458

Insurance Claims and Policy Processing 
Clerks, 45, 58, 64, 65, 77, 79, 107, 108, 
125, 417, 457

Insurance Claims Clerks, 417–418, 457. 
See also Insurance Claims and Policy 
Processing Clerks

Insurance Policy Processing Clerks, 418, 
457. See also Insurance Claims and 
Policy Processing Clerks

Insurance Sales Agents, 42, 57, 74, 75, 94, 
95, 124, 366–367, 456

Insurance Underwriters, 44, 49, 127, 419, 
457

interest areas (GOE), list of, 459–466
Interior Designers, 39, 51, 61, 62, 70, 71, 

82, 83, 92, 93, 117, 259–260, 453
Internists, General, 36, 46, 55, 68, 69, 91, 

116, 224–225, 453
Interpreters and Translators, 39, 51, 70, 

71, 81, 83, 92, 93, 117, 260, 454
Interviewers, Except Eligibility and Loan, 

44, 58, 64, 65, 77, 78, 87, 88, 107, 108, 
125, 419–420, 457

investigative personality type
application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 36–38
best-paying jobs for, 46
educational levels for best jobs, 

114–116
fastest-growing jobs for, 50–51
job descriptions for, 193–248
men, best jobs for, 101–102
most openings, jobs with, 55
number of occupations/workers with, 

21
older workers, best jobs for, 67–69
part-time workers, best jobs for, 80–81
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

452–453
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 

90–91
women, best jobs for, 101
young workers, best jobs for, 60–61

J–K

Job Banks by Occupation Web site, 474
Judgment and Decision Making skill, 467
Kindergarten Teachers, Except Special 

Education, 38, 56, 61, 81, 82, 102, 103, 
118, 261, 302–303, 454

knowledge areas, list of defi nitions, 
469–471

L

Landscape Architects, 39, 47, 70, 71, 92, 
93, 103, 118, 261, 454

Law and Government knowledge area, 
470

Law and Public Safety interest area, 
463–464

Law Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 47, 84, 
85, 122, 303–304, 455

Lawyers, 41, 48, 57, 73, 75, 94, 95, 125, 
367–368, 456

Learning Strategies skill, 467
Legal Secretaries, 44, 76, 78, 88, 107, 108, 

126, 420–421, 457
Librarians, 44, 49, 76, 78, 87, 88, 107, 

108, 127, 421–422, 458
License Clerks, 422, 457. See also Court, 

Municipal, and License Clerks
Licensing Examiners and Inspectors, 

423, 457. See also Compliance O!  cers, 
Except Agriculture, Construction, 
Health and Safety, and Transportation

lists
" e 20 Artistic Jobs with the Most 

Openings, 56
" e 20 Best-Paying Artistic Jobs, 47
" e 20 Best-Paying Conventional 

Jobs, 49
" e 20 Best-Paying Enterprising Jobs, 

48
" e 20 Best-Paying Investigative Jobs, 

46
" e 20 Best-Paying Realistic Jobs, 

45–46
" e 20 Best-Paying Social Jobs, 47–48
" e 20 Conventional Jobs with the 

Most Openings, 58
" e 20 Enterprising Jobs with the Most 

Openings, 57
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Artistic Jobs, 

51
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Conventional 

Jobs, 53
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Enterprising 

Jobs, 52–53
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Investigative 

Jobs, 50–51
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Realistic Jobs, 

50
" e 20 Fastest-Growing Social Jobs, 52
" e 20 Investigative Jobs with the Most 

Openings, 55

" e 20 Realistic Jobs with the Most 
Openings, 54–55

" e 20 Social Jobs with the Most 
Openings, 56–57

" e 50 Best Artistic Jobs, 38–39
" e 50 Best Conventional Jobs, 43–45
" e 50 Best Enterprising Jobs, 41–43
" e 50 Best Investigative Jobs, 36–38
" e 50 Best Realistic Jobs, 35–36
" e 50 Best Social Jobs, 40–41
Artistic Jobs with the Highest 

Percentage of Men, 103
Artistic Jobs with the Highest 

Percentage of Part-Time Workers, 
81–82

Artistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers, 
92

Artistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Women, 102

Artistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 16–24, 61

Artistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 70

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 10 
Percent or More Workers Age 16–24, 
61–62

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers, 
82–83

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 71–72

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 
Percent or More Men, 103

Best Artistic Jobs Overall Employing 70 
Percent or More Women, 103

Best Artistic Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed 
Workers, 92–93

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s 
Degree, 117–118

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Doctoral 
Degree, 119

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring a Master’s 
Degree, 119

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring an 
Associate Degree, 117

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Long-Term 
On-the-Job Training, 117

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Moderate-
Term On-the-Job Training, 116

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring 
Postsecondary Vocational Training, 
117
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Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation, 
117

Best Artistic Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience Plus Degree, 118

Best Conventional Jobs Overall 
Employing 10 Percent or More 
Workers Age 16–24, 64–65

Best Conventional Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More Part-
Time Workers, 88

Best Conventional Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More 
Workers Age 55 and Over, 77–79

Best Conventional Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More Men, 
109

Best Conventional Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More 
Women, 107–108

Best Conventional Jobs Overall with 
8 Percent or More Self-Employed 
Workers, 96

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring a 
Bachelor’s Degree, 127

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring a 
Master’s Degree, 127

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring an 
Associate Degree, 126

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Long-Term On-the-Job Training, 126

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training, 
125

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Postsecondary Vocational Training, 
126

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Short-Term On-the-Job Training, 125

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Work Experience in a Related 
Occupation, 126

Best Conventional Jobs Requiring 
Work Experience Plus Degree, 127

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall 
Employing 10 Percent or More 
Workers Age 16–24, 63

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More Part-
Time Workers, 87

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More 
Workers Age 55 and Over, 75–76

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More Men, 
106

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More 
Women, 105

Best Enterprising Jobs Overall with 
8 Percent or More Self-Employed 
Workers, 95

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring a 
Bachelor’s Degree, 123–124

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring a First 
Professional Degree, 125

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Long-
Term On-the-Job Training, 122

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring 
Moderate-Term On-the-Job Training, 
122

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring 
Postsecondary Vocational Training, 
123

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation, 
123

Best Enterprising Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience Plus Degree, 124

Best Investigative Jobs Overall 
Employing 10 Percent or More 
Workers Age 16–24, 61

Best Investigative Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More Part-
Time Workers, 81

Best Investigative Jobs Overall 
Employing 15 Percent or More 
Workers Age 55 and Over, 69

Best Investigative Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More Men, 
102

Best Investigative Jobs Overall 
Employing 70 Percent or More 
Women, 101

Best Investigative Jobs Overall with 
8 Percent or More Self-Employed 
Workers, 91

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a 
Bachelor’s Degree, 114–115

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a 
Doctoral Degree, 116

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a First 
Professional Degree, 116

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring a 
Master’s Degree, 115

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring an 
Associate Degree, 114

Best Investigative Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience Plus Degree, 115

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 
16–24, 60

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Part-Time 
Workers, 80

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
15 Percent or More Workers Age 55 
and Over, 66–67

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
70 Percent or More Men, 99–100

Best Realistic Jobs Overall Employing 
70 Percent or More Women, 98

Best Realistic Jobs Overall with 8 
Percent or More Self-Employed 
Workers, 90

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring a 
Bachelor’s Degree, 114

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring an 
Associate Degree, 113–114

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Long-
Term On-the-Job Training, 112–113

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Moderate-
Term On-the-Job Training, 112

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Post-
secondary Vocational Training, 113

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Short-
Term On-the-Job Training, 112

Best Realistic Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation, 
113

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 
10 Percent or More Workers Age 
16–24, 63

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Part-Time Workers, 
85–86

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 15 
Percent or More Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 73

Best Social Jobs Overall Employing 70 
Percent or More Women, 104

Best Social Jobs Overall with 8 Percent 
or More Self-Employed Workers, 94

Best Social Jobs Requiring a Bachelor’s 
Degree, 120

Best Social Jobs Requiring a Doctoral 
Degree, 121–122

Best Social Jobs Requiring a First 
Professional Degree, 122

Best Social Jobs Requiring a Master’s 
Degree, 121
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Best Social Jobs Requiring an Associate 
Degree, 120

Best Social Jobs Requiring Moderate-
Term On-the-Job Training, 119

Best Social Jobs Requiring Post-
secondary Vocational Training, 120

Best Social Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience in a Related Occupation, 
119

Best Social Jobs Requiring Work 
Experience Plus Degree, 120

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Men, 109

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Part-Time Workers, 
87–88

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers, 
96

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Women, 107

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 16–24, 64

Conventional Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 76–77

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Men, 105–106

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Part-Time Workers, 
86–87

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers, 
94

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Women, 105

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 16–24, 63

Enterprising Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 73–74

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Men, 101

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Part-Time Workers, 80

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Self-Employed Workers, 
90–91

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Women, 101

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 16–24, 60

Investigative Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 67–68

Realistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Men, 98–99

Realistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Part-Time Workers, 80

Realistic Jobs with the Highest Per-
centage of Self-Employed Workers, 
89

Realistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Women, 97

Realistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 16–24, 59

Realistic Jobs with the Highest 
Percentage of Workers Age 55 and 
Over, 66

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Part-Time Workers, 84–85

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Self-Employed Workers, 93

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Women, 104

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 16–24, 62

Social Jobs with the Highest Percentage 
of Workers Age 55 and Over, 72

Loan Interviewers and Clerks, 45, 58, 64, 
65, 107, 108, 125, 423–424, 457

Loan O!  cers, 43, 49, 58, 127, 424–425, 
457

Logisticians, 42, 53, 74, 75, 124, 
368–369, 455

long-term on-the-job training
Artistic jobs, 117
Conventional jobs, 126
defi ned, 110
Enterprising jobs, 122
Realistic jobs, 112–113

M

Maintenance and Repair Workers, 
General, 36, 54, 66, 67, 98, 100, 112, 
165–166, 452

Makeup Artists, " eatrical and 
Performance, 39, 51, 81, 83, 92, 93, 102, 
103, 117, 261–262, 454

Management Analysts, 37, 51, 55, 67, 69, 
90, 91, 115, 225–226, 453

Management of Financial Resources skill, 
468

Management of Material Resources skill, 
468

Management of Personnel Resources skill, 
468

Manufacturing interest area, 464–465
Mapping Technicians, 425–426, 457. 

See also Surveying and Mapping 
Technicians

Market Research Analysts, 37, 55, 115, 
226–227, 453

Marketing Managers, 41, 48, 124, 
369–370, 455

Marriage and Family " erapists, 39, 41, 
51, 52, 70, 71, 72, 73, 82, 83, 85, 86, 
119, 121, 262, 304–305, 454

master’s degree
Artistic jobs, 119
Conventional jobs, 127
defi ned, 111
Investigative jobs, 115
Social jobs, 121

Mates—Ship, Boat, and Barge, 166, 456. 
See also Captains, Mates, and Pilots of 
Water Vessels

Mathematical Science Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 40, 84, 85, 121, 
305–306, 455

Mathematicians, 38, 46, 68, 69, 101, 102, 
116, 227, 452

Mathematics knowledge area, 470
Mathematics skill, 468
Mechanical Devices knowledge area, 470
Mechanical Drafters, 36, 46, 66, 67, 99, 

100, 113, 166–167, 452
Mechanical Engineers, 38, 55, 101, 102, 

115, 228, 453
Medical and Clinical Laboratory 

Technicians, 36, 50, 66, 67, 97, 98, 114, 
167–168, 452

Medical and Clinical Laboratory 
Technologists, 37, 55, 68, 69, 101, 115, 
229, 453

Medical and Health Services Managers, 
41, 48, 53, 74, 75, 94, 95, 124, 370–371, 
456

Medical and Public Health Social 
Workers, 40, 52, 57, 72, 73, 104, 120, 
306–307, 455

Medical Assistants, 40, 52, 56, 62, 63, 84, 
85, 104, 119, 307–308, 454

Medical Records and Health Information 
Technicians, 44, 53, 58, 76, 78, 107, 
108, 126, 426–427, 457

Medical Scientists, Except Epidemi-
ologists, 37, 51, 55, 116, 230, 453

Medical Secretaries, 44, 53, 58, 76, 78, 
88, 107, 108, 125, 427–428, 458

Medical Transcriptionists, 44, 64, 65, 87, 
88, 96, 107, 108, 126, 428–429, 457

Medicine and Dentistry knowledge area, 
470

Meeting and Convention Planners, 43, 
52, 74, 76, 124, 371–372, 456
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Mental Health and Substance Abuse 
Social Workers, 40, 52, 57, 72, 73, 104, 
121, 308–309, 455

Mental Health Counselors, 40, 52, 56, 
72, 73, 85, 121, 309–310, 455

Merchandise Displayers and Window 
Trimmers, 39, 61, 62, 70, 72, 82, 83, 
92, 93, 116, 262–263, 454

Middle School Teachers, Except Special 
and Vocational Education, 39, 56, 70, 
71, 102, 103, 118, 263, 310–311, 454

Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, 
Except Engines, 35, 66, 67, 98, 100, 
112, 168–169, 451

moderate-term on-the-job training
Artistic jobs, 116
Conventional jobs, 125
defi ned, 110
Enterprising jobs, 122
Realistic jobs, 112
Social jobs, 119

Monitoring skill, 468
Multi-Media Artists and Animators, 38, 

47, 51, 56, 70, 71, 82, 92, 117, 263–264, 
454

Municipal Clerks, 429–430, 457. See also 
Court, Municipal, and License Clerks

Municipal Fire Fighters, 169–170, 452. 
See also Fire Fighters

Music Composers and Arrangers, 
264–265, 453. See also Music Directors 
and Composers

Music Directors, 265–266, 454. See also 
Music Directors and Composers

Music Directors and Composers, 39, 70, 
71, 81, 83, 92, 93, 118, 266, 453

N

Natural Sciences Managers, 42, 48, 73, 
76, 124, 372–373, 456

Negotiation skill, 468
Network and Computer Systems 

Administrators, 37, 50, 55, 101, 102, 
114, 230–231, 453

Network Designers, 430–431, 457. See 
also Computer Specialists, All Other

Network Systems and Data 
Communications Analysts, 37, 50, 55, 
90, 91, 101, 102, 114, 232, 452

New Guide for Occupational Exploration, 
473

Nuclear Medicine Technologists, 38, 80, 
81, 101, 114, 233, 453

Nursing Instructors and Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 40, 84, 86, 121, 
311–312, 455

O

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 36, 46, 
55, 68, 69, 91, 116, 234, 453

Occupational Health and Safety 
Technicians, 44, 77, 78, 107, 108, 127, 
431–432, 457

Occupational Outlook Handbook, 473
Occupational " erapists, 40, 48, 52, 84, 

85, 93, 94, 104, 121, 313, 455
O!  ce Clerks, General, 44, 58, 64, 65, 77, 

78, 87, 88, 107, 108, 125, 432–433, 457
O*NET database, 1
O*NET Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 

473
O*NET Interest Profi ler, 23
Operating Engineers and Other 

Construction Equipment Operators, 35, 
54, 66, 67, 98, 100, 112, 170–171, 452

Operations Analysis skill, 468
Operations Research Analysts, 37, 68, 69, 

115, 234–235, 453
Optometrists, 37, 46, 68, 69, 80, 81, 90, 

91, 116, 235–236, 453
Orthodontists, 37, 46, 68, 69, 80, 81, 90, 

91, 101, 102, 116, 236–237, 453
Overnight Career Choice (Farr), 473

P

Painters, Construction and Maintenance, 
35, 54, 89, 90, 98, 100, 112, 171–172, 
451

Paralegals and Legal Assistants, 43, 49, 
53, 107, 126, 433, 457

Pediatricians, General, 36, 46, 55, 68, 69, 
91, 116, 237–238, 453

Personal Financial Advisors, 41, 52, 74, 
75, 94, 95, 123, 373–374, 456

personality codes, jobs ordered by, 
451–458

Personality Type Inventory assessment, 
23–32

personality types
assessments, Web sites for, 22
describing, 18
Personality Type Inventory assessment, 

23–32
relationship with career choice, 17–18
RIASEC framework, 18–22

Personnel and Human Resources 
knowledge area, 471

Personnel Recruiters, 374–375, 456. See 
also Employment, Recruitment, and 
Placement Specialists

Persuasion skill, 468
Pharmacists, 36, 46, 51, 55, 68, 69, 80, 

81, 116, 238–239, 453

Pharmacy Technicians, 44, 53, 58, 64, 87, 
88, 107, 108, 125, 433–434, 457

Philosophy and Religion Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 38, 41, 47, 51, 81, 83, 84, 
86, 119, 122, 266, 314–315, 454

Philosophy and " eology knowledge area, 
471

Photographers, 39, 56, 61, 62, 70, 72, 82, 
83, 92, 93, 117, 266–267, 454

Physical " erapist Assistants, 41, 52, 62, 
63, 84, 86, 104, 120, 315–316, 455

Physical " erapists, 40, 47, 52, 57, 84, 85, 
93, 94, 121, 316–317, 455

Physician Assistants, 40, 47, 52, 85, 104, 
121, 317, 455

Physicists, 38, 46, 67, 69, 116, 239, 453
Physics knowledge area, 471
Physics Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 47, 

84, 86, 121, 317–318, 455
Pilots, Ship, 172–173, 452. See also 

Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water 
Vessels

Pipe Fitters and Steamfi tters, 173–174, 
451. See also Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and 
Steamfi tters

Plumbers, 174–175, 452. See also 
Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters

Plumbers, Pipefi tters, and Steamfi tters, 
35, 46, 54, 59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 99, 112, 
175, 451

Podiatrists, 37, 46, 80, 81, 90, 91, 116, 
240, 453

Poets, Lyricists, and Creative Writers, 
267–268, 454. See also Writers and 
Authors

Police and Sheri# ’s Patrol O!  cers, 42, 57, 
105, 106, 122, 375, 456

Police Detectives, 375–376, 456. See also 
Detectives and Criminal Investigators

Police, Fire, and Ambulance Dispatchers, 
44, 64, 65, 125, 435–436, 458

Police Identifi cation and Records O!  cers, 
434–435, 458. See also Detectives and 
Criminal Investigators

Political Science Teachers, Postsecondary, 
41, 48, 84, 86, 121, 319–320, 454

Political Scientists, 39, 47, 70, 72, 82, 83, 
119, 240–241, 268, 452

Postal Service Mail Carriers, 45, 76, 79, 
125, 436, 457

postsecondary vocational training
Artistic jobs, 117
Conventional jobs, 126
defi ned, 110
Enterprising jobs, 123
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Realistic jobs, 113
Social jobs, 120

Preschool Teachers, Except Special 
Education, 39, 40, 51, 52, 56, 61, 62, 
63, 81, 82, 84, 85, 102, 103, 104, 117, 
120, 268, 320–321, 454

Producers, 376–377, 455. See also 
Producers and Directors

Producers and Directors, 39, 43, 47, 70, 
71, 74, 76, 92, 94, 95, 118, 124, 268, 
377, 455

Production and Processing knowledge 
area, 471

Production, Planning, and Expediting 
Clerks, 44, 58, 77, 78, 125, 436–437, 
457

Program Directors, 377–378, 456. See also 
Producers and Directors

Programming skill, 468
Property, Real Estate, and Community 

Association Managers, 42, 57, 73, 75, 
87, 94, 95, 124, 378–379, 455

Prosthodontists, 37, 46, 68, 69, 80, 81, 
90, 91, 101, 102, 116, 241–242, 453

Psychiatrists, 36, 46, 55, 68, 69, 91, 116, 
242, 453

Psychology knowledge area, 471
Psychology Teachers, Postsecondary, 40, 

48, 84, 86, 121, 321–322, 455
Public Relations Managers, 38, 42, 47, 

48, 53, 70, 71, 74, 75, 118, 124, 268, 
379–380, 455

Public Relations Specialists, 38, 42, 53, 
56, 57, 61, 63, 70, 71, 74, 75, 117, 124, 
268, 380, 455

Public Safety and Security knowledge 
area, 471

Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, 
Retail, and Farm Products, 44, 49, 76, 
78, 126, 438, 457

Q–R

Quality Control Analysis skill, 468
Radiation " erapists, 40, 47, 52, 104, 

120, 322–323, 455
Radiologic Technicians, 176, 451. See 

also Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians

Radiologic Technologists, 177–178, 452. 
See also Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians

Radiologic Technologists and 
Technicians, 35, 45, 50, 80, 97, 98, 113, 
178, 452

Reading Comprehension skill, 468

Real Estate Brokers, 42, 73, 76, 87, 94, 
95, 123, 381, 455

Real Estate Sales Agents, 42, 57, 73, 76, 
87, 94, 95, 123, 381–382, 455

Realistic personality type
application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 35–36
best-paying jobs for, 45–46
educational levels for best jobs, 

112–114
fastest-growing jobs for, 50
job descriptions for, 131–192
men, best jobs for, 98–100
most openings, jobs with, 54–55
number of occupations/workers with, 

21
older workers, best jobs for, 66–67
part-time workers, best jobs for, 80
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

451–452
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 

89–90
women, best jobs for, 97–98
young workers, best jobs for, 59–60

Receptionists and Information Clerks, 44, 
53, 58, 64, 77, 78, 87, 88, 107, 108, 125, 
439, 457

Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers, 
Postsecondary, 41, 84, 86, 122, 
323–324, 454

Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers, 
178–179, 451. See also Heating, Air 
Conditioning, and Refrigeration 
Mechanics and Installers

Registered Nurses, 40, 52, 56, 72, 73, 84, 
85, 104, 120, 324–325, 455

Rehabilitation Counselors, 41, 52, 56, 72, 
73, 85, 121, 325–326, 455

resources for further information, 
473–474

Retail and Wholesale Sales and Service 
interest area, 465

RIASEC personality type framework, 
18–22

Roofers, 35, 50, 54, 59, 60, 89, 90, 98, 99, 
112, 179–180, 451

Rough Carpenters, 180–181, 452. See also 
Carpenters

S

Sailors and Marine Oilers, 36, 50, 59, 60, 
99, 100, 112, 181–182, 451

Sales Agents, Financial Services, 382–383, 
455. See also Securities, Commodities, 
and Financial Services Sales Agents

Sales Agents, Securities and Commodities, 
383–384, 455. See also Securities, 
Commodities, and Financial Services 
Sales Agents

Sales and Marketing knowledge area, 471
Sales Engineers, 43, 48, 74, 76, 105, 106, 

124, 384–385, 456
Sales Managers, 42, 48, 57, 124, 

385–386, 455
Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 

Manufacturing, Except Technical and 
Scientifi c Products, 43, 49, 58, 77, 78, 
109, 126, 440, 457

Sales Representatives, Wholesale and 
Manufacturing, Technical and Scientifi c 
Products, 42, 57, 74, 75, 106, 123, 386

Same-Day Resume (Farr), 474
School Psychologists, 243, 453. See also 

Clinical, Counseling, and School 
Psychologists

Science skill, 468
Scientifi c Research, Engineering, and 

Mathematics interest area, 465
Secondary School Teachers, Except 

Special and Vocational Education, 39, 
56, 70, 71, 118, 268, 326–327, 454

Secretaries, Except Legal, Medical, and 
Executive, 44, 58, 76, 79, 88, 107, 108, 
125, 441, 457

Securities, Commodities, and Financial 
Services Sales Agents, 41, 52, 57, 94, 95, 
106, 123, 387, 455

Security and Fire Alarm Systems 
Installers, 36, 50, 59, 60, 98, 100, 113, 
182–183, 451

Self-Enrichment Education Teachers, 38, 
40, 51, 52, 56, 61, 62, 63, 70, 71, 72, 73, 
81, 83, 84, 85, 92, 93, 94, 117, 119, 268, 
328–329, 454

Service Orientation skill, 468
Set and Exhibit Designers, 39, 51, 61, 62, 

70, 71, 82, 83, 92, 93, 118, 268–269, 
454

Sheet Metal Workers, 36, 55, 59, 60, 98, 
100, 113, 183–184, 451

Sheri# s and Deputy Sheri# s, 387, 456. See 
also Police and Sheri# ’s Patrol O!  cers

Ship and Boat Captains, 388, 456. See also 
Captains, Mates, and Pilots of Water 
Vessels

Shipping, Receiving, and Tra!  c Clerks, 
45, 58, 64, 65, 77, 79, 125, 442, 458

short-term on-the-job training
Conventional jobs, 125
defi ned, 110
Realistic jobs, 112
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skills, list of defi nitions, 467–469
Social and Community Service Managers, 

42, 52, 74, 75, 124, 389, 456
Social and Human Service Assistants, 

44, 53, 58, 64, 77, 78, 107, 108, 125, 
442–443, 458

Social Perceptiveness skill, 468
Social personality type

application to people/jobs, 19
best jobs for, 40–41
best-paying jobs for, 47–48
educational levels for best jobs, 

119–122
fastest-growing jobs for, 52
job descriptions for, 271–335
most openings, jobs with, 56–57
number of occupations/workers with, 

21
older workers, best jobs for, 72–73
part-time workers, best jobs for, 84–86
personality codes, jobs ordered by, 

454–455
self-employed workers, best jobs for, 

93–94
women, best jobs for, 104
young workers, best jobs for, 62–63

Sociologists, 39, 47, 61, 62, 70, 71, 82, 83, 
119, 244, 269, 452

Sociology and Anthropology knowledge 
area, 471

Sociology Teachers, Postsecondary, 41, 
84, 86, 122, 329–330, 455

Software Quality Assurance Engineers 
and Testers, 244–245, 453. See also 
Computer Specialists, All Other

Speaking skill, 468
Special Education Teachers, Middle 

School, 39, 70, 71, 102, 103, 118, 269, 
330–331, 454

Special Education Teachers, Preschool, 
Kindergarten, and Elementary School, 
38, 51, 56, 70, 71, 102, 103, 118, 269, 
331–332, 454

Statement Clerks, 443–444, 457. See also 
Billing and Posting Clerks and Machine 
Operators

Statisticians, 44, 49, 77, 78, 109, 127, 
444–445, 457

Substance Abuse and Behavioral Disorder 
Counselors, 38, 40, 51, 52, 56, 70, 71, 
72, 73, 82, 85, 118, 120, 270, 332–333, 
454

Surgeons, 36, 46, 55, 68, 69, 91, 116, 
245–246, 453

Surgical Technologists, 35, 50, 59, 60, 80, 
97, 98, 113, 184–185, 452

Survey Researchers, 38, 115, 246–247, 
453

Surveying and Mapping Technicians, 44, 
53, 64, 77, 78, 109, 125, 445, 457

Surveying Technicians, 185–186, 451. 
See also Surveying and Mapping 
Technicians

Surveyors, 35, 45, 50, 66, 99, 114, 
186–187, 452

Systems Analysis skill, 468
Systems Evaluation skill, 468

T

Talent Directors, 389–390, 455. See also 
Producers and Directors

Technical Directors/Managers, 390–391, 
456. See also Producers and Directors

Technical Writers, 38, 47, 51, 70, 71, 117, 
270, 454

Technology Design skill, 468
Telecommunications Equipment Installers 

and Repairers, Except Line Installers, 
36, 45, 66, 67, 99, 100, 113, 187–188, 
452

Telecommunications knowledge area, 471
Telecommunications Line Installers 

and Repairers, 36, 46, 98, 100, 112, 
188–189, 452

Tellers, 44, 58, 64, 65, 77, 78, 87, 88, 107, 
108, 125, 445–446, 457

10 Best College Majors for Your Personality 
(Shatkin), 474

" erapy and Counseling knowledge area, 
471

Tile and Marble Setters, 35, 50, 59, 60, 
89, 90, 98, 100, 112, 189–190, 451

Time Management skill, 468
Training and Development Managers, 42, 

48, 53, 74, 75, 124, 391–392, 456
Training and Development Specialists, 

38, 41, 51, 56, 70, 71, 72, 73, 102, 103, 
104, 118, 120, 270, 333–334, 454

Transportation, Distribution, and 
Logistics interest area, 466

Transportation Inspectors, 36, 45, 50, 66, 
67, 99, 113, 190, 452

Transportation knowledge area, 471

Transportation Vehicle, Equipment, and 
Systems Inspectors, Except Aviation, 
190–191, 452. See also Transportation 
Inspectors

Treasurers and Controllers, 446–447, 457. 
See also Financial Managers

Troubleshooting skill, 468
Truck Drivers, Heavy and Tractor-Trailer, 

35, 54, 66, 67, 89, 90, 98, 99, 112, 
191–192, 451

U–V

U.S. Census Bureau, 1
U.S. Department of Education, 1
U.S. Department of Labor, 1, 23
Veterinarians, 37, 50, 67, 69, 90, 91, 116, 

247–248, 453
Vocational Education Teachers, 

Postsecondary, 40, 57, 84, 85, 119, 
334–335, 455

W–Z

Water and Liquid Waste Treatment Plant 
and System Operators, 35, 66, 67, 98, 
100, 113, 192, 451

Web Administrators, 447–448, 457. See 
also Computer Specialists, All Other

Web Developers, 448–449, 457. See also 
Computer Specialists, All Other

work experience in a related occupation
Artistic jobs, 117
Conventional jobs, 126
defi ned, 110
Enterprising jobs, 123
Realistic jobs, 113
Social jobs, 119

work experience plus degree
Artistic jobs, 118
Conventional jobs, 127
defi ned, 111
Enterprising jobs, 124
Investigative jobs, 115
Social jobs, 120

work groups (GOE), list of, 459–466
Writers and Authors, 38, 56, 70, 71, 82, 

83, 92, 118, 270, 453
Writing skill, 468
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